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MEETING OVERVIEW 
 

Atlantic Herring Section Meeting 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 

3:45 p.m. – 5:45 p.m. 

Alexandria, Virginia 

 

Chair: Dennis Abbott (ME) 

Assumed Chairmanship: 09/19 

Technical Committee Chair: 

Matt Cieri (ME) 

Law Enforcement Committee 

Representative: 

Marston/Fessenden 

Vice Chair: David Pierce (MA) 

 

Advisory Panel Chair: 

David Ellenton 

Previous Section Meeting:  

November 7, 2011 

Voting Members: ME, NH, MA, RI, CT, NY, NJ (7 votes) 

 

2. Section Consent  

 Approval of Agenda 

 Approval of Proceeding from November 7, 2011 

 

3. Public Comment – At the beginning of the meeting public comment will be taken on items 

not on the Agenda.  Individuals that wish to speak at this time must sign in at the beginning of 

the meeting.  For agenda items that have already gone out for public hearing and/or have had a 

public comment period that has closed, the Section Chair may determine that additional public 

comment will not provide additional information.  In this circumstance the Chair will not allow 

additional public comment on an issue.  For agenda items that the public has not had a chance to 

provide input, the Section Chair may allow limited opportunity for comment.  The Section Chair 

has the discretion to limit the number of speakers and/or the length of each comment.   

 

4. Update of 2010 Final Landings (2:15-2:20 p.m.) 

Background 

 2010 herring landings exceeded the Area 1A and 1B Sub-ACL’s by 1,878 and 1,638 

metric tons respectively (Briefing CD). 

 Addendum II specifies that overages result in a reduction of the corresponding Sub-

ACL for the fishing year after the final total catch is tallied. 

 Accordingly, the 2012 Area 1A and 1B quotas will be reduced by the amount of the 

2010 overages. 

Presentations 

 Update of 2010 Final Landings by C. Vonderweidt 
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5. Select Preferred Alternatives in NEFMC Amendment 5 (2:20-3:30)  

Background 

 Amendment 5 alternatives include: adjustments to the fishery management program 

including adjustments to reporting requirements for vessels and dealers, and measures 

to address trip notification requirements, carrier vessels, and transfers of herring at-

sea; a catch monitoring program that includes measures to maximize sampling and 

address net slippage, and alternatives to allocate observer coverage on limited access 

herring vessels; measures to address river herring bycatch; and criteria for midwater 

trawl vessel access to year-round groundfish closed areas (Briefing CD). 

 The New England Fishery Management Council (NEFMC) is on schedule to submit a 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement to NMFS in late January/early February 2012 

and the 45-day public comment period is likely to open in late February 2012. 

 The Section will not meet during the public comment period for Amendment 5 if the 

current schedule holds.   

 The most recent version of Amendment 5 is the September 2011 draft.  NEFMC staff 

has indicated that the management measures will not change significantly from the 

September 2011 version.  Accordingly, the Section can select preferred alternatives for 

ASMFC staff to compile and submit when the public comment period opens. 

Presentations 

 Amendment 5 management measures by L. Steele. 

Section actions for consideration 

 Select preferred alternatives. 

 

6. Technical Committee Review of Spawning Regulations (3:30-4:00 p.m.)  

Background 

 At the November 2011 Section meeting, the Technical Committee (TC) was tasked to 

review the spawning closures regulations because of concern that the size bins may 

not adequately cover size ranges of spawn fish.  

 The TC held a conference call in December 2011 to begin the spawning closure 

review and formulated a list of questions surrounding the current regulations during 

the call.  They are developing a spawning regulation whitepaper scheduled for 

completion in late January 2012 (Briefing CD). 

Presentations 

 Technical Committee review of spawning regulations by Dr. M. Cieri 

 

6. Other Business/Adjourn 
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The Atlantic Herring Section of the Atlantic States 

Marine Fisheries Commission convened in the 

Wilson Ballroom of the Langham Hotel, Boston, 

Massachusetts, November 7, 2011, and was called to 

order at 8:00 o’clock a.m. by Chairman David Pierce.   

CALL TO ORDER 

CHAIRMAN DAVID PIERCE:  I call the meeting to 

order.  Welcome to Boston for those who are just 

arriving and, of course, those who arrived last night.  

I am listed on the meeting overview as being 

employed by the state of Maine (laughter), which 

some people might think that’s true.  With that 

correction, we have an agenda that is scheduled to 

take us from 8:00 o’clock to 10:30.  I’ll be very 

surprised if we go that long. 

 

I think it depends a lot on Lori Steele.  Lori Steele, 

staff member of the council, who has a tremendous 

amount of work on Amendment 5 to the Sea Herring 

Management Plan, is scheduled to give an update at 

9:20.  We will expect that she will arrive despite the 

Boston traffic.  I suspect she is prepared for that or 

anticipated it.   

APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

I am the chair as of September.  Later on this 

morning, probably within the hour or so, we will 

elect a vice-chair.  Are there any changes to the 

agenda?  All right, I see no desire to change the 

agenda; therefore, we will consider it adopted for our 

business this morning.   

PUBLIC COMMENT 

We have now an opportunity for the public to speak 

and to address any issue that is not on the agenda, an 

issue you might like to raise in the context of the 

business that this Herring Section does. Anyone in 

the audience care to address the Section?  Bill. 

 

MR. WILLIAM A. ADLER:  Did we approve the 

proceedings? 

APPROVAL OF PROCEEDINGS 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Well, not yet, Bill, I’m 

getting there.  So, with no members of the public 

interested in speaking to the Section, we will then go 

on to next item on the agenda, which is approval of 

the proceedings from March 21
st
.  I have a motion 

from Bill Adler to approve the proceedings; a second 

from Pat Augustine.  Is there any objection to 

approval of the proceedings?  I see none and we will 

consider the proceedings approved.  Next will be a 

review of the 2011 fishery, and Matt Cieri is prepared 

to review what has transpired over this last ten 

months or so. 

REVIEW OF THE 2011 FISHERY 

DR. MATT CIERI:  Good morning.  My name is 

Matt Cieri.  I’m the current TC Chair for Atlantic 

herring, and I work for the state of Maine.  It’s a 

pleasure to be here in front of you this morning even 

though it’s always early for herring on the first day.  

Anyway, I’m going to give an update on the catch 

and sampling from the 2011 Atlantic Herring Fishery 

despite the fact that we haven’t actually closed out 

this year.  As you guys may or may not aware, there 

is a few different types of reporting systems when it 

comes to Atlantic herring. 

 

The first one that we’ve used up until recently and 

continue to use in some fashion has been the IVR 

report or the Interactive Voice Reporting System.  

Basically this gives a cumulative catch by vessel by 

management area and it wasn’t trip level.  Outside of 

that, there were also the dealer landings.  These are 

the recordings of landings by an individual vessel on 

a per trip basis. 

 

This gives us really good information on much has 

been landed but it doesn’t give you such things as 

discards, gear used and area fished.  It also doesn’t 

tend to include state-only permits for a variety of 

different reason for many of the states with the 

exception of Maine.  Like I said, it doesn’t deal with 

bycatch. 

 

VTRs are probably the most useful types of reporting 

systems particularly when it comes to a stock 

assessment.  This is a monthly spatially resolved trip 

level reporting system that basically gives everything 

from exact location to gear used, area landed, port 

landed to, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.  But because 

it was only being used on a monthly basis, it wasn’t 

very useful for quota monitoring for this particular 

fishery. 

 

Up until recently the National Marine Fisheries 

Service has been using a combination of the IVR 

Reports, the SAFIS Dealer Reports and the VTR for 

quota monitoring for the National Marine Fisheries 

Service.  However, during this year – and I believe it 

was about September – the National Marine Fisheries 

Service actually put in a rule that moved the VMS 

Reporting System, which is currently used in other 

fisheries, to be used for Atlantic herring for Category 

A, B and C vessels. 
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Category D vessels are still calling in on a weekly 

basis or I believe daily basis, and I don’t remember 

which, as a Category D vessel.  And then the VTRS 

went from being monthly to now weekly reporting, 

and so we have more timely reports when it comes to 

Atlantic herring and catch by area. 

 

The breakdown so far this year, as of October 31
st
, as 

of Halloween – and this is pretty much what it looks 

like.  The red line is Area 2 there; and as you can see, 

the fishery sort of increased from about a January 1
st
 

start date up to about 12,000 metric tons where it has 

pretty much held steady there as far as cumulative 

catch for the time period. 

 

Area 3 is in the blue line and that’s actually a very 

interesting development.  This year Area 3 

skyrocketed up initially after starting landing in about 

mid-May and reached the quota by about the end of 

September and was closed, as we’ll discuss a little bit 

later.  Area 1B in the black line started off fairly 

consistently throughout most of the time period, from 

a June 1
st
 start date up until you get to about October 

1
st
 and then catch rates actually exploded after 

October 1
st
, right up until the quota and it was 

recently closed as well. 

 

And then, of course, Area 1B, which had a very, very 

small quota of a little over 4,000 metric tons, bumped 

along here and there with small catches up until the 

most recent time period in September where we had a 

couple of really good landings out of Area 1B, and it 

closed very directly thereafter. 

 

To give you a sort of historical perspective of what 

this might look like compared to other years, the dark 

red line is 2011, and you can see the cumulative catch 

for 2011 compared to other years; for example, the 

blue which is 2007 and the purple which is 2008.  

The other blue line, which on mine is actually light 

blue, is 2010.  What you’ll notice actually is that 

catch in Area 1A has been lower than average.  The 

catch rate has been lower than average but higher 

than it certainly was last year. 

 

So the catch rates have been a little bit higher than it 

was last year but overall catch rates are below 

average.  Taking a more detailed look at some of our 

days-out management measures, the spawning 

closures and some of their effects on catch rate, you 

can see each one of those is management changes 

onto the number of days fished.  We started off 

initially with two days and then moved to three, 

finally to four, and then a full seven days a week 

allowed for fishing up until about October 1
st
 in 

which case it was cut back to five and then was 

readjusted back to four. 

 

The other thing that might be a little bit difficult to 

see on this particular graph is the three overlapping 

spawning closures that occur; the first one starting 

just about August 15
th

, and you can see how they 

overlap.  In general, unlike other years, we had a 

significant overlap in our spawning closures in each 

one of the areas. 

 

Normally that doesn’t happen quite as intensely as it 

did for this particular year, but there was probably 

about a week and a half time period in which no area 

of the Gulf of Maine was open in which all the areas 

were closed as a result of spawning closures.  

However, if we take a look at the overall catch rate, 

as you remember I discussed the catch in Area 1A.  

The catch rate was actually off, lower than average 

but higher than last year. 

 

If you actually take a look at the overall catch 

fishery-wide of all the areas, you can see that actually 

2011 is shaping up to be a fairly banner year.  While 

catch rates in Area 1A have been lower than they are 

on average, overall catch in Area 3 has more than 

made up for that, and the result is that catch rates and 

catch in general is up in 2011 versus other years with 

the possible exception of 2009, and as the know the 

fishery is not over yet.  It won’t end officially until 

January 1
st
 or whenever the Area 2 quota is fully 

utilized. 

 

Moving on, something else I wanted to draw your 

attention to that I’ve e-mailed some of the 

commissioners about over the last probably couple of 

weeks, of course, we always take a look at length 

when we sample fish in the fishery.  In fact the 

regulations that govern how we implement our 

spawning closures rely around taking fish of a certain 

length and comparing them to other fish in that 

particular length bin and looking to see what 

proportion of the population is spawning. 

 

When we put those regulations in place to look at 

only adults, which we classified at the time as being 

above 24 centimeters, we did this back here in the 

timeframe of the 1990s, back there.  As you can see 

and as I’ve pointed out for the last few years and has 

been relevant in the TRAC, actual size at age for 

Atlantic herring have been decreasing fairly 

dramatically over the time period. 

 

The result is that red dashed line is the regulations.  

Basically we look at only fish that are 24 centimeters 

and above in determining the spawning closures.  The 
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blue line and dots is actually mean length at age in 

Area 1A during the spawning season for age threes.  

Age threes are the first year in which Atlantic herring 

spawn.  We have gotten to a point now in which 

herring have gotten smaller to the point where the 

mean length at age three is actually below our cut-

off.  The result is that you end up seeing a lot of fish 

that are spawning condition that are above age three, 

that are below the cut-offs used by our regulations to 

determine spawning closures.   This is something that 

you guys might want to keep in mind. 

 

So, average three fish, which is the first year of 

spawning, is below our target sampling length when 

it comes to Atlantic herring for determining the 

spawning closures.  We’re seeing age three fish, the 

first year in which they spawn, below 23 centimeters 

and they are in spawning condition.  Their gonads are 

developing and in some cases they have been ripe 

and running.  However, they’ve been below the cut-

off used for determining spawning closures.   

 

Another update that I have actually is from the 2010 

catch-at-age matrix.  This is an important piece of the 

assessment puzzle as we gather data for an upcoming 

assessment, and we have some pretty interesting 

things to show.  Most notably is the 2005 year class 

here highlighted in yellow.  As you can see, it 

actually looks like a fairly strong year class. 

 

This should be in the plus group during the next 

assessment cycle, but what you can see is that it has 

been fairly sizable; almost double of the other year 

classes that are surrounded as far as catch-at-age 

matrix lies.  The other thing to keep in mind is the 

2008 year class, which is showing signs of also being 

a fairly large year class. 

 

If you look at the catch of these particular fish at age 

two, you’ll notice that the last time we caught that 

many fish in that particular size was back in 1996, 

and that was the ’94 year class.  Should this hold true, 

this particular year class looks like it might be on 

track to be very similar to the 1994 year class, which 

was a very strong year class in the fishery. 

 

The other thing to keep in mind is to take a look at 

the number of individuals that were caught at age one 

in 2010, which was also fairly sizable fishery-wide, 

and we haven’t caught those kinds of one year olds 

since roughly about 2003, out of the 2003 year class, 

so again that’s also showing moderate to strong 

recruitment as well. 

 

But, of course, for 2008 and for 2010 it is going to 

take a few more years within the catch-at-age matrix 

to determine whether or not those are in fact strong 

year classes.  So to sort of wrap things up and sort of 

a take-home message and give you a summary of 

what has gone on so far; as far as catch-wise for Area 

1A the catch has been lower than average. 

 

However, the catch rate is significantly more than it 

was last year.  1A closed fairly early this year, and 

that was due in part to a lower TAC as well as very 

high catch rates after October 1
st
.  This also includes 

3,000 metric tons that was rolled over from the New 

Brunswick Weir Fishery per council directives and as 

released by the National Marine Fisheries Service. 

 

For 1B it closed roughly October 1
st
.  It’s a very 

small quota, below 5,000 metric tons, and goes very 

quickly.  For Area 2 there has been very little 

activity.  The winter fishery in Area 2 was down 

significantly from previous years, which tended to 

average somewhere around 20,000 metric tons, and 

this year there has only been about 12 caught so far.   

 

However, Area 2 is still open until January 1
st
 or 

whenever that quota is attained.  Area 3 had a banner 

year.  In fact, it had the highest catch rates over all 

the areas and closed for the first time on October 3
rd

.  

However, NMFS is set to actually reopen the Area 3 

fishery for a couple of days starting November 7
th

.  

There is about 2,000 metric tons still available, and 

so they’ve opened it up for prosecution by the fishery 

for a couple of day. 

 

Also, as I showed earlier, there has been a drop in 

length at age.  Age threes are now below 23 

centimeters on average during the spawning period, 

and this suggests some sort of re-examination of that 

lower cut-off for determining spawning closures.  

Our catch-at-age matrix reveals some very strong and 

some weak year classes associated with catch since 

we did the last assessment in 2006.   

 

We have very strong year classes for 2005 and we’re 

taking a wait-and-see attitude for what it looks like 

for 2008.  The assessment fun starts January with a 

data meeting, and then we’re going to roll into peer 

review by June and then specifications for both you 

guys as well as the council to start thereafter.  This is 

an assessment year and we’re rolling right along with 

that.  That is about what I have. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  All right, thank you, Matt.  

Does anyone have questions for Matt?  Dennis. 

 

MR. DENNIS ABBOTT:  Could we go to the slide 

on the catch rates in Area 1A?  A comment there is 

that for the past several years we have been adjusting 
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the days out in the summertime.  We’ve involved 

ourselves with extra meetings, and you see this past 

year, which is not unfamiliar with previous years, we 

went from two days to three days to four days to 

seven days.   

 

If you look at the graph, the net effect appears to me 

and should everyone that what we did was largely 

ineffective.  I don’t think that the days out – the way I 

feel is that the days out aren’t affecting the catch in 

the summer; but what happens in the fall is when the 

prosecution of the fishery changes, then the catch rate 

goes way up. 

 

I just think there is a message there that maybe we 

should be more liberal when we start the season 

instead of ramping up every few weeks to make the 

catch rate where we want it.  I have a question of 

Matt; with the average length of the age threes 

decreasing, what does that hint at?  Is something 

going on in the environment that is causing these fish 

to not have enough food or whatever, ocean warming 

or whatever; do you have any comments on that, 

Matt? 

 

DR. CIERI:  This is something that we’ve actually 

been tracking since I believe the 2003 assessment 

when we first started to notice it.  As the herring 

stock has rebounded in the nineties, average size at 

age, both length and weight fishery-wide has dropped 

by about 25 percent.  It seems to be somewhat related 

to the population density although that’s a really hard 

thing to actually imagine considering these guys feed 

so low on the trophic level. 

 

I mean, they’re reading copepods and you shouldn’t 

be running out of copepods anytime soon.  The 

question has come about from different academic 

institutions whether or not it’s not the amount of food 

but the quality of food that is being eaten, whether 

school density is so high that it actually limits the 

food rationing associated with it, or whether or not as 

the stock rebounds that the ability for individuals that 

grow a lot slower becomes more apparent in the 

population; not so much that everything is growing 

slower, but before, when you’re under high 

exploitation, only the fastest-growing fish survive, 

and now we have such a good survivability that the 

ones that don’t grow so fast tend to also be in the 

population now. 

 

MR. ABBOTT:  Thank you, Matt.  From your 

explanation is that indicative that maybe we should 

be catching more herring? 

 

DR. CIERI:  We will certainly wait until the 

assessment comes from that one.  In general it could 

be some environmental factors or it could be lots of 

different factors.  We do take account of this   when 

we do the assessment.   

 

Even your quotas are in tons, we translate the fish 

back and forth between number of fish that are able 

to be caught to pounds; and then when we figure out 

how many pounds have been caught, we translate that 

back into number of fish.  We’re keeping track of all 

of this stuff during the assessment process.  However, 

whether or not there is drop or increase in weight at 

age or length at age is indicative of a population 

density, that still remains to be seen. 

 

MR. ADLER:  Matt, back on that chart that showed 

where the spawning closures were; my question was I 

remember looking at the charts before and there was 

always supposedly a flatline to some degree when the 

spawning closures came in, and yet I’m looking here 

that the catches keep going up through the spawning 

closure period, which we were sort of figuring would 

be a little flat, and would that be the result of fish 

being caught in 1A but outside of the actual spawning 

closures or is there another reason? 

 

DR. CIERI:  That one we probably won’t know for a 

while.  It’s only after the VTRs get finalized that we 

get exact catch location.  All we know right now is 

how much has been caught out of 1A and not where 

it was caught within 1A.  The VTRs are a little more 

timely.  They’re on a weekly basis; however, the 

VTRs themselves, we’re still dealing with the first 

reporting year.   

 

It is certainly very possible that is due to the fact that 

people were fishing in areas that were not closed, 

which is probably more than likely a possibility.  In 

general while there are some areas that are closed for 

spawning, there are other areas in 1A that are still 

open, and that might be where all the catch comes 

from.   

 

You will see that there was actually a fairly flatline as 

far as catch for about a two-week, three-week period 

in around after September 1
st
 until about September 

10
th

, and that was probably the result of spawning 

closures because that was also I believe the 

overlapping between eastern Maine and western 

Maine.  Does that answer your question? 

 

MR. TERRY STOCKWELL:  Matt, could you 

update the Section on the work you’re doing with the 

University of Maine towards the assessment? 
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DR. CIERI:  There are a number of different 

activities that are going on for this upcoming 

assessment.  We’ve contracted with Yan Chen from 

the University of Maine, and I have been working 

with him on trying to develop a length-based 

modeling approach as well as give some idea as to 

the sensitivity and proclivity, I guess, of the 

retrospective pattern, how it comes about and 

whether or not that actually should impact 

management decisions when it comes to setting total 

allowable catch and those types of things.  That work 

is actually moving along.   

 

Other people from the Northeast Fishery Science 

Center have been throwing around different modeling 

approaches, including a west coast model called SS-

3, but in general for right now we’re only at the data 

gathering stage.  While we’ve played and monkeyed 

around with a few of the different modeling suites 

that are out there and we’re trying to develop stuff, 

right now probably the first order of business is to 

nail the data down that goes into the model, because 

all of your models can be pretty horrible if your data 

going in isn’t quite so good. 

 

REPRESENTATIVE CRAIG A. MINER:  When you 

mentioned that the size of the fish were trending 25 

percent smaller, my question is does that equate in 

some way to their reproductive capacity?  Do they 

therefore have 25 percent less eggs or 25 percent less 

sperm and so on or is there no net effect? 

 

DR. CIERI:  We’re actually looking into that 

directly.  Right now I think probably the best way of 

looking at it is that a smaller fish, that’s 25 percent 

smaller produces 25 percent less eggs because its 

gonad is 25 percent smaller as well.  That seems to be 

the net result.  Whether or not there is an additional 

decrease on top of that because of some sort of 

nutritional issue is something else that we’re actually 

trying to take a look at. 

 

We’ve actually got a fecundity study at Maine DMR 

going on in which we’re trying to take a look at 

whether or not those gonads actually are smaller, 

whether they stay the same relative to the body size 

and whether or not the eggs contained within them 

are also 25 percent less.  We’re actually looking at 

that a little bit more, but it can have some effect on 

recruitment, yes. 

 

MR. PATRICK AUGUSTINE:  A follow-on to that 

question would be if I were to compare the quality or 

size of the eggs of another specie of fish such as 

striped bass in that the larger striped bass produces 

better quality – and you know what that’s all about 

more than I do – but the number of eggs could be 

similar, is that not true, in the case where gonads 

would be smaller and then the capability of the 

female would be smaller.   

 

I’m trying to follow the logic in your response to 

Representative Miner’s question.  Maybe the quality 

of the eggs remain – I’m sorry, the quantity of eggs 

remain the same but are less vibrant or so on.  Could 

you address that?  I mean, it’s a stretch but I’m trying 

to get the relationship between the two. 

 

DR. CIERI:  Actually it’s not a stretch, and that’s the 

other thing that we’ve looking at.  We’ve actually 

had a proposal in to look at egg quality, basically 

how much fat is located inside the herring egg, to 

look at those types of things because those things 

affect survivability.  You might end up having a 

smaller fish with less gonad and less dense eggs; but 

if your eggs are actually a whole lot better than 

average, then probably it ends up being a wash, 

which is certainly a possibility.  Those relationships 

are things that we’re going to be examining. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Yes, Matt, I’ve got a couple 

of questions.  The drop in the size of herring when 

they’re first spawning, that is to age three, I didn’t 

notice was that including Georges Bank or was that 

only for the Gulf of Maine? 

 

DR. CIERI:  No, that’s only for Gulf of Maine age 

three females.  This is actually very important 

because when you go through and you take a look at 

your spawning regulations, when you’re trying to 

make your spawning closure determination, what 

ends up happening is you have fish that are ripe and 

running in spawning condition, but the area can’t 

close because regulations set where that line is, and 

those fish need to be 24 centimeters or above. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Okay, and again regarding 

the catches that are occurring or have occurred 

recently, you indicated that catch-at-age two was 

around 381,000 metric tons, I believe.  The data that 

you showed us in the catch matrix; does it indicate 

that the fishery in the Gulf of Maine notably has 

shifted in a very significant way on to juvenile fish, 

much smaller fish than the fishery has been targeting 

in recent years?  That’s an awful big catch at age two 

and it’s reminiscent of the catches that occurred back 

in the 1970s when so much concern was raised about 

the take of small age three fish.  Could you enlighten 

us as to what is happening with the fishery now; has 

it shifted to small fish? 
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DR. CIERI:  By and large, no.  What I showed in the 

catch-at-age matrix was actually numbers of fish 

total.  I think in general there has been somewhat of 

an increase in juvenile catch.  Most of that is actually 

because of those strong year classes.  The fish have to 

be there in order to catch.  But whether or not the 

fishery is actually refocused in on juvenile fish is 

something that doesn’t seem quite so apparent.  It just 

seems to be that they catch a lot of juvenile fish when 

there is a strong year class; and when there isn’t a 

strong year class, they don’t tend to. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Well, I’ll just note for the 

benefit of the Section that, as noted, when the 

juvenile fish are abundant the fishery will target 

them, and it seems that they certainly did target the 

smaller, younger fish in a major way.  Whether that 

should generate any concern by the Section is subject 

for debate.   

 

Matt, you indicated numerous times that right now 

the size of fish age three is below the cut-off to 

determine the spawning closures.  Did the technical 

committee at any time recently consider what the 

appropriate size should be in case we turn to the 

technical committee seeking advice as to how we 

should adjust the size? 

 

DR. CIERI:  No, in fact this is actually something 

that has been very recently discovered and worked up 

by other members of my staff at DMR.  This is brand 

new information that hasn’t been in front of the 

technical committee.  The last time you guys actually 

determined the appropriate size and age and other 

things associated with spawning I believe was 1999 

or 1995, so it has been nearly a decade. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Okay, thank you, and one 

final question.  Relative to the nature of the fishery as 

it has progressed this year, you indicated that 3,000 

metric tons did roll over into Area 1A from the New 

Brunswick Weirs.  Could you indicate when that 

happened? 

 

DR. CIERI:  You’d probably have to check the 

website.  The National Marine Fisheries Service are 

the guys that actually deal with that particular issue.  

We got the notice, for example, that the area was 

going to close and then that they had already rolled in 

and already configured 3,000 metric tons already in 

their closure.  I believe the council voted to do 

something where it was supposed to be released on or 

about November 1
st
.  I’m a little unclear as to the 

exact mechanisms to roll that in and Lori would 

probably be a better person to ask for that one. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Okay, so for the benefit of 

the Section it appears that the Service did, as we 

anticipated they would do, factor in the 3,000 metric 

tons that indeed to keep the fishery open longer than 

it otherwise would have been, so that turned out to be 

of benefit to the Area 1A fishery, certainly.  Lori, do 

you have any further details regarding that action by 

the Service?  If not, perhaps I could turn to one of the 

National Marine Fisheries Service representatives in 

the audience.  If you have anything that would help 

us understand exactly what the Service did relative to 

that rollover, we’d appreciate it.  Sorry for putting 

you on the spot; the rollover of the New Brunswick 

Weir fish, 3,000 metric tons, did occur; and for the 

benefit of the Section I wanted to document when 

that did occur, how did the Service handle that? 

 

MR. BOB ROSS:  The best I can do at this point, 

Dave, is I can try to track that down before the end of 

the meeting and get back to you. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  All right, thank you.  Any 

further questions for Matt?  Yes, Lance. 

 

DR. LANCE STEWART:  Matt, I worked way back 

in the eighties looking at site-specific areas for 

spawning especially this time of year and the 

turnover of the water in the essential offshore banks 

like Jeffries and Cashes and them.  As critical for 

spawning aggregation and benthic spawning, they’re 

different than the other herring, as you know.   

 

I don’t see any bottom assessments or indication of 

potential protected areas for a key critical time of 

benthic spawning.  Has the science team looked into 

that further or have there been any other visual 

assessments of what the densities of benthic eggs and 

hatching success might be at some of these sites? 

 

DR. CIERI:  No, there hasn’t been any work done on 

that particular issue.  Surveys cost money and right 

now money seems to be in short supply among most 

of the states.  There hasn’t been a lot of survey work 

when it comes to Atlantic herring other than some 

bottom trawl sampling, the sort of spawning 

aggregations and so on.   

 

There was some work done a little down east by I 

believe by Island Institute for a couple of years 

looking at some of those issues, but the results were 

confined to that particular area; and without a 

historical perspective you don’t know whether or not 

it’s more or less than it was ten or fifteen or twenty 

years ago. 
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DR. STEWART:  I was just concerned about the 

ecological environmental conditions as some of those 

proven sites year after year were repetitive mass 

herring bed deposition zones and were the benthic 

algae of the same densities. 

 

DR. CIERI:  There hasn’t been a lot of work looking 

at spawning beds for Atlantic herring and some of the 

environmental factors that go into disturbance and 

those types of things.  There was some initial work I 

believe done in the initial amendment I believe in 

1999, and I believe that’s most recent we have. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Okay, Matt, in light of all of 

this new information you have provided that is quite 

enlightening, I’ll ask the question when is the 

assessment going to be completed?  I know it has 

been a work in progress for a while with you being 

involved and working group initiatives.  When can 

the Section expect to see a completed sea herring 

assessment? 

 

DR. CIERI:  After the SARC in June. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Okay, after the SARC in 

June.  Any further questions for Matt?  All right, it’s 

relatively early in the morning and we have a 

member of the public who wishes to speak who 

arrived a little bit late, I will indulge Mary Beth 

Tooley.  Mary Beth, you have indicated you would 

like to address the Section on something that is not 

specifically related to the agenda. 

 

MS. MARY BETH TOOLEY:  Mr. Chairman, there 

were a couple of things that came up.  One is the 

question of whether or not the fishery targets juvenile 

fish.  Certainly, in recent years the fishery is looking 

for adult fish.  It is what the market wants.  Certainly, 

if you have a strong recruitment that occurs in the 

Gulf of Maine, you may find that smaller fish are all 

that is available and you’ll see that reflected in the 

catch. 

 

The other question that came up was the rollover that 

occurred.  The agency made the determination that 

the rollover would be available to the fishery as of 

October 15
th

, but the regulations say that it doesn’t 

actually occur until November 1
st
.  They felt that the 

best way to deal with that was to include that in their 

projections for the total catch in the fishery so that we 

could avoid closures and openings and disrupting the 

fishery, and they did that.   

 

As Matt indicated, the fishery actually closed before 

we hit the November 1
st
.  They included it in their 

projections but couldn’t physically add it to the 

number until November 1
st
, so it gets a little bit 

confusing.  But additionally to Matt’s presentation, 

he noted the way that they calculate the spawning 

closures are based on the regulations and that the size 

of the fish have decreased so you have fish spawning 

below the 24 centimeters.   

 

We really do need to make an adjustment to those 

regulations so that we are counting all fish that 

spawn.  As I think I have been saying during public 

comments now for a number of years, the spawning 

regulations, the way they’re currently configured are 

problematic to the fishery and we would like to see 

some assessment of the change that occurred I think 

in 2008; that is a change from a spawning tolerance 

of 20 percent to a total closure of the areas.   

 

This year we had a total closure in the Gulf of Maine 

and that’s the first time that I can recall that ever 

happening.  The fishermen have been very supportive 

of the spawning regulations since they went into 

place in the 1980’s, but currently the way that we 

have these closures, it’s extremely disruptive and 

having total closures in the Gulf of Maine during the 

height of the market season is quite problematic.   

 

As I’ve said in the past, if the Section could consider 

a review of the spawning regulations, the 

effectiveness of the total closures versus the 

tolerance, and certainly we do need to have some 

consideration of at least changing the regulations so 

we’re counting all fish that spawn.  Thank you, Mr. 

Chairman. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Thank you, Mary Beth.  

Chris has a clarification he would like to make. 

 

MR. CHRISTOPHER VONDERWEIDT:  I just 

wanted to clarify what the current definition in our 

plan for spawn herring is.  As the presentation earlier 

pointed out, it was from our Amendment 1, which 

was based on the size of the fish.  However, our 

Amendment 2 – and it was also included in the 

language of Technical Addendum 1 to that 

Amendment 2 – define spawn herring as ICNAF 

Gonadal Stages 5 and 6.  I think that the regulations 

in Maine might be a little bit – they might be 

consistent with Amendment 1, which all those larger 

fish are within those gonadal stages.  I just wanted to 

clarify that the current definition is the Gonadal 

Stages 5 and 6 in our plan.  

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  And that caused Matt to 

desire to further clarify. 
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DR. CIERI:  Okay, taking a look at this section here, 

Chris, it’s actually kind of mum on how we close the 

areas, because it says the spawning closures are based 

on commercial catch sampling that are collected 

August 1
st
, eastern and western Maine, blah, blah, 

blah, and never actually gives an actual size range of 

how to determine.   

 

It says by default the closures last for four weeks.  

Catch sampling the fishery resumes at the end, and 

then significant numbers of spawned herring are 

defined as 25 percent more of mature herring.  That 

passage right there relates to the actual reopening of 

the area or reclosing, so that’s the 25 percent.  This 

particular section is actually fairly mum when it 

comes to how the areas are closed if they’re not 

closed on the default, and so I had assumed that this 

section actually – because it didn’t actually address 

the issue, that everything went back and reverted to 

Amendment 1 in the process. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  All right, thank you.  I 

suggest that the issue of spawning fish, the spawning 

closure, the size of the fish that are included or the 

cut-off to determine spawning closures, I suggest that 

the state of Massachusetts, New Hampshire and 

Maine will have to address this issue specifically in 

light of this new information.   

 

I don’t believe it’s an item that needs to be brought to 

the entire Section at this point in time; perhaps an 

update later on in the year as we get closer to the 

assessment itself, the assessment results, and, of 

course, as we prepare for spawning closures in 2012.  

If there is no objection from the Section, I would 

suggest that is the course we should take, acting on 

some guidance that can be provided to us from the 

technical committee on this particular issue.  We will 

do that as opposed to debating this issue more at this 

meeting since it’s not specifically on the agenda.  We 

will do that without objection.  Terry. 

 

MR. STOCKWELL:  Process question, Mr. Chair; 

what is the timeline as we start to approach setting of 

the season for next year?  The technical committee is 

going to be busy with assessment work and to get the 

quality of the work that we need out of them to 

address our issues may be timely. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  I would think we should act 

on this as soon as possible in order to accommodate 

the different administrative procedures we have in 

our different states; again, to get information from the 

industry relative to their views on any changes we 

might make relative to the size to be used as 

spawning closures.  I would turn to Matt and ask you 

is there another technical meeting scheduled?  If not, 

we can talk offline and determine when it will meet. 

 

DR. CIERI:  Not that I’m aware of. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  We can discuss this further, 

Terry, and come up with a timetable that would make 

sense so we don’t get ourselves in a jam and find 

ourselves not properly prepared for the upcoming 

spawning season.  Yes, Pat. 

 

MR. AUGUSTINE:  Mr. Chairman, it’s a great idea 

and when would you get back to the rest of the 

Section to let us know what the outcome was of your 

meeting at least for information purposes?  I know 

you want to move forward in a timely fashion so 

you’ll have the information available for the next 

survey. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  I haven’t got a timeline yet 

or a deadline, Pat.  I have to talk it over with the three 

states that are involved with the spawning closures.  

Once we do that, we’ll, of course, very promptly 

inform the entire Section as to what we feel is the 

proper course of action.  Before I go on to the next 

agenda item, which is a specific action item, Vito, 

you had your hand up.  Was it to this particular issue?  

Okay, why don’t you come forward? 

 

MR. VITO CALOMO:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, 

for this opportunity to speak on this subject matter.  

Mr. Chairman, you know I’ve been a supporter of the 

spawning closures from Day One, even going back to 

the early seventies when we had spawning closures 

for 10 or 12 days.  Maybe a key that everybody is 

missing is there are tremendous amounts of small fish 

in the ocean, and obviously they came from 

somewhere. 

 

Maybe the spawning closures are working because 

we haven’t seen such an amount of immature herring 

in a long time.  The other thing, Mr. Chairman, I’d 

like the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission 

to hear what I have to say because we have four less 

large vessels and one plant that closed down in the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts and yet the rate of 

catching fish is faster. 

 

To me that’s showing there is a lot more fish in the 

ocean than previously said, and Matt adheres to that 

with his report.  I think that overall it looks pretty 

good.  Looking at the charts and everything, there 

was a pretty good indication that the herring seem to 

be coming back in areas that we haven’t seen.   
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As far as the Georges Bank Area, a lot of people are 

concerned about any bycatch so a lot of vessels 

haven’t that way.  They’re worried about the bycatch 

of haddock is the big issue with them.  We’ll see 

what happens with the fisheries.  That’s about all and 

I appreciate the opportunity to speak on this subject 

matter.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Thank you, Vito.  Bob, did 

you have a clarification regarding the NMFS action? 

 

MR. ROSS:  I contacted our herring staffer and they 

were aware that the New Brunswick quota was 

running well below the 9,000 target and it was 2,400 

metric tons I believe on the 12
th

 of October.  

Therefore, NMFS did factor in the transfer of the 

3,000 metric tons into the Area 1A fishery, and that 

was included in their calculations for the closure.  

That information was included in the closure 

numbers. 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Thank you, Bob.  I think I 

can speak on behalf of the Section to express our 

thanks to the Service for being on top of this and for 

taking timely action.  It definitely helped us avoid 

any unnecessary premature closures.  Thanks to the 

NMFS staff that put the time into this.   

 

MR. ROSS:  Thank you; I’ll relay that information 

along. 

SET 2012 ADDENDUM I 

SPECIFICATIONS 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  All right, let’s head to the 

next agenda item, which would be an action item, and 

this is relative to 2012 specifications.  That is 

Number 5 on the agenda, and I’ll turn to Chris who 

will give us some background information and 

indicate the nature of the action that we need to 

consider this morning. 

 

MR. VONDERWEIDT:  Addendum I are the tools in 

the toolbox addendum that was passed a couple of 

years back.  It was included on the CD, and if you 

would turn to Page 3 there are a few charts there that 

have the percent quota allocations.  Addendum I has 

a number of different parts or tools included in it.   

 

The Area 1A quota is 26,546 metric tons or the sub-

ACL as it’s newly defined.  In 2011we were at June 

through September 72.8 percent of that quota was 

available; and October through December, 27.2 

percent was available with no landings prior to June 

1, so that’s where we were at this year.  The decisions 

that need to be made today are whether or not to 

allow landings prior to June 1.  In 2011 you did not 

allow landings prior to June 1.   

 

As far as the quota allocation, there is bimonthly, 

which would be two months at a time, so 

January/February.  That’s in Table 1 on Page 3 of 

Addendum I, if you want to look at the actual 

percentages.  There is seasonal, which would be 

using three seasons with June 1 as a split and then 

October 1 as a split.   

 

And then whether or not to close a quota period at 90 

percent or 95 percent; this year we were at 95 

percent.  The quota period did not close so it didn’t 

need employ that 95 percent.  And then the other 

question is whether or not to allow rollover of 

underages from one quota period into the next quota 

period.  Those are the decisions that need to be made 

today.  Thank you. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  All right, thank you, Chris.  

This is not a new topic.  We certainly addressed this 

last year.  Terry. 

 

MR. STOCKWELL:  I’ve got a motion when you’re 

ready, Mr. Chair? 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  I’m ready. 

 

MR. STOCKWELL:  I’ve actually already given it to 

staff, so, Kate, if you could put it up.  I move to 

allocate the 2012 Area 1A Sub-ACL seasonably 

with 72.8 percent available from June through 

September and 27.2 percent allocated from 

October through December.  The fishery will close 

when 95 percent of a seasonal period’s quota has 

been harvested and underages from the June 

through September period may be rolled into the 

October through December period. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  All right, so we have a 

motion by Terry; do we have second.  Bill Adler has 

seconded the motion.  This is essentially status quo, 

correct, Terry? 

 

MR. STOCKWELL:  Correct, this is what the fishery 

worked under this year. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  All right, thank you.  To the 

motion; Pat. 

 

MR. AUGUSTINE:  Mr. Chairman, I’m concerned 

with the “may be rolled into the October”; in the past 

have we used the work “may” or “shall’?  It infers 

that if we decide to we can; if we decide not to we 

don’t have to?  I’m not sure there is any difference 
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like in marine terminology may and shall or in 

governmental circles may and shall mean two 

different things.  

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  It’s the same as last year or 

this year; status quo, Pat. 

 

MR. AUGUSTINE:  That’s fine. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Further discussion on the 

motion?  All right, is there a need for a caucus?  I 

don’t believe so.  All right, all those in favor of the 

motion please signify by raising your hand; is there 

any opposition; any abstentions; any null votes.  All 

right, the motion passes.  Unless there is any further 

business on this particular addendum, we will go on 

to Agenda Item 6, which is an update of the New 

England Fishery Management Council Amendment 

5, which, of course, has been in development for 

quite a long time due to its complexity.   

UPDATE OF NEFMC AMENDMENT 5 

It’s the so-called catch monitoring amendment.  Lori 

Steele has graciously volunteered to fight the traffic 

to come down here to give us that update; and after 

she is through with her presentation, the question 

before the Section will be do we care to submit any 

comments to the council relative to Amendment 5 at 

this time since public hearings on Amendment 5 have 

been scheduled, Lori or – 

 

MS. LORI STEELE:  Not yet. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Okay, the public hearings on 

Amendment 5 have not yet been scheduled, so clearly 

there will be an opportunity for this Section to 

comment on Amendment 5 if no one cares to offer up 

a perspective at this time.   

 

MS. STEELE:  Okay, I’m Lori Steele from the New 

England Fishery Management Council.  I’m going to 

give you an update on Amendment 5 to the Herring 

Plan and try to just hit some of the basic elements of 

it today.  It’s a large document with a complicated set 

of alternatives.  Everybody should have handouts of 

the presentation or at least as many as I brought.  

Hopefully, it’s enough for everybody. 

 

I’ll just run through the slides and talk about some of 

the bigger issues.  First of all, we did set goals and 

objectives for the amendment.  First, the goal is to 

develop an amendment to the Herring FMP to 

improve catch monitoring and ensure compliance 

with the Magnuson-Stevens Act.   

 

Specifically we’re considering measures to improve 

the long-term management of catch in the herring 

fishery, to address bycatch and to implement other 

measures as necessary to ensure Magnuson Act 

compliance.  In the context of all of that, consider the 

health of the herring resource and the role of herring 

as a forage fish and a predator fish as well throughout 

its range. 

 

That’s something that we tried to focus in on in some 

of the analyses in the document.  I believe that all of 

you have the full document on the CD for this 

meeting.  It’s like a 700- or 800-page document, so 

we did not copy it for you, but you have it there as a 

reference and to look at any of the details.  If you 

don’t have the CD and you can’t access the 

information when you get home, it is on our website 

as well. 

 

After we got the amendment underway and 

throughout the discussion, we developed specific 

goals and objectives for the catch monitoring 

program that we want to develop in this amendment.  

First is to create a cost-effective and administratively 

feasible program for the provision of accurate and 

timely records of catch of all species caught in the 

fishery. 

 

The second is to develop a program providing catch 

of herring and bycatch species that will foster support 

by the industry and others concerned about accurate 

accounts of catch and bycatch.  The third goal is to 

design a robust program for adaptive management 

decisions, and the fourth goal is to take a look at the 

sea sampling versus the portside sampling bycatch 

information and determine if the estimates provide 

similar results between the at-sea monitoring and the 

dockside monitoring. 

 

There is a detailed analysis in one of the appendix for 

the amendment that gets into that issue a little bit 

more.  I won’t go through the whole list, but this is a 

complicated amendment and we’ve been developing 

it for three years.  These are my contributors and 

people on the Herring Plan Development Team who 

have supported the development of this amendment.  

All of us have worked very hard to get it done, so I 

just wanted to give them a shout-out. 

 

The amendment is now complete in terms of the 

range of alternatives and a Draft EIS, and now we’re 

just going through the process of submitting it for 

review.  The alternatives have sort of been broken 

down into four categories; the first category being 

adjustments to the fishery management program.  

This is all in the document and we have some 
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summary tables that you can take a look at in the 

beginning of the document that have all of the 

measures laid out. 

 

We have a lot of administrative and general 

provisions regarding permitting and reporting that 

will help to improve catch monitoring; also 

requirements for trip notifications for herring vessels 

to call into the observer program before they take a 

trip so that the observer has a better ability to allocate 

the coverage to vessels that are actually going to go 

fish for herring. 

 

Measures to address carrier vessels; we establishing a 

new open access permit for mackerel vessels, the 

limited access mackerel vessels that may not have 

qualified for a limited access herring permit.  We’re 

trying to keep this amendment as consistent and in 

the same timeframe as the development of the Mid-

Atlantic Council’s Amendment 14, which is their 

complementary amendment for the mackerel fishery. 

 

We have obviously a lot of overlapping boats 

between the herring and the mackerel fisheries, so 

we’re in the process of coordinating the completion 

and public hearings and everything from this point 

forward in conjunction with the Mid-Atlantic Council 

so we don’t end up with two widely opposite 

management plans affecting the same group of 

vessels. 

 

The second component is catch monitoring at sea, 

which we have several options in the document for 

allocating observer coverage on the limited access 

herring vessels; measures to maximize sampling; 

measures to address net slippage; and an alternative 

for a maximized retention experimental fishery in the 

limited access part of the herring fishery. 

 

The third element is a suite of management measures 

under consideration to address river herring bycatch.  

That has obviously been a great concern and I’ll go 

through in general a couple of those options.  Then 

we had a range of options under consideration 

regarding criteria for midwater trawl vessel access to 

the groundfish closed areas, and I’ll go over that 

briefly as well.  This is what it looks like.   

 

This is sort of our little diagram to try to put these 

pieces together and see if we can make sense of it all 

because there is a wide range of options, and it gets a 

little complicated to see how they relate to each 

other, so we have color-coded it and we’ve color-

coded it in the executive summary tables; and if you 

pull up your version on the CD you’ll see the colors 

and you can sort of follow along in the tables. 

All of the section references that you’ll see in the 

executive summary tables refer to the September 

version, which is the one that you guys have, and 

that’s the one that the council ultimately approved at 

the end of September that I’m now making edits on 

and finalizing.  Regarding the alternatives to allocate 

observer coverage, this is for limited access herring 

vessels.  There are about a hundred of them out there. 

 

About forty-five of them are directed fishery vessels; 

that’s A and B categories; and then the C category, 

there are about 55 of those vessels, and those are the 

limited access incidental catch vessels.  Our open 

access category which the observer alternatives do 

not apply to is about 2,200 vessels, but very few of 

them actually actively fish or land herring, so we’re 

trying to sort that out and see which vessels might 

actually need to be incorporated into the allocation of 

observer coverage, if any. 

 

Each of the alternatives for allocating observer 

coverage – again the section reference here is to the 

September document – each of the alternatives 

consist of four elements and a lot of the elements 

have options under them.  Each alternative provides a 

target or priorities for allocating coverage.  Whether 

we want to target a 20 percent CV for river herring 

catch estimates and a 30 percent CV for haddock 

catch estimates, the targets are provided in the 

alternatives. 

 

Then there is a provision or process for reviewing 

and allocating observer coverage, and this is intended 

to be somewhat consistent with the SBRM process 

that we’ve been using where there would be a report 

given a year to the council and the council would 

make decisions on how to prioritize observer 

coverage based on the targets and priorities they’ve 

identified and based on the availability of federal 

coverage. 

 

Then there are also options for funding the coverage 

if funds are needed above and beyond the federal 

funds.  There is one alternative that considers a 

hundred percent observer coverage.  We all know 

that’s not going to be funded a hundred percent by 

the federal government, so we have options in each 

of the alternatives for some element of this being 

funded by the industry. 

 

And then if there is industry funding, the fourth 

element would be the provisions for utilizing 

independent service providers and also options for 

authorizing waivers in specific and special 

circumstances that would prevent the deployment of 

an observer.  Each four of those elements are 
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addressed under each of the alternatives for allocating 

observer coverage.  Again, this is just for the A, B 

and C vessels. 

 

This table appears in your document and it is one of 

the slides.  This is just a summary of the four 

alternatives that we have approved for public 

hearings that allocate observer coverage, and they 

range from no action all the way up to a hundred 

percent coverage for these vessels.  This gives you a 

little bit of a rundown of what the elements of these 

alternatives are.  In terms of the measures to 

maximize sampling and address net slippage, the first 

thing that we did is we defined slippage because I 

think slippage can be interpreted in a lot of different 

ways. 

 

For the purposes of this amendment, this is the 

definition that we’re using for net slippage, and it is 

essentially just any catch that is discarded prior to 

being observed, sorted, sampled and/or brought 

aboard the fishing vessel.  These are discards that 

happen when the boat is in the water before a 

pumping operation has fully been completed and 

successful. 

 

That could be slipped partially or fully.  It happens 

for a variety of reasons, but usually it would be a gear 

issue or a safety issue or running into too much 

dogfish that is kind of ruining the herring catch or 

any of the above.  Any fish that are not pumped after 

the pumping operation stops, any fish that remained 

in the net – we have looked at; it’s small amounts of 

fish – these are called operational discards and 

they’re not considered slippages for the purpose of 

this amendment. 

 

For the most part the observer program has changed 

its sampling methodologies and sampling protocols 

for this fishery and has a pretty good handle on 

operational discards.  There aren’t a lot of operational 

discards that occur that the observer can’t see or at 

least document on some level.  And then, of course, 

any discards at sea that occur after the catch has been 

brought on board and sorted or discarded by the crew 

are not considered slipped catch. They’re considered 

discards. 

 

The measures in the document to address net slippage 

really just relate to the full or partial release of the 

bag for any particular reason before the observer can 

see it.  Moving forward, the measures to maximize 

sampling are pretty generic for the most part; 

requirements to have a safe sampling station for the 

observer on board; requirement to give notification 

requirements when pumping is going to start or 

finish; providing the observer with visual access to 

the cod end. 

 

That one is a little bit trickier but we’ve got some 

ideas and there is enough latitude I think in that 

option to allow some vessels to do that differently.  

Not all of them can just pull the bag up for the 

observer to see.  There is a little bit of flexibility 

there, but it is a requirement that – it would be a 

requirement that the vessel operator work with the 

observer to make sure that the observer has some sort 

of visual access to the cod end. 

 

For slippage, there are alternatives that would require 

a released catch affidavit to be filled out anytime 

there is a slippage event, which provides a lot of 

detail about the slippage event and what the estimates 

from the captain are and how much was slipped 

versus what the estimates of the observer are and all 

of that, and there would be photo documentation with 

that. 

 

There is an option to apply the closed area one 

sampling provisions across the whole fishery, and 

those right now are just effective in Groundfish 

Closed Area 1.  The option in the document would 

apply the sampling provisions across the fishery 

anytime there is an observer on board, and that is that 

all fish must be at least pumped across the deck for 

sampling, including operational discards, so this one 

goes a little bit further than just documenting 

slippage events. 

 

This includes any operational discards; everything in 

the net has to come across the deck.  There are some 

options in the document for a catch deduction when a 

slippage event occurs and also possibly trip 

termination for slippage events.  If there is an 

observer on board and there is a slippage event, the 

vessel would be required to come home – finish the 

trip, are there are several options for both the catch 

deduction and the trip termination. 

 

And then as I mentioned before, there is an 

alternative for a maximized retention experimental 

fishery.  That would be actually an experimental 

fishery that is administered and run by NMFS, so a 

lot of the details aren’t available on that and wouldn’t 

be available unless that alternative was actually 

selected and NMFS was required to run an 

experimental fishery. 

 

River herring; the river herring alternatives that are 

moving forward for further consideration are 

generally spatial management alternatives.  The 

intent is to link a management goal to the measures 
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and options under consideration.  For example, 

Alternative 2, the goal is monitoring river herring 

catch and avoiding it.   

 

Alternative 3 is river herring protection, which means 

that there would just be closed areas.  The monitoring 

and avoidance areas are a little bit bigger than the 

protection areas because we’re not entirely sure when 

we close an area if it’s the right area to close or what 

the impact is going to be if we take – I mean, these 

are quarter degree squares; so if you take a couple of 

quarter degree squares and shift everybody out of 

there into the adjacent squares, because of the 

variability of river herring distribution and the 

seasonality, you might have just closed the wrong 

two squares and it should have been the two adjacent, 

but it’s very unpredictable. 

 

So the options for closing areas for river herring 

protection are size-wise much smaller than the 

options for monitoring river herring bycatch and 

trying to avoid it.  These are the monitoring and 

avoidance areas.  This is one chart that shows all of 

the areas across the whole year that are combined 

into one chart, and these show where monitoring and 

avoidance would occur. 

 

The areas are selected bimonthly, so there is a set of 

areas that applies for January/February, another set 

for March/April, and so on and so forth.  This chart 

just shows you all of those areas together.  Now, 

when you go into the document and you look at the 

analysis, you’ll notice that each of these areas or 

blocks is marked with a letter from the alphabet. 

 

There is an evaluation of each of these areas in the 

analysis, so we have tables that will show you A, B, 

C. D, E, all the way across and it will give you for 

each of these blocks an assessment of the potential 

effectiveness of the blocks.  When you look in the 

document and you see table after table after table, 

just look at the letters.  The letters all correspond to 

these figures. 

 

This is a combination of the protection areas that are 

proposed.  This again is all months combined, so 

some of these blocks may only apply in January and 

February; some in March and April; some in May 

and June; and so on and so forth.  You can see most 

of the protection areas are in the Southern New 

England area.  The areas were identified based on an 

analysis that the PDT did. 

 

They had combined existing observer data with trawl 

survey data, and the trawl survey data was used to lay 

out where the fish are more often than not.  Then we 

overlaid that with the observer data to identify the 

blocks that are in the survey-based areas where we’ve 

also had a high degree of encounters with the fishery 

or where a lot of bycatch has come from.  Then we 

set some thresholds for identifying the areas, and 

these are the protection areas. 

 

It shows you that at least in the time where we have a 

lot of river herring encounters, they’re occurring 

mostly in the Southern New England area, and that’s 

Area 2.  It suggests to me that it’s the winter fishery, 

which is the small-mesh bottom trawl fishery in the 

Southern New England area along with the mackerel 

vessels that are probably fishing in that time and area 

and probably catching the majority of the river 

herring bycatch that we’re seeing that ultimately 

identify these areas. 

 

So, having completely confused you on the river 

herring areas, I’m going to move on to the criteria for 

access to the groundfish closed areas.  This is the last 

element of the amendment.  At least at this point 

from the PDT’s perspective, this is largely a policy 

decision. This would apply to all of the year-round 

groundfish closed areas, which is on the figure right 

here. 

 

These measures would apply to the orange areas, the 

solid shaded areas.  As I said, we already have some 

measures in Closed Area 1, but we’re going to 

consider criteria that would apply to all of the year-

round closed areas.  That ranges from no action all 

the way to completely closing the areas to the 

midwater trawl vessels and not allowing midwater 

trawl vessels into any of the areas. 

 

And then the in-between stuff is hundred percent 

observer coverage in the year-round groundfish 

closed areas or apply the Closed Area 1 sampling 

provisions to the rest of the closed areas; or, as I 

mentioned, close the areas.  Okay, so that’s just a 

very, very general overview of the management 

alternatives.  As I mentioned, there are summary 

tables at the beginning of the document and then 

obviously like full, detailed descriptions of the 

alternatives under consideration. 

 

We have an affected environment in this document 

because it’s a Draft EIS.  The affected environment 

provides an update of as much as we could update at 

least through 2010 of all of the what are called valued 

ecosystem components.  This is for NEPA purposes.  

We have identified five VEx the affected 

environment; first being the Atlantic herring 

resource; second being non-target species in other 

fisheries. 
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Non-target species is bycatch in general, but along 

with other fisheries we have identified shad, river 

herring, mackerel and groundfish as our other species 

that we want to pay special attention in the analysis.  

Then, of course, there is the physical environment 

and essential fish habitat, protected resources, marine 

mammals, ESA species and fishery-related 

businesses and communities, which is the complete 

description of the herring fishery, the vessels, permit 

categories, information about crew and fishing 

operations, and then, of course, the communities that 

are involved and affected by the herring fishery. 

 

I just pulled a couple of important or key tables out of 

some of the affected environment, and the table 

numbers that are listed here are the same as in your 

document so you can take a look at them in the 

document.  There is text that summaries all of them, 

but this is just a general list of our herring vessels by 

permit category. 

 

We have 42 in the A class, about; 44 in the B class 

and then 55 in the C class, so those are the three 

limited access categories.  It’s about a hundred 

vessels.  And then the open access is the D category, 

and that’s over 2,200 vessels.  There aren’t a lot of 

specific requirements with the open access permit 

other than a three metric ton trip limit, so anybody 

who has got the D vessel, almost obviously all of 

them are targeting other species but encounter herring 

enough that they want to get the permit and at least 

be able to possess it; or, some boats will just catch a 

little bit of it when they’re in the whiting fishery or 

whatever, fishing for bait or don’t want to have to 

discard it. 

 

Okay, here is another table that you can’t see.  This is 

a combination actually of Tables 63, 70 and 77 in the 

document.  This is the herring landings by gear type 

and percent of the permit category for 2008, 2009 

and 2010.  It just shows you what gear types are most 

active in the fishery.  As you can see, 97 percent of 

all landings in 2010 came from Category A permits, 

which was those 42 vessels.  They land 97 percent of 

the landings. 

 

Category B is not included in this table because we 

only have four vessels.  It wasn’t included because 

that is close to a confidentiality problem, but with 97 

percent coming from Category A and less than 1 

percent coming from Category C and less than 1 

percent from Category D, you can kind of figure out 

how much Category B vessels are fishing, but it’s 

primarily a Category A fishery. 

 

A, B, C combined, the limited access categories, are 

more than 99 percent of the landings.  Here is an 

update on the landings.  I have IVR – this is when we 

still had IVR and not VMS reporting, so these are the 

numbers that we came up with for 2006-2010.  You 

can see obviously a considerable decrease in 2010 

versus 2008 and 2009.  These were the overages that 

were determined, but we’re still actually waiting for 

the final catch numbers for 2010 from NMFS. 

 

I know they’re working on it and hopefully that will 

happen before January because the overages will be 

determined and any of the overages will be deducted 

from the quotas for next year, and we aren’t going to 

know that until probably next year.  Okay, here are 

landings on number of trips, days and herring 

landings in thousands of pounds by area caught and 

permit category, so you can get a sense of activity in 

the fishery. 

 

Okay, so that was it, just a very, very brief overview 

of the affected environment.  The affected 

environment is extremely detailed.  I think it’s like 

almost 250 pages in the document.  There is a lot of 

information there, and I’m pretty sure that you can 

come close to answering just about any question 

about the fishery from that document at least for now. 

 

In the impacts, I tried to structure most of the sections 

on the impacts similarly.  It starts on Page 320 of 

your document.  They’re almost identical sections in 

each of the impacts’ discussions starting with the 

general impacts of the measures under consideration 

and their relationship to the goals and objectives that 

the council identified. 

 

Our enforcement committee met in May of 2009 

when we were kind of just getting rolling on 

developing the details, but we had some preliminary 

stuff out there.  We went to the enforcement 

committee and I added their comments and 

recommendations into the document in the sections 

that they have comments. 

 

We are planning on having an enforcement 

committee meeting probably in January or February.  

Once the full EIS has been completed and submitted 

and we know that everything is moving forward, we 

will have the enforcement committee get together and 

review it again.  The next section you will see in 

most of the impacts’ discussion are specific 

comments from Herring Plan Development Team and 

then technical analysis if appropriate.  For example, 

there is a detailed analysis of the alternatives to 

allocate observer coverage on the herring limited 
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access boats, and that required a lot of technical 

work, so that’s in the analysis as well. 

 

And then the last section in each of the elements of 

the analysis is a discussion of the impacts on the five 

Vex that I identified earlier, Atlantic herring, non-

target species, protected species, EFH and fishery-

related businesses and communities.  Again, there is 

a lot in the impacts’ discussion in the analysis, and 

I’m not going to go through all of it, obviously. 

 

I have put in a few of the key tables to give you an 

understanding when you’re looking through the 

document of what you’re looking at and how to read 

the tables.  This one is pretty easy.  This is just 

looking at the overlap between the herring limited 

access fishery and the mackerel limited access 

fishery.  I believe that Tier 3 in mackerel is open 

access.  Tier 1 is their major players in the directed 

fishery.  Tier 2 is I believe a limited access permit 

category as well. 

 

But there are options in the document for any vessels 

that did not qualify for a herring limited access 

permit and they did qualify for a mackerel permit.  

There are options to allow them to go into this new 

category which would allow them to keep more than 

three tons because the mackerel fishery sometimes in 

places is a very mixed fishery with herring.   

 

They don’t sort their catch, but they operate very 

similarly to the herring fishery, so we wanted to 

make sure that we weren’t forcing any discarding for 

those vessels.  As you can see from the table here, if 

you look at Mackerel Tier 1, which are their big 

players, there are only five boats that didn’t get a 

limited access herring permit.   

 

There are two that got a Category D permit and there 

are three that got no herring permit; so adding these 

vessels to the herring fishery in a permit that would 

allow them more catch will at least get rid of any 

discarding that is occurring on those vessels; if not, 

also the Tier 2 vessels, and that’s one of the decisions 

that the council will make. 

 

Okay, in terms of the observer coverage analysis, this 

was extremely complicated, but we started by 

looking at the different kinds of analyses that we 

could do to help the council prioritize coverage when 

they review the SBRM analysis.  Then we started 

looking at the potential impact on the fleet and the 

impact of potentially requiring the fleet to pay for 

some component of the observer coverage. 

 

You’ll see some tables in the document similar to 

these that list by gear type what the revenue per day, 

revenue per trip and operating costs are.  Then we 

took that information and we applied the observer 

costs to that information based on their recent activity 

and it shows you what the cost would be as a 

percentage of daily revenues. 

 

When you bottom trawl, for example, the impact of 

requiring observer coverage to be paid for would be 

22.5 percent of the daily revenue, so it would be on 

top of that; and the 152.8 percent would be – 

essentially their costs would increase by a half.  That 

means their costs would become 152.8 percent of 

what they are now. 

 

I have got to think about that again for revenue.  That 

might be a loss as well, but that’s all described in the 

document and there are several tables that look like 

this.  We also looked at days fished and implied costs 

for vessels – this would be for a hundred percent 

observer coverage.  We estimated the number of days 

fished for the Category A and B vessels as well as the 

Category C, and applied the $1,200 estimate, which 

is what the observer program has indicated with 

everything included, insurance and sampling and data 

collecting and cleaning the data, maintaining the data 

base, $1,200 a day, so for the A and B vessels you’re 

looking at potentially $2.3 million for a hundred 

percent coverage. 

 

I believe the fishery is maybe in total right around 

$14 million, 14 or 15.  And then Category C vessels, 

because there are so few of them – in the upper table 

here it’s only vessels have landed herring – it add 

another $181,000 to the total estimate.  But then if 

you look at the bottom table, it shows you the total 

number of trips and days fished by Category C.   

 

If you actually apply this requirement to all Category 

C vessels, you could potentially be increasing the 

cost of this significantly, depending on how many of 

them decide to call out of the fishery or declare into 

the fishery based on the requirements.  The next slide 

shows you in summary what we did to look at the 

impacts of the observer coverage option that the 

council identified. 

 

The council developed one very specific option 

which was to allocate observer coverage based on 

targets for bycatch estimates; a 30 percent CV for 

haddock and herring and a 20 percent CV for river 

herring.  In the document is sort of a sample analysis 

that if this option is chosen, this is the kind of 

analysis that the PDT would do.   
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It’s based on the SBRM analysis which essentially 

takes the previous year and runs through this 

methodology of statistical evaluation and projection 

to determine what coverage would be needed in the 

next year; so you look back one year, you determine 

your CVs and where your distribution of trips were 

and then you use that – if it would be this year, you 

use the 2010 data, run it through a process very 

similar to SBRM. 

 

We had to do some things here to combine because 

the SBRM strata are different than our permit 

categories.  There is a description of how you can 

sort of proportion the coverage in the different areas 

based on what we want and what SBRM already 

covers.  It’s very complicated.  There is a summary 

table here that shows you after you go through that 

process how many trips would be needed to achieve 

hopefully or to target the CVs that the council has 

identified; and then when you take a look at this in 

combination with the SBRM stuff, you can sort of 

take proportions and apply them to – like our 

offshore area, we just took out the offshore 

completely because there was no river herring 

bycatch that we’ve ever observed like in Area 3, so 

we focused on the blocks right off of Cape Cod.   

 

That’s where we’re seeing the river herring bycatch.  

Our strata are different; so when we talk about 

allocating to Area 3 – or we’re looking at what the 

SBRM did in those areas, we took the total estimate 

for days in SBRM and applied it to the proportion of 

fishing that occurs, where our herring boats are 

fishing, and you allocate it a little bit differently that 

way. 

 

I’m trying to do this quickly without taking all 

morning, but you can take a look in the document and 

certainly let me know if you have any questions.  

This is a summary of the observer coverage we’ve 

had in the fishery for our permit categories and gear 

types.  We’ve had really good coverage in this 

fishery.   

 

We’ve had coverage in this coverage over the last 

couple of years that most people would consider to be 

sufficient coverage in any fishery at least to achieve 

the target CVs of around 30 percent.  In Category A 

vessels, pair-trawl vessels we had 37 percent of trips 

observed and 39 percent of the herring landings were 

observed. 

 

In total across the years or across the two years the 

coverage has averaged out to be somewhere around 

20 to 30 percent, a little closer to 30.  As you can see 

from this table as well, we have limited coverage of 

the small-mesh bottom trawl fleet; and that’s because 

at this point other than the A boats, the D boats are 

not required to call in and notify an observer. 

 

They’re usually participating in multiple fisheries and 

herring is more of a bycatch or an incidental catch 

than anything else.  That’s why the coverage levels 

look a lot lower.  That’s definitely an area where we 

need to improve coverage whether it be through this 

amendment or through some sort of omnibus 

amendment because there are a lot of fisheries 

involved. 

 

We also in the document have a pretty detailed 

analysis of slippage and the slippage events that we 

have observed in 2010.  In 2010 we are fairly 

confident with the information because there was 30 

percent coverage in the fishery.  We implemented the 

Closed Area 1 provisions which require an observer 

if you are going to fish in Closed Area 1.   

 

The Closed Area 1 sampling provisions that require 

all fish to pumped across the deck, all of those things 

along with the changes that the observer program has 

made to their sampling methodology for this fishery 

and the discard log they’ve created – they created a 

discard log at the beginning of 2010 and retrained all 

the observers. 

 

Now if there is a slippage event or any sort of discard 

event, there is a detailed log that gets filled out and 

photographs that get taken.  Once the Closed Area 1 

measures were implemented, we saw no slippage 

events in Closed Area 1.  There haven’t been any.  

We don’t have any affidavits or anything to look at.  I 

guess that’s a good thing.  For sure, discarding and 

slippage events have decreased significantly. 

 

This also shows you on this graph what the catch 

was, whether it’s not brought on board, operational 

discards or discarded and brought on board, and you 

can see that proportionately purse seines have more 

discards – I’m sorry, more slippage events or catch 

that is not brought on board just in a relative sense; 

not in the number sense. 

 

Those numbers on the top of these bars on the graph 

show you the total amount of catch that was observed 

for that gear type and not how much was actually 

discarded.  For example, the first column there, 

bottom trawl, 3 plus 2, Areas 2 and 3, catch was 

discarded whether it was brought on board or slipped.  

Well, this is all red so it shows that for bottom trawl 

in Areas 2 and 3 it is all being discarded, but it was 

brought on board so it was sampled. 
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2.75 percent of that one point million that was 

observed was discarded, so it was not 1.5 million that 

was discarded; it’s 2.5 percent of that.  There is a lot 

of information in the document about slippage.  We 

have a lot of figures and stuff to show you sort of 

where we are with it.  In general slippage represents a 

very small fraction of the total catch in this fishery.  

It’s not more than a couple of percent in terms of 

slippage.  There obviously are discards and 

operational discards as well. 

 

We also have a pretty detailed discussion of the 

impacts of the river herring measures, the monitoring 

and avoidance measures along with the protection 

measures.  There are several elements of this analysis 

in the document; the first being an evaluation of the 

coincidence of river herring and shad.   

 

What that analysis shows is that they overlap so 

much in terms of distribution and encounters in the 

fishery that anything that we do to address river 

herring is going to address shad similarly.  We also 

provided a catch comparison for river herring, which 

is a lengthy table that summarizes every place that 

river herring discards have been estimated, whether 

it’s through the SBRM or through literature or from 

our PDT or anywhere; anything we could find about 

the estimates of river herring catch and bycatch 

because we know that it’s quite variable. 

 

It has been difficult to get a real handle on a number 

that we can feel confident in.  We also took a look at 

migration patterns and an assessment of the 

monitoring and avoidance areas.  We also looked 

obviously at the assessment of the protection areas.  

And then there is a discussion of the impacts of 

spatial closures and triggers in the herring fishery. 

 

Some of the options under these alternatives include 

trigger-based approaches where the measures 

wouldn’t kick in until some trigger was reached, and 

the trigger would be some level of catch of river 

herring in the fishery.   

 

There are maps in the document that map herring 

fishing effort relative to the proposed areas and how 

much herring fishing occurs inside and outside of 

those areas, and then some projections based on 

recent fishing patterns as to when any of these 

triggers, if they’re established for river herring, may 

be reached, what time of year for each of the areas. 

 

And then, of course, the end of the analysis is a 

discussion of the impacts on the five VEx.  That’s a 

requirement for us under NEPA.  As I mentioned, we 

did a catch comparison for 2010 on river herring 

catch.  It has been quite a while now that the herring 

fishery has been under fire for bycatch of river 

herring and the significant impacts that it may be 

having on the stock. 

 

So we just wanted to together a few numbers that we 

came up with in our analysis to give you some 

relative perspective on what the bycatch in the 

herring fishery may be.  We found that the largest 

source of removals is from the Maine directed 

alewife fishery, catching 1.3 million pounds in 2010. 

 

The SBRM report produced by the Science Center 

across all 52 fleets, not just the herring fishery but all 

52 fleets, Mid-Atlantic bottom otter trawl, whatever, 

all of them, there are 52 of them, and they estimated 

for all of them combined last year that about 531,000 

pounds were caught.  And then the PDT, during the 

evaluation of the observer coverage options, 

estimated 165,915 for the herring fishery.  That’s 

with a 0.37 confidence interval – or, I’m sorry, 

coefficient of variation. 

 

I mean, it’s not 0.2 yet, but it’s certainly the best one 

we’ve gotten for the herring fleet given all of the 

variability in the numbers.  Given the fact that we had 

30 percent coverage last year, we’re more confident 

in this number than any of the other numbers that 

we’ve produced before.  That just gives you a little 

perspective on what the potential for impacting the 

river herring stocks is and how much of the herring 

fishery may be a part of that.   

 

The next thing in the impact assessment – and this is 

where I was talking about the letters – we have a 

whole group tables like this that across the top you 

can see where it says map reference, and you’ve got 

your letters G, J, K, L, O – so you can go back to the 

maps and look at what block we’re talking about. 

 

For each of these blocks we looked at are there any 

adjacent fishery-based areas?  That means right 

around the block are there any areas that we have 

identified the fishery having encounters with river 

herring.  Are there any adjacent survey-based areas, 

and that means right around the block are there any 

of those areas that met the threshold in the survey for 

being sort of a good place where you would expect to 

find river herring? 

 

And then do these areas overlap; is there a block that 

is adjacent to one that is proposed for being closed 

where we have seen high numbers in the fishery and 

high numbers in the survey?  So it gives you just a 

relative sense of when you look at these blocks how 
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to evaluate whether or not they are actually going to 

be effective at doing what you want. 

 

There are a whole bunch of those in the document, 

too.  Some of the river herring analysis had to be 

qualitative just because we didn’t have a lot of 

quantitative information.  We don’t even have a stock 

assessment.  We got into the details as much as we 

could with the available information.  These maps are 

also in the document for the gear types.  It’s hard to 

see on the screen, but there are some gray hashed 

blocks. 

 

Any of the blocks with hashing with them are blocks 

that are proposed to be monitoring – this is for the 

monitoring areas.  The blocks that are hashed are the 

ones that are proposed to be subject to the regulations 

in the monitoring areas.  This is for January and 

February.  You can see that most of the effort is in 

the Southern New England area.  Most of the effort, 

aside from three blocks in this area, are areas where 

the fishery occurs. 

 

The red ones are where the – it goes from green to 

red; green being low, high being red.  It shows you 

sort of the distribution of the fishery during January 

and February.  We have those in the document for all 

of the areas and all of the months.  And then we also 

have tables that I think we are redoing for the 

submission version of the document, but it shows you 

by gear type and permit category how much fishing 

time and how much herring catch is inside and 

outside the monitoring areas. 

 

I think we’re redoing these.  I’m pretty sure we’re 

breaking it down a little bit differently.  I think we’re 

going to do A and B together and then C separately 

and then D separately because the council is still not 

entire sure which vessels are going to be subject to 

these regulations.  There are options in the document 

for just the limited access fishery and then there are 

options that also include the Category D boats, or the 

open access fishery. 

 

We want to take a look at what the potential impact 

on the fishery may be by those gear types.  This is for 

the trigger-based monitoring.  As I mentioned, we 

have broken it down into three monitoring areas on 

top of all the other monitoring areas.  These triggers 

would be set, and you can see there are nine options – 

well, three for each area.   

 

They would be set in such a way that once they were 

reached, then it would trigger one of the monitoring 

or avoidance or protection options.  With the 

monitoring options, if it’s a hundred percent observer 

coverage in those specific blocks that are on the map, 

under the trigger approach you would set up these 

three areas with triggers and the monitoring measures 

associated with those blocks would not kick in until 

the trigger is reached. 

 

Everything would be sort of the way it is until the 

trigger is reached and then some additional measures 

would be kicked in.  We took at look at what the 

probability is of reaching each of these triggers based 

on recent patterns of effort in the fishery.  You can 

see that under the figure that I have showed here, 

there is like a 2.5 percent chance that the trigger 

would be reached.  This is for Southern New England 

and it would be the max trigger, so it would be 

729,500. 

 

There is a 4 percent chance that it would close the 

fishery before December 31
st
.  We’ve gone through 

this again for each of the options and each of the 

possible triggers just to look at when closure may 

occur.  In most cases the triggers are very unlikely to 

be reached.  I think this is the last section of the river 

herring analysis, and we’ve gone in and looked at the 

impacts of the measures by category, I guess. 

 

This one here is a summary of the economic impacts 

for the Atlantic herring fishery participants.  It’s 

almost like pros and cons; it’s positive impacts and 

negative impacts.  We’ve gone through again every 

measure and every option and provided these tables 

in the document to give you sort of a general 

qualitative assessment. 

 

Then we also have summary tables of each of the 

sections.  I believe these are in the – I know they’re 

in the document.  I’m not sure exactly where we put 

them.  I think there is a summary of impacts’ table at 

the end of the document, but it goes through for each 

vec, vec one, Atlantic herring and vec two non-target 

species and so on and so forth.  

 

For each measure that’s listed down the first column 

here, it gives you sort of a qualitative evaluation of 

the impacts of the measure.  We have to go back and 

fill in three and four, which is EFH and protected 

resources, because those assessments haven’t been 

fully completed yet.  We will be updating these tables 

for the document submission. 

 

This is another one that covers catch monitoring at 

sea and the measures to address net slippage and 

measures to improve sampling; just showing you as 

examples.  I’m almost done.  When the council 

approved this in September, as I mentioned, there 

were some elements that were not complete like the 
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protected species impact and the EFH impacts, and 

we have a couple other little odds and ends to 

complete. 

 

The council took action at their September 30
th

 

meeting and they added some sub-options that were 

proposed by council staff and the PDT for additional 

dealer reporting requirements and measures to 

address net slippage.  You can see that in the 

document.  You have the September version of the 

document. 

 

Everything that is in there that is shaded gray is stuff 

that we took to the council to include.  Then there is 

some stuff in the document that you’ll see that is 

stricken out that we proposed for elimination.  The 

council did agree to eliminate those options.  A lot of 

them relate to what Matt was talking about earlier 

with the new reporting requirements that were 

implemented by NMFS.  We had a lot of that stuff in 

the document as options; and the council agreed that 

since it’s going through rulemaking now we should 

just take them out and address it in the future if we 

have a problem with it or if there is a concern. 

 

They also added potential options – well, they are 

options, but they added a potential for exemption to 

the river herring measures for the Northern Shrimp 

Fishery in the inshore Gulf of Maine and for large-

mesh bottom trawls.  That is something that we’re 

also adding to the document is a summary of the 

Northern Shrimp Fishery and recent catch and 

bycatch information for the shrimp fishery and large-

mesh bottom trawls. 

 

And then they made a few other minor clarifications 

that I’ve already addressed in the document but 

nothing really noteworthy.  As I said, they did 

approve the Draft EIS for submission.  I had hoped to 

have the Draft EIS approved and then move it right 

on over and get it submitted, but there is always a 

whole bunch of details that I’ve forgotten about.   

 

A lot of it just relates to timing of review by NMFS, 

comment periods that are required.  We have to send 

it to EPA for review.  It has got to NOAA for a 

NEPA review.  There are a lot of reviews.  We 

approved it and the Mid-Atlantic approved their 

complementary Mackerel Amendment in October, 

just a couple of weeks ago. 

 

Then we received a request from the Mid-Atlantic 

Council to include options for river herring catch 

caps.  We had already eliminated that from our 

document; but in the spirit of trying to keep these 

amendments consistent and on track with each other, 

they are requesting that we at least include similar 

options for river herring catch caps as what they are 

considering. 

 

Their technical group and I think a lot of the 

members are not very supportive of these small-scale 

spatial management approaches because of the 

possibility of not including the right areas or not 

being able to fully understand the impacts on either 

the fishery or the river herring resource, but they kept 

them in the document again in the spirit of trying to 

keep a consistent range of alternatives for now, so 

they’re asking us to consider catch caps.   

 

We’re going to do that at the November council 

meeting.  I think herring is being discussed on the 

first day, which is Wednesday, November 15
th

.  I’m 

holding off now to see what happens at the 

November 15
th

 meeting.  I couldn’t have gotten it 

done, anyway, before then, but I’m planning on 

submitting the document at the end of November and 

then the review process starts. 

 

I won’t bore you with the details of the review 

process, but let’s just say that we’re shooting for our 

public comment period to start in mid to late 

February.  There is a lot that gets done I guess 

between the end of November and February.  We are 

hoping to have the comment period start around 

February 17
th

 and go into the beginning of April, 

which means that we’ll do all of our public hearings 

in March. 

 

The Mid-Atlantic Council; we’re going to overlap 

comment periods by about three weeks, and we’re 

going to do a couple of joint public hearings during 

that time, and then we’ll also do individual public 

hearings.  Both councils are slated to approve the 

final management measures in April. 

 

Our council meeting is two weeks after the Mid-

Atlantic so we’ll have the benefit of knowing what 

the Mid-Atlantic selected and then we can hopefully 

move forward with somewhat consistent measures at 

least for the vessels that participate in both fisheries.  

Then I will be writing the final EIS based on the 

selection of the final measures and hoping to submit 

that in May; June at the latest. 

 

I’ve gone over the timeline with the Service, and we 

anticipate having both the mackerel and herring 

amendments implemented at the start of the fishing 

year on January 1, 2013.  We will also be doing 

specifications next year.  We do three-year 

specifications.  Those will also become effective 

January 1, 2013.  We want to sort of get a new 
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fishing year started with a new suite of regulations 

and the quotas.  That’s it.  I can answer any questions 

for anybody who has taken a look at the bigger 

document, if you have any. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Thank you, Lori, for that 

very comprehensive update, and indeed it is quite an 

update.  You have done the Section a great service by 

taking the time to highlight the pertinent tables and 

figures within this very lengthy document, very 

comprehensive document.  As you said, there are 

many analyses in this document and they range from 

complicated to very complicated to extremely 

complicated. 

 

Many contributors have been part of this effort to get 

Amendment 5 to this particular point, and the 

contributors are noted on Page 4 of her presentation, 

and I just to need to highlight a couple.  Matt Cieri, 

of course, played a major role as did Mike Adeen and 

Steve Correira and Mike Armstrong from the 

Division of Marine Fisheries staff.   

 

Chris Vonderweidt, ASMFC, represented us very 

well through ASMFC-related contributions to the 

development of this plan.  The National Marine 

Fisheries Service staff, of course, was outstanding.  I 

could go on, but I won’t.  It was a very difficult task 

and special thanks go to Lori for her patience and for 

her perseverance.   

 

If it hadn’t been for all of that, those to Ps, we never 

would have gotten ourselves to this particular point in 

time where we have a good set of options related to 

catch monitoring at sea, midwater trawl access to 

groundfish closed areas, specific adjustments to the 

FMP, and then what is very relevant to ASMFC river 

herring bycatch issues; very well described; very well 

analyzed to the extent that they can analyzed within 

this document, which is easy to follow in light of the 

fact that Lori and her assistants have been able to 

color code this, making it much easier. 

 

For me and for other New England Council members 

who are part of this Section, a lot of this is sort of a 

review and a preview as we move forward to public 

hearings.  For Mid-Atlantic Council, state members, 

perhaps this is the first time you have seen it, but I 

suspect you’ve seen some of it if not much of it 

during Mid-Atlantic Council debate on mackerel, 

which, of course, also is moving forward and these 

fisheries are related; specifically the midwater trawl 

fishery.  All right, so no action is required.  I will 

now turn to the Section and ask you if you have any 

specific questions or comments to make regarding 

this update that Lori has provided?  Dennis. 

MR. DENNIS DAMON:  Mr. Chairman, I would 

echo your remarks with regards to the thoroughness 

of this and my appreciation to Lori for bringing it to 

us.  You also had mentioned that it ranged up to 

highly complicated, and I would suggest that it might 

even go to impossibly complicated.   

 

My first question for Lori might be a bit of a no-

brainer, but I have one to follow up that’s a little 

more specific.  With regards to the discarded fish and 

the slipped fish, what is the usual condition of those 

fish once that has occurred? 

 

MS. STEELE:  Well, I don’t have really any specific 

information about that, but herring are pretty soft-

bodied fish, and I think a lot of it in terms of slipped 

catch depends on the quantity of fish in the bag.  

Once the fish come on board, I think they’re a lot less 

likely to survive.  There haven’t been any specific 

studies or anything like that. 

 

MR. DAMON:  Thank you for that.  If I may one 

more, Mr. Chairman; on Page 12 of the slides you 

show that there were monitoring and avoidance areas 

that effectively in my estimation at least were 

designed to protect access for the river herring to 

rivers and streams from mid-coast New Jersey to the 

Canadian Border except for the quadrant that would 

include Mount Desert Rock and southern Hancock 

County, an area that I am somewhat familiar with.  

I’m wondering what the rationale was for omitting 

that particular quadrant, if you happen to know it.  

Actually, if that information isn’t necessary for the 

rest of the commission, I can take that up with you 

afterwards if it’s going to take some time to look for 

it. 

 

MS. STEELE:  Well, I’ve got it here.  What was the 

question? 

 

MR. DAMON:  The quadrant area that is I guess 

between A and E in Downeast Maine. 

 

MS. STEELE:  Basically, the way that the areas were 

determined for the monitoring areas, we had 

originally presented this based on survey 

distributions since 1965.  We basically ranked the 

areas in terms of abundance from the survey, and 

then overlaid the observer data on that, but the 

council ultimately decided to base the selection of the 

areas only on the observer data and the encounters 

that have been observed with the fishery.   

 

I am not sure between A and E on that figure; I’m not 

sure if that area ever came up as one of the potential 

areas.  The cut-off was quarter degree squares with 
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catch in one tow greater than 40 pounds.  That was 

out of the observer data.  If there was one tow greater 

than 40 pounds from 2005-2009 in the observer data, 

then that qualified as a quarter degree square for 

monitoring.  It may just be that there were encounters 

in that area that either weren’t observed or didn’t 

make the 40-pound threshold in one tow, but that’s 

how they were determined. 

 

MR. ADLER:  Lori, back on I think it’s like 23, 

somewhere around there, my question was did you 

say that for observer coverage it would probably cost 

$2.3 million to the industry in a fishery that’s about 

$14 million in revenue?  You used those terms.  I 

don’t know who does the observer pay now, but if 

industry had to pay – am I looking at that correctly? 

 

MS. STEELE:  Yes, what you’re looking at there is 

Page 24, and it is projection of costs for a hundred 

percent observer coverage in the fishery, and the high 

range there is based on 2009, and that’s because of 

the number of trips that occurred in that year.  Yes, 

$2.3 million, and this is just the A, B and C vessels.  

That’s 99 percent of the fishery, anyway, but it’s 

based on applying a cost estimate from the observer 

program of $1,200 to the number of days fished by 

these vessels. 

 

It’s what I would consider to be an upper bound of 

the estimates.  We are going to provide in the Draft 

EIS, when we submit it, a discussion of the 

breakdown of that $1,200 estimate and why it costs 

$1,200 a day.  If there was industry funding – if the 

council selects industry funding, we have to really sit 

down and lay out the objectives of the funding 

program and how the industry would contribute and 

how the federal program or other sources would 

contribute. 

 

One thing that we’ve made the assumption on in this 

amendment, we the PDT and everybody who 

analyzed it, is based on the council priorities and 

what the council’s objectives are for this amendment 

is you that you want coverage – and the council 

wants coverage in this amendment that is consistent 

with the Northeast Observer Program coverage. 

 

This particular fishery is extremely difficult to 

sample.  All the observers had to be retrained to 

sample high-volume fisheries.  They all have a 

discard log.  There is a process for taking basket 

samples and doing extrapolations and things like that.  

Those are all things that just hiring a general at-sea 

monitor isn’t going to be able to do. 

 

We have at-sea monitors in the groundfish fishery, 

and they sample what has been laid out for them to 

sample.  We’re trying to increase observer coverage 

in this fishery so that we can generate estimates of 

bycatch that are reliable and as accurate as we can get 

them.  Having an at-sea monitor at a lower cost and 

not getting the same level of sampling or the same 

quality of catch estimates or data isn’t going to help 

us. 

 

We talked about it at a council meeting, too, and 

nobody seemed to really express any disagreement.  

Everybody always says, oh, why is it $1,200 and an 

at-sea monitor is $400 or whatever, and it’s because 

you have to be specifically trained for sampling in 

this fishery.  If you want to collect the same kind of 

data, you want to be able to just add to the observer 

data base and use everything in combination to make 

the bycatch estimates and you can’t do that unless 

you have a fully trained at-sea observer who knows 

all the protocols in sampling for this fishery. 

 

MR. ADLER:  If I may, Mr. Chairman, I think what 

threw me was $2.3 million in general terms unless 

the government pays for it seems to be a lot in a 

revenue stream of $14 million.  My last question, if I 

may, Mr. Chairman, is on Page 29.  Is 165,915; is 

that considered a big number or is that a small 

number in the overall picture?  Thank you. 

 

MS. STEELE:  Well, it’s not as big as 1.3 million, 

but in the grand scheme of the herring fishery it’s not 

a lot.  You’re talking about a fishery that lands 

90,000 tons or whatever, 80,000 tons, so it’s a small 

number in that sense.  What I can’t tell you is how 

either of those numbers impact the river herring 

resource, so I don’t know how significant it is. 

 

MR. DOUGLAS GROUT:  Lori, I just had a quick 

question concerning the proposed river herring catch 

cap that the Mid-Atlantic Council has put in their 

plan and is asking the New England Council to put in 

their.  Is there a specific catch cap associated with 

this or is this put it in the document as a frame 

workable item? 

 

MS. STEELE:  It’s not very specific; it’s pretty 

general.  Jason just sent me the memo on Friday that 

is going into the council’s binder.  I took a look at it 

and it’s very general.  Their options include just 

establishing a catch cap as part of the specifications 

process or a framework.  We already have in there a 

placeholder for one once a stock assessment is 

completed.  I don’t how quickly the Mid-Atlantic 

Council is going to move forward on that since we’re 
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not really going to even have final measures until 

well into next year. 

 

I don’t know the timing of their specifications 

process, but they also are requesting that we include 

measures that essentially would close the herring 

vessels out of an area that is closed from a catch cap 

in the mackerel fishery.  For example, if they set one 

in Area 2 and it was reached in March and closed to 

the mackerel fishery, they want us to have an option 

in the document that would say if the mackerel 

fishery sets a river herring catch cap and it closes an 

area, then the herring vessels would be prohibited 

from that area as well. 

 

That’s about as specific as it gets.  I think the idea on 

their part is to actually establish the number when 

they do it in the specifications process.  It’s certainly 

I don’t think going to be difficult for us to reach 

agreement that we could have in there an option to 

set up a catch cap.  I think really the hard part is 

going to be determining the number and agreeing on 

the number. 

 

I think we have to talk about that a little more, but I 

think they want it in there during the public hearing 

process so that we have time to talk about it a little 

more before we have to make final decisions. 

ELECTION OF VICE-CHAIR 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Thank you, Lori.  It’s now 

approximately 10:15.  We are scheduled to adjourn at 

10:30 and we still have an additional action item 

relative to the election of a vice-chair.  If there is no 

objection, we will conclude our discussion regarding 

the update on this amendment.  Once again, thank 

you very much, Lori, for giving this briefing.  The 

next item on the agenda is election of the vice-chair.  

As noted, I assumed the chair in August of this year.  

The vice-chair position is vacant.  Are there any 

nominations for vice-chair?  Ritchie White. 

 

MR. G. RITCHIE WHITE:  Mr. Chairman, I’d 

like to nominate Terry Stockwell. 

 

CHAIRMAN PIERCE:  Terry has been nominated.  

Does anyone else care to nominate someone else for 

the vice-chair?  All right, I see no interest.  With that 

lack of interest, we will assume that Terry has the 

interest, so you will be the next vice-chair, Terry.  

Congratulations; a pleasure working with you as 

always. 

OTHER BUSINESS 

All right, is there any other business to bring 

forward?  No one has indicated earlier on that there 

was other business, but still there is the opportunity.  

ADJOURNMENT 

I see no interest; therefore without objection, we will 

adjourn the Section meeting. 

 

(Whereupon, the meeting was adjourned at 10:15 

o’clock a.m., November 7, 2011.) 
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Standard Time, on January 6, 2012. 
ADDRESSES: Copies of supporting 
documents, the 2010–2012 Herring 
Specifications and Amendment 4 to the 
Herring Fishery Management Plan 
(FMP), are available from: Paul J. 
Howard, Executive Director, New 
England Fishery Management Council, 
50 Water Street, Mill 2, Newburyport, 
MA 01950, telephone (978) 465–0492. 
These documents are also accessible via 
the Internet at http:// 
www.nero.nmfs.gov. 

You may submit comments, identified 
by NOAA–NMFS–2011–0275, by any 
one of the following methods: 

• Electronic Submission: Submit all 
electronic public comments via the 
Federal e-Rulemaking Portal 
www.regulations.gov. To submit 
comments via the e-Rulemaking Portal, 
first click the ‘‘submit a comment’’ icon, 
then enter NOAA–NMFS–2011–0275 in 
the keyword search. Locate the 
document you wish to comment on 
from the resulting list and click on the 
‘‘Submit a Comment’’ icon on the right 
of that line. 

• Mail: NMFS, Northeast Regional 
Office, 55 Great Republic Drive, 
Gloucester, MA 01930. Mark the outside 
of the envelope ‘‘Comments on 
Adjustment to 2012 Herring Catch 
Limits.’’ 

• Fax: (978) 281–9135, Attn: Carrie 
Nordeen. 

Instructions: Comments must be 
submitted by one of the above methods 
to ensure that the comments are 
received, documented, and considered 
by NMFS. Comments sent by any other 
method, to any other address or 
individual, or received after the end of 
the comment period, may not be 
considered. All comments received are 
a part of the public record and will 
generally be posted for public viewing 
on www.regulations.gov without change. 
All personal identifying information 
(e.g., name, address) submitted 
voluntarily by the sender will be 
publicly accessible. Do not submit 
confidential business information, or 
otherwise sensitive or protected 
information. NMFS will accept 
anonymous comments (enter ‘‘N/A’’ in 
the required fields if you wish to remain 
anonymous). Attachments to electronic 
comments will be accepted in Microsoft 
Word or Excel, WordPerfect, or Adobe 
PDF formats only. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Carrie Nordeen, Fishery Policy Analyst, 
(978) 281–9272, fax (978) 281–9135. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Background 

The Atlantic herring harvest in the 
United States is managed under the 
Herring FMP developed by the New 
England Fishery Management Council 
(Council), and implemented by NMFS, 
in 2000. The Council developed herring 
specifications for 2010–2012, which 
were approved by NMFS on August 12, 
2010 (75 FR 48874). Although herring is 
not overfished and is not experiencing 
overfishing, the herring annual 
acceptable biological catch for fishing 
years 2010–2012 (106,000 mt) was 
reduced from previous years (145,000 

mt in 2009) due to concerns about a 
retrospective pattern in the 2009 herring 
stock assessment that over-estimates 
biomass. 

The stock-wide herring ACL (91,200 
mt) is divided among three management 
areas, one of which has two sub-areas. 
Area 1 is located in the Gulf of Maine 
(GOM) and is divided into an inshore 
section (Area 1A) and an offshore 
section (Area 1B). Area 2 is located in 
the coastal waters between 
Massachusetts and North Carolina, and 
Area 3 is on Georges Bank (GB). The 
herring stock complex is considered to 
be a single stock, but there are inshore 
(GOM) and offshore (GB) stock 
components. The GOM and GB stock 
components segregate during spawning 
and mix during feeding and migration. 
Each management area has its own sub- 
ACL to allow greater control of the 
fishing mortality on each stock 
component. While the stock-wide 
herring ACL for 2010–2012 was not 
reduced below the 2008 catch level, the 
management area sub-ACLs were 
reduced from 2009 levels by 20 to 60 
percent. The management area sub- 
ACLs established for 2010–2012 were: 
26,546 mt for Area 1A, 4,362 mt for 
Area 1B, 22,146 mt for Area 2, and 
38,146 mt for Area 3. 

Amendment 4 to the Herring FMP 
(Amendment 4) (76 FR 11373, March 2, 
2011) revised the specification-setting 
process, bringing the Herring FMP into 
compliance with ACL and 
accountability measure (AM) 
requirements of the Magnuson-Stevens 
Fishery Conservation and Management 
Act (MSA). Under the FMP, if NMFS 
determines catch will reach 95 percent 
of the sub-ACL allocated to a 
management area or seasonal period, 
then NMFS prohibits vessels from 
fishing for, possessing, catching, 
transferring, or landing more than 2,000 
lb (907.2 kg) of herring per trip from that 
area or period. This AM slows catch to 
prevent or minimize catch in excess of 
a management area or seasonal period 
sub-ACL. As a way to account for ACL 
overages in the herring fishery, 
Amendment 4 established an AM that 
provided for overage deductions. If the 
catch of herring in any given fishing 
year exceeds any ACL or sub-ACL, the 
overage will subsequently be deducted 
from the corresponding ACL/sub-ACL. 

Fishing year 2010 was the first year 
that NMFS monitored herring catch 
against the recently reduced 
management area sub-ACLs. NMFS 
experienced difficulty determining 
when to implement the 2,000-lb (907.2- 
kg) possession limit in Area 1B because 
of a pulse of fishing effort in that area. 
NMFS had similar difficulties 
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determining when to implement the 
possession limit in Area 1A because 
catch rates were highly variable. 
Ultimately, catch from Areas 1B and 1A 
exceeded their allocations by 1,639 mt 
and 1,878 mt, respectively. These 
experiences demonstrated that more 
timely catch reporting was needed to 
better monitor catch against sub-ACLs 
and to allow catch to achieve, but not 
exceed, management area sub-ACLs. 
Therefore, in September 2011, NMFS 
revised vessels reporting requirements 
to obtain more timely catch reports (76 
FR 54385, September 1, 2011). As a 
result of that rulemaking, limited access 
herring vessels are required to report 
herring catch daily via vessel 
monitoring systems, open access herring 
vessels are required report catch weekly 
via the interactive voice response 
system, and all herring-permitted 
vessels are required to submit vessel trip 
reports (VTRs) weekly. 

Proposed Measures 

In accordance with regulations at 
§ 648.201(a)(3), this action proposes to 
deduct the 2010 overages from 2012 
catch limits. Therefore, in 2012, the sub- 
ACL for Area 1A would be 24,668 mt 
(reduced from 26,546 mt) and the sub- 
ACL for Area 1B would be 2,723 mt 
(reduced from 4,362 mt). The sub-ACLs 
for Areas 2 and 3 would remain 
unchanged at 22,146 mt for Area 2 and 
38,146 mt for Area 3. 

NMFS determined 2010 herring 
landings based on dealer reports 
(Federal and state) containing herring 
purchases, supplemented with VTRs 
(Federal and State of Maine) containing 
herring landings. NMFS compared 
dealer reports to VTRs for all trips that 
landed herring in 2010. Because VTRs 
are generally a hail weight or estimate 
of landings, with an assumed 10 percent 
margin of error, dealer reports are a 
more accurate source of landings data. 
However, if the amount of herring 
reported via VTR exceeded the amount 
of herring reported by the dealer by 
10-percent or more, it was assumed that 

the dealer report for that trip was in 
error. In those instances, the amount of 
herring reported via VTR was used to 
determine the amount of herring landed 
on that trip. Herring landings in the 
VTR database were checked for 
accuracy against the scanned image of 
the paper VTRs submitted by the owner/ 
operator of the vessel. VTR landings 
were also verified by comparing 
reported landings to harvesting 
potential and applicable possession 
limits for each vessel. Federal dealer 
reports for 2010 were finalized in June 
2011 and state dealer reports for 2010 
were finalized in September 2011. 

Herring landings reported on the 
VTRs were assigned to herring 
management areas using latitude and 
longitude coordinates. VTRs with 
missing or invalid latitude/longitude 
coordinates were manually corrected 
using the statistical area reported on the 
VTR. If no statistical area was reported 
on the VTR, then a combination of 
recent fishing activity and a review of 
the scanned images of the original VTR 
were used to assign landings to herring 
management area. Dealer reports 
without corresponding VTRs were 
prorated to herring management area 
using the proportion of total herring 
landings stratified by week, gear type, 
and management area. 

As NMFS was reviewing the 2010 
herring data, and comparing individual 
VTRs with individual dealer reports, it 
resolved data errors resulting from 
misreporting. Common dealer reporting 
issues were: Missing dealer reports; 
incorrect or missing VTR serial 
numbers; incorrect or missing vessel 
permit numbers; and incorrect dates. 
VTRs had similar errors. Common VTR 
reporting issues were: Missing VTRs; 
missing or incorrect dealer information; 
incorrect amounts of landed herring; 
incorrect dates; and missing or incorrect 
statistical area. The quality of herring 
landings data is affected by unresolved 
data errors; therefore, NMFS strongly 
encourages vessel owner/operators and 
dealers to double check reports for 

accuracy and ensure reports are 
submitted on a timely basis. 

Discards of herring in 2010 were 
determined by extrapolating Northeast 
Fisheries Observer Program (observer) 
data to the entire herring fishery. The 
amount of observed herring discards 
(‘‘Atlantic herring’’ and ‘‘herring 
unidentified’’) was divided by the 
amount of observed fish landed. That 
discard ratio was then multiplied by the 
amount of all fish landed for each trip 
to calculate total amount of herring 
discards in 2010. The amount of 
discards was determined for each 
management area and gear type. 
Observer data for 2010 were finalized in 
April 2011. 

NMFS calculated the total herring 
catch for 2010 by adding the amount of 
herring landings to the amount of 
herring discarded. The methodology 
used by NMFS to calculate the amount 
of landed herring and the amount of 
discarded herring was reviewed by the 
Council’s Herring Plan Development 
Team (PDT). NMFS convened a Herring 
PDT conference call on October 19, 
2011, to review landed catch and 
discard methodology. The Herring PDT 
recommended that prorated dealer 
reports should account for fishing effort 
and seasonality in its calculations. 
Based on the Herring PDT’s 
recommendations, NMFS revised its 
methodologies to include stratification 
by week, gear type, and area for dealer 
reports that were prorated to 
management area. Additionally, the 
Herring PDT recommended that the 
extrapolation of discards be stratified by 
gear type and area. NMFS revised its 
discard methodology accordingly. 
NMFS convened a follow-up Herring 
PDT conference call on November 3, 
2011, and updated the PDT on its 
revised methodology. The Herring PDT 
concluded that the methodologies used 
by NMFS to calculate the total amount 
of herring catch (landings and discards) 
in 2010 were appropriate. 

The following chart contains 
information on the 2010 herring fishery: 

TOTAL CATCH OF ATLANTIC HERRING IN 2010 

Management area Sub-ACL 
(mt) 

Landed herring 
(mt) 

Discarded 
herring 

(mt) 

Total herring 
catch 
(mt) 

Herring catch as 
percentage of 

Sub-ACL 

1A ..................................................................... 26,546 28,364 60 28,424 107 
1B ..................................................................... 4,362 5,997 3 6,001 138 
2 ....................................................................... 22,146 20,781 50 20,831 94 
3 ....................................................................... 38,146 17,573 23 17,596 46 
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Classification 

Pursuant to section 304 (b)(1)(A) of 
the MSA, the NMFS Assistant 
Administrator has determined that this 
proposed rule is consistent with the 
Atlantic Herring FMP, other provisions 
of the MSA, and other applicable law, 
subject to further consideration after 
public comment. 

The National Environmental Policy 
Act analysis to support this action was 
completed in Amendment 4 (76 FR 
11373, March 2, 2011). 

This proposed rule has been 
determined to be not significant for 
purposes of Executive Orders 12866. 
This proposed rule does not contain a 
collection-of-information requirement 
for purposes of the Paperwork 
Reduction Act. 

The Chief Counsel for Regulation of 
the Department of Commerce certified 
to the Chief Council for Advocacy of the 
Small Business Administration (SBA) 
that this proposed rule, if adopted, 
would not have a significant economic 
impact on a substantial number of small 
entities. 

In 2010, there were catch limit 
overages in herring management areas 
1A and 1B equal to 1,878 mt and 1,639 
mt, respectively. In accordance with 
regulations at § 648.201(a)(3), this action 
proposes to deduct the 2010 overages 
from 2012 catch limits. Therefore, in 
2012, the sub-ACL for Area 1A would be 
24,668 mt (reduced from 26,546 mt) and 
the sub-ACL for Area 1B would be 2,723 
mt (reduced from 4,362 mt). 

Amendment 4 analyzed the effects of 
deducting ACL/sub-ACL overages from 
the subsequent corresponding ACL/sub- 
ACL. During a year when the ACL/sub- 
ACL is exceeded, fishery participants 
may benefit economically from higher 
catch. In the subsequent year, when the 
amount of the overage is deducted from 
that ACL/sub-ACL and the amount of 
harvest is lower, fishery participants 
may experience negative economic 
impacts. Since deductions are the same 
magnitude as the overages, there would 
be no overall change to the amount of 
fish available for harvest. Therefore, if 
participants are active in the fishery 
during the overage year and the 
deduction year, the total economic 
impact on participants would be 
neutral. 

In 2010, 101 vessels were issued 
limited access herring permits and 2, 
258 were issued open access herring 
permits. All participants in the herring 
fishery are small entities as defined by 
the SBA under the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act, as none grossed more 
than $4 million annually, so there 

would be no disproportionate economic 
impacts on small entities. 

Total herring revenue in 2010 equaled 
approximately $18.8 million for limited 
access vessels and $150,000 for open 
access vessels. Because most vessels 
that harvest herring participate in other 
fisheries, revenue generated by herring 
catch is only a portion of their income. 
Herring revenue averaged 20 percent of 
total fisheries revenue for limited access 
vessels in 2010 and less than 1 percent 
of total fisheries revenue for open access 
vessels in 2010. The reduced sub-ACLs 
in Areas 1A and 1B are estimated to 
equal $1 million in lost revenue in 2012. 
Absent the sub-ACL reductions in Areas 
1A and 1B, the total potential herring 
revenue in 2012 is estimated to be $26.4 
million. The sub-ACL reductions in 
Areas 1A and 1B would reduce the total 
potential herring revenue by 4 percent 
in 2012. While this action reduces the 
amount of fish available for harvest, 
both the fishery-wide and individual- 
vessel economic effects are anticipated 
to be minimal because the reduction is 
relatively minor and herring vessels 
generate most of their revenue 
participating in other fisheries. 

For all the reasons described above, 
an initial regulatory flexibility analysis 
is not required and none has been 
prepared. 

Authority: 16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq. 

Dated: December 19, 2011. 
Samuel D. Rauch III, 
Deputy Assistant Administrator for 
Regulatory Programs, National Marine 
Fisheries Service. 
[FR Doc. 2011–32846 Filed 12–21–11; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 3510–22–P 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

50 CFR Part 648 

[Docket No. 110901552–1736–01] 

RIN 0648–BB34 

Magnuson-Stevens Fishery 
Conservation and Management Act 
Provisions; Fisheries of the 
Northeastern United States; Northeast 
(NE) Multispecies Fishery; Amendment 
17 

AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFS), National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 
Commerce. 
ACTION: Proposed rule; request for 
comments. 

SUMMARY: NMFS proposes regulations to 
implement measures in Amendment 17 
to the Northeast Multispecies Fishery 
Management Plan. This action would 
amend the Northeast Multispecies 
Fishery Management Plan to explicitly 
define and facilitate the effective 
operation of state-operated permit 
banks. As proposed in Amendment 17, 
state-operated permit banks would be 
allocated an annual catch entitlement 
and specifically authorized to provide 
their annual catch entitlement and/or 
days-at-sea to approved groundfish 
sectors for the purpose of enhancing the 
fishing opportunities available to sector 
members. This action also includes a 
provision that would allow NMFS to 
issue a days-at-sea credit to a vessel that 
cancels a fishing trip prior to setting or 
hauling fishing gear and the vessel, 
therefore, does not catch or land fish at 
any time on the trip. 
DATES: Comments must be received by 
January 23, 2012. 
ADDRESSES: You may submit comments 
on this document, identified by NOAA– 
NMFS–2011–0186, by any of the 
following methods: 

• Electronic Submission: Submit all 
electronic public comments via the 
Federal e-Rulemaking Portal 
www.regulations.gov. To submit 
comments via the e-Rulemaking Portal, 
first click the ‘‘submit a comment’’ icon, 
then enter NOAA–NMFS–2011–0186 in 
the keyword search. Locate the 
document you wish to comment on 
from the resulting list and click on the 
‘‘Submit a Comment’’ icon on the right 
of that line. 

• Mail: Submit written comments to 
Patricia A. Kurkul, Regional 
Administrator, NMFS, Northeast 
Regional Office, 55 Great Republic 
Drive, Gloucester, MA 01930. Mark the 
outside of the envelope, ‘‘Comments on 
NE Multispecies Amendment 17.’’ 

• Fax: (978) 281–9135, Attn: William 
Whitmore 

Instructions: Comments must be 
submitted by one of the above methods 
to ensure that the comments are 
received, documented, and considered 
by NMFS. Comments sent by any other 
method, to any other address or 
individual, or received after the end of 
the comment period, may not be 
considered. All comments received are 
part of the public record and will 
generally be posted for public viewing 
on www.regulations.gov without change. 
All personal identifying information 
(e.g., name, address, etc.) submitted 
voluntarily by the sender will be 
publicly accessible. Do not submit 
confidential business information, or 
otherwise sensitive or protected 
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AMENDMENT 5 TO THE ATLANTIC HERRING FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN 

 
Proposed Action: Adoption and implementation of management measures to adjust the 

fishery management program for the federally-managed Atlantic Herring 
fishery through Amendment 5 to the Atlantic Herring FMP. 

 
Type of Statement: Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) 
 
Responsible Agencies: New England Fishery Management Council 
 50 Water Street, Mill #2 

Newburyport, MA  01950 

National Marine Fisheries Service, Assistant Administrator for Fisheries 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
Washington, D.C. 20235 

 
For Further Information: Paul Howard, Executive Director 
 New England Fishery Management Council 
 50 Water Street, Mill #2 
 Newburyport, Massachusetts  01950 
 Phone: (978) 465-0492 
 Fax: (978) 465-3116 
 
Abstract: The New England Fishery Management Council and the NOAA 

Assistant Administrator for Fisheries propose to adopt, approve, and 
implement Amendment 5 to the Atlantic Herring Fishery Management 
Plan (FMP) pursuant to the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act (MSA).  The Draft EIS presents the details of a 
management program designed to ensure compliance with the Act and a 
range of alternatives under consideration to address the specific goals 
and objectives identified by the Council for Amendment 5.  The range of 
alternatives under consideration relate primarily to establishing a 
comprehensive catch monitoring program for the limited access herring 
fishery, addressing river herring bycatch in the herring fishery, 
establishing criteria for midwater trawl vessel access to groundfish 
closed areas, and adjusting other aspects of the fishery management 
program to keep the FMP in compliance with the MSA and other 
applicable laws.  This document presents the range of alternatives under 
consideration, a detailed description of the affected environment and 
valued ecosystem components, and analyses of the impacts of the 
measures under consideration on the affected environment.  It also 
includes all information and analyses required under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the MSA, the Regulatory Flexibility 
Act (RFA), and other applicable laws. 
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Executive Summary 

 
This draft amendment document and draft environmental impact statement (DEIS) presents and evaluates 
management alternatives and measures to achieve specific goals and objectives for the Atlantic herring 
fishery.  This document was prepared by the New England Fishery Management Council and its Herring 
Plan Development Team (PDT), in consultation with the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS, 
NOAA Fisheries), the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC), and the Mid-Atlantic 
Fishery Management Council (MAFMC).  This amendment is being developed in accordance with the 
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSFCMA, MSA) and the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the former being the primary domestic legislation governing fisheries 
management in the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ).  In 1996, Congress passed the Sustainable 
Fisheries Act (SFA), which amended and reauthorized the MSFCMA and included a new emphasis on 
precautionary fisheries management.  New provisions mandated by the SFA require managers to end 
overfishing and rebuild overfished fisheries within specified time frames, minimize bycatch and bycatch 
mortality to the extent practicable, and identify and protect essential fish habitat (EFH).  The MSFCMA 
was again reauthorized in 2007 to require the establishment of annual catch limits (ACLs) and 
accountability measures (AMs) in order to end and/or prevent overfishing in all FMPs.  The proposed 
amendment is also consistent with the provisions contained in the Magnuson-Stevens Reauthorization Act 
(MSRA, January 2007). 
 
This document represents Volume I and includes the Draft Amendment as well as its draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (DEIS) and a preliminary evaluation of impacts relative to the Regulatory Flexibility 
Act (RFA) and other applicable laws.  Volume I provides the background and context for Amendment 5 
(Affected Environment), describes in detail all of the management alternatives under consideration in the 
amendment, identifies the Council’s preferred alternatives (when possible), provides detailed information 
about all of the components of the ecosystem and fishery potentially affected by the measures proposed in 
Amendment 5, evaluates the potential impacts of the management alternatives under consideration, 
addresses the Amendment 5 alternatives under consideration with respect to other applicable laws, 
provides the public and the Council with adequate information about the measures and their impacts to 
ultimately inform decision-making following the public comment period. 
 
The primary purpose of this amendment is to modify the management program for the Atlantic herring 
fishery by: 
• Considering changes to the reporting system and fishery management program to improve the 

collection of real-time, accurate catch information; 
• Considering measures to enhance monitoring and sampling of herring catch at-sea; and 
• Addressing bycatch issues through responsible management. 
 
The purposes and needs for this amendment are expected to advance the goals and objectives of the 
herring management program, as modified in Section 2.1.2 of this document.  The management measures 
under consideration are intended to achieve both the goals and objectives of the management program, the 
specific goals and objectives of the catch monitoring program (identified in Section 2.1.3), in addition to 
the primary purposes of this action.  The management measures under consideration in this amendment 
include: 

• General adjustments to the Atlantic herring fishery management program (permitting provisions, 
dealer and vessel reporting requirements, measures to address carrier vessels and transfers of Atlantic 
herring at sea, and requirements for VMS and trip notifications); 
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• Measures to address/prioritize the allocation of NMFS-approved observers for at-sea sampling on 
limited access herring vessels; 

• Provisions to enhance NMFS-approved observers’ ability to maximize sampling at-sea; 
• Measures to address/minimize net slippage by limited access herring vessels;  
• Monitoring, avoidance, and protection alternatives to address river herring bycatch; and 
• Criteria for midwater trawl vessel access to the year-round groundfish closed areas. 
 
The Affected Environment is described in this document based on valued ecosystem components (VECs) 
that are identified specifically for Amendment 5.  The VECs for consideration in Amendment 5 include: 
Atlantic Herring; Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries; Physical Environment and Essential Fish 
Habitat (EFH); Protected Resources; and Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities.  VECs represent 
the resources, areas, and human communities that may be affected by the management measures under 
consideration in this amendment.  VECs are the focus of an EIS since they are the “place” where the 
impacts of management actions are exhibited. The sections of the Affected Environment are therefore 
divided into the five VECs.  
 
As such, Section 4.1 presents an overview of the Atlantic herring resource, starting with the distribution 
and life history. A migration subsection includes an overview of two tagging projects that have recently 
been published, followed by a description of recent stock definition work completed for a thesis. In the 
trends and abundance and biomass of the Atlantic herring resource subsection the past 43 years’ worth of 
NMFS trawl survey data is summarized, for the extent of the entire stock complex as well as for the 
inshore areas.  The MA DMF and ME DMR Inshore trawl surveys have also been summarized, and are 
followed by an overview of acoustic surveys that have been done on the resource in the past.  The TRAC, 
information from commercial catch sampling done by ME DMR, and a time series analyses of historical 
data are also reviewed.  The importance of herring as a forage species conclude the section on Atlantic 
herring, and describes recent work on ecosystem modeling and updated information on other species 
interaction.   
 
Section 4.2, or Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries, describes and summarizes the last two years of 
Sea Sampling (Observer) Program data as it pertains to the Atlantic herring fishery in a non-target species 
subsection. State observer data and state portside sampling programs have also been summarized and 
analyzed for both Maine and Massachusetts.  The Sustainable Fisheries Coalition (SFC) pilot project to 
develop river herring and American shad (alosine) bycatch avoidance methods has been described by 
SMAST, MADMF and SFC staff, as well as some preliminary results.  For the other fisheries subsection 
the Shad and River Herring, Atlantic Mackerel, and Northeast Groundfish Fisheries have been 
overviewed, as well as information pertinent to the management measures contained in this document.  
Topics on these fisheries include life history, stock status, current and past management measures, as well 
as others. 
 
The Physical Environment and Essential Fish Habitat Section (4.3) has been divided into two subsections; 
one on physical environment and another on essential fish habitat (EFH).  The GOM, GB and Southern 
New England/Mid-Atlantic Bight are briefly defined, as are the EFH designations, complete with maps. 
The Protected Resources Section (4.4) has similarly been divided into three subsections: one that 
describes the species present in the area, another on the species that may potentially be effected by the 
management measures presented in this document (including as section on those that may not be 
effected), and a section on interactions between gear and protected resources, which has the 2011 List of 
Fisheries potential marine mammal impacts.  The Section also includes recent information regarding 
newly and potentially listed protected resources. 
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The last Section is 4.5, or the Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities Section, which has been 
divided into two subsections on the two topics as well as a third on the Canadian herring fishery. In the 
subsection which describes the fishery-related businesses the most up to date IVR and VTR data is 
presented and compared, and then information on vessels and crews is presented.  Many economic factors 
have been described including recent data on the Limited Access vessels, broken down by Category type 
(A, B, C and D respectively), data on VMS utilization, and data on VTR landings presented with 
economic information.  Herring dealers and herring processors have also been characterized with data and 
qualitative descriptions.  A lengthy description of the 11 communities of interest is also presented therein, 
as well as an introduction and background and criteria for determining what a community of interest is. 
 
The no action alternative represents status quo conditions for the Atlantic herring fishery management 
program and forms the basis for comparison and assessment of all management measures under 
consideration in Amendment 5.  The following summarize the potential impacts of the management 
measures under consideration in this document. The status quo alternatives and options (Alternatives and 
Options 1 – No Action) have not been included in the tables, as the impacts of the status quo, in general, 
would yield no change to the fishery and its behavior, as the FMP would not be changed.  The impacts of 
these measures would likely be neutral as a result. 
 
The status quo/No Action alternative does not mean that the fishery and the conditions it faces will not 
change, however.  The Atlantic herring resource is managed under the Atlantic Herring FMP, which 
includes administrative and management measures to ensure effective and sustainable management of the 
herring resource.  Sub-ACLs derived from this management program will continue to be determined 
through the specifications process and affect both the participants and target of the fishery.  Similarly, 
monitoring of the resource will continue if the status quo becomes the chosen alternative, as NEFOP 
efforts to more effectively sample the fishery and characterize the nature, extent, and species composition 
of catch would continue.  However, under the no action alternative, provisions to enhance sampling and 
better monitor/document catch would not be mandated, and much of the additional information collected 
by observers about this fishery would continue to be provided by fishermen on a voluntary/cooperative 
basis. 
 
The following tables summarize the impacts of the management measures under consideration in 
Amendment 5 on each of the VECs identified in this amendment and described in the Affected 
Environment. 
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Potential Impacts of the Proposed Adjustments to the Fishery Management Plan 

(Section 3.1) 

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 
VEC 5: Fishery Related 

Businesses and Communities 

Section 3.1.1, 
Regulatory Definitions:                          
Proposed regulatory 
definitions for offload and 
transfer at sea 

Low Positive Neutral   Low Positive 
Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect the amount of herring 
for harvest or fishing effort, but may 
improve catch reporting by clarifying  

how catch is handled 

 Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect non-target species 
encountered in the herring fishery  

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Measures are administrative and not likely 
to affect the amount of herring for harvest 
or fishing effort, but may improve catch 

reporting by clarifying  how catch is 
handled 

Section 3.1.2, 
Administrative/General 
Provisions:                              
-Expand possession limits 
to vessels working 
cooperatively                             
-Eliminate the VMS power 
down provision                       
- At-sea Dealer Permit 

Low Positive Neutral   Low Positive 

Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect the amount of herring 
for harvest or fishing effort, but may 
improve catch reporting by clarifying  

how catch is handled 

 Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect non-target species 
encountered in the herring fishery  

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Measures are administrative and not likely 
to affect the amount of herring for harvest 
or fishing effort, but may improve catch 

reporting by clarifying  how  
catch is handled 

Section 3.1.3, Carrier 
Vessels:                              
Option 2 - allow carriers to 
declare in/out through VMS 
to eliminate the 7-day 
minimum enrollment                             
Option 3 - dual option 
allows SQ for carriers with 
no VMS 

Low Positive Neutral   Neutral 

Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect the amount of herring 
for harvest or fishing effort, but may 
improve catch accounting and/or the 

tracking of catch 

 Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect non-target species 
encountered in the herring fishery  

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Option 2 would increase flexibility for 
limited access vessel but may negatively 
impact open access vessels that would 
need to purchase ($1,750-$3,300) and 

operate ($40-$100/month) a VMS; Option 
3 increases flexibility for all vessels without 

the additional cost of purchasing/ 
operating a VMS 

Section 3.1.3.3, 
Transfers at Sea:                              
Option 2 - Category A and 
B vessels only                             
Option 3 - prohibit transfers 
to non-permitted vessels 

Low Positive Neutral   Low Negative 

Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect the amount of herring 
for harvest or fishing effort, but may 
improve catch accounting and/or the 

tracking of catch 

 Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect non-target species 
encountered in the herring fishery  

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Option 2 decreases flexibility of Category 
C and D vessels; Option 3 decreases 

flexibility for all herring vessels by 
prohibiting vessels from  selling herring at 

sea as lobster bait; Options 2 and 3 
increase reporting burden but should have 

minimal negative economic impacts as 
less than 0.5% of catch is  

transferred at sea 
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Potential Impacts of the Proposed Adjustments to the Fishery Management Plan 

(Section 3.1) Continued 

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 
VEC 5: Fishery Related 

Business and Communities 

Section 3.1.4: Trip 
Notification 
Requirements                             
Option 2 - modify/extend 
pre-trip notification 
requirements and add VMS 
gear declaration                            
Option 3 - extend pre-
landing notification 
requirement 

Low Positive Neutral   Neutral 

Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect the amount of herring 
for harvest or fishing effort, but may 
improve catch accounting and/or the 

tracking of catch; Option 2 will 
facilitate the deployment of observers 
on herring trips (which may increase 

quality of herring information) and 
help enforce gear specific  regulations 

(purse seine/fixed gear only areas); 
Option 3 will provide information on 
when/where herring offloads occur 

and may help increase the 
information about how  

catch is handled 

Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect non-target species 
encountered in the herring fishery 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS 

 (Fall 2011) 

Options 2 and 3 will increase reporting 
burden, but measures should provide 

consistency regarding which vessels are 
subject to the pre-trip and pre-landing 

notifications  

Section 3.1.6: 
Reporting 
Requirements for 
Federally-Permitted 
Dealers                             
Option 2 - require dealers 
to weigh all fish 

Unknown Unknown   Unknown 

Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect the amount of herring 
for harvest or fishing effort; weighing 

of fish on scales should improve catch 
accounting and contribute better 
information on fishing mortality to 

stock assessment models; estimating 
the weight the weight of fish by 

volumetrics has the potential to be 
less accurate than weighing  

fish on scales  

May have a similar impact on non-
target species to that of Atlantic 
herring; depends on how dealer 

weighing requirements are 
implemented 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Unclear how this will be 
administered/enforced; likely to be 
burdensome depending on how the 

provisions are implemented 

Section 3.1.7: Changes 
to Open Access 
Provisions for Limited 
Access Mackerel 
Vessels in Areas 2/3                             
Option 2 - 20K pound 
possession limit of LA 
mackerel vessels with OA 
herring permit                            
Option 3 - 10K pound 
possession limit option for 
LA mackerel vessels with 
OA herring permit 

Neutral Low Positive/Negative   Positive 

Increases the potential for targeted 
fishing for herring in SNE and MA 
areas; should not be a concern for 

herring because of quota 
management (controls F) but impact 

on inshore stock depends on timing of 
catch and stock component mixing; 
reduces potential for discards when 

fishing for mackerel and  
encountering herring 

Increases opportunities and reduces 
regulatory discards in the mackerel 

fishery, but also increases the 
potential for targeted fishing for 

herring in areas where river herring 
bycatch may be of concern 

 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Increases notification and reporting 
burdens for the vessels that obtain this 
permit (they are required to comply with 
Category C provisions); possible impacts 

to current Category A permit holders 
through additional competition in the 
market, but impacts likely to be small 

given the low levels of mackerel landings 
by affected vessels and the low 

proposed possession limits for herring 
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Potential Impacts of the Catch Monitoring at Sea Alternatives                                  
(Section 3.2) 

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 
VEC 5: Fishery Related 

Business and Communities 

Section 3.2.1.2,                 
Alternative 2 - 100% 
Observer Coverage:                              
Funding Option 2 - federal 
and industry funds                          
States as Service Providers 
Option 2 - states authorized 

Positive Positive   Potentially High Negative 

May improve the precision of 
estimates of discards and/or landed 

bycatch; may prevent premature 
fishery closures or ACL/sub-ACL 

overages, so Atlantic herring stock 
abundance may remain above 
management targets; long-term 

effects may have low positive effects 

May be difficult, if not impossible, to 
generate bycatch estimates for non-

target species like river herring with a 
CV of zero; may increase precision 
and capture rare events; may be 

financially challenging/ not be 
feasible; generally low positive impact 
from significant increase in coverage 
and sampling; although could shift 

funding from other fisheries 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Impacts depend on funding options 
for observer coverage; would only 

create negative impacts on herring-
related businesses or communities if 
Federal funds were not used to pay 

for the additional observer coverage; 
full cost of 100% coverage of the 

A/B/C herring fishery is likely to be 
approximately $2.5M per year 

Section 3.2.1.3,                 
Alternative 3 - Require 
SBRM Coverage 
Levels as Minimum:                              
Funding Option 2 - federal 
and industry funds                          

Low Positive Potentially Low Positive   Potentially Low Negative 

May improve the precision of 
estimates of discards and/or landed 

bycatch; may prevent premature 
fishery closures or ACL/sub-ACL 

overages, so Atlantic herring stock 
abundance may remain above 
management targets; long-term 

effects may have low positive effects 

May improve estimates of bycatch 
due to increased sample sizes; 
although could shift sampling 

resources away from other fisheries, 
meaning less precise estimates of 
bycatch and greater uncertainty of 

impacts to resource 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS 

 (Fall 2011) 

Would negatively impact herring-
related businesses if the industry has 
to pay for coverage; extra coverage 

could prove that the herring fishery is 
equivalent to other types  

of fishing, however 

Section 3.2.1.4,                 
Alternative 4 - Council 
Specified Targets:                              
Funding Option 2 - federal 
and industry funds                          

Low Positive Positive   Potentially Negative 

May improve the precision of 
estimates of discards and/or landed 

bycatch; may prevent premature 
fishery closures or ACL/sub-ACL 

overages, so Atlantic herring stock 
abundance may remain above 
management targets; long-term 

effects may have low positive effects 

Allocation of additional observer 
coverage of river herring and haddock 

may lead to a great understanding 
and reliability of their bycatch 

estimates; would not impact the 
SBRM allocation scheme, and would 
therefore not cause other fisheries to 

be under-sampled 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS 

 (Fall 2011) 

Would negatively impact herring-
related businesses if the industry has 
to pay for coverage; extra coverage 

could prove that the herring fishery is 
equivalent to other types  

of fishing, however 
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Potential Impacts of the Catch Monitoring at Sea Alternatives                                  
(Section 3.2) Continued 

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 

VEC 5: Fishery Related 
Businesses and 

Communities 

Section 3.2.2.2,           
Additional Measures 
Improve Sampling:                              
Option 2A - requirements 
for a safe sampling station                             
Option 2B - requirements 
for reasonable assistance                    
Option 2C - requirements to 
provide notice                    
Option 2D - requirements 
for trips with multiple 
vessels                    
Option 2E - pair trawl 
communication                   
Option 2F - visual access to 
net/codend 

Potentially Low Positive Potentially Low Positive   Neutral/Potentially Low 
Negative 

May have little impact on the Atlantic 
herring resource; several of the 
measures may provide some 

additional information on the contents 
of slipped nets, discards, and landed 

catch, but likely to be qualitative 

May have little impact on the Atlantic 
herring resource; several of the 
measures may provide some 

additional information on the contents 
of slipped nets, discards, and landed 

catch, but likely to be qualitative 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Minimal direct economic impacts on 
the herring fishery; it is unknown how 
this measure may affect purse seine 

operations; impacts likely from 
increased administrative and 

regulatory burden  

Section 3.2.3.2,                 
Measures to Address 
Net Slippage:                              
Option 2 - require released 
catch affidavit for slippage 
events 

Potentially Neutral Potentially Neutral   Neutral 

May improve accounting of Atlantic 
herring catch but still represents an 

estimate; may therefore be redundant 
and unlikely to affect herring resource 

May improve accounting of non-target 
species/other fisheries catch, but still 

represents an estimate 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Minimal impacts on the directed 
herring fishery 

Section 3.2.3.3,                 
Measures to Address 
Net Slippage:                              
Option 3 - CAI Sampling 
Provisions 

Low Positive Low Positive   Potentially Low Negative 

Likely to improve accounting of 
Atlantic herring catch; may reduce 
occurrence of slippage events and 

improve statistics used in stock 
assessment; indirect long-term 

benefits to the resource that may 
result from improvements to catch 

sampling, a reduction in unobserved 
catch (i.e., fish not brought on board), 

and an increase in the accuracy of 
bycatch estimates 

Likely to improve accounting of non-
target species/other fisheries; may 

improve estimation of principle fishery 
bycatch species (herring, haddock, 

river herring, etc.) 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS 

 (Fall 2011) 

Minimal direct economic impacts on 
the herring fishery; however there 

may be new challenges associated 
with bringing operational discards on 
board for some vessels; increased 

times spent pumping fish to be 
sampled and observed; it is unknown 
how this measure may affect purse 

seine operations 
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Potential Impacts of the Catch Monitoring at Sea Alternatives                                  
(Section 3.2) Continued  

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 

VEC 5: Fishery Related 
Businesses and 

Communities 

Section 3.2.3.4,                 
Measures to Address 
Net Slippage:                              
Option 4 - catch deduction 
(and possible trip 
termination) for slippage 
events                           
Option 4A -catch deduction, 
possible trip termination                            
Option 4B - with CAI 
provisions                     
Option 4C - with CAI 
provisions  (10 events)                       
Option 4D - with CAI 
provisions  (5 events) 

Neutral/Potentially Low 
Positive 

Neutral/Potentially Low 
Positive   Negative 

Effects difficult to predict; sub-options 
that include CAI sampling provisions 

and sub-options that reduce 
occurrence of slippage events more 

likely to have positive impact 

Effects difficult to predict; catch 
deduction  not likely to have an 

impact on non-target species /other 
fisheries; trip termination could reduce 
the amount of effective fishing effort in 
an area throughout the course of the 

fishing season, thereby reducing 
bycatch and mortality of  

non-target species 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Trip termination increases costs to 
participants; sub-ACL deductions 
could reduce catch and revenue, 

although this is likely to have an effect 
only in Areas 1A and 1B unless sub-
ACLs are fully utilized in other areas; 

aggregate revenues expected to 
decline by  $12,000-$15,000 per 

slippage event in areas where ACLs 
are fully utilized; potential safety 

concerns with trip termination and 
measures that are perceived  

as punitive 

Section 3.2.4.2,                 
Alternative 2:                              
Evaluation of maximized 
retention through the 
annual issuance of 
exempted fishing permits 

Unknown Unknown   Unknown 

MR accounting of catch greatly 
improves calculation of catch 

statistics and quantification of herring 
catch if it applied in concert with a 

portside sampling program to 
determine the catch composition of 

landings; benefits not likely to be fully 
realized because State programs 

cannot be relied on over the long-term 

MR accounting of catch greatly 
improves calculation of catch 

statistics and quantification of non-
target species/other fisheries catch if 
it applied in concert with a portside 
sampling program to determine the 

catch composition of landings; 
benefits not likely to be fully realized 
because State programs cannot be 

relied on over the long-term  

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS 

 (Fall 2011) 

Impacts depend on the details of the 
experimental fishery; if conducted,  

NMFS should evaluate the impacts of 
experimental fishery on participants; 
need to identify a control group and 

an experimental group (no incentives 
to participate at this time) 
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Potential Impacts of the Management Measures to Address River Herring Bycatch      
(Section 3.3) 

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 

VEC 5: Fishery Related 
Businesses and 

Communities 

Section 3.3.2.2.1, 
3.3.2.2.2, and 3.3.2.2.3;                 
Alternative 2 - 
Monitoring/Avoidance 
Management Options:                              
Option 1 - 100% Observer 
Coverage                          
Option 2 - CAI sampling 
provisions                               
Option 3 - trigger based 
monitoring 

Low Positive Low Positive   Negative 

Increased monitoring may provide 
additional information on 

bycatch/discards of Atlantic herring; 
impacts likely to be similar to those 
identified for other measures that 

consider similar monitoring/ 
sampling provisions 

May improve understanding of river 
herring encounters in the Atlantic 
herring fishery through focused 

monitoring and could lead to possible 
reductions in river herring mortality if 
the fleet avoids those areas; more 

monitoring may mean more 
bycatch/discards information in 

specific areas where river herring may 
be missed; monitoring specific areas 
instead of across the full range of the 

species may miss important river 
herring encounters by the fleet 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Potential for increased costs 
associated with industry payment for 

observers; could trigger additional 
losses, thereby affecting bait supplies; 
slightly higher regulatory/compliance 

costs; indirect users of the river 
herring resource may benefit if higher 

stock levels of river herring are 
achieved; uncertainty of trigger 
mechanisms makes business 

planning difficult; complexity of trigger 
reporting options likely to be very 

challenging for fishery participants to 
provide accurate catch information in 

a real-time manner 

Section 3.3.2.2.4,                 
Alternative 2 -  
Monitoring/Avoidance 
Management Options:                                
Option 4 - two phase 
bycatch avoidance 
approach based on SFC 
project                          

Neutral Potentially Positive   Potentially Positive 

Project not likely to impact herring 
resource, as vessels are targeting 

herring and fishing under sub-ACLs; 
Atlantic herring may benefit if their 

occupied areas are potentially 
avoided (by time or distance) when 

the river herring threshold  
level is reached 

Areas with co-occurring small pelagic 
species and  groundfish may be 

avoided (by time or distance) when 
river herring are encountered at a 

threshold level; possible reductions in 
river herring/shad mortality; areas 

outside avoidance areas could have 
increased rates of river herring 

encounters by the fishery, if areas 
selected for avoidance do not reflect 
year-to-year variability in river herring 
distribution; maintaining meaningful 

threshold values may be problematic 
as the size of the river herring  

stock changes 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Would enable herring fishermen to 
avoid river herring mortality if 

encounters are communicated quickly 
and consistently; also demonstrates 
fishery’s responsiveness to concerns 
about river herring; positive impacts 

from collaboration with trusted 
institutions that will allow fishermen to 

participate in observations and 
facilitate monitoring/sampling that will 

lead to appropriate adjustments of 
Monitoring/Avoidance Areas and the 
development of avoidance strategies; 
increased economic costs if industry 

must pay for observers 
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Potential Impacts of the Management Measures to Address River Herring Bycatch      
(Section 3.3) 

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 

VEC 5: Fishery Related 
Businesses and 

Communities 

Section 3.3.3.2.1,                 
Alternative 3 - River 
Herring Protection:                              
Option 1 - closed areas                       

Low Positive Potentially Positive   Negative 

May provide mortality protection for 
co-occurring Atlantic herring, 

depending on herring life history, 
migratory patterns, and susceptibility 
to fishing gears at different life stages 

May provide river herring protection 
during at-sea migrations, leading to 

reductions in mortality; fixed 
protection areas would not provide 

river herring mortality protection 
outside of protection areas; open 

areas could therefore have increased 
river herring encounter rates, 

depending on year-to-year variability 
associated with river herring 

distribution; potential negative 
impacts on mackerel and other fishery 
participants if areas are closed to all 

small mesh fishing 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Decreases in revenue in the directed 
fishery and/or increases in costs of 
fishing may occur with the closures;  
trawl fishery participants during the 

winter season may experience 
hardship due to the overlap with 

Protection Areas; may be straight-
forward option to enforce; economic 

and social costs may be incurred 
though the variability of the hotspots 

Section 3.3.3.2.2,                 
Alternative 3 - River 
Herring Protection:                              
Option 2 - trigger based 
closed areas                      

Low Positive Potentially Low Positive   Negative 

May provide mortality protection for 
co-occurring Atlantic herring, 

depending on herring life history, 
migratory patterns, and susceptibility 

to fishing gears at different life stages; 
areas with Atlantic herring would be 
avoided (by time or distance) when 

river herring are encountered at some 
threshold level 

May provide river herring protection 
during at-sea migrations, reducing 

mortality; fixed protection areas would 
not provide river herring  protection 

outside of the areas; open areas 
could therefore have increased river 
herring encounter rates, depending 

on year-to-year variability associated 
with river herring distribution; 
triggered closures may not be 

implemented quickly enough to 
protect river herring during migration; 

potential negative impacts on 
mackerel and other fishery 

participants if areas are closed to all 
small mesh fishing 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Decreases in revenue in the directed 
fishery and/or increases in costs of 
fishing may occur with the closures;  
trawl fishery participants during the 

winter season may experience 
hardship due to the overlap with 
Protection Areas; economic and 

social costs may be incurred though 
the variability of the hotspots, 

complexity of reporting catch under 
triggers, and uncertainty associated 
with reaching the triggers during the 

fishing year 
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Potential Impacts of the Management Measures to Address Midwater Trawl Access to 
Groundfish Closed Areas (Section 3.4) 

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 

VEC 5: Fishery Related 
Businesses and 

Communities 

Section 3.4.1, Status 
Quo Alternatives 1, 2:                                      
No Action/                                
Pre-CAI Provisions 

Neutral Neutral   Potentially Positive 

No impact (status quo) No impact (status quo) 
This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

No impact (status quo); Alt 2 
increases flexibility and fishing 

opportunities while decreasing the 
regulatory burden associated with 

fishing in CAI 

Section 3.4.2,                       
Alternative 3:                              
100% observer coverage in 
closed areas 

Neutral Low Positive   Potentially Low Negative 

May increase sampling in some areas 
but not likely to have an impact on the 

herring resource 

May improve accounting and 
precision of estimates of discards 

and/or landed bycatch for non-target 
species, especially groundfish (i.e. 

haddock, cod); almost all groundfish 
catch by herring vessels is haddock, 

which is already managed under  
a catch cap 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Impacts depend on funding options 
for observer coverage; would only 

create negative impacts on herring-
related businesses or communities if 
Federal funds were not used to pay 
for the additional observer coverage 

Section 3.4.3,                       
Alternative 4:                              
Apply CAI provisions                            
Option 4A - 100% observer 
coverage                             
Option 4B - Less than 
100% observer coverage 

Potentially Low Positive Low Positive   Potentially Low Negative 

May improve accounting of Atlantic 
herring catch in groundfish closed 

areas; indirect long-term benefits to 
the resource that may result from 

improvements to catch sampling, a 
reduction in unobserved catch (i.e., 
fish not brought on board), and an 

increase in the accuracy of  
bycatch estimates 

Likely to improve accounting of non-
target species/other fisheries; may 

improve estimation of principle 
bycatch species (herring, haddock, 

river herring, etc.) 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Minimal direct economic impacts on 
the herring fishery; however there 

may be new challenges associated 
with bringing operational discards on 

board for some vessels; unknown 
how measure may affect purse seine 
operations; diminishing flexibility may 
result since the vessel operator would 
be required to provide notice if fishing 

in any of the closed areas 

Section 3.4.4,                       
Alternative 5:                              
Closed Areas - prohibit 
midwater trawl fishing in 
year-round closed areas 

Low Positive Positive   Negative 

May be beneficial for herring in 
Georges Bank closures (CAI and 

CAII) and in the more inshore 
closures in the Nantucket Lightship 
Closure, GOM Closure, and Cashes 
Ledge Closures; may offer protection 

for biodiversity rich areas 

May offer protection against 
groundfish mortality extended beyond 

existing gear exclusions; may be 
beneficial for haddock in GB closures 
(CAI and CAII) and a diverse suite of 
species (such as river herring, shad, 
and mackerel) in the more inshore 
closures in the Nantucket Lightship 
Closure, GOM Closure, and Cashes 
Ledge Closures; may offer protection 

for biodiversity rich areas 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Would likely reduce revenues for the 
midwater trawl fishery; number of 

midwater trawl trips would likely also 
decrease; midwater fleet is likely to 
fish in other, less productive areas 

while purse seine fleet benefits from 
their exclusion 
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AMENDMENT 5 TO THE ATLANTIC HERRING FMP 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
This draft amendment document and draft environmental impact statement (DEIS) presents and evaluates 
management alternatives and measures to achieve specific goals and objectives for the Atlantic herring 
fishery.  This document was prepared by the New England Fishery Management Council and its Herring 
Plan Development Team (PDT), in consultation with the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS, 
NOAA Fisheries), the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC), and the Mid-Atlantic 
Fishery Management Council (MAFMC).  This amendment is being developed in accordance with the 
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSFCMA, MSA) and the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the former being the primary domestic legislation governing fisheries 
management in the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ).  In 1996, Congress passed the Sustainable 
Fisheries Act (SFA), which amended and reauthorized the MSFCMA and included a new emphasis on 
precautionary fisheries management.  New provisions mandated by the SFA require managers to end 
overfishing and rebuild overfished fisheries within specified time frames, minimize bycatch and bycatch 
mortality to the extent practicable, and identify and protect essential fish habitat (EFH).  The MSFCMA 
was again reauthorized in 2007 to require the establishment of annual catch limits (ACLs) and 
accountability measures (AMs) in order to end and/or prevent overfishing in all FMPs.  The proposed 
amendment is also consistent with the provisions contained in the Magnuson-Stevens Reauthorization Act 
(MSRA, January 2007). 
 
Although this FMP amendment has been prepared primarily in response to the requirements of the 
MSFCMA and NEPA, it also addresses the requirements of the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) 
and the Endangered Species Act (ESA).  When preparing a Fishery Management Plan or FMP 
amendment, the Council also must comply with the requirements of the Regulatory Flexibility Act 
(RFA), the Administrative Procedures Act (APA), the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA), the Coastal Zone 
Management Act (CZMA), the Data Quality Act (DQA), and Executive Orders 13132 (Federalism), 
12898 (Environmental Justice), 12866 (Regulatory Planning), and 13158 (Marine Protected Areas).  
These other applicable laws and executive orders help ensure that in developing an FMP/amendment, the 
Council considers the full range of alternatives and their expected impacts on the marine environment, 
living marine resources, and the affected human environment.  This integrated document contains all 
required elements of the FMP amendment, including a DSEIS as required by NEPA and information to 
ensure consistency with other applicable laws and executive orders. 
 

1.1 DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION 
This document is organized into the following volumes: 
 
Volume I:  Draft Amendment 5/DEIS Document 

This document represents Volume I and includes the Draft Amendment as well as its draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (DEIS) and a preliminary evaluation of impacts relative to the Regulatory Flexibility 
Act (RFA) and other applicable laws.  Volume I provides the background and context for Amendment 5 
(Affected Environment), describes in detail all of the management alternatives under consideration in the 
amendment, identifies the Council’s preferred alternatives (when possible), provides detailed information 
about all of the components of the ecosystem and fishery potentially affected by the measures proposed in 
Amendment 5, evaluates the potential impacts of the management alternatives under consideration, 
addresses the Amendment 5 alternatives under consideration with respect to other applicable laws, 
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provides the public and the Council with adequate information about the measures and their impacts to 
ultimately inform decision-making following the public comment period. 
 
Volume II:  Draft Amendment 5 Appendices 

Appendix I. Discussion Paper: Potential Applicability of Flow Scales, Hopper Scales, Truck 
Scales and Volumetric Measurement in the Atlantic Herring Fishery 

Appendix II. Herring PDT Portside Sampling/Sea Sampling Data Analysis 

 IIA. Comparison of (Landed) Bycatch Estimates from Portside and At-Sea Observer 
Sampling Programs in the Atlantic Herring Fishery (July 2010) 

 IIB.  A Comparison of Portside and At-Sea Sampling Methods of Estimating Bycatch 
in the Atlantic Herring Fishery (May 2011) 

Appendix III. Herring PDT Analysis: Development of Measures to Address River Herring Bycatch 

IIIA. Identification of river herring hotspots at sea using multiple fishery dependent 
and independent datasets (July 2010) 

IIIB. Update: Identification of river herring hotspots at sea using fisheries dependent 
and independent datasets (8/30/2010) 

IIIC. Update (Supplemental Material): Identification of river herring hotspots at sea 
using fisheries dependent and independent datasets (8/30/2010) 

IIID. Spatial Management Alternatives to Address River Herring Bycatch in the 
Directed Atlantic Herring Fishery (12/20/2010) 

Appendix IV. Discussion Paper: Developing River Herring Catch Cap Options in the Directed 
Atlantic Herring Fishery (December 2010) 

Appendix V. Discussion Paper:  Summary of Available Information and Management Approaches 
to Addressing Spawning Atlantic Herring 

 

1.2 BACKGROUND – MANAGEMENT HISTORY AND FMP DEVELOPMENT 
Atlantic sea herring stocks were first managed in 1972 through the International Commission for the 
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF).  ICNAF regulated the international fishery until the United States 
withdrew from the organization in 1976 with the passage of the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act (now Magnuson-Stevens, MSFCMA).  From 1976-1978, the National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFS, NOAA Fisheries) developed a Preliminary Management Plan (PMP) to regulate foreign 
fishing for herring in the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ).  Under the aegis of the MSFCMA, the 
newly-established New England Fishery Management Council (NEFMC) developed a Fishery 
Management Plan (FMP) for Atlantic herring, which was approved by the Secretary of Commerce and 
implemented on December 28, 1978.  In 1982, NMFS withdrew the Federal Herring FMP once it became 
clear that catch quotas for adult herring in the Gulf of Maine were not enforced in State waters.  In the 
absence of a Federal FMP, Atlantic herring was placed on the prohibited species list, thereby eliminating 
directed fisheries by foreign nationals or joint ventures in the EEZ and requiring any herring bycatch by 
such vessels to be discarded. 
 
While directed fishing for Atlantic herring was prohibited in Federal waters in 1983, the herring fishery in 
State waters was managed through an agreement among the States of Maine, New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts, and Rhode Island.  The final draft of the “Interstate Sea Herring Management Plan of 
Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island” was adopted in late 1983 and formally 
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recognized by the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC) in 1987.  The premise of the 
Interstate Herring FMP was to gather information to further develop and facilitate the implementation of a 
more robust management program for Atlantic herring in the future.  The Interstate FMP also protected 
spawning herring through spawning closures and promoted complementary management throughout the 
species’ range. 
 
As the size of the resource grew, so did the interest in Internal Water Processing (IWP) operations.  It 
became clear that the 1983 Interstate FMP was no longer adequate to manage the U.S. Atlantic herring 
resource.  Utilizing spawning closures as the primary management tool, the agreement was not 
comprehensive enough to maintain a healthy resource or equitably distribute IWP shares between the 
States with IWP applicants.  In 1993, a second Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was circulated 
among the States of Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York and 
New Jersey.  Through the MOU, the participating States demonstrated their intent to cooperatively 
manage Atlantic herring.  The ASMFC developed the Atlantic Herring Fishery Management Plan in 1993 
to address the growth of the herring resource, formalize the allocation process for IWP shares, and lay the 
foundation for a joint ASMFC-NEFMC management plan (ASMFC 1993). 
 
The New England Council’s Herring FMP became effective on January 10, 2001 and included 
administrative and management measures to ensure effective and sustainable management of the herring 
resource.  The FMP establishes Total Allowable Catches (TACs, now referred to as sub-ACLs) for each 
of four management areas as the primary control on fishing mortality (see Figure 1 for current herring 
management areas). 
 
Figure 1  Atlantic Herring Fishery Management Areas 
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Other elements of the Federal Herring FMP include requirements for vessel, dealer, and processor permits 
as well as reporting requirements and restrictions on the size of vessels that can take, catch, or harvest 
herring.  Framework Adjustment 1 to the Council’s Herring FMP was implemented for the 2002 fishing 
year (January 1, 2002 – December 31, 2002) and currently remains in effect.  Framework 1 split the TAC 
for Area 1A (inshore Gulf of Maine/GOM) into two seasonal components in an attempt to prevent an 
early closure of the fishery in 1A when the TAC is reached. 
 
Amendment 1 to the Herring FMP was submitted in 2006 to improve resource conservation, address new 
scientific information to the extent possible, minimize the potential for excess harvesting capacity in the 
fishery, and provide a platform to promote long-term economic stability for harvesters, processors, and 
fishing communities.  The primary purpose of Amendment 1 was to modify the management program for 
the Atlantic herring fishery by implementing: 

• A limited access program for all management areas in the Atlantic herring fishery – separate limited 
access program for Area 1 and Areas 2/3 with two-tier permit system to qualify vessels for a directed 
fishery and an incidental catch fishery; limited access permit provisions consistent with those in other 
Northeast Region limited access fisheries; open access incidental catch permit and 3 mt possession 
limit for vessels that do not qualify for any limited access permits and catch small amounts of herring 
incidentally; 

• Adjustments to herring management area boundaries – re-specification of Area 3 and consequent 
modifications to the boundaries for Areas 1B and 2; 

• Establishment of a seasonal purse seine/fixed gear-only area – all of Area 1A from June – September 
of each fishing year; 

• Specification of a proxy for maximum sustainable yield (220,000 mt); 
• Adjustments to the herring fishery specification process, including a more flexible process for 

determining the distribution of TACs, a process for multi-year specifications (three fishing years); 
and a process for establishing TAC set-asides for research; 

• Measures to address fixed gear fisheries, including an approach to account for the Downeast ME 
fixed gear fishery catch as part of the New Brunswick weir fishery catch when determining fishery 
specifications, and a 500-mt set-aside of the TAC in Area 1A for the remainder of fixed gear fisheries 
in this area until November 1 of each year; and 

• Changes to the regulatory definition of midwater trawl gear. 
 
Amendment 4 to the Herring FMP was developed and submitted by the Council in 2010 to address the 
new requirements of the MSA.  Amendment 4 included management measures to: 

• Establish annual catch limits (ACLs) in the fishery, a measure which consists of four components: 
o Define terms which would bring the Atlantic Herring FMP into compliance with the 

MSA, which included setting an interim ABC control rule; 
o Eliminate Joint Venture Processing (JVP), Internal Waters Processing (IWP), Total 

Allowable Level of Foreign Fishing (TALFF) and Reserve specifications from the 
process (the council decided upon this sub-option as opposed to the status quo sub-option 
which would have retained JVP, IWP, TALFF and Reserve in the specifications process); 

o Establish the possibility of sub-ACLs in the fishery, along with possible corresponding 
AMs or other sub-ACL measures; and 

o Establish the Atlantic Herring Fishery Specification Process which utilizes the elements 
being established within Amendment 4; 

• Establish accountability measures (AMs) for the herring fishery: 
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o Institute the current management measures, which close the fishery when 95% of the sub-
ACL is projected to be reached, as an AM; 

o Create a consequential AM that can apply to ACLs or sub-ACLs for overages by 
subtracting the amount of the overage from subsequent ACLs; and 

o Create a haddock catch cap which complies with current management. 
 

1.3 NOTICE OF INTENT AND SCOPING PROCESS 
The New England Fishery Management Council published a Notice of Intent (NOI) to announce its intent 
to develop this amendment (Amendment 4 at the time) and prepare an EIS to analyze the impacts of the 
proposed management alternatives on May 8, 2008.  A second, Supplementary NOI was published on 
December 28, 2009 to announce the intent to prepare an EA for Amendment 4 and EIS for Amendment 5, 
after the two amendments were split.  The purpose of both of the NOIs was to alert the interested public 
to the commencement of the scoping process and to provide for public participation in the development of 
this amendment, consistent with the requirements of NEPA. 
 
NEPA provides a mechanism for identifying and evaluating the full spectrum of environmental issues 
associated with Federal actions and for considering a reasonable range of alternatives to avoid or 
minimize adverse impacts to the extent practicable.  The scoping process is the first and best opportunity 
for members of the public to raise issues and concerns for the Council to consider during the development 
of an amendment.  The Council relies on public input during the scoping process both to identify 
management issues and develop alternatives that meet the Herring FMP objectives.  Public comments 
early in the amendment development process help the Council to address issues of concern in a thorough 
and appropriate manner. 
 
A scoping document was prepared and distributed to inform the public of the Council’s intent to gather 
information necessary for the preparation of Amendment 4 and ask for suggestions and information on 
the range of issues to be addressed in this amendment.  During the scoping period for Amendment 4 (May 
8 – June 30, 2008), four scoping meetings were conducted, and numerous written comments were 
received.  Comments received during the scoping process were considered carefully by the Council when 
developing the management alternatives under consideration in this amendment. 
 
The measures proposed in this amendment were originally developed as part of Amendment 4 to the 
Atlantic Herring FMP, but Amendment 4 was split in June 2009 so that the Council could develop annual 
catch limits (ACLs) and accountability measures (AMs) for implementation for the 2011 fishing year (as 
mandated by the MSA).  The ACL/AM component was designated to be part of Amendment 4, and other 
measures under consideration (catch monitoring program, river herring bycatch measures, criteria for 
midwater trawl access to groundfish closed areas, measures to address interactions with the Atlantic 
mackerel fishery) required additional work/discussion and will be developed in Amendment 5. 
 
The Herring Committee, Advisory Panel, and Plan Development Team considered all the scoping 
comments during the development of the range of alternatives in this amendment.  The major issues that 
were identified and discussed during the scoping process for the Amendment 5 EIS are generally 
summarized below.  This summary is not intended to reflect every comment that was received, and the 
letters and scoping meeting summaries should be referenced to gain a better perspective on individual 
comments, ideas and suggestions. 
 
• XXX 

• XXX 
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• XXX 

• XXX 

• XXX 
 

1.4 PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION 
This amendment is designed to meet all the requirements of the Magnuson-Stevens Act for the Atlantic 
herring fishery, and has been prepared by the New England Fishery Management Council (NEFMC; 
Council). After the proposed action is reviewed, the Amendment will be approved and implemented by 
the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). 
 
The original Herring FMP and Amendment 1 represent important milestones in the Council’s efforts to 
maintain a sustainably-managed Atlantic herring fishery throughout New England.  Recently, concerns 
about the fishery have led the Council to determine that additional action is needed to further address 
issues related to the health of the herring resource throughout its range, how the resource is harvested, 
how catch/bycatch are accounted for, and the important role of herring as a forage fish in the Northeast 
region.  These concerns are reflected in the unprecedented level of interest in managing this fishery by 
New England’s commercial and recreational fishermen, eco-tourism and shoreside businesses, and the 
general public. 
 
The primary purpose of this amendment is to modify the management program for the Atlantic herring 
fishery by: 

• Considering changes to the reporting system and fishery management program to improve the 
collection of real-time, accurate catch information; 

• Considering measures to enhance monitoring and sampling of herring catch at-sea; and 

• Addressing bycatch issues through responsible management. 
 
The purposes and needs for this amendment are expected to advance the goals and objectives of the 
herring management program, as modified in Section 2.1.2 of this document.  The management measures 
under consideration are intended to achieve both the goals and objectives of the management program, the 
specific goals and objectives of the catch monitoring program (identified in Section 2.1.3), in addition to 
the primary purposes of this action. 
 
XXX 
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2.0 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

2.1.1 Background – Goals and Objectives for the Herring Fishery Management 
Program (Amendment 1) 

The goals and objectives of the Atlantic herring fishery management program were specified in 
Amendment 1 to the Herring FMP and will continue to frame the long-term management of the resource 
and fishery: 

GOAL (AMENDMENT 1): Manage the Atlantic herring fishery at long-term sustainable 
levels consistent with the National Standards of the Magnuson-
Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act. 

OBJECTIVES (AMENDMENT 1): 

1. Harvest the Atlantic herring resource consistent with the definition of overfishing contained in the 
Herring FMP and prevent overfishing. 

2. Prevent the overfishing of discrete spawning components of Atlantic herring. 

3. Avoid patterns of fishing mortality by age which adversely affect the age structure of the stock. 

4. Provide for the orderly development of the herring fishery in inshore and offshore areas, taking 
into account the viability of current and historical participants in the fishery. 

5. Provide for long-term, efficient, and full utilization of the optimum yield from the herring fishery 
while minimizing waste from discards in the fishery.  Optimum yield is the amount of fish that 
will provide the greatest overall benefit to the Nation, particularly with respect to food production 
and recreational opportunities, taking into account the protection of marine ecosystems, including 
maintenance of a biomass that supports the ocean ecosystem, predator consumption of herring, 
and biologically sustainable human harvest.  This includes recognition of the importance of 
Atlantic herring as one of many forage species of fish, marine mammals, and birds in the 
Northeast Region. 

6. Prevent excess capacity in the harvesting sector. 

7. Minimize, to the extent practicable, the race to fish for Atlantic herring in all management areas. 

8. Provide, to the extent practicable, controlled opportunities for fishermen and vessels in other 
Mid-Atlantic and New England fisheries. 

9. Promote and support research, including cooperative research, to improve the collection of 
information in order to better understand herring population dynamics, biology and ecology, and 
to improve assessment procedures. 

10. Promote compatible U.S. and Canadian management of the shared stocks of herring. 

11. Continue to implement management measures in close coordination with other Federal and State 
FMPs and the ASMFC management plan for Atlantic herring, and promote real-time 
management of the fishery. 
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2.1.2 Goals and Objectives of Amendment 5 to the Atlantic Herring FMP 

At this time, it is intended that the management measures considered in this amendment will address one 
or more of the following: 

GOAL (AMENDMENT 5) 

 To develop an amendment to the Herring FMP to improve catch monitoring and ensure 
compliance with the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSA) 

 
 
OBJECTIVES (AMENDMENT 5) 

1. To implement measures to improve the long-term monitoring of catch (landings and bycatch) in 
the herring fishery; 

2. To implement other management measures as necessary to ensure compliance with the MSA; 

3. To implement management measures to address bycatch in the Atlantic herring fishery; 

4. In the context of Objectives 1 -3 (above), to consider the health of the herring resource and the 
important role of herring as a forage fish and a predator fish throughout its range. 

 
 

2.1.3 Goals and Objectives of the Amendment 5 Catch Monitoring Program 
The Council has identified catch monitoring as a primary management issue for consideration in 
Amendment 5 and has directed the Herring Committee to focus on the development of specific 
management alternatives to improve catch monitoring in the herring fishery.  “Catch monitoring” is 
intended to be comprehensive in nature and relates to improving the collection of information regarding 
shoreside (landings of herring and other species) and at-sea catch (including bycatch/discards and 
slippage/unsampled catch), as well as improving vessel/dealer reporting and real-time quota (ACL/sub-
ACL) monitoring. 
 
A catch monitoring program for the Atlantic herring fishery that supplements and improves the existing 
program can take on many forms and include several different approaches.  At-sea monitoring should 
focus on both total catch and bycatch– maximizing the sampling of everything that enters the net and is 
either pumped aboard the fishing vessel or discarded at sea.  Another important element of catch 
monitoring is improving reporting and ensuring real-time monitoring of the management area sub-ACLs 
for the Atlantic herring fishery.  A thorough understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the existing 
catch monitoring program is a fundamental first step towards designing a new and better program.  This 
has been the focus of the Herring Committee and Advisory Panel’s discussions during and since the 
initiation of Amendment 5.  The existing catch monitoring program will be described in detail and 
evaluated to the extent possible as part of the description and discussion of the no action alternative in this 
document. 
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In general, the goals (numbered) and objectives (bulleted) of the catch monitoring program established in 
Amendment 5 are: 

1. To create a cost effective and administratively feasible program for provision of accurate 
and timely records of catch of all species caught in the herring fishery; 

• Review federal notification and reporting requirements for the herring fishery to clarify, 
streamline, and simplify protocols; 

2. Develop a program providing catch of herring and bycatch species that will foster support 
by the herring industry and others concerned about accurate accounts of catch and 
bycatch, i.e., a well-designed, credible program; 

• Avoid prohibitive and unrealistic demands and requirements for those involved in the 
fishery, i.e., processors and fishermen using single and paired midwater trawls, bottom 
trawls, purse seines, weirs, stop seines, and any other gear capable of directing on 
herring; 

• Improve communication and collaboration with sea herring vessels and processors to 
promote constructive dialogue, trust, better understanding of bycatch issues, and ways to 
reduce discards; 

• Eliminate reliance on self-reported catch estimates; 

3. Design a robust program for adaptive management decisions; 

4. Determine if at-sea sampling provides bycatch estimates similar to dockside monitoring 
estimates; 

• Assure at-sea sampling of at-sea processors’ catches is at least equal to shoreside 
sampling; 

• Reconcile differences in federal and states’ protocols for dockside sampling, and 
implement consistent dockside protocols to increase sample size and enhance trip 
sampling resolution. 
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3.0 MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES UNDER CONSIDERATION 

3.1 PROPOSED ADJUSTMENTS TO THE FISHERY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
 

3.1.1 Regulatory Definitions (Transfer at Sea and Offload) 
A. No Action Option 

If no action is taken regarding this measure, no new regulatory definitions would be established in 
Amendment 5 for the Atlantic herring fishery (although some existing definitions may be revised to 
reflect consistency with other measures in this amendment). 
 
B. Amendment 5 Option Under Consideration 

Under this option, Amendment 5 would establish a regulatory definition of transfer at sea and a 
regulatory definition of offload for the purposes of the Atlantic herring fishery to clarify provisions 
related to each vessel engaged in transfer operations and to clarify reporting provisions. 
 
This measure would define a herring transfer at sea as: a transfer from an Atlantic herring vessel (i.e. in 
the vessel hold or on deck), codend, purse seine to another vessel for personal use as bait, to an Atlantic 
herring carrier or at-sea processor, or to another permitted herring vessel.  Two vessels hauling one 
codend is pair trawling and is not considered a transfer at sea. 
 
This measure would also modify the definition of offload to add the following: 
For the purposes of the Atlantic herring fishery, an offload or offloading means to remove, begin to 
remove, to pass over the rail, or otherwise take fish away from any vessel for sale to either a permitted 
At-sea Atlantic Herring dealer (as defined in the options proposed in Section 3.1.3.2 of this document) or 
a permitted land-based Atlantic herring dealer. 
 

3.1.2 Administrative/General Provisions 
Some administrative/general provisions are proposed in Amendment 5 to address provisions related to 
fishing operations involving multiple vessels, as well as vessel monitoring system (VMS) and vessel trip 
report (VTR) requirements.  The goal of the proposed administrative/general provisions is to create a 
cost-effective and administratively-feasible management program to develop accurate and timely records 
of catch of all species caught in the Atlantic herring fishery and to enhance the catch monitoring to ensure 
that management can be timely, efficient, and adaptive. 
 
A. No Action Option 

Under the no action option, no changes would be made to the current provisions regarding vessels 
working cooperatively in herring fishing operations, VMS provisions, or reporting through vessel trip 
reports (VTRs). 
 
The regulations at §648.204(b) state that both vessels involved in a pair trawl operation must be issued 
the herring permit appropriate for the amount of herring jointly possessed by both of the vessels 
participating in the pair trawl operation.  This means that the more restrictive possession limit of the 
vessels participating in a pair trawl operation is the limit of the total amount of herring that the vessels 
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may jointly fish for, possess, or land in any calendar day.  For example, if Vessel 1 has a Category A 
permit, which has no possession limit, and Vessel 2 has a Category C permit, with a possession limit of 
55,000 lbs./day, then the vessels are only permitted to jointly fish for, possess, and land 55,000 lbs./day.  
Under this option, no changes would be made to the current restrictions on vessels working cooperatively 
in the Atlantic herring fishery. 
 
If no action is taken, the current VMS “power down” provision would not be eliminated for limited access 
herring vessels.  Limited access herring vessels would not be prohibited from turning off their VMS units 
when in port.  Also, VTR reporting requirements would not be modified for herring vessels.  Atlantic 
herring vessels currently report weekly via VTR. 
 
B. Amendment 5 Option Under Consideration 

Under this option, the following additional provisions would be implemented in Amendment 5 to modify 
some of the FMP’s administrative/general provisions: 

2A. Expand Possession Restrictions to All Vessels Working Cooperatively in the Atlantic 
Herring Fishery (to Include Purse Seine Vessels and Vessels that Transfer Herring 
At-Sea) 

This measure would expand the provisions §648.204(b) to include paired purse seine operations 
and transfers at sea between vessels.  In summary, all vessels working cooperatively in the 
herring fishery are subject to the vessels’ the more restrictive possession limit. 

 
2B. Eliminate the VMS “Power Down” Provision for Limited Access Herring Vessels 
Under this option, Amendment 5 would include a measure that would prohibit limited access 
herring vessels (and carrier vessels that utilize VMS) from turning off their VMS units when in 
port unless specifically authorized by NMFS through a Letter of Exemption, consistent with VMS 
provisions for the multispecies, scallop, and surf clam/ocean quahog fleet: 

• The Northeast Fisheries Regulations allow vessels holding certain permits to turn off their 
VMS units during periods when the vessel will be out of the water or during extended periods 
of no fishing activity.  The request must be made in advance of the intended exemption 
period, and a “Letter of Exemption” (LOE) must be issued by NMFS.  Vessels may not turn 
VMS units off until they receive a LOE approval from NMFS. 

• All Vessels. May request a Letter of Exemption from NMFS if the vessel is expected to be 
out of the water for more than 72 consecutive hours. 

Limited Access Multispecies, Limited Access Scallop and Surfclam/Ocean Quahog 
Vessels (Proposed to Add Limited Access Herring Vessels). May sign out of the VMS 
program for a minimum of 30 consecutive days by obtaining a Letter of Exemption from 
NMFS.  The vessel may not engage in any fisheries until the VMS unit is turned back on. 

 
2C. Establish a New At-Sea Herring Dealer Permit 

Under this option, Amendment 5 would establish a new Federal At-Sea Herring Dealer permit 
that would be required for carrier or other vessels that sell Atlantic herring to any entity. 

• The definition of “Atlantic Herring Dealer” in Section 648.2 (Definitions) would be modified 
to include carrier vessels that may sell fish. 

• This permit would require compliance with federal dealer reporting requirements (Section 
648.7) at any time the vessel is in possession of the at-sea dealer permit.  A “dealer identifier” 
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would have to be developed for at-sea for the purposes of reporting.  Vessels that have both 
the At-Sea Herring Dealer Permit and a herring fishing permit would be required to fulfill the 
reporting requirements of both permits while in possession of both permits. 

 
2D. Require Vessel Trip Reports (VTRs) to be Submitted on a Weekly Basis 
This measure would require all vessels with Atlantic herring permits to submit VTRs on a 
weekly basis (versus the current monthly requirement).  This measure could facilitate timely 
cross-checking between VTRs and weekly dealer reports. 

*This measure is no longer necessary as per NMFS 2011 rulemaking (now part of the no action 
alternative). 

 
 

3.1.3 Measures to Address Carrier Vessels and Transfers of Atlantic Herring At-Sea 
The Council is considering several options in this document to address herring carrier activity (reporting) 
and the transfer of Atlantic herring at-sea.  The options under consideration are described in the following 
subsections. 
 

3.1.3.1 Background 
The Letters of Authorization (LOAs) issued by NMFS for the Atlantic herring fishery currently allow an 
unlimited amount of herring (or the amount allowed by the vessels’ herring permit) to be transferred at-
sea (a) from herring catcher vessels to carriers; (b) between federally-permitted herring vessels; and (c) 
from herring catcher vessels to non-permitted vessels for personal use as bait (see Table 1). 
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Table 1  Summary of Current Letters of Authorization for the Atlantic Herring Fishery 

LOA Who Provisions 

Transfer at Sea Any permitted herring vessels 
wishing to transfer herring at 
sea 

• Enrollment duration: Permit year 
• Transfer, within the transferring vessel’s 

permitted possession limits, to vessels not 
issued an Atlantic herring permit for personal 
use as bait, provided that the vessel does not 
have purse seine, midwater trawl, pelagic 
gillnet, sink gillnet, or bottom trawl gear aboard; 

• Transfer, within the transferring vessel’s 
permitted possession limits, to vessels issued 
an Atlantic herring carrier LOA, or to permitted 
at-sea processors; 

• Transfer, within the transferring vessel’s 
permitted possession limits, to another 
permitted herring vessel 

Carrier* Any permitted herring vessels 
wishing to transport herring 
from catcher vessels to land-
based dealers 

• Enrollment period: Minimum 7 days 
• Receive, transport, and transfer Atlantic herring 

caught by another vessel. 
• No gear allowed on board 
• All reporting requirements associated with 

carrier’s permit apply 

Midwater trawl* Any permitted herring vessels 
wishing to fish with midwater 
trawl gear in the Gulf of Maine 
(GOM)/Gorges Bank (GB) 
Regulated Mesh Area (RMA) 

• Enrollment period: Minimum 7 days 
• Vessel may fish with midwater trawl gear in 

GOM/GB RMA, including Closed Area I, 
Closed Area II, and Nantucket Lightship Closed 
Area, with nets less than the minimum mesh 
size at §648.80(a)(3)(ii). 

• All reporting requirements associated with 
vessel’s permit apply 

• NFMS observer program 72 hrs prior to trip 
• Notification call to OLE 6 hrs prior to landing 

Purse Seine* Any permitted herring vessels 
wishing to fish with purse seine 
gear in the GOM/GB RMA 

• Enrollment period: Minimum 7 days 
• Vessel may fish with purse seine gear in 

GOM/GB RMA, including Closed Area I, 
Closed Area II, and Nantucket Lightship Closed 
Area, with nets less than the minimum mesh 
size at §648.80(a)(3)(ii). 

• All reporting requirements associated with 
vessel’s permit apply 

• NFMS observer program 72 hrs prior to trip 
• Notification call to OLE 6 hrs prior to landing 
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3.1.3.2 Measures to Address Carrier Vessels 
In Amendment 5, reporting provisions will be modified to clarify that herring carrier vessels are 
required to report a NMFS-specified trip identifier (for example, VTR serial number) from the 
catcher vessel when the carrier offloads to a dealer.  Carrier vessels acting as dealers would be 
required to report the NMFS-specified trip identifier from the catcher vessels in their dealer reports.  This 
measure is intended to improve the reporting of herring transferred at-sea. 
 
Amendment 5 also will eliminate the VTR reporting requirement for herring carrier vessels when 
they are engaged in carrying activities.  Currently, carrier vessels are required to submit VTRs to 
NMFS, which indicate ‘no catch’ for the days during which they were carrying and the vessel name and 
permit number of the catcher vessel for which they were carrying fish.  Because all catch is reported by 
the vessels harvesting the catch, eliminating the VTR reporting requirement is intended to help prevent 
the double counting of landings that may occur if a dealer mistakenly attributes the landings to the carrier 
vessel and not the harvesting vessel. 
 
In addition to the above modifications to existing provisions for Atlantic herring carrier vessels, the 
Council is considering options to provide carrier vessels with more flexibility that the current Letter of 
Authorization (LOA) for carrying herring currently allows.  These options are described in the following 
subsections. 
 

3.1.3.2.1 Option 1: No Action (Status Quo for Carrier Vessels) 
If the no action option is selected, no additional requirements/provisions for herring carrier vessels would 
be implemented in Amendment 5 (with the exception of the two provisions/clarifications described in the 
introductory section above). 
 
Vessels acting as Atlantic herring carriers are required to have a valid Letter of Authorization (LOA) from 
the Regional Administrator and are not required to report catch via the IVR/VMS reporting system 
implemented by NMFS in 2011.  When herring is transferred to another vessel, the vessel that catches the 
fish (the catcher vessel) is required to report the catch via the VMS system if it possesses a limited access 
permit or through the IVR system if it possesses an open access permit (the carrier should not report catch 
to minimize double counting). 
 
 

3.1.3.2.2 Option 2: Require VMS on Carrier Vessels for Declaration Purposes and 
Eliminate Seven-Day LOA Enrollment Restriction 

This option includes two elements: (1) establishment of a new At-Sea Herring Dealer Permit for carriers 
that sell fish at-sea; and (2) requirements for VMS utilization by carrier vessels to provide a mechanism 
for declaring carrying and other activities. 
 
Under this option, Amendment 5 would establish a new Federal At-Sea Herring Dealer Permit that would 
be required for carrier or other vessels that sell Atlantic herring to any entity. 

• The definition of “Atlantic Herring Dealer” in Section 648.2 (Definitions) would be modified 
to include carrier vessels that may sell fish. 

• This permit would require compliance with federal dealer reporting requirements (Section 
648.7) at any time the vessel is in possession of the at-sea dealer permit.  A “dealer identifier” 
would have to be developed for at-sea for the purposes of reporting.  Vessels that have both 
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the At-Sea Herring Dealer Permit and a herring fishing permit would be required to fulfill the 
reporting requirements of both permits while in possession of both permits. 

 
In addition, under this option, vessels that want to act as Atlantic herring carriers could obtain a LOA 
from NMFS to do so for the entire fishing year, but they would also be required to utilize a vessel 
monitoring system (VMS) and comply with the VMS provisions for limited access herring vessels.  
Carrier vessels would be required to use their VMS pre-trip declaration to indicate whether or not they 
will be engaged in herring carrying activity. 
 
Because carrier vessels would be required to utilize VMS for trip declaration purposes, this option would 
allow them to engage in other activities while in possession of the herring carrier LOA (versus being 
restricted to carrying activities only for the minimum seven-day enrollment period).  Prior to each fishing 
trip, the carrier vessels would utilize VMS declarations to indicate what activity they intend to engage in 
during the trip.  If the vessel declares “carrier other,” then it cannot carry Atlantic herring on that fishing 
trip. 
 
• Herring vessels on standard fishing trips would declare HER-HER for a herring fishing trip, or DOF 

when not participating in the fishery. 
• Carrier vessels that possess the Carrier LOA could declare HER-CAR.  These vessels would be 

subject to the provisions of the LOA and would not be allowed to carry other species on that trip. 
• Carrier vessels that possess the Carrier LOA could declare OTH-CAR.  These vessels would not be 

allowed to carry Atlantic herring on that trip. 
 
 

3.1.3.2.3 Option 3: Dual Option for Carriers (VMS or Current LOA) 
This option includes two elements: (1) establishment of a new At-Sea Herring Dealer Permit for carriers 
that sell fish at-sea; and (2) flexibility for herring carriers to choose to either: 

A. Utilize a VMS for declaration, eliminate the minimum seven-day enrollment period for carrying 
(LOA restriction), and engage in other activities during LOA enrollment (identical to the 
provisions described in the previous option); or  

B. Maintain the status quo (minimum seven day enrollment period with current LOA restrictions, 
described in Table 1). 

 
This option accommodates smaller carrier vessels that do not utilize VMS and is similar to the 
multispecies requirements for common pool vessels fishing in the RGAs: 

Common pool vessels fishing in the RGAs would be required to declare into these areas 
via VMS, as instructed by the Regional Administrator. In lieu of a VMS declaration, the 
Regional Administrator may authorize such vessels to obtain a letter of authorization 
(LOA) to fish in these RGAs. The minimum participation period for these LOAs would be 
7 consecutive days, meaning that a vessel must agree to fish in these areas for a minimum 
of 7 consecutive days. If issued a LOA, a vessel must retain the LOA on board for the 
duration of the participation period. 
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3.1.3.3 Measures to Address Transfers of Atlantic Herring At-Sea 
In Amendment 5, the Council is considering measures to minimize transfers at sea and/or standardize 
reporting requirements for vessels transferring/receiving Atlantic herring.  Management options currently 
under consideration to address transfers of herring at sea are described below and are not necessarily 
independent of each other. 
 

3.1.3.3.1 Option 1: No Action (Status Quo for Transfers at Sea) 
If no action is taken, the current provisions for transferring herring at-sea (status quo) would remain 
effective (summarized below): 

• A vessel that transfers herring at sea to a vessel that receives it for personal use at bait must report all 
transfers on the Fishing Vessel Trip Report (VTR). 

• A vessel that transfers herring at sea to an authorized carrier vessel must report all catch via the 
required reporting system (daily VMS for limited access vessels and weekly IVR for open access 
vessels) and must report all transfers on weekly VTRs.  Each time the vessel offloads to the carrier 
vessel is defined as a trip for the purposes of reporting requirements and possession allowances. 

• A vessel that transfers herring at sea to an at-sea processor must report all catch via the required 
reporting system (daily VMS for limited access vessels and weekly IVR for open access vessels) and 
must report all transfers on weekly VTRs.  Each time the vessel offloads to the at-sea processing 
vessel is defined as a trip for the purposes of the reporting requirements and possession allowances.  
For each trip, the vessel must submit a VTR and the at-sea processing vessel must submit the detailed 
dealer report. 

• A transfer between two vessels issued valid Atlantic herring permits requires each vessel to submit a 
VTR, filled out as required by the LOA to transfer herring at sea, as well as a real-time catch report 
(daily VMS for limited access vessels and weekly IVRs for open access vessels) for the amount of 
herring each vessel catches. 

 
VTR Requirements for Transfers at Sea 

The transferring vessel may not fish for, catch, transfer, or possess more herring than allowed by the 
vessel permit category.  Each vessel has the responsibility to record how fish is transferred at sea on their 
weekly VTR reports; the information reported will vary slightly for each vessel type as follows: 
• Transfers at sea from a catcher vessel to a vessel that receives herring for personal use as bait: 

o The catcher vessel must report all herring catch on their weekly VTR and indicate on their 
VTR that herring catch was transferred to another vessel for use as bait.  The vessel receiving 
herring for personal use as bait is not required to have a federal herring permit, and as such 
does not have any reporting requirements. 

• Transfers at sea from a catcher vessel to a carrier vessel: 
o A carrier vessel must have an Atlantic herring Carrier LOA (carrier LOA) from the Regional 

Administrator, must operate exclusively as a herring carrier, and is prohibited from having 
any fishing gear on board. Vessels issued a carrier LOA may not have any species on board 
other than herring, with the exception of multispecies received from vessels issued an All 
Areas or Areas 2 and 3 Limited Access Permit.   

o The vessel that catches the herring (catcher vessel) is responsible for reporting all catch on 
their weekly VTR.  The catcher vessel’s VTR for a trip should note the dealer name and 
permit number where the carrier vessel is going to land the herring.  In addition, the catcher 
vessel is responsible for giving the carrier vessel a copy of their VTR serial number.   
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o Carrier vessels must provide each catcher vessel's VTR serial number to each dealer 
purchasing the catch.  The carrier vessel’s VTR serial number should not be provided to the 
dealer(s).   

o The carrier vessel is required to submit VTRs which indicate ‘no catch’ for the days in which 
they were carrying, and should note the vessel name and permit number of the catcher vessel 
they were carrying for on their VTR.   

o Although the carrier vessel lands the catch, the dealer is responsible for attributing catch the 
catcher vessel using the vessel name, permit number, and VTR serial number the catcher 
vessel provided to the carrier vessel. 

• Transfers at sea to another permitted herring vessel: 
o The catcher vessel must report all catch on their weekly VTR.  The catcher vessel should 

indicate on their VTR that herring catch was transferred to another federally permitted 
herring vessel and include the name and permit number of the vessel receiving the catch.  

o The permitted herring vessel that receives the catch is required to submit VTRs that indicate 
‘received catch’ and should note the vessel name and permit number of the catcher vessel on 
their VTR. 

 
 

3.1.3.3.2 Option 2: Restrict Transfers At-Sea to Only Vessels with Category A or B 
Limited Access Herring Permits 

This measure would allow only vessels participating in the limited access directed fishery for Atlantic 
herring (Category A or B permits) to transfer herring at sea. 

• Transferring and receiving vessels would be required to possess a limited access Category A or B 
permit for the herring fishery. 

• Herring carrier vessels operating under a Carrier LOA would be exempt from this requirement. 
 
 

3.1.3.3.3 Option 3: Prohibit Transfers At-Sea to Non-Permitted Vessels 
This measure would allow only vessels that possess a federal Atlantic herring permit to transfer herring at 
sea.  Non-permitted vessels would be prohibited from receiving herring at-sea, even for personal use as 
bait. 

• Transferring and receiving vessels would be required to possess a Category A, B, C, or D permit for 
the herring fishery.  The Category D permit is an open access permit, so any vessel can obtain this 
permit, but possession of this permit subjects the vessel to VTR and other reporting requirements. 

This measure may improve reporting compliance.  Requiring a federal permit of some sort by all vessels 
engaged in the transfer activity reduces the likelihood that some herring catch, even in small amounts, 
will not be documented.  However, this measure would require that vessels with no Federal permits 
(recreational vessels, for example) obtain a permit for herring and comply with all related reporting 
requirements. 
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3.1.4 Trip Notification Requirements 
The Council is considering several options (described below) to expand current trip notification 
requirements in the Atlantic herring fishery.  Option 1 represents the no action alternative and would 
maintain current requirements for pre-trip and pre-landing notifications.  Option 2 summarizes the 
modifications to the pre-trip notification requirements under consideration in Amendment 5, and Option 3 
summarizes the modifications to the pre-landing notification requirements that are under consideration.  
When the Council selects final measures for Amendment 5, either Option 1 (no action), Option 2, or 
Option 3 could be selected individually, or Options 2 and 3 could be selected in combination with each 
other. 
 
 

3.1.4.1 Option 1: No Action (Status Quo Trip Notification Requirements) 
If the no action option is selected, notification requirements would remain the same upon implementation 
of Amendment 5.  Current notification requirements (as modified through Framework 46 to the 
Multispecies FMP, 2011) are described below. 
 
All vessels issued a Category A (All Areas Limited Access) or Category B (Areas 2/3 Limited Access) 
Permit fishing on a declared herring trip with midwater trawl or purse seine gear regardless of area fished, 
as well as Categories C and D (Limited Access Incidental Catch and Open Access) vessels fishing with 
midwater trawl gear in Areas 1A, 1B, or 3 must provide notice of the following information to NMFS at 
least 72 hours prior to beginning any trip for obtaining an at-sea observer:  Vessel name, contact name for 
coordinating an at-sea observer, telephone number, date, time, and port of departure, and whether the 
vessel intends to fish in Closed Area I. 
 
There are three methods available for notifying the Northeast Fisheries Observer Program:  
 
1) ONLINE via the Pre-Trip Notification System (preferred method): The Pre-Trip Notification 
System (PTNS) is accessible at https://fish.nefsc.noaa.gov/PTNS/. Vessels should log in using the same 
username (permit number) and password (PIN) as they use for Fish-On-Line. If you do not have access 
please contact NMFS immediately at (978) 281-9133 or by email at fso.data.requests@noaa.gov.  

2) EMAIL: Please submit trip notification by email NEFSC.PTNS@noaa.gov.  

3) TELEPHONE: Please call 508-495-2309 (M-F 7:00am-6:00pm) or the emergency cell phone number 
after hours 508-681-9104.  
 
If a vessel has been issued a limited access herring permit, a vessel representative must activate the VMS 
unit and declare that the vessel is participating in the herring fishery by entering the code "HER" prior to 
leaving port. If a vessel representative declares the vessel out of the herring fishery (“DOF”) prior to 
leaving port to target a non-VMS required species, such as mackerel, that vessel may not harvest, possess, 
or land herring on that trip.  Open-access vessels that maintain a VMS unit on board as a requirement for 
another Federal permit should declare “DOF” before leaving port on a herring trip. 
 
Category A (All Areas Limited Access) or Category B (Areas 2/3 Limited Access) Permit fishing on a 
declared herring trip with midwater trawl or purse seine gear regardless of area fished, as well as 
Category C (Limited Access Incidental Catch) vessels fishing with midwater trawl gear in Areas 1A, 1B, 
or 3 must notify NMFS Law Enforcement via VMS of the time and place of offloading at least six hours 
prior to crossing the VMS demarcation line on their return trip to port (or six hours prior to landing if the 
vessel does not fish seaward of the demarcation line).   
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In summary: 
• The current notification requirement for vessels to request an observer at least 72 hours before leaving 

port applies to all Category A and B vessels fishing on a declared herring trip with midwater trawl or 
purse seine gear regardless of area fished and Category C and D vessels fishing with midwater trawl 
gear in Areas 1A, 1B, and/or 3. 

• Under the status quo, limited access herring vessels are required to declare a herring trip via VMS 
prior to leaving port when they participate in the herring fishery. 

• Category A and B vessels fishing on a declared herring trip with midwater trawl or purse seine gear 
regardless of area fished, and Category C vessels fishing with midwater trawl gear in Areas 1A, 1B, 
and/or 3 are also required to notify NMFS Law Enforcement via VMS of the time and place of 
offloading at least six hours prior to crossing the VMS demarcation line on their return trip to port (or 
six hours prior to landing if the vessel does not fish seaward of the demarcation line). 

• Category D vessels that do not use midwater trawl gear do not have any trip notification 
requirements.  However, if a Category D vessel possesses a VMS because of other Federal permit 
requirements, it is recommended that the vessel declare out of fishery (DOF) prior to leaving port 
when participating in the herring fishery. 

 
 

3.1.4.2 Option 2: Modify and Extend the Pre-Trip Notification Requirements 
The following modifications to pre-trip notifications are proposed in this option: 

1. Modifications to the Pre-Trip Notification System (for Observers): This option would require all 
limited access herring vessels (as well as Category D vessels fishing with midwater trawl gear in 
Areas 1A, 1B, and/or 3) and all herring carrier vessels to notify the Observer Program through the 
Pre-Trip Notification System (PTNS) prior to any trip where the operator may harvest, possess, 
or land Atlantic herring.   

In order to possess, harvest, or land herring, representatives for Category A, B, and C fishing vessels, 
as well as Category D vessels fishing with midwater trawl gear in Areas 1A, 1B, and/or 3 must 
provide notice to NMFS through the PTNS at least 72 hours prior to beginning the trip, and must 
provide information including the vessel name, permit number/permit category, contact person name 
and contact phone number, date sail, time sail, port of departure, gear type, and area intending to fish 
(i.e., herring management area, river herring area, closed area, etc., consistent with the management 
measures ultimately adopted in this amendment), as well as target species (target species will be 
particularly helpful to try to identify directed herring versus directed mackerel trips).  There are 
several methods available for the pre-trip notification: internet; email; and telephone. 

If a vessel has been issued a limited access herring permit, or if the vessel has an open access herring 
permit and is fishing with midwater trawl gear, but does not provide notification to NMFS before 
beginning the fishing trip, the vessel is prohibited from possessing, harvesting, or landing Atlantic 
herring on that trip.  If a trip is cancelled, a vessel representative must notify NMFS of the cancelled 
trip, even if the vessel is not selected to carry an observer.  All waivers or selection notices for 
observer coverage will be issued to the vessel by VMS so as to have on-board verification of the 
waiver or selection.   

Category D vessels that may fish under a higher possession limit in Areas 2/3 only (under 
consideration in Section 3.1.6) would be subject to the same notification requirements as Category C 
vessels (described in this section) regardless of gear type used. 
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2. Pre-Trip VMS Declaration: This option would also add a gear declaration to the existing pre-trip 
VMS notifications for all herring fishing vessels using VMS to declare in/out of the herring fishery. 

*Vessels can still provide pre-trip notification for multiple trips at one time. 
 
 

3.1.4.3 Option 3: Extend Pre-Landing Notification Requirement 
This option would require limited access herring vessels and herring carrier vessels that opt to use VMS 
(see Section 3.1.3.2) to notify NMFS Law Enforcement via VMS of the time and place of offloading at 
least six hours prior to crossing the VMS demarcation line on their return trip to port (or six hours prior to 
landing if the vessel does not fish seaward of the demarcation line). 

Category D vessels that may fish under a higher possession limit in Areas 2/3 only (under consideration 
in Section 3.1.6) would be subject to the same notification requirements as Category C vessels (described 
in this section) regardless of gear type used. 
 
This option may be implemented as a stand-alone measure or in combination with Option 2 described 
above, which proposes to modify and extend the pre-trip notification requirements for herring vessels. 
 
 

3.1.5 ACL/Sub-ACL Monitoring Alternatives (Real-Time Reporting) 
These alternatives are proposed for elimination from Amendment 5 because they have been addressed by 
NMFS rulemaking for herring catch reporting during 2011. 

The Council is considering two alternatives to modify the current ACL/sub-ACL monitoring program for 
the Atlantic herring fishery.  The intent of these alternatives is to improve reporting compliance and the 
accuracy and timeliness of ACL/sub-ACL monitoring information. 
 

3.1.5.1 Alternative 1: No Action (Status Quo) 
Under the no action alternative, no changes would be made to the current ACL-monitoring program, 
which was recently modified by NMFS and now relies on daily VMS catch reports for limited access 
herring vessels and weekly IVR reports for open access herring vessels. 
 
Current reporting provisions are as follows: 

• The owner or operator of any vessel issued a limited access herring permit must submit an Atlantic 
herring catch report daily via the VMS system, regardless of how much herring is caught (including 
weeks when no herring is caught), unless exempted from this requirement by the Regional 
Administrator. 

• An owner or operator of any vessel issued an open access permit for Atlantic herring must submit 
weekly Atlantic herring catch reports via the IVR system as required by the Regional Administrator. 

• The IVR report shall include at least the following information, and any other information required by 
the Regional Administrator: Vessel identification, week in which species are caught, pounds retained, 
pounds discarded, management areas fished, and pounds of herring caught in each management area 
for the week. The IVR reporting week begins on Sunday at 0001 hrs (12:01 a.m.) local time and ends 
Saturday at 2400 hrs (12 midnight).  Weekly Atlantic herring catch reports must be submitted via the 
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IVR system by midnight, Eastern Time, each Tuesday for the previous week.  Reports are required 
even if herring caught during the week has not yet been landed. 

• Atlantic herring VMS/IVR reports are not required from Atlantic herring carrier vessels. 
 
Requirements for Pair Trawl Vessels 

During pair-trawl operations, herring can be brought on board and landed by more than one vessel.  Each 
vessel in the pair-trawl operation is required to report their herring catch separately through an IVR 
system.  If all of the catch from a pair trawling operation is landed by one vessel only, both vessels are 
still required to call into the IVR system.  The vessel landing the catch should report the pounds landed, 
and the vessel with no catch on board should report 0 lb for that trip. 
 
Requirements for Purse Seine Vessels 

During purse seine operations, herring can be brought on board and landed by more than one vessel.  
Each vessel in the purse seine operation is required to report their herring catch separately through an IVR 
system.  If all of the catch from a purse seining operation is landed by one vessel only, other vessels are 
still required to call into the IVR system.  The vessel landing the catch should report the pounds landed, 
and the vessel(s) with no catch on board should report 0 lb for that trip.   
 
Requirements for Transfers at Sea 

Vessels acting as Atlantic herring carriers with a valid Letter of Authorization (LOA) from the Regional 
Administrator are not required to call into an IVR system. When herring is transferred to another vessel, 
the vessel that catches the fish (the catcher vessel) is required to report the catch to an IVR system.  The 
carrier vessel should not report the catch to the IVR system to prevent double counting of landings.   
 
Other (ACL Monitoring) 

Due to the frequency of transfers at sea in the herring fishery, misreporting by vessels and dealers is 
common.  One of the most common mistakes is dealers attributing harvest to carrier vessels, instead of 
the catcher vessel.  This may result in double counting as the same catch is attributed to two vessels.  
Herring catch data reported by vessels is reconciled with dealer reports throughout the fishing season and 
the data used to monitor the fishery is as accurate as possible.  VTRs are used in the data reconciliation 
process to confirm vessel and dealer reported catch, including the management area fished, and any 
transfers at sea. 
 
 

3.1.5.2 Alternative 2: Maintain/Modify IVR Reporting 
Under this alternative, management area quotas (ACLs and sub-ACLs) would continue to be monitored 
through the Interactive Voice Response (IVR) reporting system, but the system would be modified to 
improve the timeliness and quality of information.  Options under consideration to modify the IVR 
system are described in this section. 
 

3.1.5.2.1 IVR Option 1: Trip-by-Trip IVR Reporting 
Under this option, the following provisions would apply to limited access permit holders: 

Limited Access Permit Holders (Categories A, B, C) 
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• All limited access permit holders (Category A, B, and C) would be required to submit an Atlantic 
herring catch report via the IVR system on a trip-by-trip basis. 

• Negative reports would continue to be submitted on a weekly basis (status quo). 

• Limited access permit holders also would be required to report a NMFS-specified trip identifier (ex., 
first page VTR serial number for the trip); this will establish a mechanism to more accurately 
match/link trips between the IVR, VTR, and dealer databases. 

• Offloading to at-sea herring dealers (i.e., carriers that sell fish) would be considered the same as 
offloading to a shoreside dealer for the purposes of IVR reporting. 

 

3.1.5.2.1.1 Sub-Options for Trip-by-Trip IVR Reporting Deadlines 
Deadline Sub-Option 1: 

For permit holders that would be subject to a requirement to report catch via the IVR system on a trip-by-
trip basis, the deadline for reporting would be within 24 hours of each offload or prior to starting the next 
fishing trip, whichever is less (note the regulatory definition of offload proposed in Section 3.1.1 of this 
document). 
 
Deadline Sub-Option 2: 

For permit holders that would be subject to a requirement to report catch via the IVR system on a trip-by-
trip basis, the deadline for reporting would be within 6 hours of each offload or prior to starting the next 
fishing trip, whichever is less (note the regulatory definition of offload proposed in Section 3.1.1 of this 
document). 
 
 

3.1.5.2.1.2 Sub-Options for Open Access Permit Holders (Category D) 
Open Access Sub-Option 1: 

• Open access permit holders would be required to submit an Atlantic herring catch report via the IVR 
system on a trip-by-trip basis for any trips on which herring is caught (landed or discarded). 

• Negative IVR reports would not be required for open access permit holders. 

• Open access permit holders also would be required to report a NMFS-specified trip identifier (ex., 
first page VTR serial number for the trip); this will establish a mechanism to more accurately 
match/link trips between the IVR, VTR, and dealer databases. 

• Offloading to at-sea herring dealers (i.e., carriers that sell fish) would be considered the same as 
offloading to a shoreside dealer for the purposes of IVR reporting. 

 
Open Access Sub-Option 2: 

• Open access permit holders that possess a Letter of Authorization (LOA) to transfer Atlantic herring 
at sea would be required to submit an Atlantic herring catch report via the IVR system on a trip-by-
trip basis for any trips on which herring is caught (landed or discarded).  These permit holders also 
would be required to report a NMFS-specified trip identifier (ex., first page VTR serial number for 
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the trip); this will establish a mechanism to more accurately match/link trips between the IVR, VTR, 
and dealer databases. 

• Negative IVR reports (weekly) would be required for open access permit holders that possess a LOA 
to transfer Atlantic herring at sea.  The current LOA would be revised to include this requirement. 

• Open access permit holders that do not receive a LOA to transfer Atlantic herring at sea would 
continue to be subject to current (status quo) IVR reporting requirements (weekly reporting for 
vessels that catch 2,000 pounds of Atlantic herring on any trip in a week, negative reports not 
required). 

• Offloading to herring carrier vessels would be considered the same as offloading to a shoreside dealer 
for the purposes of IVR reporting. 

 

3.1.5.2.2 IVR Option 2: Weekly IVR Reporting with New Deadline 
Under this option, IVR weekly reporting deadlines would be changed from Tuesday midnight (current) to 
Sunday midnight – this would provide better lead time for projections and management area closures.  
For permit holders that would be subject to a requirement to report catch via the IVR system on a weekly 
basis (proposed in the alternative described above for open access permit holders and negative reports for 
limited access permit holders), weekly Atlantic herring catch reports and negative reports must be 
submitted via the IVR system by midnight, Eastern Time, each Sunday for the previous week. 
 
 

3.1.5.3 Alternative 3: Eliminate IVR and Require VMS for Catch Reporting and Quota 
Monitoring 

This alternative would eliminate the IVR call-in program for quota monitoring and would instead rely on 
reporting through vessel monitoring systems (VMS) for the purposes of monitoring the ACLs/sub-ACLs 
in the herring fishery.  New requirements for VMS catch reporting would be established, and the options 
under consideration are described below. 
 

3.1.5.3.1 VMS Option 1: Require Daily VMS Reporting of Atlantic Herring Catch and 
Discards 

This measure would require that limited access herring vessels (Category A, B, and C) report Atlantic 
herring catch and discards, and management area fished on a daily basis through their vessel monitoring 
systems (VMS) on any declared herring trip (i.e., when they are not declared out of the Atlantic herring 
fishery (DOF)). 

The operator of a limited access herring vessel must submit reports via VMS, in 
accordance with instructions provided by the Regional Administrator, for each day of the 
fishing trip when declared into the herring fishery.  The reports must be submitted in 24-
hour intervals for each day, beginning at 0000 hr and ending at 2400 hr, and must be 
submitted by 0900 hr of the following day, or as instructed by the Regional 
Administrator.  The reports must include at least the following information: 

(A) Total pounds of Atlantic herring kept and discarded; 

(B) Date fish were caught and management area in which fish were caught; and 
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(C) NMFS-specified trip identifier (ex., VTR serial number), as instructed by the 
Regional Administrator. 

 
Because herring catch from Category D vessels represents a very small percentage of the total, Category 
D vessels would not be subject to the VMS reporting requirement and would report their catch through 
VTRs (except vessels that may fish under a higher possession limit in Areas 2/3 only, under consideration 
in Section 3.1.6).  Requirements for weekly VTR reporting are being considered in this amendment (see 
Section 3.1.2). 
 
 

3.1.5.3.2 VMS Option 2: Require Trip-by-Trip VMS Reporting of Atlantic Herring 
Catch and Discards 

This measure would require that limited access herring vessels (Category A, B, and C) report Atlantic 
herring catch and discards, and management area fished through their vessel monitoring systems (VMS) 
on any declared herring trip (i.e., when they are not declared out of the Atlantic herring fishery (DOF)). 
 

The operator of a limited access herring vessel must submit reports via VMS, in 
accordance with instructions provided by the Regional Administrator, for each trip when 
declared into the herring fishery.  The reports must be submitted within 24 hours of 
offloading to an at-sea or land-based herring dealer, or prior to the start of the next 
fishing trip, whichever is less.  The reports must include at least the following 
information: 

(A) Total pounds of Atlantic herring kept and discarded; 

(B) Date fish were caught and management area in which fish were caught; and 

(C) NMFS-specified trip identifier (ex., VTR serial number), as instructed by the 
Regional Administrator 

 
Because herring catch from Category D vessels represents a very small percentage of the total, Category 
D vessels would not be subject to the VMS reporting requirement and would report their catch through 
VTRs (except vessels that may fish under a higher possession limit in Areas 2/3 only, under consideration 
in Section 3.1.6).  Requirements for weekly VTR reporting are being considered in this amendment (see 
Section 3.1.2). 
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3.1.6 Reporting Requirements for Federally-Permitted Herring Dealers 
In Amendment 5, the Council is considering measures to address reporting requirements for federally-
permitted Atlantic herring dealers.  The options under consideration are described below. 
 
 

3.1.6.1 Option 1: No Action (Status Quo Dealer Reporting Requirements) 
Under this option, reporting requirements for federally-permitted Atlantic herring dealers would remain 
the same. 
 
Dealers, including at-sea processors, must submit, for each transaction, an electronic dealer report each 
week. Reports are due by midnight (Eastern Time) each Tuesday for the week that ended the previous 
Saturday at midnight.  Reports must include the correct vessel name and Federal permit number of each 
vessel that harvested any fish received along with the correct weight units for purchased fish.  Dealers 
must also report the VTR serial number used by each vessel that harvested fish.  Dealers are required to 
submit a report even if there is no activity during a week. 
 
Reporting Herring Landed by a Carrier Vessel 

Dealers must attribute catch to the vessel that harvested the herring, which may not necessarily be the 
vessel that landed the herring.  Vessels acting as herring carriers must obtain the VTR serial number from 
the catcher vessel.  Subsequently, dealers must request the name, permit number, and VTR serial number 
of the catcher vessel from the carrier vessel, and report the fish as being harvested by the catcher vessel.  
Dealers should not report landings from a carrier vessel, as it may lead to double counting landings and 
could lead to trip limit reductions in a particular management area. 
 
Reporting Haddock Landed from Herring Vessels 

Dealers, including at-sea processors, that cull or separate all other fish from the herring catch must 
separate and retain all haddock offloaded from vessels that have a Category A or B permit fishing on a 
declared herring trip and from vessels that have a Category C or D permit fishing with midwater trawl 
gear.  Any haddock may not be sold, purchased, received, traded, bartered, or transferred, and must be 
retained, after it has been separated from the herring, for at least 12 hours for dealers and processors on 
land, and for 12 hours after landing on shore by at-sea processors for inspection by law enforcement 
officials.  The dealer or at-sea processor must report all such haddock on the weekly electronic dealer 
report and must use the appropriate disposition code for the haddock. The weekly dealer report must 
clearly indicate the vessel name and permit number of the vessels that caught the retained haddock. 
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3.1.6.2 Option 2: Require Dealers to Accurately Weigh All Fish 
This option would require federally-permitted Atlantic herring dealers to accurately weigh all fish. 
 
Possible Sub-Options for the Council to Consider for DEIS/Public Hearings  
(based on measures under consideration in MAFMC Amendment 14) 

Sub-Option 2A: This sub-option would require federally-permitted Atlantic herring dealers to accurately 
weigh all fish.  If dealers do not sort by species, they would be required to document (annually in dealer 
applications) how they estimate the relative composition of a mixed catch, to facilitate quota monitoring 
and cross-checking with other data sources. 
 
Sub-Option 2B: This sub-option would require federally-permitted Atlantic herring dealers to accurately 
weigh all fish.  If dealers do not sort by species, they would be required to document (for individual 
landing submissions) how they estimate the relative composition of a mixed catch, to facilitate quota 
monitoring and cross-checking with other data sources. 
 
Sub-Option 2C: This sub-option would require federally-permitted Atlantic herring dealers to obtain 
vessel representative confirmation of SAFIS transaction records to minimize data entry errors at the first 
point of sale. 
 
 

3.1.7 Changes to Open Access Permit Provisions for Limited Access Mackerel Vessels 
in Areas 2/3 

Since the implementation of Amendment 1, concerns have been raised about vessels participating in the 
Atlantic mackerel fishery that do not qualify for any of the limited access herring permits, either because 
they do not have adequate herring landings history between 1988 and 2003, or because they are new 
participants in the mackerel fishery.  These vessels are currently required to fish with the open access 
incidental catch permit to retain any herring, and they may encounter herring in amounts larger than 3 mt 
on some fishing trips.  Without a permit that allows them to retain an adequate amount of herring, these 
vessels may be forced to discard any herring they catch incidentally.  As the mackerel fishery continues to 
grow, a herring bycatch problem could become an increasing concern.  The management options under 
consideration in Amendment 5 to address this issue are described in the following subsections. 
 

3.1.7.1 Mackerel Option 1: No Action 
Under this option, no action would be taken in Amendment 5 to address herring/mackerel fishery 
interactions and concerns about the potential for herring bycatch in the directed mackerel fishery. 

• The open access incidental catch permit for herring (Category D) would continue to apply to all 
management areas. 

• Vessels that obtain the open access incidental catch herring permit would continue to be restricted by 
a possession limit of 3 mt of herring per trip (6,600 pounds) in all management areas and limited to 
one landing per calendar day up to the 3 mt possession limit. 

• When the sub-ACL in a management area is projected to be reached and the directed fishery closes, 
incidental catch in the area would be limited to 2,000 pounds per trip, as it is currently. 
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3.1.7.2 Mackerel Option 2: Increase the Open Access Possession Limit to 20,000 Pounds 
in Areas 2/3 for Vessels that also Possess a Federal Limited Access 
Mackerel Permit 

Under this option, two open access permits for herring would be created, one for all management areas 
and one for mackerel fishery participants in Areas 2/3 only: 

1. The current provisions for the Category D permit, including the 3 mt possession limit, reporting 
requirements, and landings restrictions, would apply to an open access permit for all management 
areas, as described in the no action option; 

2. A new open access incidental catch permit would be created for limited access mackerel fishery 
participants in Areas 2/3 only that do not have a limited access herring permit; this permit would be 
associated with a 20,000 pound possession limit for herring; all other provisions currently associated 
with the current open access Category D permit would apply: 

• Vessels that do not qualify for a limited access herring permit and possess a federal limited 
access permit for Atlantic mackerel would be eligible for this herring permit. 

• Vessels that obtain this permit would be restricted to fishing for herring in Areas 2/3 only, 
under a possession limit of 20,000 pounds of herring and limited to one landing per calendar 
day up to the 20,000 pound possession limit. 

• For quota/ACL monitoring purposes, reporting requirements for vessels that possess this 
permit would be consistent with requirements for limited access Category C vessels. 

• When the sub-ACL in a management area is projected to be reached and the directed fishery 
closes, incidental catch in the area would be limited to 2,000 pounds per trip, as it is 
currently. 

 
Note: The Council may determine that mackerel limited access permit holders should be treated 
differently, depending on their level of activity in both the herring and mackerel fisheries and the limited 
access mackerel permit that they may possess. 
 

3.1.7.3 Mackerel Option 3: Increase the Open Access Possession Limit to 10,000 Pounds 
in Areas 2/3 for Vessels that also Possess a Federal Limited Access 
Mackerel Permit 

Under this option, two open access permits for herring would be created, one for all management areas 
and one for mackerel fishery participants in Areas 2/3 only: 

1. The current provisions for the Category D permit, including the 3 mt possession limit, reporting 
requirements, and landings restrictions, would apply to an open access permit for all management 
areas, as described in the no action alternative; 

2. A new open access incidental catch permit would be created for limited access mackerel fishery 
participants in Areas 2/3 only that do not have a limited access herring permit; this permit would 
be associated with a 10,000 pound possession limit for herring; all other provisions currently 
associated with the current open access Category D permit would apply: 

• Vessels that obtain this permit would be restricted to fishing for herring in Areas 2/3 only, 
under a possession limit of 10,000 pounds of herring and limited to one landing per calendar 
day up to the 10,000 pound possession limit. 
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• For quota/ACL monitoring purposes, reporting requirements for vessels that posses this 
permit would be consistent with requirements for limited access Category C vessels. 

• When the sub-ACL in a management area is projected to be reached and the directed fishery 
closes, incidental catch in the area would be limited to 2,000 pounds per trip, as it is 
currently. 

 
Note: The Council may determine that mackerel limited access permit holders should be treated 
differently, depending on their level of activity in both the herring and mackerel fisheries and the limited 
access mackerel permit that they may possess. 
 
 

3.2 CATCH MONITORING: AT-SEA 

3.2.1 Alternatives to Allocate Observer Coverage on Limited Access Herring Vessels 
The alternatives under consideration to allocate observer coverage on limited access herring vessels 
(Categories A/B/C) are described in the following subsections.  Each alternative includes targets/priorities 
for allocating coverage, a process for reviewing/allocating/prioritizing coverage, options for funding 
observer coverage, and provisions (if applicable) for utilizing service providers and authorizing waivers in 
specific circumstances that may prevent deployment of an observer. 
 
For all alternatives that allocate observer coverage in Amendment 5, limited access herring vessels will be 
required to comply with trip notification provisions and reporting requirements, as modified through the 
other management measures proposed in this amendment. 
 
The alternatives under consideration to allocate observer coverage on limited access herring vessels 
(Categories A/B/C) are described in the following subsections.  In general, each management alternative 
under consideration includes: 

1. Targets/priorities for allocating coverage; 

2. Provisions/process for reviewing/allocating/prioritizing coverage; 

3. Options for funding observer coverage; and  

4. Provisions for utilizing service providers and authorizing waivers in specific circumstances that 
may prevent deployment of an observer. 

 
For all alternatives that allocate observer coverage in Amendment 5, limited access herring vessels will be 
required to comply with trip notification provisions and reporting requirements, as modified through the 
other management measures proposed in this amendment. 
 
 

3.2.1.1 Alternative 1: No Action Alternative 
The no action alternative would allocate observer coverage on limited access herring vessels through the 
current optimization/allocation process, based on the Omnibus Standardized Bycatch Reporting 
Methodology (SBRM) amendment. 
 
The priorities for allocating sea days would continue to be based on the SBRM process (no action/status 
quo).  The analytical basis for allocation of future sea day coverage rests on a target level of precision 
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(i.e., 30% CV) and an expectation that the pattern of fishing activity observed in the prior year will be 
similar to the next year.  Fishing activity by fleets often changes in response to patterns of stock 
abundance, weather, and fishery regulations.  The SBRM is designed to adapt to these changing 
circumstances.  As specified in the SBRM Omnibus Amendment, when a shortfall occurs, a prioritized 
sea day allocation is made.  This allocation uses a combination of statistical methods and ad-hoc methods 
to assign sea days while keeping within the Federally-funded constraints. 
 
Under the no action alternative, no changes would be made to the SBRM process for reviewing and 
allocating observer coverage.  As established by the SBRM omnibus amendments (NEFMC 2007; NMFS 
2008), the Councils and public are provided an opportunity to consider and provide input into decisions 
regarding prioritization of at-sea observer coverage allocations if the expected resources necessary may 
not be available to achieve CV-based performance goals.  In any year in which external operational 
constraints would prevent NMFS from fully implementing the required at-sea observer coverage levels, 
the Regional Administrator and Science and Research Director will consult with the Councils to 
determine the most appropriate prioritization for how the available resources should be allocated.  If re-
prioritization is undertaken, the re-prioritized sea day allocations will be summarized in a subsequent 
document. 
 
Under the no action alternative, no action would be taken in Amendment 5 to generate funds or require 
specific funding for observer coverage required on limited access herring vessels.  It is assumed that 
Federal funds would be utilized to fully support the administration of the fishery management plan and 
data collection required through the provisions in this amendment.  While observer coverage may be 
desired or targeted at a higher rate, realized annual coverage would be based on the allocation of Federal 
resources and would be subject to prioritization in the face of funding limitations. 
 
Under the no action alternative, no provisions would be established for utilizing service providers for 
additional observer coverage on limited access herring vessels. 
 
A detailed discussion regarding the no action alternative as well as the SBRM methodology and its 
relationship to the limited access Atlantic herring fishery is presented in Section 5.2 of this document. 
 
 

3.2.1.2 Alternative 2: Require 100% Observer Coverage on Limited Access Herring 
Vessels 

Alternative 2 would require at-sea observers on every trip taken by limited access herring vessels 
(Categories A/B/C) unless they are declared out of the herring fishery (through VMS pre-trip declaration).  
Options under consideration to address the necessary elements of Alternative 2 are described below. 
 
Priorities for Allocating Sea Days/Target Coverage Levels (Alternative 2) 

Under Alternative 2, the priorities/targets for coverage would be 100% of declared herring trips on limited 
access Category A, B, and C vessels. 
 
Process for Reviewing/Allocating Observer Days (Alternative 2) 

Under Alternative 2, no changes would be made to the SBRM process for reviewing and allocating 
observer coverage.  On an annual basis, the Regional Administrator and Science and Research Director 
will consult with the Councils to determine the most appropriate prioritization for how available Federal 
resources should be allocated.  Additional days to meet the 100% requirement on limited access herring 
vessels would be funded through other sources (see options below). 
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Funding Options (Alternative 2) 

Option 1: No Action 
Under this option, no action would be taken in Amendment 5 to generate funds or require specific funding 
for observer coverage required on limited access herring vessels.  It is assumed that Federal funds would 
be utilized to fully support the administration of the fishery management plan and data collection required 
through the provisions in this amendment.  While observer coverage may be desired or targeted at a 
higher rate, realized annual coverage would be based on the allocation of Federal resources and would be 
subject to prioritization in the face of funding limitations. 
 
Option 2: Federal and Industry Funds 
This option would require that observer coverage on limited access herring vessels be funded by Federal 
resources, whenever they are available.  To the extent that Federal resources are not available to fund 
observer coverage at levels consistent with the Amendment 5 provisions, limited access herring vessels 
would be responsible for covering costs associated with contracting service providers for the additional 
observer coverage. 
 
Option 2A: Fund Catch Monitoring from Federally-Permitted Dealers 
XXX 

The above option is proposed for elimination because it remains unclear; relationships between dealers 
and vessels complicate process for utilizing/paying service providers and deploying at-sea 
monitors/observers in a timely fashion. 
 
 
Provisions for Utilizing Observer Service Providers and Authorizing Waivers (Alternative 2) 

Because Alternative 2 requires 100% observer coverage on limited access herring vessels, provisions 
would be included that authorize the use of non-government service providers for sea sampling in the 
event that Federal funds are not sufficient to provide 100% coverage and/or the fishing industry is 
required to fund some/all of the sea sampling. 
 
Prior to any trip when declared into the herring fishery (declared “HER”), limited access herring vessel 
owners, operators, and/or representatives would be required to provide notice to NMFS and request an 
observer through the pre-trip notification system, consistent with the provisions described in Section 3.1.4 
of this document.  If observer coverage must be procured through an independent service provider, NMFS 
would notify the vessel owner, operator, and/or representative of the requirement within 24 hours of the 
vessels’ notification to NMFS of the prospective herring trip.  The vessel would be prohibited from 
fishing for, taking, possessing, or landing any Atlantic herring without carrying an observer for that trip 
unless the vessel has been issued a waiver.  Any requirement to carry an observer on a particular trip may 
be waived by NMFS.  All waivers for observer coverage will be issued to the vessel by VMS so as to 
have on-board verification of the waiver (see more information about waivers below). 
 
Observer Service Provider Certification, Approval, Responsibilities 

Regulations specifying the use of observer service providers are provided in 50 CFR 648.11(h) and (i) – 
Observer service provider approval and responsibilities and Observer certification and would apply to 
service providers utilized by Atlantic herring vessels for sea sampling if/when Federally-funded observers 
cannot be made available.  These provisions are consistent with those for service providers in other 
Federal fisheries in the Northeast region (ex., sea scallops). 
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*Option Under Consideration: State Agencies as Service Providers for Observer Coverage* 

In Amendment 5, the Council is considering an option to authorize State agencies to be service providers 
for catch monitoring (sea sampling/observer coverage). 

Option 1: No Action.  Under the no action option, States would not be authorized in Amendment 5 as 
service providers for observer coverage.  If a State Agency intends to provide sea sampling services for 
Atlantic herring vessels, it would apply to NMFS to become an authorized service provider, consistent 
with the provisions specified in 50 CFR 648.11(h) and (i)– Observer service provider approval and 
responsibilities and Observer certification. 

Option 2: States Authorized as Service Providers.  Under this option, Amendment 5 would authorize 
all States in the Northeast Region as service providers for sea sampling on limited access Atlantic herring 
vessels.  States would not be required to apply to NMFS for an authorization and comply with the 
provisions specified in 50 CFR 648.11(h) and (i) – Observer service provider approval and 
responsibilities and Observer certification. 
 
Issuance of Waivers If/When Observers Cannot be Deployed 

In the event that an observer is required for a particular fishing trip but cannot be provided by the NEFOP, 
NMFS would notify the vessel within 24 hours of the vessel’s notification of the prospective herring trip.  
If this amendment does not require the industry to pay for observer sea days that cannot be funded using 
Federal resources, then either the vessel would be prohibited from fishing for, taking, possessing, or 
landing any Atlantic herring without carrying an observer for that trip, or NMFS would issue a waiver for 
the trip within 24 hours. 

As part of the selection of final management measures for Amendment 5, the Council may specify 
instances and/or identify specific fishing trips that would not be authorized for waivers by NMFS 
regardless of whether an observer can be deployed.  The Council is seeking public comment on this issue. 
 
If this amendment requires the industry to pay for observer sea days that cannot be funded using Federal 
resources, the vessel owner/operator/manager would be required to arrange for carrying an observer from 
one of the service providers approved by NMFS (50 CFR 648.11(h) and (i)).  The 
owner/operator/manager of a vessel selected to carry an observer must contact the observer service 
provider and must provide at least 48 hours’ notice in advance of the fishing trip for the provider to 
arrange for observer deployment for the specified herring trip.  A list of approved service providers will 
be published on the NMFS/NEFOP website.  If a certified observer cannot be procured within 48 hours of 
the advanced notification due to the unavailability of an observer, the vessel owner/operator/manager may 
request a waiver from NMFS/NEFOP from the requirement for observer coverage on that trip, but only if 
all of the available service providers have been contacted in an attempt to secure observer coverage, and 
no observer is available.  In this case, if a waiver is to be issued by NMFS, consistent with the provisions 
in this amendment, then it will be issued within 24 hours. 
 
 

3.2.1.3 Alternative 3: Require SBRM Observer Coverage Levels as Minimum Levels 
This alternative would require that at a minimum, the annual levels of observer coverage recommended 
by the NEFSC’s Standardized Bycatch Reporting Methodology (SBRM) analysis be achieved annually 
for the SBRM fleets identified in this amendment.  The process for determining coverage levels using the 
SBRM methodology is described under the no action alternative.  Under Alternative 3, SBRM sea day 
allocations for “herring fleets” (identified in this amendment) would represent minimum requirements for 
sea days that must be covered during the upcoming year. 
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*SBRM Fleets to Which This Alternative Applies* 

Based on the Herring PDT’s analysis presented in Section 5.2.3.1.2 of this document (p. 349), the SBRM 
fleets to which this alternative applies include: 

• New England Midwater Trawl; 
• Mid-Atlantic Midwater Trawl; and  
• New England Purse Seine. 
 
Priorities for Allocating Sea Days/Target Coverage Levels (Alternative 3) 

The priorities for allocating sea days would be based on the SBRM process (no action alternative, Section 
3.2.1.1). 
 
Process for Reviewing/Allocating Observer Days (Alternative 3) 

Under Alternative 3, no changes would be made to the SBRM process for reviewing and allocating 
observer coverage.  As specified in the SBRM Omnibus Amendment, when a shortfall occurs, a 
prioritized sea day allocation is made.  Under Alternative 3, re-prioritizing or shifting the allocation of 
observer days on SBRM herring fleets would be prohibited by the Council or NMFS during the annual 
SBRM review/prioritization process. 
 
Funding Options (Alternative 3) 

The funding options under consideration for Alternative 3 are the same as those for Alternative 2 (see 
Section 3.2.1.2). 

Option 1: No Action 

Option 2: Federal and Industry Funds 

Option 2A: Fund Catch Monitoring from Federally-Permitted Dealers 
XXX 
 
Provisions for Utilizing Observer Service Providers and Authorizing Waivers    (Alternative 3) 

Under Alternative 3, SBRM observer allocations would be mandated, and shifting days away from the 
herring fleets during the prioritization process would be prohibited.  As a result, additional funding may 
be necessary to achieve the coverage levels specified by the SBRM, especially if the optimization process 
limits the amount of Federal resources available to fund sampling at these levels.  The Council is 
therefore considering an option to establish provisions for utilizing service providers in the event that 
Federal funds are not sufficient.  The options to establish provisions for sea sampling service providers 
under Alternative 3 are the same as those proposed for Alternative 2 (see Section 3.2.1.2). 
 

3.2.1.4 Alternative 4: Allocate Observer Coverage Based on Council-Specified 
Targets/Priorities 

This alternative would require that observer coverage on limited access herring vessels be allocated 
annually based on the following targets/priorities identified by the New England Fishery Management 
Council: a 30% CV on catch estimates for Atlantic herring and haddock, and a 20% CV on catch 
estimates for river herring (catch = total removals). 
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Priorities for Allocating Sea Days/Target Coverage Levels (Alternative 4) 

Under this alternative, allocating observer days on limited access Atlantic herring vessels would be based 
on a process similar to the SBRM, designed to target 30% CV on catch estimates for Atlantic herring and 
haddock, and a 20% CV on catch estimates for river herring.  These targets differ from the current SBRM 
performance standards in that: (1) river herring is incorporated as a priority species and a basis for 
allocating observer coverage; (2) the goal of this alternative is to achieve precision targets for total catch 
estimates (retained and discarded – not just discarded); (3) the precision standard for river herring catch 
estimates more conservative than the current SBRM standards (20% CV versus 30% CV); and (4) a 
precision target for haddock is identified separately (versus large-mesh groundfish in the current SBRM). 
 
The Council emphasized the need to be practical when determining an appropriate sampling design for at-
sea monitoring, especially given available resources.  When designing the sampling program, priority 
should be given to the species of greatest concern, from a biological perspective.  It is acknowledged that 
all species will be sampled regardless of the priorities, and CVs of 30% or even less may be achieved for 
many of the other species.  River herring, haddock, and Atlantic herring have all been identified by the 
Council as priority species under this alternative. 
 
Process for Reviewing/Allocating Observer Days (Alternative 4) 

Option 1 – NEFSC Supplemental SBRM Analysis 

Under this option, the NEFSC would prepare a supplemental SBRM analysis to relate SBRM 
fleets/coverage levels to the limited access herring vessels and evaluate the potential allocation of 
additional days on these vessels to achieve a 20% CV on river herring catch estimates and a 30% CV on 
catch estimates for Atlantic herring and haddock.  The timing of the supplemental analysis would mirror 
the annual SBRM prioritization process, and the supplemental analysis/report would be presented to the 
Council by the NEFSC in conjunction with the annual SBRM Sea Day Analysis and Prioritization. 
 
The NEFSC would utilize approaches similar to those in the SBRM to consider how to effectively 
increase precision estimates on total river herring catch (kept and discarded) for the herring fleets 
identified in this alternative.  The supplemental report would evaluate CVs for river herring, haddock, and 
Atlantic herring catch estimates based on the previous year’s data, relate the SBRM Sea Day Analysis and 
SBRM fleets identified in this alternative to the limited access herring vessels, and provide information 
about the number and distribution of additional observer days to achieve the standards for the limited 
access herring fleet.  The Council would review the additional analysis in the context of prioritizing sea 
days throughout the region and could evaluate the costs/benefits associated with requiring days above 
those allocated through the SBRM process to achieve the goals/objectives of the sampling program in this 
amendment. 
 
The intent of this option is to provide a supplemental process to evaluate the sampling goals and 
performance standards identified in this amendment without compromising or formally changing the 
SBRM methodologies or the annual optimization process.  This option relies on analyses developed 
concurrently by the SBRM analysts at the NEFSC and focuses specifically on just the fleets identified in 
this alternative. 
 
Option 2 – Herring PDT Supplemental Analysis  

Under this option, the Herring Plan Development Team (PDT) would prepare a supplemental analysis to 
relate SBRM fleets/coverage levels to the limited access herring vessels and evaluate the potential 
allocation of additional days on these vessels to achieve a 20% CV on river herring catch estimates and a 
30% CV on catch estimates for Atlantic herring and haddock. 
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The Herring PDT could utilize different approaches (not just SBRM methods) to evaluate how to 
effectively increase precision estimates on river herring, haddock, and Atlantic herring catch on limited 
access herring vessels.  The PDT would not be limited to SBRM methodologies under this option.  The 
supplemental Herring PDT Report evaluate CVs for river herring, haddock, and Atlantic herring catch 
estimates based on the previous year’s data, relate the SBRM Sea Day Analysis and SBRM fleets 
identified in this alternative to the limited access herring vessels, provide information about the number 
and distribution of additional observer days to achieve the standards for the limited access herring fleet, 
and provide an estimate of the potential costs of those days. 
 
The intent of this option is to provide a supplemental process to evaluate the sampling goals and 
performance standards identified in this amendment without compromising or formally changing the 
SBRM methodologies or optimization process.  This option requires the Herring PDT to meet annually to 
develop analyses concurrently while the NEFSC develops the SBRM analyses related to the allocation of 
sea days across all fisheries in the region.  Timing is an important consideration for this option.  The 
intent would be for the timing of the supplemental analysis to mirror the annual SBRM prioritization 
process; however, the Herring PDT’s supplemental analysis/report would benefit from building on the 
SBRM analysis.  The Council would review the additional analysis in the context of prioritizing sea days 
throughout the region and could evaluate the costs/benefits associated with requiring days above those 
allocated through the SBRM process to achieve the goals/objectives of the sampling program in this 
amendment. 
 
Funding Options (Alternative 4) 

The funding options under consideration for Alternative 4 are the same as those for Alternative 2 (see 
Section 3.2.1.2). 

Option 1: No Action 

Option 2: Federal and Industry Funds 

Option 2A: Fund Catch Monitoring from Federally-Permitted Dealers 
XXX 
 
Provisions for Utilizing Observer Service Providers and Authorizing Waivers    (Alternative 4) 

Under Alternative 4, observer allocations would be based on Council-specified priorities/targets.  As a 
result, additional days may be necessary to achieve the coverage levels desired by the Council, especially 
after the SBRM optimization process.  The Council is therefore considering an option to establish 
provisions for utilizing service providers in the event that Federal funds are not sufficient.  The options to 
establish provisions for sea sampling service providers under Alternative 3 are the same as those proposed 
for Alternative 2 (see Section 3.2.1.2). 
 

3.2.1.5 Summary of Alternatives Under Consideration 
Table 2 summarizes the alternatives under consideration to allocate observer coverage on limited access 
herring vessels. 
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Table 2  Summary of Alternatives Under Consideration to Allocate Observer Coverage on Limited Access Herring Vessels 

ALTERNATIVE 
PRIORITIES/ 
TARGETS FOR 
ALLOCATING 
OBSERVER DAYS 

PROCESS FOR 
REVIEWING/ 
ALLOCATING DAYS 

FUNDING OBSERVER SERVICE 
PROVIDERS/WAIVERS 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS/ 
OUTSTANDING ISSUES 

ALT 1: NO ACTION 
• SBRM 
• CAI and other 

areas/times 
required in A5 

• No Action 
(SBRM) 

• No Action (Federal, 
subject to resource 
limitations and 
priorities) 

• No Action (N/A)  

ALT 2: 100% 
OBSERVER 
COVERAGE 

• 100% of declared 
herring trips for 
A/B/C vessels 

• No Action 
• SBRM process 

plus additional 
days required on 
A/B/C vessels 

• Option 1: No Action 
• Option 2: Federal 

and Industry Funds 
• Option 2A: Federal 

Funds and 
Federally-Permitted 
Dealers 

• Consistent with 
scallop/groundfish regs; 
additional option to 
consider States as 
service providers; 
waivers at discretion of 
NMFS; Council may 
specify instances when 
waivers may/may not be 
granted 

• Herring PDT analysis 
evaluates NEFOP observer 
coverage and provides 
recommendations regarding 
certification for States that 
may want to provide sea 
sampling services 

ALT 3: REQUIRE 
SBRM COVERAGE 
LEVELS AS 
MINIMUM 

• SBRM-
recommended 
coverage levels 
would be 
mandated as 
minimum levels – 
no reprioritizing 

• CAI and other 
areas/times 
required in A5 

• No Action 
(SBRM) • Same as Alt 2 • Same as Alt 2 

• Herring PDT Analysis 
evaluates the distribution of 
limited access herring 
vessels across the current 
SBRM fleets to identify the 
fleets to which this 
alternative applies 

ALT 4: ALLOCATE 
COVERAGE 
BASED ON 
COUNCIL 
TARGETS 

• 30% CV for 
haddock/herring 
and 20% CV on 
for RH catch 
estimates for 
A/B/C vessels 

• CAI and other 
areas/times 
required in A5 

• Option 1: 
Supplemental 
NEFSC/SBRM 
Analysis 

• Option 2: Herring 
PDT 
Supplemental 
Analysis 

• Same as Alt 2 • Same as Alt 2 

• Herring PDT Analysis 
provides example of 
supplemental analysis that 
can be provided to the 
Council to determine 
priorities when allocating 
observer days on limited 
access herring vessels 
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3.2.2 Management Measures to Improve/Maximize Sampling At-Sea 
Additional management measures are being considered in Amendment 5 to enhance regulations 
pertaining to the current at-sea monitoring program.  The Council is considering options to maximize the 
sampling of catch by NMFS-approved observers on board limited access Atlantic herring vessels 
(Categories A, B, and C). 
 
 

3.2.2.1 Option 1: No Action 
Under the no action option, no additional provisions would be implemented in Amendment 5 to 
improve/maximize sampling by at-sea observers. 
 
Current regulations for vessels carrying NMFS-approved sea samplers/observers on board (Section 
648.11(d)) specify that owners/operators of fishing vessels must: 

1. Provide accommodations and food that are equivalent to those provided to the crew. 
2. Allow the sea sampler/observer access to and use of the vessel’s communications equipment and 

personnel upon request for the transmission and receipt of messages related to the sea 
sampler’s/observer’s duties. 

3. Provide true vessel locations, by latitude and longitude or loran coordinates, as requested by the 
observer/sea sampler, and allow the sea sampler/observer access to and use of the vessel’s navigation 
equipment and personnel upon request to determine the vessel’s position. 

4. Notify the sea sampler/observer in a timely fashion of when fishing operations are to begin and end.  
5. Allow for the embarking and debarking of the sea sampler/observer, as specified by the Regional 

Administrator, ensuring that transfers of observers/sea samplers at sea are accomplished in a safe 
manner, via small boat or raft, during daylight hours as weather and sea conditions allow, and with 
the agreement of the sea samplers/ observers involved. 

6. Allow the sea sampler/observer free and unobstructed access to the vessel’s bridge, working decks, 
holding bins, weight scales, holds, and any other space used to hold, process, weigh, or store fish. 

7. Allow the sea sampler/observer to inspect and copy any the vessel’s log, communications log, and 
records associated with the catch and distribution of fish for that trip. 

 
 

3.2.2.2 Option 2: Implement Additional Measures to Improve Sampling 
Under this option, the following additional provisions would be implemented in Amendment 5 to improve 
sampling by NMFS-approved observers at-sea: 

2A. Requirements for a Safe Sampling Station 
Vessel operators would be required to provide at-sea observers with a safe sampling station 
adjacent to the fish deck– this may include a safety harness (if footing is compromised and 
grating systems are high above the deck), a safe method to obtain samples, and a storage space 
for baskets and sampling gear.  Vessels must maintain safe conditions on the vessel for the 
protection of observers including adherence to all U.S. Coast Guard and other applicable rules, 
regulations, or statutes pertaining to safe operation of the vessel. 
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2B. Requirements for “Reasonable Assistance” 
Vessel operators would be required to provide at-sea observers with reasonable assistance to 
enable observers to carry out their duties, including but not limited to obtaining samples and 
sorted discards.  “Reasonable assistance” could be defined as: 
• Measuring decks, codends, and holding bins; 
• Collecting bycatch when requested by the observers; and/or 
• Collecting and carrying baskets of fish when requested by the observers. 
 
2C. Requirements to Provide Notice 
Vessels operators would be required to provide observers notice when pumping may be starting 
and when to allow sampling of the catch, and when pumping is coming to an end. 
 
2D. Requirements for Trips with Multiple Vessels 
When observers are deployed on herring trips involving more than one vessel, observers would 
be required on any vessel taking on fish wherever/whenever possible. 
 
2E. Communication on Pair Trawl Vessels 
In pair trawl operations, additional communication would be required between the boats if fish 
are being pumped to both vessels with to keep the observer informed of catch. 
 
2F. Visual Access to the Net/Codend 
Original: Vessel operators would be required to ensure that the observer has visual access to the 
codend (or purse seine net) and any of its contents after pumping has ended, before the pump is 
removed.  Providing as much visual access to the net/codend can be achieved in a number of 
ways.  Ideally, on a trawl vessel, the codend and any remaining contents would be brought on 
board after pumping.  If this is not possible, the vessel operator must work with the observer to 
ensure that the observer can see the codend and its contents as clearly as possible.  The observer 
will document this process and what he/she was able to see/sample in the observer log. 
 
*NEFOP Recommended Language: Vessel operators are required to provide and assist NMFS 
certified observers in obtaining visual access to the codend (or purse seine bunt) and any of its 
contents after pumping has ended, before the pump is removed.  On trawl vessels, the codend and 
any remaining contents should be brought on board after pumping.  If this is not possible, the 
vessel operator must work with the observer to ensure that the observer can see the codend and its 
contents as clearly as possible.  The observer will document this process and what he/she is able 
to see/sample in the observer log. 
 
2G. Flow Scale for Processing Vessels 
Flow scales would be required on processing vessels to weigh the catch. 
This option is recommended for elimination from Amendment 5, as it appears to be unnecessary 
at this time. 

 

3.2.3 Measures to Address Net Slippage 
In Amendment 5, the Council is not only considering options to maximize the sampling of catch by 
NMFS-approved observers, but also to address net slippage on board limited access Atlantic herring 
vessels (Categories A, B, and C). 
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For the purposes of Amendment 5, slippage is defined as: 

Unobserved catch, i.e., catch that is discarded prior to being observed, sorted, sampled, and/or brought on 
board the fishing vessel.  Slippage can include the release of fish from a codend or seine prior to 
completion of pumping or the release of an entire catch or bag while the catch is still in the water. 
• Fish that cannot be pumped and that remain in the net at the end of pumping operations are 

considered to be operational discards and not slipped catch.  Observer protocols include documenting 
fish that remain in the net in a discard log before they are released, and existing regulations require 
vessel operators to assist the observer in this process.  Management measures are under consideration 
in this amendment to address this issue and improve the observers’ ability to inspect nets after 
pumping to document operational discards. 

• Discards that occur at-sea after catch brought on board and sorted are also not considered slipped 
catch. 

 

3.2.3.1 Option 1: No Action 
Under the no action option, no additional provisions would be implemented in Amendment 5 specifically 
to address net slippage. 
 
Existing sampling requirements for herring vessels in Closed Area I would continue to apply under the no 
action option.  These are based on the November 30, 2010 Rule for the Closed Area I provisions (CFR 
§648.80) and include (for any trip in CAI with an observer): 
• A requirement to pump aboard all fish from the net for inspection and sampling by the observer. 
• If the net is released for any of the reasons allowed in the rule, the vessel operator would be required 

to complete and sign a Released Catch Affidavit providing information about where, when, and why 
the net was released, as well as a good-faith estimate of the total weight of fish caught on the tow and 
weight of fish released.  The Released Catch Affidavit must be submitted within 48 hours of 
completion of the fishing trip. 

 
 

3.2.3.2 Option 2: Require Released Catch Affidavit for Slippage Events 
Under this option, vessel operators would be required to provide additional information about whether a 
net was partially/fully slipped, the reason for the slippage, and the estimated weight of fish that were 
released on any trip with slippage events when a NMFS-approved observer is on board. 

This option requires that a Released Catch Affidavit be created for slippage events on both trawl and 
purse seine vessels with Category A, B, or C herring permits on all declared herring trips with a NMFS-
approved observer on board, to be signed by vessel operators under penalty of perjury.  The Released 
Catch Affidavit will contain detailed information including (1) the reason for slippage; (2) an estimate of 
the quantity and species composition of the slipped fish; and (3) the location and time that the slippage 
event occurred.  When an observer is present on the vessel during a slippage event, the event would be 
fully documented with photographs.  Released catch that is identified as Atlantic herring also should be 
reported as discarded herring through the herring ACL-monitoring program (IVR or VMS) as well as the 
VTRs. 
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3.2.3.3 Option 3: Closed Area I Sampling Provisions 
This option would apply management measures similar to those for herring vessel access to Multispecies 
Closed Area I based on the November 30, 2010 Rule for the Closed Area I provisions (CFR §648.80).  
The following provisions would apply to limited access herring vessels (all gear types) on declared 
herring trips in all herring management areas carrying a NMFS-approved observer on board (for any trip 
with an observer): 

• Vessels would be required to pump aboard all fish from the net for inspection and sampling by the 
NMFS-approved observer.  Vessels that do not pump fish would be required to bring all fish aboard 
the vessel for inspection and sampling by the observer.  Unless specific conditions are met (see 
below), vessels would be prohibited from releasing fish from the net, transferring fish to another 
vessel that is not carrying a NMFS-approved observer, or otherwise discarding fish at sea, unless the 
fish have first been brought aboard the vessel and made available for sampling and inspection by the 
observer. 

• Vessels may make short test tows in the area to check the abundance of target and bycatch species 
without pumping the fish on board if the net is reset without releasing the contents of the test tow.  In 
this circumstance, catch from the test tow would remain in the net and would be available to the 
observer to sample when the subsequent tow is pumped out. 

• Fish that have not been pumped aboard may be released if the vessel operator finds that: 

1. pumping the catch could compromise the safety of the vessel; 

2. mechanical failure precludes bringing some or all of the catch aboard the vessel; or 

3. spiny dogfish have clogged the pump and consequently prevent pumping of the rest of the catch. 

• If the net is released for any of the reasons stated above, the vessel operator would be required to 
complete and sign a Released Catch Affidavit providing information about where, when, and why the 
net was released, as well as a good-faith estimate of the total weight of fish caught on the tow and 
weight of fish released.  The Released Catch Affidavit must be submitted within 48 hours of 
completion of the fishing trip. 

 

3.2.3.4 Option 4: Catch Deduction (and Possible Trip Termination) for Slippage Events 
The Council is considering a management option that would apply a deduction against the herring sub-
ACL in a management area if a slippage event is observed and may also require trip termination if 
multiple slippage events occur in one management area.  The intent of these options is to discourage 
slippage to the extent practicable, while still allowing for catch to be released in cases where safety is a 
concern or there may be gear/mechanical failure.  Several related sub-options are described below.  These 
sub-options would apply on any trips by limited access herring vessels carrying an observer on board. 
 
Option4A (Original): Catch Deduction and Possible Trip Termination 
Under this option, the following provisions would apply to limited access herring vessels (all gear types) 
carrying an observer on board (for any trip with an observer): 
For slippage events that occur if the vessel operator finds that (1) pumping the catch could compromise 
the safety of the vessel or (2) mechanical failure precludes bringing some or all of the catch aboard the 
vessel: 
• It will be assumed that the sea herring not pumped on board will equal 100,000 lbs. of herring, to be 

counted as part of the catch and against the sub-ACL for that management area.  Vessel operators will 
be responsible for reporting this catch through the quota monitoring mechanism (IVR or VMS) and 
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their VTRs, under penalty of perjury.  The slipped catch will be identified separately so that the 
number of slippage events per management area can be tracked and any resulting discrepancies 
between datasets can be more easily resolved. 

• Once ten slippage events are observed in a particular management area, each additional slippage 
event for reasons specified in (1) and (2) above will cause trip termination and the vessel will be 
required to return to port. 

 
Original Option 4A (above) was approved by the Council in January 2011; because of some challenges 
associated with this option, sub-options are suggested below for additional discussion/comment. 

Option4B: Closed Area I Provisions with Catch Deduction and Possible Trip Termination 

This option would apply management measures similar to those for herring vessel access to Multispecies 
Closed Area I based on the November 30, 2010 Rule for the Closed Area I provisions (CFR §648.80).  
The following provisions would apply to limited access herring vessels (all gear types) on declared 
herring trips in all herring management areas carrying an observer on board (for any trip with an 
observer): 
• Vessels would be required to pump aboard all fish from the net for inspection and sampling by the 

observer.  Vessels that do not pump fish would be required to bring all fish aboard the vessel for 
inspection and sampling by the observer.  Unless specific conditions are met (see below), vessels 
would be prohibited from releasing fish from the net, transferring fish to another vessel that is not 
carrying a NMFS-approved observer, or otherwise discarding fish at sea, unless the fish have first 
been brought aboard the vessel and made available for sampling and inspection by the observer. 

• Vessels may make short test tows in the area to check the abundance of target and bycatch species 
without pumping the fish on board if the net is reset without releasing the contents of the test tow.  In 
this circumstance, catch from the test tow would remain in the net and would be available to the 
observer to sample when the subsequent tow is pumped out. 

• Fish that have not been pumped aboard may be released if the vessel operator finds that: 
1. pumping the catch could compromise the safety of the vessel; 
2. mechanical failure precludes bringing some or all of the catch aboard the vessel; or 
3. spiny dogfish have clogged the pump and consequently prevent pumping of the rest of the catch. 

• If the net is released for any of the reasons stated above, the vessel operator would be required to 
complete and sign a Released Catch Affidavit providing information about where, when, and why the 
net was released, as well as a good-faith estimate of the total weight of fish caught on the tow and 
weight of fish released.  The Released Catch Affidavit must be submitted within 48 hours of 
completion of the fishing trip. 

For slippage events that occur if the vessel operator finds that (1) pumping the catch could compromise 
the safety of the vessel or (2) mechanical failure precludes bringing some or all of the catch aboard the 
vessel: 
• It will be assumed that the sea herring not pumped on board will equal 100,000 lbs. of herring, to be 

counted as part of the catch and against the sub-ACL for that management area.  Vessel operators will 
be responsible for reporting this catch through the quota monitoring mechanism (IVR or VMS) and 
their VTRs, under penalty of perjury.  The slipped catch will be identified separately so that the 
number of slippage events per management area can be tracked and any resulting discrepancies 
between datasets can be more easily resolved. 

• Once ten slippage events are observed in a particular management area, each additional slippage 
event for reasons specified in (1) and (2) above will result in trip termination and the vessel will be 
required to return to port. 
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Option4C: : Closed Area I Provisions with Trip Termination Only (10 Events) 
Under this option, the following provisions would apply to limited access herring vessels (all gear types) 
carrying an observer on board (for any trip with an observer): 
• Vessels would be required to pump aboard all fish from the net for inspection and sampling by the 

observer.  Vessels that do not pump fish would be required to bring all fish aboard the vessel for 
inspection and sampling by the observer.  Unless specific conditions are met (see below), vessels 
would be prohibited from releasing fish from the net, transferring fish to another vessel that is not 
carrying a NMFS-approved observer, or otherwise discarding fish at sea, unless the fish have first 
been brought aboard the vessel and made available for sampling and inspection by the observer. 

• Vessels may make short test tows in the area to check the abundance of target and bycatch species 
without pumping the fish on board if the net is reset without releasing the contents of the test tow.  In 
this circumstance, catch from the test tow would remain in the net and would be available to the 
observer to sample when the subsequent tow is pumped out. 

• Fish that have not been pumped aboard may be released if the vessel operator finds that: 
1. pumping the catch could compromise the safety of the vessel; 
2. mechanical failure precludes bringing some or all of the catch aboard the vessel; or 
3. spiny dogfish have clogged the pump and consequently prevent pumping of the rest of the catch. 

• If the net is released for any of the reasons stated above, the vessel operator would be required to 
complete and sign a Released Catch Affidavit providing information about where, when, and why the 
net was released, as well as a good-faith estimate of the total weight of fish caught on the tow and 
weight of fish released.  The Released Catch Affidavit must be submitted within 48 hours of 
completion of the fishing trip. 

• NMFS would track the number of slippage events observed in each management area.  Once ten (10) 
slippage events occur in any management area, each additional slippage event will result in trip 
termination and the vessel will be required to return to port. 

 
Option4D: : Closed Area I Provisions with Trip Termination Only (5 Events) 
Same as Option 4C except trip termination would result once five (5) slippage events occur in any 
management area. 
 
 

3.2.4 Maximized Retention Alternative (Experimental Fishery) 
The Council is considering an alternative to require maximized retention (MR) of catch through an 
experimental fishery when NMFS-approved observers are on board Atlantic herring limited access 
vessels. 
 

3.2.4.1 Alternative 1: No Action 
Under the no action alternative, no provisions would be implemented in Amendment 5 to evaluate 
maximized retention in the herring fishery.  Herring vessels would continue to operate under the 
regulations and possession limits for any fisheries for which they possess permits.  Other measures to 
address at-sea monitoring (described in other sections of this document) may be implemented in 
Amendment 5 even if no action is taken regarding MR. 
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3.2.4.2 Alternative 2: Evaluate Maximized Retention through the Annual Issuance of 
Exempted Fishing Permits 

Under this alternative, the experimental fishery process would be utilized to determine whether 
maximized retention is appropriate for the Atlantic herring fishery, and if so, which species should be part 
of the maximized retention program and which FMPs should be amended to allow for long-term 
implementation of the program. 
 
Under this alternative, for four years following the implementation of Amendment 5, Category A, B, and 
C Atlantic herring vessels would be issued an Exempted Experimental Fishing Permit (EFP) by the 
Sustainable Fisheries Division (SFD) at NERO as part of the annual herring permit renewal process.  The 
EFP would provide the regulatory relief necessary to allow the currently non-permitted landings to take 
place when the vessels are required to comply with maximized retention provisions. 
 
During the EFP years (four years), vessels would be required to comply with the maximized retention 
provisions specified in this section on any trip with an observer on board (NEFOP or other NMFS-
certified observer). 
 

3.2.4.2.1 General Provisions 
• For the first four years after implementation of Amendment 5, limited access Category A, B, and C 

vessels would be required to obtain an exempted experimental fishery permit (EFP) to fish for 
Atlantic herring in any management area(s).  Conditions of the EFP include a requirement to retain all 
species identified for maximized retention on any trip with a NEFOP or NMFS-certified observer on 
board (discarding would be prohibited on observed trips). 

• The EFP would allow the herring vessel to keep all catch of the species identified for the maximized 
retention program on observed trips only, including catch above trip limits/quotas for the maximized 
retention species.  The sale of the non-permitted species (and landings above the possession 
limit/quota) caught by herring limited access vessels for human consumption would be prohibited on 
maximized retention trips.  Atlantic herring dealers and processors would also be prohibited from 
purchasing these fish to be sold for human consumption.  This does not apply to sale for use as bait 
because herring catches that are landed for sale as bait are generally offloaded by pumping the fish 
from the vessel hold into tanker trucks.  It is not possible to require all such landings to be culled and 
sorted and would be inequitable to make downstream purchasers of such bait legally liable for the 
presence of these fish in their bait. 

• All observed trips in the fishery would become maximized retention trips and would form a “study 
group” for the fishery.  Catch/landings data would be collected and documented by observers, as well 
as by vessels based on the reporting and monitoring provisions associated with the vessels’ permits 
and specified in this amendment. 

• During Year 3, the Herring PDT would begin to analyze the data collected by observers through the 
maximized retention program and: evaluate the strengths/weaknesses and costs/benefits of a 
maximized retention program; determine the need for a long-term maximized retention program in 
the herring fishery; evaluate the appropriateness of each species selected for maximized retention; and 
develop recommendations for the Herring Committee/Council regarding future regulatory action.  
The technical review and ensuing discussion regarding the need for management action would likely 
be time-consuming and would occur throughout most of the third year of the program as data from 
the experimental program continued to be collected. 
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• During Year 4, the Council would receive input from the herring industry and advisors and would 
review the Herring PDT’s recommendations to determine whether or not a long-term maximized 
retention program should be established for the Atlantic herring fishery.  The experimental fishery for 
maximized retention and the EFP requirements and provisions would expire after four years 
regardless of the determination.  Other catch monitoring and reporting requirements implemented in 
this amendment would continue to be effective. 

• If the Council supports a long-term maximized retention program, then development of the 
corresponding management actions would begin during Year 4 of the experimental fishery program 
with the intention of implementing the program as soon as all regulatory mechanisms are in place.  
This includes an amendment to the Herring FMP to design the program and implement the specific 
requirements as well as amendments to all other relevant species FMPs in the Northeast Region 
(NEFMC, MAFMC, and ASMFC) to authorize the catch/landing of the species in the herring fishery 
(including allowances for landings above possession limits and/or quotas). 

 

3.2.4.2.2 Options for Exemption to Maximized Retention Provisions 
There may be instances that a vessel cannot pump all fish aboard.  The Council could consider 
incorporating exemptions into the EFP provisions that allow a vessel to release some catch under certain 
circumstances, and possibly with specific consequences.  Any or all of the following provisions could be 
incorporated into the EFP for maximized retention: 

• Fish that have not been pumped aboard may be released if the vessel operator finds that: 

1. pumping the catch could compromise the safety of the vessel; 

2. mechanical failure precludes bringing some or all of the catch aboard the vessel; or 

3. spiny dogfish have clogged the pump and consequently prevent pumping of the rest of the catch. 

• A Released Catch Affidavit would be required for slippage events on both trawl and purse seine 
vessels, to be signed by vessel operators under penalty of perjury.  The Released Catch Affidavit 
would contain detailed information including (1) the reason for slippage; (2) an estimate of the 
quantity and species composition of the slipped fish; and (3) the location and time that the slippage 
event occurred.  Since an observer will be present on the vessel when the maximized retention 
provisions apply, slippage events would require an affidavit and would be fully documented by the 
observer with photographs. 
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3.3 MANAGEMENT MEASURES TO ADDRESS RIVER HERRING BYCATCH 
The Council is considering several management measures to address river herring bycatch in Amendment 
5.  Each of these alternatives relates to a general management goal.  While there may be some overlap and 
flexibility in combining management measures to achieve more than one of these goals, a range of 
options is being considered to achieve the goal identified within each of these alternatives. 
 

3.3.1 Alternative 1: No Action 
Under this alternative, no additional management measures would be implemented in Amendment 5 to 
address river herring bycatch.  The catch monitoring provisions and other measures established in the 
Herring FMP and in this amendment would apply. 
 

3.3.2 Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance 
The management goal associated with this alternative is to monitor river herring bycatch and encourage 
bycatch avoidance.  Under this alternative, additional management measures would apply during certain 
times and in certain areas where river herring encounters with the herring fishery were observed between 
2005 and 2009 (areas are defined below).  The intent of the additional management measures would be to 
increase sampling (above and beyond the requirements of the Amendment 5 catch monitoring program) 
and closely monitor the catch of river herring by the Atlantic herring fleet (defined by permit category).  
The long-term goal is to adopt river herring bycatch avoidance strategies in the times/areas where 
interactions with the herring fishery are observed/anticipated. 
 

3.3.2.1 Identification of Monitoring/Avoidance Areas (Alternative 2) 
The areas identified in this alternative will be considered River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas.  In 
Amendment 5, the Monitoring/Avoidance Areas will be identified bimonthly as the quarter degree 
squares with at least one observed tow of river herring catch greater than 40 pounds, using 2005-2009 
Northeast Fisheries Observer Program data from trips with greater than 2,000 pounds of kept Atlantic 
herring (Figure 2 – Figure 7).  These areas can be modified in the future through a Herring FMP 
amendment, framework adjustment, or the herring fishery specifications process (see Section 3.3.4 for 
more information). 
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Figure 2  Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas January – February 

 
 
Figure 3  Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas March – April 
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Figure 4  Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas May – June 

 
 
Figure 5  Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas July – August 
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Figure 6  Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas September – October 

 
 
Figure 7  Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas November – 

December 
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3.3.2.2 Alternative 2: Management Options Under Consideration 
(Monitoring/Avoidance) 

3.3.2.2.1 Option 1: 100% Observer Coverage 
This option would require 100% observer coverage on any trips in the River Herring 
Monitoring/Avoidance Areas identified in this alternative.  Atlantic herring vessels subject to this 
measure would be required to carry a NMFS-approved observer on any trip where fishing may occur in 
the River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas. 
 
Sub-Option A: This option applies to limited access herring vessels only – Categories A/B/C 

when on a declared herring trip.  Vessels would be required to indicate their 
intention to fish in the River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas when scheduling a 
NMFS-approved observer through the pre-trip notification system (see Section 3.1.4 
of this document for a description of options under consideration to address trip 
notification requirements).  To ensure 100% coverage, these vessels would be 
prohibited from fishing in the River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas without a 
NMFS-approved observer on board. 

Sub-Option B: This option applies to all herring vessels – Limited Access Categories A/B/ C 
when on a declared herring trip, as well as Open Access Category D.  All herring 
vessels would be required to indicate their intention to fish in the River Herring 
Monitoring/Avoidance Areas when scheduling a NMFS-approved observer through 
the pre-trip notification system.  Category D vessels would only be required to use 
the pre-trip notification system to schedule an observer if they intend to fish in a 
River herring Monitoring/Avoidance Area.  To ensure 100% coverage, all herring 
vessels would be prohibited from fishing in the River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance 
Areas without a NMFS-approved observer on board. 

 

3.3.2.2.2 Option 2: Apply Closed Area I Sampling Provisions 
This option would apply management measures in River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas similar to 
those for herring vessel access to Multispecies Closed Area I based on the November 30, 2010 Rule for 
the Closed Area I provisions (CFR §648.80).  Under this option, the following provisions would apply to 
Atlantic herring vessels subject to this measure when fishing in the River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance 
Areas with a NMFS-approved observer on board: 

• When fishing in a River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Area with a NMFS-approved observer on 
board, vessels would be required to pump aboard all fish from the net for inspection and sampling by 
the observer.  Vessels that do not pump fish would be required to bring all fish aboard the vessel for 
inspection and sampling by the observer.  Unless specific conditions are met (see below), vessels 
would be prohibited from releasing fish from the net, transferring fish to another vessel that is not 
carrying a NMFS-approved observer, or otherwise discarding fish at sea, unless the fish have first 
been brought aboard the vessel and made available for sampling and inspection by the NMFS-
approved observer. 

• Vessels may make short test tows in the area to check the abundance of target and bycatch species 
without pumping the fish on board if the net is reset without releasing the contents of the test tow.  In 
this circumstance, catch from the test tow would remain in the net and would be available to the 
observer to sample when the subsequent tow is pumped out. 
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• Fish that have not been pumped aboard may be released if the vessel operator finds that: 

1. pumping the catch could compromise the safety of the vessel; 

2. mechanical failure precludes bringing some or all of the catch aboard the vessel; or 

3. spiny dogfish have clogged the pump and consequently prevent pumping of the rest of the catch. 

• If the net is released for any of the reasons stated above, the vessel operator would be required to 
complete and sign a Released Catch Affidavit providing information about where, when, and why the 
net was released, as well as a good-faith estimate of the total weight of fish caught on the tow and 
weight of fish released.  The Released Catch Affidavit must be submitted within 48 hours of 
completion of the fishing trip. 

• Following the release of the net for one of the three exemptions specified above, the vessel would be 
required to exit the River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Area.  The vessel may continue to fish but 
may not fish in the River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas for the remainder of the trip. 

 
Sub-Option A – Require 100% Observer Coverage: Atlantic herring vessels subject to this measure 

would be required to carry a NMFS-approved observer on any trip where fishing may occur in the 
River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas.  Vessels would be required to indicate their intention to 
fish in the River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas when scheduling a NMFS-approved observer 
through the pre-trip notification system.  To ensure 100% coverage, vessels would be prohibited from 
fishing in the River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas without a NMFS-approved observer on 
board. 

 
Sub-Option B – Less Than 100% Observer Coverage: Under this sub-option, observer coverage would 

be distributed on limited access herring vessels based on the provisions in Amendment 5 (see 
alternatives in Section 3.2.1).  Atlantic herring vessels subject to this measure would be required to 
indicate their intention to fish in the River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas when scheduling a 
NMFS-approved observer through the pre-trip notification system but would not be prohibited from 
fishing in the River Herring Monitoring Areas if a NMFS-approved observer is not deployed. 

 
Sub-Option C: This option applies to limited access herring vessels – Categories A/B/C when on 

a declared herring trip. 

Sub-Option D: This option applies to all herring vessels – Categories A/B/C when on a declared 
herring trip, as well as Category D. 

 
 

3.3.2.2.3 Option 3: Trigger-Based Monitoring Approach 
This option would apply additional management measures in River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas 
when a specified river herring catch trigger is reached.  The catch triggers apply to three general areas – 
Statistical Area 521 (Cape Cod, CC), the Gulf of Maine (GOM), and southern New England (SNE) – see 
Figure 8 below.  When the catch trigger in a specified area(s) is reached, then one of the monitoring 
options described above (Option 1 or Option 2) will apply to the Monitoring/Avoidance Areas within that 
geographic area where the trigger is reached. 
 
Sub-Options: River Herring Catch Triggers 

Several sub-options are under consideration for specifying the river herring catch triggers in each of the 
geographic areas identified in Figure 8.  The sub-options are based on the Herring PDT’s work to 
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generate the best estimates of river herring removals in recent years (see Table 4 in Herring PDT 
Discussion Paper: Developing River Herring Catch Cap Options in the Directed Atlantic Herring Fishery 
in Appendix V (Volume II)) and are summarized below in Table 3.  The sub-options include river herring 
catch estimates based on the maximum, median, and mean annual estimate of river herring catch 
expanded from observer data from 2005-2009. 
 
Estimates of river herring catch in thousands of pounds ( ± 2 standard errors) were calculated by the 
Herring PDT using Method 2 stratified by gear (midwater trawls, bottom trawls, and purse seines), area 
(Gulf of Maine (GOM), Cape Cod (CC), and Southern New England (SNE)), and year (2005, 2006, 2007, 
2008, and 2009).  Method 2 is the Simple Expansion Method (see SBRM 5.4.2.3. Simple Expansion 
Method: mean discard per trip, pp 143) modified to include both kept and discarded river herring.  These 
estimates were summed across gear types for each year and area combination.  Then the maximum, 
median, and mean estimates of river herring catch were selected to form the sub-options (Table 3). 
 
Table 3  Sub-Options for River Herring Catch Triggers (Pounds) 

Area 
SUB-OPTIONS 

3A (Max) 3B (Median) 3C (Mean) 

CC 1,159,700 93,400 269,600 

GOM 294,000 92,400 127,100 

SNE 729,500 585,000 478,500 
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Figure 8  River Herring Catch Trigger Areas (Shaded) 

 
 
Monitoring the River Herring Catch Triggers – Reporting Options 

During the fishing year, river herring catch in each of the trigger areas identified above will be monitored 
and estimated using observer data from all trips by herring vessels subject to this rule unless the vessel 
has declared out of the fishery (DOF) through VMS.  Observed estimates of river herring catch will be 
expanded to an estimate of total river herring catch in each of the trigger areas.  The estimation procedure 
will be developed by the NERO, in cooperation with the NEFSC and Council staff, and through 
consultation with the Council.  The final calculation process will be provided on the NERO web page.  
Area-specific river herring catch estimates will be published on the NERO web page regularly. 
 
Reporting Option 1: Report Total Catch by Trigger Area 
In addition to reporting herring by herring management area through the ACL-monitoring system, herring 
vessels subject to this rule must report total catch (kept and discarded) by river herring catch trigger area 
so that the appropriate expansions can be made from the observed catch in those areas.  For the purposes 
of this requirement, the river herring catch trigger areas are defined as the following statistical areas: 
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• Gulf of Maine (GOM) – Areas 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 464, 465 (same as modified GOM haddock 
stock area established in Framework 46) 

• Cape Cod (CC) – Area 521 
• Southern New England (SNE) – Areas 537, 538, 539, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 621, 622, 623, 

625, 626, 627, 631, 632, 635, 636 
 
Reporting Option 1 – Example Catch Report 
This report is required by all limited access herring vessels on all 
declared herring trips.  For each day of a declared trip, this report 
must be submitted by 9 AM the following day.  Negative reports (0 lb) 
must be submitted when no fish were caught. 
 
Note: VTR serial number must be the same number reported to the 
seafood dealer receiving the landings at the end of the trip.  If you 
use multiple pages of the VTR on the trip, record the serial number 
from the first VTR page used. 
 
Vessel Trip Report (VTR) Serial Number: ________________________   
Date fish caught: Month (01-12)    _____     
     Day   (01-31)  _____  
Gear used to fish: (MWT, PS, BT)  _____ 
       
SPECIES     AREA 1A AREA 1B AREA 2 AREA 3  
 
Herring Kept (lb)  _______ _______ _______ _______ 
Herring Discarded (lb)   _______ _______ _______ _______  
 
================================================================ 
 
All Fish Kept (lb)     GOM RH Area CC RH Area  SNE RH Area 
     _______  _______   ______ 
All Fish Discarded (lb) GOM RH Area CC RH Area  SNE RH Area 
     _______  _______   ______ 
 
Note: Reporting by river herring area is required for all limited 
access vessels.  Include total lb of all herring and non-herring.  GOM 
RH Area includes Stat Areas 464, 465, and 511 thru 515.  CC RH Area is 
Stat Area 521.  SNE RH Area includes Stat Areas 537, 538, 539, 611, 
612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 621, 622, 623, 625, 626, 627, 631, 632, 635, 
and 636. 
 
All Fish Kept (lb)  GOM Haddock Area GB Haddock Area  
     _______   _______ 
 
Note: Reporting by haddock area is only required for vessels using 
mid-water trawl gear in Areas 1A, 1B, and/or 3.  Include total lbs of 
all herring and non-herring. 
 
GOM Haddock Area includes Stat Areas 464, 465, and 511 thru 515. 
GB Haddock Area includes Stat Areas 521, 522, 525, 526, 561, and 562.  
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Reporting Option 2: Report Total Catch by Statistical Area 
Under this option, in addition to reporting herring by herring management area through the ACL-
monitoring system, herring vessels subject to this rule must report total catch (kept and discarded) by 
statistical area so that the appropriate expansions can be made from the observed catch in those areas to 
monitor both the haddock catch caps (Framework 46) and any river herring catch trigger areas that may 
be established. 
 
Reporting Option 2 – Example Catch Report 
This report (example for Reporting Option 2) is required by all 
limited access herring vessels on all declared herring trips.  For 
each day of a declared trip, this report must be submitted by 9 AM the 
following day.  Negative reports (0 lb) must be submitted when no fish 
were caught. 
 
Note: VTR serial number must be the same number reported to the 
seafood dealer receiving the landings at the end of the trip.  If you 
use multiple pages of the VTR on the trip, record the serial number 
from the first VTR page used.   
 
Vessel Trip Report (VTR) Serial Number: ________________________   
Date fish caught: Month (01-12)    _____     
     Day   (01-31)  _____  
Gear used to fish: (MWT, PS, BT)  _____ 
       
SPECIES     AREA 1A AREA 1B AREA 2 AREA 3 
   
================================================================ 
Herring kept (lbs)  _______ _______ _______ _______ 
Herring discarded (lbs)  _______ _______ _______ _______  
================================================================ 
Report all fish kept (herring and non-herring species) and the Stat 
Area in which the fish were caught.  If fish were caught in multiple 
Stat Areas in one day, report the fish kept (lbs) in each Stat Area.   
 
All Fish Kept (lbs) _____ Stat/Chart Area ____ 
 
All Fish Kept (lbs) _____ Stat/Chart Area ____ 
 
All Fish Kept (lbs) _____ Stat/Chart Area ____ 
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Management Measures That Apply When Trigger is Reached 

When the river herring catch trigger in a specified area(s) is reached, then one of the monitoring options 
described above (Option 1 in Section 3.3.2.2.1 or Option 2 in Section 3.3.2.2.2) will apply to the River 
Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas within that geographic area where the trigger is reached.  The 
additional monitoring measures will apply to all Monitoring/Avoidance Areas within the trigger area(s) 
for the remainder of the fishing year.  Figure 9 – Figure 14 below illustrate which Monitoring/Avoidance 
Areas are associated with the river herring catch trigger areas. 
 
For example, if the Gulf of Maine river herring catch trigger is reached in March, then the shaded quarter 
degree squares in the inshore Gulf of Maine shown in Figure 10 – Figure 14 would be subjected to 
increased monitoring/sampling during the months identified in the figures for the remainder of that 
fishing year.  Similarly, if the southern New England river herring catch trigger is reached in August, then 
the shaded squares shown in the southern New England trigger area would be subject to increased 
monitoring during November and December (Figure 14– no closures in the southern New England area 
would occur during September/October as shown in Figure 13). 
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Figure 9  Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas Associated with Catch 
Trigger Areas for January – February 

 
 
Figure 10  Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas Associated with 

Catch Trigger Areas for March – April 
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Figure 11  Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas Associated with 
Catch Trigger Areas for May – June 

 
 
Figure 12  Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas Associated with 

Catch Trigger Areas for July – August 
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Figure 13  Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas Associated with 
Catch Trigger Areas for September – October 

 
 
Figure 14  Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas Associated with 

Catch Trigger Areas for November – December 
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3.3.2.2.4 Option 4: Two-Phase Bycatch Avoidance Approach Based on 
SFC/SMAST/DMF Project 

This option may be implemented as a stand-alone approach for addressing river herring bycatch in 
Amendment 5, or it may be implemented in combination with other measures/options under 
consideration. 
 
This option would implement a two-phase river herring bycatch avoidance program developed in 
cooperation with the fishing industry, represented by the Sustainable Fisheries Coalition (SFC) working 
in partnership with Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries (MA DMF) and UMASS Dartmouth 
School of Marine Science and Technology (SMAST).  The current (ongoing) SFC river herring bycatch 
avoidance project has been funded by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF, see additional 
information below). 
 
Under this option, a long-term river herring bycatch avoidance strategy would be implemented in the 
Atlantic herring fishery through a two-phase approach: 

1. Phase I (Amendment 5) –  

A. Identify Preliminary Bycatch Avoidance Areas (Section 3.3.2.1); 

B. Focus/increase monitoring/sampling in the Monitoring/Avoidance Areas (through Amendment 5 
catch monitoring program and/or the additional management options proposed in Section 
3.3.2.2); 

C. Establish mechanism for adjusting Monitoring/Avoidance Areas and implementing long-term 
river herring bycatch avoidance strategies in the future through a framework adjustment to the 
Herring FMP; 

D. Work with SFC, SMAST, and MA DMF to support the current project, encourage the collection 
of additional information, and promote the development of long-term bycatch avoidance 
strategies 

During the continued development, and upon the implementation of Amendment 5, the Council, 
through its staff and the Herring PDT, will continue to work with the SFC, SMAST, and MA DMF to 
evaluate progress related to the SFC river herring bycatch avoidance program.  As details emerge and 
additional information becomes available, the PDT will update the Herring Committee/Council and 
assess various elements of the project, including data (nature, quality, and timeliness), and fleet 
compliance and communication.  The herring PDT will work with the SFC/SMAST/DMF during this 
time to evaluate the appropriateness of the River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas and will 
develop recommendations for any adjustments to those areas, which would occur during Phase II (see 
following). 

2. Phase II (2013 Framework Adjustment) – 

Upon completion of the SFC bycatch avoidance project (late 2012), the Council will review the 
results and develop a framework adjustment to implement any additional bycatch avoidance strategies 
that it deems to be appropriate.  If the SFC/SMAST/DMF project is successful, the Council may 
develop a framework adjustment during Phase II to implement some or all elements of the project as 
part of a long-term bycatch reduction strategy in the Atlantic herring fishery.  During Phase II, the 
Council would: 
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A. Formally evaluate the SFC/SMAST/DMF project and its results (through the Herring PDT, 
Herring Committee, and Council, with input from project participants and the Herring Advisory 
Panel) upon the project completion (late 2012/early 2013); 

B. Receive recommendations from the Herring PDT and Herring Committee (with input from the 
AP) regarding the need for/appropriateness of follow-up action to implement a long-term strategy 
for river herring bycatch reduction through a framework adjustment (early 2013); 

C. Conduct an initial Framework Adjustment meeting during 2013 – An initial framework meeting 
would be required by this amendment during 2013 in order to formally evaluate the results of the 
SFC/SMAST/DMF project and develop follow-up management action as necessary.  During this 
process, and depending on the results of the SFC/SMAST/DMF project, the Council may 
determine that follow-up action is not necessary or appropriate.  To emphasize the importance of 
this issue and express the Council’s intent to follow-through with further consideration of 
management action, however, the initial framework meeting would be required in 2013 
regardless of whether additional action is deemed necessary/appropriate. 

D. Conduct a final Framework Adjustment meeting during 2013 (optional, if the Council determines 
that a follow-up framework action is necessary/appropriate, based on the outcome of the 
SFC/SMAST project and the Herring PDT/Committee recommendations) 

While it is unclear exactly what will result from the SFC/SMAST/DMF project, it is expected that 
some strategies for reducing bycatch in the fishery will emerge, possibly through a flexible system of 
communications to enact real-time “move-along rules.”  Consequently, elements to be specified in the 
Phase II framework adjustment (if the Council determines that a framework adjustment is 
appropriate) could include (but are not limited to): 

• Adjustments to the River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas; 

• The mechanism and process for tracking fleet activity, reporting bycatch events, compiling data, 
and notifying the fleet of changes to the area(s); 

• The definition/duration of “test tows,” if test tows would be utilized to determine the extent of 
river herring bycatch in a particular area(s);  

• The threshold for river herring bycatch that would trigger the need for vessels to be alerted and 
move out of the area(s); 

• The distance that vessels would be required to move from the area(s); and 

• The time that vessels would be required to remain out of the area(s). 

The Draft EIS for this amendment will evaluate the potential impacts of implementing this type of 
program through a framework adjustment, as well as the factors to be considered during the 
development of the framework.  The groundwork will be laid in the Draft EIS for this approach to be 
utilized as a bycatch management/avoidance measure in the future.  Management measures to address 
bycatch and bycatch monitoring are already included in the list of measures that can be implemented 
through a framework adjustment to the Herring FMP (CFR Section 648.206). 
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3.3.3 Alternative 3: River Herring Protection 
The management goal associated with this alternative is to protect river herring.  This alternative includes 
seasonal closures that are intended to minimize river herring encounters in the herring fishery based on 
times/areas where the largest encounters with the fishery were observed between 2005 and 2009. 
 

3.3.3.1 Identification of Protection Areas (Alternative 3) 
The areas identified in this alternative will be considered River Herring Protection Areas.  In Amendment 
5, the Protection Areas will be identified bimonthly as the quarter degree squares with at least one 
observed tow of river herring catch greater than 1,233 pounds, using 2005-2009 Northeast Fisheries 
Observer Program data from trips with greater than 2,000 pounds of kept Atlantic herring (Figure 15 – 
Figure 18).  These areas can be modified in the future through a Herring FMP amendment, framework 
adjustment, or the herring fishery specifications process (see Section 3.3.4 for more information). 

Under this alternative, no River Herring Protection Areas would be established in this amendment during 
May – August. 
 
Figure 15  Alternative 3: River Herring Protection Areas January – February 
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Figure 16  Alternative 3: River Herring Protection Areas March – April 

 
 
Figure 17  Alternative 3: River Herring Protection Areas September – October 
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Figure 18  Alternative 3: River Herring Protection Areas November – December 

 
 
 

3.3.3.2 Alternative 3: Management Options Under Consideration 

3.3.3.2.1 Option 1: Closed Areas 
This option would prohibit directed fishing for herring in the areas/times that are identified as River 
Herring Protection Areas.  Under this option, all herring permit holders (Category A, B, C, and D) would 
be prohibited from fishing for, possessing, catching, transferring, or landing herring from the River 
Herring Protection Areas on all fishing trips.  Vessels that possess A, B, C, or D herring permits and are 
fishing with mesh greater than 5.5 inches (and with no small mesh on board) would be exempt from the 
closed area provisions. 
 
Sub-Option: Mechanism for limited access herring vessels to declare out of the fishery for a 

period of time 

This option would prohibit directed fishing for herring in the areas/times that are identified as River 
Herring Protection Areas.  Under this option, all herring permit holders (Category A, B, C, and D) would 
be prohibited from fishing for, possessing, catching, transferring, or landing herring from the River 
Herring Protection Areas on all fishing trips.  Vessels that possess A, B, C, or D herring permits and are 
fishing with mesh greater than 5.5 inches (and with no small mesh on board) would be exempt from the 
closed area provisions.  If a Category A, B, or C vessel declares out of the herring fishery (“DOF”) prior 
to leaving port, that vessel may fish in the RH Protection Areas but may not harvest, possess, or land 
herring on that trip (this provision would also apply to mackerel vessels that obtain a permit to allow them 
to catch more than the current open access allowance of 3 mt – see Section 3.1.7 for options under 
consideration). 
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3.3.3.2.2 Option 2: Trigger-Based Closed Areas 
This option would close the River Herring Protection Areas identified in this alternative when a specified 
river herring catch trigger is reached.  The areas that would be closed are the Protection Areas contained 
within the geographic range of the trigger areas.  The catch triggers apply to three general areas – 
Statistical Area 521 (Cape Cod, CC), the Gulf of Maine (GOM), and southern New England (SNE) – see 
Figure 8 below. 
 
Sub-Options: River Herring Catch Triggers 

Several sub-options are under consideration for specifying the river herring catch triggers in each of the 
geographic areas identified in Figure 8.  The sub-options are based on the Herring PDT’s work to 
generate the best estimates of river herring removals in recent years (see Table 4 in Herring PDT 
Discussion Paper: Developing River Herring Catch Cap Options in the Directed Atlantic Herring Fishery 
in Appendix V (Volume II)) and are summarized below in Table 4.  The sub-options include river herring 
catch estimates based on the maximum, median, and mean annual estimate of river herring catch 
expanded from observer data from 2005-2009. 
 
Estimates of river herring catch in thousands of pounds ( ± 2 standard errors) were calculated by the 
Herring PDT using Method 2 stratified by gear (midwater trawls, bottom trawls, and purse seines), area 
(Gulf of Maine (GOM), Cape Cod (CC), and Southern New England (SNE)), and year (2005, 2006, 2007, 
2008, and 2009).  Method 2 is the Simple Expansion Method (see SBRM 5.4.2.3. Simple Expansion 
Method: mean discard per trip, pp 143) modified to include both kept and discarded river herring.  These 
estimates were summed across gear types for each year and area combination.  Then the maximum, 
median, and mean estimates of river herring catch were selected to form the sub-options (Table 4). 
 
Table 4  Sub-Options for River Herring Catch Triggers (Pounds) 

Area 
SUB-OPTIONS 

3A (Max) 3B (Median) 3C (Mean) 

CC 1,159,700 93,400 269,600 

GOM 294,000 92,400 127,100 

SNE 729,500 585,000 478,500 
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Figure 19  River Herring Catch Trigger Areas (Shaded) 
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Monitoring the River Herring Catch Triggers – Reporting Options 

During the fishing year, river herring catch in each of the trigger areas identified above will be monitored 
and estimated using observer data from all trips by herring vessels subject to this rule unless the vessel 
has declared out of the fishery (DOF) through VMS.  Observed estimates of river herring catch will be 
expanded to an estimate of total river herring catch in each of the trigger areas.  The estimation procedure 
will be developed by the NERO, in cooperation with the NEFSC and Council staff, and through 
consultation with the Council.  The final calculation process will be provided on the NERO web page.  
Area-specific river herring catch estimates will be published on the NERO web page regularly. 
 
 
Reporting Option 1: Report Total Catch by Trigger Area 
In addition to reporting herring by herring management area through the ACL-monitoring system, herring 
vessels subject to this rule must report total catch (kept and discarded) by river herring catch trigger area 
so that the appropriate expansions can be made from the observed catch in those areas.  For the purposes 
of this requirement, the river herring catch trigger areas are defined as the following statistical areas: 

• Gulf of Maine (GOM) – Areas 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 464, 465 (same as modified GOM haddock 
stock area established in Framework 46) 

• Cape Cod (CC) – Area 521 

• Southern New England (SNE) – Areas 537, 538, 539, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 621, 622, 623, 
625, 626, 627, 631, 632, 635, 636 
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Reporting Option 1 – Example Catch Report 
This report is required by all limited access herring vessels on all 
declared herring trips.  For each day of a declared trip, this report 
must be submitted by 9 AM the following day.  Negative reports (0 lb) 
must be submitted when no fish were caught. 
 
Note: VTR serial number must be the same number reported to the 
seafood dealer receiving the landings at the end of the trip.  If you 
use multiple pages of the VTR on the trip, record the serial number 
from the first VTR page used. 
 
Vessel Trip Report (VTR) Serial Number: ________________________   
Date fish caught: Month (01-12)    _____     
     Day   (01-31)  _____  
Gear used to fish: (MWT, PS, BT)  _____ 
       
SPECIES     AREA 1A AREA 1B AREA 2 AREA 3  
 
Herring Kept (lb)  _______ _______ _______ _______ 
Herring Discarded (lb)   _______ _______ _______ _______  
 
================================================================ 
 
All Fish Kept (lb)     GOM RH Area CC RH Area  SNE RH Area 
     _______  _______   ______ 
All Fish Discarded (lb) GOM RH Area CC RH Area  SNE RH Area 
     _______  _______   ______ 
 
Note: Reporting by river herring area is required for all limited 
access vessels.  Include total lb of all herring and non-herring.  GOM 
RH Area includes Stat Areas 464, 465, and 511 thru 515.  CC RH Area is 
Stat Area 521.  SNE RH Area includes Stat Areas 537, 538, 539, 611, 
612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 621, 622, 623, 625, 626, 627, 631, 632, 635, 
and 636. 
 
All Fish Kept (lb)  GOM Haddock Area GB Haddock Area  
     _______   _______ 
 
Note: Reporting by haddock area is only required for vessels using 
mid-water trawl gear in Areas 1A, 1B, and/or 3.  Include total lbs of 
all herring and non-herring. 
 
GOM Haddock Area includes Stat Areas 464, 465, and 511 thru 515. 
GB Haddock Area includes Stat Areas 521, 522, 525, 526, 561, and 562. 
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Reporting Option 2: Report Total Catch by Statistical Area 
Under this option, in addition to reporting herring by herring management area through the ACL-
monitoring system, herring vessels subject to this rule must report total catch (kept and discarded) by 
statistical area so that the appropriate expansions can be made from the observed catch in those areas to 
monitor both the haddock catch caps (Framework 46) and any river herring catch trigger areas that may 
be established. 
 
Reporting Option 2 – Example Catch Report 
This report (example for Reporting Option 2) is required by all 
limited access herring vessels on all declared herring trips.  For 
each day of a declared trip, this report must be submitted by 9 AM the 
following day.  Negative reports (0 lb) must be submitted when no fish 
were caught. 
 
Note: VTR serial number must be the same number reported to the 
seafood dealer receiving the landings at the end of the trip.  If you 
use multiple pages of the VTR on the trip, record the serial number 
from the first VTR page used.   
 
Vessel Trip Report (VTR) Serial Number: ________________________   
Date fish caught: Month (01-12)    _____     
     Day   (01-31)  _____  
Gear used to fish: (MWT, PS, BT)  _____ 
       
SPECIES     AREA 1A AREA 1B AREA 2 AREA 3 
   
================================================================ 
Herring kept (lbs)  _______ _______ _______ _______ 
Herring discarded (lbs)  _______ _______ _______ _______  
================================================================ 
Report all fish kept (herring and non-herring species) and the Stat 
Area in which the fish were caught.  If fish were caught in multiple 
Stat Areas in one day, report the fish kept (lbs) in each Stat Area.   
 
All Fish Kept (lbs) _____ Stat/Chart Area ____ 
 
All Fish Kept (lbs) _____ Stat/Chart Area ____ 
 
All Fish Kept (lbs) _____ Stat/Chart Area ____ 
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Management Measures That Apply When Trigger is Reached 

When the river herring catch trigger in a specified area(s) is reached, then the River Herring Protection 
Areas within that geographic area where the trigger is reached will be closed on a bimonthly basis.  The 
closures will apply to all Protection Areas within the trigger area(s) for the remainder of the fishing year.  
Figure 20 – Figure 23 below illustrate which Protection Areas are associated with the trigger areas.  For 
example, if the Gulf of Maine river herring catch trigger is reached in March, then the shaded quarter 
degree square in the inshore Gulf of Maine shown in Figure 22 would close during September and 
October, and the two square in the same trigger area shown in Figure 23 would close for November and 
December.  Similarly, if the southern New England River Herring Catch Trigger is reached in August, 
then only the shaded squares shown in the southern New England trigger area would close in November 
and December (Figure 23 – no closures in the southern New England area would occur during 
September/October as shown in Figure 22). 
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Figure 20  Alternative 3: River Herring Protection Areas Associated with Catch Trigger 
Areas for January – February 

 
 
Figure 21  Alternative 3: River Herring Protection Areas Associated with Catch Trigger 

Areas for March – April 
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Figure 22  Alternative 3: River Herring Protection Areas Associated with Catch Trigger 
Areas for September – October 

 
 
Figure 23  Alternative 3: River Herring Protection Areas Associated with Catch Trigger 

Areas for November – December 
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3.3.4 Mechanism for Adjusting/Updating River Herring Areas/Triggers 
River herring management areas (for monitoring, avoidance, and/or protection) and/or river herring catch 
triggers (if established in this amendment) can be modified/updated through an amendment or framework 
adjustment to the Herring FMP.  The areas and triggers should be reviewed by the Herring Plan 
Development Team every three years as part of the Atlantic herring fishery specifications process.  Any 
modifications/adjustments, as deemed necessary by the Council, should accompany the specifications 
package (i.e., joint specifications/framework adjustment package).  The MAFMC and ASMFC would be 
consulted during the adjustment process. 
 

3.3.5 River Herring Catch Caps 
The Council will consider establishing a river herring catch cap for the Atlantic herring fishery as one of 
several potential measures to reduce bycatch.  The catch cap will be considered by the Council through a 
framework adjustment to the Herring FMP after the ASMFC completes its stock assessment. 
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3.4 MANAGEMENT MEASURES TO ADDRESS MIDWATER TRAWL ACCESS TO 
GROUNDFISH CLOSED AREAS 

The alternatives under consideration to establish criteria for midwater trawl (single and paired) access to 
year-round groundfish closed areas are described in the following subsections. 
 
Figure 24  Year-Round Multispecies Closed Areas (Solid Shading) 
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3.4.1 Status Quo Alternatives 1 and 2 
Groundfish Alternative 1 – No Action 

Under the no action alternative, current criteria for midwater trawl vessel access to the groundfish closed 
areas would be maintained.  This includes access to the groundfish closed areas, with additional 
provisions for observer coverage and increased sampling in Closed Area I (based on the November 30, 
2010 Rule for the Closed Area I provisions (CFR §648.80)) as well as provisions implemented through 
Framework 46 to the Northeast Multispecies (Groundfish) FMP. 
 
Under the no action alternative, vessels issued a Federal herring permit and fishing with midwater trawl 
gear in Closed Area I must declare to NMFS their intent to fish in the closed area at least 72 hours prior to 
beginning a trip and carry onboard a NMFS-approved observer.  Vessels fishing in Closed Area I with 
midwater trawl gear cannot release fish from the codend of the net, transfer fish to another vessel that is 
not carrying a NMFS-approved observer (e.g., an Atlantic herring at-sea processing vessel or an Atlantic 
herring carrier vessel), or discard fish at sea.  In addition, all of the fish caught using midwater trawl gear 
in Closed Area I must be brought aboard the vessel and made available for sampling and inspection by the 
observer, except in the case of mechanical failure or spiny dogfish clog the net.  However, if fish are 
released from the codend for any of these reasons, without being sampled by a NMFS-approved observer, 
the vessel must leave the Closed Area I and submit a Closed Area I Midwater Trawl Released Codend 
Affidavit to NMFS.  
 
Vessels issued an All Areas Limited Access Herring Permit and/or an Area 2 and 3 Limited Access 
Herring Permit and on a declared herring trip, regardless of gear or area fished, and or a vessel issued a 
Limited Access Incidental Catch Herring Permit and/or an Open Access Herring Permit that fished with 
midwater trawl gear are prohibited from discarding haddock at sea.  Herring processors and dealers are 
required to separate out, and retain such haddock for at least 12 hours for inspection by authorized NMFS 
officers.  These vessels can also possess and land up to 100 lb. of other NE multispecies.  However, 
haddock or other NE multispecies separated from the herring catch may not be sold, purchased, received, 
traded, bartered, or transferred, or attempted to be sold, purchased, received, traded, bartered, or 
transferred for, or intended for, human consumption.  
 
Groundfish Alternative 2 – Pre-Closed Area I Provisions 

Under this alternative, criteria for midwater trawl vessel access to the groundfish closed areas would be 
based on provisions prior to the implementation of the Closed Area I rule.  Herring midwater trawl 
vessels would be allowed to access all of the year-round groundfish closed areas without further 
limitations (the haddock catch cap and 100-pound multispecies possession limit would still apply). 
 
Vessels issued a Federal herring permit would no longer be required to give 72 hours’ notice before 
beginning a trip to the NMFS observer program, and would no longer be required to carry a NMFS-
approved observer in order to fish in Closed Area I.  In addition, there would no longer be any 
requirements for fish caught using midwater trawl gear to be brought on board the vessel and be sampled 
by an observer.   
 
Vessels issued an All Areas Limited Access Herring Permit and/or an Area 2 and 3 Limited Access 
Herring Permit and on a declared herring trip, regardless of gear or area fished, and or a vessel issued a 
Limited Access Incidental Catch Herring Permit and/or an Open Access Herring Permit that fished with 
midwater trawl gear are still prohibited from discarding haddock at sea.  Herring processors and dealers 
are required to separate out, and retain such haddock for at least 12 hours for inspection by authorized 
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NMFS officers.  These vessels can also still possess and land up to 100 lb of other NE multispecies.  
However, haddock or other NE multispecies separated from the herring catch may not be sold, purchased, 
received, traded, bartered, or transferred, or attempted to be sold, purchased, received, traded, bartered, or 
transferred for, or intended for, human consumption. 
 
Because this alternative implements less restrictive management measures than current provisions, 
implementing this measure would require action under the Multispecies FMP, so Amendment 5 would 
need to serve as a joint groundfish action (Framework Adjustment to the Multispecies FMP). 
 

3.4.2 Groundfish Alternative 3: 100% Observer Coverage 
This option would require herring midwater trawl (single and paired) vessels to carry a NMFS-approved 
observer on board on any trip in the groundfish year-round closed areas. 
 
Midwater trawl vessels subject to this measure would be required to carry a NMFS-approved observer on 
any trip where fishing may occur in the year-round multispecies closed areas.  Vessels would be required 
to indicate their intention to fish in the multispecies closed areas when scheduling an observer through the 
pre-trip notification system.  To ensure 100% coverage, vessels would be prohibited from fishing in the 
closed areas without a NMFS-approved observer on board. 
 
The Closed Area I sampling provisions (based on the November 30, 2010 Rule for the Closed Area I 
provisions (CFR §648.80)) and haddock catch cap/Framework 46 provisions would continue to apply 
under this alternative. 
 

3.4.3 Groundfish Alternative 4: Apply Closed Area I Provisions 
This alternative would apply the current provisions for midwater trawl vessels in Closed Area I to all of 
the groundfish year-round closed areas, based on the November 30, 2010 Rule for the Closed Area I 
provisions (CFR §648.80).  Under this alternative, the following provisions would apply to midwater 
trawl (single and paired) vessels fishing in the groundfish year-round closed areas on any trips with a 
NMFS-approved observer on board (options for levels of observer coverage in the year-round groundfish 
closed areas are described below): 
 
• When fishing in a groundfish year-round closed areas with a NMFS-approved observer on board, 

midwater trawl vessels would be required to pump aboard all fish from the net for inspection and 
sampling by the observer.  Vessels that do not pump fish would be required to bring all fish aboard 
the vessel for inspection and sampling by the observer.  Unless specific conditions are met (see 
below), vessels would be prohibited from releasing fish from the net, transferring fish to another 
vessel that is not carrying a NMFS-approved observer, or otherwise discarding fish at sea, unless the 
fish have first been brought aboard the vessel and made available for sampling and inspection by the 
observer. 

• Vessels may make short test tows in the area to check the abundance of target and bycatch species 
without pumping the fish on board if the net is reset without releasing the contents of the test tow.  In 
this circumstance, catch from the test tow would remain in the net and would be available to the 
observer to sample when the subsequent tow is pumped out. 

• Fish that have not been pumped aboard may be released if the vessel operator finds that: 

1. pumping the catch could compromise the safety of the vessel; 
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2. mechanical failure precludes bringing some or all of the catch aboard the vessel; or 

3. spiny dogfish have clogged the pump and consequently prevent pumping of the rest of the catch. 

• If the net is released for any of the reasons stated above, the vessel operator would be required to 
complete and sign a Released Catch Affidavit providing information about where, when, and why the 
net was released, as well as a good-faith estimate of the total weight of fish caught on the tow and 
weight of fish released.  The Released Catch Affidavit must be submitted within 48 hours of 
completion of the fishing trip. 

• Following the release of the net for one of the three exemptions specified above, the vessel would be 
required to exit the groundfish year-round closed area.  The vessel may continue to fish but may not 
fish in the groundfish year-round closed area for the remainder of the trip. 

 
Groundfish Option 4A Require 100% Observer Coverage: Under this alternative/option, midwater trawl 
(single and paired) vessels would be required to carry a NMFS-approved observer on all trips where 
fishing may occur in the groundfish year-round closed areas.  Vessels would be required to indicate their 
intention to fish in the groundfish year-round closed areas when scheduling a NMFS-approved observer 
through the pre-trip notification system.  To ensure 100% coverage, midwater trawl vessels would be 
prohibited from fishing in the groundfish year-round closed areas without a NMFS-approved observer on 
board.  The sampling provisions described above would apply on all trips in the year-round closed areas 
since 100% observer coverage in these areas would be required. 
 
Groundfish Option 4B Less Than 100% Observer Coverage: Under this alternative/option, observer 
coverage would be distributed on limited access herring vessels based on the provisions in Amendment 5 
(see alternatives in Section 3.2.1).  Midwater trawl vessels would be required to indicate their intention to 
fish in the groundfish year-round closed areas when scheduling a NMFS-approved observer through the 
pre-trip notification system but would not be prohibited from fishing in the groundfish year-round closed 
areas if an observer is not deployed (with the exception of Closed Area I).  The sampling provisions 
described above would apply on all trips in the year-round closed areas with a NMFS-approved observer 
on board. 
 

3.4.4 Groundfish Alternative 5: Closed Areas 
This alternative closes the year-round groundfish closed areas to midwater trawl vessels participating in 
the herring fishery.  Under this alternative, access to groundfish closed areas by midwater trawl vessels 
(single and paired) that are not declared out of the fishery (DOF) would be prohibited except with an 
experimental fishing permit (EFP). 
 
The Council would strongly endorse experimental fisheries in the groundfish closed areas that include 
some or all the following provisions: 
• Full observer coverage (one or more NMFS-approved observers per vessel, as necessary to ensure 

that every haul is observed) 
• Electronic monitoring systems to augment observer data 

o Tow characteristics (i.e., total catch, GPS, height of foot-rope) 
o Video record of catch pre-sorted on deck for observer analysis 

• Possible additional elements of EFP for groundfish closed area access 
o Pair trawling in closed areas prohibited 
o No more than 20 midwater trawl trips per closed area per fishing year 
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o Fishing with net foot-rope less than 20 feet off the bottom prohibited 
o Monitoring protocols including mandatory reporting of vessel electronics information and 

shoreside gear inspections to determine the depth fished by midwater trawl gear and whether 
contact with the bottom has occurred 

o Groundfish bycatch triggers exclude vessels from access to the closed areas  
 Groundfish bycatch is detected in an amount greater than 100 pounds for any vessel trip – 

all midwater trawling in such closed area suspended for a minimum of 48 hours 
 Overfished stock – Regional Administrator determines bycatch to be 0.1% of TAC for 

stock – one year exclusion 
 Other groundfish – Regional Administrator determines bycatch to be 0.5% of TAC for 

stock – one year exclusion 
 
 

3.5 ADDITIONAL MEASURES THAT CAN BE IMPLEMENTED THROUGH A 
FRAMEWORK ADJUSTMENT TO THE HERRING FMP 

This section will be developed for the Final Amendment 5 EIS document. 
 
 

3.6 MANAGEMENT MEASURES CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED 
The management alternatives under consideration in Amendment 5 have been developed by the Council, 
Herring Committee, Herring Advisory Panel, and Herring PDT from June 2008 (after scoping) until 
January 2011, when the Council approved the management alternatives for inclusion in the Draft EIS.  
Many different approaches were considered during this process, and the Council reviewed ideas and 
proposals developed by the AP, herring industry participants, and other interested members of the public.  
Development of the management alternatives proposed in this amendment was an iterative public process, 
during which several measures were eliminated from further consideration at this time.  Those that were 
eliminated from further consideration are discussed below, along with the Council’s rationale for 
eliminating them at this time. 
 
It is important to note that although the measures described in this section have been eliminated from 
further consideration in Amendment 5, the Council may reconsider any of them in a future action for 
Atlantic herring.  In some cases, details and preliminary analyses have already been conducted, making 
reconsideration of these measures in the future less burdensome prospect. 
 

3.6.1 Measures to Address Quota Monitoring and Reporting 
During development of Amendment 5 the Council two measures to address VMS reporting were 
removed; the first being a measure that would have required VMS reporting for every offload and transfer 
that occurred for limited access herring vessels possessing Category A, B, and C permits.  The measure 
was considered to be unnecessarily burdensome and/or complicated, and at this time, options remain 
under consideration in the document for either daily reporting or trip-level reporting.  The second measure 
considered would have required VMS on all carrier vessels greater than a certain size in length, for 
declaration purposes when they may be engaged in herring carrying activities.  Information presented by 
the PDT, however, as well as the other options under consideration, suggests that this measure may not be 
necessary.  A “dual option” was created to address this issue; the dual option would allow carriers to 
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operate under status quo requirements (LOA) or use VMS to declare their activities and exempt 
themselves from the restrictions in the LOA. 
 
The Council also considered and rejected two measures that would have addressed vessel to vessel 
transfers of Atlantic herring. In combination with measures still being considered in this amendment, the 
first measure that was rejected would have addressed transfer at sea provisions for Category D (Open 
Access) vessels by allowing vessels with open access Category D permits to transfer herring at sea, with 
provisions. The measure was rejected because the intent was not clear, nor was it clear how possession 
limits could be enforced.  It was also considered to be status quo for the vessels under consideration.  The 
other measure would have restricted transfers at sea (as defined in this amendment) to only be allowed on 
trips with a NMFS-approved observer on board.  This measure was initially proposed by the NERO staff 
and was not supported by the Herring Committee. 
 
There was also an option considered that would have created two open access permits for herring, one for 
all management areas, and another for Areas 2/3 only.  The first permit would have adapted the current 
provisions for a Category D permit; the second would have been a new open access incidental catch 
permit that would have restricted fishing to Areas 2/3 only and allowed a 25 mt possession limit for 
herring for one landing per calendar day.  This measure was rejected for consistency with corresponding 
mackerel measures with the MAFMC and to avoid complications with the many vessels that may be 
involved. 
 
The Council also considered two alternatives to modify the current ACL/sub-ACL monitoring program 
for the Atlantic herring fishery, which were subsequently removed.  The intent of the alternatives was to 
improve reporting compliance and the accuracy and timeliness of ACL/sub-ACL monitoring information.  
 
Under the first alternative, ACLs and sub-ACLs would continue to be monitored through the Interactive 
Voice Response (IVR) reporting system, but the system would have been modified. In the first option 
under the first alternative, all limited access permit holders (Category A, B, and C) would have been 
required to submit an Atlantic herring catch report via the IVR system on a trip-by-trip basis, and there 
were four sub-options total.  Two sub-options offered differing deadlines for reporting; within 24 hours or 
6 hours of each offload or prior to starting the next fishing trip, whichever was less.  The other two sub-
options would have required that either open access permit holders (Category D) or open access permit 
holders that possess a Letter of Authorization (LOA) to transfer Atlantic herring at sea would be required 
to submit an Atlantic herring catch report via the IVR system on a trip-by-trip basis for any trips on which 
herring was caught (landed or discarded).  The second option under the first alternative would have 
changed the IVR weekly reporting deadlines from Tuesday at midnight (current) to Sunday at midnight in 
order to provide better lead time for projections and management area closures. 
 
The second alternative would have eliminated IVR call-in program and instead required VMS for catch 
reporting and quota monitoring for the purposes of monitoring the ACLs/sub-ACLs in the herring fishery.  
Two reporting requirements for the newly required VMS reporting were available in options under the 
alternative.  The first option would have required daily VMS reporting, and the second option would have 
required a trip by trip reporting of Atlantic herring catch and discards.  Both options would have applied 
to limited access herring vessels (Category A, B, and C) and would have required reporting the same 
information but on a different timescale. 
 
The two alternatives to modify the current ACL/sub-ACL monitoring program for the Atlantic herring 
fishery were removed from consideration on September 8, 2011 when NMFS published the Final Rule in 
which new notification and reporting requirements for the Atlantic herring fishery were established.  The 
new rules eliminated the need for the Council to further consider VMS catch reporting and/or 
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modifications to the IVR reporting system in this amendment.  The NMFS rule includes the following 
reporting provisions: 

• Elimination of the weekly IVR reporting for limited access herring vessels (Category A/B/C) and 
implementation of the daily VMS catch reporting for all of these boats; 

• Incorporation of all open access (Category D) vessels into a weekly IVR catch reporting program (not 
just those catching 2,000 pounds or more herring in a week); and  

• Requirement for weekly VTRs from all herring vessels (instead of monthly).  
 

3.6.2 Measures To Address Maximized Retention 
The Committee/Council considered several different approaches to developing a maximized retention 
program for the herring fishery during the development of Amendment 5.  After encountering many 
challenges with the options considered underneath it, however, the main alternative was eliminated from 
consideration.  The alternative would have applied maximized retention for the limited access herring 
fishery (Categories A, B, and C). 
 
Many of the challenges with the options included addressing the species to which the maximized 
retention program would apply, how non-permitted/unmarketable landings would be handled, how 
compliance with MR provisions would be verified, and whether or not the MR program would be phased-
in to the fishery.  More specifically, the options which were considered but rejected include: 

• Two options that addressed the species to which maximized retention applies, one of which would 
have maximized the retention of all species, and another which considered species-based maximized 
retention. Under the first option, the vast majority of catch of all species on vessels would have been 
subject to MR provisions would be landed with two exceptions, and discarding at-sea would have 
been prohibited.  Under the second option the Council would have selected the species to which MR 
provisions would apply from a list.  

• Three options that addressed the likely requirement of landing certain species for which herring 
vessels have landing limits or are not currently permitted to land at all, along with fish that may not 
have been be marketable.  Non-permitted landings would have included species for which a vessel is 
not permitted or authorized to land, landings for species that exceed trip limits or quotas and/or 
landings for species that are bigger/smaller than current size restrictions.  All three options were 
determined to be too difficult to implement due to challenging species such as river herring, which are 
not allowed to be landed in some states. The options included: 

o An option which would have amended other FMPs and regulations to allow landings, in 
which a number of other Fishery Management Plans would be amended to modify limits or 
prohibitions which might affect herring vessels attempting to participate in a maximized 
retention program.  For instance, the Multispecies FMP would have needed to be amended to 
change landings limits for all other groundfish species except haddock, which has a separate, 
fishery-wide cap.  The complications associated with the measure, such as jurisdictional 
overlap which may occur for species managed by the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management 
Council and Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC), and MAFMC and 
ASMFC, made this option too difficult to be considered feasible. 

o An option that would have required non-permitted/unmarketable catch to be treated in the 
same manner as haddock that is landed under the catch cap for the herring fishery, established 
in Framework 43 to the Multispecies FMP.  The provisions for landing haddock under the 
cap include a prohibition for herring vessels from discarding haddock that has been brought 
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on deck or pumped into the fish hold, a prohibition on herring vessels from selling haddock 
for human consumption, a prohibition for herring dealers from purchasing haddock from 
herring vessels for human consumption, and a requirement for herring processors to cull and 
report all haddock and to retain such haddock for 12 hours for inspection by enforcement 
officials.  The option did not address regulatory issues associated with landing species above 
trip limits, quotas, and/or species for which the vessel is not permitted, and was therefore 
rejected from consideration. 

o An option that would have required that vessels landing non-permitted catch under a 
maximized retention program be responsible for disposing of that catch once it is landed and 
documented (through reporting, portside sampling, etc.).  Herring dealers and processors 
would have been required to separate, report, retain, and make available for inspection for 12 
hours, all prohibited/non-marketable species in order to facilitate monitoring and enforcement 
of the maximized retention provisions, and it would have required that law enforcement 
officials be given access to inspect the culled/sorted catch.  The option did not address 
regulatory issues associated with landing species above trip limits, quotas, and/or species for 
which the vessel is not permitted and was therefore rejected from consideration. 

• Three options that would have verified compliance with the maximized retention provisions, 
including the option to require video-based electronic monitoring (VBEM), a VBEM/Observer hybrid 
option, and a <100% verification coverage option.  The option to require VBEM would have required 
video-based electronic monitoring equipment to ensure compliance with MR provisions if such 
provisions are established in Amendment 5.  Portside samplers would have certified and reported the 
weight and species composition of each landing which would have been compiled, audited, and 
summarized, and VBEM data would have been checked subsequently to reconcile landings against 
fishing activity to verify compliance with maximized retention requirements.  Under the 
VBEM/Observer hybrid option a combination of VBEM and monitoring by at-sea observers would 
have been used to verify maximized retention.  Potential sub-options could have included allowing 
industry to choose which verification vector to employ.  Under the <100% verification coverage 
option, verification of maximized retention would not occur 100% of the time, and self-reporting 
would be relied upon for assurances that landed weight is equal to catch.  These options were 
considered to be under-developed and infeasible due to difficulties in implementation.  

• Three options that would have phased-in the implementation of maximized retention.  The first would 
have been a temporal phase-in of MR provisions over two to four years, which would have included a 
gradual but steady reduction in the amount of at-sea discarding that is permitted.  The second would 
have implemented a spatial phase-in of MR provisions, in which bycatch “hotspots” (for example, 
areas with river herring bycatch or groundfish closed areas) would have required maximized 
retention.  Areas could be added/modified as additional data become available.  The third option 
would have implemented a gradual phase-in of VBEM as the verification system for MR through 
pilot programs.  These options were considered to be under-developed and infeasible due to 
difficulties in implementation. 

• Two options that would have addressed non-permitted catch under maximized retention.  

o The first option would have required modified maximized retention, in which VBEM would 
be used to monitor minimal at-sea discards.  Modifications to the at-sea components of a 
CMCP would have specified that any at-sea discards must be disposed of through a 
designated discard chute with monitoring through an additional camera close enough in range 
to distinguish species, and wide-angle deck-wide and rail-area cameras would have 
monitored pre-sorting, and imagery analysis would have been conducted.  The option could 
have been applied for specific species for which no regulatory relief is possible and certain 
prohibited species, for instance marine mammals or birds.  Two concerns were raised with 
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this measure.  The first concern was that current technology may not be able to accomplish 
the objectives of the measure, as it has not been tested in the fishery.  The second was vessels 
would discard the non-permitted species if the electronic monitoring technology was on 
board. It was therefore considered not feasible at the time of the amendment. 

o The second option would have implemented landings caps by allowing the landing of non-
permitted catch (for species to which maximized retention applies), including in excess of 
current trip limits, with such landings subject to the appropriate landings caps.  Landings caps 
for each species subject to maximized retention provisions would have been set annually by 
the Council based on either available observer and portside sampling data which would have 
documented bycatch of the species in question by herring vessels subject to maximized 
retention and would have been expanded upwards to account for expected effort in the fishery 
during the upcoming fishing year, or another option that was TBD.  Once landed, the fish 
would have been counted against the landings cap and either haddock catch cap provisions 
would have applied to the sale of the catch that counts towards a landings cap, or the vessel 
would have been able to sell the fish to any dealer with a federal permit for the species in 
question.  When the first species-based landings cap is reached, the directed fishery for 
Atlantic herring would have closed, and all vessels would have been limited to a possession 
limit of 2,000 pounds in all management areas.  Both NERO and NEFMC staff expressed 
concerns that the measures above do not address regulatory issues associated with landing 
non-permitted species.  The capping of landings and closing the fishery when the cap is 
reached also seemed somewhat inconsistent with the intent of a maximized retention 
program. 

• Two options that would have verified compliance with maximized retention.  The first would have 
utilized 100% Verification by At-Sea Observers; under the option, NMFS-approved observers would 
have certified compliance with maximized retention requirements and sampled any at-sea discards 
that did take place, but the vast majority of catch sampling would have been done dockside, as would 
the certified weighing or certified volumetric estimation of landed weight.  This option was 
considered infeasible.  Under the second, the Council would have developed standards and 
management measures to ensure compliance with maximized retention provisions.  These standards 
would have been implemented in Amendment 5 and would have applied to all Category A and B 
vessels.  This measure was carried over from one of the stakeholder proposals and is redundant, given 
the other options under consideration in the document. 

Maximized retention across the fishery was ultimately placed in this considered but rejected section due 
to the complexity of the implementation issues with the various options listed above.  Many of the species 
that would have been retained under these measures are managed under other FMPs or other management 
bodies (such as the MAFMC or NMFS for those species that are considered protected resources).  The 
NMFS staff raised concerns about the difficulty in having to amend multiple FMPs to address these 
measures, as well as create a manner in which species could be retained despite their prohibition from 
being landed. 
 

3.6.3 Measures to Address Portside Sampling 
The Herring Committee/Council considered several different approaches to developing a portside 
sampling program for the herring fishery during the development of Amendment 5, all of which were 
eliminated by the January 2011 Council meeting.  During the January 2011 meeting, the Council voted to 
remove the remaining portions of the Measures to Address Portside Sampling in favor of the proposed 
requirement for dealers to weigh all fish.  
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One of the options that was originally considered would have achieved Council-identified priority target 
levels of precision using a combination of at-sea and dockside sampling; however, the details of this 
option remained unclear during the development of the amendment.  Different approaches would have 
been used to determine coverage levels for at-sea monitoring and portside sampling based on the 
objectives of both programs.  Further analysis by the Herring PDT, however, indicated that the two 
programs could not be combined at the time and that the data generated by the two programs are not 
additive, and that different approaches should be used to determine coverage levels for at-sea monitoring 
and portside sampling based on the objectives of both programs. 
 
One set of options addressed coverage levels for the portside sampling program.  One option would have 
required <100% portside monitoring coverage without extrapolation, which would have meant that the 
coverage rate and coverage design would not have allowed for the extrapolation of observed landings 
across the entire fleet such that unobserved landings had a bycatch rate applied.  Another option would 
have required a coverage level equal to the SBRM coverage.  Another option would have required a 
coverage level to meet council priorities which would have entailed a 30% CV on catch/bycatch estimates 
for Atlantic herring and haddock, and a 20% CV on catch/bycatch estimates for river herring.  In that 
option NMFS would have determined levels of coverage for portside sampling based on the level of 
observer coverage and the expected CVs that would result from the observer estimates, and portside 
sampling data would supplement the observer data.  This option was considered in the context of 
developing a combination portside/at-sea sampling program.  Further analysis by the Herring PDT 
indicated that the two programs could not be combined at this time and that the data generated by the two 
programs are not additive.  Different approaches should be used to determine coverage levels for at-sea 
monitoring and portside sampling based on the objectives of both programs.  Options were also 
considered to set portside sampling coverage less than 100% with extrapolation of bycatch estimates to 
the entire fishery.  When the PDT expressed concern about requiring extrapolation, given the current 
variability associated with the data, the Herring Committee agreed that alternate approaches should be 
considered for portside sampling coverage levels, which were eventually rejected when the portside 
sampling program was removed from consideration. 
 
Another set of options would have addressed the determination of qualified service providers for the 
portside sampling program.  One of the options would have standardized the existing state portside 
sampling programs and incorporate them into the proposed action by certifying them as approved portside 
sampling program (PSP) vendors.  Another would have implemented immediate or phased-in use of 
NEFOP observers as portside samplers for the proposed action, which would have essentially certified the 
NEFOP as a PSP vendor.  A different option was to implement a single-service provider plan for PSP 
operations which could not be covered by shore-based observers employed by state or federal agencies.  
The final option addressing service providers would have implemented a multi-service provider plan for 
PSP operations which cannot be covered by shore-based observers employed by state or federal agencies.  
These four options were rejected when the decision was made to have this amendment be consistent with 
other FMPs, such as Scallops and Groundfish, by allowing multiple service providers. When the portside 
sampling program was removed by the Council, the multiple service provider requirements were no 
longer needed for the portside sampling program portion of the Amendment.  These were similar to other 
FMPs except that Amendment 5 would have authorized the ASMFC States (ME-NJ) as approved service 
providers for Federal portside sampling programs. 
 
As part of the portside sampling program, the Council considered several alternatives to verify catch 
estimates through a third party.  The alternatives to confirm the accuracy of self-reported catch that were 
considered but rejected are described below. 
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The Committee/Council considered a set of alternatives that would have addressed the accuracy of self-
reporting in the fishery using scales.  A few of the options would have required the weighing of dealer 
trucks and/or transport vehicles as a condition of possessing a Federal dealer permit for Atlantic herring.  
The trucks would have been weighed either annually or before being loaded with herring as a baseline 
weight, and again after being loaded.  The total weight of herring would have been calculated as the 
difference of the two weights and reported to the NMFS.  The option would have required that all weights 
be taken by a Licensed Weighmaster, that the scale be inspected regularly, that any trucks utilizing 
containers on flatbed trucks have the containers present at the initial weighing, and that the required 
paperwork be present when needed at the weighing.  
 
The options differed in the location and ownership of the scales that would have weighed the trucks 
and/or transport vehicles.  The first option would have required the installation and use of the truck scales 
in all ports.  This measure was considered infeasible due to the need for land, manipulation of lands, and 
structures needed to install the truck scale, as well as the financial implications.  The second measure, 
which would have installed truck scales in specified ports, was also considered infeasible for the same 
reasons.  The third option would have required the use of pre-existing scales owned by various parties in 
locations close to the ports of landing. This option was rejected for several reasons, including objections 
from the RO regarding the feasibility of the measure at that level and similar objections from the 
Advisory Panel regarding the cost and complications to the herring offloading and transport process.  The 
measure also appeared to fail in support the goals of the catch monitoring program as it is established in 
this amendment.  
 
Another option to address the accuracy of self-reporting option would have required flow scales and their 
use on herring vessels as a condition of possessing the limited access permit for limited access Category 
A, B, and C vessels, as well as herring carrier vessels.  Flow scales are used in conveyor systems where 
there is a continuous flow of material, such as herring.  Flow scales determine an accurate weight of total 
landings using a weight sensor that the fish pass over as they move down the conveyor belt.  The option 
would have required accordance with a NMFS list of approved scale models, initial and annual 
inspections for all scales, daily at-sea scale tests, scale maintenance, retention of daily printed reports 
from the scales, and scale location on each vessel.  This measure was rejected primarily due to the initial 
cost of the scales combined with the difficulty and cost in maintaining the scales thereafter. Although the 
scales have been used in the Fisheries of the Exclusive Economic Zone of Alaska, the Committee/Council 
considered that those fisheries operated differently and were subject to 100% observer coverage.  Similar 
to the weighing of trucks and/or transport vehicles, the measure also appeared to fail in support the goals 
of the catch monitoring program as it is established in this amendment.  For additional detailed 
information on the difficulties faced in implementing the use of flow scales and truck scales in the fishery, 
see the Council Staff discussion document (Appendix I, Volume II) entitled “Potential Applicability of 
Flow Scales, Hopper Scales, Truck Scales and Volumetric Measurement in the Atlantic Herring Fishery.” 
 
In later drafts of the document, one alternative that was considered but rejected would have required the 
sealing and certification of vessel fish holds or the use of standard fish totes, depending on the option, to 
verify self-reporting.  If the first option under the alternative had been chosen, it would have required that 
herring Limited Access Category A and B vessels and all herring carrier vessels seal and certify the 
volume of their fish holds using an accredited party such as the State Sealer of Weights and Measures.  
An independent third party from the portside sampling program would have then been required to conduct 
a “sounding” process, by which the sampler drops either a small weight connected to the end of a tape 
measure or similar device into the hold until it settles on top of the fish to obtain a more accurate estimate 
of catch.  Under the second option Limited Access Category C vessels would have been required to do 
one of two sub-options.  The first sub-option offered the vessel to either certify the volume of their fish 
holds (as was described for Category A/B vessels and carriers) or keep all herring stored independently if 
the vessel does not utilize a pump.  The second sub-option would have required vessels to hold all herring 
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caught in standard sized fish totes on all fishing trips.  Weight verification of landings would have been 
conducted by an independent third-party as a part of the portside sampling program, as described for the 
first sub-option if the sealing and certification was chosen, or by a count of the standard fish totes which 
would then be multiplied by the number of totes to achieve weight verification under the second sub-
option.  The other alternative considered in later drafts of the document would have required herring 
dealers to have transport trucks sealed and certified, as well as had third party verification of resulting 
measurements in connection with the portside sampling program, similar to the first option under the first 
alternative. 
 
When the portside sampling program was removed from consideration by the Council, it had been 
clarified from its original form.  The sampling design was to be specified by NOAA Fisheries (through 
the NEFSC), in consultation with the Herring PDT, Council, and ASMFC, on an annual basis based on 
Council priorities set in Amendment 5.  Approved portside sampling program service providers NOAA 
Fisheries would have worked together to ensure that vessels were met by samplers when specified by the 
priorities.  The portside sampling and trip selection priorities were focused on sampling those offloads 
that had at-sea observers aboard or those which were subject to catch caps, collecting information for 
stock assessments including spawning condition, and on sampling trips that occurred in river herring 
monitoring/avoidance areas and groundfish closed areas.  It had four options for target coverage levels 
(10%, 25%, 50%, and 100%) and the sampling protocol methods had been outlined for processing plants, 
the commercial catch sampling (for assessment purposes) as well as for whenever possible. 
 
As was stated previously, the portside sampling program was ultimately removed from the document in 
favor of a requirement for dealers to weigh all fish.  This removal was prompted in part by concern from 
the NMFS about the resources that were available to aid in the creation and running of a portside 
sampling program.  Despite the potential options in the document in which the industry (vessels, dealers, 
or both) would provide the funding, the resources needed by NMFS to aid in the effort were limited, and 
the potential for the program to fail existed if the funding was insufficient, or if it were to become 
insufficient in the future. 
 
 

3.6.4 Options to Maximize Sampling and Address Net Slippage 
During the development of the Amendment 5 catch monitoring program, several additional options were 
considered to maximize sampling by NMFS-approved observers and address net slippage.  Three options 
were eliminated from further consideration for maximizing sampling and three for addressing net 
slippage. 
 
One of the options to maximize sampling would have been an interruption prohibition, in which the 
removal of the pump from the codend once pumping has been initiated would have been prohibited unless 
the vessel was able to lift the net from the water and demonstrate in a visible way that the codend was 
either empty or was re-pursed before being placed back in the water.  This measure was deemed to be 
infeasible for many operations.  The second option would have required vessels to lift the codend from 
the water to visibly demonstrate that it was empty prior to re-setting the net, but was also deemed to be 
infeasible for many operations.  The third option would have been to determine (and apply) minimum 
portion of a slipped catch that would be required to be pumped on board a vessel to ensure complete 
sampling.  If a minimum portion/threshold could have been determined, then the measure would have 
required sampling at that level for any slipped tows.  The Herring PDT expressed concern about the 
feasibility of this measure because it was not clear how a percentage could be determined to ensure 
complete sampling from a slipped catch without further research and investigation, and the measure was 
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not clear in its intentions.  The PDT advised that fish may stratify in the net if it sits for any length of 
time, and that a study was needed to determine the appropriate percentages.  
 
As for measures to address net slippage, the first option would have set slippage caps, and 
Committee/Council considered and rejected a series of sub-options under that option, with the intent to 
better account for and minimize slippage events.  Slippage caps would have been set annually by the 
Council for the entire fishery, and deductions would have been made based on slippage events 
documented by either a NMFS-approved observer or an adequate monitoring mechanism (VBEM, for 
example) in recent years.  When the slippage cap was reached, the directed herring fishery in all 
management areas would have closed, and all vessels would have been limited to 2,000 pounds of 
herring.  A series of sub-options could have been applied to this measure: 

• Available information about slippage from observer data could have been expanded upwards to 
account for expected effort in the fishery during the upcoming fishing year. 

• Available information about slippage from observer data could have been expanded upwards to 
account for expected effort in the fishery during the upcoming fishing year.  The cap would have then 
been adjusted downwards based on the expected level of observer coverage for the upcoming fishing 
year (similar to the Framework 43 approach for setting the haddock catch cap). 

• Available information about slippage could have been used to estimate the number of slippage events 
that may have been expected to occur across the fishery in the upcoming fishing year.  An average 
estimate of slipped catch (based on observations in recent years) would have been applied to the 
number of slippage events to generate a total slippage cap. 

• A sub-option that could have gradually reduced the slippage cap over time under any of the 
approaches described above for setting the cap (would have applied to all sub-options above). 

• A deduction from the slippage cap that would have occurred every time a slippage event was 
documented by either a NMFS-approved observer or an adequate monitoring mechanism (VBEM, for 
example).  When the slippage cap was reached, the directed herring fishery in all management areas 
would have closed, and all vessels would have been limited to 2,000 pounds of herring. 

• An assumed tonnage for each slippage event would have been applied against an overall cap on 
slippage in the fishery under this sub-option.  The assumed amount deducted for each slippage event 
would have been set at the current best estimate for the average tow in the fishery (approximately 65 
mt).  When the slippage cap was reached, the directed herring fishery in all management areas would 
have closed, and all vessels would have been limited to 2,000 pounds of herring. 

• An estimated tonnage for each detected slippage event would be applied against an overall tonnage 
cap on slippage in the fishery under this sub-option.  The estimated amount would have been based 
on an independent measure of the total weight of the slipped discards.  Captain’s estimates would not 
have been accepted.  Therefore, this option have been only be practical in cases in which the VBEM 
dataset provided a clear and acceptable estimate of weight, or in which the vessel had additional EM 
technology such as catch-weight sensors in the CMCP, or in which a NMFS-approved observer 
happened to be aboard. Under this option, slippage events for which additional information to 
estimate slipped catch was not available from a third party would have been subject to the assumed 
tonnage application described in the option above.  When the slippage cap was reached, the directed 
herring fishery in all management areas would have been closed, and all vessels would have been 
limited to 2,000 pounds of herring. 
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In general the Herring PDT did not support the establishment of slippage caps at the time of development 
and recommended that the measures be implemented through a framework adjustment in the future, as no 
statistically valid approach was in existence for estimating slippage or a slippage cap at that time.  Some 
concerns from the Herring PDT include the worry that a slippage cap would only address a small 
proportion of “released catch” events and may be relatively ineffectual at motivating the herring fishery to 
take greater care to avoid non-target species; that developing a statistically valid method that addresses 
these issues may require months or years and involve resources beyond those immediately available to the 
Herring PDT; that due to the expansion of the estimate of total slippage in the herring fishery from 
sampled slippage events collected by observers to the entire fishery, the resulting estimates will have 
some amount of error associated with them, the extent of which is unknown; and that the population level 
effects of slippage events are currently unknown, and the measure would therefore have an unknown 
relationship to total mortality for the herring complex. 
 
Two other options that the Council/Committee considered for addressing net slippage would have 
implemented species specific landing caps.  The first option would have applied assumed slippage event 
tonnage against species-specific slippage caps, and the second option would have applied estimated 
slippage event tonnage against species-specific slippage caps.  Under both options, individual species-
specific slippage caps would be set annually by the Council for each species identified for maximized 
retention, and the individual species slippage caps would be set at biologically-appropriate levels with 
consideration of economic and other concerns of all other fisheries targeting those species. 
 
An assumed tonnage would have been applied against the herring sub-ACL for the management area in 
which the event occurs, and against each species-specific slippage cap for the first option, but an 
estimated tonnage would have applied for the second option.  Under the first option, the assumed amount 
would have been set based on the current best estimate for the average tow in the fishery.  Under the 
second option, the estimated amount would be based on some independent measure of the total weight of 
the slipped catch by species.  Captain’s estimates would not have been accepted.  Therefore, this option 
would have only been practical in cases in which the VBEM dataset provided a clear and acceptable 
estimate of weight, or in which the vessel had additional EM technology such as catch-weight sensors in 
the CMCP, or in which a NMFS-approved observer happened to be aboard.  In both options, when the 
first species-specific slippage cap was reached, the directed herring fishery in all management areas 
would have closed, and all vessels would have been limited to 2,000 pounds of herring. 
 
After further consideration the first option was considered unrealistic based on time and resource 
restraints, and it was recommended that this option be eliminated.  The second option was moved to the 
considered but rejected section because suspected or inferred slippage or discard events would still be 
subject to the assumed tonnage application because by definition, no actual data would exist for these 
events. 
 
The Council/Committee also considered two potential consequences for quota or bycatch cap overages. 
Under the first option, if an at-sea discard caused an overage, or an at-sea discard event was 
suspected/inferred based on VBEM data or absence of data, and the event was known or suspected to 
have caused resulted in a quota or bycatch cap overage, then the offending vessel would have been 
suspended from the herring fishery for the following fishing year, and all other vessels would be forced to 
pay back the overage.  The offending vessel also would have been forced to carry an at-sea observer at its 
own expense, in addition to participating in the maximized retention and dockside monitoring program 
under the proposed action, for an additional probationary year.  This option was deemed problematic from 
a legal perspective. Under the second option, vessels would have been required to terminate their trips and 
return to port in the event that slippage event occurs due to the potential to compromise vessel safety 
and/or a mechanical failure.  This option would have been applied on trips where slippage events can be 
documented with certainty (i.e., trips with either a NMFS-approved observer on board or other adequate 
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monitoring mechanism like video technology).  The Committee considered this measure to be punitive, 
and it was not expected to provide incentive to minimize slippage.  The Committee was also concerned 
about the measure’s potential to compromise safety when catch is brought on board in unsafe conditions 
in order to avoid trip termination. 
 

3.6.5 Measures to Require Electronic Monitoring 
The one option that was considered but rejected by the Council/Committee for requiring electronic 
monitoring was a measure that would have required a height or bottom contact sensors on Category A, B, 
and C trawl vessels to determine the amount of bottom contact of trawls during each tow.  Under this 
option members of the midwater and pair trawl and purse seine sectors would have been responsible for 
working with NMFS to develop and test systems that can monitor bottom contact and report this data, via 
VMS or otherwise.  The NERO office expressed concern about this measure, noting that it was not clear 
how the data would be collected or analyzed.  Concerns were also raised by the Committee regarding the 
cost of the equipment and potential contact with the bottom, which could damage or remove it. 
 
 

3.6.6 Measures to Require Catch Monitoring and Control Plans 
During the development of the Amendment 5 catch monitoring alternatives, the Council considered 
measures that would require the industry to design and submit catch monitoring and control plans 
(CMCPs) to NMFS.  CMCPs would have had the standards specified in the amendment which would 
have outline requirements for each CMCP and may have included the following: sorting and weighing all 
landings under the oversight of a portside sampler, notification requirements in advance of a landing, use 
of approved scales or other weighing techniques, provision of safe and convenient access points and 
sampling locations for observers/monitors/samplers, and procedures to ensure that no unobserved pre-
sorting occurs, possibly including details regarding the installation and operation of a video-based 
electronic monitoring (VBEM) system if one is required.  CMCPs would have covered all possible 
offload scenarios, and may have included cooperative arrangements with dealers and/or carriers and/or 
receivers of at-sea transfers (including USAP vessels if necessary and appropriate) or management 
measures to address river herring bycatch could also have been specified in the CMCP. 
 
Options for CMCP provisions that were considered by the Council during the development of 
Amendment 5 include an option that would have determined which sectors of the fishery to which CMCP 
requirements could have applied.  The other option would have defined the required elements of the 
CMCPs, such as an outline of fish handling procedures in detail, an explanation of how independently 
verifiable weight or volumetric conversion would have been attained for all species, an outline of the 
VBEM system to be operated and its installation specifications (if VBEM is a component of the catch 
monitoring program), an outline of the procedures for the portside component, or mandatory verification 
of compliance with maximized retention requirements. 
 
It was intended that individual vessels/entities or groups of vessels/entities could develop/submit CMCPs.  
NMFS would review/approve CMCPs with input from the Council on an annual or semi-annual basis as 
part of the fishery permit renewal procedures.  CMCP options were ultimately rejected from further 
consideration because of concerns expressed by the NMFS Regional Office about lack of clarity/detail in 
the proposed CMCP standards and the possibility of generating numerous different monitoring plans, 
which could cause significant enforcement/compliance problems.  The proposed CMCP provisions 
appeared to be too open-ended and would allow for the potential for many different approaches to 
addressing some issues to be submitted by the industry. 
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3.6.7 Options for Funding 
One alternative for funding the measures in Amendment 5 was to implement a set-aside, which would 
have been administered by mirroring the set-asides operated in other fisheries.  One option under the 
alternative would have been to eliminate the research set-aside and replace it with the catch monitoring 
set-aside, with the sub-option of utilizing the set-aside specifically to fund a portside sampling program.  
Another option was to establish a catch monitoring set-aside in addition to the RSA, with the sub-option 
of utilizing the set-aside specifically to fund a portside sampling program PSP.  A third option was to 
identify catch monitoring as a top priority for the RSA.  

 
The first two options, which would have established a catch monitoring set-aside was rejected because 
NERO had expressed significant concerns about establishing an RSA-type process for funding a catch 
monitoring program.  The NERO concerns were communicated to the Committee: 

• The alternatives proposed in the document to fund catch monitoring through a set-aside are similar to 
the current research set-asides (RSAs).  The RSA process is a competitive grants process 
administered by the Northeast Fisheries Science Center.  Proposals are requested for research, and 
incoming proposals are reviewed and ranked by a technical body.  With competitive grants awarded 
through this process, different entities will apply.  For catch monitoring, it is important to ensure that 
only qualified entities apply, and it would be difficult to ensure a consistent monitoring program with 
multiple entities potentially competing for the available funds in any given year. 

• Available funds to utilize under a catch monitoring set-aside would be limited and uncertain.  Not all 
of the herring quotas are fully utilized.  Set-asides have potential to be utilized only in areas where the 
quota is fully utilized and the fishery closes.  The set-aside, therefore, would be limited to only the 
areas that close regularly (1A and possibly 1B) and could vary in amount from year to year depending 
on the total quota and the percentage selected for the set-aside.  Overall, funds generated from the set-
aside may not be significant. 

• Timing is an important consideration.  For a set-aside process to become effective, there is a one-year 
lag time to generate the funds.  Timing is important for the fishery as well; there have been instances 
with past set-asides where fish were awarded but circumstances prevented those fish from being 
harvested and funds being generated.  There are also substantial vessel costs associated with 
harvesting a set-aside; these costs must be factored into consideration of how much funding a set-
aside could generate. 

• Herring is a relatively low value fish.  The costs of administering a set-aside program and harvesting 
fish under the set-aside may preclude the ability to generate a significant amount of funds. 

 
The third option was sent to the considered but rejected section, but still could be implemented when the 
priorities for the RSA are set; there is no need to specify priorities for the RSA in this amendment.  In 
addition, there are still two options in this amendment which would address the issue in part by 
prioritizing VBEM.  
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3.6.8 Management Measures to Address River Herring Bycatch 
The Committee/Council originally considered measures that would address river herring bycatch in the 
Atlantic herring fishery that would be applied to a series of river herring “hotspots”, which were to be in 
quarter degree square increments. The alternatives considered had two purposes: (1) identifying the river 
herring hotspots (seasonal times and areas); and (2) management measures that will apply in the river 
herring hotspots. 
 
In total there were three alternatives which identified the river herring hotspots. All three alternatives 
utilized a step-wise approach to identifying hotspots, whereby a first group of hotspots are identified 
bimonthly based on observer data from 2005-2009, coined Stage 1. The Stage 2 hotspots were identified 
based on criteria applied to the entire time series of NMFS bottom trawl survey data and an analysis 
method that involved  the probability of occurrence in a tow in that data and a catch intensity measure, 
also in that data. 
 
The Stage 1 hotspots were to be established upon the implementation of Amendment 5, and management 
measures to address river herring bycatch would have applied to the Stage 1 hotspots.  The management 
measures to address river herring bycatch would have applied to the Stage 1 hotspots unless a specified 
trigger is reached, whereby a second group of hotspots, coined Stage 2, would become effective.  If the 
Stage 2 hotspots were triggered, the management measures to address river herring bycatch would have 
applied to both Stage 1 and Stage 2 hotspots for the remainder of the fishing year.  
 
All three alternatives to identify the river herring hotspots only varied from each other in that they 
considered three different amounts of river herring catch in a tow (on an observed “directed herring trip”, 
which meant any trip that caught more than 2,000 pounds of Atlantic herring) that would have triggered 
the Stage 1 and Stage 2 hotspots: 40 pounds, 129 pounds, and 1,233 pounds.  
 
The second set of alternatives that were the management measures to apply to the hotspots would have 
been applied when one of the three previously mentioned triggers were reached.  There were eight 
alternatives that would have applied:  

• A no action alternative, in which catch monitoring would only improve through other actions in 
Amendment 5;  

• An action which would apply management measures in river herring hotspots similar to those for 
herring vessel access to Closed Area 1 based on the Final Rule for the Closed Area 1 provisions, 
published on November 2, 2009; 

• An action the same as the previous, with the with the exception of the requirement for 100% 
observer coverage in the areas;  

• An action that was coined the “move-along” rule, in which vessels would be prohibited to fish 
within a hotspot if the river herring bycatch in any tow within that hotspot were to exceed the 
threshold, with the requirement of 100% observer coverage in the hotspots to monitor river 
herring catch 

o Three thresholds for the move along rules (50 pounds per trip, 500 pounds per trip, and 
2,000 pounds per trip) also considered as options, as well as two move-along closure time 
periods (one or two weeks); 

• An action the same as the previous, with the with the exception of the requirement for 100% 
observer coverage in the areas, and priority was to be placed, to the extent possible, on deploying 
(NEFOP or other NMFS-approved) observers on trips that may fish in the river herring hotspots 
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o The thresholds were only to apply to trips with observers on board; 

• An action in which a bycatch avoidance program would have been implemented through a 
framework adjustment to the FMP, which would have been based on information provided by a 
similar Sustainable Fisheries Coalition Bycatch Avoidance Program once it had been completed, 
including information on the mechanism and process for tracking fleet activity, reporting bycatch 
events, compiling data, and notifying the fleet of changes to the hotspot area(s), the threshold for 
river herring bycatch that would trigger the need for vessels to be alerted and move out of the 
area(s), and the distance and time that vessels would be required to move from the area(s) 

• An action that would have closed the river herring hotspots to fishing unless the vessels could 
have demonstrated river herring bycatch avoidance through catch monitoring and control plans 
(CMCP), in which NMFS would have reviewed/approved CMCPs with input from the Council 
on an annual or semi-annual basis as part of the fishery permit renewal procedure (See Section 
3.6.6 for more information on CMCPs); 

• An action that would have prohibited fishing for herring in Stage 1 River Herring Hotspots, 
removing the ability of vessels to fish for herring in the hotspots, thereby eliminating the need for 
Stage 2 hotspots. 

 
In all eight of the considered measures to apply to the hotspots, transfers at sea would have been 
prohibited within the hotspots, and modifications to those management measures would have been 
allowed through a future framework adjustment to the herring FMP.  There were also two options that 
could have applied to all eight of the measures, one of which would have meant that the measures would 
have applied to only Limited Access Category A, B, and C vessels when on a declared herring trip, and 
the second in which the measures would have applied to all herring vessels (Categories A, B, C, and D). 
 
The Herring PDT was encouraged by the Committee and Council to streamline the alternatives, and the 
PDT agreed that the measures should be ecologically based, simple to understand, enforceable, and 
connected to the other management measures in Amendment 5.  These four criteria had been raised by the 
Committee, Council, and PDT alike as issues with the alternatives as they have been described above.  
The issues were based on concerns that the data did not have the ability to predict what small amounts of 
movement by vessels out of a hotspot would produce, the complexity of the measures and the ability of 
all parties involved to understand them, safety issues that that resulted from the potential for observers to 
become enforcers when having to determine when the river herring triggers had been reached.  
 
A restructuring of the hotspot alternatives was therefore recommended to the Committee by the Herring 
PDT, and the Herring Committee and Council utilized the restructuring in their decisions.  The current 
measures under consideration in this document therefore reflect the outcome of further work on these 
alternatives to improve the measures to address river herring bycatch in the Atlantic herring fishery.  For 
further information on this process and the current measures, see Volume II, Appendix III, entitled 
“Herring PDT Analysis: Development of Measures to Address River Herring Bycatch.” 
 
After the restructuring, the two options for “move-along” rules (one considering 100% observer coverage 
and the considering less than 100% observe coverage) were removed from consideration by the Council.  
The removal was based on several problems that the NERO and Council staff had identified, including a 
significant delay (1-3 weeks) between when the vessel catches the river herring trigger amount and when 
NMFS can close the area where the trigger was located, as the measure would need to be implemented by 
the publication of notification in the Federal Register.  The time-lags were also likely between when river 
herring may be encountered on a trip in an area to when a rule may be implemented to close the “move-
along area”, which in turn could have reduce the effectiveness of the move-along rule and create a 
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significant administrative/regulatory burden. Implementation of multiple move-along rules within the 
same areas and the same time periods was also not likely to be feasible.  Flexibility of the measure was 
also questioned, and the ability of fleets to organize, communicate, and manage its bycatch interactions in 
the most effective manner possible would not have been possible.  For these reasons, the measures were 
removed from consideration. 
 
 

3.6.9 Other Measures Considered but Rejected 
The Committee/Council considered several different approaches to developing measures to establish 
criteria for midwater trawl vessel access to groundfish closed areas during the development of 
Amendment 5.  One of the measures would have required 100% observer coverage for one year as a 
condition to gain further access to the closed areas when a vessel targeting herring in a groundfish closed 
area has regulated groundfish exceeding 1% of the catch of herring.  The vessel would have been denied 
access for one year if the 1% bycatch allowance had been exceeded again.  This measure was rejected 
because of due diligence issues raised by the NMFS Regional Office; if a vessel is able to show that it 
used reasonable care to prevent the offence from occurring, then access cannot be denied.  
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 
The Affected Environment is described in this document based on valued ecosystem components (VECs) 
that are identified specifically for Amendment 5.  The VECs for consideration in Amendment 5 include: 
Atlantic Herring; Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries; Physical Environment and Essential Fish 
Habitat (EFH); Protected Resources; and Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities.  VECs represent 
the resources, areas, and human communities that may be affected by the management measures under 
consideration in this amendment.  VECs are the focus of an EIS since they are the “place” where the 
impacts of management actions are exhibited. 
 
 

4.1 ATLANTIC HERRING 
The NEFMC manages herring under the Atlantic Herring FMP.  The stock is not overfished at this time 
and overfishing is not occurring.  A complete description of the Atlantic herring resource can be found in 
Section 7.1 of the FSEIS for Amendment 1 to the Herring FMP.  Updated information to supplement that 
presented in Amendment 1 can be found in Section 6.1 of the EA for Amendment 4 to the Herring FMP.  
The following subsections update information through 2010 where possible and summarize the stock 
status and recent biological information for Atlantic herring. 
 

4.1.1 Distribution and Life History 
The Atlantic herring, Clupea harengus, is widely distributed in continental shelf waters of the Northeast 
Atlantic, from Labrador to Cape Hatteras. Herring can be found in every major estuary from the northern 
Gulf of Maine to the Chesapeake Bay.  They are most abundant north of Cape Cod and become 
increasingly scarce south of New Jersey (Kelly and Moring 1986) with the largest and oldest fish found in 
the southern most portion of the range (Munro 2002). Adult Atlantic herring are found in shallow inshore 
waters, 20 meters deep, to offshore waters up to 200 meters deep (NEFMC 1999; Munro 2002), but 
seldom migrate to depths more than 50 fathoms (300 ft or 91.4 meters) (Kelly and Moring 1986).  They 
prefer water temperatures of 5o – 9o C (Munro 2002; Zinkevich 1967), but may overwinter at 
temperatures as low as 0o C (Reid et al. 1999).   
 
Spawning occurs in the summer and fall, starting earlier along the eastern Maine coast and southwest 
Nova Scotia (August – September) than in the southwestern Gulf of Maine (early to mid-October in the 
Jeffreys Ledge area) and Georges Bank (as late as November – December; Reid et al. 1999).  Herring are 
synchronous spawners, with mature fish producing eggs once a year.  Male and female herring grow at 
about the same rate and become sexually mature beginning at age -2, with most maturing by age 4 
(O’brien et al. 1993, Munroe 2002).  Growth rates vary greatly from year to year, and to some extent from 
stock to stock, and appear to be influenced by many factors, including temperature, food availability, and 
population size.   
 
In the past, the herring resource along the east coast of the United States was divided into the Gulf of 
Maine and Georges Bank stocks (Anthony and Waring 1980). Currently, however, no methods are 
available to identify stock of origin for fish caught in the mixed stock fishery or during fishery-
independent surveys.  Consequently, herring from the Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank components are 
combined for assessment purposes into a single coastal stock complex.  
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4.1.2 Migration 
In general, Gulf of Maine herring migrate from summer feeding grounds along the Maine coast and on 
Georges Bank to southern New England and Mid-Atlantic areas during winter, with larger individuals 
tending to migrate farther distances. Tagging experiments provide evidence of intermixing of Gulf of 
Maine, Georges Bank, and Scotian Shelf herring during different phases of the annual migration, which is 
described in greater detail in Amendment 1. Below are two more recent tagging projects which provide 
insight into the migration behavior of Atlantic Herring. 
 

4.1.2.1 Maine DMR Tagging Project 
In 2009, the results of the project presented in Amendment 1 were published (Kanwit and Libby, 2009), 
and are summarized below. The results show seasonal movements of Atlantic herring from Southern New 
England in the winter to Nova Scotia in the summer.  
 
Between 2003 and 2006, a total of 85,561 T-bar tags were used to mark herring (Table 5); due to funding, 
however, the tagging did not occur at regular intervals. Herring were tagged in the GOM during the 
summer feeding and spawning period (July-October) and in SNE during the winter feeding period 
(January-April), as these are the times and areas where herring are  assumed to have some residency.  
 
Table 5 Number of Herring Tagged by Year, Spatial and Temporal Strata 2003-2006 

 
Source: Kanwit and Libby, 2009 
 
Commercial purse seine vessels and midwater trawl vessels were used for the initial tagging, and a lottery 
system was used to entice fishermen to return tags. A seeding study was conducted to inform adjustments 
of reporting rates. Time and distance plots were first made with the resulting data, and adjustments for 
fishing effort were made.   
 
Tag returns occurred in a large range from as far North and East as Scots Bay in the Bay of Fundy to as 
far South and West as Hudson Canyon off the New York coast (Figure 25 and Figure 26).  
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Figure 25  Tagging locations (gray dots) and returns (black dots) from Atlantic herring 
released in the GOM during the summer feeding and spawning 

 
Source: Kanwit and Libby, 2009 
 
Figure 26  Tagging locations (gray dots) and returns (black dots) from Atlantic herring 

released in SNE during the winter feeding  

 
Source: Kanwit and Libby, 2009 
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Fish that were tagged aboard purse seine vessels had a significantly different, although small, return rate 
from midwater trawls vessels; fish tagged on purse seine vessels were more likely to be returned. 
 
The tag recoveries showed a clear pattern of short term residency during the summer feeding and 
spawning period, which was then followed by a long distance migration through time.  Most were 
recaptured close to the point of release close to a year later in the GOM (only 6 recoveries were after one 
year at large, however).  In comparison, those tagged in SNE during the winter feeding time period did 
not stay in the area for as long, but were back in the same area quicker than those released in the GOM.  
The fish released in the GOM traveled an average of 134 km with a minimum of 1 km and a maximum of 
684 km; those released in SNE traveled and average of 362 km with a minimum of 2 km and a maximum 
of 1,008 km.  This study concurs with several other studies in similar areas at similar times.  
 
 

4.1.2.2 German Bank Spawning Ground Turnover Rates 
In 2009, a joint project was undertaken by both the Herring Science Council and the Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans to investigating the average residency of Atlantic herring on spawning grounds 
during the spawning season.  The latest report from the three year study covers the first year of tagging 
(2009); subsequent results from 2010 and the present year will be published at a later date.  
 
Residency is defined as the length of time a herring takes to aggregate, spawn, leave, and for a new wave 
of herring to arrive. Previous to this study the assumption has been a 10-14 day residency, which is used 
to estimate Spawning Stock Biomass in assessments.  A new study was warranted to better estimate sub-
populations and to corroborate acoustic survey results.  
 
In 2009, 10,338 Floy tags were deployed continuously during the spawning season on German Bank; 15 
separate events took place from August to September. Herring were collected on commercial purse seine 
vessels and only ripe and running fish were tagged.  100-200 additional herring were retained for further 
information on length frequency and laboratory analysis. A lottery was utilized to encourage tag returns 
by fishermen, and returns were adjusted to account for effort.  
 
The results showed a trend towards staying on the spawning grounds, with most fish being recaptured by 
the third week after release on the spawning grounds, and some fish remaining on the grounds for up to 
five weeks.  Of a total of 10,338 tags released in 2009, 69 tags were recaptured, and 52% were recaptured 
in the first week, 78% by the second week, and 93% by the third week.  No relationship was found 
between the distance travelled and the days at large.  A regression analysis showed that the proportion of 
recaptures on the spawning grounds and the days at large were highly correlated. 
 
 

4.1.3 Stock Definition 
Currently, the Atlantic Herring resource is managed as a single coastal stock complex, although three 
spawning stock components occupy three fairly distinct locations in the Gulf of Maine region in the Gulf 
of Maine region: the southwest Nova Scotia-Bay of Fundy, the coastal waters of the Gulf of Maine, and 
Georges Bank. A more detailed description of this stock definition can be found in Amendment 1.  A 
more recently completed thesis by Bolles (2006) used morphometrics to investigate mixing rates between 
these three spawning components during spawning times. 
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Truss network analysis, which is a systematic set of morphometric distances, was used in combination 
with image analysis and multivariate procedures to build on work done by Cadrin and Armstrong in 2001.  
Canadian herring were sampled using commercial purse seines, and Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank 
were sampled using mid water trawls.  Sampling took place during the 2003 and 2004 summer and 
autumn spawning periods. 
 
Results showed that Canadian herring could be more correctly classified than Gulf of Maine and Georges 
Bank herring. Some differences in morphological variables were observed between the eastern and 
western Gulf of Maine herring.  The models produced by this work could be used in future research to 
better determine the mixing rates of the three spawning stock components in non-spawning times.  This 
information may be reviewed if stock structure, as a larger topic, is explored in future benchmark stock 
assessments for herring. 
 
 

4.1.4 Trends in Abundance and Biomass of the Atlantic Herring Resource 

4.1.4.1 NMFS Trawl Survey – All Strata 
The mean number of Atlantic herring per tow and mean weight per tow from the NMFS spring and fall 
research surveys for the entire Atlantic herring complex have been derived from the NEFSC trawl survey, 
which samples the range of the Atlantic herring resource in the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). 
Mean numbers per tow for 2009 and more recent years have been calibrated from R/V Bigelow catches to 
equivalent R/V Albatross catches using season and length specific calibration factors.  Mean weights per 
tow were calibrated similarly except with a single calibration factor common to all seasons and lengths 
(Miller et al. 2009). 
 
Table 6 summarizes data (mean weight per tow in kilograms and mean number per tow) from the NMFS 
spring and autumn bottom trawl surveys from 1990 – 2011.  Figure 27 and Figure 28 represent the same 
data graphically. 
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Table 6  NMFS Trawl Survey – Herring Catch Per Tow (Mean Number and Weight in kg), 
1990-2011 

YEAR 
SPRING SURVEY AUTUMN SURVEY 

number/tow kg/tow number/tow kg/tow 
1990 15.85 1.77 23.70 3.03 
1991 40.52 4.54 35.17 5.47 
1992 36.33 2.80 56.60 9.25 
1993 72.43 7.65 28.48 4.65 
1994 58.83 6.90 13.71 2.15 
1995 28.10 3.08 125.75 13.12 
1996 64.92 3.89 37.65 4.64 
1997 67.27 4.26 37.06 4.87 
1998 51.69 4.91 20.63 2.84 
1999 86.95 9.72 13.52 1.84 
2000 33.34 2.92 20.65 3.18 
2001 35.07 3.35 25.33 3.69 
2002 42.09 2.69 77.99 10.74 
2003 33.41 3.46 94.76 6.24 
2004 48.00 2.22 40.70 5.04 
2005 19.87 1.49 25.70 3.37 
2006 27.72 2.89 28.16 3.47 
2007 17.33 1.72 22.97 3.16 
2008 19.18 2.02 22.83 3.07 
2009 31.30 10.10 67.19 6.65 
2010 89.29 8.46 34.42 3.13 
2011* 111.56 17.50 - - 

Source: NEFSC 
*2011 numbers are preliminary 
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Figure 27  Herring Mean Number Per Tow Indices from the NMFS Spring and Autumn 
Survey Through 2010 

 
Source: NEFSC 
 
Figure 28  Herring Mean Weight (kg) Per Tow Indices from the NMFS Spring and 

Autumn Survey Through 2010 

 
Source: NEFSC 
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4.1.4.2 NMFS Trawl Survey – Inshore Only 
To examine trends in the inshore Gulf of Maine separately, NMFS survey strata 26, 27, and 38-40 were 
isolated because they include the majority of the area from this survey that represents the inshore Gulf of 
Maine. Similar to the calibration used for the analysis of the entire herring complex (Section 4.1.4.1), 
mean numbers per tow for 2009 and more recent years have been calibrated from R/V Bigelow catches to 
equivalent R/V Albatross catches using season and length specific calibration factors.  Mean weights per 
tow were calibrated similarly except with a single calibration factor common to all seasons and lengths 
(Miller et al. 2009).  
 
The NMFS fall survey and the spring survey were relatively flat, averaging very few fish per tow during 
the late 1960s through the early 1980s (Figure 29 – Figure 32).  In the late 1980s, the spring indices 
increased significantly, and although variable, remained relatively high until 2005, when they dropped 
again. The spring indices increased again, however, from 2005 to present.  Fall indices have remained 
highly variable since the 1980’s, and the 2010 indices had a relatively low mean number per tow. 
 
Figure 29  Herring Mean Number Per Tow Indices from the NMFS Autumn Bottom Trawl 

Survey Strata 26-27,38-40 (Inshore GOM Area), 1963-2010 

 
Source: NEFSC 
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Figure 30  Herring Mean Weight Per Tow (Kilograms) Indices from the NMFS Autumn 
Bottom Trawl Survey Strata 26-27,38-40 (Inshore GOM Area), 1963-2010 

 
Source: NEFSC 
 
Figure 31  Herring Mean Number Per Tow Indices from the NMFS Spring Bottom Trawl 

Survey Strata 26-27,38-40 (Inshore GOM Area), 1968-2011 

 
Source: NEFSC 
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Figure 32  Herring Mean Weight Per Tow (Kilograms) Indices from the NMFS Spring 
Bottom Trawl Survey Strata 26-27,38-40 (Inshore GOM Area), 1968-2011 

 
Source: NEFSC 
 

4.1.4.3 MA DMF Inshore Trawl Survey 
The MA DMF research bottom trawl surveys (Strata 25-36) for spring and fall through 2010 were 
examined for trends in the inshore herring component.  In general, the MA DMF inshore survey is 
dominated by young herring and does not track adult herring abundance.  Thus, survey data are more 
useful as recruitment indices for this resource. 
 
The fall and spring survey time series are highly variable, as may be expected for a pelagic species, and 
both indices are dominated by young herring.  The spring survey fluctuates without trend, although 2007 
and 2008 were well below the 25th quantile (Figure 33).  The fall survey may (Figure 33 and  
Figure 34).  Note that the large increase in the fall 2003 index was heavily influenced by two very large 
tows in Region 4 (Cape Cod Bay).  The relative abundance index was low in 2007 and 2008, with both 
years below the 25th quantile of the time series.  The index ticked up to approximately the median in 
2009.  
 
The encounter rate for herring in the MA DMF inshore bottom trawl survey, as measured by the ratio of 
tows with herring to total tows, is shown in Figure 35.  Both the spring and fall time series are highly 
variable and have fluctuated without trend for most of the time series.  However, because herring is a 
schooling pelagic fish, the encounter rate index may be tracking the number of schools rather than 
abundance. 
 
Both the relative abundance indices and the encounter rate indices are highly variable, making 
interpretation difficult.  Perhaps the best use for these indices would be to watch for short runs that occur 
on either side of the inter-quartile range.  Runs below the 25th quantile may indicate a trend of poor 
recruitment. 
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The time series of length frequency distributions for spring and fall surveys are shown in Figure 36 – 
Figure 39.  These figures indicate high year to year variation in mean number per tow and demonstrate 
that the MA DMF indices are dominated by juveniles. 
 
Figure 33  MA DMF Spring Survey Stratified Mean Number per Tow for Strata 25-36 

Source: MA DMF 
The y-axis scale is logarithmic.  
Solid black line is LOESS fit with span=0.6.  
Solid red line is time series median and dashed lines delimit inter-quartile range. 
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Figure 34  MA DMF Fall Survey Stratified Mean Number per Tow for Strata 25-36 

Source: MA DMF 
Solid black line is LOESS fit with span=0.6.  
Solid red line is time series median and dashed lines delimit inter-quartile range. 
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Figure 35  Number of MA DMF Spring (1978-2010) and Fall (1978-2010) Survey Tows 
That Encountered Herring as a Proportion of Total Tows for Strata 25-36 

 
Source: MA DMF 
Solid red line is LOESS fit with span=0.3 and degree=1. 
Solid black line is time series median. 
Dashed gray lines indicate 25th and 75th quantiles of the time series.  
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Figure 36  Stratified Mean Number per Tow at Length for MA DMF Spring Survey, 1978-
2010 

 
Source: MA DMF 
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Figure 37  Proportion of Mean Number per Tow at Length for MA DMF Spring Survey, 
1978-2010 

 
Source: MA DMF 
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Figure 38  Stratified Mean Number per Tow at Length for MA DMF Fall Survey, 1978-
2010 

 
Source: MA DMF 
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Figure 39  Proportion of Mean Number per Tow at Length for MA DMF Fall Survey, 
1978-2010 

 
Source: MA DMF 
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4.1.4.4 ME DMR Inshore Trawl Survey 
Since Fall 2000, Maine DMR, in conjunction with the Gulf of Maine Research Institute and the State of 
New Hampshire, have been conducting an inshore bottom trawl survey.  While this survey targets 
principal groundfish species from the NH/MA boarder to Canada, it regularly samples herring in many of 
its strata.  Results from the fall and spring survey (Figure 40 and Figure 41) have been variable over the 
time series, and no trend is apparent. 
 
This is a ME/NH coast-wide bottom trawl survey, the results of which should not be viewed as an index 
of spawning stock biomass (SSB) for the inshore component of the herring resource. In fact, most of the 
fish sampled by this survey are age 1 fish.  The length frequencies (Figure 42 and Figure 43) can be 
viewed as a recruitment index and is used to calibrate the NMFS trawl survey data for the TRAC.  Similar 
to the MA DMF survey, this bottom trawl survey may provide an indication of pre-recruitment year class 
strength. 
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Figure 40  ME DMR Fall Inshore Bottom Trawl Survey Catch (# Fish) Per Tow 

 
Source: ME DMR 
 
Figure 41  ME DMR Spring Inshore Bottom Trawl Survey Catch (# Fish) Per Tow 

 
Source: ME DMR 
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Figure 42  Length Frequencies for Herring Sampled by the ME DMR Fall Inshore Bottom 

Trawl Survey 

 
Source: ME DMR 
 
Figure 43  Length Frequencies for Herring Sampled by the ME DMR Spring Inshore 

Bottom Trawl Survey 

 
Source: ME DMR 
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4.1.4.5 Acoustic Surveys 
Brief History 
The NMFS NEFSC acoustic survey of the offshore component of the Atlantic herring population began in 
earnest in 1999 after about four years of initial pilot work.  The survey covers the northern edge of 
George’s Bank and Great South Channel from the ‘northeast peak’ to Cape Cod and was designed to 
sample aggregations of herring as they prepared to spawn in the fall (Figure 44).  Initially the index of 
abundance was near historical highs, but beginning in 2002, the index of abundance from the acoustic 
survey declined approximately four-fold and remained relatively low through 2008 (Figure 45).  This 
decline and low-level index, however, may not have reflected the true changes in abundance.  The 
fundamental assumption of the acoustic survey is that the herring are congregating to spawn in and during 
the survey area and period.  Atlantic herring spawning times and locations may have changed, but the 
survey area and timing remained relatively stable among years.  If this is the case, the acoustic survey 
may not be achieving adequate spatial and temporal coverage.  For this reason, the acoustic survey was 
not used in fitting recent Atlantic herring stock assessments (Shepherd et al., 2009). 
 
Figure 44  Survey Areas of the Atlantic Herring Acoustic Survey 

 
Source: NEFSC 
Surveys on Georges Bank and Jeffreys Ledge have been completed every year since 1999  
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Figure 45  Atlantic Herring Acoustic Index of Abundance on George’s Bank During 1999-
2008 

 
Source: NEFSC 
 
Ongoing Research 
Several research projects are being conducted to address potential issues with the acoustic survey.  
Acoustic data have been collected during the annual fall bottom trawl surveys, but these data have never 
been analyzed to determine if a supplementary acoustic index of herring abundance could be developed.  
A technician has begun processing these data.  Once complete, this project will provide a basis of 
comparison for the herring acoustic survey, and may serve as an additional index of abundance.  Other 
biological data collected during the annual fall bottom trawl surveys may also be useful for evaluating 
temporal and spatial shifts in the occurrence of spawning herring.  For example, comparing the proportion 
of herring at different stages of spawning among years and sampling stations may provide insight as to 
whether systematic changes have occurred in the spatial and temporal distribution of spawning events.  
This analysis will allow for the determination of whether the herring acoustic survey has adequately 
sampled over the course of any systematic changes in spawning events.  A technician is in the process of 
conducting this and other analyses of biological data collected during the fall bottom trawl surveys. 
 
A distribution of herring spawning time is calculated during the estimation of the annual NMFS NEFSC 
larval herring index.  Combined with a numerical circulation model that will allow herring larvae to be 
tracked from sampling location backwards to hatch location, temporal and spatial patterns in herring 
spawning may be generated.  These patterns could then be compared to the time and location of the 
acoustic survey in each year and a correction factor could be developed to adjust for any mismatches 
between the spawning patterns as derived from the larval index and the acoustic survey.  A proposal 
based on this research has been submitted to the Fisheries and the Environment program and the project 
will be conducted by a team of scientists from NMFS NEFSC and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute. 
 
In addition to the formal research projects described above, NMFS is continually collaborating with other 
institutes to improve sampling capabilities.  On-going collaborative projects include research and 
development of wide-band echo sounders and sonar systems that span spatial scales of sub-meters to 
thousands of square kilometers.  Further acoustic work is also ongoing at GMRI and may be addressed 
before formal submission of the DEIS (Fall 2011). 
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4.1.4.6 TRAC Stock Assessment – Summary of Stock Status 
Since 1998, the Transboundary Resources Assessment Committee (TRAC) has reviewed stock 
assessments and projections necessary to support management activities for shared resources across the 
USA Canada boundary in the Gulf of Maine-Georges Bank region.  These assessments are necessary to 
advise decision makers on the status of these resources and likely consequences of policy choices. The 
most recent TRAC update assessment of the Atlantic herring complex occurred in June 2009 in St. 
Andrew’s New Brunswick.  Atlantic herring were last assessed in a benchmark assessment in May 2006 
(O’Boyle and Overholtz 2006).  At the 2006 assessment meeting, it was agreed that the Age Structured 
Assessment Program (ASAP) Base model showed the least retrospective pattern and was the preferred 
approach amongst all the model formulations.  The purpose of the 2009 update assessment meeting was 
to update both independent and dependent data, and use it in the established benchmark formulation to 
determine the current status of the Atlantic herring resource.  A summary of the results of the updated 
TRAC can be found in Amendment 4. 
 
Overfishing Definition – Stock Status 
Currently, the stock complex is not overfished and overfishing is not occurring. MSY reference points for 
the herring complex were re-estimated during the most recent assessment (TRAC 2009).  Results from a 
Fox surplus production model were FMSY = 0.27 and BMSY = 670,600 mt.  The Gulf of Maine-Georges 
Bank herring complex began to recover during the late 1980s and current total biomass (age 2+) is now 
comparable to the mid-1970s, just before the collapse.  Biomass increased from a low of about 112,000 
mt in 1982 to about 854,000 mt in 2000, and declined slightly to about 652,000 mt in 2008, which was 
just below BMSY (670,600 mt).  Fishing mortality has remained relatively low since the early 1990s and 
averaged 0.17 during 1998-2008, which is below FMSY (0.27). 
 
 

4.1.4.7 Commercial Catch Sampling 
Samples of Atlantic herring collected from the commercial catch are processed at the Maine Department 
of Marine Resources (ME DMR).  Historically, samples were obtained from sardine canning plants, some 
of which transported fish from other states.  NMFS port agents, fishery biologists in other states, and the 
Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans would also provide samples or data to the State of Maine.  
Recently, ME DMR has been given a grant from the Atlantic Coastal Cooperative Statistic Program 
(ACCSP) for a dedicated herring sampler.  Normally, 4-8 samples are collected each month by statistical 
area harvested.  However, more extensive sampling has occurred during foreign fishing or processing 
operations.  Current sampling ratio is approximately one 50-fish sample per 500 mt. 
 
Usually, between 175 and 250 samples are processed by ME DMR each year.  Samples of 50 fish are 
processed for length (mm total length), weight (grams), sex, and, where applicable, sexual maturity and 
gonad stage, using standard procedures and criteria.  From each sample, the sagittal otoliths are removed 
from two fish per centimeter group and embedded in plastic blocks for ageing.  Periodic calibration of 
ageing procedure is conducted with NMFS’ scientists.  Data from commercial catch samples have been 
updated through the 2010 fishing year and are presented below. 
 
These data will be updated through 2011 and reviewed as part of the upcoming assessment for the 
Atlantic herring stock complex (Spring 2012).  Any new information, if available, will be considered by 
the Council during the Atlantic herring fishery specification process. 
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Atlantic Herring Stock Complex 
Resulting data for the Atlantic herring stock complex as a whole suggest a large reduction in weight at 
age since the late 1970s and early 1980s following the Georges Bank stock collapse from heavy foreign 
fishing (Figure 46).  The reduction in both weight at age and length at age over time may have 
implications for the partial recruitment vector for this complex.  While it is quite possible that density 
dependent factors may be involved (i.e., slower growth at higher stock sizes), other environmental factors 
also could attribute to the decline in weight at age (temperature fluctuations, food availability, for 
example).  The reason for this reduction in weight at age in unknown.  Consequently, these data should 
not be interpreted as a result of a reduction in available food, nor should the conclusion be reached that 
the complex is in danger of overpopulation.  However, significant declines in weight at age over time are 
often attributed to density-dependent factors. 
 
Overall, weight at age for the stock complex is similar to, but slightly lower now than when the herring 
stock complex was considered to be at very high abundance during the 1960-1970 time period.  The 
recent trend in weight at age (1990-present) has been relatively flat with a slight decrease. However the 
most recent 3-year trend suggests fairly rapid declines for ages 4 to 6. 
 
Figure 46 Total Weight at Age for the Atlantic Herring Stock Complex Through 2010 

 
Source: ME DMR 
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Inshore Spawning Component 
Samples from the inshore spawning stock (adult sized fish, GSI > 0.10) are available through 2010 
(Figure 47).  Since the mid-1980s, a rather large drop in size (total length at age) is apparent, though 
recent years have experienced a more stable trend in lengths at age.  This is consistent with trends 
observed for the overall stock complex (see above).  The biggest change in length at age for the inshore 
component occurred from 1984 – 1994, and since that time, the trend has been rather flat.  Similar to 
samples from the stock complex as a whole (above), there may be a slight trend downward in recent 
years, but the differences between recent years are likely within the range of variability given the smaller 
sample sizes. 
 
These data will be updated through 2011 and reviewed as part of the upcoming assessment for the 
Atlantic herring stock complex (Spring 2012).  Any new information, if available, will be considered by 
the Council during the Atlantic herring fishery specification process. 
 
A decline in growth over time may indicate that density-dependent factors are at work for the inshore 
component.  As such, it also suggests that a larger stock exists than was apparent during the mid-late 
1980s.  It should be noted that slower growth for individuals from the inshore component might be the 
result of increased stock size for the complex overall, or a change in environmental conditions affecting 
feed and/or growth of the different year classes.  However, the declines over time that have been 
observed, especially from 1984-1994, are not necessarily consistent with changes in environmental 
conditions.  In this case, the downward trend in length at age may be more suggestive of density-
dependent factors at work, especially because the trend is also consistent with the overall upward trend in 
abundance apparent from the survey data. Similar to the overall complex, the inshore component is 
experiencing reduced growth, however the magnitude is much less then that see in the overall complex. 
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Figure 47  Total Length at Age for Inshore Spawners (>230 mm and > GSI 0.10) Through 
2010 

 
Source: ME DMR 
 
 

4.1.4.8 Time Series Analysis and Historical Data 
Information regarding long-term fishery patterns and potential relationships between the fishery and 
outside variables and events, such as temperature, was provided in a thesis in 2003 (Klein, 2003).  Both 
quantitative and qualitative data and information for the Atlantic herring fishery were investigated.  The 
thesis provided means by which qualitative data could be incorporated into statistical methods by utilizing 
Time Series Analysis.   
 
First, the time series and qualitative time line were built utilizing fishery data (both electronic and paper 
sources) and information on salinity, sea surface temperature, socioeconomic data and industry events. 
Next, the data were modeled to determine underlying patterns, and intervention analysis was used to 
determine impacts of socioeconomic and industry events on the fishery (by comparing landings to 
qualitative literature).  Finally, correlations between the fishery and oceanographic features were 
investigated. 
 
Both a Maine herring time series and a Canadian herring time series were completed using the 
Backcasting method (Figure 48 and Figure 49 – see thesis for more detail), meaning that some values 
were predicted and some were from records (reported).  The results of the ARIMA modeling (also 
described in the thesis) for Maine herring were statistically significant and revealed that the catch in one 
year could be, to some extent, explained by the catch in the previous two years.  The pattern was not 
thought to be illogical; small pelagic fish populations that mature quickly are known to respond rapidly to 
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fishing pressure.  For the Canadian herring the same explanatory pattern was not established, and the next 
years catch were more dependent on an error term than previous years catch.  
 
The study results also suggested that landings were not coupled with sea surface temperature and salinity, 
and that other environmental factor should be examined.  The results were contrary to previous studies 
which have shown relationships between herring and the environment, but were not deemed conclusive.  
 
Figure 48 Completed Maine Herring Time Series, Reported and Predicted Values, 1871-

2007 

 
Source: Klein, 2003 
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Figure 49 Completed Canadian Herring Time Series, Reported and Predicted Values, 
1871-2007 

 
Source: Klein, 2003 
 
 

4.1.5 Importance of Herring as a Forage Species 
This section serves to update and summarize available information on the role of herring as a forage 
species since the summary in Amendment 1. 
 
To date, the Council, based on recommendations from its Herring PDT, has determined that the 
importance of herring as a forage species and the role of herring in the ecosystem is adequately addressed 
through analyses conducted as part of the benchmark stock assessment for Atlantic herring as well as 
through the specification-setting process and the SSC’s determination of Acceptable Biological Catch, 
which includes a buffer for scientific uncertainty.  Specifically, the role of herring in the ecosystem and 
the availability of herring as prey are two of several important considerations in the Council’s ACL-
setting process for the Atlantic herring fishery.  During the development of the 2010-2012 herring fishery 
specifications, the Council considered factors identified by the SSC when setting ABC and accounting for 
scientific uncertainty, including recruitment, biomass projections, and the importance of herring as a 
forage species.  The approach selected by the Council for specifying ABC for 2010-2012 provided for a 
technically-sound way to address annual variability in catch and fishing effort while remaining consistent 
with SSC advice and slightly more conservative than some approaches that were considered.  Future stock 
assessments and specifications for the herring fishery will continue to address this important issue.  More 
information on this process can be found in Amendment 4.  Current assumptions as of the 2009 TRAC 
regarding natural mortality can also be found herein.  
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Information to quantify the importance of herring as a forage species is still lacking, however a series of 
new literature that describes the role of herring in the ecosystem has been published. Atlantic herring is 
considered a keystone prey species in the Northeast US shelf ecosystem.  They are consumed by demersal 
and pelagic fish, marine mammals, and seabirds in addition to human exploitation. The role of fishes, 
mammals, and seabirds can be found in section 4.1.5.1, and more specific information on the role of 
herring as prey and bait can be found in Section 4.5.1.6 of this document.  
 
An inclusive review of published literature pertaining to herring in an ecosystem context is presented 
below. Since the publishing of the papers presented, nothing new predator or prey relationships with 
Atlantic herring have been discovered.  The NEFSC Ecosystem Assessment Program is currently working 
in conjunction with the Population Dynamics Branch and the Food Web Dynamics Program on 
consumption estimates of a whole range of herring predators, to ultimately aid in the calculation of M2 
for Atlantic herring, as well as to better derive Atlantic herring biological reference points.  The Program 
is also working on a series of other management strategy modeling, of which herring is just one species 
among many.  The results of these models and analysis will be considered comprehensively in the 2012 
Atlantic herring SAW/SARC. 
 
 

4.1.5.1 Ecosystem Modeling (Mammals, Seabirds and Fish) 
Overholtz and Link (2007) estimated the total annuals removal of herring from the ecosystem by predator 
species for the period 1977-2002, using different modeling approaches, assumptions, and data inputs, 
depending on the information available.  Twelve demersal fish species were identified as important 
predators of herring, including eight species managed by NEFMC: Atlantic cod, pollock, silver hake, 
white hake, red hake, monkfish, winter skate, and thorny skate.  Other demersal fish predators include 
spiny dogfish, summer flounder, bluefish, and sea raven.  Other important predators of herring include 
marine mammals (fin, humpback, minke, and pilot whales, harbor porpoises, Atlantic white-sided 
dolphins, harbor seals and grey seals), large fish (bluefin tuna, shortfin mako sharks, and blue sharks), and 
seabirds (northern fulmar, black legged kittiwake, northern gannet, herring gull, great black-backed gull, 
and three types of shearwaters).   
 
Between 1977 and 2002, total consumption of herring increased as herring abundance increased.  
Removals by demersal fish, which were evaluated based on trawl survey abundance indices and stomach 
content analyses, constituted the largest source of predation mortality for Atlantic herring, followed by 
marine mammal, large pelagic fish, and seabird removals.  The importance of demersal fish predation is 
underscored by a decline in total herring consumption during the mid-late 1990s, when cod, spiny 
dogfish, and white hake were at low abundance. During the second half of the time series, removals by 
piscine, mammalian, and avian predators combined were estimated to be roughly three times greater than 
fishery removals (300,000 mt vs. 100,000 mt).  The authors noted that herring are vulnerable to predation 
throughout their lifespan, unlike other fish species which have substantially reduced predation rates once 
they reach advanced size/age, and they emphasized the importance of considering removals due to 
predation during stock assessment. 
 
Building on their work, Overholtz, Jacobson and Link (2008) utilized the values of consumption and their 
80% confidence intervals to create new Biological Reference Points (BRPs) and estimate predation and 
fishing mortality on herring.  Previous assessment work was also utilized and developed. The impact of 
predation mortality on the BRPs was also analyzed through several different methods.  
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Overall, the authors estimated that predators often consumed more herring than the amount harvested by 
the fishery between 1959 and 2002, and that predation was likely important to the herring dynamics in the 
Gulf of Maine/Georges Bank area.  Predation fell by more than two-thirds from 1964 to the late 1970’s, 
but increased again by the early 1990s, peaking in 1994 (Figure 50).  The large dip was the result of both 
predator consumption and fishing mortality falling during those years.  Predation rates, as exhibited as a 
Predation Mortality Rate (M2) an herring biomass were found to be opposing, with biomass at its lowest 
in the late 1970’s and early 80’s while M2 peaked (Figure 51).  The predation mortality rate was more 
stable when total biomass increased in the late 1990s.  
 
Figure 50 Total Consumption of Gulf of Maine–Georges Bank Atlantic Herring by All 

Predators, Including Fishing, 1959–2002 

 
Source: Overholtz et al 2008 
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Figure 51 Comparison of Atlantic Herring Biomass and Predation Mortality Rate (M2) in 
the Gulf of Maine–Georges Bank Region, 1959–2002 

 
Source: Overholtz et al 2008 
 
The new BRPs, which account for the fishery and predation, were different than when there was no 
predation component; MSYf was found to be 222 kt, Bmsyf was found to be 896 kt, and Fmsyf was found 
to be 0.25.  With the assumption that the total biomass available is 1,452 kt, the available yield for the 
fishery was estimated to be 241 kt, with the possibility of the available yield to decrease in the future to 
193 kt, should the marine mammal biomass increase as predicted at a rate of 3 kt per year.  It was 
concluded that MSY reference points would be misleading if constant natural mortality was assumed 
when in actuality it was fluctuating, and it was recommended that M2 be included in future analysis of 
prey fish dynamics.  
 

4.1.5.2 Updated Information About Other Species Interactions 
Tuna 

While a direct link between tuna and herring abundance has not been conclusively determined, tuna have 
been known to prey on herring.  A study by Golet et al (2007) noted the decline in northern Bluefin tuna 
in the last decade, with fewer mature fish and a decline in the commercial catch quality, despite an 
abundance of herring for forage purposes. A numerical value for the physical condition of the northern 
Bluefin tuna was assigned through a multinomial logit model, which utilized fat and oil content, as well 
as fish shape.  Fishermen’s logbooks were utilized to gather the information, and the model predicted the 
probability that tuna would be in a certain quality grade.  The study found a significant decline in the 
quality over time.  The probability that a fish would be found in a lower Grade (C+) increased between 
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1991 and 2003, with a 68-75% chance that a fish caught in 2003 would be in that class, versus a 10-20% 
chance in the early 90’s.  By 2004 less than 1% of the commercial catch was comprised of a Grade B fish. 
 
The authors suggested that the decline in quality could be a result of a decline in the amount, quality, or 
availability of herring in the Gulf of Maine during the tuna’s five month feeding period in that area, as 
herring are the highest energy density prey in the region. As a counterpoint, however, they note the large 
abundance of herring in the area during the study, and further suggest that a decline in energy density of 
herring may be forcing the tuna to expend more energy to catch the herring or switch to other forms of 
prey. An overall cause for the decline in quality was not able to be identified through the study.   
 
Cod, Haddock, and Herring 

Fauchald (2010) describes the relationship between cod and herring as a potential relationship which has 
experienced hysteresis, or internal feedback, within the ecosystem in the North Sea. The author poses that 
herring are a substantial food source for cod, however the intense fishing pressure on cod has removed the 
predator control on herring by cod, and subsequently herring have begun to exert pressure on cod 
recruitment through predation on larvae and eggs. In order to examine this relationship, 44 years of data 
on cod recruitment and herring abundance were analyzed in conjunction with data on copepods, sea 
surface temperature and the size of cod stock. 
 
The study determined that a combination of herring stock size and copepod abundance dictated the 
different aspects of the cod dynamics.  Copepod abundance tended to explain year to year variations in 
the cod population while herring explained five-year time trends, specifically the low recruitment in the 
1960’s and now, as well as the high recruitment in the early 1990s as well as 1980. While the work did 
not occur in the Northeast region, the relationship of predation by both species on each other is one that 
could be potentially applied here. 
 
In another study, McQuinn (2009) proposed that the rising trend in the western Newfoundland herring 
bottom trawl index was caused by an increase in the availability of herring biomass near the seafloor, 
made possible by the absence of cod predators.  Consequently, the bottom trawls appear to have captured 
a change in the distribution of herring in the water column, and not a true change in abundance. 
 
To determine this conclusion he utilized data from various trawl surveys and an acoustic survey and 
information from the Canadian DFOs analytical stock assessment.  The bottom trawl indices were re-
examined in two ways: through the construction of an ecosystem model and as a major element in 
ecosystems in relation to other fish population abundance.  One of the other major points that the 
McQiuinn paper noted was the deficiencies in trawl survey data, and subsequent link to poor assessments 
of the role of herring in cod populations 
 
A study in press by Richardson et al demonstrates that haddock predation can have a substantial effect on 
the survival rate of Atlantic herring eggs.  Numerous studies on both sides of the Atlantic have shown that 
haddock are the dominant predator of benthic herring eggs.  The Richardson et al. study quantifies the 
impact of haddock predation on herring egg survival rates.  An assumption of their methodology is that 
early stage larval herring abundance (an index of egg hatching) is a function of herring spawning stock 
biomass (i.e., an index of egg production) and  herring egg survival rates from haddock predation 
 
In the study it is estimated that egg survival rates has varied from about 70% in the early 1990s and 1970s 
to <2% currently.  This variability depends on the size of the haddock population and the spawning stock 
biomass of herring.  It is also proposed that egg predation by the abundant 2003 year class of haddock 
caused a substantial decline in herring egg survival rates starting in 2004, as indicated by a >90% decline 
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in larval herring abundance.  The low abundance of herring larvae has continued through the present.  
This low level of larval production in recent year may have a negative impact on the herring population. 
 
The effect of herring consumption for skates was examined as a part of a larger study by Link and 
Sosebee (2008) on the consumption of skates as a predator in the northeast US Continental Shelf 
ecosystem.  In the study seven species of skate were examined to determine consumption rates for each 
species as well as an overall skate consumption rate for consideration from an overall ecosystem 
perspective, although only three skate species were covered in detail in the publication.  Data came from 
the NMFS bottom trawl survey, including the food habits collection data.  
 
The individual species analysis found that for thorny skate, the majority of the prey removed was herrings 
(Clupeidae), silver hake, and “other fish”. It was calculated that the thorny skate could remove up to 
8,000 mt of these species in a given year, but 1981 was calculated to be the highest year of herring 
predation, with close to 7,000 mt consumed in that year (Figure 52).  The consumption of all skates 
relative to the ecosystem analysis found that while herring have a large amount of biomass removed from 
the ecosystem by skates, the amount is small in comparison to the fishery removals (0.44 mt 
removals/fishery landings, where 1 indicates that more prey is consumed by skates than the fishery).  The 
removal of herring by skates was also found to be low in comparison to the standing stock biomass and 
annual production (5.09x103, 2.04x106, and 7.55x105 mt, respectively). 
 
Figure 52 Consumptive Removals of Herrings (Clupeidae) by Thorny Skate, 1976-2005 

 
Source: Link and Sosebee (2008) 
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4.2 NON-TARGET SPECIES AND OTHER FISHERIES 

4.2.1 Non-Target Species 
“Non-target species” refers to species other than herring which are landed by Federally-permitted vessels 
while fishing for herring.  These non-target species may be caught by the same gear while fishing for 
herring, and may be sold assuming the vessel has proper authorization or permit(s). 
 

4.2.1.1 Standardized Bycatch Reporting Methodology 
A summary of the Herring PDT’s work with bycatch data from the SBRM (Standardized Bycatch 
Reporting Methodology) and the SBRM process can be found in the impacts discussion of the 
management measures (Section 5.2.3.1). 
 

4.2.1.2 Data from NMFS Sea Sampling (Observer) Program 
The following summary tables have been provided by the NEFOP (Northeast Fisheries Observer 
Program) based on observer data from 2009-2010, unless otherwise noted. 
 
Key for All Tables in this Section 

• Years represent calendar years January 1 – December 31 
• Catch and discard rates are only included when Atlantic herring is the primary species landed 
• Otter trawl midwater (OTM), pair trawl midwater (PTM), and purse seine (PUR) data are reported for 

all haul data (including observed and unobserved hauls) recorded by observers  
• Otter trawl finfish (OTF), or bottom trawl data are reported for observed hauls 
• Observed pair trawl operations have been counted as one trip when only one observer was aboard two 

vessels or when only one vessel landed catch; those trips with an observer on both boats when both 
landed fish have been counted as two separate trips 

• Permit Categories reflect Amendment 1 – A/B Limited Access All Areas, C Limited Access 
Incidental Catch, D Open Access Incidental Catch 

• Quarter 1 = January – March 
• Quarter 2 = April – June 
• Quarter 3 = July – September 
• Quarter 4 = October – December 
 
Fish NK 
A detailed description of fish, NK and herring, NK can be found in Section 5.3.2.1 of this document.  
 
Species Grouping 
In the following summary tables species groups were created to condense the number of species presented 
from 260 to 27 of the predominantly caught.  Predominance was determined by descending order of catch 
weight: 

• “Debris” includes shells, seaweed, eggs and bones 
• “Dogfish” is predominantly composed of Spiny dogfish 
• “Flounders” is predominantly composed of Winter, Summer, Yellowtail, and American Plaice 
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• “Other Fish” is predominantly composed of Croaker, Menhaden, Sea Raven, Bluefish, Hagfish, and 
Spotted Hake 

• “Other Groundfish” is predominantly composed of Redfish 
• “Other Invertebrates” is predominantly composed of sand dollar, sponge, and Horseshoe Crab 
• “Other Fish” is predominantly composed of Winter and Little skates  
• “Squid” is predominantly composed of ilex 
 
Table 7 summarizes the NEFOP coverage rates for 2009 and 2010.  The total percent coverage by herring 
weight was 39%.  Compared to the coverage rates in prior years, the percent coverage for midwater trawl 
and purse seine vessels has never been as high. 
 
Table 8 summarizes the coverage rates from the NEFOP for 2009 and 2010 by the Herring permit 
category and gear type covered in this section, which is divided by the months in each Quarter.  For each 
count of observed trips in the table there is a corresponding table of catch and discards.  For instance, 
there were 39 observed trips that took place between January and March on Category A paired midwater 
trawl vessels, the data from those 39 trips was used to create the summary presented in Table 9.  There 
were no observed purse seine trips between January and March in both 2009 and 2010. The data for 
observed single midwater trips had to be combined for the periods between January and June as well as 
July and December for confidentiality reasons. 
 
Table 7  Observer Program Coverage Rates for 2009-2010, by Gear and Permit Category 

 
Source: NEFOP and VTR data 
 
Table 8  Number of Observed Trips by Gear, Category, and Month 

 

 
  

Permit Gear
Total 
Trips

Total 
Days

Trips w/ 
Herring

Total 
Herring 
Landed 
(000's of 
pounds)

Obs 
Trips

Obs Days

Observed 
Herring 

Kept 
(000's of 
pounds)

% Trips 
Obs

% Days 
Obs

% 
Herring 

Obs

A Pair Trawl 882          3,382    683        250,685     329        1,250     96,696     37% 37% 39%
A/B Single Trawl 123          530        108        33,726        54           211         13,918     44% 40% 41%
A Purse Seine 398          1,086    362        66,752        101        290         11,794     25% 27% 18%
A Bottom Trawl 1,020      4,344    118        12,202        119        713         482           12% 16% 4%
B/C Bottom Trawl 5,278      11,262  409        5,710          465        1,068     356           9% 9% 6%
D Bottom Trawl 36,511    83,639  657        454              2,609     9,386     25             7% 11% 6%

Paired 
Midwater

Single 
Midwater 

Purse 
Seine

Permit 
Category

A A A A B/C D

Jan-Mar 39 - 20 56 498
Apr-Jun 40 21 30 102 603
Jul-Sep 82 50 34 163 783

Oct-Dec 81 4 31 140 653

Bottom Trawl

24

25
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Table 9 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 39 observed trips on paired 
midwater trawl vessels holding a Category A permit in Quarter 1 for 2009 and 2010.  The total catch rate 
of herring and other species for 1,000 pounds of herring kept was 1,935.07 and the total discard rate for 
1,000 pounds of herring kept was 37.86. Herring (Atlantic and NK), mackerel, and fish NK comprise the 
majority of both observed and kept catch by pair trawls during Quarter 1.  Fish NK represent fish that are 
pumped to a paired vessel without an observer onboard (kept catch), and fish that are discarded/released. 
 
Table 9  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 1, 

Paired Midwater Trawl, Permit Category A 

 
  

Species/Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs

Total Catch 
Rate (per 1000 
lbs Atl Herring 

Kept)

Discard Rate 
(per 1000 lbs 

Atl Herring 
Kept)

ALEWIFE 470.7 36,632.0 37,102.7 2.98 0.04
BASS, STRIPED 114.0 0.0 114.0 0.01 0.01
BUTTERFISH 16.0 659.0 675.0 0.05 0.00
COD, ATLANTIC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Debris 680.0 0.0 680.0 0.05 0.05
Dogfish 66,890.3 5,182.0 72,072.3 5.78 5.37
FISH, NK 318,160.0 904,687.0 1,222,847.0 98.08 25.52
Flounders 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.00 0.00
HADDOCK 0.0 296.7 296.7 0.02 0.00
HAKE, RED (LING) 23.0 0.0 23.0 0.00 0.00
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 999.1 3,321.0 4,320.1 0.35 0.08
HAKE, WHITE 0.0 26.0 26.0 0.00 0.00
HERRING, ATLANTIC 35,150.6 12,467,812.5 12,502,963.1 1002.82 2.82
HERRING, BLUEBACK 139.3 26,742.0 26,881.3 2.16 0.01
HERRING, NK 0.0 145,465.0 145,465.0 11.67 0.00
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 47,795.6 10,055,015.6 10,102,811.2 810.31 3.83
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 0.0 11.0 11.0 0.00 0.00
Other Fish 749.0 2,099.0 2,848.0 0.23 0.06
Other Groundfish 26.3 0.0 26.3 0.00 0.00
Other Invertebrates 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
POLLOCK 6.0 0.0 6.0 0.00 0.00
SCALLOP, SEA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
SCUP 688.0 0.0 688.0 0.06 0.06
SHAD, AMERICAN 43.3 4,392.0 4,435.3 0.36 0.00
Skates 6.0 0.0 6.0 0.00 0.00
Squid 48.0 1,684.0 1,732.0 0.14 0.00
GRAND TOTAL 472,005.2 23,654,025.8 24,126,031.0 1935.07 37.86
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Table 10 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 40 observed trips on paired 
midwater trawl vessels holding a Category A permit in Quarter 2 for 2009 and 2010.  The total catch rate 
of herring and other species for 1,000 pounds of herring kept was 1,957.82 and the total discard rate for 
1,000 pounds of herring kept was 32.96.  Herring, mackerel, haddock, dogfish and fish NK comprise the 
majority of observed catch by pair trawls during Quarter 2.  Herring, mackerel, haddock, and dogfish 
comprise the majority of those that were observed and kept. 
 
Table 10  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 2, 

Paired Midwater Trawl, Permit Category A 

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs

Total Catch 
Rate (per 1000 
lbs Atl Herring 

Kept)

Discard Rate 
(per 1000 lbs 
Atl Herring 

Kept)
ALEWIFE 12.3 4,107.0 4,119.3 0.29 0.00
BASS, STRIPED 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
BUTTERFISH 133.1 138.0 271.1 0.02 0.01
COD, ATLANTIC 103.0 132.8 235.8 0.02 0.01
Debris 105.0 0.0 105.0 0.01 0.01
Dogfish 49,576.0 10,773.0 60,349.0 4.19 3.44
FISH, NK 396,627.0 0.0 396,627.0 27.55 27.55
Flounders 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HADDOCK 3,890.5 53,138.9 57,029.4 3.96 0.27
HAKE, RED (LING) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 262.0 5,735.0 5,997.0 0.42 0.02
HAKE, WHITE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HERRING, ATLANTIC 10,115.9 14,397,380.0 14,407,495.9 1000.70 0.70
HERRING, BLUEBACK 12.4 1,349.0 1,361.4 0.09 0.00
HERRING, NK 755.0 0.0 755.0 0.05 0.05
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 12,216.9 274,628.0 286,844.9 19.92 0.85
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Other Fish 21.0 4,871.0 4,892.0 0.34 0.00
Other Groundfish 144.0 0.0 144.0 0.01 0.01
Other Invertebrates 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
POLLOCK 500.0 700.0 1,200.0 0.08 0.03
SCALLOP, SEA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
SCUP 0.0 2,064.0 2,064.0 0.14 0.00
SHAD, AMERICAN 0.8 153.0 153.8 0.01 0.00
Skates 0.0 24.0 24.0 0.00 0.00
Squid 57.0 82.0 139.0 0.01 0.00
GRAND TOTAL 474,531.9 14,755,275.7 15,229,807.6 1057.82 32.96
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Table 11 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 82 observed trips on paired 
midwater trawl vessels holding a Category A permit in Quarter 3 for 2009 and 2010.  The total catch rate 
of herring and other species for 1,000 pounds of herring kept was 1,067.77 and the total discard rate for 
1,000 pounds of herring kept was 11.32. Herring, mackerel, haddock and dogfish comprise the majority 
of observed catch by pair trawls during Quarter 3. Herring, fish NK, haddock, hake, and squid comprise 
the majority of those that were observed and kept. 
 
Table 11  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 3, 

Paired Midwater Trawl, Permit Category A 

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs

Total Catch 
Rate (per 1000 
lbs Atl Herring 

Kept)

Discard Rate 
(per 1000 lbs 
Atl Herring 

Kept)
ALEWIFE 14.3 1,478.0 1,492.3 0.04 0.00
BASS, STRIPED 0.0 20.0 20.0 0.00 0.00
BUTTERFISH 1.2 673.0 674.2 0.02 0.00
COD, ATLANTIC 9.0 634.0 643.0 0.02 0.00
Debris 3,551.0 0.0 3,551.0 0.10 0.10
Dogfish 134,668.3 6,538.0 141,206.3 4.10 3.91
FISH, NK 227,722.0 1,745,098.0 1,972,820.0 57.23 6.61
Flounders 10.1 295.5 305.6 0.01 0.00
HADDOCK 929.3 100,450.8 101,380.1 2.94 0.03
HAKE, RED (LING) 10.0 5,655.0 5,665.0 0.16 0.00
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 415.6 57,331.0 57,746.6 1.68 0.01
HAKE, WHITE 0.0 266.3 266.3 0.01 0.00
HERRING, ATLANTIC 4,354.4 34,471,223.0 34,475,577.4 1000.13 0.13
HERRING, BLUEBACK 0.0 30.0 30.0 0.00 0.00
HERRING, NK 17,621.0 4.0 17,625.0 0.51 0.51
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 2.0 36.0 38.0 0.00 0.00
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 3.6 7,544.9 7,548.5 0.22 0.00
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 15.0 43.5 58.5 0.00 0.00
Other Fish 254.0 201.5 455.5 0.01 0.01
Other Groundfish 348.0 6,746.0 7,094.0 0.21 0.01
Other Invertebrates 15.0 48.0 63.0 0.00 0.00
POLLOCK 52.0 231.5 283.5 0.01 0.00
SCALLOP, SEA 0.0 66.6 66.6 0.00 0.00
SCUP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
SHAD, AMERICAN 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Skates 159.1 281.0 440.1 0.01 0.00
Squid 87.6 12,317.0 12,404.6 0.36 0.00
GRAND TOTAL 390,242.5 36,417,212.6 36,807,455.1 1067.77 11.32
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Table 12 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 81 observed trips on paired 
midwater trawl vessels holding a Category A permit in Quarter 4 for 2009 and 2010.  The total catch rate 
of herring and other species for 1,000 pounds of herring kept was 1,121.24 and the total discard rate for 
1,000 pounds of herring kept was 45.94.  Herring, fish NK, mackerel and dogfish comprise the majority 
of observed catch by pair trawls during Quarter 4; the top three species kept are the same and blueback 
herring, rather than dogfish, is fourth.  
 
Table 12  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 4, 

Paired Midwater Trawl, Permit Category A 

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs

Total Catch 
Rate (per 1000 
lbs Atl Herring 

Kept)

Discard Rate 
(per 1000 lbs 
Atl Herring 

Kept)
ALEWIFE 37.0 72,177.0 72,214.0 2.05 0.00
BASS, STRIPED 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
BUTTERFISH 12.5 7,008.0 7,020.5 0.20 0.00
COD, ATLANTIC 979.0 2,349.8 3,328.8 0.09 0.03
Debris 90.0 0.0 90.0 0.00 0.00
Dogfish 145,065.0 7,815.0 152,880.0 4.34 4.12
FISH, NK 1,320,740.1 1,560,240.0 2,880,980.1 81.81 37.51
Flounders 2.2 78.0 80.2 0.00 0.00
HADDOCK 588.0 31,600.0 32,188.0 0.91 0.02
HAKE, RED (LING) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 306.6 26,605.2 26,911.8 0.76 0.01
HAKE, WHITE 4.0 28.0 32.0 0.00 0.00
HERRING, ATLANTIC 113,574.4 35,214,060.0 35,327,634.4 1003.23 3.23
HERRING, BLUEBACK 7.9 98,730.0 98,737.9 2.80 0.00
HERRING, NK 25,751.0 0.0 25,751.0 0.73 0.73
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 197.9 767,683.0 767,880.9 21.81 0.01
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 48.0 12.0 60.0 0.00 0.00
Other Fish 8,166.6 44,559.0 52,725.6 1.50 0.23
Other Groundfish 620.0 1,952.0 2,572.0 0.07 0.02
Other Invertebrates 224.1 201.0 425.1 0.01 0.01
POLLOCK 557.0 4,231.0 4,788.0 0.14 0.02
SCALLOP, SEA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
SCUP 0.0 1,429.0 1,429.0 0.04 0.00
SHAD, AMERICAN 154.2 11,016.0 11,170.2 0.32 0.00
Skates 11.0 0.0 11.0 0.00 0.00
Squid 445.6 13,920.0 14,365.6 0.41 0.01
GRAND TOTAL 1,617,582.1 37,865,694.0 39,483,276.1 1121.24 45.94
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Table 13 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 24 observed trips on single 
midwater trawl vessels holding Category A and B permits in Quarters 1 and 2 for 2009 and 2010.  The 
total catch rate of herring and other species for 1,000 pounds of herring kept was 1,493.16 and the total 
discard rate for 1,000 pounds of herring kept was 74.96.  Herring and mackerel comprise the majority of 
observed total and kept catch by single midwater trawls during Quarters 1 and 2.  
 
Table 13  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarters 1 & 2, 

Single Midwater Trawl, Permit Categories A & B 

 

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs

Total Catch 
Rate (per 1000 
lbs Atl Herring 

Kept)

Discard Rate 
(per 1000 lbs 
Atl Herring 

Kept)
ALEWIFE 175.8 11,088.0 11,263.8 3.01 0.05
BASS, STRIPED 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
BUTTERFISH 0.0 4.0 4.0 0.00 0.00
COD, ATLANTIC 2.7 25.0 27.7 0.01 0.00
Debris 180.0 0.0 180.0 0.05 0.05
Dogfish 12,358.0 0.0 12,358.0 3.30 3.30
FISH, NK 231,135.0 0.0 231,135.0 61.68 61.68
Flounders 0.0 2.0 2.0 0.00 0.00
HADDOCK 0.0 7,401.5 7,401.5 1.98 0.00
HAKE, RED (LING) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 0.0 963.0 963.0 0.26 0.00
HAKE, WHITE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HERRING, ATLANTIC 33,960.1 3,747,132.0 3,781,092.1 1009.06 9.06
HERRING, BLUEBACK 600.7 11,215.0 11,815.7 3.15 0.16
HERRING, NK 100.0 0.0 100.0 0.03 0.03
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 2,226.4 1,534,664.0 1,536,890.4 410.15 0.59
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Other Fish 18.6 8.0 26.6 0.01 0.00
Other Groundfish 14.0 0.0 14.0 0.00 0.00
Other Invertebrates 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
POLLOCK 22.0 40.0 62.0 0.02 0.01
SCALLOP, SEA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
SCUP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
SHAD, AMERICAN 51.9 512.0 563.9 0.15 0.01
Skates 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Squid 22.0 1,148.0 1,170.0 0.31 0.01
GRAND TOTAL 280,867.2 5,314,202.5 5,595,069.7 1493.16 74.96
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Table 14 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 25 observed trips on single 
midwater trawl vessels holding a Category A and B permits in Quarters 3 and 4 for 2009 and 2010.  
Categories A and B have been combined for confidentiality reasons.  The total catch rate and total discard 
rate were both relatively low; 1,010.89 and 4.52 per 1,000 pounds of herring, respectively.  The top five 
species that comprised the observed catch by single midwater trawls during Quarters 3 and 4 were, in 
order from the highest: Herring, dogfish, fish NK, mackerel, and haddock. The top five species kept were 
(in order from the highest): herring, mackerel, haddock, shad and hake. 
 
Table 14  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarters 3 & 4, 

Single Midwater Trawl, Permit Categories A & B 

 

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs

Total Catch 
Rate (per 1000 
lbs Atl Herring 

Kept)

Discard Rate 
(per 1000 lbs 
Atl Herring 

Kept)
ALEWIFE 6.7 5,539.0 5,545.7 0.55 0.00
BASS, STRIPED 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
BUTTERFISH 30.0 1,451.0 1,481.0 0.15 0.00
COD, ATLANTIC 210.1 240.0 450.1 0.04 0.02
Debris 255.0 0.0 255.0 0.03 0.03
Dogfish 21,876.0 0.0 21,876.0 2.15 2.15
FISH, NK 21,375.6 12.0 21,387.6 2.10 2.10
Flounders 41.0 131.0 172.0 0.02 0.00
HADDOCK 400.0 11,292.0 11,692.0 1.15 0.04
HAKE, RED (LING) 0.0 130.0 130.0 0.01 0.00
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 58.4 7,587.4 7,645.8 0.75 0.01
HAKE, WHITE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HERRING, ATLANTIC 104.6 10,170,748.0 10,170,852.6 1000.01 0.01
HERRING, BLUEBACK 4.9 5,370.0 5,374.9 0.53 0.00
HERRING, NK 490.0 0.0 490.0 0.05 0.05
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 15.0 1.0 16.0 0.00 0.00
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 2.2 17,516.0 17,518.2 1.72 0.00
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 85.7 12.0 97.7 0.01 0.01
Other Fish 56.9 116.5 173.4 0.02 0.01
Other Groundfish 0.0 2,539.0 2,539.0 0.25 0.00
Other Invertebrates 2.5 0.0 2.5 0.00 0.00
POLLOCK 369.8 20.0 389.8 0.04 0.04
SCALLOP, SEA 0.0 12.5 12.5 0.00 0.00
SCUP 5.0 0.0 5.0 0.00 0.00
SHAD, AMERICAN 3.2 10,383.0 10,386.2 1.02 0.00
Skates 269.0 22.0 291.0 0.03 0.03
Squid 268.6 2,408.5 2,677.1 0.26 0.03
GRAND TOTAL 45,930.2 10,235,530.9 10,281,461.1 1010.89 4.52
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Table 15 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 21 observed trips on purse 
seine vessels holding Category B and C permits in Quarter 2 for 2009 and 2010.  Categories B and C have 
been combined for confidentiality reasons.  The total catch rate of herring and other species for 1,000 
pounds of herring kept was 1,219.36 and the total discard rate for 1,000 pounds of herring kept was 29.20.  
Herring and fish NK comprise the majority of observed total and kept catch by single midwater trawls 
during Quarter 2.  
  
Table 15  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 2, 

Purse Seine, Permit Categories B and C 

 

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs

Total Catch 
Rate (per 1000 
lbs Atl Herring 

Kept)

Discard Rate 
(per 1000 lbs 
Atl Herring 

Kept)
ALEWIFE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
BASS, STRIPED 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
BUTTERFISH 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
COD, ATLANTIC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Debris 0.3 0.0 0.3 0.00 0.00
Dogfish 1,960.0 0.0 1,960.0 0.85 0.85
FISH, NK 64,408.0 435,000.0 499,408.0 216.21 27.88
Flounders 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HADDOCK 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HAKE, RED (LING) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 0.0 43.6 43.6 0.02 0.00
HAKE, WHITE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HERRING, ATLANTIC 838.2 2,309,791.0 2,310,629.2 1000.36 0.36
HERRING, BLUEBACK 1.1 340.0 341.1 0.15 0.00
HERRING, NK 200.3 12.0 212.3 0.09 0.09
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 13.0 0.0 13.0 0.01 0.01
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 0.4 3,764.0 3,764.4 1.63 0.00
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 3.0 0.0 3.0 0.00 0.00
Other Fish 3.6 6.0 9.6 0.00 0.00
Other Groundfish 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Other Invertebrates 0.3 11.0 11.3 0.00 0.00
POLLOCK 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
SCALLOP, SEA 2.5 0.0 2.5 0.00 0.00
SCUP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
SHAD, AMERICAN 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Skates 11.0 0.0 11.0 0.00 0.00
Squid 0.0 60.0 60.0 0.03 0.00
GRAND TOTAL 67,441.7 2,749,027.6 2,816,469.3 1219.36 29.20
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Table 16 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 50 observed trips on purse 
seine vessels holding Category B and C permits in Quarter 3 for 2009 and 2010.  Categories B and C have 
been combined for confidentiality reasons.  The total catch rate of herring and other species for 1,000 
pounds of herring kept was 1,119.63, and the total discard rate for 1,000 pounds of herring kept was 
57.62.  Herring (Atlantic and NK), fish NK, and dogfish comprise the majority of observed total and kept 
catch by single midwater trawls during Quarter 3.  
 
Table 16  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 3, 

Purse Seine, Permit Categories B and C 

 

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs

Total Catch 
Rate (per 1000 
lbs Atl Herring 

Kept)

Discard Rate 
(per 1000 lbs 
Atl Herring 

Kept)
ALEWIFE 1.0 549.0 550.0 0.06 0.00
BASS, STRIPED 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
BUTTERFISH 2.6 82.0 84.6 0.01 0.00
COD, ATLANTIC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Debris 1,210.0 486.0 1,696.0 0.19 0.13
Dogfish 19,586.0 13,625.0 33,211.0 3.66 2.16
FISH, NK 495,679.0 405,000.0 900,679.0 99.32 54.66
Flounders 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HADDOCK 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HAKE, RED (LING) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 1.5 3,581.0 3,582.5 0.40 0.00
HAKE, WHITE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HERRING, ATLANTIC 3,531.1 9,068,601.0 9,072,132.1 1000.39 0.39
HERRING, BLUEBACK 0.7 493.0 493.7 0.05 0.00
HERRING, NK 2,420.0 130,000.0 132,420.0 14.60 0.27
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 50.0 5,461.0 5,511.0 0.61 0.01
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 12.0 0.0 12.0 0.00 0.00
Other Fish 3.0 40.0 43.0 0.00 0.00
Other Groundfish 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Other Invertebrates 0.0 95.0 95.0 0.01 0.00
POLLOCK 71.0 0.0 71.0 0.01 0.01
SCALLOP, SEA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
SCUP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
SHAD, AMERICAN 0.0 128.0 128.0 0.01 0.00
Skates 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Squid 0.5 2,750.0 2,750.5 0.30 0.00
GRAND TOTAL 522,568.4 9,630,891.0 10,153,459.4 1119.63 57.62
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Table 17 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 4 observed trips on purse 
seine vessels holding Category B and C permits in Quarter 3 for 2009 and 2010.  Categories B and C have 
been combined for confidentiality reasons.  The total catch rate and total discard rate were both relatively 
low; 1,167.33 and 2.66 per 1,000 pounds of herring, respectively  Herring and fish NK comprise the 
majority of observed total and kept catch, and only five other species groups were caught, it is important 
to note that only four trips were observed total.  
 
Table 17  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 4, 

Purse Seine, Permit Categories B and C 

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs

Total Catch 
Rate (per 1000 
lbs Atl Herring 

Kept)

Discard Rate 
(per 1000 lbs 
Atl Herring 

Kept)
ALEWIFE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
BASS, STRIPED 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
BUTTERFISH 0.0 18.0 18.0 0.06 0.00
COD, ATLANTIC 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Debris 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Dogfish 390.0 0.0 390.0 1.36 1.36
FISH, NK 350.0 47,000.0 47,350.0 165.60 1.22
Flounders 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HADDOCK 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HAKE, RED (LING) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HAKE, WHITE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HERRING, ATLANTIC 0.5 285,935.0 285,935.5 1000.00 0.00
HERRING, BLUEBACK 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
HERRING, NK 20.0 0.0 20.0 0.07 0.07
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 0.0 28.0 28.0 0.10 0.00
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Other Fish 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Other Groundfish 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Other Invertebrates 0.0 38.0 38.0 0.13 0.00
POLLOCK 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
SCALLOP, SEA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
SCUP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
SHAD, AMERICAN 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Skates 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
Squid 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00
GRAND TOTAL 760.5 333,019.0 333,779.5 1167.33 2.66
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Table 18 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 20 observed trips on 
bottom trawl vessels holding Category A permits in Quarter 1 for 2009 and 2010.  Of the 2,135,255.9 
observed pounds caught 18% was herring and 52% was mackerel. 
 
Table 18  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 1, 

Bottom Otter Trawl, Permit Category A  

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs
ALEWIFE 129.2 1,530.0 1,659.2
BASS, STRIPED 0.0 0.0 0.0
BUTTERFISH 12,873.0 238.0 13,111.0
COD, ATLANTIC 6,037.1 31,640.4 37,677.5
Debris 5,152.9 0.0 5,152.9
Dogfish 67,634.2 0.0 67,634.2
FISH, NK 5.0 0.0 5.0
Flounders 6,491.5 42,016.5 48,508.0
HADDOCK 12,676.5 113,556.1 126,232.6
HAKE, RED (LING) 25.7 0.0 25.7
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 378.9 227.0 605.9
HAKE, WHITE 61.0 16,218.6 16,279.6
HERRING, ATLANTIC 7,815.6 378,539.0 386,354.6
HERRING, BLUEBACK 0.9 89.0 89.9
HERRING, NK 0.0 0.0 0.0
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 2,553.0 7,074.0 9,627.0
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 15,269.4 1,113,180.0 1,128,449.4
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 8,620.5 78,209.5 86,830.0
Other Fish 2,769.8 418.4 3,188.2
Other Groundfish 2,418.0 17,187.4 19,605.4
Other Invertebrates 1,867.7 66.0 1,933.7
POLLOCK 27.4 70,720.0 70,747.4
SCALLOP, SEA 0.0 849.7 849.7
SCUP 1,474.0 0.0 1,474.0
SHAD, AMERICAN 96.1 0.0 96.1
Skates 56,825.4 26,506.4 83,331.8
Squid 12,506.0 13,281.0 25,787.0
GRAND TOTAL 223,708.8 1,911,547.1 2,135,255.9
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Table 19 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 30 observed trips on 
bottom trawl vessels holding Category A permits in Quarter 2 for 2009 and 2010.  Of the 4,867,680.7 
observed pounds kept 92% was squid. 
 
Table 19  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 2, 

Bottom Otter Trawl, Permit Category A  

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs
ALEWIFE 196.0 1.0 197.0
BASS, STRIPED 5,586.0 0.0 5,586.0
BUTTERFISH 7,914.5 1,880.0 9,794.5
COD, ATLANTIC 3,255.9 26,383.9 29,639.8
Debris 7,800.8 0.0 7,800.8
Dogfish 35,119.7 687.0 35,806.7
FISH, NK 597.9 0.0 597.9
Flounders 25,166.0 26,865.6 52,031.6
HADDOCK 2,136.6 159,246.1 161,382.7
HAKE, RED (LING) 902.0 91.0 993.0
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 1,759.9 4,325.0 6,084.9
HAKE, WHITE 120.6 12,475.5 12,596.1
HERRING, ATLANTIC 161.4 0.0 161.4
HERRING, BLUEBACK 169.3 2.0 171.3
HERRING, NK 0.0 0.0 0.0
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 2,936.2 7,232.1 10,168.3
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 417.7 1,382.1 1,799.8
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 1,410.6 28,262.7 29,673.3
Other Fish 11,498.4 6,823.0 18,321.4
Other Groundfish 1,596.8 14,336.6 15,933.4
Other Invertebrates 6,813.5 0.0 6,813.5
POLLOCK 112.3 36,326.6 36,438.9
SCALLOP, SEA 2,858.9 441.5 3,300.3
SCUP 4,955.0 1,221.0 6,176.0
SHAD, AMERICAN 713.6 149.6 863.2
Skates 127,013.8 53,920.6 180,934.4
Squid 11,911.7 4,485,627.8 4,497,539.5
GRAND TOTAL 263,125.0 4,867,680.7 5,130,805.7
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Table 20 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 34 observed trips on 
bottom trawl vessels holding Category A permits in Quarter 3 for 2009 and 2010.  Of the 4,549,483.7 
observed pounds kept 92% was squid. 
 
Table 20  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 3, 

Bottom Otter Trawl, Permit Category A  

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs
ALEWIFE 26.0 0.0 26.0
BASS, STRIPED 199.0 52.5 251.5
BUTTERFISH 6,766.3 1,102.4 7,868.7
COD, ATLANTIC 20,785.0 19,483.3 40,268.3
Debris 3,528.3 0.0 3,528.3
Dogfish 33,816.8 11.0 33,827.8
FISH, NK 25,544.6 0.0 25,544.6
Flounders 7,704.5 33,121.0 40,825.5
HADDOCK 1,635.9 130,580.9 132,216.8
HAKE, RED (LING) 7,496.1 788.0 8,284.1
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 28,923.4 7,644.0 36,567.4
HAKE, WHITE 91.0 4,013.2 4,104.2
HERRING, ATLANTIC 57.5 0.0 57.5
HERRING, BLUEBACK 25.4 0.0 25.4
HERRING, NK 10,015.0 0.0 10,015.0
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 3,125.9 2,742.5 5,868.4
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 163.6 0.0 163.6
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 617.6 6,318.2 6,935.8
Other Fish 13,522.7 3,428.7 16,951.4
Other Groundfish 2,727.8 3,387.5 6,115.3
Other Invertebrates 6,637.4 0.0 6,637.4
POLLOCK 62.6 11,523.0 11,585.6
SCALLOP, SEA 5,227.1 708.1 5,935.1
SCUP 2,725.0 3,152.0 5,877.0
SHAD, AMERICAN 89.4 0.0 89.4
Skates 84,417.5 13,176.5 97,594.0
Squid 36,815.4 4,308,251.0 4,345,066.4
GRAND TOTAL 302,746.7 4,549,483.7 4,852,230.4
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Table 21 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 31 observed trips on 
bottom trawl vessels holding Category A permits in Quarter 4 for 2009 and 2010.Of the 936,382.6 
observed pounds kept 56% was squid, and 11% was herring. 
 
Table 21  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 4, 

Bottom Otter Trawl, Permit Category A 

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs
ALEWIFE 4.1 397.0 401.1
BASS, STRIPED 89.0 0.0 89.0
BUTTERFISH 33,295.1 1,338.6 34,633.7
COD, ATLANTIC 943.5 12,497.8 13,441.3
Debris 5,080.5 0.0 5,080.5
Dogfish 22,053.2 0.0 22,053.2
FISH, NK 360.2 0.0 360.2
Flounders 7,883.5 39,338.5 47,222.0
HADDOCK 128.0 51,830.7 51,958.7
HAKE, RED (LING) 2,342.1 44.0 2,386.1
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 9,169.3 3,840.2 13,009.5
HAKE, WHITE 628.7 22,462.3 23,091.0
HERRING, ATLANTIC 37.1 99,003.0 99,040.1
HERRING, BLUEBACK 17.5 152.0 169.5
HERRING, NK 518.9 81.0 599.9
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 3,144.0 3,737.0 6,881.0
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 159.8 101.0 260.8
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 2,930.5 72,251.7 75,182.2
Other Fish 15,521.7 2,961.1 18,482.8
Other Groundfish 3,614.6 26,999.3 30,613.9
Other Invertebrates 12,271.9 0.0 12,271.9
POLLOCK 345.4 36,189.3 36,534.7
SCALLOP, SEA 317.4 5,789.4 6,106.7
SCUP 3,490.2 9,816.0 13,306.2
SHAD, AMERICAN 162.3 35.0 197.3
Skates 53,058.7 18,912.2 71,970.9
Squid 10,646.0 528,605.5 539,251.5
GRAND TOTAL 188,213.2 936,382.6 1,124,595.7
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Table 22 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 56 observed trips on 
bottom trawl vessels holding Category B and C permits in Quarter 1 for 2009 and 2010.  Categories B 
and C have been combined for confidentiality reasons.  Of the 861,836.2 observed pounds kept 21% was 
herring, 21% was scup, 15% was other fish, and 10% was hake. 
 
Table 22  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 1, 

Bottom Otter Trawl, Permit Categories B & C 

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs
ALEWIFE 189.9 789.0 978.9
BASS, STRIPED 414.0 3,505.0 3,919.0
BUTTERFISH 38,434.5 3,730.0 42,164.5
COD, ATLANTIC 14,294.4 23,670.1 37,964.5
Debris 4,661.1 0.0 4,661.1
Dogfish 118,885.3 204.5 119,089.8
FISH, NK 232.5 0.0 232.5
Flounders 35,588.6 73,598.7 109,187.3
HADDOCK 56.1 5,342.2 5,398.3
HAKE, RED (LING) 20,283.1 1,926.0 22,209.1
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 16,793.6 89,869.5 106,663.1
HAKE, WHITE 1,058.5 5,923.4 6,981.9
HERRING, ATLANTIC 2,213.4 178,970.0 181,183.4
HERRING, BLUEBACK 4.5 3,848.0 3,852.5
HERRING, NK 4.0 20.0 24.0
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 3,265.3 4,040.2 7,305.5
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 874.3 7,726.1 8,600.4
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 7,129.9 23,509.6 30,639.5
Other Fish 44,732.7 131,065.3 175,798.0
Other Groundfish 1,807.4 10,279.5 12,086.9
Other Invertebrates 7,599.3 16.0 7,615.3
POLLOCK 3.0 1,603.5 1,606.5
SCALLOP, SEA 13,866.1 462.3 14,328.4
SCUP 21,710.6 181,043.0 202,753.6
SHAD, AMERICAN 383.6 1,525.5 1,909.1
Skates 86,922.8 44,929.0 131,851.8
Squid 9,856.2 64,239.8 74,096.0
GRAND TOTAL 451,264.7 861,836.2 1,313,100.9
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Table 23 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 102 observed trips on 
bottom trawl vessels holding Category B and C permits in Quarter 2 for 2009 and 2010.  Categories B 
and C have been combined for confidentiality reasons.  Of the 827,608.2 observed pounds kept 21% was 
herring, 21% was scup, 15% was other fish, and 10% was hake. 
 
Table 23  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 2, 

Bottom Otter Trawl, Permit Categories B & C 

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs
ALEWIFE 323.6 32.0 355.6
BASS, STRIPED 5,421.5 187.5 5,609.0
BUTTERFISH 10,657.3 5,231.9 15,889.2
COD, ATLANTIC 4,023.5 61,056.8 65,080.3
Debris 9,680.7 0.0 9,680.7
Dogfish 50,176.3 14,980.5 65,156.8
FISH, NK 3,220.8 0.0 3,220.8
Flounders 55,404.5 126,757.6 182,162.1
HADDOCK 1,083.3 106,272.8 107,356.1
HAKE, RED (LING) 20,924.4 5,379.5 26,303.9
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 11,355.9 80,790.4 92,146.3
HAKE, WHITE 38.2 1,211.8 1,250.0
HERRING, ATLANTIC 1,945.7 3.5 1,949.2
HERRING, BLUEBACK 1,020.1 9.0 1,029.1
HERRING, NK 119.2 463.0 582.2
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 3,992.6 5,966.0 9,958.6
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 1,516.9 2,462.0 3,978.9
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 2,404.0 26,328.9 28,732.9
Other Fish 35,033.5 108,310.3 143,343.8
Other Groundfish 11,743.8 2,283.8 14,027.6
Other Invertebrates 25,166.8 59.8 25,226.6
POLLOCK 3.0 14,135.0 14,138.0
SCALLOP, SEA 1,062.1 8,552.4 9,614.5
SCUP 65,358.0 23,425.6 88,783.6
SHAD, AMERICAN 175.1 0.0 175.1
Skates 443,274.8 147,302.9 590,577.7
Squid 2,415.8 86,405.2 88,821.0
GRAND TOTAL 767,541.4 827,608.2 1,595,149.5
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Table 24 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 163 observed trips on 
bottom trawl vessels holding Category B and C permits in Quarter 3 for 2009 and 2010.  Categories B 
and C have been combined for confidentiality reasons.  Of the 1,427,955.0 observed pounds kept 41% 
was squid, 25% was skate, and 10% was hake. 
 
Table 24  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 3, 

Bottom Otter Trawl, Permit Categories B & C 

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs
ALEWIFE 338.3 0.0 338.3
BASS, STRIPED 6,141.3 562.8 6,704.1
BUTTERFISH 50,963.7 5,303.8 56,267.5
COD, ATLANTIC 3,500.1 65,860.9 69,361.0
Debris 6,860.8 0.0 6,860.8
Dogfish 79,417.4 37,645.0 117,062.4
FISH, NK 250.7 0.0 250.7
Flounders 57,435.2 125,902.2 183,337.4
HADDOCK 2,316.7 9,213.7 11,530.4
HAKE, RED (LING) 29,318.0 5,345.1 34,663.1
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 39,760.0 148,907.4 188,667.4
HAKE, WHITE 607.9 7,628.9 8,236.8
HERRING, ATLANTIC 6,482.7 895.0 7,377.7
HERRING, BLUEBACK 54.8 0.0 54.8
HERRING, NK 2,557.9 0.0 2,557.9
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 10,439.3 8,795.2 19,234.5
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 200.0 255.7 455.7
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 5,029.8 24,707.2 29,737.0
Other Fish 31,279.4 4,024.6 35,304.0
Other Groundfish 3,442.2 2,044.2 5,486.4
Other Invertebrates 35,047.3 29.5 35,076.8
POLLOCK 156.9 6,664.0 6,820.9
SCALLOP, SEA 47,308.6 21,658.8 68,967.4
SCUP 11,011.7 15,012.1 26,023.8
SHAD, AMERICAN 231.9 0.0 231.9
Skates 371,909.1 351,025.2 722,934.3
Squid 64,598.9 586,473.8 651,072.7
GRAND TOTAL 866,660.5 1,427,955.0 2,294,615.6
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Table 25 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 140 observed trips on 
bottom trawl vessels holding Category B and C permits in Quarter 4 for 2009 and 2010. Categories B and 
C have been combined for confidentiality reasons.  Of the 1,007,935.4 observed pounds kept skates 
comprised 30%, squid comprised 18% and cod comprised 11%. 
 
Table 25  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 4, 

Bottom Otter Trawl, Permit Categories B & C 

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs
ALEWIFE 1,679.2 1,084.0 2,763.2
BASS, STRIPED 1,303.9 0.0 1,303.9
BUTTERFISH 34,203.5 3,442.1 37,645.6
COD, ATLANTIC 5,774.5 112,333.4 118,107.9
Debris 6,205.1 33.0 6,238.1
Dogfish 122,811.1 646.2 123,457.3
FISH, NK 220.6 43.0 263.6
Flounders 36,552.5 58,844.5 95,397.0
HADDOCK 64.0 1,572.5 1,636.5
HAKE, RED (LING) 38,534.3 1,673.6 40,207.9
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 43,161.4 75,233.5 118,394.9
HAKE, WHITE 932.7 6,413.1 7,345.8
HERRING, ATLANTIC 618.5 98,236.5 98,855.0
HERRING, BLUEBACK 108.5 2,397.0 2,505.5
HERRING, NK 377.5 48.0 425.5
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 5,631.3 1,704.2 7,335.5
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 350.8 1,071.0 1,421.8
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 5,417.4 30,828.6 36,246.0
Other Fish 55,303.1 60,008.1 115,311.2
Other Groundfish 5,201.1 2,901.5 8,102.6
Other Invertebrates 13,143.3 321.5 13,464.8
POLLOCK 125.3 10,207.7 10,333.0
SCALLOP, SEA 22,357.7 16,255.2 38,612.9
SCUP 16,148.2 35,363.6 51,511.8
SHAD, AMERICAN 1,371.2 0.0 1,371.2
Skates 170,925.0 304,272.3 475,197.3
Squid 29,338.8 183,001.4 212,340.2
GRAND TOTAL 617,860.5 1,007,935.4 1,625,795.9
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Table 26 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 498 observed trips on 
bottom trawl vessels holding Category D permits in Quarter 1 for 2009 and 2010.  Of the 5,893,231.7 
observed pounds kept flounder comprised 20%, skates comprised 18% and cod comprised 10%. 
 
Table 26  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 1, 

Bottom Otter Trawl, Permit Category D 

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs
ALEWIFE 563.9 270.0 833.9
BASS, STRIPED 4,353.0 3,091.0 7,444.0
BUTTERFISH 90,814.6 11,130.1 101,944.7
COD, ATLANTIC 51,961.5 604,735.8 656,697.3
Debris 85,540.1 0.0 85,540.1
Dogfish 470,045.4 50,465.6 520,511.0
FISH, NK 14,620.2 200.0 14,820.2
Flounders 355,712.2 1,202,785.8 1,558,498.0
HADDOCK 1,274.0 341,019.4 342,293.4
HAKE, RED (LING) 61,277.6 12,383.6 73,661.2
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 92,585.7 253,205.1 345,790.8
HAKE, WHITE 4,430.7 266,337.7 270,768.4
HERRING, ATLANTIC 13,851.0 5,114.0 18,965.0
HERRING, BLUEBACK 254.6 0.0 254.6
HERRING, NK 3,545.8 0.0 3,545.8
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 84,884.6 55,912.0 140,796.6
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 1,246.9 2,311.7 3,558.6
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 46,762.9 424,147.4 470,910.3
Other Fish 244,293.2 280,619.2 524,912.4
Other Groundfish 36,963.7 246,283.4 283,247.1
Other Invertebrates 119,111.4 49,616.4 168,727.7
POLLOCK 3,348.1 395,175.6 398,523.7
SCALLOP, SEA 182,288.7 85,309.2 267,597.9
SCUP 56,511.5 74,259.8 130,771.3
SHAD, AMERICAN 3,122.8 67.5 3,190.3
Skates 3,193,929.1 1,075,386.3 4,269,315.4
Squid 49,925.6 453,405.3 503,330.9
GRAND TOTAL 5,273,218.8 5,893,231.7 11,166,450.5
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Table 27 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 603 observed trips on 
bottom trawl vessels holding Category D permits in Quarter 2 for 2009 and 2010.  Of the 7,945,418.2 
observed pounds kept haddock comprised 24%, skates comprised 18% and flounder comprised 18%. 
 
Table 27  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 2, 

Bottom Otter Trawl, Permit Category D 

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs
ALEWIFE 4,595.5 50.0 4,645.5
BASS, STRIPED 9,447.7 229.6 9,677.3
BUTTERFISH 29,808.1 15,899.8 45,707.9
COD, ATLANTIC 99,125.5 690,442.4 789,567.9
Debris 128,461.1 0.0 128,461.1
Dogfish 344,557.2 49,518.4 394,075.6
FISH, NK 4,264.3 189.5 4,453.8
Flounders 506,852.2 1,215,148.2 1,722,000.4
HADDOCK 21,612.3 1,919,794.9 1,941,407.2
HAKE, RED (LING) 77,979.0 18,991.8 96,970.8
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 76,010.3 402,204.9 478,215.2
HAKE, WHITE 4,642.1 242,127.0 246,769.1
HERRING, ATLANTIC 3,382.8 59.5 3,442.3
HERRING, BLUEBACK 600.1 6.0 606.1
HERRING, NK 227.0 234.0 461.0
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 65,508.5 99,751.2 165,259.7
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 5,886.9 8,095.9 13,982.8
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 50,030.8 485,173.7 535,204.5
Other Fish 195,028.2 79,729.8 274,758.0
Other Groundfish 88,915.0 402,854.5 491,769.5
Other Invertebrates 226,551.7 45,094.2 271,645.9
POLLOCK 4,828.3 546,444.7 551,272.9
SCALLOP, SEA 122,710.9 147,776.7 270,487.6
SCUP 100,312.4 21,999.1 122,311.5
SHAD, AMERICAN 1,749.9 467.0 2,216.9
Skates 3,405,308.0 1,392,583.1 4,797,891.1
Squid 21,069.8 160,552.5 181,622.3
GRAND TOTAL 5,599,465.6 7,945,418.2 13,544,883.8
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Table 28 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 783 observed trips on 
bottom trawl vessels holding Category D permits in Quarter 3 for 2009 and 2010.  No species comprised 
more than 20% of the observed pounds kept; flounder comprised 19%, skates comprised 17% and squid 
comprised 12%. 
 
Table 28 Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 3, 

Bottom Otter Trawl, Permit Category D 

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs
ALEWIFE 3,062.3 989.0 4,051.3
BASS, STRIPED 8,178.4 91.0 8,269.4
BUTTERFISH 115,923.5 11,442.7 127,366.2
COD, ATLANTIC 96,101.3 551,681.4 647,782.7
Debris 127,937.7 0.0 127,937.7
Dogfish 412,674.9 69,860.8 482,535.7
FISH, NK 2,699.9 6.0 2,705.9
Flounders 468,970.1 1,434,554.6 1,903,524.7
HADDOCK 8,495.6 635,465.1 643,960.7
HAKE, RED (LING) 94,602.1 49,794.5 144,396.6
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 164,288.3 418,540.3 582,828.6
HAKE, WHITE 7,793.6 178,817.9 186,611.5
HERRING, ATLANTIC 25,227.4 19,533.8 44,761.2
HERRING, BLUEBACK 3,524.4 4.0 3,528.4
HERRING, NK 2,261.7 10.0 2,271.7
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 90,852.4 93,385.4 184,237.8
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 6,719.0 8,218.5 14,937.5
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 32,815.3 364,465.3 397,280.6
Other Fish 212,339.6 51,250.5 263,590.1
Other Groundfish 60,561.3 329,446.2 390,007.5
Other Invertebrates 275,654.4 211,560.3 487,214.7
POLLOCK 5,446.5 518,197.4 523,643.9
SCALLOP, SEA 328,810.9 188,301.3 517,112.2
SCUP 15,439.5 11,495.4 26,934.9
SHAD, AMERICAN 627.4 108.0 735.4
Skates 4,086,067.8 1,199,490.8 5,285,558.6
Squid 72,857.7 865,349.4 938,207.1
GRAND TOTAL 6,729,933.1 7,212,059.5 13,941,992.6
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Table 29 summarizes the catch and discards of all species that were caught on 653 observed trips on 
bottom trawl vessels holding Category D permits in Quarter 4 for 2009 and 2010.  Of the 5,893,231.7 
observed pounds kept flounder comprised 20%, skates comprised 18% and cod comprised 10%. 
 
Table 29  Catch and Discards of All Species on Observed Trips, 2009-2010, Quarter 4, 

Bottom Otter Trawl, Permit Category D 

 
  

Species Group Lbs Disc Lbs Kept Total Lbs
ALEWIFE 563.9 270.0 833.9
BASS, STRIPED 4,353.0 3,091.0 7,444.0
BUTTERFISH 90,814.6 11,130.1 101,944.7
COD, ATLANTIC 51,961.5 604,735.8 656,697.3
Debris 85,540.1 0.0 85,540.1
Dogfish 470,045.4 50,465.6 520,511.0
FISH, NK 14,620.2 200.0 14,820.2
Flounders 355,712.2 1,202,785.8 1,558,498.0
HADDOCK 1,274.0 341,019.4 342,293.4
HAKE, RED (LING) 61,277.6 12,383.6 73,661.2
HAKE, SILVER (WHITING) 92,585.7 253,205.1 345,790.8
HAKE, WHITE 4,430.7 266,337.7 270,768.4
HERRING, ATLANTIC 13,851.0 5,114.0 18,965.0
HERRING, BLUEBACK 254.6 0.0 254.6
HERRING, NK 3,545.8 0.0 3,545.8
LOBSTER, AMERICAN 84,884.6 55,912.0 140,796.6
MACKEREL, ATLANTIC 1,246.9 2,311.7 3,558.6
MONKFISH (GOOSEFISH) 46,762.9 424,147.4 470,910.3
Other Fish 244,293.2 280,619.2 524,912.4
Other Groundfish 36,963.7 246,283.4 283,247.1
Other Invertebrates 119,111.4 49,616.4 168,727.7
POLLOCK 3,348.1 395,175.6 398,523.7
SCALLOP, SEA 182,288.7 85,309.2 267,597.9
SCUP 56,511.5 74,259.8 130,771.3
SHAD, AMERICAN 3,122.8 67.5 3,190.3
Skates 3,193,929.1 1,075,386.3 4,269,315.4
Squid 49,925.6 453,405.3 503,330.9
GRAND TOTAL 5,273,218.8 5,893,231.7 11,166,450.5
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4.2.1.3 State Observer Data 
The Herring PDT agreed to follow-up and provide/review the data collected through this project; this 
information will be completed for the formal submission of the DEIS (Fall 2011). 
 
The Herring PDT reviewed a draft summary of State Observer Programs that is being prepared for the 
Amendment 5 Draft EIS.  The PDT agreed that while most of the State Observer Programs do not collect 
data of relevance to Amendment 5 because they do not sample the Atlantic herring fishery, ME DMR’s 
current sampling efforts in the small mesh bottom trawl (SMBT) fishery are of particular interest.  The 
ME DMR SMBT sampling project is funded for 40 sea days between 2011 and 2012 (December 2010-
April 2011 and December 2011-April 2012).  The State of ME has a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) with NOAA that allows funds to be directed to NEFOP samplers so that data are collected in a 
manner that is consistent with NEFOP protocols.  The State of ME also runs an observer sampling 
program under their own funds.  A few SBMT trips were sampled in December 2010 and are included in 
the 2010 observer data being utilized by the PDT in Amendment 5, but the majority of the SMBT fishery 
and related sampling efforts by ME DMR occurred in early 2011, during the winter fishery (January – 
April). 
 

4.2.1.4 State Portside Sampling Programs 
For more information on State Portside Sampling Programs, as well as Herring PDT analysis of the data 
produced, see the two papers “Comparison of (Landed) Bycatch Estimates from Portside and At-Sea 
Observer Sampling Programs in the Atlantic Herring fishery (July 2010)” and “A Comparison of Portside 
and At-Sea Sampling Methods of Estimating Bycatch in the Atlantic Herring Fishery”, located in 
Appendix II of this document (Volume II). 
 
ME DMR Portside Bycatch Survey 
ME DMR’s portside sampling program represents an opportunity to collect data in an inexpensive but 
efficient and accurate way.  The program takes advantage of normal processing plant operations by 
quantifying bycatch that enters the facilities.  Processing plants have to manually remove other species 
from the production line before the fish are sorted and cut or frozen.  In normal operations, bycatch 
removed from the product is segregated into xactix bins or totes and removed from the processing floor at 
the end of each lot.  Plants process one lot (fish caught by one vessel on a particular trip, delivered by 
truck or boat) at a time and then reset the plant in preparation for the next lot.  Therefore, the bycatch 
removed from each lot can be documented and assigned to a catch location, gear type, date and a total lot 
amount. Additionally, the plants generally buy herring from vessels throughout the fishery and therefore 
cover multiple gear types, vessel sizes and individual fishing practices. 
 
The survey sampling takes place at bait dealer and processing plants dewatering boxes in Maine, New 
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and New Jersey. A sampling level of five percent per sampler of 
the entire herring fishery is targeted.  The mackerel fishery is sampled when herring samples are not 
available; this scenario is most likely to occur in the winter months when many of the herring vessels 
switch to the mackerel fishery.  The samplers quantify bycatch from individual lots according to a NMFS 
specified protocol.  The total weight of any observed bycatch are recorded along with species 
identification, total species weight, individual lengths and weights of all fish or a representative sub-
sample. 
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Updated results for the ME DMR portside bycatch survey can be found in 4.1.4.4. A more extensive 
overview can be found in Amendment 1 to the Herring FMP. ME DMR funding for the portside and at-
sea sampling program will be at approximately $300,000 for the year 2012, through a combination of 
Congressional allocation, and two grants through the Atlantic Coastal Cooperative Statistics Program 
(ACCSP) and National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, respectively. The same combination of grants is 
funding the program for 2011 with an approximate funding of $200,000. 
 
MA DMF Portside Sampling 
The goal of the MA DMF portside sampling program is to document commercial fishing activities and 
record and quantify catch composition (including size and age) of the fish landed by the Northwest 
Atlantic herring and mackerel fisheries.  The objectives are to: 

• Sample landings at the dock to acquire information on catch composition and other biological aspects 
of the Atlantic herring and Atlantic mackerel fisheries; 

• Collaborate with Maine Department of Marine Resources (ME DMR) to implement consistent 
dockside sampling protocols and to increase the number of trips sampled; 

• Collect biological information and samples to assist stock assessments; and 
• Support the management of these fisheries by providing analyses of various state and federal fishery-

dependent data (dealer landings, vessel trip reports, at-sea sampling, portside sampling)  
 
The MA DMF portside sampling program is partially funded by a grant from the Atlantic Costal Fisheries 
Cooperative Management Act (ACFCMA). This grant encumbers funds for travel, supplies and salary for 
the field coordinator.  In addition, MA DMF, has provided in-kind support by adding samplers based out 
of the New Bedford and Gloucester field stations.  The term of the ACFCMA grant is for one year.  
Before the grant expires, MA DMF will pursue avenues to renew the grant and, if funding is not available 
from the same source, will seek additional funding to continue the program.  Some additional funding for 
portside sampling by MA DMF has been provided by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF) 
to support the Sustainable Fisheries Coalition (SFC) river herring bycatch avoidance program 
 
Updated results for the MA DMF portside bycatch survey can be found in 4.1.4.3.  A more extensive 
overview can be found in Amendment 1 to the Herring FMP.  Currently the DMF port sampling project 
has a grant through National Fish and Wildlife Foundation for $112,000, with $85,000 of matching funds, 
and runs through 6/2012. 
 

4.2.1.5 Industry Initiatives 
Information in this section provided by SMAST, MADMF, and SFC staff. 
 
Sustainable Fisheries Coalition (SFC) members account for the majority of US landings of Atlantic 
herring and mackerel. River herring species are also encountered in these directed fisheries. Minimizing 
unintended bycatch has been a goal of SFC members since fisheries managers alerted the industry in 2006 
that the river herring species complex was depressed. To help achieve this goal the SFC has joined with 
the Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries (MA DMF) and the University of Massachusetts 
Dartmouth School of Marine Science and Technology (SMAST) to develop river herring and American 
shad (alosine) bycatch avoidance methods through a pilot project.  This collaboration seeks to develop (1) 
a predictive model of where alosines are likely to occur in space and time, (2) a real-time bycatch 
avoidance intra-fleet communication system, and (3) additional support for port sampling to inform the 
initiative.  
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The project will test if oceanographic features can be used to indicate areas with a high probability of 
large catches alosines.  The Finite-Volume Community Ocean Model (FVCOM) system will be used to 
hindcast ocean conditions.  FVCOM is a verified prognostic coastal ocean circulation model that 
incorporates realistic time-dependent temperature projections and can identify oceanographic conditions 
on a daily basis.  Sea surface temperature, bottom temperature, the difference between sea surface and 
bottom temperature, and depth are the initial variables that have been mapped on a monthly basis.  The 
project will mainly use Northeast Fisheries Observer Program (NEFOP) midwater trawl and National 
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) bottom trawl datasets for alosine catch at sea information.  
 
The project relies on near real-time communication between fishing vessels, MA DMF and SMAST to 
circulate information regarding alosine hotspots and to relay this information to fishing captains before 
and during their trips.  The first system was implemented during the 2011 winter midwater trawl fishery 
(January through March) over an approximately 60x70 nm area off the coast of New Jersey identified as a 
high bycatch area by historic MA DMF port sampling, NEFOP data and this Amendment draft.  Bycatch 
information in this area was accessed and shared with captains using a coded, grid system of smaller cells 
approximately 5x8 nm (10' longitude x 5' latitude) (Figure 53). 
 
Figure 53 SFC Grid Distributed to Captains to Communicate Bycatch Information 

 
Source: SMAST 
 
Catch composition was compiled through the MA DMF port sampling program which relied on electronic 
communications from captains and onshore managers that identified the location and time of vessel 
landings and departure.  The program sampled just under 50% of all midwater fishing trips landing in 
Massachusetts during the winter fishery and was an efficient (information relayed to SMAST in less than 
48 hours) and accurate method to gather bycatch data. Communication with onboard NEFOP observers 
was critical in identifying individual tows with alosines. The NEFOP has also agreed to share logs of trips 
with alosine bycatch with MA DMF/SMAST in a timely manner (about 5 days).  
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Based on the pace of the fishery, weekly or bi-weekly advisories from SMAST worked best. Advisories 
classified grid cells as either having low, moderate, or high bycatch. Information was not reported for 
cells without tows and advisories only included cells with information less than two weeks old.  
Cumulative bycatch information was/is available through the SMAST website.  Classifications were 
based on ratio thresholds intended to reduce the frequency of trips with over 2,000kg of alosines.  The 
low incidence, high impact nature of alosine bycatch in the midwater trawl fishery justifies this goal.  
From 2000 through September 2010 tows with greater than 2,000kg of alosines accounted for over 80% 
of NEFOP observed alosine midwater trawl bycatch by weight despite accounting for only about 10% of 
the number of tows with 1kg of alosines or more. MA DMF portside sampling data also reflects this 
pattern on a trip level (Figure 54).  For this project MA DMF portside sampling numbers were used to 
establish the classification thresholds because it was the catch composition information source.  Ratio 
thresholds were used instead of hard numbers to avoid biases created by small tow or trip sizes.  
 
Figure 54 Seventy Two Midwater Trawl Trips Sampled by MA DMF Portside Sampling, 

May 2008-July 2010 

 
Source: SMAST 
This information used to set the ratio thresholds used to classify areas as having high, moderate, or low 
bycatch. 
 
The appearance of apparent small scale spatial and temporal patterns and industry cooperation during the 
2011 winter fishery suggests this system may be effective at reducing alosine bycatch (Figure 55).  
Approximately 150 emails were received from 8 participating vessels and onshore managers, with eight 
(8) advisories issued by SMAST.  A total of ten (10) trips and 24 tows occurred in the study area with two 
tows and one trip classified as having high bycatch.  These three events accounted for 75% of alosine 
bycatch observed by MA DMF port sampling and all occurred between mid-February and mid-March.  

 

6 trips >= 
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The timing and location of these events is similar to historical NEFOP data, suggesting an annual pattern.  
Of the 5 cells classified as having high bycatch only one was reentered resulting in the second largest 
catch of alosines (25% of total) (Figure 55).  Eleven cells classified as "low bycatch" were reentered with 
only one changing from low directly to high and eight remaining low through the fishery.  This initial 
implementation has set a baseline alosine bycatch level and established communications and protocols for 
this system during this time period and area.  The goals for the next phase of the study, next winter,  are to 
reduce the relative amount of alosine bycatch from the baseline level established this year, sample a 
higher proportion of vessels, maintain and improve industry support, improve protocols and use 
environmental indicators of alosine abundance to assist in the bycatch information system.  Additionally, 
a second information system in the Ipswich Bay area is planned for the fall 2011 Atlantic herring fishery. 
 
 
Figure 55 Cumulative Bycatch Information; Clockwise From Top Left: 2/1/11, 2/17/11, 

3/2/11, 4/1/11 

 
Source: SMAST 
Numbers inside cells indicate the number of tows within each cell. Red indicates cells with high alosine 
bycatch while yellow and green indicate moderate and low respectively.   
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4.2.2 Other Fisheries 
For the purposes of this EIS, the term “other fisheries” refers to those fisheries which are directly affected 
or related to the operation of the Atlantic herring fishery; namely river herring, the Atlantic mackerel 
fishery, and the Northeast groundfish fishery.  In the Atlantic herring fishery, river herring are bycatch 
species that are not landed when caught.  Mackerel is a primary alternate species caught by herring 
vessels and is commonly landed.  The Northeast groundfish fishery is a primary alternate fishery for some 
herring vessels, and the areas of operation of both fisheries overlap. 
 

4.2.2.1 Shad and River Herring 
As a non-target species in the Atlantic herring fishery, river herring are caught occasionally as a bycatch 
species but are not always discarded due to the high volume nature of the fishery; for example, discarding 
might take place in processing plants rather than at sea. 
 
Based on 2009-2010 NEFOP observed trips only, river herring do not represent the majority of the 
bycatch composition in any of the Category vessels, and seem to be most prevalent in Quarters 1 and 4 for 
paired midwater trawls, Quarters 1 and 2 for single midwater trawls, and are rarely caught by purse seine 
vessels (see Section 2.1.2).  Of the bottom trawl vessels the majority of river herring bycatch occurred on 
Category D vessels in Quarters 1, 2 and 3 and Category B and C in Quarters 1 and 4.  Paired midwater 
trawls caught more river herring than bottom trawl vessels, however. 
 
Life History  
Shad and river herring are anadromous fish that spend the majority of their adult lives at sea, only 
returning to freshwater in the spring to spawn. Historically, shad and river herring spawned in virtually 
every river and tributary along the coast. 
 
American shad 
American shad stocks are river-specific; that is, each major tributary along the Atlantic coast appears to 
have a discrete spawning stock. The percentage of shad that survive to spawn more than once decreases 
from north to south.  Shad that spawn in more northerly rivers may survive to spawn again (referred to as 
iteroparity), while shad native to the rivers south of Cape Fear, North Carolina die after spawning 
(referred to semelparity).  Mature females (ages five and older) produce a large quantity of eggs that are 
released into the water column and are fertilized by mature males (ages four and older).  American shad 
adults that are iteroparous return to the sea soon after spawning and migrate northward to summer feeding 
grounds in the Gulf of Maine, while the fertilized eggs are carried by river currents, develop into larvae 
which begin to feed four to seven days after hatching.  Larvae drift downstream into tidal freshwater 
reaches of the spawning rivers, and gradually mature into juveniles.  In early to late summer, juvenile 
shad migrate out of their nursery areas to the sea.  Immature American shad will remain in the ocean for 
three to five years.  
 
Table 30 shows the typical migration patterns, as determined by their locations during different months, 
for the various age classes of fish described above, by the state in which the migration is occurring.  The 
columns are marked by “SA” (Some Activity), which denotes that some shad have been seen in the area 
during that time period, and “PA” (Peak Activity), denoting that the number of shad in the area are at a 
peak. The table indicates that the further north the rivers are, the later the fish will begin and conclude 
their migration during the year.  
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Table 30 Typical Migration Patterns and Locations for American Shad 

 
Source: ASMFC 
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adult emmigration SA SA SA SA SA
spawning SA SA PA PA PA SA
incubation SA SA PA PA PA SA
juvenile freshwater residence SA SA PA PA PA PA SA SA SA SA SA
juvenile emigration SA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA
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Alewife/Blueback Herring 

Alewife and blueback herring are known as “river herring” and managed collectively by ASMFC.  
Alewife spawn in rivers, lakes, and tributaries from northeastern Newfoundland to South Carolina, but are 
most abundant in the Mid-Atlantic and the Northeast states. Blueback herring prefer to spawn in swift 
flowing rivers and tributaries from Nova Scotia to northern Florida, but are most numerous in waters from 
the Chesapeake Bay south.  Mature alewife (ages three to eight) and blueback herring (ages three to six) 
migrate rapidly downstream after spawning.  Larvae begin to feed three to five days after hatching, and 
transform gradually into the juvenile stage.  Juveniles remain in tidal freshwater nursery areas in spring 
and early summer, but may also move upstream with the encroachment of saline water.  As water 
temperatures decline in the fall, juveniles move downstream to more saline waters.  Little information is 
available on the life history of juvenile and adult alewife and blueback herring after they emigrate to the 
sea as young-of-the-year or yearlings, and before they mature and return to freshwater to spawn. 
 
Table 31 and Table 32 show the typical migration patterns, as determined by their locations during 
different months, for the various age classes of fish described above, by the state in which the migration is 
occurring.  The columns are marked by “SA” (Some Activity), which denotes that some blueback or 
alewife have been seen in the area during that time period, and “PA” (Peak Activity), denoting that the 
number  of blueback or alewife in the area are at a peak. 
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Table 31  Typical Migration Patterns and Locations for Blueback Herring 

 
Source: ASMFC 

1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30
adult immigration SA SA SA SA PA PA PA SA
adult emmigration SA SA PA PA PA SA
spawning SA PA PA PA SA
incubation SA PA PA SA
juvenile freshwater residence SA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA SA
juvenile emigration SA SA PA PA PA PA PA PA SA SA
adult immigration SA PA PA SA
adult emmigration SA PA PA SA SA
spawning PA PA SA
incubation SA PA PA SA
juvenile freshwater residence SA PA PA PA PA PA SA SA SA SA SA
juvenile emigration SA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA
adult immigration SA SA PA PA SA SA
adult emigration SA PA PA SA SA
spawning SA PA PA SA SA
incubation SA SA PA PA PA SA
juvenile freshwater residence SA PA PA PA PA PA PA SA SA SA SA SA SA
juvenile emigration SA SA SA PA PA PA SA SA SA SA
adult immigration SA PA PA
adult emmigration
spawning
incubation
juvenile freshwater residence
juvenile emigration
adult immigration SA SA PA PA SA SA
adult emmigration SA SA PA PA SA
spawning SA PA PA SA
incubation SA PA PA SA SA
juvenile freshwater residence SA SA PA PA PA PA PA PA SA SA SA
juvenile emigration SA SA PA PA PA PA PA SA SA
adult immigration SA PA PA SA SA
adult emmigration SA PA SA SA SA
spawning SA PA PA PA SA SA
incubation SA PA PA PA SA SA
juvenile freshwater residence SA SA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA SA SA SA
juvenile emigration SA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA
adult immigration SA SA SA SA PA PA PA PA SA
adult emmigration SA SA SA SA SA
spawning SA PA PA PA SA
incubation SA PA PA PA SA
juvenile freshwater residence SA SA PA PA PA PA SA SA SA SA
juvenile emigration SA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA
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Table 32 Typical Migration Patterns and Locations for River Herring 

 
Source: ASMFC 

1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30 1-15 16-30
adult immigration SA SA SA PA PA PA PA SA
adult emmigration SA SA PA PA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA
spawning SA SA PA PA PA SA
incubation SA SA PA PA PA SA
juvenile freshwater residence SA SA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA SA SA
juvenile emigration SA SA PA PA PA PA PA PA SA SA SA
adult immigration SA PA PA SA SA
adult emmigration SA PA PA SA
spawning SA PA PA PA SA
incubation SA PA PA SA
juvenile freshwater residence SA PA PA PA PA PA SA SA SA SA SA
juvenile emigration SA SA SA SA SA SA
adult immigration SA SA PA PA PA SA
adult emigration SA SA PA PA SA SA
spawning SA SA PA PA SA SA
incubation SA PA PA PA SA
juvenile freshwater residence SA SA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA
juvenile emigration SA PA PA SA SA PA PA PA PA SA SA SA
adult immigration SA SA PA PA PA SA
adult emmigration SA PA PA SA SA SA
spawning SA PA PA PA SA
incubation SA PA PA PA PA SA
juvenile freshwater residence SA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA SA SA SA SA
juvenile emigration SA SA SA SA SA SA SA PA PA PA SA SA
adult immigration SA SA PA PA PA SA
adult emmigration SA SA SA PA PA SA
spawning SA SA SA SA SA SA
incubation SA PA
juvenile freshwater residence SA SA PA PA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA
juvenile emigration SA PA PA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA
adult immigration SA PA PA PA SA
adult emmigration SA SA PA SA SA
spawning SA PA PA PA SA
incubation SA PA PA PA SA
juvenile freshwater residence SA SA PA PA PA PA PA PA PA SA SA SA
juvenile emigration SA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA
adult immigration SA SA SA SA PA PA PA PA SA
adult emmigration SA SA SA SA SA
spawning SA PA PA PA SA
incubation SA PA PA PA SA
juvenile freshwater residence SA SA PA PA PA PA SA SA SA SA SA
juvenile emigration SA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA SA
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Population Management 

The ASMFC Fishery Management Plan for Shad & River Herring, approved in 1985, was one of the very 
first FMPs developed by the ASMFC.  Amendment 1 was adopted in 1998 and focuses on American shad 
regulations as well as and monitoring programs to improve data collection and stock assessment 
capabilities. 
 
Amendment 2 to the ASMFC Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for Shad and River Herring was 
approved in 2009 and implemented a precautionary approach to river herring management.  Amendment 
2 requires states or jurisdictions to close all state fisheries by January 1, 2012, with exceptions for systems 
with a sustainable fishery.  A sustainable fishery is defined as one that demonstrates that the river herring 
stock can support a commercial and/or recreational fishery without diminishing future stock reproduction 
and recruitment.  Under Amendment 2, river herring from any state waters fishery may not be landed 
without an approved plan requesting State fishery proposals must contain ‘sustainability targets’ that are 
subject to Shad and River Herring Technical Committee (TC) review and Shad & River Herring 
Management Board (Board) approval.  States with approved plans are required to submit annual updates 
of the achievement and maintenance of sustainability targets.  The TC has reviewed proposals from 
Maine, New Hampshire, North Carolina and South Carolina and the Board approved all plans.  The 2012 
sustainability plan deadline was implemented in order to allow states with a lengthy legislative process 
adequate time to develop and implement proposals.  Figure 56 and Figure 57 show current state 
regulations as of May 2011 for both the commercial and recreational fisheries. 
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Figure 56 Current River  Herring Regulations for Commercial Vessels 

 
Source: ASMFC 
 

SFMP Target Season Area Restrictions Time Restriction Gear Restrictions Reporting License Effort Controls

ME 250 fish/acre Yes
3 days / week 

escapement period
voluntary and mandatory rights granted Yes

NH

Harvest level that results in a harvest 
% that does not exceed 20% of the 
Great Bay Indicator Stock (provides 

80% escapement level).

closures due to 
fishway proximity

no harvest on 
Wednesday

no mobile gear in state 
waters; restrictions on gill 

nets w/in inland waters
required Yes

MA
RI
CT

NY
Mar 15 to 

Jun 15
not permited within 

DE River
Yes Mandatory reporting Yes

NJ Yes Yes Yes Mandatory logbooks Limited Entry
PA
DE Yes Yes Yes Yes Limited Entry 10 / day limit

MD
Jan 1 to 

Jun 5
DC

PRFC (bycatch 
fishery)

* Mandatory daily reporting Limited Entry

VA *
for rivers flowing into 

NC no possession is 
allowed

Yes

NC

SC Yes Yes Yes Yes
10 bushels or 250 
pound / day limit

GA
FL Hook and Line only Yes

Moratorium since 2007; 7,500 pound research set-aside; 4,000 pound limit and a permit holder restrictions  (125 – 250 pounds) for the Chowan River

Moratorium since 2005
Moratorium since 2006
Moratorium since 2002

CLOSED

CLOSED
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Figure 57 Current River  Herring Regulations for the Recreational Fishery 

 
Source: ASMFC 
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In 2010, the Board approved Amendment 3, which revises American shad regulatory and monitoring 
programs in place under Amendment 1.  The Amendment was developed in response to the 2007 
American shad stock assessment, which found that most American shad stocks were at all-time lows and 
did not appear to be recovering.  Amendment 3 is similar to the management program required for river 
herring.  The Amendment prohibits state waters commercial and recreational fisheries beginning January 
1, 2013, unless a state or jurisdiction has a sustainable management reviewed by the TC and approved by 
the Board.  These management plans must be submitted to the TC for review by August 1, 2011.  The 
Amendment defines a sustainable fishery as “a commercial and/or recreational fishery that will not 
diminish the potential future stock reproduction and recruitment.”  Submitted plans must clearly 
demonstrate that the state’s or jurisdiction’s American shad fisheries meet this new definition of 
sustainability through the development of sustainability targets which must be achieved and maintained.  
The Amendment allows any river systems to maintain a catch and release recreational fishery.  States and 
jurisdictions are also required to identify local significant threats to American shad critical habitat and 
develop a plan for mitigation and restoration.  
 
 
Status of Stocks  

A stock assessment for American shad was completed in 1997 and submitted for peer review in early 
1998 based on new information and the Board recommended terms of reference. The 1998 assessment 
estimated fishing mortality rates for nine shad stocks and general trends in abundance for 13 shad stocks. 
A coastwide American shad stock assessment was completed and accepted in 2007 and found that 
American shad stocks are currently at all-time lows and do not appear to be recovering. Recent declines 
of American shad were reported for Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Georgia stocks, and for 
the Hudson (NY), Susquehanna (PA), James (VA), and Edisto (SC) rivers.  Low and stable stock 
abundance was indicated for Massachusetts, Connecticut, Delaware, the Chesapeake Bay, the 
Rappahannock River (VA), and some South Carolina and Florida stocks.  Stocks in the Potomac and 
York Rivers (VA) have shown some signs of recovery in recent years.  The 2007 report identified primary 
causes for stock decline as a combination of overfishing, pollution, and habitat loss due to dam 
construction.  In recent years, coastwide harvests have been on the order of 500-900 mt, nearly two orders 
of magnitude lower than in the late 19th century.  Given these findings, the peer review panel 
recommended that current restoration actions need to be reviewed and new ones need to be identified and 
applied.  The peer review panel suggested considering multiple approaches including a reduction in 
fishing mortality, enhancement of dam passage, mitigation of dam-related fish mortality, stocking, and 
habitat restoration.  
 
The last river herring stock assessment was completed in 1990, examining 15 river specific stocks. It 
concluded that five of the stocks were overfished with apparent recruitment failures, and another four 
stocks were not overfished but had declined in recent years.  In 2008, a river herring stock assessment was 
initiated by the Board in response to concern over substantial population declines signaled by indicators 
of declining stocks in many rivers and in commercial landings.  Preliminary results from the current stock 
assessment indicate that commercial landings are at historic lows and that recent trends in stock size were 
inconsistent.  However, stocks in many river systems appear to have suffered declines. On a coastwide 
basis, decreases in the mean length and age of river herring were observed.  The stock assessment is 
scheduled to be completed in 2011, with a peer-review planned for early 2012.  The stock assessment will 
provide information on the river-by-river status of river herring. It may also include a coast-wide 
population assessment to determine a population size of the coastal stock. 
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Fishery Performance 

Since the early 1800s, the American shad supported major commercial fisheries along the Atlantic coast 
and was one of the most valuable food fish of the U.S. Atlantic coast before World War II.  The estimated 
U.S. Atlantic coast catch in 1896 was 50 million pounds, but it declined to approximately 10 million 
pounds per year between 1930 and 1960 and to about 2 million by 1976.  Ocean harvest contributed about 
11 % of total Atlantic coast landings in 1978; this contribution increased yearly to approximately 67% by 
1996 as ocean landings increased and in-river landings declined.  The closure of the ocean-intercept 
fishery in 2005 lowered the coastwide total landings of American shad.  Since then landings have 
averaged approximately 570,000 pounds annually. 
 
Based upon landings data provided in Compliance Reports from individual states and jurisdictions, 2009 
American shad landings totaled 490,108, decreasing 10% from 544,907 pounds in 2008 (Table 33).  
Combined landings from North Carolina and South Carolina accounted for 80% of the commercial 
harvest in 2009. The remainder of the in-river commercial harvest came from Connecticut, New York, 
New Jersey, Delaware, PRFC, Virginia and Georgia. In 2009 Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, 
Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, Maryland, the District of Columbia and Florida reported no directed shad 
harvest in their state Compliance Reports.  The National Marine Fisheries Service reported landings 
totaling 472,273 in 2009. Amendment 1 requires that each state annually document that the American 
shad ocean bycatch did not exceed 5% of the total landings (in pounds) per trip.  Shad bycatch landings 
from ocean waters in 2009 continued to decrease, comprising 14,111 pounds, or about 2.8% of the 
coastwide total. Five states – Maine, Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey and North Carolina – 
reported landings of ocean bycatch. 68% of the ocean bycatch came from New York. It is not known if 
any of the trips exceeded the 5% bycatch limit.  
 
River herring formerly supported significant commercial and recreational fisheries throughout their range. 
Fisheries were traditionally executed in rivers, estuaries, and coastal waters using weirs, traps, dip nets 
and gill nets.  Commercial landings of river herring declined 90% from over 13 million pounds in 1985 to 
about 1.33 million pounds in 1998 (Table 34). In 2009, river herring landings were reported from Maine, 
New Hampshire, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, the Potomac River Fisheries Commission, 
North Carolina, and South Carolina, totaling 1,885,984, a 47% increase from 2008 (landings from 2009 
compliance reports totaled 1,283,115 pounds) and a continued increase since 2007.  The majority of the 
landings (73%) were reported by the state of Maine. Not all states reported their river herring landings. 
 
The decline in domestic landings has occurred in all states with commercial fisheries. In response to 
severe declines in population abundance, five states – Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, 
Virginia, and North Carolina – have implemented moratoria on the harvest of river herring (however 
Virginia’s moratorium is only for waters that flow into North Carolina).  Although recreational harvest 
data are scarce, most harvest is believed to come from the commercial industry. 
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Table 33 Commercial Shad Landings (lbs.) by State from Maine to New Jersey, 1970-2010 

 
Source: ASMFC 
Recreational numbers included where available 
 

YEAR ME NH MA RI CT NY NJ
1970 78,518 118,208 26,127
1971 109,182 86,320 18,144
1972 113,037 148,645 24,494
1973 116,847 122,517 20,231
1974 112,130 110,860 24,358
1975 75,071 114,942 38,556
1976 177,811 100,064 31,933
1977 150,777 94,712 60,873
1978 11,118 363 138,938 207,114 59,512
1979 544 93,804 236,507 40,280
1980 12,682 3,130 3,810 907 140,843 647,106 54,296
1981 41,096 2,540 7,575 14,243 147,284 307,768 59,286
1982 11,741 1,225 13,336 35,970 128,369 205,254 127,416
1983 17,554 1,542 6,124 10,660 193,234 223,353 90,811
1984 15,157 2,313 13,472 16,602 180,966 333,396 98,159
1985 7,258 3,311 10,115 41,187 182,347 385,498 108,093
1986 10,438 7,666 27,261 23,769 146,490 395,389 79,244
1987 11,975 18,734 18,507 47,129 151,457 315,607 92,852
1988 14,461 20,837 22,967 55,339 85,957 362,169 113,763
1989 21,091 13,882 6,178 19,038 82,680 230,656 188,698
1990 5,354 17,330 2,540 10,337 119,068 212,701 222,110
1991 903 8,584 289 12,617 68,167 161,325 184,817
1992 658 4,492 140 6,029 65,616 130,060 148,497
1993 0 2,971 181 18,394 43,955 66,202 154,063
1994 477 12,803 130 8,137 48,023 92,794 102,484
1995 173 13,862 206 12,683 27,958 119,437 132,328
1996 485 16,118 61 6,452 30,281 95,148 95,774
1997 88 11,538 341 16,674 41,279 84,900 106,474
1998 192 6,881 801 15,236 40,526 146,907 105,712
1999 77 1,667 101 20,076 20,219 97,631 121,009
2000 132 2,695 122 7,854 48,724 81,159 116,624
2001 216 368 477 30,777 26,869 60,170 122,543
2002 8 192 39,553 49,034 86,876 125,341
2003 2 1 503 17,548 50,407 61,098 107,036
2004 4 49 12 6,652 30,086 39,868 98,760
2005 88 3,877 191,312 69,333 90,932 25
2006 2,292 38,547 9,271 62,920
2007 783 51,572 50,040 58,981
2008 7,344 22,720 6,761
2009 176 40,998 10,204 2,660
2010 24,187 11,375 14,363
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Table 34  Commercial River Herring Landings (lbs.) by State from Maine to New Jersey, 
1960-2010 

 
Source: ASMFC; Recreational numbers included where available 

Year ME  NH MA  CT  RI  NY  NJ  
1960 966,235 95,000 17,651,100 20,000 38,200 3,000
1961 1,278,895 100,000 20,838,200 6,000 33,800 16,500
1962 1,137,420 125,000 8,275,700 19,000 38,200 20,300
1963 898,100 150,000 11,735,100 129,300 3,400 32,300 3,400
1964 903,677 75,000 5,528,800 140,000 14,800 37,000 14,200
1965 1,615,460 125,000 6,935,300 210,000 24,100 23,600 21,500
1966 1,153,180 75,000 6,633,200 192,500 6,600 4,188,000 12,400
1967 1,255,897 65,000 5,431,900 185,500 23,400 4,400 9,000
1968 1,498,447 40,600 116,700 190,000 32,800 7,000 8,400
1969 1,404,055 37,500 100,000 214,900 10,600 9,200 5,100
1970 1,066,975 31,000 1,156,300 122,300 143,600 11,000 7,500
1971 1,406,720 25,000 222,300 25,000 52,600 68 9,500
1972 1,445,200 24,000 1,907,400 22,800 34,000 400 14,700
1973 1,680,954 21,500 695,400 14,300 15,100 21,600 7,000
1974 2,232,790 228,500 17,000 36,100 16,900 10,600
1975 1,626,670 1,716,900 25,200 41,500 15,300 9,300
1976 1,894,860 44,900 67,100 34,000 1,500 11,300
1977 2,091,850 210,000 131,800 61,300 35,300 6,000 10,600
1978 1,704,075 165,000 701,300 39,800 26,200 700 2,400
1979 1,329,615 52,300 62,700 11,700 1,000 6,600
1980 1,449,405 144,000 55,100 7,400 900 18,600
1981 1,408,720 84,000 52,700 0 64,900 13,800
1982 576,677 114,500 53,500 41,800 4,800 229,200 13,600
1983 370,868 115,216 93,100 37,500 6,100 24,700 2,200
1984 499,555 90,000 194,100 32,400 900 4,200 3,100
1985 723,310 61,300 46,600 38,900 400 150 4,800
1986 937,720 26,990 32,400 40,100 2,900 4,200
1987 539,143 19,550 32,500 21,400 2,600 2,765 5,200
1988 625,975 12,087 42,580 2,100 100 700
1989 625,765 11,200 255,700 1,600 500 800
1990 436,625 20,700 1,150 42,494
1991 361,480 20,300 1,200 9,994
1992 438,042 9,802 18,700 3,200 3,069
1993 165,375 2,676 18,900 2,440 2,659
1994 83,318 2,000 328
1995 2,940 14,044 403 209 795
1996 136,395 252 750 741 4,449
1997 281,977 180 6,317 4,515
1998 386,365 25,994 12,234 7,371
1999 312,375 6,051 1,377
2000 246,680 77,985 574 98,845 2,246
2001 646,660 20 39,293 3,915
2002 819,554 12 40,716 4,669
2003 613,385 40,076 3,667
2004 543,172 89 36,685 7,131
2005 341,311 26,984 4,326
2006 1,178,758 23,505 3,414
2007 740,915 28,571 223
2008 1,170,469 8,137 631
2009 1,383,130 9,443 83
2010 1,327,375 7,392 1,322
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NAFO River Herring Catches, 1960-2009 

The Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) is an intergovernmental fisheries science and 
management body founded in 1979, preceded by the International Commission of the Northwest Atlantic 
Fisheries (ICNAF), 1949-1978.  Under the NAFO Convention, countries fishing within the (NAFO) 
Regulatory Area (RA) for certain NAFO managed species are required to report catches.  The RA is an 
area outside of the coastal 200 NM limit and within the NAFO Convention Area (Figure 58).  In 1983, the 
United States established its 200 NM limit EEZ. Prior to that time, several foreign fleets along with the 
US fished within the would-be US EEZ. These fleets reported catches to NAFO. 
 
Taking a historical perspective on oceanic river herring catch, reported river herring (alewife and 
blueback herring) catches by the US and other counties were summarized using the NAFO database 21-A 
(Table 35, Figure 59).  These included 1960-2009 catches reported in NAFO areas 5 and 6A-C, which 
generally overlap the Exclusive Economic Zone of the US Northeast (Figure 58).  Reported catches from 
unknown areas and areas outside of NAFO areas were omitted.  In addition, no river herring catches were 
reported for 6D, which overlaps the US EEZ.  The NAFO database is available at http://www.nafo.int. 
Note that in the NAFO database, 'blueback shad' is the same as blueback herring. 
 
Foreign countries catching river herring included Bulgaria, Germany, Spain, Poland, Romania, and 
Russia.  Reported NAFO foreign river herring catch began in 1967 and ceased in 1990, peaking in 1973 at 
36,154 mt with the majority of catch by Russia (former USSR).  By comparison, the total catch for US 
and foreign vessels combined in 1973 was 37,192 mt. US river herring catch peaked in 1961 at 10,205 mt 
and again in 1973 at 10,797 mt.  Prior to and following the establishment of the EEZ, river herring 
catches fell for both US and foreign countries.  No river herring catches were reported from 1994-2001 
and 2003-2006. 
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Figure 58 NAFO Convention Area 

 
Source: NAFO, available at http://www.nafo.int/ 
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Table 35 NAFO River Herring Catch by Country 

 
Source: 1960-2009 catches reported in NAFO areas 5 and 6A-C, database 21-A, available at 
http://www.nafo.int/ 
 

Year Bulgaria Germany Spain Poland Romania Russia
Total 

Foreign USA Total
1960 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8669 8669
1961 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10205 10205
1962 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4572 4572
1963 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6071 6071
1964 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2485 2485
1965 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5326 5326
1966 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4344 4344
1967 0 0 0 0 0 5531 5531 3754 9285
1968 0 0 0 0 0 21235 21235 1368 22603
1969 514 113 0 0 0 35527 36154 1038 37192
1970 672 190 0 0 0 19089 19951 1493 21444
1971 1039 8409 0 2225 95 11289 23057 1005 24062
1972 512 3481 0 1888 0 6693 12574 1057 13631
1973 811 1630 0 3251 0 1065 6757 1563 8320
1974 773 2659 0 1088 252 473 5245 8293 13538
1975 553 2121 0 62 0 1039 3775 10797 14572
1976 256 1260 0 14 0 244 1774 6482 8256
1977 0 69 0 0 0 120 189 6162 6351
1978 0 0 11 0 0 21 32 5730 5762
1979 0 0 0 0 0 12 12 4358 4370
1980 0 0 2 1 0 0 3 4762 4765
1981 0 0 0 10 0 0 10 3215 3225
1982 0 0 0 81 0 0 81 5799 5880
1983 0 0 0 77 0 0 77 4184 4261
1984 0 8 0 198 0 0 206 4075 4281
1985 0 23 0 157 0 0 180 960 1140
1986 0 17 0 47 0 0 64 4058 4122
1987 0 27 0 22 0 0 49 1911 1960
1988 0 29 0 30 0 0 59 2337 2396
1989 0 23 0 24 0 0 47 1509 1556
1990 0 14 0 0 0 0 14 1237 1251
1991 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1327 1327
1992 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1456 1456
1993 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 250 250
2002 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 129 129
2007 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 143 143
2008 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 130 130
2009 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 231 231

Country 

NAFO River Herring Catches (mt)
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Figure 59 NAFO River Herring Catches, 1960-2009 

 
Source: 1960-2009 catches reported in NAFO areas 5 and 6A-C, database 21-A, available at 
http://www.nafo.int/ 
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4.2.2.2 Atlantic Mackerel Fishery 
The information in this section may be changed by actions in the proposed and developmental stage; this 
section will therefore be updated pending any final rule published in the Federal Register.  Actions which 
are proposed and developing include: 

• Omnibus Amendment (sets ACL/AMs for most of the Mid-Atlantic species) - Proposed Rule 
published on June 17, 2011 (76 FR 35578), recently approved, final rule expected to publish in 
September 2011 

• Amendment 11 (establishes limited access mackerel program) - Proposed Rule published on 
August 1, 2011 (76 FR 45742), final rule expected to publish in early October 2011 

• 2012 MSB Specifications (sets mackerel catch levels for 2012 using the new ACL/AM system) - 
Proposed rule expected in September 2011 

 
A more detailed description of the Atlantic mackerel fishery can be found in the EIS for Amendment 11 
to the Atlantic Mackerel, Squid, and Butterfish (MSB) FMP: 
http://www.mafmc.org/fmp/msb_files/msbAm11.htm.  The overlap between the Atlantic herring and 
mackerel fisheries is important, as many of the same vessels and processing plants participate in both of 
these fisheries, and many of the participants are primarily or entirely economically dependent on these 
two fisheries.  Section 4.5.1.3 of this document reports the average dependence on herring and mackerel 
by principal gear.  Through the four years presented (2007-2010) pair trawl vessels and midwater trawl 
vessels were similarly dependent on herring and mackerel although pair trawl vessels were around 30% 
less dependent on herring than mackerel.  Midwater trawl vessels were 20% less dependent on mackerel 
than herring, but by 2010 the difference was close to 50%. Most bottom trawl vessels are not significantly 
dependent on either herring or mackerel, while purse seine vessels were almost entirely reliant on herring 
and menhaden. 
 
Unfortunately, species targeting data is sparse, and neither the dealer database nor the VTR database 
contains species targeting information.  The NMFS Northeast Fisheries Observer Program (NEFOP) 
database does contain targeting information on the trip and haul level (however fishermen have reported to 
the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council that until 2009-2010 they were not typically asked about 
targeting on a haul by haul level).  Nonetheless, of the 128 observed hauls in 2007 targeting either 
mackerel or herring or both, 12% of them targeted both.  Further supporting this concept, in the 2007 
dealer data for the 995 trips landing greater than 20,000 pounds combined mackerel and/or herring, 13 
percent of those trips landed both. 
 
Net mesh sizes are also recorded on observer trips – observers take ten (10) random codend 
measurements and ten (10) random liner measurements with calipers and measured to the nearest 
millimeter.  Many midwater trawl vessels use an outside bag (strengthener) with a large mesh and inside 
bag (liner) with the smaller mesh.  
 
Between 2008 and 2010, there were a total of 117 observed mackerel tows that landed greater than or 
equal to 25,000 pounds of mackerel and that had usable information on mesh size. Of the 117 tows, 
almost all used liners and most liners (typically located inside the codend) used mesh between 1.25 and 
1.75 inches (though some was as large as 3 inches).  The codends themselves had mesh that ranged 
between 3 and 11 inches.  Headrope lengths on the observed trips ranged between 150 and 600 feet. 
 Some vessels also utilize strengtheners or chafing gear.  Self-reported VTR information by the 10 vessels 
with the highest mackerel landings (accounting for 75% of landings in 2009) showed a similar pattern of 
effective mesh sizes with some additional smaller meshes (down to 0.5 inch) as well. 

http://www.mafmc.org/fmp/msb_files/msbAm11.htm
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Population Management 

The MAFMC manages Atlantic mackerel.  The fishery is currently open access (to be changed to limited 
access in Amendment 11, which should become final by January 2012).  For the 2012 fishing year, the 
MAFMC adopted an ABC of 80,000 mt per the recommendation of its Scientific and Statistical 
Committee (http://www.mafmc.org/committees/SSC/SSC_Report_11-12_May_%202010.pdf).  After 
accounting for Canadian catch, the Council also specified recreational-commercial allocations and buffers 
for management uncertainty such that the effective proposed U.S. commercial quota for 2012 is 34,907 
mt.  This is much higher than 2011 landings (likely less than 1,000 mt) but also substantially lower than 
quotas as recently as 2010 (115,000 mt). 
 
Amendment 11 – Proposed Limited Access Program 

Amendment 11 to the MSB FMP proposes a limited access system consisting of tiered limited access and 
an open access component.  The qualifying criteria for the limited access component are a valid Federal 
Fisheries Permit for mackerel as of March 21, 2007 and a certain level of mackerel landings during a 
specified time period as detailed below:   

• Tier 1: At least 400,000 pounds landed in any one year 1997-2005 
• Tier 2: At least 100,000 pounds landed in any one year 3/1/1994-2005 
• Tier 3: At least 1,000 pounds in any one year 3/1/1994-2005.   

o Tier 3  would be capped for a maximum catch up to 7% of the commercial quota, set 
annually during the specifications process (no other allocations). 

• Open Access: All other vessels. 
 
The MAFMC did consider qualifying vessels with Atlantic Herring permits for at least Tier 3, regardless 
of their landing records (if their records qualified them for a higher Tier they would receive that higher 
Tier).  MAFMC staff found that although some herring boats catch mackerel, the amount was not 
substantial.  A New England representative concurred that the 20,000 pounds afforded by the open access 
permit should be sufficient to cover mackerel catch for these vessels in the future.  The MAFMC also 
noted that Tier 3 is allowed 100,000 pounds of mackerel per trip, which would be a substantial amount for 
a large number of vessels.  The MAFMC therefore made the decision to not qualify all herring vessels for 
a Tier 3 LAP. 
 
The number of vessels that would qualify for each tier and associated trip limits, based on Preferred 
Alternatives 1 and 3, are summarized below (Table 36).  The resulting capacity estimate for the preferred 
Alternative Set 1 was 107, 578 mt.  The estimates for vessels in each Tier are based on analysis of 
unpublished NMFS dealer weighout data and all numbers are likely variable and subject to change: 
 

http://www.mafmc.org/committees/SSC/SSC_Report_11-12_May_%202010.pdf
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Table 36  Summary of Mackerel Limited Access Program and Predicted Number of 
Qualifiers 

 
Source: MAFMC, unpublished NMFS dealer weighout data 
 
Overall, it is predicted that there are about 403 vessels that will be given mackerel Limited Access 
Permits (LAPs) in Tiers 1-3.  Of the 403, approximately 47 vessels have a limited access Category A, B, 
or C Atlantic herring permit (Table 37 – highlighted area).  Approximately 18 A herring permits, 1 B 
permit, and 21 C herring permits are expected to get only mackerel open access permits.  
 
Table 37  Limited Access Herring Permits Held by Potential Mackerel Limited Access 

Vessels 

Total Herring Permits (2011) 41 4 42 1941 NA NA

Herring Permits Category A B C D Nothing
Total Mackerel 

Permits
Hering pemits categories 
broken down by likely 
mackerel tier qualification

Tier 1 20 0 4 2 4 30
Tier 2 0 1 3 26 14 44
Tier 3 3 2 14 182 128 329
Open Access 18 1 21 1731 NA NA
Source: MAFMC, unpublished NMFS dealer weighout and permit data 
 
The preferred alternative Tier trip limits would subject vessels to trip limits based on the access category 
they are assigned to:  All trip limits are adjustable via specifications. No Tier 1 directed fishery trip limit.  
Initially set the Tier 2 trip limit to be 135,000 pounds, adjustable during specifications.  Initially set the 
Tier 3 trip limit to be 100,000 pounds, adjustable during specifications.  Initially set the open access trip 
limit to be 20,000 pounds, adjustable up to 20,000 pounds during specifications.  Initially set directed 
fishery closure trip limits as: Tiers 1, 2, and 3: 20,000 pounds; open access stays at same level during a 
closure 
 
Stock Status 

The status of mackerel is currently “unknown” with respect to both fishing mortality rates and stock size.  
The mackerel stock was last assessed in 2010 (utilizing data through 2008) via a joint U.S. – Canadian 
Transboundary Resource Assessment Committee (TRAC).  The TRAC was unable to resolve 
uncertainties in the analyses to an acceptable degree so there are no accepted reference points.  Various 
bureaucratic issues have left the official NMFS listing for mackerel as "not overfished" and "no 

Access Category

Years Used 
for 

Qualification

Threshold of 
Poundage Needed 

to Qualify
Vessels Predicted 

to Qualify

Initial Trip Limits 
(adjustable via 
Specifications)

Tier 1 1997-2005 400,000 29 None
Tier 2 1994-2005 100,000 45 135,000
Tier 3 1994-2005 1,000 329 100,000
Open Access N/A N/A N/A 20,000
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overfishing" but these are not reflective of reality (the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council is 
working with NMFS to have the designation updated). 
 
Given current indications of reduced productivity and lack of older fish in the survey and catch, the 
TRAC recommended that annual total catches not exceed the average total landings over the most recent 
three years of data available at that time (2006-2008; 80,000 mt) until new information suggests a 
different amount is more appropriate.  Results of the current TRAC assessment differ substantially from 
those in the 2005 NEFSC assessment, which indicated an increasing trend in SSB.  If the 2005 
assessment results had been adjusted for severe retrospective patterns, the adjusted results would have 
been similar to the current assessment results.  Also, the current TRAC assessment results are consistent 
with the decreasing trend in SSB estimates in the Gulf of St. Lawrence during the past decade as derived 
from the egg surveys reported in the 2008 Canadian mackerel assessment. 
 
Fishery Performance 

As Figure 60 and Figure 61 illustrate, catch in the fishery has varied substantially in the past 50 years.  In 
the 1970’s foreign vessels came close to landing 400,000 mt of mackerel.  In the early 1980s very little 
mackerel was caught, but by 1990 domestic boats were catching over 25,000 mt.  Landings were 
relatively stable during the 90’s around 10,000 mt for domestic vessels, but the early 2000’s saw landings 
rise to around 50,000 mt before dropping off in recent years.  2011 was a particularly low year with less 
than 1,000 mt likely to be landed when the final annual landings are calculated.  Canadian landings since 
1992 are included in Figure 61. 
 
Figure 60  Atlantic Mackerel Landings Within 200 Miles of the US Coast (2010 

preliminary) 

 
Source: TRAC 2010, unpublished NEFSC dealer reports 
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Figure 61  US and Canadian Atlantic Mackerel Landings (2010 preliminary) 

 
Source: unpublished NEFSC dealer reports 
 
 
The principle measure used to manage mackerel is monitoring via dealer weighout data that is submitted 
weekly.  The dealer data triggers in-season management actions that institute relatively low trip limits 
when 90% of the DAH is landed.  Mandatory reporting for mackerel was fully instituted in 1997 so 
specification performance since 1997 is most relevant.  Table 38 lists the performance of the mackerel 
fishery (commercial and recreational together) compared to its DAH.  There have been no quota 
overages.  The gears used to catch mackerel have shifted from primarily bottom trawl before 2001 to 
primarily midwater trawl since 2001 (Table 39).  Some aspects of mackerel management will change in 
2012 with the implementation of ACLs/AMs but the basic approach of using hard quotas and in-season 
closures will remain.  See the MAFMC’s Omnibus Amendment or 2012 mackerel specifications for 
details: http://www.mafmc.org/fmp/omnibus.htm; and 
http://www.mafmc.org/fmp/msb_files/msbSpecs2012.htm respectively. 
 

http://www.mafmc.org/fmp/omnibus.htm
http://www.mafmc.org/fmp/msb_files/msbSpecs2012.htm
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Table 38  Mackerel Quota Performance 

 
Source: Unpublished NMFS Dealer Reports 
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Table 39  Atlantic Mackerel Landings (%) by Gear 

 
Source: Unpublished NMFS Dealer Reports 
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4.2.2.3 Northeast Multispecies (Groundfish) Fishery 
The overlap between the Northeast multispecies fisheries and the herring fishery is diverse; herring vessel 
operation overlaps in similar areas and times as multispecies vessel operation. As such, herring vessels 
encounter and some may land various groundfish species.  
 
With respect to overlapping operation, Section 4.5.1 of this document reports the number of northeast 
multispecies permits (by category) held by herring vessels (by category).  In all three years reported, 
herring Category D vessels hold permits in all Northeast Multispecies categories.  By contrast, herring 
Category A, BC and C vessels hold multispecies Category A, J, K and some HB permits.  Section 4.5.1.3 
of this document reports the average dependence on herring and mackerel by principal gear.  The 
Category A permit holders in the herring fishery are likely less dependent on multispecies, as their 
percent dependence is almost 70% on herring, mackerel and squid, and only 30% on the “other” category, 
which includes multispecies.  Category C and D vessels, by contrast, are 85% and 97% dependent on the 
“other” category, which likely means a proportion of them are dependent on multispecies.   
 
With respect to bycatch, haddock in particular are occasionally caught high in the water column, and the 
most recent Framework (46) modified the bycatch regulations for the herring fishery and is discussed in 
more detail below.  Herring vessels were initially prohibited from catching groundfish when the Northeast 
Multispecies FMP was amended in 1996.  There were also concerns that measures designed to reduce 
catches of groundfish by the herring fishery reduced the ability of the herring fishery to achieve optimum 
yield.  These concerns led to herring vessels being allowed to fish in multispecies closed areas because 
the gear was not expected to catch groundfish.  These two competing issues came to a head in 2005 when 
herring midwater trawl vessels caught haddock from a large haddock year class on George Bank.  This 
led to the adoption of Framework Adjustment 43 to the Northeast Multispecies FMP in 2006.  Framework 
43 modified the restrictions for herring vessels so that herring fishing could continue on Georges Bank.  
This framework prohibited certain herring vessels from discarding haddock and limited possession of 
other groundfish to small amounts. It also adopted a cap on the amount of haddock that could be caught 
by certain herring vessels.  The cap was set at 0.2 percent of the combined GB and GOM haddock target 
total allowable catch (TTAC).  When the cap was reached, catches of herring from a large part of the 
GOM and GB areas were limited to 2,000 pounds per trip for all herring vessels.  
 
General Fishery  

The Northeast Multispecies FMP has been updated through a series of frameworks and amendments, the 
most recent being Framework 46 and Amendment 16.  For more detailed descriptions of the fishery and 
the current management measures please refer to these documents.   
 
The Northeast Multispecies Fishery Management Plan (FMP) specifies the management measures for 
thirteen groundfish species (cod, haddock, yellowtail flounder, pollock, plaice, witch flounder, white 
hake, windowpane flounder, Atlantic halibut, winter flounder, redfish, Atlantic wolffish, and ocean pout) 
off the New England and Mid-Atlantic coasts. 
 
Haddock Stock Status/Landings 

The GOM and GB haddock, Melanogrammus aeglefinus, is a commercially-exploited groundfish found 
in the northwest and northeast Atlantic Ocean.  This demersal gadoid species is distributed from Cape 
May, New Jersey to the Strait of Belle Isle, Newfoundland in the northwest Atlantic, where a total of six 
distinct haddock stocks have been identified.  Two of these haddock stocks are found in U.S. waters 
associated with Georges Bank and Gulf of Maine. 
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Haddock spawn over various substrates including rocks, gravel, smooth sand, and mud. Eggs are 
broadcast and fertilized near the bottom.  Fertilized eggs are buoyant and remain in the water column 
where subsequent development occurs.  Larvae metamorphose into juveniles in roughly 30 to 42 days at 
lengths of 2 to 3 cm.  Small juveniles initially live and feed in the epipelagic zone.  Juveniles remain in 
the upper part of the water column for 3 to 5 months.  Juveniles visit the ocean bottom in search of food. 
Once suitable bottom habitat is located, juveniles settle into a demersal existence. Haddock do not make 
extensive seasonal migrations.  In winter, haddock prefer deeper waters and tend to move shoreward in 
summer.  Haddock are highly fecund broadcast spawners.  Eggs are released near the ocean bottom in 
batches and fertilized by a courting male.  After fertilization, haddock eggs become buoyant and rise to 
the surface water layer. In the Gulf of Maine, spawning occurs from early February to May, usually 
peaking in February to April.  In the Gulf of Maine, Jeffreys Ledge and Stellwagen Bank are the two 
primary spawning sites.  On Georges Bank, spawning occurs from January to June, usually peaking from 
February to early-April.  Georges Bank is the principal haddock spawning area in the northeast U.S. 
continental shelf ecosystem.  GB haddock spawning is concentrated on the northeast peak of Georges 
Bank. 
 
Median age and size of maturity differ slightly between the GB and GOM haddock stocks.  GARM III 
found that the Gulf of Maine fishery does not target haddock and is directed mostly at flatfish for which 
the fleet uses large square (6.5 in) mesh gear, which leads to reduced selectivity on haddock.  The Gulf of 
Maine haddock have lower weights at age than the Georges Bank stock and the age at 50 percent maturity 
was also lower for Gulf of Maine as compared to Georges Bank haddock. 
 
Based on the current assessment, the GOM haddock stock is not overfished and overfishing is not 
occurring.  Spawning biomass increased from 1989 to 2002 and has decreased since then. Fishing 
mortality has been below FMSY since 1992.  No retrospective adjustment was made for Gulf of Maine 
haddock. Stock size is expected to fluctuate around SSBMSY in the near term (Figure 62 and Figure 63) if 
fishing mortality is kept at 75 percent of FMSY. 
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Figure 62  Gulf of Maine haddock spawning stock biomass (SSB) and fishing mortality (F) 
during 1977-2007 reported in GARM III (blue circles) along with 80% 
confidence intervals for 2007 estimates 

 
Projected SSB and F with 80% confidence intervals are shown with open squares. 
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Figure 63 – Projected GOM Haddock Stock Size 

 
 
The GB haddock stock is a transboundary resource, which is co-managed with Canada.  Substantial 
declines have recently occurred in the weights at age due to slower than average growth, particularly of 
the 2003 year-class.  This is affecting productivity in the short-term.  The growth of subsequent year-
classes is returning to the earlier rates.  The stock is not overfished and overfishing is not occurring. 
 
Georges Bank haddock has been rebuilt to about twice BMSY.  Spawning biomass has increased since 
1993.  Fishing mortality has remained below FMSY since 1995.  The partial recruited strong 2003 year 
class made up most of the catch in 2007.  No retrospective adjustment was made for Georges Bank 
haddock. 
 
GB haddock stock size is projected to decline over the next few years if fishing mortality is kept at 75 
percent of FMSY .  As the 2003-year class ages and the stock returns to more typical stock sizes (Figure 64 
and Figure 65), near-term ABCs are also projected to decline.  There are preliminary indications  in recent 
NMFS and DFO surveys that the 2010 year class may be another large year class. 
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Figure 64  Georges Bank haddock spawning stock biomass (SSB) and fishing mortality (F) 
estimates during 1931-2007 reported in GARM III (blue circles) along with 80% 
confidence intervals for 2007 estimates 

 
Projected SSB and F with 80% confidence intervals are shown with open squares. 
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Figure 65  Projected GB Haddock Stock Size 

 
 
 
Framework 46 

The proposed action in Framework 46 changes the catch cap provisions adopted in FW 43.  The haddock 
catch cap provisions would apply only to midwater trawl vessels with a herring permit because these 
vessels catch nearly all of the haddock caught by the herring fishery. Catches of haddock by midwater 
trawl vessels fishing in Herring Management Areas 1A, 1B, and 3 that are documented by at-sea 
observers would be extrapolated to an estimate of the total catch of haddock. Individual estimates would 
be developed for each haddock stock (GOM and GB haddock). The cap is applied based on the 
multispecies fishing year (May 1 through April 30). 
 
The catch cap would be one percent of the Acceptable Biological Catch (ABC) of each stock.  If the 
haddock catch estimate extrapolated from observer reports exceeds a stock-specific cap, midwater trawl 
vessels would be limited to catching 2,000 pounds of Atlantic herring in a relevant area.  If there is an 
overage of the cap, the cap for the following year would be reduced by the amount of the overage. 
 
In order to monitor the cap there would be changes to the reporting requirements for midwater trawl 
vessels. In addition to the existing requirement to report herring catches by herring management area, 
midwater trawl vessels fishing in Herring Management Areas 1A, 1B, and 3 would be required to report 
total kept catch by haddock stock area and gear used. This information would be needed to extrapolate 
observer information to an estimate of total haddock catch. 
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If this measure is adopted in the middle of the groundfish fishing year, the measure would be applied 
retroactively.  That is, catches of haddock would be estimated based on observer reports from the 
beginning of the fishing year and a determination made as to whether the cap was exceeded.  If the cap 
was exceeded, midwater trawl vessels would be limited to 2,000 pounds of herring in the appropriate 
area(s).  If the cap was not exceeded, herring fishing would not be restricted or, if previously limited by 
the FW 43 provisions, the restrictions would be removed. Implementation of the cap in the middle of the 
fishing year will also reduce sector haddock Annual Catch Entitlements (ACE) by about one percent. 
 
Other Groundfish Stock Status/Landings 

The Groundfish Assessment Review Meeting (GARM III) conducted during October 2007 – August 2008 
provided benchmark assessments for the 19 groundfish stocks managed under the Northeast Multispecies 
Fishery Management Plan. The GARM III process involved in-depth reviews of the data, models, 
biological reference points, and assessments of each of the 19 groundfish stocks at the time.  This section 
summarizes the stock status in terms of biomass (B) or spawning stock biomass (SSB) and fishing 
mortality (F) through 2007 as reported in NEFSC (2008).   Projected SSB and F were estimated in 2008 
and 2009 for most of the age-based GARM assessments.  The Georges Bank yellowtail assessment is 
update each year through the TRAC and pollock was assessed in 2010 during SARC 50.   
 
Atlantic wolffish was added to the multispecies groundfish stock complex in A16.  Wolffish was assessed 
in 2008 in the Data Poor Working Group (DPWG 2008).  A range of knife edge maturity and selectivity 
assumptions were used to characterize stock status due to a general lack of biological data on this stock.   
 
The GARM III results show which groundfish stocks were overfished or experiencing overfishing in 
2007 (Table 40).  A total of 13 stocks were overfished (B less than ½ BMSY) while 6 stocks were not 
overfished. Similarly, a total of 13 stocks were experiencing overfishing (F greater than FMSY) while 6 
stocks were not experiencing overfishing.  Eleven of the stocks are both overfished and experiencing 
overfishing. Pollock, witch flounder, Georges Bank (GB) winter flounder, Gulf of Maine (GOM) winter 
flounder and northern windowpane had deteriorated in status, while GOM cod improved. GOM cod was 
still experiencing overfishing but was no longer overfished. Four stocks (redfish, American plaice, GB 
haddock, and GOM haddock) were classified as not overfished and not experiencing overfishing.  Note 
the GOM winter flounder status determination was uncertain and judged as likely overfished and 
probably experiencing overfishing.  
 
Subsequent to GARM III, pollock was assessed in SAW 50 (2010).  The stock was determined to be not 
overfished and not subject to overfishing.  GB yellowtail flounder was also assessed by the TRAC in 
2009 and 2010 and was determined to not be subject to overfishing in both years. 
 
Of the 14 groundfish stocks assessed in GARM III using an analytical assessment model, seven (7) stocks 
exhibited retrospective patterns that were considered severe enough that an adjustment to the population 
numbers and fishing mortality in 2007 was deemed necessary before determining current stock status and 
subsequently conducting projections.  Retrospective pattern adjustments were done one of two ways: 
either a split in the survey time series during the mid-1990s or an adjustment to the population numbers at 
age in the terminal year based upon a measure of the age-specific retrospective pattern during the past 
seven years.  Only for American plaice and redfish were the population numbers adjusted.  For the other 
five stocks (GB cod, GB yellowtail, witch flounder, GOM winter flounder, SNE winter flounder) the split 
survey was used.  The remaining seven stocks were judged to have a mild retrospective pattern that did 
not require an adjustment. 
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Since GARM II, many stocks have exhibited long term declines in weights-at-age.  Age-specific fishery 
selectivity has also shifted in many stocks to older age groups due to a combination of reduced growth, 
fishery management measures, and changing fishing practices.  These trends were incorporated into the 
updated biological reference points for the 19 groundfish stocks, and as a consequence many of the 
newly-estimated biomass reference points are now lower and the fishing mortality reference points higher 
than those estimated in GARM II.  However, a direct one-to-one comparison between the old and new 
BRPs is inappropriate because of these changes in weights and partial recruitment at age.  
 
Analyses from an ecosystem basis suggest current biomass management targets (BMSY) for GARM stocks 
are reasonable.  The current targets compare favorably with the results of recent and historical studies in 
the region and are also in general agreement with results of many studies for other worldwide ecosystems.  
New summed BRPs for the GARM stocks are similar to BRPs from an aggregate surplus production 
model for these stocks.  Aggregate model results suggest that the overall fishing mortality rate should be 
relatively low (F=0.15) to obtain MSY for this complex of GARM stocks. 
 
Table 40 summarizes groundfish stocks based on GARM III results.  There have been changes for GB 
yellowtail flounder and pollock; these changes are reported in the stock-specific discussions that follow.  
For other stocks, an estimate of current stock status is shown that is based on projecting forward from 
recent catch estimates. 
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Table 40 – Summary of Groundfish Stock Status in 2007 

 Percent Percent change 2007 2007
Estimated F F Reduction Biomass in Biomass Overfished Overfishing

Stock in 2007 Fmsy to Fmsy in 2007 Bmsy to achieve Bmsy MSY Status Status
Georges Bank cod 0.303 0.247 18% 17,672 148,084 738% 31,159 Overfished Overfishing
Gulf of Maine cod 0.456 0.237 48% 33,878 58,248 72% 10,014 Not Overfished Overfishing
Georges Bank haddock 0.229 0.350 none 315,975 158,873 above Bmsy 32,746 Not Overfished No Overfishing
Gulf of Maine haddock 0.346 0.430 none 5,850 5,900 1% 1,360 Not Overfished No Overfishing
Georges bank Yellowtail 0.289 0.254 12% 9,527 43,200 353% 9,400 Overfished Overfishing
Southern New England-Mid Atlantic Yellowtail 0.413 0.254 38% 3,508 27,400 681% 6,100 Overfished Overfishing
Cape Cod-Gulf of Maine yellowtail 0.414 0.239 42% 1,922 7,790 305% 1,720 Overfished Overfishing
American plaice 0.094 0.190 none 11,106 21,940 98% 4,011 Not Overfished No Overfishing
Witch flounder 0.292 0.200 32% 3,434 11,447 233% 2,352 Overfished Overfishing
Georges Bank winter flounder 0.282 0.260 8% 4,964 16,000 222% 3,500 Overfished Overfishing
Gulf of Maine winter flounder 0.417 0.283 32% 1,100 3,792 245% 917 Overfished Overfishing
Southern New England-Mid-Atlantic winter flounder 0.649 0.248 62% 3,368 38,761 1051% 9,742 Overfished Overfishing
Acadian redfish 0.007 0.038 none 172,342 271,000 57% 10,139 Not Overfished No Overfishing
white hake 0.150 0.125 17% 19,800 56,254 184% 5,800 Overfished Overfishing
pollock 1,4 10.975 2 5.66 48% 0.754 3 2 165% 11,320 Not Overfished Overfishing
northern windowpane 1 1.96 0.50 74% 0.24 3 1.4 483% 700 Overfished Overfishing
southern windowpane 1 1.85 1.47 21% 0.19 3 0.34 79% 500 Not Overfished Overfishing
ocean pout 1 0.38 0.76 none 0.48 4.94 929% 3,754 Overfished No Overfishing
Atlantic halibut 0.065 0.073 none 1,300 49,000 3669% 3,500 Overfished No Overfishing
1  Fmsy and Bmsy index proxies are listed for pollock, ocean pout, southern and northern windowpane.
2  GARM III values are equal to the catch in 2007 / average 2006 & 2007 indices (Updated relative F using the average of 2006, 2007 & 2008 is 10.46).
3  Index point estimates are in the table.  Status determination is made using the 3 year average (pollock = 0.90, N windowpane = 0.53, S windowpane = 0.21 kg / tow ).
4  Note that after GARM III pollock was assessed at SAW 50 and was determined to be not overfished and not subject to overfishing.
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4.3 PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT AND ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT 

4.3.1 Physical Environment 
The Atlantic herring fishery is prosecuted in four areas defined as 1A, 1B, 2, and 3 (Figure 66).  These 
areas collectively cover the entire northeast U.S. shelf ecosystem, which has been defined as the Gulf of 
Maine south to Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, extending from the coast seaward to the edge of the 
continental shelf, including offshore to the Gulf Stream (Sherman et al. 1996).  Three distinct sub-regions, 
the Gulf of Maine, Georges Bank, and the southern New England/Mid-Atlantic region, are described 
below, based on a summary compiled for the gear effects technical memo authored by Stevenson et al. 
(2004).  Roughly, Areas 1A and 1B cover the Gulf of Maine, Area 2 covers southern the New 
England/Mid-Atlantic region, and Area 3 covers Georges Bank. 
 
Figure 66  Atlantic Herring Management Areas and the Northeast U.S. Shelf Ecosystem 
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4.3.1.1 Gulf of Maine 
The Gulf of Maine is an enclosed coastal sea, bounded on the east by Browns Bank, on the north by the 
Nova Scotian (Scotian) Shelf, on the west by the New England states, and on the south by Cape Cod and 
Georges Bank.  The Gulf of Maine is a boreal environment and is characterized by relatively cold waters 
and deep basins, with a patchwork of various sediment types.  There are 21 distinct basins separated by 
ridges, banks, and swells.  Depths in the basins exceed 250 m, with a maximum depth of 350 m in 
Georges Basin, just north of Georges Bank.  High points within the Gulf of Maine include irregular 
ridges, such as Cashes Ledge, which peaks at 9 m below the surface.   
 
Very fine sediment particles created and eroded by the glaciers have collected in thick deposits over much 
of the seafloor of the Gulf of Maine, particularly in its deep basins.  These mud deposits blanket and 
obscure the irregularities of the underlying bedrock, forming topographically smooth terrains. In the rises 
between the basins, other materials are usually at the surface.  Unsorted glacial till covers some morainal 
areas, sand predominates on some high areas, and gravel, sometimes with boulders, predominates others.  
Bedrock is the predominant substrate along the western edge of the Gulf of Maine, north of Cape Cod in a 
narrow band out to a depth of about 60 m.  Mud predominates in coastal valleys and basins that often 
abruptly border rocky substrates.  Gravel, often mixed with shell, is common adjacent to bedrock outcrops 
and in fractures in the rock.  Gravel is most abundant at depths of 20 to 40 m, except off eastern Maine 
where a gravel-covered plain exists to depths of at least 100 m.  Sandy areas are relatively rare along the 
inner shelf of the western Gulf of Maine, but are more common south of Casco Bay, especially offshore 
of sandy beaches. 
 
The geologic features of the Gulf of Maine coupled with the vertical variation in water properties (e.g. 
salinity, depth, temperature) combine to provide a great diversity of habitat types that support a rich 
biological community.  The most common groups of benthic invertebrates in the Gulf of Maine reported 
by Theroux and Wigley (1998) in terms of numbers collected were annelid worms, bivalve mollusks, and 
amphipod crustaceans. Biomass was dominated by bivalves, sea cucumbers, sand dollars, annelids, and 
sea anemones. Watling (1998) identified seven different bottom assemblages that occur on the following 
habitat types: 

• Sandy offshore banks:  fauna are characteristically sand dwellers with an abundant interstitial 
component; 

• Rocky offshore ledges:  fauna are predominantly sponges, tunicates, bryozoans, hydroids, and other 
hard bottom dwellers; 

• Shallow (< 60 m) temperate bottoms with mixed substrate:  fauna population is rich and diverse, 
primarily comprised of polychaetes and crustaceans; 

• Primarily fine muds at depths of 60 to 140 m within cold Gulf of Maine Intermediate Water: fauna 
are dominated by polychaetes, shrimp, and cerianthid anemones; 

• Cold deep water, muddy bottom:  fauna include species with wide temperature tolerances which are 
sparsely distributed, diversity low, dominated by a few polychaetes, with brittle stars, sea pens, 
shrimp, and cerianthids also present; 

• Deep basin, muddy bottom, overlaying water usually 7 to 8°C: fauna densities are not high, 
dominated by brittle stars and sea pens, and sporadically by a tube-making amphipods; and 

• Upper slope, mixed sediment of either fine muds or mixture of mud and gravel, water temperatures 
always greater than 8°C: upper slope fauna extending into the Northeast Channel, where Maine 
Intermediate Water is described as a mid-depth layer of water that preserves winter salinity and 
temperatures, and is located between more saline Maine bottom water and the warmer, stratified 
Maine surface water.  The stratified surface layer is most pronounced in the deep portions of the 
western Gulf of Maine. 
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Two studies (Gabriel 1992, Overholtz and Tyler 1985) reported common demersal fish species by 
assemblages in the Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank (other species were listed as found in these 
assemblages, but only the species common to both studies are listed): 

• Deepwater/Slope and Canyon: offshore hake, blackbelly rosefish, Gulf stream flounder; 
• Intermediate/Combination of Deepwater Gulf of Maine-Georges Bank and Gulf of Maine-Georges 

Bank Transition: silver hake, red hake, goosefish (monkfish); 
• Shallow/Gulf of Maine-Georges Bank Transition Zone: Atlantic Cod, haddock, pollock; 
• Shallow water Georges Bank-southern New England: yellowtail flounder, windowpane flounder, 

winter flounder, winter skate, little skate, longhorn sculpin; 
• Deepwater Gulf of Maine-Georges Bank: white hake, American plaice, witch flounder, thorny skate; 

and 
• Northeast Peak/Gulf of Maine-Georges Bank Transition: Atlantic cod, haddock, pollock. 
 

4.3.1.2 Georges Bank 
Georges Bank is a shallow (3 to 150 m depth), elongate (161 km wide by 322 km long) extension of the 
continental shelf that was formed during the Wisconsinian glacial episode.  It is characterized by a steep 
slope on its northern edge and a broad, flat, gently sloping southern flank and has steep submarine 
canyons on its eastern and southeastern edges.  It is characterized by highly productive, well-mixed 
waters and strong currents.  The Great South Channel lies to the west.  Natural processes continue to 
erode and rework the sediments on Georges Bank.  It is anticipated that erosion and reworking of 
sediments by the action of rising sea level as well as tidal and storm currents reduces the amount of sand 
and cause an overall coarsening of the bottom sediments (Valentine and Lough 1991). 
 
Bottom topography on eastern Georges Bank is characterized by linear ridges in the western shoal areas; a 
relatively smooth, gently dipping seafloor on the deeper, easternmost part; a highly energetic peak in the 
north with sand ridges up to 30 m high and extensive gravel pavement; and steeper and smoother 
topography incised by submarine canyons on the southeastern margin.  The central region of Georges 
Bank is shallow, and the bottom is characterized by shoals and troughs, with sand dunes superimposed 
within.  The area west of the Great South Channel, known as Nantucket Shoals, is similar in nature to the 
central region of Georges Bank.  Currents in these areas are strongest where water depth is shallower than 
50 m. Sediments in this region include gravel pavement and mounds, some scattered boulders, sand with 
storm-generated ripples, and scattered shell and mussel beds.  Tidal and storm currents range from 
moderate to strong, depending upon location and storm activity. 
 
Oceanographic frontal systems separate water masses of the Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank from 
oceanic waters south of Georges Bank.  These water masses differ in temperature, salinity, nutrient 
concentration, and planktonic communities, which influence productivity and may influence fish 
abundance and distribution.  
 
Georges Bank has been historically characterized by high levels of both primary productivity and fish 
production.  The most common groups of benthic invertebrates on Georges Bank in terms of numbers 
collected were amphipod crustaceans and annelid worms, and overall biomass was dominated by sand 
dollars and bivalves (Theroux and Wigley 1998).  Using the same database, four macrobenthic 
invertebrate assemblages that occur on similar habitat type were identified (Theroux and Grosslein 1987):  
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• The Western Basin assemblage is found in comparatively deepwater (150 to 200 m) with relatively 
slow currents and fine bottom sediments of silt, clay, and muddy sand. Fauna are comprised mainly of 
small burrowing detritivores and deposit feeders, and carnivorous scavengers.   

• The Northeast Peak assemblage is found in variable depth and current strength and includes coarse 
sediments, consisting mainly of gravel and coarse sand with interspersed boulders, cobbles, and 
pebbles. Fauna tend to be sessile (coelenterates, brachiopods, barnacles, and tubiferous annelids) or 
free-living (brittle stars, crustaceans, and polychaetes), with a characteristic absence of burrowing 
forms.   

• The Central Georges Bank assemblage occupies the greatest area, including the central and northern 
portions of Georges Bank in depths less than 100 m. Medium-grained shifting sands predominate this 
dynamic area of strong currents. Organisms tend to be small to moderately large with burrowing or 
motile habits. Sand dollars are most characteristic of this assemblage. 

• The Southern Georges Bank assemblage is found on the southern and southwestern flanks at depths 
from 80 to 200 m, where fine-grained sands and moderate currents predominate. Many southern 
species exist here at the northern limits of their range. Dominant fauna include amphipods, copepods, 
euphausiids, and starfish. 

Common demersal fish species found on Georges Bank are offshore hake, blackbelly rosefish, Gulf 
stream flounder, silver hake, red hake, goosefish (monkfish), Atlantic cod, haddock, pollock, yellowtail 
flounder, windowpane flounder, winter flounder, winter skate, little skate, longhorn sculpin, white hake, 
American plaice, witch flounder, and thorny skate. 
 

4.3.1.3 Southern New England/Mid-Atlantic Bight 
The Mid-Atlantic Bight includes the shelf and slope waters from Georges Bank south to Cape Hatteras, 
and east to the Gulf Stream.  The northern portion of the Mid-Atlantic Bight is sometimes referred to as 
southern New England and generally includes the area of the continental shelf south of Cape Cod from 
the Great South Channel to Hudson Canyon. The Mid-Atlantic Bight is comprised of the sandy, relatively 
flat, gently sloping continental shelf from southern New England to Cape Hatteras, North Carolina. The 
shelf slopes gently from shore out to between 100 and 200 km offshore where it transforms to the slope 
(100 to 200 m water depth) at the shelf break. In both the Mid-Atlantic Bight and on Georges Bank, 
numerous canyons incise the slope, and some cut up onto the shelf itself (Stevenson et al. 2004). Like the 
rest of the continental shelf, the topography of the Mid-Atlantic Bight was shaped largely by sea level 
fluctuations during past ice ages. Since that time, currents and waves have modified this basic structure. 
 
The sediment type covering most of the shelf in the Mid-Atlantic Bight is sand, with some relatively 
small, localized areas of sand-shell and sand-gravel. On the slope, silty sand, silt, and clay predominate. 
Permanent sand ridges occur in groups with heights of about 10 m, lengths of 10 to 50 km and spacing of 
2 km.  The sand ridges are usually oriented at a slight angle towards shore, running in length from 
northeast to southwest. Sand ridges are often covered with smaller similar forms such as sand waves, 
megaripples, and ripples.  Sand waves are usually found in patches of 5 to 10 with heights of about 2 m, 
lengths of 50 to 100 m, and 1 to 2 km between patches.  The sand waves are usually found on the inner 
shelf and are temporary features that form and re-form in different locations, especially in areas like 
Nantucket Shoals where there are strong bottom currents.  Because tidal currents southwest of Nantucket 
Shoals and southeast of Long Island and Rhode Island slow significantly, there is a large mud patch on 
the seafloor where silts and clays settle out.   
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Artificial reefs are another significant Mid-Atlantic Bight habitat, formed much more recently on the 
geologic time scale than other regional habitat types.  These localized areas of hard structure have been 
formed by shipwrecks, lost cargoes, disposed solid materials, shoreline jetties and groins, submerged 
pipelines, cables, and other materials (Steimle and Zetlin 2000).  In general, reefs are important for 
attachment sites, shelter, and food for many species.  In addition, fish predators, such as tunas, may be 
attracted by prey aggregations or may be behaviorally attracted to the reef structure.  Estuarine reefs, such 
as blue mussel beds or oyster reefs, are dominated by epibenthic organisms, as well as crabs, lobsters, and 
sea stars.  These reefs are hosts to a multitude of fish, including gobies, spot, bass (black sea and striped), 
perch, toadfish, and croaker.  Coastal reefs are comprised of either exposed rock, wrecks, kelp, or other 
hard material, and these are generally dominated by boring mollusks, algae, sponges, anemones, hydroids, 
and coral.  These reef types also host lobsters, crabs, sea stars, and urchins, as well as a multitude of fish, 
including black sea bass, pinfish, scup, cunner, red hake, gray triggerfish, black grouper, smooth dogfish, 
and summer flounder.  These epibenthic organisms and fish assemblages are similar to the reefs farther 
offshore, which are generally comprised of rocks and boulders, wrecks, and other types of artificial reefs.  
There is less information available for reefs on the outer shelf, but the fish species associated with these 
reefs include tilefish, white hake, and conger eel. 
 
The benthic inhabitants of this primarily sandy environment are dominated in terms of numbers by 
amphipod crustaceans and bivalve mollusks.  Biomass is dominated by mollusks (70 percent) (Theroux 
and Wigley 1998). Pratt (1973) identified three broad faunal zones related to water depth and sediment 
type:  

• The “sand fauna” zone is dominated by polycheates and was defined for sandy sediments (1 percent 
or less silt) that are at least occasionally disturbed by waves, from shore out to a depth of about 50 m.   

• The “silty sand fauna” zone is dominated by amphipods and polychaetes and occurs immediately 
offshore from the sand fauna zone, in stable sands containing a small amount of silt and organic 
material.   

• Silts and clays become predominant at the shelf break and line the Hudson Shelf Valley supporting 
the “silt-clay fauna.” 

Rather than substrate as in the Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank, latitude and water depth are considered 
to be the primary factors influencing demersal fish species distribution in the Mid-Atlantic Bight area. 
The following assemblages were identified by Colvocoresses and Musick (1984) in the Mid-Atlantic 
subregion during spring and fall (Other species were listed as found in these assemblages, but only the 
species common to both spring and fall seasons are listed).  

• Northern (boreal) portions: hake (white, silver, red), goosefish (monkfish), longhorn sculpin, winter 
flounder, little skate, and spiny dogfish;   

• Warm temperate portions: black sea bass, summer flounder, butterfish, scup, spotted hake, and 
northern sea robin; 

• Water of the inner shelf: windowpane flounder;  
• Water of the outer shelf: fourspot flounder; and 
• Water of the continental slope: shortnose greeneye, offshore hake, blackbelly rosefish, and white 

hake. 
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4.3.2 Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) 
EFH is defined by the Sustainable Fisheries Act of 1996 as “[t]hose waters and substrate necessary to fish 
for spawning, breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity.”  The following sections describe Atlantic herring 
EFH, EFH designations for other species that overlap with the herring fishery, herring as a prey species, 
and finally, herring gear and its potential to generate adverse effects on benthic EFH. 
 

4.3.2.1 Atlantic Herring EFH 
The EFH designation for Atlantic herring was developed as part of EFH Omnibus Amendment 1 in 1998.  
EFH Omnibus Amendment 2, which includes updates to the EFH designation for herring, as well as for 
other NEFMC-managed species, is currently in development.  Based on the 1998 designation, which is 
currently in effect, EFH for Atlantic herring is described in as those areas of the coastal and offshore 
waters (out to the offshore U.S. boundary of the exclusive economic zone) that are designated in Figure 
67 through Figure 70 and in Table 41 and meet the following conditions: 
 
Eggs: Bottom habitats with a substrate of gravel, sand, cobble and shell fragments, but also on aquatic 
macrophytes, in the Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank as depicted in Figure 67. Eggs adhere to the 
bottom, forming extensive egg beds which may be many layers deep. Generally, the following conditions 
exist where Atlantic herring eggs are found: water temperatures below 15° C, depths from 20 - 80 meters, 
and a salinity range from 32 - 33‰. Herring eggs are most often found in areas of well-mixed water, with 
tidal currents between 1.5 and 3.0 knots. Atlantic herring eggs are most often observed during the months 
from July through November. 
 
Larvae: Pelagic waters in the Gulf of Maine, Georges Bank, and southern New England that comprise 
90% of the observed range of Atlantic herring larvae as depicted in Figure 68. Generally, the following 
conditions exist where Atlantic herring larvae are found: sea surface temperatures below 16° C, water 
depths from 50 - 90 meters, and salinities around 32‰. Atlantic herring larvae are observed between 
August and April, with peaks from September through November. 
 
Juveniles: Pelagic waters and bottom habitats in the Gulf of Maine, Georges Bank, southern New 
England and the middle Atlantic south to Cape Hatteras as depicted in Figure 69. Generally, the following 
conditions exist where Atlantic herring juveniles are found: water temperatures below 10° C, water depths 
from 15 - 135 meters, and a salinity range from 26 - 32‰. 
 
Adults: Pelagic waters and bottom habitats in the Gulf of Maine, Georges Bank, southern New England 
and the middle Atlantic south to Cape Hatteras as depicted in Figure 70. Generally, the following 
conditions exist where Atlantic herring adults are found: water temperatures below 10° C, water depths 
from 20 - 130 meters, and salinities above 28‰. 
 
Spawning Adults: Bottom habitats with a substrate of gravel, sand, cobble and shell fragments, but also 
on aquatic macrophytes, in the Gulf of Maine, Georges Bank, southern New England and the middle 
Atlantic south to Delaware Bay as depicted in Figure 70.  Generally, the following conditions exist where 
spawning Atlantic herring adults are found: water temperatures below 15° C, depths from 20 - 80 meters, 
and a salinity range from 32 - 33‰.  Herring eggs are spawned in areas of well-mixed water, with tidal 
currents between 1.5 and 3.0 knots.  Atlantic herring are most often observed spawning during the months 
from July through November. 
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All of the above EFH descriptions include those bays and estuaries listed in Table 41, according to life 
history stage.  The Council acknowledges potential seasonal and spatial variability of the conditions 
generally associated with this species. 
 
 
Table 41 – EFH Designation of Estuaries and Embayments for Atlantic Herring 
Estuaries and Embayments Eggs Larvae Juveniles Adults Spawning Adults 
Passamaquoddy Bay  m,s m,s m,s  
Englishman/Machias Bay s m,s m,s m,s s 
Narraguagus Bay  m,s m,s m,s  
Blue Hill Bay  m,s m,s m,s  
Penobscot Bay  m,s m,s m,s  
Muscongus Bay  m,s m,s m,s  
Damariscotta River  m,s m,s m,s  
Sheepscot River  m,s m,s m,s  
Kennebec / Androscoggin Rivers  m,s m,s m,s  
Casco Bay s m,s m,s s  
Saco Bay  m,s m,s s  
Wells Harbor  m,s m,s s  
Great Bay  m,s m,s s  
Merrimack River  M m   
Massachusetts Bay  s s s  
Boston Harbor  s m,s m,s  
Cape Cod Bay s s m,s m,s  
Waquoit Bay      
Buzzards Bay   m,s m,s  
Narragansett Bay  s m,s m,s  
Long Island Sound   m,s m,s  
Connecticut River      
Gardiners Bay   s s  
Great South Bay   s s  
Hudson River / Raritan Bay  m,s m,s m,s  
Barnegat Bay   m,s m,s  
Delaware Bay   m,s s  
Chincoteague Bay      
Chesapeake Bay    s  
S ≡ The EFH designation for this species includes the seawater salinity zone of this bay or estuary (salinity > 
25.0‰). 
M ≡ The EFH designation for this species includes the mixing water / brackish salinity zone of this bay or estuary 
(0.5 < salinity < 25.0‰). 
F ≡ The EFH designation for this species includes the tidal freshwater salinity zone of this bay or estuary (0.0 < 
salinity < 0.5‰). 
These EFH designations of estuaries and embayments are based on the NOAA Estuarine Living Marine Resources 
(ELMR) program (Jury et al. 1994; Stone et al. 1994). 
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Figure 67 – EFH Designation for Atlantic Herring Eggs 
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Figure 68 – EFH Designation for Atlantic Herring Larvae 
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Figure 69 – EFH Designation for Atlantic Herring Juveniles 
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Figure 70 – EFH Designation for Atlantic Herring Adults 
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EFH for Other Species 

The environment that could potentially be affected by the Proposed Action has been identified as EFH for 
benthic life stages of species that are managed under the Northeast Multispecies FMP; Atlantic sea 
scallop; monkfish; deep-sea red crab; northeast skate complex; Atlantic herring; summer flounder, scup, 
and black sea bass; tilefish; squid, Atlantic mackerel, and butterfish; Atlantic surfclam and ocean quahog 
FMPs. EFH for the species managed under these FMPs includes a wide variety of benthic habitats in state 
and Federal waters throughout the Northeast U.S. Shelf Ecosystem. EFH descriptions of the general 
substrate or bottom types for all the benthic life stages of the species managed under these FMPs are 
summarized in Table 42. Full descriptions and maps of EFH for each species and life stage (except 
Atlantic wolffish) are available on the NMFS Northeast Region website at 
http://www.nero.noaa.gov/hcd/index2a.htm. 
 
Table 42 – Demersal Species/Lifestages for Which Designated EFH Overlaps with the 

Atlantic Herring Fishery, Listed Alphabetically by Common Name 
Species Life 

Stage 
Geographic Area of EFH  Depth Seasonal 

Occurrence  
EFH Description 

American 
plaice  

juvenile GOME and estuaries from 
Passamaquoddy Bay to Saco Bay, ME and 
from Mass. Bay to Cape Cod Bay, MA 

45 - 150    Bottom habitats with 
fine grained 
sediments or a 
substrate of sand or 
gravel 

American 
plaice  

adult GOME and estuaries from 
Passamaquoddy Bay to Saco Bay, ME and 
from Mass. Bay to Cape Cod Bay, MA 

45 - 175    Bottom habitats with 
fine grained 
sediments or a 
substrate of sand or 
gravel 

Atlantic cod juvenile GOME, GB, eastern portion of continental 
shelf off southern NE and following 
estuaries: Passamaquoddy Bay to Saco 
Bay; Mass. Bay, Boston Harbor, Cape Cod 
Bay, Buzzards Bay 

25 - 75    Bottom habitats with a 
substrate of cobble or 
gravel 

Atlantic cod adult GOME, GB, eastern portion of continental 
shelf off southern NE and following 
estuaries: Passamaquoddy Bay to Saco 
Bay; Mass. Bay, Boston Harbor, Cape Cod 
Bay, Buzzards Bay 

10 - 150    Bottom habitats with a 
substrate of rocks, 
pebbles, or gravel 

Atlantic 
halibut  

juvenile GOME, GB 20 - 60    Bottom habitats with a 
substrate of sand, 
gravel, or clay 

Atlantic 
halibut  

adult GOME, GB 100 - 700    Bottom habitats with a 
substrate of sand, 
gravel, or clay 

Atlantic 
salmon 

juvenile Rivers from CT to Maine: Connecticut, 
Pawcatuck, Merrimack, Cocheco, Saco, 
Androscoggin, Presumpscot, Kennebec, 
Sheepscot, Ducktrap, Union, Penobscot, 
Narraguagus, Machias,  East Machias, 
Pleasant, St. Croix, Denny’s, 
Passagassawaukeag, Aroostook, 
Lamprey, Boyden, Orland Rivers, and the 
Turk, Hobart and Patten Streams; and the 
following estuaries for juveniles and adults: 
Passamaquoddy Bay to Muscongus Bay; 
Casco Bay to Wells Harbor; Mass. Bay, 
Long Island Sound, Gardiners Bay to Great 
South Bay. All aquatic habitats in the 
watersheds of the above listed rivers, 
including all tributaries to the extent that 
they are currently or were historically 
accessible for salmon migration. 

10 – 61 
 

  Bottom habitats of 
shallow gravel/cobble 
riffles interspersed 
with deeper riffles and 
pools in rivers and 
estuaries, water 
velocities between 30 
- 92 cm/s 

http://www.nero.noaa.gov/hcd/index2a.htm
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Table 42  continued. 
Atlantic sea 
scallop 

juvenile GOME, GB, southern NE and middle 
Atlantic south to Virginia-North Carolina 
border and following estuaries: 
Passamaquoddy Bay to Sheepscot R.; 
Casco Bay, Great Bay, Mass Bay, and 
Cape Cod Bay 

18 - 110   Bottom habitats with a 
substrate of cobble, 
shells, and silt 

Atlantic sea 
scallop 

adult GOME, GB, southern NE and middle 
Atlantic south to Virginia-North Carolina 
border and following estuaries: 
Passamaquoddy Bay to Sheepscot R.; 
Casco Bay, Great Bay, Mass Bay, and 
Cape Cod Bay 

18 - 110   Bottom habitats with a 
substrate of cobble, 
shells, coarse/gravelly 
sand, and sand 

Atlantic 
surfclam 

juvenile Eastern edge of GB and the GOME 
throughout Atlantic EEZ 

0 - 60, 
low 

density 
beyond 

38 

  Throughout substrate 
to a depth of 3 ft 
within federal waters, 
burrow in medium to 
coarse sand and 
gravel substrates, also 
found in silty to fine 
sand, but not in mud 

Atlantic 
surfclam 

adult Eastern edge of GB and the GOME 
throughout Atlantic EEZ 

0 - 60, 
low 

density 
beyond 

38 

Spawn summer to 
fall 

Throughout substrate 
to a depth of 3 ft 
within federal waters 

Barndoor 
skate 

juvenile Eastern GOME, GB, Southern NE, Mid-
Atlantic Bight to Hudson Canyon 

l0 - 750, 
mosty < 

150 

  Bottom habitats with 
mud, gravel, and sand 
substrates 

Barndoor 
skate 

adult Eastern GOME, GB, Southern NE, Mid-
Atlantic Bight to Hudson Canyon 

l0 - 750, 
mosty < 

150 

  Bottom habitats with 
mud, gravel, and sand 
substrates 

Black sea 
bass 

juvenile Demersal waters over continental shelf 
from GOME to Cape Hatteras, NC, also 
includes estuaries from Buzzards Bay to 
Long Island Sound; Gardiners Bay, 
Barnegat Bay to Chesapeake Bay; 
Tangier/ Pocomoke Sound, and James 
River 

1 – 38 
 

Found in coastal 
areas (April to 
December, peak 
June to 
November) 
between VA and 
MA, but winter 
offshore from NJ 
and south; 
estuaries in 
summer and 
spring 

Rough bottom, 
shellfish and eelgrass 
beds, manmade 
structures in sandy-
shelly areas, offshore 
clam beds, and shell 
patches may be used 
during wintering 

Black sea 
bass 

adult Demersal waters over continental shelf 
from GOME to Cape Hatteras, NC, also 
includes estuaries: Buzzards Bay, 
Narragansett Bay, Gardiners Bay, Great 
South Bay, Barnegat Bay to Chesapeake 
Bay; Tangier/ Pocomoke Sound, and 
James River 

20 - 50 Wintering adults 
(November to 
April) offshore, 
south of NY to 
NC; inshore, 
estuaries from 
May to October 

Structured habitats 
(natural and 
manmade), sand and 
shell substrates 
preferred 

Clearnose 
skate 

juvenile GOME, along shelf to Cape Hatteras, NC; 
includes the estuaries from Hudson 
River/Raritan Bay south to the 
Chesapeake Bay mainstem  

0 – 500, 
mostly < 

111 

  Bottom habitats with 
substrate of soft 
bottom along 
continental shelf and 
rocky or gravelly 
bottom 

Clearnose 
skate 

adult GOME, along shelf to Cape Hatteras, NC; 
includes the estuaries from Hudson 
River/Raritan Bay south to the 
Chesapeake Bay mainstem  

0 – 500, 
mostly < 

111 

  Bottom habitats with 
substrate of soft 
bottom along 
continental shelf and 
rocky or gravelly 
bottom 
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Table 42  continued. 
Golden crab juvenile Chesapeake Bay to the south through the 

Florida Straight (and into the Gulf of 
Mexico) 

290 - 570   Continental slope in 
flat areas of 
foraminifera ooze, on 
distinct mounds of 
dead coral, ripple 
habitat, dunes, black 
pebble habitat, low 
outcrop, and soft 
bioturbated habitat 

Golden crab adult Chesapeake Bay to the south through the 
Florida Straight (and into the Gulf of 
Mexico) 

290 - 570   Continental slope in 
flat areas of 
foraminifera ooze, on 
distinct mounds of 
dead coral, ripple 
habitat, dunes, black 
pebble habitat, low 
outcrop, and soft 
bioturbated habitat 

Haddock juvenile GB, GOME, middle Atlantic south to 
Delaware Bay 

35 - 100   Bottom habitats with a 
substrate of pebble 
and gravel 

Haddock adult GB and eastern side of Nantucket Shoals, 
throughout GOME, *additional area of 
Nantucket Shoals, and Great South 
Channel 

40 - 150   Bottom habitats with a 
substrate of broken 
ground, pebbles, 
smooth hard sand, 
and smooth areas 
between rocky 
patches 

Little skate juvenile GB through Mid-Atlantic Bight to Cape 
Hatteras, NC; includes the estuaries from 
Buzzards Bay south to the Chesapeake 
Bay mainstem 

0 - 137, 
mostly 73 

- 91 

  Bottom habitats with 
sandy or gravelly 
substrate or mud 

Little skate adult GB through Mid-Atlantic Bight to Cape 
Hatteras, NC; includes the estuaries from 
Buzzards Bay south to the Chesapeake 
Bay mainstem 

0 - 137, 
mostly 73 

- 91 

  Bottom habitats with 
sandy or gravelly 
substrate or mud 

Monkfish juvenile Outer continental shelf in the middle 
Atlantic, mid-shelf off southern NE, all 
areas of GOME 

25 - 200   Bottom habitats with 
substrates of a 
sandshell mix, algae 
covered rocks, hard 
sand, pebbly gravel, 
or mud 

Monkfish adult Outer continental shelf in the middle 
Atlantic, mid-shelf off southern NE, outer 
perimeter of GB, all areas of GOME 

25 - 200   Bottom habitats 
withsubstrates of a 
sandshell mix, algae 
covered rocks, hard 
sand, pebbly gravel, 
or mud 

Ocean pout juvenile GOME, GB, southern NE, middle Atlantic 
south to Delaware Bay and the following 
estuaries: Passamaquoddy Bay to Saco 
Bay; Mass. Bay, and Cape Cod Bay 

< 50  Late fall to spring Bottom habitats in 
close proximity to hard 
bottom nesting areas 

Ocean pout adult GOME, GB, southern NE, middle Atlantic 
south to Delaware Bay and the following 
estuaries: Passamaquoddy Bay to Saco 
Bay; Mass. Bay, Boston Harbor, and Cape 
Cod Bay 

< 80   Bottom habitats, often 
smooth bottom near 
rocks or algae 

Ocean 
quahog 

juvenile Eastern edge of GB and GOME throughout 
the Atlantic EEZ  

8 - 245   Throughout substrate 
to a depth of 3 ft 
within federal waters, 
occurs progressively 
further offshore 
between Cape Cod 
and Cape Hatteras 
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Table 42  continued. 
Ocean 
quahog 

adult Eastern edge of GB and GOME throughout 
the Atlantic EEZ  

8 - 245 Spawn May to 
December with 
several peaks 

Throughout substrate 
to a depth of 3 ft 
within federal waters, 
occurs progressively 
further offshore 
between Cape Cod 
and Cape Hatteras 

Offshore 
hake 

juvenile Outer continental shelf of GB and southern 
NE south to Cape Hatteras, NC 

170 - 350   Bottom habitats 

Offshore 
hake 

adult Outer continental shelf of GB and southern 
NE south to Cape Hatteras, NC 

150 - 380   Bottom habitats 

Pollock juvenile GOME, GB, and the following estuaries: 
Passamaquoddy Bay to Saco Bay; Great 
Bay to Waquoit Bay; Long Island Sound, 
Great South Bay 

0 – 250   Bottom habitats with 
aquatic vegetation or 
a substrate of sand, 
mud, or rocks 

Pollock adult GOME, GB, southern NE, and middle 
Atlantic south to New Jersey and the 
following estuaries: Passamaquoddy Bay, 
Damariscotta R., Mass Bay, Cape Cod 
Bay, Long Island Sound 

15 – 365   Hard bottom habitats 
including artificial 
reefs 

Red crab juvenile Southern flank of GB and south the Cape 
Hatteras, NC 

700 - 
1800 

  Bottom habitats of 
continental slope with 
a substrate of silts, 
clays, and all silt-clay-
sand composites 

Red crab adult Southern flank of GB and south the Cape 
Hatteras, NC 

200 - 
1300 

  Bottom habitats of 
continental slope with 
a substrate of silts, 
clays, and all silt-clay-
sand composites 

Red drum juvenile Along the Atlantic coast from Virginia 
through the Florida Keys  

< 50 Found throughout 
Chesapeake Bay 
from September 
to November 

Utilize shallow 
backwaters of 
estuaries as nursery 
areas and remain until 
they move to deeper 
water portions of the 
estuary associated 
with river mouths, 
oyster bars, and front 
beaches 

Red drum adult Along the Atlantic coast from Virginia 
through the Florida Keys  

< 50 Found in 
Chesapeake in 
spring and fall and 
also along eastern 
shore of VA 

Concentrate around 
inlets, shoals, and 
capes along the 
Atlantic coast; shallow 
bay bottoms or oyster 
reef substrate 
preferred, also 
nearshore artificial 
reefs 

Red hake juvenile GOME, GB, continental shelf off southern 
NE, and middle Atlantic south to Cape 
Hatteras and the following estuaries: 
Passamaquoddy Bay to Saco Bay; Great 
Bay, Mass. Bay to Cape Cod Bay; 
Buzzards Bay to Conn. R.; Hudson R./ 
Raritan Bay, and Chesapeake Bay 

< 100   Bottom habitats with 
substrate of shell 
fragments, including 
areas with an 
abundance of live 
scallops 

Red hake adult GOME, GB, continental shelf off southern 
NE, and middle Atlantic south to Cape 
Hatteras and the following estuaries: 
Passamaquoddy Bay to Saco Bay; Great 
Bay, Mass. Bay to Cape Cod Bay; 
Buzzards Bay to Conn. R.; Hudson R./ 
Raritan Bay, Delaware Bay, and 
Chesapeake Bay 

10 - 130   Bottom habitats in 
depressions with a 
substrate of sand and 
mud 
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Table 42  continued. 
Redfish juvenile GOME, southern edge of GB  25 - 400   Bottom habitats with a 

substrate of silt, mud, 
or hard bottom  

Redfish adult GOME, southern edge of GB  50 - 350   Bottom habitats with a 
substrate of silt, mud, 
or hard bottom  

Rosette 
skate 

juvenile Nantucket shoals and southern edge of GB 
to Cape Hatteras, NC 

33 - 530, 
mostly 74 

- 274 

  Bottom habitats with 
soft substrate, 
including sand/mud 
bottoms, mud with 
echinoid and 
ophiuroid fragments, 
and shell and 
pteropod ooze 

Rosette 
skate 

adult Nantucket shoals and southern edge of GB 
to Cape Hatteras, NC 

33 - 530, 
mostly 74 

- 274 

  Bottom habitats with 
soft substrate, 
including sand/mud 
bottoms, mud with 
echinoid and 
ophiuroid fragments, 
and shell and 
pteropod ooze 

Scup juvenile Continental shelf from GOME to Cape 
Hatteras, NC includes the following 
estuaries: Mass. Bay, Cape Cod Bay to 
Long Island Sound; Gardiners Bay to 
Delaware Inland Bays; and Chesapeake 
Bay 

(0 - 38)  Spring and 
summer in 
estuaries and 
bays 

Demersal waters 
north of Cape 
Hatteras and inshore 
on various sands, 
mud, mussel, and 
eelgrass bed type 
substrates 

Scup adult Continental shelf from GOME to Cape 
Hatteras, NC includes the following 
estuaries: Cape Cod Bay to Long Island 
Sound; Gardiners Bay to Hudson R./ 
Raritan Bay; Delaware Bay and Inland 
Bays; and Chesapeake Bay 

(2 -185) Wintering adults 
(November to 
April) are usually 
offshore, south of 
NY to NC 

Demersal waters 
north of Cape 
Hatteras and inshore 
estuaries (various 
substrate types) 

Silver hake juvenile GOME, GB, continental shelf off southern 
NE, middle Atlantic south to Cape Hatteras 
and the following estuaries: 
Passamaquoddy Bay to Casco Bay, Mass. 
Bay to Cape Cod Bay 

20 – 270   Bottom habitats of all 
substrate types 

Silver hake adult GOME, GB, continental shelf off southern 
NE, middle Atlantic south to Cape Hatteras 
and the following estuaries: 
Passamaquoddy Bay to Casco Bay, Mass. 
Bay to Cape Cod Bay 

30 – 325   Bottom habitats of all 
substrate types 

Smooth 
skate 

juvenile Offshore banks of GOME 31 – 874, 
mostly 

110 - 457 

  Bottom habitats with a 
substrate of soft mud 
(silt and clay), sand, 
broken shells, gravel 
and pebbles 

Smooth 
skate 

adult Offshore banks of GOME 31 – 874, 
mostly 

110 - 457 

  Bottom habitats with a 
substrate of soft mud 
(silt and clay), sand, 
broken shells, gravel 
and pebbles 

Spanish 
mackerel, 
cobia, and 
king 
mackerel 

juvenile South Atlantic and Mid-Atlantic Bights     Sandy shoals of 
capes and offshore 
bars, high profile rock 
bottoms and barrier 
island oceanside 
waters from surf zone 
to shelf break, but 
from the Gulf Stream 
shoreward 
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Table 42  continued. 
Spanish 
mackerel, 
cobia, and 
king 
mackerel 

adult South Atlantic and Mid-Atlantic Bights     Sandy shoals of 
capes and offshore 
bars, high profile rock 
bottoms and barrier 
island oceanside 
waters from surf zone 
to shelf break, but 
from the Gulf Stream 
shoreward 

Spiny 
dogfish 

juvenile GOME through Cape Hatteras, NC across 
the continental shelf; continental shelf 
waters south of Cape Hatteras, NC through 
Florida; also includes estuaries from 
Passamaquoddy Bay to Saco Bay; Mass. 
Bay and Cape Cod Bay 

10 - 390   Continental shelf 
waters and estuaries 

Spiny 
dogfish 

adult GOME through Cape Hatteras, NC across 
the continental shelf; continental shelf 
waters south of Cape Hatteras, NC through 
Florida; also includes estuaries from 
Passamaquoddy Bay to Saco Bay; Mass. 
Bay and Cape Cod Bay 

10 - 450   Continental shelf 
waters and estuaries 

Summer 
flounder 

juvenile Over continental shelf from GOME to Cape 
Hatteras, NC; south of Cape Hatteras to 
Florida; also includesestuaries from 
Waquoit Bay to James R.; Albemarle 
Sound to Indian R.  

0.5 – 5 in 
estuary 

  Demersal waters, on 
muddy substrate but 
prefer mostly sand; 
found in the lower 
estuaries in flats, 
channels, salt marsh 
creeks, and eelgrass 
beds 

Summer 
flounder 

adult Over continental shelf from GOME to Cape 
Hatteras, NC; south of Cape Hatteras to 
Florida; also includes estuaries from 
Buzzards Bay, Narragansett Bay, Conn. R. 
to James R.; Albemarle Sound to Broad R.; 
St. Johns R., and Indian R. 

0 - 25 Shallow coastal 
and estuarine 
waters during 
warmer months, 
move offshore on 
outer continental 
shelf at depths of 
150 m in colder 
months 

Demersal waters and 
estuaries 

Thorny skate adult GOME and GB 18 - 
2000, 

mostly 
111 - 366 

  Bottom habitats with a 
substrate of sand, 
gravel, broken shell, 
pebbles, and soft mud 

Tilefish Juveniles 
and 
adults 

Shelf break, submarine canyon walls, and 
flanks from Georges Bank to Cape 
Hatteras 

Bottom 
temps 

between 
9-14° C 

(generally 
100-300 

m) 

 Cohesive clay 
sediments for 
burrowing; rocks, 
boulders, and clay 
ledges 

White hake adult GOME, southern edge of GB, southern NE 
to middle Atlantic and the following 
estuaries: Passamaquoddy Bay to Great 
Bay; Mass. Bay to Cape Cod Bay 

5 - 325   Bottom habitats with 
substrate of mud or 
fine grained sand 

White hake juvenile GOME, southern edge of GB, southern NE 
to middle Atlantic and the following 
estuaries: Passamaquoddy Bay to Great 
Bay; Mass. Bay to Cape Cod Bay 

5 - 225 May to September Pelagic stage - 
pelagic waters; 
demersal stage - 
bottom habitat with 
seagrass beds or 
substrate of mud or 
fine grained sand 

Windowpane 
flounder 

juvenile GOME, GB, southern NE, middle Atlantic 
south to Cape Hatteras and the following 
estuaries: Passamaquoddy Bay to Great 
Bay; Mass. Bay to Chesapeake Bay 

1 - 100   Bottom habitats with 
substrate of mud or 
fine grained sand 
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Table 42  continued. 
Windowpane 
flounder 

adult GOME, GB, southern NE, middle Atlantic 
south to Virginia - NC border and the 
following estuaries: Passamaquoddy Bay 
to Great Bay; Mass. Bay to Chesapeake 
Bay 

1 - 75   Bottom habitats with 
substrate of mud or 
fine grained sand 

Winter 
flounder 

juvenile GB, inshore areas of GOME, southern NE, 
middle Atlantic south to Delaware Bay and 
the following estuaries: Passamaquoddy 
Bay to Chincoteague Bay 

0.1 – 10 
(1 - 50, 
age 1+) 

  Bottom habitats with a 
substrate of mud or 
fine grained sand 

Winter 
flounder 

adult GB, inshore areas of GOME, southern NE, 
middle Atlantic south to Delaware Bay and 
the following estuaries: Passamaquoddy 
Bay to Chincoteague Bay 

1 - 100   Bottom habitats 
including estuaries 
with substrates of 
mud, sand, grave 

Winter skate juvenile Cape Cod Bay, GB, southern NE shelf 
through Mid-Atlantic Bight to North 
Carolina; includes the estuaries from 
Buzzards Bay south to the Chesapeake 
Bay mainstem 

0 - 37, 
mostly < 

111 

  Bottom habitats with 
substrate of sand and 
gravel or mud 

Winter skate adult Cape Cod Bay, GB southern NE shelf 
through Mid-Atlantic Bight to North 
Carolina; includes the estuaries from 
Buzzards Bay south to the Chesapeake 
Bay mainstem 

0 - 371, 
mostly < 

111 

  Bottom habitats with 
substrate of sand and 
gravel or mud 

Witch 
flounder 

juvenile GOME, outer continental shelf from GB 
south to Cape Hatteras 

50 - 450 
to 1500 

  Bottom habitats with 
fine grained substrate 

Witch 
flounder 

adult GOME, outer continental shelf from GB 
south to Chesapeake Bay 

25 - 300   Bottom habitats with 
fine grained substrate 

Yellowtail 
flounder 

juvenile GB, GOME, southern NE continental shelf 
south to Delaware Bay and the following 
estuaries: Sheepscot R., Casco Bay, 
Mass. Bay to Cape Cod Bay 

20 - 50    Bottom habitats with 
substrate of sand or 
sand and mud 

Yellowtail 
flounder 

adult GB, GOME, southern NE continental shelf 
south to Delaware Bay and the following 
estuaries: Sheepscot R., Casco Bay, 
Mass. Bay to Cape Cod Bay 

20 - 50    Bottom habitats with 
substrate of sand or 
sand and mud 
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Table 43 – Listing of Sources for current EFH Designation Information* 
Species Management 

authority 
Plan managed under EFH designation action 

American plaice  NEFMC NE Multispecies EFH Omnibus/NE Multispecies A11 
Atlantic cod NEFMC NE Multispecies EFH Omnibus/NE Multispecies A11 
Atlantic halibut  NEFMC NE Multispecies EFH Omnibus/NE Multispecies A11 
Atlantic herring NEFMC Atlantic Herring EFH Omnibus/Atlantic Herring FMP 
Atlantic salmon NEFMC Atlantic salmon EFH Omnibus/Atlantic Salmon FMP 
Atlantic sea scallop NEFMC Atlantic Sea Scallop EFH Omnibus/Atlantic Sea Scallop A9 
Atlantic surfclam MAFMC Atlantic Surfclam Ocean Quahog Atlantic Surfclam Ocean Quahog A12 
Atlantic wolffish NEFMC NE Multispecies Amendment 16 
Barndoor skate NEFMC NE Skate Complex Original NE Skate Complex FMP 
Black sea bass MAFMC Summer Flounder, Scup, and Black 

Sea Bass 
Summer Flounder, Scup, and Black 
Sea Bass A12 

Clearnose skate NEFMC NE Skate Complex Original NE Skate Complex FMP 
Golden crab SAFMC Golden Crab Golden Crab FMP A1 
Haddock NEFMC NE Multispecies EFH Omnibus/NE Multispecies A11 
Little skate NEFMC NE Skate Complex Original NE Skate Complex FMP 
Monkfish NEFMC, MAFMC Monkfish EFH Omnibus/Monkfish A1 
Ocean pout NEFMC NE Multispecies EFH Omnibus/NE Multispecies A11 
Ocean quahog MAFMC Atlantic Surfclam Ocean Quahog Atlantic Surfclam Ocean Quahog A12 
Offshore hake NEFMC NE Multispecies NE Multispecies A12 
Pollock NEFMC NE Multispecies EFH Omnibus/NE Multispecies A11 
Red crab NEFMC Red Crab Original Red Crab FMP 
Red drum ASMFC/SAFMC ASMFC Red Drum FMP SAFMC Habitat Plan 
Red hake NEFMC NE Multispecies NE Multispecies A12 
Redfish NEFMC NE Multispecies EFH Omnibus/NE Multispecies A11 
Rosette skate NEFMC NE Skate Complex Original NE Skate Complex FMP 
Scup MAFMC Summer Flounder, Scup, and Black 

Sea Bass 
Summer Flounder, Scup, and Black 
Sea Bass A12 

Silver hake NEFMC NE Multispecies NE Multispecies A12 
Smooth skate NEFMC NE Skate Complex Original NE Skate Complex FMP 
Spanish mackerel, cobia, and king 
mackerel 

SAFMC/GMFMC Coastal Migratory Pelagics Coastal Migratory Pelagics FMP A10 

Spiny dogfish MAFMC/NEFMC Spiny Dogfish  Original Spiny Dogfish FMP 
Summer flounder MAFMC Summer Flounder, Scup, and Black 

Sea Bass 
Summer Flounder, Scup, and Black 
Sea Bass A12 

Thorny skate NEFMC NE Skate Complex Original NE Skate Complex FMP 
Tilefish MAFMC Tilefish Tilefish FMP Amendment 1 
White hake NEFMC NE Multispecies EFH Omnibus/NE Multispecies A11 
Windowpane flounder NEFMC NE Multispecies EFH Omnibus/NE Multispecies A11 
Winter flounder NEFMC NE Multispecies EFH Omnibus/NE Multispecies A11 
Winter skate NEFMC NE Skate Complex Original NE Skate Complex FMP 
Witch flounder NEFMC NE Multispecies EFH Omnibus/NE Multispecies A11 
Yellowtail flounder NEFMC NE Multispecies EFH Omnibus/NE Multispecies A11 

*Current as of May 2011 
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4.3.2.2 Herring as a Prey Species 
The Magnuson-Stevens Act EFH regulations (50 CFR §600.815(a)(7)) include the following language:  

“Loss of prey may be an adverse effect on EFH and managed species because the presence of 
prey makes waters and substrate function as feeding habitat, and the definition of EFH includes 
waters and substrate necessary to fish for feeding. Therefore, actions that reduce the availability 
of a major prey species, either through direct harm or capture, or through adverse impacts to the 
prey species’ habitat that are known to cause a reduction in the population of the prey species, 
may be considered adverse effects on EFH if such actions reduce the quality of EFH.”  

 
Atlantic herring is considered a keystone prey species in the Northeast US shelf ecosystem.  They are 
consumed by demersal and pelagic fish, marine mammals, and seabirds in addition to human exploitation.  
Overholtz and Link (2007) estimated the total annuals removal of herring from the ecosystem by predator 
species for the period 1977-2002, using different modeling approaches, assumptions, and data inputs, 
depending on the information available.   
 
Twelve demersal fish species were identified as important predators of herring, including eight species 
managed by NEFMC: Atlantic cod, pollock, silver hake, white hake, red hake, monkfish, winter skate, 
and thorny skate.  Other demersal fish predators include spiny dogfish, summer flounder, bluefish, and 
sea raven. Other important predators of herring include marine mammals (fin, humpback, minke, and 
pilot whales, harbor porpoises, Atlantic white-sided dolphins, harbor seals and grey seals), large fish 
(bluefin tuna, shortfin mako sharks, and blue sharks), and seabirds (northern fulmar, black legged 
kittiwake, northern gannet, herring gull, great black-backed gull, and three types of shearwaters).   
 
Between 1977 and 2002, total consumption of herring increased as herring abundance increased.  
Removals by demersal fish, which were evaluated based on trawl survey abundance indices and stomach 
content analyses, constituted the largest source of predation mortality for Atlantic herring, followed by 
marine mammal, large pelagic fish, and seabird removals.  The importance of demersal fish predation is 
underscored by a decline in total herring consumption during the mid-late 1990s, when cod, spiny 
dogfish, and white hake were at low abundance. During the second half of the time series, removals by 
piscine, mammalian, and avian predators combined were estimated to be roughly three times greater than 
fishery removals (300,000 mt vs. 100,000 mt).  The authors noted that herring are vulnerable to predation 
throughout their lifespan, unlike other fish species which have substantially reduced predation rates once 
they reach advanced size/age, and they emphasized the importance of considering removals due to 
predation during stock assessment. 
 
To date, the Council, based on recommendations from its Herring PDT, has determined that the 
importance of herring as a forage species and the role of herring in the ecosystem is adequately addressed 
through analyses conducted as part of the benchmark stock assessment for Atlantic herring (accounting 
for predation and natural mortality) as well as through the specification-setting process and the SSC’s 
determination of Acceptable Biological Catch, which includes a buffer for scientific uncertainty.  
Specifically, the role of herring in the ecosystem and the availability of herring as prey are two of several 
important considerations in the Council’s ACL-setting process for the Atlantic herring fishery.  During 
the development of the 2010-2012 herring fishery specifications, the Council considered factors identified 
by the SSC when setting ABC and accounting for scientific uncertainty, including recruitment, biomass 
projections, and the importance of herring as a forage species.  The approach selected by the Council for 
specifying ABC for 2010-2012 provided for a technically-sound way to address annual variability in 
catch and fishing effort while remaining consistent with SSC advice and slightly more conservative than 
some approaches that were considered.  Future stock assessments and specifications for the herring 
fishery will continue to address this important issue. 
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4.3.2.3 Herring Gear Types and Their Interaction with Habitat 
Usage of different gear types to prosecute the herring fishery has shifted over time: fixed gear dominated 
the fishery in the 1960s, purse seines became the dominant gear type in the 1980s and early 1990s, and 
since the mid-1990s, the fishery is prosecuted primarily by midwater trawl (single and paired) vessels.  
All offshore directed fishing for herring (Area 3) occurs through the use of midwater trawls and pair 
trawls. The use of purse seine gear in the fishery in the inshore Gulf of Maine has increased since the 
2007 implementation of the Area 1A seasonal purse seine/fixed gear only area, as a few vessels are 
converting to purse seine gear to prosecute the summer fishery. The increased use of small mesh bottom 
trawl gear in the Atlantic herring fishery in recent years is discussed in Section 4.5.1 of this document. 
 
The purse seine is a deep nylon mesh net with floats on the top and lead weights on the bottom. Rings are 
fastened at intervals to the lead line and a purse line runs completely around the net through the rings (see 
GMRI web site www.gmri.org). One end of the net remains in the vessel and the other end is attached to a 
power skiff or “bug boat” that is deployed from the stern of the vessel and remains in place while the 
vessel encircles a school of fish with the net.  Then the net is pursed and brought back aboard the vessel 
through a hydraulic power block. Purse seines vary in size according to the size of the vessel and the 
depth to be fished. Most purse seines used in the New England herring fishery range from 30 to 50 meters 
deep (100-165 ft) (NMFS 2005).  Purse seining is a year round pursuit in the Gulf of Maine, but is most 
active in the summer when herring are more abundant in coastal waters. Purse seines are mostly utilized 
at night, when herring are feeding near the surface.  This fishing technique is less successful when fish 
remain in deeper water and when they do not form “tight” schools. 
 
Weir and stop seining are traditional fishing techniques associated with the tending of inshore coves in 
Maine (NEFMC 1999).  They are the principal gears used in the inshore herring fishery along the Maine 
coast.  These fishing gear types occur entirely within State waters, and therefore are not regulated under a 
Federal FMP. 
 
Midwater trawls are used to capture pelagic species throughout the water column between the surface and 
the seabed.  Midwater trawls used in the New England Atlantic herring fishery are generally nylon rope 
trawls with very large meshes in the forward portion of the net that become progressively smaller toward 
the rear of the net, sometimes called the “brailer.”  For nets used on single boats, the net is spread 
horizontally with two large metal doors positioned in front of the net. As the trawler moves forward, the 
doors, and therefore the net, are forced outward.  Once the net is deployed, changes in its position in the 
water column (height above the bottom) are made by increasing or decreasing the speed of the vessel or 
by bringing or letting out trawl wire.  An electronic sonar system mounted in the mouth of the net allows 
the fisherman to continually monitor the size of the net opening and the height of the net above the 
bottom during each tow.  The footrope of the net is usually weighted with short lengths of chain in order 
to keep the mouth of the net open.  In most cases, two heavy weights are attached forward of the net to 
cables that extend from the net opening to the trawl doors, and there is no ground gear (e.g., “cookies”) 
attached to the footrope.  Tows typically last for several hours, and catches are large.  The fish are usually 
removed from the net while it remains in the water alongside the vessel by means of a pump.  Only larger 
fish (bycatch or incidental catch) are sorted by the crew as the fish are pumped into the vessel holds. 
 
“Pair trawls” used in the New England Atlantic herring fishery are designed identically as single boat 
midwater trawls, but do not have doors, since the net is spread by the two vessels.  The nets are often 
larger than single-boat midwater trawls because the combined towing power of two vessels exceeds that 
of a single vessel. 
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The current regulatory definition of midwater trawl gear is: Midwater trawl gear means trawl gear that is 
designed to fish for, is capable of fishing for, or is being used to fish for pelagic species, no portion of 
which is designed to be or is operated in contact with the bottom at any time. The gear may not include 
discs, bobbins, or rollers on its footrope, or chafing gear as part of the net. 
 
Herring midwater trawls are not designed to fish on the bottom and do not normally contact the bottom, 
although information provided by herring fishermen indicates that the footrope, the belly of the net, 
and/or the weights do occasionally contact the bottom.  Sometimes, when herring are in deep water near 
the bottom, midwater trawls are intentionally fished close to or in contact with the bottom.  This occurs 
primarily in southern New England and the Mid-Atlantic during the winter (January-March); it may also 
occur in certain places on Georges Bank.  The use of midwater trawls near or on the bottom generally 
only occurs on smooth mud and sand substrate, since bottom contact in more complex, rocky habitats 
(which are more common in the Gulf of Maine) causes the footrope to “hang up” and causes serious 
damage to the net.  Damaged nets require costly repairs, and that provides an incentive to fishermen to 
avoid bottom contact.  The trawl doors do not contact the bottom.  Because the herring in the rear of the 
net remain alive during the tow, even when it is full of herring, the brailer normally floats free of the 
seafloor when fishing near the bottom. 
 
 

4.4 PROTECTED RESOURCES 
This section to be completed for formal submission of the DEIS (Fall 2011). 
 
 

4.5 FISHERY-RELATED BUSINESSES AND COMMUNITIES 

4.5.1 Fishery-Related Businesses  
The U.S. Atlantic herring fishery occurs over the Mid-Atlantic shelf region from Cape Hatteras to Maine, 
including an active fishery in the inshore Gulf of Maine and seasonally on Georges Bank.  The Atlantic 
herring winter fishery is generally prosecuted south of New England in management Area 2 during the 
winter (January-April), and oftentimes as part of the directed mackerel fishery.  There is significant 
overlap between the herring and mackerel fisheries in Area 2 and in Area 3 during the winter months, 
although catches in Area 3 tend to be relatively low.  The herring summer fishery (May-August) is 
generally prosecuted throughout the Gulf of Maine in Areas 1A, 1B and in Area 3 (Georges Bank) as fish 
are available.  Restrictions in Area 1A (including ASMFC days out measures implemented in response to 
quota reductions) have pushed the fishery in the inshore Gulf of Maine to later months (late summer).  
Fall fishing (September-December) tends to be more variable and dependent on fish availability; the Area 
1A quota is always fully utilized, and the inshore Gulf of Maine fishery usually closes sometime around 
November.  As the 1A and 1B quotas are taken, larger vessels become increasingly dependent on offshore 
fishing opportunities (Georges Bank, Area 3) when fish may be available. 
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4.5.1.1 IVR and VTR Landings  
Until very recently, the Atlantic herring fishery has been monitored using catch data provided by 
federally-permitted fishing vessels weekly through an interactive voice response (IVR) system and 
supplemented by other data sources where IVR data are not available.  IVR data were compared to federal 
and state dealer data each week and dealer reports are used to supplement the IVR when necessary.  
These supplements include data from non-Federally-permitted inshore fisheries when provided by state 
agencies or from other sources.  Although vessels are also required to report catches with vessel trip 
report (VTR) forms, near real-time data has been obtained through the IVR system allowing the sub-
ACLs to be monitored.  ACL overages for each fishing year are tallied during the following fishing year 
using VTR data, for all vessels (including those that catch small amounts of herring incidentally and do 
not report through the IVR system). 
 
Regulations specified that the owner or operator of any vessel issued a limited access Atlantic herring 
permit (Category A, B, C) must submit an Atlantic herring catch report via the IVR system each week, 
regardless of how much herring is caught (including weeks when no herring is caught), unless exempted 
from this requirement by the Regional Administrator.  In addition, the owner or operator of any vessel 
issued an open access permit for Atlantic herring that catches 2,000 pounds of Atlantic herring on any trip 
in a week must submit an Atlantic herring catch report via the IVR system for that week as required by 
the Regional Administrator. 
 
The IVR system required vessel owners/operators to submit herring catch reports through the IVR system 
even during weeks when the vessel may not have fished and/or may not have caught any herring.  These 
are considered “negative reports,” i.e., reports of zero catch.  Negative IVR reports ensure that catch data 
are more complete and affirm an action relative to vessels’ fishing activity during any given week.  
Negative reports help to resolve potential problems with “missing” data; for example, if a vessel has been 
submitting herring catch reports through the IVR system and does not fish or catch herring for several 
weeks, the negative reports allow database managers to know that the vessel did not fish or catch herring 
during those weeks, versus making assumptions about the vessel’s fishing activity and/or applying a 
proxy level of catch for the vessel’s missing reports.  Data gaps must be addressed in a timely fashion in 
order to use the IVR system for real-time quota monitoring, so if negative reports are not filed, it is less 
clear whether the available data accurately characterize catch in the fishery for quota monitoring 
purposes. 
 
*NMFS issued rulemaking in September 2011 to eliminate IVR reporting for limited access herring 
vessels and require daily VMS catch reporting.  The new requirements are reflected in the “no action” or 
status quo options described in this document. 
 
The Atlantic herring fishery specifications process was revised in Amendment 4 to the Herring FMP to 
meet the new requirements in the 2007 reauthorization of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation 
and Management Act, including the specification of an overfishing level and standards for setting catch 
limits that consider both scientific and management uncertainty.  The 2010-2012 specifications included 
substantial reductions in the available yield and management area sub-ACLs across the herring fishery.  
Through the new specifications process, optimum yield (OY) for the herring fishery was reduced from 
145,000 mt to 91,200 mt (Table 44).  All management area sub-ACLs consequently decreased, and the 
Area 1A sub-ACL was reduced by 41% from 45,000 metric tons in 2009 to 26,546 metric tons for 2010-
2012.  The Area 1B sub-ACL was reduced by more than 50%.  The revised specifications process still 
requires that the directed herring fishery be closed in any management area when 95% of the sub-ACL is 
projected to be reached. 
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Table 44  2010-2012 Atlantic Herring Fishery Specifications (Metric Tons) 

SPECIFICATION  2010-2012 ALLOCATION (MT) Previous (2009) Allocation 

OFL 
145,000 (2010) 
134,000 (2011) 
127,000 (2012) 

N/A 

ABC  106,000 194,000 

Stock-wide ACL/U.S. OY  91,200 145,000 

Sub-ACL Area 1A 26,546 45,000 

Sub-ACL Area 1B 4,362 10,000 

Sub-ACL Area 2 22,146 30,000 

Sub-ACL Area 3  38,146 60,000 

 
 
Table 45 summarizes Atlantic annual Atlantic herring catch from IVR reports from 2000-2010.  
 
Table 46 summarizes annual Atlantic herring catch by management area, as reported through the IVR 
system from 2001-2010.  Table 47 provides IVR catches by management area for the 2010 fishing year as 
a percentage of the sub-ACL for the area.  The 2010 fishing year saw a great reduction in the amount of 
Atlantic herring caught in the U.S. fishery, as IVR catches totaled 67,296 metric tons, down 35% from the 
2009 catch.  Herring catch has been trending downward since the implementation of the Atlantic Herring 
FMP and throughout the time series of IVR reporting.  The most recent five-year average herring catch 
(85,604 mt 2006-2010) is 15% lower than the previous five-year average catch (100,912 mt 2001-2005). 
 
Overall, the 2010 IVR reports totaled 67,296 mt of herring across all management areas, which represents 
about 74% of the total ACL for the U.S. fishery (91,200 mt).  About half of the 2010 herring catch was 
taken from the GOM (Area 1A and 1B), and the other half was taken in Areas 2 and 3.  In 2010, the Area 
1A and 1B sub-ACLs were fully utilized; also, the Area 1B fishery was the first to close on September 14, 
2010, and after a premature closure and re-opening by NMFS, the Area 1A fishery eventually closed on 
November 17, 2010.  IVR totals suggest that there was a sub-ACL overage in Area 1A and Area 1B 
during the 2010 fishing year; VTR data will be tallied during 2011 to determine the final overage 
amounts, if any, and any corresponding overage deductions (accountability measures) will be factored 
into the 2012 specifications.  Final 2010 catch totals will be provided by NMFS for formal submission of 
the DEIS (Fall 2011).  The 2010 catch of herring was approximately 65% of the 2009 catch and the 
lowest catch since the current FMP was implemented in 1999.  
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Table 45  Total IVR Landings of Atlantic Herring, 2000-2010 
Year Total IVR Landings (MT) 

2000 107,387 

2001 121,569 

2002 91,831 

2003 100,544 

2004 93,722 

2005 96,895 

2006 98,710 

2007 78,103 

2008 81,017 

2009 102,896 

2010 67,296 

 
 
Table 46  Herring IVR Catch (Metric Tons) by Management Area, 2001-2010 

Year Area 1A Area 1B Area 2 Area 3 Total 

2001 58,370 8,866 17,160 37,174 121,569 

2002 59,263 7,355 10,673 14,540 91,831 

2003 61,867 5,271 12,530 20,876 100,544 

2004 59,857 9,043 12,917 11,905 93,722 

2005 61,570 7,873 14,423 13,029 96,895 

2006 59,980 13,008 21,277 4,444 98,710 

2007 46,852 6,859 14,763 9,629 78,103 

2008 41,857 8,104 19,256 11,800 81,017 

2009 43,588 1,796 28,066 29,446 102,896 

2010 27,113 5,990 18,763 15,430 67,296 
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Table 47  IVR Herring Catch for 2010 Fishing Year 
Management Area IVR Catch (mt) % of Sub-ACL 

Area 1A (Jan 1st – May 31st) 0 0 

Area 1A (June 1st – Dec 31st) 27,113 102% of 26,546 

Area 1A TOTAL 27,113 102% of 26,546 

Area 1B 5,990 137% of 4,362 

Area 2 18,763 85% of 22,146 

Area 3 15,430 40% of 38,146 

Total 67,296 74% of 91,200 

*Any final sub-ACL overages for the 2010 fishing year will be tallied during the 2011 fishing year using 
data from all herring permit holders. 
 
 
In 2010, the Atlantic herring fishery approached the haddock bycatch cap for the first time.  In order to 
avoid reaching that cap, fishing vessels may have stopped fishing in those areas, leading to lower landings 
in Area 3.  The haddock bycatch cap primarily impacted limited access Category A vessels which use 
midwater trawl and pair trawl gear.  Table 48 shows that very little herring was reported from Area 3 in 
the last 12-14 weeks of the fishing year; as a result, only 40% of the Area 3 sub-ACL was utilized during 
2010. 
 
Table 48  Weekly IVR Catch Reports (IVR) by Management Area (Metric Tons) for Last 

18 Weeks of 2010 Fishing Year 

WEEK IVR CATCH REPORTS (MT) 
AREA 1A AREA 1B AREA 2 AREA 3 TOTAL 

35 358   355 713 
36 472 1,446  419 2,337 
37 83 1,358  55 1,496 
38 1,205 1,062   2,267 
39 1,342   931 2,273 
40 185   454 639 
41 1,859    1,859 
42 3,860    3,860 
43 1,367    1,367 
44 859    859 
45 5,202    5,202 
46 1,555    1,555 
47 1,315  1,289  2,604 
48   208 182 390 
49 4,120  53  4,173 
50   1,567 55 1,622 
51   1,113  1,113 
52   843  843 
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Differences between the VTR and IVR reporting systems have been discussed by the PDT in previous 
year, and Table 49 highlights those differences with up-to-date yearly data.  In 2009, the reporting 
difference for VTR was only 86 mt less than IVR, but in 2006, VTR reports showed a catch that was 
3,332 mt higher than that reported in the IVR system. 
 
Table 49  Herring VTR (Metric Tons), IVR (Metric Tons), and Comparative Difference,  

2006-2010 
Year Total VTR Landings (MT) Total IVR Landings (MT) Difference (VTR-IVR, MT) 
2006 102,042 98,710 3,332 
2007 76,518 78,103 -1,585 
2008 82,925 81,017 1,908 
2009 102,810 102,896 -86 
2010 65,742 67,296 -1,554 

Source: NMFS VTR databases, May 2011 
2010 Data is preliminary 
 
 
Table 50 has been updated from Amendment 1 through 2010 to include the most recent VTR data.  From 
2007 to 2009 the average landings were 88,351 mt; landings increased during this time period. From 2009 
to 2010, however, there was a 36% decrease in the landings, due to a concurrent decrease in the 
stockwide ACL to 91,000 mt. According to the IVR catch data (Table 47), however, 74% of the ACL was 
caught.  The landings in 2010 are the lowest on record since 1994, when VTR began.  Information in 
1994 is likely not complete due to the beginning of the reporting requirement, however.  Total landings 
are expected to remain similar in the years 2011 and 2012, the remaining years covered under the current 
Specifications Package.  The extended time series of herring VTR data are also graphically represented in 
Figure 71. 
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Table 50  Total Landings (Metric Tons) of Atlantic Herring from VTR data, 1960-2010 

 
Source: NMFS VTR databases, May 2011 
2010 Data are preliminary. 
 

Year Catch (mt) Year Catch (mt)
1960 49,320 1986 40,219
1961 89,634 1987 49,957
1962 210,924 1988 53,617
1963 151,440 1989 55,842
1964 173,639 1990 55,406
1965 94,600 1991 80,165
1966 185,200 1992 92,749
1967 275,764 1993 76,880
1968 445,656 1994 63,701
1969 371,155 1995 106,185
1970 306,423 1996 117,275
1971 333,692 1997 123,845
1972 248,526 1998 108,428
1973 254,500 1999 110,800
1974 210,502 2000 108,818
1975 202,643 2001 120,025
1976 115,338 2002 93,157
1977 83,612 2003 100,836
1978 72,732 2004 95,069
1979 81,048 2005 97,222
1980 99,445 2006 102,820
1981 85,622 2007 78,765
1982 44,448 2008 83,384
1983 33,230 2009 102,905
1984 46,660 2010 66,198
1985 33,352
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Figure 71 Total Landings (Metric Tons) of Atlantic Herring from VTR data, 1960-2010 

 
Source: NMFS VTR databases, May 2011 
2010 Data are preliminary. 
 
 

4.5.1.2 Vessels and Crew 
Amendment 1 to the Herring FMP established a limited access program in the herring fishery.  There are 
four permit categories: 1) limited access permit for all management areas (Category A); 2) limited access 
permit for access to Areas 2 and 3 only (Category B); 3) limited access incidental catch permit for 25 mt 
per trip (Category C); and 4) an open access incidental catch permit for 3 mt per trip (Category D).  
Category A and B vessels comprise the majority of the directed Atlantic herring fishery.  Many of the 
Category A, B, and C vessels are also active in the Atlantic mackerel fishery (managed by the MAFMC). 
 
Table 51 summarizes the number of federally-permitted Atlantic herring vessels by Amendment 1 permit 
category and length.  There were 101 vessels with limited access permits during the 2010 fishing year.  
The majority of participants in the directed Atlantic herring fishery are Category A and B vessels.  There 
was a reduction of three vessels (from 49 to 46) in the limited access directed fishery (Categories A and 
B) in 2010 from the previous year, possibly due to significant cuts in herring catch limits in the 2010-
2012 specifications (see following subsections for more information).  There are 55 limited access 
incidental catch permit holders in the fishery, and over 2,000 open access permit holders. 
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Table 51  Number of Vessels by Atlantic Herring Permit Category, 2008-2010 

Herring 
Permit 

Category 

 
Year 

2008 2009 2010 
A 45 45 42 
B 5 4 4 
C 58 55 55 
D 2,409 2,394 2,258 

Source: MAFMC 
 
Many herring vessels also hold permits from 16 other federally regulated species (Table  52).  The open 
access, herring Category D permit holders hold the most permits in other fisheries, particularly Bluefish, 
Spiny Dogfish, Monkfish, Northeast Multispecies, Squid/Mackerel/Butterfish and Skate.  Percent 
dependence on other species is discussed later in this document.  Many of the A and B vessels hold 
general category permits for other species. 
 
Table  52 Number of Other Federal Permits Held by Herring Category Permit Held, 2008-

2010  

 
Source: NMFS Permit databases, May 2011 
 

A BC C D A BC C D A BC C D
1 39 5 47 2,159 40 4 45 2,153 38 4 45 2,035
2 2 435 3 459 3 448
1 13 5 36 555 12 4 33 565 12 4 33 548
2 1 429 2 438 2 437

Spiny Dogfish 1 42 5 50 2,115 43 4 49 2,172 41 4 49 2,066
1 16 5 40 710 17 4 37 728 16 4 37 704
2 1 444 2 468 2 455
A 2 5 217 3 5 246 3 5 238
B 2 4 79 2 6 106 2 6 100
C 9 1 16 181 11 2 15 223 10 2 16 211
1 16 5 46 840 18 4 43 849 16 4 43 815
2 20 21 20

A1 2 10 465 3 11 456 3 11 429
A2 1 1 8 213 1 1 8 209 1 1 8 202
A3 58 1 56 1 56
A4 38 39 39
A5 19 19 20

A5W 10 12 12
A6 2 38 2 39 2 37

AOC 2 114 2 104 2 103
A 1 12 1 14 1 14
B 35 34 35
C 8 1 11 267 8 1 11 270 7 1 11 261
D 5 22 264 8 1 20 269 7 1 20 256
E 26 2 20 1,517 23 2 20 1,496 22 2 19 1,415
F 2 1 2
H 1 1 1

Category
2008 2009 2010

Bluefish

Fishery

Black Sea Bass

Summer Flounder

General Category Scallop

American Lobster

Monkfish
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Table  52 Number of Other Federal Permits Held by Herring Category Permit Held, 2008-
2010, continued 

 
Source: NMFS VTR databases, May 2011 
 
  

A BC C D A BC C D A BC C D
A 12 5 39 821 14 4 37 819 13 4 36 787
C 9 10 7
D 45 43 42
E 1 2 33 2 2 33 1 2 33
F 19 21 1 17

HA 1 64 1 70 1 63
HB 13 2 734 11 3 746 10 3 693

I 357 374 360
J 4 9 221 4 8 225 4 8 227
K 23 10 764 19 10 749 19 10 711
6 27 2 26 647 26 1 25 636 24 1 23 595
7 13 12 12
A 28 4 35 1,443 29 3 35 1,417 28 3 35 1,405
B 3 3 3
C 1
2 4 5 190 5 5 193 4 5 195
3 1 1 1
5 5 41 4 40 4 41
6 1 1 23 1 1 28 1 1 25
7 9 10 9
1 14 5 38 579 13 4 35 590 13 4 35 564
2 1 425 2 450 2 433

Surf Clam 1 27 2 27 660 26 1 26 643 24 1 24 598
1A 14 4 818
1B 13 3 17 320

Skate 1 34 5 50 1,980 33 4 47 1,987 31 4 47 1,898
1 14 5 35 292 13 4 32 301 13 4 32 285
2 1 424 2 445 2 437
3 24 1 24 1,671 27 1 24 1,658 25 1 22 1,584
4 40 5 48 1,887 42 4 46 1,892 40 4 47 1,795
5 12 3 17 43 11 2 15 43 11 2 15 42
1 35 4 40 1,813 35 4 41 1,773
2 2 141 2 181
B 3 3
C 2 13 1 10
D 36 3 44 1,861 35 3 40 1,635

Squid/Mackerel/Butterfish

Tilefish

Category
2008 2009 2010

Northeast Multispecies

Fishery

Ocean Quahog

Atlantic Deep Red Sea Crab

Limited Access Scallop

Scup

Scallop
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Currently the Mackerel fishery is open access; there is only a general category permit needed to fish for 
the species. Amendment 11 to the Squid-Mackerel-Butterfish (SMB) FMP, which would implement a 
Limited Access Program, will not be implemented until September of 2011 at the earliest, after which all 
vessels will have a year-long opportunity to apply for a permit in one of the four proposed SMB 
Categories.  Table 53 approximates of the number of permitted herring vessels which are likely to apply 
for a Mackerel limited access permit, and is shown with the potential limited access categories being 
considered in Amendment 11.  
 
Table 53  Number of Estimated Federally-Permitted Herring Vessels (Category A, B, C) 

Projected to Get Mackerel Limited Access Permits  

  Herring Permit Category 

  A B C 

Mackerel 
Limited 
Access 

Category 

Tier 1 20 0 5 
Tier 2 0 1 5 
Tier 3 3 2 14 
Open 

Access 18 1 25 

Total 31 4 49 
Source: MAFMC  
 
 

4.5.1.3 Economic Factors 
The information provided in this section is based on herring VTR and Dealer data through 2010, however 
2010 data are preliminary at the time of this writing; this information will be updated as it becomes 
available.  Where noted, economic values have been adjusted for inflation using the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics Producer Price Index for Unprocessed Finfish, with the base set to January 2009. 
 
Figure 72 contains the total annual landings, in thousands of pounds, and value, in thousands of 2009 
dollars, on a yearly scale.  There is a slight downward trend, although 2005 and 2009 showed a slight 
increase from 2004 and 2008, respectively.  Fishery value peaked in 2005 at a little over 27 million 
dollars for the over 200 million pounds landed, however landings peaked in 2009.  In 2010, there were 
143,666,029 pounds of Atlantic herring were sold by Federally-permitted dealers for a total ex-vessel 
value of $17,918,000.  This represents a 22% decrease in revenues from the 2009 fishing year, primarily 
due to the implementation of the 2010-2012 fishery specifications, which included significant reductions 
in herring catch limits. 
 
Figure 73 shows the total landings, in thousands of pounds, and the average real price per pound, in 
dollars, from 2005 to 2010, on a monthly time scale.  Prices are cyclical and tend to be higher in the 
summer months and lower during the winter.  This may be related to demand for herring as bait in the 
lobster fishery. 
 
Categories A and B vessels specialize in small pelagics (herring, mackerel, and squid) while most of the 
C and D vessels catch herring either incidentally or seasonally in smaller amounts. 
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Figure 72  Total Annual Landings (Thousands of Pounds) and Value of Herring 
(Thousands of 2009 Dollars), 2004 -2010 

 
Source: Dealer data 
Numbers above have been adjusted for inflation based on 2009 data. 
 
 
Table 54 reports revenue, in thousands of dollars, and landings, in thousands of pounds, broken down by 
species, and the permit category to which the boat belonged from 2007 to 2010.  For 2007, vessels were 
classified into the “new” Amendment 1 limited access categories (A/B/C/D), instead of the pre-
Amendment 1 (1/2) categories. 
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Figure 73  Total Landings (Thousands of Pounds) and Average Price Per Pound (Dollars), 2005 - 2010 

 
Source: Dealer data 
Numbers above have been adjusted for inflation based on 2009 data 
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Table 54  Total Revenue (Thousands of Nominal Dollars) and Landings (Thousands of Pounds), by Species Caught and Vessel 

Category, 2007-2010 

 
Source: Dealer data 
The species category “Other” includes any other Federally-permitted species besides herring, menhaden, mackerel and squid. 
 
 

Category Revenue Landings Revenue Landings Revenue Landings Revenue Landings Revenue Landings
A and B 19,102 167,077 364 6,300 6,908 60,690 9,739 22,745 12,850 8,142

C 245 1,726 658 10,189 41 133 1,968 2,535 13,483 8,414
D 457 4,745 1,383 21,096 362 3,350 16,583 20,304 485,582 190,375

A and B 21,723 182,606 1,598 16,482 6,162 48,438 10,845 29,138 11,385 7,529
C 26 152 791 11,959 47 150 4,172 7,014 20,054 12,451
D 129 1,000 2,286 28,508 139 601 18,745 22,733 483,974 192,250

A and B 23,919 225,651 361 3,752 8,409 49,135 10,008 34,813 10,778 6,196
C 183 1,112 530 7,632 62 226 3,778 4,875 18,856 13,525
D 33 215 1,359 17,334 217 923 14,802 21,205 481,273 195,363

A and B 18,449 142,627 451 4,518 3,158 21,103 11,591 30,549 15,857 9,331
C 322 1,655 673 10,291 44 157 3,170 4,593 21,725 13,896
D 150 916 1,237 16,350 84 322 12,974 15,007 550,708 195,078

2007

2008

2009

2010

Herring Menhaden Mackerel Squid Other
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The dependence of Category A and B vessels on small pelagics is illustrated in Table 55, which reports 
the fraction of revenue for the four permit Categories from 2007 to 2010.  Category C vessels derived at 
81.9% of their total revenues from species which were not small pelagics, while category D vessels 
derived over 97% of their revenue from those species.  Clearly, the Category C and D vessels are not 
relying on the herring fishery for a large fraction of their fishery income – herring composes 1.9% and 
0.2% of total revenue for those two permit categories. 
 
Table 55  Percent Dependence of Herring Vessels on Different Species by Category, 

Calculated Using Revenue 

 
Source: Dealer data 
The species category “Other” includes any other Federally-permitted species besides herring, menhaden, 
mackerel and squid.   
*C denotes a value for which less than 3 boats reported, and cannot be reported for confidentiality 
reasons.  
  

2007 2008 2009 2010
Average Across 

All Years
Herring 36% 44% 49% 44% 43%
Menhaden 1% 3% 1% 2% 2%
Mackerel 19% 14% 13% 7% 13%
Squid 12% 15% 14% 18% 15%
Other 32% 25% 23% 30% 27%
Herring *C *C 17% 13% 13%
Menhaden *C *C *C *C 0%
Mackerel 5% 1% *C 0% 2%
Squid 38% 42% 40% 29% 37%
Other 45% 49% 41% 57% 48%
Herring 2% 0% 2% 3% 2%
Menhaden 2% 3% 3% 2% 2%
Mackerel 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Squid 7% 13% 12% 13% 11%
Other 88% 84% 83% 82% 84%
Herring 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Menhaden 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Mackerel 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Squid 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%
Other 97% 97% 97% 97% 97%

Category 
A

Category 
B

Category 
C

Category 
D
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Between 2007 and 2010, the majority of herring was landed in Massachusetts, Maine, New Jersey, and 
Rhode Island.  Table 56 characterizes each state that fish were landed in from vessels that held a herring 
permit by the species landed and year, by showing the revenue and landings for each.  Massachusetts 
landed the most herring, and Maine had the second highest landings in all years.  Menhaden caught by 
herring permit holders were landed primarily in New Jersey, and mackerel caught by herring permit 
holders were landed primarily in Massachusetts.  Squid landed by herring permit holders was caught 
primarily in New Jersey and Rhode Island. 
 
Table 56 Total Revenue (Thousands of Dollars) and Landings (Thousands of Pounds) of All 

Species by Landed States and Species, 2007-2010 

 
Source: Dealer data 
*C denotes a value for which less than 3 boats reported, and cannot be reported for confidentiality 
reasons.  

Revenue Landings Revenue Landings Revenue Landings
Herring *C *C *C *C *C *C
Menhaden *C *C *C *C *C *C
Mackerel 17 83 33 119 12 39
Squid 562 488 497 484 662 554
Other 12,211 5,004 11,772 5,671 12,381 5,771
Herring 11,702 100,864 12,399 130,778 7,986 69,574
Menhaden 1,780 15,264 871 9,240 676 6,843
Mackerel 4,064 37,511 3,498 31,324 1,358 12,394
Squid 1,543 1,596 1,112 1,242 1,606 1,374
Other 264,674 102,846 263,253 104,692 328,976 110,172
Herring 9,001 71,133 8,793 69,275 9,103 59,267
Menhaden 279 2,744 45 467 *C *C
Mackerel 2 18 2 6 34 183
Squid 6 7 *C *C 1 1
Other 19,270 13,779 16,804 12,277 19,347 13,210
Herring 120 979 350 3,306 430 3,730
Menhaden 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mackerel 3 19 6 21 2 7
Squid 1 1 0 0 0 0
Other 13,497 7,522 13,828 8,617 15,614 7,471
Herring 404 6,256 1,176 13,261 227 3,701
Menhaden 2,573 38,556 1,210 17,622 1,662 24,097
Mackerel 1,308 8,857 1,998 10,071 428 4,392
Squid 8,273 23,902 7,177 28,256 7,619 21,721
Other 88,232 21,222 87,647 24,712 101,870 24,000
Herring 4 25 4 21 2 13
Menhaden 8 49 10 58 8 54
Mackerel 43 167 44 141 23 90
Squid 5,480 5,617 4,713 4,494 4,525 4,013
Other 22,768 11,219 30,272 13,456 18,882 12,029
Herring 645 4,495 1,412 10,331 1,167 8,854
Menhaden *C *C *C *C 0 0
Mackerel 910 2,534 3,103 8,588 1,415 4,422
Squid 17,826 27,011 14,917 25,762 12,770 20,422
Other 29,266 26,862 24,002 23,248 25,624 24,955

NJ

NY

RI

2,010

CT

MA

ME

NH

2,008 2,009
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Table 57 summarizes the top ports of landed herring by the total revenue generated in 2007, 2008, 2009, 
and 2010.  Gloucester is the highest port of landing in every year, and Rockland, Portland and New 
Bedford trade off as the second, third, and fourth highest ports of landing through the years.  It is 
important to note that some ports were not reported in the list due to issues of confidentiality. 
 
Table 57 Top Ports of Landing (State and City) and Total Revenue (Thousands of Dollars), 

2007-2010 

 

 

 

 
Source: Dealer and VTR data. Only those ports that had more than 3 vessels land herring or 3 or more 
dealers purchasing herring are reported. 
 
 

MA GLOUCESTER 4,594
ME ROCKLAND 4,242
MA NEW BEDFORD 2,585
ME PORTLAND 2,087
ME PROSPECT HARBOR 1,652
ME STONINGTON 1,048
RI POINT JUDITH 474
ME PORT CLYDE 434
MA FALL RIVER 273

2007

MA GLOUCESTER 7,481
MA NEW BEDFORD 4,129
ME ROCKLAND 3,583
ME PORTLAND 2,564
ME STONINGTON 1,667
ME PORT CLYDE 588
RI POINT JUDITH 322
MA FALL RIVER 87

2008

MA GLOUCESTER 7,791
MA NEW BEDFORD 3,997
ME PORTLAND 3,337
ME ROCKLAND 2,473
ME STONINGTON 995
RI POINT JUDITH 714
ME PROSPECT HARBOR 667
MA FALL RIVER 593
ME PORT CLYDE 335

2009

MA GLOUCESTER 5,553
ME PORTLAND 4,253
ME ROCKLAND 3,144
MA NEW BEDFORD 2,167
ME STONINGTON 438
RI POINT JUDITH 365
MA FALL RIVER 262
ME PROSPECT HARBOR 177

2010
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Share System: 

As in most fisheries in the country, the crew members of vessels do not receive a set wage; instead, they 
are compensated through the share system.  Currently, crew share is usually 30-40%, and there is some 
variability in the way expenses are paid.  For example, sometimes the variable costs are deducted “off the 
top.”  In this case variable costs are subtracted from gross revenues and crew receives their share of those 
net proceeds.  In other systems, the crew receives their share of gross revenues minus all of the variable 
costs.  Approximately 15 years ago, the shares were divided evenly with 50% to the owner, 50% split 
among the crew.  Slowly, however, that ratio has changed. 
 

4.5.1.3.1 Limited Access Vessels 

4.5.1.3.1.1 Category A/B Vessels (2008-2010) 
The following section provides information on Category A and Category B permit holding vessels, with 
data summarized from 2008 to 2010.  To protect confidentiality, Category B permit holders have been 
grouped with Category C permit holders in some places.  Data from 2010 are preliminary, and will be 
updated when possible. 
 
Table 58 summarizes the vessel length of Category A and B permit holders for 2008, 2009, and 2010. 
Slightly over 60% of A and B permit holders are boats that are larger than 80 feet in length, about 21% of 
the vessels are mid-range in size.  Category A vessels are primarily land most of their fish in 
Massachusetts and Maine (Table 59).  These are the states with shoreside infrastructure (processing 
plants) that supports the herring fishery.  Category B vessels (limited access directed fishery in Areas 2 
and 3 only) and Category C vessels (limited access incidental catch) tend to identify principal ports 
throughout mid-coast Maine, New Hampshire, southern New England, and the Mid-Atlantic region. 
 
Table 58  Distribution of Herring Vessel Length for Category A and B Vessels, 2008-2010 

Category A and B 

Vessel Length 2008 2009 2010 

<60 8 7 7 

60-80 12 11 10 

>80 32 31 29 

Total 52 49 46 

Source: NMFS Permit data 
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Table 59  Number of Category A and B Herring Vessels by Permit Category and Principal 
Port, 2008-2010  

 
Category A Category B 

 
2008 2009 2010 2008 2009 2010 

CT Total 
      MA Total 19 18 15       

BOSTON 1 
  

  
  GLOUCESTER 7 7 5   
  NEW BEDFORD 9 9 8   
  WOODS HOLE 2 2 2   
  ME Total 10 12 13       

HARPSWELL 1 
  

  
  OWLS HEAD 

 
1 1   

  PORTLAND 3 5 4   
  PROSPECT 

HARBOR 1 1 1   
  ROCKLAND 2 2 3   
  ROCKPORT 

  
1   

  SOUTHWEST 
HARBOR 1 1 1   

  STONINGTON 1 1 1   
  VINALHAVEN 1 1 1   
  NH Total 2 2 2       

NEWINGTON 2 2 2   
  NJ Total 8 5 5       

CAPE MAY 8 5 5   
  NY Total             

RI Total 4 4 5 5 4 4 
DAVISVILLE 2 2 2   

  NEWPORT 
   

2 1 1 
NORTH 

KINGSTOWN 
  

1   
  POINT JUDITH 2 2 2 3 3 3 

Source: NMFS Permit data 
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Table 60 and Table 61 summarize the average crew size, based on VTR reported crew sizes, by the home 
port listed in permit data and the gear used as listed in the VTR data, respectively.  Crew sizes for 
Category A and B permit holders rage from 4 people to 10 people. 
 
Table 60  Average Crew Size (Including Captain) by Home Port for Category A and B 

Vessels, 2008-2010 

 
Source: NMFS VTR data 
 
Table 61  Average Crew Size (Including Captain) by Gear Category (A and B), 2008-2010 

 
Source: NMFS VTR data 

  

2008 2009 2010
Average 

Across Years
BOSTON 6 6 6 6
GLOUCESTER 6 6 6 6
NEW BEDFORD 5 5 5 5

Average for MA 6 6 6 6
BATH 6 5 4 5
CUNDYS HARBOR 6 6 6 6
HAMPDEN 7 7 7 7
OWLS HEAD 5 4 5
PORTLAND 6 6 6 6

Average for ME 6 6 6 6
NEWINGTON 6 5 5 6

Average for NH 6 5 5 6
CAPE MAY 4 5 5 5

Average for NJ 4 5 5 5
DAVISVILLE 10 10 10 10
NEWPORT 4 3 3 3
POINT JUDITH 4 4 4 4

Average for RI 5 4 5 5

MA

ME

NH

NJ

RI

2008 2009 2010
OTF 6 5 6
OTM 5 6 5
PTM 5 5 5
PUR 6 7 6

Average Across A Gears 6 6 5
Category B OTF 4 4 3

Category A
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Table 62 characterizes the landings for Category A and BC permit holders by gear type and area fished 
from VTR data.  
 
Table 62  Atlantic Herring Landings (Thousands of Pounds) for Federally-Permitted 

Herring Vessels by Area Fished, Gear Type and Permit Category (A and B), 
2008– 2010 

 
Source: NMFS VTR data 
BC permits are vessels that had both B and C permits during the same year; C permits are vessels that 
only had a C permit during a year. 
*C denotes a value for which less than 3 boats reported, and cannot be reported for confidentiality 
reasons.  
 
Table 63 shows the landings by gear type as a percentage of total herring landings. Category BC only 
used bottom trawls from 2008-2010.  Purse seiners typically use the inshore areas (1A, 1B) while trawl 
gear can fish in all Areas.  In 2010, participants indicated that herring in Area 1A held “tight to the 
bottom” making them unavailable to purse seines.  Pair trawl (midwater) has dominated landings in Area 
1B, Area 2 and Area 3 for all three of the years depicted.  However, this gear type also experienced large 
declines in landings in 2010 compared to 2009.  
 
Table 63  Category A Atlantic Herring Landings by Gear Type, as a Percent of Category A 

Herring Landings and Total Herring Landings, 2008-2010  

 
Source: NMFS VTR data 
Some gears and percentages omitted for confidentiality. 
 

A BC A BC A BC
OTTER TRAWL,MIDWATER 2,506 4,565 4,643
PAIR TRAWL,MIDWATER 32,496 41,838 34,280
POT, HAG C*
POT,LOBSTER C*
SEINE, PURSE 52,840 47,641 15,415
OTTER TRAWL,MIDWATER 2,984 C* 2,279
PAIR TRAWL,MIDWATER 11,574 3,494 7,708
SEINE, PURSE 5,575 1,395 2,140
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,FISH 3,125 1,305 5,949 3,144 6,057 1,624
OTTER TRAWL,MIDWATER 1,214 3,446 3,259
PAIR TRAWL,MIDWATER 43,535 47,756 29,221
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,FISH C*
OTTER TRAWL,MIDWATER 2,113 5,218 9,670
PAIR TRAWL,MIDWATER 22,851 60,259 26,765
SEINE, PURSE C*

2010

Area 3

Area 1A

Area 1B

Area 2

2008 2009

% of 
Category A 

Landings

% of 2008 
Total Herring 

Landings

% of 
Category A 

Landings

% of 2009 
Total Herring 

Landings

% of 
Category A 

Landings

% of 2010 
Total Herring 

Landings
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,FISH 2% 2% 3% 3% 4% 4%
OTTER TRAWL,MIDWATER 5% 5% 6% 6% 14% 14%
PAIR TRAWL,MIDWATER 61% 60% 69% 68% 69% 67%
SEINE, PURSE 32% 32% 22% 22% 12% 12%
Category A % of Total Herring Landings 99% 98% 97%

2008 2009 2010
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Table 64 reports the landings of Category A and BC permit holders, summarized by the species caught 
(not including herring, see Table 62 for herring landings) and the area in which they were fished for.  
Category A permit holders caught mackerel, menhaden and squid primarily in Area 2, and Category BC 
permit holders caught squid and “Other” species primarily in Area 2. 
 
 
Table 64  Herring Category A and BC Vessel Landings by Species, 2008-2010 

 
Source: NMFS VTR data 
BC permits are vessels that had both B and C permits during the same year; C permits are vessels that 
only had a C permit during a year.   
*C denotes a value for which less than 3 boats reported, and cannot be reported for confidentiality 
reasons. 
 
  

A BC A BC A BC
Mackerel *C
Menhaden 5,017 *C
Squid *C
Other 366 12 47
Mackerel *C
Other 604 521
Mackerel 36,735 45 46,355 88 20,909 8
Menhaden 11,465 3,740 4,518
Squid 24,294 1,868 29,589 1,136 29,348 1,089
Other 1,506 1,635 79,684 1,307 2,584 1,645
Mackerel 11,813 2,532 *C
Squid 2,831 145 3,625 380 34 77
Other 1,818 318 6,156 380 3,802 295

Area 3

2008 2009 2010

Area 1A

Area 1B

Area 2
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4.5.1.3.1.2 Category C Vessels (08-10) 
The following section provides information on Category C permit holding vessels, with data summarized 
from 2008 to 2010.  Data from 2010 are preliminary, and will be updated when possible. 
 
Table 65 summarizes the vessel length of Category C permit holders for 2008, 2009, and 2010.  The 
majority of these vessels are less than 80 feet in length, although the distribution is split between those 
vessels that are smaller than 60 feet and those that fall between 60 and 80 feet.  Category C vessels 
(limited access incidental catch) tend to identify principle ports throughout mid-coast Maine, New 
Hampshire, southern New England, and the Mid-Atlantic region (Table 66). 
 
Table 65  Distribution of Herring Vessel Length for Category C Vessels, 2008-2010 

 Category C 

Vessel Length 2008 2009 2010 

<60 21 22 23 

60-80 29 26 25 

>80 8 7 7 

Total 58 55 55 

Source: NMFS Permit data 
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Table 66  Number of Category C Herring Vessels by Principal Port, 2008-2010  

  Category C 
Row Labels 2008 2009 2010 
CT Total 2 2 2 

MYSTIC 1 1 1 
NEW LONDON 1 1 1 

MA Total 9 8 7 
BRANT ROCK 1 1 1 
FAIRHAVEN 1 1 1 
GLOUCESTER 3 2 2 
NEW BEDFORD 3 3 2 
NEWBURYPORT 1 1 1 

ME Total 9 10 10 
EAST HARPSWELL 1 2 2 
NEW HARBOR 2 2 2 
PORTLAND 2 2 2 
SACO 1 1 1 
SOUTH BRISTOL 3 3 3 

NH Total 6 6 6 
HAMPTON 1 1 1 
PORTSMOUTH 2 2 2 
RYE 2 2 2 
SEABROOK 1 1 1 

NJ Total 11 9 9 
CAPE MAY 10 8 8 
WILDWOOD 1 1 1 

NY Total 5 5 5 
GREENPORT 1 1 1 
MONTAUK 4 4 4 

RI Total 13 12 13 
NEWPORT 2 1 1 
POINT JUDITH 11 11 12 

Source: NMFS Permit data 
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Table 67 and Table 68 summarize the average crew size, based on VTR reported crew sizes, by the home 
port listed in permit data and the gear used as listed in the VTR data, respectively.  Crew sizes for 
Category C permit holders rage from two to five people, the larger crews tending to come from ports in 
Massachusetts, New Jersey and New York. 
 
Table 67  Average Crew Size (Including Captain) by Home Port for Category C Vessels, 

2008-2010 

 
Source: NMFS Permit and VTR data 
 
Table 68  Average Crew Size (Including Captain) by Gear Type for Category C Vessels, 

2008-2010 

 
Source: NMFS VTR data 
 
  

2008 2009 2010
Average 

Across Years
GLOUCESTER 4 4 4 4
NEWBURYPORT 3 3
ROCKLAND 3 3 3

Average for MA 4 4 4 4
NEW HARBOR 5 5
SOUTH BRISTOL 5 5 5

Average for ME 5 5 5
HAMPTON 2 2 3 2
PORTSMOUTH 2 2 2
RYE 2 2 2 2
SEABROOK 2 2 2

Average for NH 2 2 2 2
CAPE MAY 3 4 4

Average for NJ 3 4 4
MONTAUK 3 4 4 4

Average for NY 3 4 4 4
POINT JUDITH 2 2 2 2

Average for RI 2 2 2 2
RI

MA

ME

NH

NJ

NY

2008 2009 2010
OTF 2 3 3
PUR 5 5

Average Across Gears 2 3 3
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Table 69 characterizes the landings for Category C permit holders by gear type and area fished from VTR 
data. Some vessels used multiple gear types for fishing, and this designation was necessary to show vessel 
general vessel activity in the different herring areas. 

 
Table 69  Atlantic Herring Landings (Thousands of Pounds) for Category C Vessels by 

Area Fished and Gear Type, 2008 – 2010 

 
Source: NMFS VTR data 
*C denotes a value for which less than three (3) boats reported, and cannot be reported for 
confidentiality reasons. 
 
 
Table 70 shows the landings by gear type as a percentage of total herring landings.  Category C vessels, 
primarily caught herring using bottom trawl gear in 2008 and purse seine gear in 2009 and 2010.  This 
suggests that Category C permit holders regarded the exclusion of the midwater and pair trawl vessels 
from Area 1 as an opportunity to increase their participation in the herring industry. 
 
Table 70  Category C Atlantic Herring Landings by Gear Type, as a Percent of Category C 

Herring Landings and Total Herring Landings, 2008-2010 

 
Source: NMFS VTR data 
Some gears and percentages omitted for confidentiality. C permits are vessels that only had a C permit 
during a year. 
  

2008 2009 2010
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,FISH 122 140 68
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,SHRIMP *C 141 113
SEINE, PURSE 629 950

Area 1B OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,FISH *C
Area 2 OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,FISH 23 196 522
Area 3 OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,FISH *C *C

Area 1A

% of 
Category C 
Landings

% of 2008 
Total Herring 

Landings

% of 
Category C 
Landings

% of 2009 
Total Herring 

Landings

% of 
Category C 
Landings

% of 2010 
Total Herring 

Landings
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,FISH 97% 31% 36%
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,SHRIMP 3% 13% 7%
SEINE, PURSE 57% 57% 1%
Category C % of Total Herring Landings 1%

2008 2009 2010
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Table 71 reports the landings of Category C permit holders, summarized by the species caught (not 
including herring, see Table 62 for herring landings) and the area in which they were fished for.  Category 
C permit holders caught menhaden, squid, and “Other” species primarily in Area 2, although some 
“Other” were caught in areas 1A and 3.  
 
Table 71  Herring Category C Vessel Landings by Species, 2008-2010 

 
Source: NMFS VTR data 
*C denotes a value for which less than 3 boats reported, and cannot be reported for confidentiality 
reasons. 
 
  

2008 2009 2010
Mackerel 2
Menhaden 430 430
Squid 2 4
Other 2,297 436 1
Mackerel 1
Squid 2
Other 343 361
Mackerel 128 194 110
Menhaden 11,529 7,202 10,291
Squid 6,672 4,856 4,421
Other 8,237 12,252 8,224
Mackerel 21 31 47
Squid 338 16 202
Other 1,574 47 2,838

Area 2

Area 3

Area 1A

Area 1B
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4.5.1.3.2 Open Access Vessels (Category D) (08-10) 
The following section provides information on Category D permit holding vessels, with data summarized 
from 2008 to 2010. Data from 2010 are preliminary, and will be updated when possible. 
 
Table 72 summarizes the vessel length of Category D permit holders for 2008, 2009, and 2010.  About 73 
percent of the vessels that hold Category D permits are smaller than 60 feet in length, however there are 
still over 200 vessels that are greater than 80 feet in length.  Unlike Categories A-C, Category D vessels 
(open access incidental catch) are numerous and participate in a wide variety of fisheries throughout the 
Northeast Region (Table 73).  
 
Table 72  Distribution of Herring Vessel Length for Category D Vessels, 2008-2010 

Category D 

Vessel Length 2008 2009 2010 
<60 1762 1761 1656 

60-80 422 411 377 
>80 225 222 225 

Total 2409 2394 2258 

Source: NMFS Permit data 
 
Table 73  Number of Category D Herring Vessels by Principal Port State, 2008-2010  

Category D State Total 

 
2008 2009 2010 

CT 46 42 39 
MA 902 912 865 
ME 339 333 297 
NH 122 120 116 
NJ 361 351 331 
NY 226 234 234 
RI 152 149 138 

Source: NMFS Permit data 
 
 
Table 74 and Table 75 summarize the average crew size, based on VTR reported crew sizes, by the home 
port listed in permit data and the gear used as listed in the VTR data, respectively.  Crew sizes for 
Category D permit holders rage from 1 to 4 people, smaller on average than Categories A, B or C. 
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Table 74  Average Crew Size (Including Captain) by Home Port for Category D Vessels, 
2008-2010 

 
Source: NMFS Permit data 

2008 2009 2010 Average Across Years
NEW LONDON 4 4
NOANK 2 1 1
STONINGTON 2 2

Average for CT 4 2 1 2
BOSTON 3 3 2 2
FALMOUTH 3 3
GLOUCESTER 4 3 2 3
NEWBURYPORT 3 3
PROVINCETOWN 2 1 2
ROCKPORT 2 2 2 2
SCITUATE 2 2 2 2

Average For MA 3 3 2 3
BASS HARBOR 2 2
BIDDEFORD 3 3 3
BREMEN 4 2 2
CAMP ELLIS 2 2 2
CUNDYS HARBOR 2 2
ISLESFORD 1 1 1 1
JONESPORT 2 2 2 2
KENNEBUNKPORT 2 2
KITTERY 2 3 2
PORTLAND 3 3
SACO 3 3
SMALL POINT 3 3 3
SOUTH BRISTOL 2 2
VINALHAVEN 4 4 4
WELLS HARBOR 1 1
WESTPOINT 2 3 2
YORK 2 2
YORK HARBOR 2 2

Average for ME 2 2 2 2
NEW CASTLE 2 2
PORTSMOUTH 1 1 1 1
RYE 1 1
SEABROOK 2 2 2 2

Aveage for NH 2 2 2 2
BARNEGAT LIGHT 2 2 2 2
BARNEGATE LIGHT 2 2 2 2
BELFORD 2 2 2 2
BELMAR 2 2
BRIGANTINE 1 1 1
CAPE MAY 4 4
HEISLERVILLE 1 1 1 1
LAVALLETTE 3 2 2 2
LITTLE EGG HARBOR 1 1
MANAHAWKIN 1 1
POINT PLEASANT 2 2 2 2
POINT PLEASANT BEACH 2 2 2 2
TOMS RIVER 3 3
WARETOWN 2 2 2

Average for NJ 2 2 2 2
CENTER MORICHES 1 1 1 1
EAST HAMPTON 1 1 1
EAST QUOGUE 1 1 1
FREEPORT 1 1 1 1
HAMPTON BAYS 2 2 2 2
ISLAND PARK 2 2
MONTAUK 3 3 2 2
NEW YORK 2 2 2 2
SHINNECOCK 2 2 3 2

Avearage for NY 1 2 2 2
WAKEFIELD 4 4 4

Average for RI 4 4 4

NY

RI

CT

MA

ME

NH

NJ
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Table 75  Average Crew Size (Including Captain) by Gear Type for Category D Vessels, 

2008-2010 

 
Source: NMFS Permit and VTR data 
 
Table 76 characterizes the landings for Category D permit holders by gear type and area fished from VTR 
data.  Category D vessels only land a small amount of herring. 
 
Table 76  Atlantic Herring Landings (000's of pounds) for Category D Vessels by Area 

Fished and Gear Type, 2008 – 2010 

 
Source: NMFS VTR data 
*C denotes a value for which less than 3 boats reported, and cannot be reported for confidentiality 
reasons. 
 

2008 2009 2010
OTF 2 2 2
OTM 2 1
PUR 5 4 2

Average Across Gears 2 2 2

2008 2009 2010
GILL NET,SINK 2 5 1
HAND LINE/ROD & REEL
OTHER GEAR *C
OTTER TRAWL, BEAM 4
OTTER TRAWL, RUHLE *C
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,FISH 145 98 251
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,SHRIMP 8 4 493
OTTER TRAWL,MIDWATER *C
POT,LOBSTER *C *C 1
SEINE, PURSE 765 35 74
TRAP 6 7 11
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,FISH *C
SEINE, PURSE *C
DREDGE,SCALLOP,SEA *C
GILL NET,DRIFT,LARGE MESH
GILL NET,RUNAROUND 2
GILL NET,SINK 3 4 5
HAND LINE/ROD & REEL 1
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,FISH 34 37 74
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,SHRIMP *C
POT,CRAB *C
POT,FISH *C
HAND LINE/ROD & REEL *C
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,FISH *C *C

Area 1A

Area 1B

Area 2

Area 3
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Table 77 shows the landings by gear type as a percentage of total herring landings. Category D vessels 
only land a small amount of herring using a wide variety of gears. 
 
Table 77  Category D Atlantic Herring Landings by Gear Type, as a Percent of Category D 

Herring Landings and Total Herring Landings, 2008-2010 

 
Source: NMFS VTR data 
Some gears and percentages omitted for confidentiality. 
 
Table 78 reports the landings of Category D permit holders, summarized by the species caught (not 
including herring, see Table 62 for herring landings) and the area in which they were fished for.  Category 
D permit holders caught mackerel, menhaden, squid and other species in all areas, but caught relatively 
little in Area 1B.  
 
Table 78  Herring Category D Vessel Landings by Species, 2008-2010 

 
Source: NMFS Permit and VTR data 
*C denotes a value for which less than 3 boats reported, and cannot be reported for confidentiality 
reasons. 
 

% of 
Category D 

Landings

% of 2008 
Total Herring 

Landings

% of 
Category D 

Landings

% of 2009 
Total Herring 

Landings

% of 
Category D 

Landings

% of 2010 
Total Herring 

Landings
GILL NET,SINK 1% 4% 1%
HAND LINE/ROD & REEL 1%
OTTER TRAWL, BEAM 2%
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,FISH 18% 69% 35%
OTTER TRAWL,BOTTOM,SHRIMP 1% 2% 54%
SEINE, PURSE 80% 18% 8%
TRAP 1% 4% 1%
Category D % of Total Herring Landings

2008 2009 2010

2008 2009 2010
Mackerel 44 46 75
Menhaden *C 25
Squid 27 20 260
Other 31,466 91
Mackerel 3
Menhaden *C
Squid 2
Other 13,074 3 12,553
Mackerel 243 583 86
Menhaden 28,350 17,308 16,356
Squid 20,464 21,013 13,748
Other 88,941 38,904 95,304
Mackerel 313 297 159
Squid 2,220 176 1,131
Other 58,860 514 56,835

Area 2

Area 3

Area 1A

Area 1B
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4.5.1.3.3 VMS Utilization 
Table 79 summarizes the number of herring permits which utilized VMS in the year 2010, broken down 
by the Category permit and the number of other multispecies permits held.  Herring Category A, B and C 
vessels are required to have VMS.  Category D does not, however, and of the 88 Category D vessels that 
reported herring catch on their VTRs in 2010, only 11 vessels actively used VMS.  
 
Table 79 AP Year 2010 herring permits by category and herring/mults combinations 

  
Herring 
Permit 

Category 
  

Herring with Multispecies 
Limited Access 

Herring with Mults 
Open Access**   

Herring Only A*, D*, E*, F* C**, HA** HB, I, J, K Total 
A 8 14 1 19 42 
B*** 0 4 0 0 4 
C**** 0 39 0 12 51 
D 144 887 71 1,144 2,246 
Total 152 944 72 1,175 2,343 
* VMS and weekly VTR required 

   ** Weekly VTR required; No VMS 
   *** All B permitted vessels also have a C permit 
   **** Does not include C permits that are associated with B permits 

  Source: NERO 
 

4.5.1.3.4 VTR Landings for All Federally-Permitted Herring Vessels 
Table 80 characterizes the fishing days, number of trips taken, and thousands of pounds landed by the 
area that was fished, the Category permit held, and the year.  The number of fishing days for Category D 
vessels increased considerably between 2008 and 2010, likely due to changes in regulations of other 
fisheries, such as Amendment 16 to the Multispecies FMP.  The number of trips and days fell in 2009 in 
Area 1B for Category A vessels but rebounded in 2010, while rising in Area 2 in 2009. 
 
Table 81 characterizes the fishing days, number of trips taken, and thousands of pounds landed by the 
area that was fished, the gear type, and the year.  Area 2 has seen an increase in the number of bottom and 
midwater trawls fishing in the area, and Area 1B has had the number of purse seines fishing within vary 
over the last three years.  Area 2 and 3 has had fluctuating numbers of vessels fishing within them over 
the past three years.  
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Table 80  Herring Trips, Days, and Herring Landed (thousands of pounds) by Area Caught and Category Permit, 2008-2010  

 
Source: NMFS VTR data 
BC permits are vessels that had both B and C permits during the same year; C permits are vessels that only had a C permit during a year.  
*C denotes a value for which less than 3 boats reported, and cannot be reported for confidentiality reasons. 

2008 2009 2010 2008 2009 2010 2008 2009 2010 2008 2009 2010
Days at Sea 727 768 703 153 80 181 797 930 748 230 523 435
Number of Trips 275 279 250 57 25 51 182 249 171 53 119 105
000's of Pounds Landed 88,392 94,043 54,417 20,133 5,534 12,127 47,874 57,152 38,538 24,964 65,673 36,576
Days at Sea 34 67 55
Number of Trips 31 62 48
000's of Pounds Landed 1,305 3,144 1,624
Days at Sea 98 133 193 7 83 112 152 10 12
Number of Trips 98 108 140 2 43 50 74 3 3
000's of Pounds Landed 126 910 1,132 *C 23 196 522 *C *C
Days at Sea 194 141 382 1 3 324 406 444 12 10
Number of Trips 186 129 376 1 1 257 334 334 2 3
000's of Pounds Landed 927 154 834 *C *C 37 43 89 *C *C

Category 
A

Category 
BC

Category 
C

Category 
D

Area 1A Area 1B Area 2 Area 3
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Table 81  Herring Trips, Days, and Herring Landed (thousands of pounds) by Area Caught and Gear Type, 2008-2010 

 
Source: VTR data 
BC permits are vessels that had both B and C permits during the same year; C permits are vessels that only had a C permit during a year.  
*C denotes a value for which less than 3 boats reported, and cannot be reported for confidentiality reasons

2008 2009 2010 2008 2009 2010 2008 2009 2010 2008 2009 2010
Days at Sea 227 149 280 7 3 516 600 743 12 25 20
Number of Trips 227 138 269 2 1 264 362 336 2 5 4
000's of Pounds Landed 267 239 320 *C *C 4,487 9,327 8,278 *C 200 1
Days at Sea 17 46 32 31 13 40 49 129 75 22 64 103
Number of Trips 4 18 11 10 3 10 11 22 18 5 13 24
000's of Pounds Landed 2,506 4,565 4,643 2,984 *C 2,279 1,214 3,446 3,259 2,113 5,218 9,670
Days at Sea 222 203 298 71 46 103 562 634 405 208 444 330
Number of Trips 66 79 89 27 13 26 131 162 97 48 104 80
000's of Pounds Landed 32,496 41,838 33,644 11,574 3,494 7,708 43,535 47,756 29,221 22,851 60,259 26,765
Days at Sea 498 578 464 52 21 38 2
Number of Trips 211 215 205 21 9 15 1
000's of Pounds Landed 53,605 48,304 16,439 5,606 1,395 2,140 *C

Bottom 
Trawl

Midwater 
Trawl

Pair Trawl

Purse Seine

Area 3Area 2Area 1BArea 1A
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4.5.1.4 Herring Dealers and Carriers 

4.5.1.4.1 Number of Dealers 
Federally-permitted dealers must be permitted to sell different species of fish by selecting that species in 
their dealer permit application form; there is no cost select any or species in this application.  Figure 74 
illustrates the number of dealers registered by the amount that did and did not purchase herring.  Between 
2007 and 2010, the number of registered herring dealers increased from 230 to 273.  The number of 
permitted dealers which purchased herring increased from 80 to 85.  Table 82 shows the number of active 
herring dealers by the state of registration that have purchased herring at least once since the year 2000.  
 
Figure 74  Number of Federally-Permitted Dealers Registered as Herring Dealers, by 

Purchase Status, 2007-2010 

 
Source: NMFS Dealer data 
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Table 82  Yearly Number of Federally-Permitted Dealers Who Purchased Herring, by 
State of Registration 

 
Source: NMFS Dealer data 
 
 
Table 83 shows the revenue and landings, by state, of herring purchased by dealers from 2007 to 2010.  
Table 84 shows the percent of herring dealers that purchased herring by the state that they purchased 
herring and the state in which they are registered.  For instance, in 2010, dealers that were registered in 
Massachusetts bought 90% of their total herring purchases from landings within the state of 
Massachusetts, but purchased 7% of their herring from landings in Maine.  They purchased no herring 
from New Jersey or New York, and 2% of their herring purchased was from landings that occurred within 
the state of Rhode Island.  For the most part dealers purchased herring where were landed in their state , 
but Massachusetts and Maine had some out-of-state purchases.  The significant numbers of dealers in 
Maine likely reflects the numbers and dispersal of small lobster fishing communities along the Maine 
coast that rely on herring as lobster bait. 
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Table 83  Revenue (thousands of dollars) and Landings (thousands of pounds) Purchased by Federally-Permitted Dealers, by 

state of purchase 

 
Source: NMFS Dealer data 
The 2007 data may have accuracy problems due to dealer serial numbering being un- or misreported. 
 
 
 

MA ME NH NJ NY RI
Revenue 94 65 1 7 0 5
Landings 12 8 0 1 0 1
Revenue 133 62 3 14 0 10
Landings 8 9 0 0 0 1
Revenue 72 56 3 4 0 8
Landings 38 33 1 2 0 4
Revenue 372 254 8 30 0 30
Landings 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total Revenue 671 437 15 55 0 53
Total Landings 58 49 1 4 0 6

2007

2008

2009

2010
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Table 84  Percent of Herring Purchased by Federally-Permitted Dealers, by State of 

Registration, 2007-2010  

 
Source: NMFS Dealer data 
The state category “Other” includes the states of Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, North Carolina, 
New Hampshire, and Virginia, to protect confidentiality.  
Total revenue for each state is also presented for perspective on the percentages. 
 

MA ME NJ NY RI Other
Total 

Revenue 
MA 82% 9% 0% 0% 9% 0% 4,603
ME 22% 75% 0% 0% 2% 1% 10,585
NJ 2% 0% 98% 0% 0% 0% 421
NY 2% 0% 1% 98% 0% 0% 18
RI 1% 0% 0% 0% 99% 0% 372
Other 32% 24% 0% 0% 0% 44% 118

MA ME NJ NY RI Other
Total 

Revenue 
MA 91% 7% 0% 0% 2% 0% 7,188
ME 29% 69% 0% 0% 1% 0% 11,161
NJ 6% 0% 89% 0% 0% 4% 468
NY 0% 0% 0% 99% 0% 1% 36
RI 8% 0% 0% 0% 92% 0% 330
Other 56% 15% 0% 0% 0% 29% 255

MA ME NJ NY RI Other
Total 

Revenue 
MA 96% 2% 0% 0% 2% 0% 8,439
ME 27% 70% 0% 0% 3% 1% 10,594
NJ 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 1,168
NY 12% 0% 0% 88% 0% 0% 24
RI 5% 0% 0% 0% 95% 0% 603
Other 50% 17% 0% 0% 0% 33% 468

MA ME NJ NY RI Other
Total 

Revenue 
MA 90% 7% 0% 0% 2% 0% 5,576
ME 22% 77% 0% 0% 1% 0% 10,414
NJ 0% 0% 99% 0% 1% 0% 246
NY 0% 0% 9% 91% 0% 0% 9
RI 2% 0% 0% 0% 98% 0% 630
Other 7% 16% 0% 0% 0% 77% 279

2007
State of Purchase

State of 
Registration

2008
State of Purchase

State of 
Registration

2009
State of Purchase

State of 
Registration

2010
State of Purchase

State of 
Registration
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4.5.1.4.2 Number of Carrier Vessels 
The Letters of Authorization (LOAs) issued by NMFS for the Atlantic herring fishery currently allow an 
unlimited amount of herring (or the amount allowed by the vessels’ herring permit) to be transferred at-
sea (a) from herring catcher vessels to carriers; (b) between federally-permitted herring vessels; and (c) 
from herring catcher vessels to non-permitted vessels for personal use as bait (Section 3.1.3.1). 
 
Table 85 shows the total number of vessels that received Letters of Authorization by the year and type of 
authorization.  In the year 2010, there were 50 carrier exemptions, doubling the number issued in 2006.  
Table 86 shows the VTR reports that indicated carrier activity had occurred.  Activity was down from 58 
reports in 2009 to 49 in 2010.  Vessels can be issued both exemption types within one fishing year.  
 
The list of vessels wanting to engage in carrier activities will change from year to year, and some of the 
vessels with Category D permits may already have VMS required by multispecies and scallop permits.  
Table 85 and Table 88 illustrate this point, and also demonstrate the overlap between exemption types.  
The number of D vessels with LOAs increased from 11 in 2008 to 21 in 2010.  These tables also illustrate 
the number of smaller vessels (less than 50 feet) already have VMS, required by the herring permit that 
they possess.  
 
Table 85  Total Herring Vessels that Received a Letter of Authorization (LOA) by Year 

and Type of Exemption 

 
Source: NMFS permit data 
 

FISHING_YEAR EXEMPTION_TYPE Total
2006 HERRING CARRIER 6
2006 HERRING TRANSFER AT SEA 19

2006 Total 25
2007 HERRING CARRIER 16
2007 HERRING TRANSFER AT SEA 27

2007 Total 43
2008 HERRING CARRIER 13
2008 HERRING TRANSFER AT SEA 26

2008 Total 39
2009 HERRING CARRIER 18
2009 HERRING TRANSFER AT SEA 23

2009 Total 41
2010 HERRING CARRIER 15
2010 HERRING TRANSFER AT SEA 35

2010 Total 50
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Table 86  Total VTR Herring Carrier Reports by Year; Only Herring Carrier Activity 
That Was Reported 

 
 
 

YEAR Total
2007 46
2008 33
2009 58
2010 49
Total 186
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Table 87  Vessel Permit and Size Information for Herring Vessels Carrying LOAs, 2009 

 
Source: NMFS Permit data 

Vessel Herring Carrier Herring Transfer At Sea Total Length Gross Tons A C D
1 1 1 42 20 1
2 1 1 40 15 1
3 1 1 45 4 1
4 1 1 36 10 1
5 1 1 42 23 1
6 1 1 42 23 1
7 1 1 51 22 1
8 1 1 34 12 1
9 1 1 42 5 1

10 1 1 40 22 1
11 1 1 2 38 20 1
12 1 1 42.4 23 1
13 1 1 44 24 1
14 1 1 56 45 1
15 1 1 44 36 1
16 1 1 53 47 1
17 1 1 59 60 1
18 1 1 58 66 1
19 1 1 2 113 165 1
20 1 1 72 116 1
21 1 1 57 106 1
22 1 1 2 79 170 1
23 1 1 117 197 1
24 1 1 2 81.3 187 1
25 1 1 97 164 1
26 1 1 78 176 1
27 1 1 123 199 1
28 1 1 2 97.5 193 1
29 1 1 2 130 199 1
30 1 1 96.9 152 1
31 1 1 109 189 1
32 1 1 2 141 195 1
33 1 1 2 130 199 1

Total 18 23 41 15 6 12

HERRING PERMIT CATEGORYLOA EXEMPTION TYPE VESSEL SIZE
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Table 88  Vessel Permit and Size Information for Herring Vessels Carrying LOAs, 2010 

 
Source: NMFS Permit data 

Vessel Herring Carrier Herring Transfer At Sea Total Length Gross Tons A C D
1 1 1 42 20 1
2 1 1 40 15 1
3 1 1 45 30 1 1
4 1 1 36 10 1
5 1 1 36 5 1
6 1 1 42 23 1
7 1 1 43 20 1
8 1 1 46 5 1
9 1 1 23 2 1

10 1 1 51 22 1
11 1 1 38 17 1
12 1 1 44 21 1
13 1 1 2 38 20 1
14 1 1 35 17 1
15 1 1 42.4 23 1
16 1 1 65 57 1
17 1 1 50 30 1
18 1 1 50.6 47 1
19 1 1 44 36 1
20 1 1 53 47 1
21 1 1 50 67 1
22 1 1 50 64 1
23 1 1 58 66 1
24 1 1 79 101 1
25 1 1 2 113 165 1
26 1 1 76 112 1
27 1 1 72 116 1
28 1 1 57 106 1
29 1 1 2 79 170 1
30 1 1 2 117 197 1
31 1 1 81.3 187 1
32 1 1 2 78 176 1
33 1 1 2 123 199 1
34 1 1 2 97.5 193 1
35 1 1 2 130 199 1
36 1 1 101 197 1
37 1 1 109 189 1
38 1 1 141 195 1
39 1 1 2 101 476 1
40 1 1 2 130 199 1

Total 15 35 50 15 5 21

HERRING PERMIT CATEGORYLOA EXEMPTION TYPE VESSEL SIZE
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4.5.1.5 Herring Processors 

4.5.1.5.1 Cape Seafoods (Gloucester, MA) 
The following information was provided by a representative of Cape Seafoods in August 2011: 
Cape Seafoods is a purpose built facility for landing, handling and processing herring and mackerel.  The 
company, formed in June 2001, is located on the Jodrey State Pier in Gloucester Massachusetts, leasing 
space from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.  Due to lower volume throughput, the company is 
negotiating a reduction of 50 percent of the space currently being occupied. 
 
Adjacent to the processing plant, the company operates a cold store and blast freezers.  Cape Seafoods has 
been receiving the vast majority of its supplies of fresh herring and mackerel from three midwater 
trawlers, namely F/V Challenger, F/V Endeavour and F/V Voyager, owned and operated by an associate 
company, Western Sea Fishing Company, Inc.  At this time, due to over precautious quota reductions, 
restrictive by-catch caps and scientifically unsupportable “gear type” area restrictions, the vessel owners 
have decided to offer the F/V Voyager for sale.  This has resulted in a number of lost jobs.  The factory 
and the cold store are continuing to operate with fewer employees and lower pay rates for existing staff. 
 
Processing Operations and Capacity 

Herring represents approximately 75 percent of the volume handled each year.  The fresh fish is pumped 
from the vessels’ refrigerated seawater (RSW) tanks directly into the plant for processing or for sales into 
the various bait markets.  As part of the processing, fish are graded by size into a number of different 
weight categories prior to freezing. 
 
Cape Seafoods ships some frozen production in refrigerated shipping containers.  These containers are 
hauled by local trucking companies to the cold store for loading by local lumpers.  Once loaded, the 
containers are trucked back to the Boston shipping terminal for loading onto container ships. 
 
Markets 

There is a substantial demand from domestic lobster and tuna bait markets for fresh, salted and frozen 
herring.  The bait department at Cape Seafoods operates seasonally and supplies both fresh and frozen 
bait to local lobster and tuna fishermen.  Atlantic herring, processed by Cape Seafoods, also supplies a 
number of established export markets. 
 
Employment 
There were 20 to 25 crew members on the three dedicated fishing vessels operated by Western Sea 
Fishing Company.  This has been reduced to 15 people because of the pending sale of one of the vessels.  
Western Sea Fishing Company employs 4 people full-time in vessels’ management, maintenance and 
administration.  Cape Seafoods employs 14 full-time individuals on a year-round basis.  These year-round 
employees are all local area residents who have had their hourly pay rates, and number of hours worked 
per week, reduced during these difficult times. 
 
Cape Seafoods and Western Sea Fishing Company use local area suppliers for such things as loading 
containers, electrical maintenance, building modifications, packaging supplies, fork lift operators, skilled 
plant operators, food and fuel for the vessels, trucking, freezing and cold storage. 
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4.5.1.5.2 Lund’s Fisheries, Incorporated (Cape May, NJ) 
Established in 1954, Lund’s Fisheries, Inc. produces, imports, and trades fisheries products from around 
the world.  The company’s primary products include Atlantic mackerel, Atlantic herring, Boston loligo 
squid, California loligo squid, illex squid, Atlantic croaker, sea trout, porgy or scup, butterfish, bluefish, 
menhaden, monkfish, sea scallops, and conch. 
 
The Lund’s facility, located on the water in Cape May, NJ, is one of the largest seafood processing 
facilities on the Eastern Seaboard.  With over 1,200 feet of waterfront the facility has a minimum of 15 
vessels landing fish on a daily basis.  Lund’s produces for local fresh markets such as Boston, New York, 
Philadelphia, and Baltimore and freezes product for both domestic and export markets, as they become 
available.  The Lund’s facility is equipped with blast freezers capable of freezing up to 500 metric tons of 
fish per day.  Lund’s is also equipped with automated packing equipment specifically designed for pelagic 
fish, which allows the company to process 450 metric tons of whole round fish per day (Lund’s Fisheries 
website, www.lundsfish.com).  
 
One of Lund’s affiliated companies is “Shoreline Freezers” that provides public cold storage for seafood 
and agricultural products.  Another affiliated company is Sun Coast Calamari in Oxnard, California, 
which produces 200 metric tons of frozen California Squid per day. 
 
Mackerel, when it is available to the local fleets, is an important product for Lund’s, as the plant is 
equipped to handle about 30,000 mt during the January-April season. The plant also processes several mt 
of herring annually, although recent management measures including the GOM midwater trawl ban and 
conservative haddock catch cap volumes have combined to make herring less available to the plant in 
some years.  Mackerel and herring are the focus of operations from January – April, with squid, scallops 
and a variety of finfish becoming more important for the remainder of the year.  During times of full 
production, the plant employs about 100-150 individuals.  About 65-70 of the employees are full-time, 
and most laborers live within a 30 mile radius of Cape May, NJ (Lund’s, personal communication). 
 
It is important to note that the information provided, including estimates of production, capacity, and 
employment, have not been verified by the Herring PDT through any independent sources of information. 
 
 

4.5.1.5.3 Natural Pearl Essence (Engelhard Corporation, Eastport, ME) Closed 
The last commercial natural pearl essence plant in the world closed in 2007 when the Engelhard 
Corporation was bought by BASF, the German chemical company.  Natural pearl essence was extracted 
from the scales of Atlantic herring and used to add a pearl effect (a satiny luster that creates a soft, cloud-
like luster) to shampoo, fingernail polish and other personal care products and cosmetics.  
 
The Eastport Port Authority is under contract to purchase the BASF property on Broad Cove, but in the 
meantime, BASF has approved use of their property for transporting the base units that will eventually 
hold tide turbines planned for Cobscook Bay (French, 2011). 
 
 
 
 

http://www.lundsfish.com/
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4.5.1.5.4 The Northern Pelagic Group (NORPEL, New Bedford, MA) 
In April 2011, NORPEL temporarily closed its operation and sent one of the fishing vessels it had leased 
back to the West Coast (F/V Dona Martita).  All but two employees were laid off.  A letter to the NEFMC 
from the principals of NORPEL, Cape Seafoods (Gloucester) and the Maritime Terminal (New Bedford) 
indicated that the closure was due to the impact of the closure of Area 1A to trawlers in the summer and 
the strict haddock bycatch limits that made it impossible to harvest herring for fear of too great a bycatch 
of haddock. 
 
The following information was provided by NORPEL and Maritime International Inc. during 2003 when 
the companies were optimistic about their future. The Northern Pelagic Group, LLC (NORPEL) is a 
pelagic processing plant based in New Bedford, Massachusetts that opened its doors on December 30, 
2002, six months after construction of the facility began.  Its partners are U.S. citizens, with experience in 
U.S. east and west coast fisheries development and marketing.  Business planning for the facility started 
in January/February 2002.  Prior to becoming a pelagic processing facility, the property on which 
NORPEL is located was a lumber yard/home repair store. 
 
NORPEL is 100% dependent on pelagic fisheries (herring – 70% – and mackerel).  Since inception, 
approximately $10 million has been invested in the development of the freezing facility, including recent 
investment in 2004 of $3.5 million to expand the capacity of the facility.  This does not include 
investment of approximately $12 million associated with NORPEL’S two dedicated fishing vessels, F/V 
Dona Martita and Nordic Explorer, which were relocated in the Fall of 2002 from the west coast and refit 
for the herring and mackerel fisheries.  These vessels were critical elements in the NORPEL business plan 
to ensure the NORPEL facility had a committed supply of herring on which to base its operations.  This 
base of supply is augmented by other “vessels of opportunity” which can choose to make deliveries to the 
plant.  However, without these dedicated vessels, NORPEL would not have been able to finance the 
investment in shoreside processing of pelagics, and without them would be facing substantial difficulty to 
operate profitably in the future.  An additional $5 million had been previously invested by Maritime 
International, Inc., NORPEL’s dedicated cold storage and stevedoring provider, with improvements to 
docks, cold storage facilities and the property infrastructure to accommodate NORPEL and their plans. 
 
In general, NORPEL’s processing operations are composed of about 70% herring and 30% mackerel.  
Processing herring can be a year-round business, while processing mackerel occurs primarily during the 
peak season, January – April.  NORPEL began freezing mackerel in early January 2003.  During the peak 
mackerel season in 2003, NORPEL was receiving some fish from about eight vessels in the area.  
NORPEL began freezing herring in June 2003, and since then has purchased herring from 10 vessels, 
both midwater trawl and purse seiners. 
 
NORPEL processes herring for both the food and bait markets but concentrates the majority of its 
operations on the food market.  While NORPEL is capable of processing herring on a year-round basis, 
there is some seasonality associated with obtaining a food-grade product.  In the spring, when the fish are 
“feedy,” the product is less desirable.  The feed tends to react in the stomachs of the fish, causing the 
stomach linings to burst when they defrost.  May is a relatively slow month in terms of processing herring 
for the food market.  To address this issue, and reduce potential histamine issues associated with fish 
older than 24 hours since harvest, NORPEL has been investing heavily in research to retard the effects of 
these phenomena, which appears to be related to temperature control and hold water circulation.  The 
company is making progress with innovative handling techniques designed to minimize, if not eliminate, 
the problem.  If successful, this will add value to the product and reduce the need to have “fresh” fish 
(caught and delivered within 24 hours). 
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NORPEL estimates that with the influence of seasonality and market conditions, the plant could process 
fish about 200 of 365 days in a year.  The plant is designed to run 24 hours a day so that it can operate in 
conjunction with the cyclical nature of the fishery.  The processing capacity of the plant is currently about 
450 tons per day.  NORPEL estimates that it could process about 30,000-35,000 mt of fish during 2005, 
possibly 40,000 mt depending on fish availability, weather, and market conditions. 
 
Committing vessels to serve the plant is a key element of NORPEL’s long-term business strategy.  Two 
dedicated midwater trawl vessels are committed to the plant through cross ownership: (1) 163 feet in 
length with a 400 ton hold capacity and (2) 120 feet in length with a 300 ton hold capacity.  These two 
vessels came to New Bedford from the West Coast in October/November 2002 as part of NORPEL’s 
business plan for consistently supplying product to the new facility.  These vessels possess federal 
permits for the Atlantic herring and squid/mackerel/butterfish fisheries.  These vessels entered the herring 
and mackerel fisheries after the control dates were established in both fisheries. 
 
The plant supplements its purchases of product with fish primarily from overages on other vessels (extra 
fish for which other vessels cannot find a market), which NORPEL sees as advantageous to everyone 
involved because the fish are utilized.  The plant purchases herring caught in all herring management 
areas.  Since inception, herring has been delivered from all management areas generally in the following 
proportions: 1A (20%), 1B (40%), 2 (10%) and 3 (30%).  Area 1A/B is currently an important element of 
NORPEL’s supply base, especially in 2004 given the bycatch of juvenile haddock experienced in Area 3. 
 
Processing Operations 

Vessels that catch herring for food markets hold the fish in refrigerated sea water (RSW) tanks (30-31°F) 
until the fish can be graded at the NORPEL facility.  RSW tanks are critical to ensure a food-grade 
product.  If the fish are considered to be acceptable for the food market, then NORPEL purchases them, 
places them in their own specially designed land RSW tanks (30-31° F), grades them to size, packs them 
into custom poly-coated cartons, and freezes them.  In 2004, NORPEL doubled its on-site storage 
capacity of fresh fish, to ten large RSW holding tanks, which are computer-controlled and capable of 
holding nearly 600 mt. 
 
There are also blast freezers located in an adjacent facility to supplement operations if larger fish 
(mackerel) are purchased.  The adjacent cold storage facility (Maritime International Inc.) is capable of 
holding nearly 6,000 mt of processed product to help facilitate on-time deliveries according to customer’s 
schedules. 
 
Once frozen in blocks, the fish are packed into cartons (boxes) of 20-25 kg in size on a conveyor system.  
The conveyor packs about 15 boxes per minute and one pallet every three minutes.  The packing machine 
operates with two people. 
 
Markets 

NORPEL processes herring and mackerel for food markets worldwide.  On a global basis, the U.S. 
fisheries for pelagic species like herring and mackerel are small but growing.  Since NORPEL and Cape 
Seafoods were constructed in Massachusetts in 2001-2002, U.S. production of small pelagics has 
increased by 50%, and Massachusetts has become the leading east coast producer of small pelagics.  That 
increase is important to hold market share since NORPEL is competing with foreign operations plants 
that are supplied by enormous pelagic fisheries (West Africa, for example). 
 
The distance between the processing facility in New Bedford and the customers located throughout the 
world presents some difficulties for the plant.  It can take 2-3 weeks for the customer to receive the 
product once the plant processes it.  However, once NORPEL freezes a food-grade product, it has about a 
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12-month shelf life.  In addition, NORPEL’s relationship with Maritime International in New Bedford has 
helped to minimize problems associated with long-distance shipment (see below). 
 
Employment And Economy 

NORPEL has provided a boost to the economy in the fishing community of New Bedford.  It employs 80-
90 individuals over the course of a year, the majority of whom live in or near the community.  
Approximately 40 employees work each shift (two shifts/day) when the plant is operating at capacity, and 
this number varies based on the amount of product that needs to be processed at any given time.  About 
90-95% of the employees are of Central American descent (Guatemala, San Salvador).  Eight individuals 
work for the processing facility full-time (engineers, managers).  The plant offers competitive wages to its 
employees enabling them to support their families. 
 
In addition, the two dedicated fishing vessels employ five crew members each and purchase food, fuel, 
and other supplies from local businesses.  The captains and crew members of the two vessels are local 
residents, some of whom participated in fisheries on the West Coast for a period of time and have now 
come back to their home communities.  Estimates of annual expenditure by the NORPEL dedicated 
vessels are $6 million per vessel on local services and supplies. 
 
Future Plans 

NORPEL’s future plans include purchasing horizontal plate freezers for larger fish (mackerel) and 
specialty products.  Since the 2004 $7 million expansion of RSW tanks and freezing capacity, there are no 
plans for additional significant expansion of the plant, primarily because the size of the property and the 
current facility make a significant expansion unrealistic.  NORPEL plans to continue to process herring 
and mackerel on a year-round basis and expand its markets to match the current processing capabilities of 
the plant. 
 
Maritime International 

Much of the processed product from NORPEL is shipped overseas via Maritime International Inc., which 
is located adjacent to the processing facility in New Bedford.  Overseas shipment occurs in high cube 
refrigerated containers designed to hold the product at the optimal temperature of –18 degrees Fahrenheit 
(0°C) to ensure freshness.  Maritime International can arrange for either containerized cargo shipments or 
bulk/tramper carriage of nearly 4,000 mt per shipment.  Clients can select either service based on the 
amount of cargo or product they require. 
 
During the scoping process for Amendment 1, Maritime International provided estimates of financial 
expenditures associated with NORPEL cargo vessel loading operations.  The estimates provided by 
Maritime International were based on one cargo vessel remaining in port for three days and spending 
money in the community for transportation, restaurants and entertainment, doctors, propane suppliers, and 
other associated industries.  Estimates of expenditures associated with pilot boat operators, vessel agents, 
customs agents, lift trucks, courier services, and other items required to prepare the cargo ship for 
transport were also provided.  With a potential of 15 cargo vessels per year, Maritime International 
estimated expenditures of at least $3.2 million in addition to those associated with processing, storage, 
container shipments, and local distribution.   
 
In April, 2011, anticipating the potential permanent closure of NORPEL, Maritime International 
estimated that 89 to 93 jobs (warehousemen, stevedores, teamsters, shuttle truck drivers would be lost) 
and direct annual economic impact would be about $2.2 million. 
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NORPEL – Summary Information 

Processing Operations: Approximately 70% herring, 30% mackerel 
Plant Capacity:  Approximately 450 tons per day, 200 days per year (60,000 tons) 
Current Operations:  30,000-40,000 mt 
Plant Employment:  80 individuals, 6 full-time 
    10 crew members for 2 fishing vessels 
 

4.5.1.5.5 Seafreeze, Ltd. 
The information presented below was partially based on a May 2004 site visit to the plant at Davisville, 
(North Kingston) RI and follow up phone calls carried out by individual PDT members.  Some additional 
information was obtained from the company website in 2011. The Herring PDT wishes to thank the 
individuals at Sea Freeze Ltd for contributing the following information and helping the PDT provide a 
more comprehensive description of the current herring fishery and the importance of the herring fishery to 
the lobster industry.  It is important to note that the information provided below, including estimates of 
production, capacity, and employment, have not been verified by the Herring PDT through any 
independent sources of information. 
 
Seafreeze is the largest producer of sea-frozen fish on the east coast of the United States.  It supplies sea-
frozen and land-frozen fish to domestic and international markets including bait products to longline 
fleets.  Seafreeze’s two dedicated freezer trawlers are among the largest freezer trawlers on the east coast. 
At sea freezing produces a very high quality product, as the product is not damaged during loading and 
unloading. Catch is then marketed nationally and worldwide.  Fishing operations target illex and loligo 
squid, mackerel, herring and to a lesser degree, butterfish.  The vessels are approximately 150 ft in length 
with a holding capacity of approximately 280 mt and a daily freezing capacity of 50 mt per day.  
 
Domestic sales account for approximately 30% of total sales and 70% are international.  Internationally, 
Eastern Europe and Asia are two important regions that purchase from Seafreeze.  Atlantic mackerel is 
sold to companies in Canada as baitfish and Illex squid is sold nationally as baitfish for the groundfish, 
swordfish and tuna fisheries as well as for crab and lobster bait.  Zoos and aquariums also purchase 
Seafreeze products as feed for other species.  
 
Illex squid and mackerel are the mainstay of the business accounting for approximately 80% of revenue.  
Although herring is the least financially valuable of the species it is nevertheless important to the business 
due to its year round availability and due to the fact that access to it continues after other fisheries have 
closed.  In this respect, herring, for Seafreeze, is an important back-up fishery when other fisheries 
become unavailable. 
 
Seafreeze began its operations in 1985 when it was initially a fishing operation with just a few employees.  
This company operated one of the first successful US freezer trawlers in the region and over time, cold 
storage facilities were added and later enlarged (current capacity 7,000 mt).  The plant does not include 
any processing facilities, nor is it invested in the distribution of product.  Operations are limited to 
catching, cold storing and marketing whole fish.  The cold storage is used primarily for catch from the 
dedicated freezer trawlers though from time to time, other vessels unload and store here. Currently, the 
plant employs approximately 60 people including 10 administrative and managerial staff, 20 crew 
working rotating shifts, and 15 individuals that work in the storage facility (packing, loading etc.).  These 
employees work full time and employment is generally stable year round.   Employee turnover is 
generally low and when it occurs it is often due to crew seeking land based positions for personal reasons 
(family time etc.). 
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The seasonal operation of the plant is as follows: 

Illex squid – May to October 
Mackerel – January to May 
Loligo squid – September to May 
Herring – Year-round 
 
Product supply is lowest during the spring and fall.  As a result, these months are dedicated to vessel 
repairs and maintenance.  Sales and distribution occur year-round. 
 
Plant location was selected because of its access to transport mechanisms.  The plant is accessible by 
deep-water port and rail access.  Rail access is slower than other forms of distribution but it is 
significantly cheaper.  The plant exists largely independent of the surrounding community (North 
Kingston).  Employees live regionally, though not necessarily locally.  Some local distribution of bait 
occurs in summer months and vessel fuel is purchased locally along with food for the crew.  Some of the 
gear used on the trawlers is produced and repaired on site by a company that rents space from Seafreeze. 
 
Representatives stated that more and more time is being dedicated to involvement in the management of 
the species each year.  In the past, a small percentage of time was spent on management concerns 
(attending meetings, etc.), now as much as 50% of key staff time is spent investing in this aspect of the 
business.  Representatives stated that this is one of the new costs of doing business in an increasingly 
regulated environment.   
 
Regulations in the Loligo fishery were cited as having impacts on the business.  Tighter regulations in this 
fishery has meant that Seafreeze has had to replace this product with other fish as current restrictions 
make this fishery less attractive for larger vessels.  Also, regulations in other fisheries (such as 
groundfish) have meant that shifts are occurring between fisheries that also impact on business.  Seafreeze 
representatives suggested that it is important in this regulatory environment to diversify where possible 
and not be too dependent on any one species. 
 
Cold storage 

In 2005 Seafreeze completed an addition to their cold storage facility, increasing capacity to about 23 
million pounds.  This has allowed the company to operate as a public cold storage facility. They can load 
and unload reefer vessels (trampers), refrigerated containers, refrigerated railcars and trucks. Currently 
they load 40 to 90 high capacity refrigerated rail cars annually. 
 
Sea Freeze – Summary Information 

Operations:    Sea frozen fish and cold storage facilities 
Plant Capacity:  7,000 mt of cold storage space 
Current Operations (approximate numbers per year) 

• Illex – 6,000 mt 
• Mackerel – 6,000 mt 
• Herring – 2,000 mt 
• Loligo – 1,000 mt 

Employment: 60 full time employees total; 20 fishermen – on rotating shifts, others divided 
between storage facility and administrative functions 
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4.5.1.6 Utilization of Herring in Other Fisheries 

4.5.1.6.1 Bait 
Herring is currently used for many fisheries, such as the lobster industry (regional), tuna and various 
recreational fisheries.  The locations and processing and selling techniques also vary. For a more detailed 
description of herring as bait, and some the various ways in which herring are processed and sold, see 
Amendment 1 and Appendix I of this document (Volume II), respectively.  A full description of herring 
bait dealers can also be found in Amendment 1, and updated descriptions of the bait dealers can be found 
below.  
 
The bait industry has changed tremendously in the last seven years resulting in a much more centralized 
distribution structure.  Generally the herring used for bait goes through a large wholesale dealer to smaller 
dealers and lobster wharfs along the coast.  The wholesale dealers generally have facilities where they 
sort, barrel, freeze and store bait for redistribution. 
 
A large proportion of herring catch is used as bait.  NMFS collects ex-vessel prices and does not 
systematically collect information about bait prices.  Figure 75 provides the percentage of reported 
herring landings utilized for bait and food from the dealer database during 2000-2010.  Since 2001, more 
than 50% of herring landings are sold for bait on an annual basis.  Herring landings that were used as bait 
increased steadily from 2000 to 2006, from less than 50% to over 70%. From 2007 -2009, the percentage 
of herring being used as bait decreased to approximately 50%, however in 2010 over 80% of the herring 
catch was used as bait.  A small amount of the herring catch is used for non-food and non-bait purposes; 
this peaked in 2005 at nearly 10% and has declined steadily since that time. 
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Figure 75  Percentage of Herring Landings Reported for Food and Bait Usage 2000-2010  

 
Source: NMFS Dealer Data 
 
 

4.5.1.6.1.1 American Lobster Fishery 
The lobster industry (particularly in Maine) depends greatly on herring bait to sustain itself. Small-scale 
truckers, bait shop owners, and related business all participate in the commercial bait venture.  Bait can be 
delivered dockside from trucks traveling up and down the coast.  In the past, trucks picked up the bait 
from canneries and community sites up and down the coast to service smaller bait shops or lobster fishing 
‘gangs’ (Acheson 1987).  The canneries are gone now, but herring is still delivered to important lobster 
communities. Island bound and coastal isolated lobster fishermen may also pick up bait directly off 
vessels, or have it brought out on ferries.  In recent years, the shift has been towards vessels landing 
directly to island ports. A small proportion of lobster bait was supplied by the freezer plants in 
Massachusetts (Cape Seafoods and NORPEL).  With both freezer plants in relative hiatus, however, it is 
unclear that they are the source of bait in 2011. 
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While bait choices vary with individual fishermen’s preferences and fishery, lobster vessels in the State of 
Maine are perhaps the most dependent on herring for bait.  Recently, however, pogies (menhaden) have 
also proved popular.  Major dealers in Maine offer herring, pogies, redfish and flounder, haddock, carp 
racks, tuna heads, and Pacific rock fish, all with varying prices ranging from fifteen cents to 44 cents.  In 
part due to the ASMFC limits on landing days, much of the herring is salted and frozen. Initially, 
lobstermen found the frozen product to be difficult to handle, but according to reports from dealers, they 
have adjusted. Lobster vessels in Massachusetts and New Hampshire also depend on herring for bait, but 
this dependency on herring decreases in more southern areas. 
 
Fishery Description 

The fishery for American lobster, Homarus americanus, is one of the top fisheries on the Atlantic coast of 
the US, with landings of close to 96.6 million pounds and valued at close to $299.5 million in 2009. 
Maine and Massachusetts together produced more than 92% of the total national landings.  This 
represents an increase in landings but a decrease in value from 2008.  Landings typically occur in inshore 
areas, and the species is managed jointly by the ASMFC and NOAA.  The ASMFC manages the state 
waters (from 0 to 3 miles from shore), and NMFS manages from state water to the EEZ (3 to 200 miles 
from shore).  Lobsters are most abundant inshore from Maine through New Jersey, with abundance 
declining from north to south, while offshore they occur from Maine through North Carolina.  A more 
detailed description of the lobster industry can be found in Amendment 1 to the Atlantic Herring FMP. 
 
 
Relevant Updated Regulations 

Today, American lobster is managed under Amendment 3, which provides the flexibility to make changes 
to the management program through addenda, allowing resource and fishery concerns to be addressed 
promptly. Seven lobster management Areas are created through Amendment 3, as well as a Lobster 
Conservation Management Team (LCMT) for each management area.  Made up of industry 
representatives, the LCMTs are responsible for recommending changes to their management plans. Since 
1999 15 addenda to Amendment 3 have been approved.  The documents for each addenda can be found at 
the Commission’s website, www.asmfc.org.  Major provisions within the Amendment and addendum 
include those such as: minimum and maximum carapace; length; maximum trap limits; prohibition on the 
possession of buried lobsters (lobster with eggs); prohibition on possession of lobster meat and lobster 
parts; trap configuration requirements; prohibition on spearing lobsters; prohibition on possession of 
female v-notched lobsters; limits on landings with non-trap gear, limits to entry into the fishery. Other 
addendum, such as the most recent Addendum XVI, address new reference points for each lobster stocks, 
based on recommendations from the Technical Committee and the Peer Review Panel from the 2009 
stock assessment. 
 
Stock Assessment/Landings 

The resource is managed as three separate stocks: the Gulf of Maine (GOM), Georges Bank (GB), and 
Southern New England (SNE).  The 2009 peer reviewed stock assessment (ASMFC, 2009) utilized a new 
model which incorporated lobster size and a broader range of data. It found that the GOM and GB stocks 
were experiencing record stock abundance and recruitment, while the SNE stock was experiencing low 
abundance and poor recruitment.  While the success of the GOM and GB stocks meant that they were not 
depleted, and overfishing was not occurring, the Panel recommended that the ASMFC be prepared to 
impose restrictions should recruitment decline.  The Panel also noted that productivity has been lower in 
the past, and warned that current levels of fishing would not be sustainable if recruitment were to decline 
again.  
 

http://www.asmfc.org/
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The assessment further found that the GOM supports the largest fishery, constituting approximately 76% 
of the U.S. landings between 1981 and 2007, while GB constitutes the smallest portion of the U.S. 
fishery, averaging 5%.  Landings in the GOM  averaged 33,000 mt from 2000-2007, and increased 
dramatically from 1990 to 2006.  Landings in GB almost doubled between 2003 and 2007, with a high of 
2,400 mt landed in 2005. 
 
The SNE stock was determined to be depleted, although overfishing was not occurring.  Abundance 
indices were determined to be at or near series lows.  The distress experienced by the SNE stock was 
further examined in a Technical Committee Recruitment Failure in the SNE Stock (ASMFC, 2010) 
report, as additional monitoring information became available.  The additional information indicated that 
the stock was continuing to fall lower than the assessment.  The Technical Committee suggested that a 
combination of environmental and biological changes, as well as continued fishing was leading the stock 
to experience a recruitment failure. This recruitment failure was in turn preventing the stock from 
rebuilding.  
 
SNE has the second largest fishery, accounting for 19% of the U.S. landings between 1981 and 2007. 
Contrary to GB and GOM, the landings in SNE increased between the 1980's and 1990's, and reached a 
peak in 1997 of 9,935 mt. It was in 1999 that the fishery began to experience a decline, with landings only 
accounting for 9% of the U.S. landings. 
 

4.5.1.6.1.2 Tuna Fishery 
The tuna fishery depends on herring as one bait source utilized for capturing tuna, and is known to feed 
on herring as well (Section 4.1.5.2).  The tuna fishery itself landed an average of 49,908 thousand pounds 
of total tuna between the years 2004 and 2008, with the majority of catch being comprised of Albacore, 
Bigeye, and Yellowfin tuna.  The importance of the tuna fishery to the US in 2009 can be seen in Table 
89. A total of over 199 thousand metric tons was caught by commercial vessels in and out of US waters, 
which represents 267,777 thousand dollars’ worth of tuna.  The percentage of tuna caught within the 200 
mile EEZ is a little under 11%, or 68,185 thousand dollars.  The US canned167.5 thousand metric tons of 
tuna, without accounting for tuna canned in oil, in 2009.  
 
Table 89 Commercial Landings of Total Tuna by Location, 2009  
 0 to 3 miles from 

US shores 
3 to 200 miles 

from US shores 
High Seas or off 
foreign Shores 

Total US 
Landings 

Metric Tons 526 18,024 180,682 199,232 
Thousands of 
Dollars 1,065 67,120 199,592 267,777 

Source: Fisheries of the United States (2009) 
Total tuna includes Albacore, Bigeye, Bluefin, Little tunny, Skipjack, Yellowfin, and Unclassified tuna.  
 
Tuna in the US are jointly managed by NOAA and the International Commission for the Conservation of 
Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) in the Atlantic Ocean and adjacent seas.  The following information has been 
obtained from the ICCAT website, http://www.iccat.es/en/introduction.htm, and further information can 
be found therein.  The Convention entered formally into force in 1969, and has three official languages: 
English, French and Spanish.  There are 48 Contracting Parties, including the US, Canada, and various 
other nations from the UN , Africa, and Asia.  The study and management of tuna and tuna-like species 
can only be undertaken by ICCAT, in accordance with the Convention ICCAT also compiles bycatch 
information caught during tuna fishing in the Convention area.  Figure 76 illustrates the ICCAT 
Convention area. 
 

http://www.iccat.es/en/introduction.htm
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Figure 76 The International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) 
Convention area 

 
Source: www.iccat.es 
 
There are over 30 species of tuna managed ICCAT, including: Atlantic bluefin (Thunnus thynnus 
thynnus), skipjack (Katsuwonus pelamis), yellowfin (Thunnus albacares), albacore (Thunnus alalunga) 
and bigeye tuna (Thunnus obesus); swordfish (Xiphias gladius); billfishes such as white marlin 
(Tetrapturus albidus), blue marlin (Makaira nigricans), sailfish (Istiophorus albicans) and spearfish 
(Tetrapturus pfluegeri); mackerels such as spotted Spanish mackerel (Scomberomorus maculatus) and 
king mackerel (Scomberomorus cavalla); and, small tunas like black skipjack (Euthynnus alletteratus), 
frigate tuna (Auxis thazard), and Atlantic bonito (Sarda sarda). 
 
Six main species are caught by US fisheries; Albacore, Bigeye, Bluefin, Little Tunny, Skipjack, and 
Yellowfin, and all seem to be experiencing a downward trend in stock size as fishery effort has increased.  
Similarly, all 6 have been experiencing difficulty in producing a stock assessment that does not suffer 
from uncertainty due to lack of data.  According to the North Atlantic 2009 ICCAT Albacore stock 
assessment, the spawning stock size had declined in 2007 to one third of the peak levels that were 
estimated in the late 1940’s.  The Committee further concluded that it is likely that the stock was below 
the maximum sustainable yield (MSY) level and the stock had remained below BMSY since the late 1060s.  
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The 2010 Bigeye tuna assessment showed a slightly similar trend, but the Committee noted that while 
data quality continued to improve, considerable uncertainty in the stock status and productivity of the 
Bigeye still exist.  Large declines in biomass and increases in mortality were evident, particularly in the 
1990’s, when fishing mortality was high. With the decline in the previous five or six years, there have 
been possible biomass increases, and replacement yield for 2011 was estimated to be at around MSY. 
 
The Atlantic Bluefin 2010 ICCAT stock assessment was limited by a lack of data, and the Committee 
noted that historical fishery performance data would likely not be improved, and that therefore the 
assessment should be modified in future iterations. A similar trend to the two previous tuna was found, 
however, with spawning stock biomass declining since the 1970’s, with increasing fishing pressure on 
age 2-5 fish.  Older ages felt a decrease in fishing effort but a rapid increase in the 1990’s, and recent 
recruitment levels remain uncertain.  The Little tunny is such a data poor species that ICCAT has not 
performed a stock assessment on it or its 12 other small tuna species that it is lumped with. 
 
The last ICCAT stock assessment for skipjack tuna was created in 2008, although another may occur in 
2012.  Skipjack is a typically tropical or sub-tropical species that exhibit continuous spawning and 
differences in growth by region.  Making assessments even more difficult, the effort on the skipjack is not 
directed, and so data is variable.  Conclusions for both the Eastern and Western stock were therefore 
difficult to create, but it was generally thought that neither was suffering from over exploitation. 
 
For Yellowtail tuna, the last stock assessment was also in 2008, with another scheduled  to take place in 
2010.  Between the age structured and production model, results varied.  The age structured model 
suggested that overfishing had occurred in recent years, and the production model suggested that 
overfishing had been occurring and that the stock was overfished during those years.  Both models 
indicated that overfishing was not occurring in 2006, however, the Committee urged consideration of 
uncertainty in both models.  
 

4.5.1.6.1.3 Recreational Fisheries/Other 
Of the many recreational fisheries that exist in the Northeast, several depend on herring as a source of bait 
as well as a source of food for the fish that they hunt (Section 4.1.5).  The following review of 
recreational fisheries comes from the fisheries of the United States, which offers a comprehensive 
overview of recreational fisheries in the US. A full breakdown of the different recreationally fished 
species by year and weight is offered therein, as well as by distance from shore and by number of live 
releases.  
 
The recreational fisheries serve many purposes for the residents of the Atlantic Coast states. In 2009 there 
were close to 44 million trips that caught over 198 million fish, trips which serviced nearly 6.4 million 
residents.  Over 31% of those trips were made in the waters managed by the NEFMC.  Commonly caught 
fish on the trips that occurred in federally managed waters include black sea bass, summer flounder, 
Atlantic cod, dolphinfish, and bluefish. 62% of all the prior mentioned trips were ones in which the 
fishing was done mostly in inland waters.  
 
States stand to benefit from recreational activity as well.  In 2009, the state of New Jersey, New York, and 
Massachusetts had the most number of angler trips, with 5,444 trips; 4,917 trips, and 3,603 trips, 
respectively.  Connecticut had 1,462 trips; while Maine had 1,014, and Rhode Island 1,042.  The state of 
New Hampshire had the fewest, with 414 trips.  The numbers of trips taken in 2008 were similar in 
magnitude by state.  The trend in states is similarly mimicked in the number of finfish both harvested and 
released by recreational fishermen in 2008 and 2009, however Connecticut was much closer in ranking to 
Massachusetts.  
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Due to the eclectic nature of the fisheries entailed in the recreational community there is no one 
management body that oversees all recreational fisheries.  Instead, there is a mixture of management from 
the NMFS, NEFMC, MAFMC, ASMFC, and state agencies that are not divided by the value of the 
resource. For instance, some stocks such as black sea bass are managed by the ASMFC and represent 
1,022 mt of harvest in 2008 and 1,269 mt in 2009.  Atlantic cod, however, are managed under the 
NEFMCs Groundfish FMP, and represent 1,905 mt of recreational catch in 2008 and 1,677 mt in 2009.  
The MAFMC manages bluefish, which were worth 8,717 mt of recreational catch in 2008 and 6,290 mt in 
2009.  There are a wide range of bodies that assess the health and status of the stocks that are 
recreationally fished as well.  For more information on a specific recreational species, determine the 
management body that oversees the species and refer to their staff and website. 
 
There are multiple forms of data on recreational fisheries available.  For the Fisheries of the United States 
(2009), the data was gathered through state and regional logbook programs, a coastal household telephone 
survey, a telephone survey of for-hire fishing vessel operators, and a field intercept survey of completed 
angler fishing trips.  Amendment 16 to the Groundfish FMP utilized data that came from the Marine 
Recreational Information Program (MRIP, formerly the MRFSS) and recreational party/charter logbook 
data.  The party/charter mode logbook data can be used to characterize numbers of participating vessels, 
trips, and passengers. 
 
The MRIP provides a source for catch statistics including harvested and released catch, distance from 
shore, size distribution of harvested catch, catch class (numbers of fish per angler trip), and seasonal 
distribution of harvested catch.  The MRIP is a relatively new initiative from NMFS which is focused on 
counting and reporting marine recreational catch and effort.  The point of MRIP is to provide the detailed, 
timely, scientifically sound estimates that fisheries managers, stock assessors and marine scientists need 
to ensure the sustainability of ocean resources, as well as address head-on stakeholder concerns about the 
reliability and credibility of recreational fishing catch and effort estimates.  
 

4.5.1.6.2 Bait Dealers 

4.5.1.6.2.1 Beaver Enterprises Inc. (Rockland, ME)) 
Two years ago, Beaver Enterprises Inc., founded in 1975, sold their plant to Linda Bean, a lobster dealer.  
Beaver is no longer in the lobster bait business, but instead focuses on selling salt to herring operations all 
over the region including in Rockland and Kittery, ME, Gloucester, MA and Rhode Island.  The salt 
business is easier than the herring business because salt “keeps” whereas herring deteriorates quickly.   
 
Beaver is probably the largest salt purveyor in the region for the fishing industry.  The owner started 
small but was able to grow large enough quickly enough to develop “buying power”.  He buys directly 
from the three largest producers, Morton, Cargill’s and US Salt.  Beaver Enterprises averages deliveries 
of 2 trailer-truck loads per day of salt.   
 
Without herring, Beaver Enterprises would be out of business.  Herring fishermen have always salted 
their product.  Typically, of 400 pounds of barreled herring, 80 pounds is salt (i.e., 20% of herring bait 
weight is salt). The ASMFC landing days restrictions has increased salt demand.   
 
The cost of overhead is higher than it was in the past with the need for cold storage, plus bait is more 
expensive, as is the cost of fuel.  It is harder for the “little guys,” who used to be able to make a day’s pay 
with one truckload of fish, for example.   
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Beaver Enterprises does do some fish hauling.  For example, they recently transported a ton of pogies (22 
vats) from Lund’s (Cape May, NJ) to O’Hara’s (Rockland, ME), spending $1000 in fuel. 
 
Comment on impacts 

The difficulties posed by regulations are often because managers don’t consider the ramifications of their 
actions and don’t include enough long-range planning.  For example, suddenly shutting down fisheries 
can leave the fishermen without the opportunity to make a profit. This is especially true for the smaller 
guys. The larger guys tend to be the ones who make more of the rules. 
 
(Wayne Stinson 2011, personal communication) 
 

4.5.1.6.2.2 Channel Fish (Boston, MA) 
Channel Fish is located in East Boston and was incorporated in 1963.  The company operates a 
processing plant that deals mainly in gurry/offal that is bought, ground, frozen and sold to cat food 
companies.  Channel Fish also buys herring and sells bait to lobster dealers and lobstermen, though the 
majority goes to dealers.  In the past, they were more heavily involved in the herring fishery but currently 
a smaller percentage of their business is associated with or dependent on herring.  Herring is purchased 
from a number of different vessels including midwater trawlers and some seiners.  They own five trucks 
and buy herring from Rockland, Portland, Gloucester and New Bedford as the boats follow the migration 
of the fish.  The company has a pier, pump-out facility and dewatering box, so anticipates having vessels 
land at their facility in the near future. 
 
When it is available, the company also handles mackerel that is packaged and frozen for human 
consumption.  Menhaden, primarily from New Jersey, is also purchases and sold for use as a baitfish.  
Product is sold domestically and internationally.  Channel Fish has approximately 60 full-time, year-
round employees.  Though the company rarely attends Management Council meetings, they communicate 
with Council and Herring Committee members on a regular basis. 
 
(Updated 8/26/11, personal communication.) 
 

4.5.1.6.2.3 Port Clyde Lobster (Port Clyde, ME) 
In 2007 Linda Bean purchased Bay Lobster Company, renaming it Port Clyde Lobster. Trained by the 
prior owner, Linda’s company bought 400,000 pounds of lobster in the first year.  The following year, 
Ms. Bean bought 1 million pounds of lobsters from a supplier on Vinalhaven.  She also invested in a 
small, unique lobster processing plant in Richmond (Sagadahoc County) and in 2009, bought a 28,000 sq. 
ft. seafood processing plant in Rockland that she converted to a lobster processing facility.  
 
The value-added product she has developed includes lobster stew and an herbed lobster roll (sold at 
summer stands in Freeport and Rockland, from a lobstermobile at five Maine state fairs, five “Perfect 
Maine” cafes in Freeport, Camden, Portland (Maine), Del Ray Beach, Florida and St. Thomas (US Virgin 
Islands).  In addition, a takeout on Nantasket Beach, Massachusetts, was licensed).  
 
In 2010 Bean bought Inland Seafoods of Atlanta’s wharf and business on Vinalhaven and purchased a 
total of 3.1 million pounds of lobster.  Wal-Mart also began to sell Bean’s first frozen seafood product: 
cooked, in-shell cocktail claws, frozen and pre-scored for easy shell removal, produced by the Rockland 
plant. 
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Bean’s company tags their lobsters to identify the dock from which they were purchased.  Along with two 
others, Ms. Bean established the Fund for the Advancement of Sustainable Maine Lobster to help pay for 
Marine Stewardship Council’s certification of Maine lobster as sustainable. 
 
In 2011, the company introduced additional value-added lobster products, has begun to process Maine 
shrimp in the winter and has branched out to selling other unique Maine products, as well as expanded 
licensing to new locations. 
 
The company employs over 200.  Part of the company’s responsibilities includes purchasing bait and fuel 
to sell to the lobstermen who provide lobsters to the business. 
 
 

4.5.1.6.2.4 Purse Line Bait (Sebasco Estates, ME)  
Purse Line Bait has been trucking and barreling lobster bait since approximately 1993.  Herring is 
purchased from both seiners and trawlers in Maine and Massachusetts, pogies from New Jersey, redfish 
and other species from around New England.  The fish is trucked to their main facility in Sebasco Estates, 
ME where it is salted and barreled, then sold to approximately 40 lobster buyers in the region between 
Harpswell, ME and Rockland, ME. Purse Line has two freezer facilities, one in Sebasco and another in 
Harpswell, where about 2 million pounds of product can be stored for the times when no product is 
coming in. Americold Cold Storage in Portland, ME is used for overflow. 
 
Eighty-five percent of their sales are to lobster buyers with the remaining percent sold off dump trucks. 
Of an approximate total of 20 million pounds in overall sales per year, 12 million are herring, 5 million 
are pogies and 3 million are redfish and other species.   
 
In addition to purchasing from the vessels, Purse Line Bait also purchases herring from Cape Seafoods in 
Gloucester, MA, O’Hara  in Rockland, ME and from other sources.  Purse Line Bait owns 10 trucks, 
employs approximately 8 or 9 people full-time, year around and 4 or 5 more seasonally. 
 
(Updated 6/17/11) 
 
 

4.5.1.6.2.5 Sunshine Seafoods (Stonington, ME) 
Sunshine Seafoods, Inc. operated for approximately 20 years out of Stonington, Maine.  It was primarily a 
lobster dealer, buying and selling lobster in the U.S. and abroad.  The business was sold, but probably due 
to the economic crash, went bankrupt and the original owners reopened as Sunshine Seafoods LLC.   
 
Currently a small fraction (about 5%) of its business comes from sales to the Maine tourist market that 
typically runs from May to December.  The majority of its business is dependent on lobster sales to 
Canada. Sunshine Seafoods also deals in bait herring, buying wholesale from a local dealer or 
occasionally directly from a herring vessel.  About 5% of its business is derived from sales of herring for 
lobster bait largely to the same lobstermen who sell them lobsters.  Sunshine Seafoods employs one 
person year-round.  
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Comments on management 

Herring management impacts were not a factor in the downturn of this company’s business.  However, it 
was noted that the paperwork requirements have driven people out of business, some of whom have been 
in the business for many years.  Some of those forced out had planned to supplement their retirement 
funds by becoming a dealer.  In Downeast Maine many are not computer literate, so the reporting 
requirements are daunting. 
 
(Updated 8/26/11, personal communication) 
 
 

4.5.1.6.3 Non-Consumptive Utilization (Whale Watching and Other Ecotourism) 
The effect of herring as a forage species on whales and other marine mammals and birds in the New 
England area is a key issue for non-consumptive utilization of Atlantic herring, and therefore the whale 
watching and bird watching industry.  If fewer marine mammals or birds are in the area to observe, fewer 
boats and tours will be able to be supported in the industry.  Furthermore, whales and some sea birds are 
known to respond to prey availability, and may become increasingly difficult to find.  The number of 
marine mammals needed to support the industry is unknown, but economic data on the whale watching 
industry does exist. 
 
An economic study by O’Conner et al (2009) characterized the whale watching industry in New England 
as being worth $30 million (revenue/year), with a growth rate of -3% a year (Table 90). Over 1 million 
people a year are said to go on trips, and the number of operators is around 30 (although it is not clear if 
charter vessels are included in the estimate).  Main ports of sail include Massachusetts, Maine, New 
Hampshire and Rhode Island, and Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuaries is one of the more 
popular destinations.  Ticket prices are around $40 for adults and $30 for children on a 4 hour cruise. Up 
to 400 passengers can fit on some vessels. 
 
 

Table 90 Summary of New England Whale Watching Statistics, 1998 and 2008 
Year Number of 

whale 
watchers 

AAGR Number of 
operators 

Direct expenditure Indirect expenditure Total expenditure 

1998 1,240,000 N/A 36 $30,600,000 $76,650,000 $107,250,000 
2008 910,071 -3% 31 $35,000,000 $91,000,000 $126,000,000 

Source: O’Conner et al (2009) 
 
An economic study by Lee (2009) noted that the industry runs through the late spring to the early fall, 
with fin, humpback, and minke whales being the most commonly sighted. Whales tend to congregate on 
large oceanographic features, which is where schooling fish can be found. A good portion of a whale 
watching trip involves finding the whales, which results in spent fuel. If schools of herring were to stop 
schooling or reduce in number and whales were to subsequently stop congregating, the whale watching 
industry could be affected by the extra expenditure of fuel to find them, even if whales are present in the 
area.  
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4.5.2 Canadian Herring Fisheries 
Catch of the Gulf of Maine/Georges Bank Atlantic herring stock complex in Canadian waters consists 
primarily of fish caught in the New Brunswick (NB) weir fishery. Previously the Herring FMP assumed 
that 20,000 mt of fish from the inshore component of the Atlantic herring resource was taken annually 
from the NB weir fishery. In the most recent Atlantic Herring Specifications Package for 2009-2012, 
which facilitated transition to an ACL/AM framework mandated by the reauthorized MSA with 
Amendment 4 to the Herring FMP, 14,800 mt was deducted from the ABC to account for potential catch 
of Atlantic herring in the NB weir fishery.  
 
The language in Amendment 1 provides the flexibility to reconsider the assumption of Canadian catch 
and adjust according to trends in the fishery as a part of the specifications package. The new, lower 
deduction was based on recent trends in catch and represented the average 2+ landings from 1999-2008 
when eliminating the highest year of the time series – 2007 – and the lowest year of the time series – 
2008.  The 2+ catch was selected for consistency with the TRAC assessment, which is based on 2+ 
biomass only, and the average was chosen because the mean represents the average expected value over 
the time series; moreover the 2009 NB weir catch at the time (through September 28, 2009) was about 
3,143 mt and the mean 2+ catch from the NB weir fishery from 1995-2008 was 16,300 mt. 
 
The specification package also implemented a new provision that allocated an additional 3,000 mt of 
herring to Area 1A in November for the remainder of the fishing year based on the level of catch in the 
New Brunswick (NB) weir fishery. In the provision, NMFS is to monitor the NB weir fishery landings, 
which are made available by Canada’s Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) on a close to real-time 
basis (within 2 weeks).  If, by considering landings through October 15 of each year, NMFS determines 
that less than 9,000 mt has been taken in the NB weir fishery, NMFS is to allocate an additional 3,000 mt 
to Area 1A, to be made available to the directed herring fishery during November and through the 
remainder of the fishing year (until it is harvested).  This specification was implemented to provide 
additional opportunity for fishing in Area 1A if catch in the NB weir fishery is substantially less than the 
deducted amount (14,800 mt), while still minimizing the likelihood that ABC would be exceeded. In 2010 
the he 9,000 mt limit was exceeded in the NB weir fishery, and subsequently Area 1A did not receive the 
additional allocation. 
 
Table 45 shows the landings from all Canadian fisheries from 1963-2010, including the “Non-Stock 4Xs 
N.B. Weir and Shutoff” landings, which generally represents the catch from the NB weir fishery.  For the 
most part shutoffs are not located in the same areas as weirs, and landings from shutoffs are through to be 
from the 4WX stock component.  Landings range from the highest of 44,112 tons, which occurred in 
1989 to the lowest of 4,031 tons, which occurred in 2009.  Landings since 1990 vary widely, with peaks 
in 1990 at 38,778 tons, 1997 and 1998 around 20,000 tons, and 2007 at 30,944 tons.  Troughs in landings 
occurred in 1996, which had landings of 15,913 tons and 2003 had landings of 9,003 tons.  The overall 
trend in landings since 1990 has been downward, however, and landings from 2000 have dropped from 
20,209 mt in 2001 to 4,031 mt in 2009, but increased in 2010 back to 10,958 mt.  
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Table 91  Historical series of nominal and adjusted annual landings (t) by major gear 
components and seasons of the 4WX herring fishery, 1963-2010 

 
Source: Canadian DFO, 1963-73 Offshore Scotian Shelf landings from Stephenson et al. (1987) 
  

4Xr 4WX 4WX 4WX Non-Stock 4VWX Offshore Total
4W 4Xs 4Xqr 4X Nova Stock Stock Stock 4Xs Coastal Scotian 4VWX

Year^ Winter Fall&Winter Summer Summer Scotia Nominal Adjusted TAC N.B. Weir Nova Shelf Adjusted
Purse Seine Purse Seine Purse Seine Gillnet Weir Landings Landings* & Shutoff Scotia Banks Landings

1963 6,871 15,093 2,955 5,345 30,264 30,264 29,366 3,000 62,630
1964 15991 24,894 4,053 12,458 57,396 57,396 29,432 2,000 88,828
1965 15,755 54,527 4,091 12,021 86,394 86,394 33,346 6,000 125,740
1966 25,645 112,457 4,413 7,711 150,226 150,226 35,805 2,000 188,031
1967 20,888 117,382 5,398 12,475 156,143 156,741 30,032 1,000 187,773
1968 42,223 133,267 5,884 12,571 193,945 196,362 33,145 18,000 247,507
1969 25,112 13,202 84,525 3,474 10,744 137,057 150,462 26,539 121,000 298,001
1970 27,107 14,749 74,849 5,019 11,706 133,430 190,382 15,840 87,000 293,222
1971 52,535 4,868 35,071 4,607 8,081 105,162 129,101 12,660 28,000 169,761
1972 25,656 32,174 61,158 3,789 6,766 129,543 153,449 32,699 21,000 207,148
1973 8,348 27,322 36,618 5,205 12,492 89,985 122,687 19,935 14,000 156,622
1974 27,044 10,563 76,859 4,285 6,436 125,187 149,670 20,602 170,272
1975 27,030 1,152 79,605 4,995 7,404 120,186 143,897 30,819 174,716
1976 37,196 746 58,395 8,322 5,959 110,618 115,178 29,206 144,384
1977 23,251 1,236 68,538 18,523 5,213 116,761 117,171 109,000 23,487 140,658
1978 17,274 6,519 57,973 6,059 8,057 95,882 114,000 110,000 38,842 152,842
1979 14,073 3,839 25,265 4,363 9,307 56,847 77,500 99,000 37,828 115,328
1980 8,958 1,443 44,986 19,804 2,383 77,574 107,000 65,000 13,525 120,525
1981 18,588 1,368 53,799 11,985 1,966 87,706 137,000 100,000 19,080 156,080
1982 12,275 103 64,344 6,799 1,212 84,733 105,800 80,200 25,963 131,763
1983 8,226 2,157 63,379 8,762 918 83,442 117,400 82,000 11,383 128,783
1984 6,336 5,683 58,354 4,490 2,684 77,547 135,900 80,000 8,698 144,598
1985 8,751 5,419 87,167 5,584 4,062 110,983 165,000 125,000 27,863 192,863
1986 8,414 3,365 56,139 3,533 1,958 73,409 100,000 97,600 27,883 127,883
1987 8,780 5,139 77,706 2,289 6,786 100,700 147,100 126,500 27,320 174,420
1988 8,503 7,876 98,371 695 7,518 124,653 199,600 151,200 33,421 233,021
1989 6,169 5,896 68,089 95 3,308 83,557 97,500 151,200 44,112 141,612
1990 8,316 10,705 77,545 243 4,049 102,627 172,900 151,200 38,778 211,678
1991 17,878 2,024 73,619 538 1,498 97,010 130,800 151,200 24,576 155,376
1992 14,310 1,298 80,807 395 2,227 100,227 136,000 125,000 31,967 167,967
1993 10,731 2,376 81,478 556 2,662 98,464 105,089 151,200 31,573 136,662
1994 9,872 3,174 64,509 339 2,045 80,099 80,099 151,200 22,241 102,340
1995 3,191 7,235 48,481 302 3,049 62,499 62,499 80,000 18,248 80,747
1996 2,049 3,305 42,708 6,340 3,476 58,068 58,068 57,000 15,913 1,450 11,745 87,176
1997 1,759 2,926 40,357 6,816 4,019 56,117 56,117 57,000 20,552 2,340 20,261 99,270
1998 1,405 1,494 67,433 2,231 4,464 77,027 77,027 90,000 20,091 4,120 5,591 106,829
1999 1,235 4,764 64,432 1,660 5,461 77,552 77,552 105,000 18,644 5,618 12,646 114,460
2000 1,012 4,738 78,010 823 701 85,284 85,284 100,000 16,829 4,283 2,182 108,578
2001 0 4,001 62,004 1,857 3,708 71,570 71,570 78,000 20,209 6,006 12,503 110,288
2002 367 5,257 69,894 393 1,143 77,054 77,054 78,000 11,874 10,375 7,039 106,342
2003 0 8,860 79,140 439 921 89,360 89,360 93,000 9,003 9,162 998 108,523
2004 0 5,659 69,015 225 3,130 78,029 78,029 83,000 20,686 6,924 4,165 109,804
2005 0 2,601 43,487 566 2,245 48,899 48,899 50,000 13,055 6,311 5,263 73,528
2006 0 930 45,002 719 2,508 49,159 49,159 50,000 12,863 6,566 9,809 78,397
2007 0 1,847 46,045 1,334 1,130 50,356 50,356 50,000 30,944 5,240 5,385 91,925
2008 0 2,000 50,022 15 2,524 54,561 54,561 55,000 6,447 3,704 918 65,631
2009 0 2,807 50,802 117 387 54,113 54,113 55,000 4,031 9,783 9,088 77,015
2010 0 2,787 41,345 204 1,198 45,534 45,534 55,000 10,958 5,575 11,862 73,929

^Annual landings by purse seiners are defined for the period from October 15 of the preceding year to October 14 of the current year.
*Adjusted totals includes misreporting adjustments for 1978-84 (Mace 1985) and for 1985-93 (Stephenson 1993, Stephenson et al 1994)
  All landings by other gear types are for the calendar year.
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The same trend can also be seen in the NB weir landings, which are presented separately in Table 92, 
from 1978 to 2009. Compared to the joint weir/shutoff landings the weir landings were less.  The trends 
are similar, however, and the landings vary from 7,858 tons in 1978 to 387 tons in 2009.  Highs occurred 
in late 1980's and late 1990's. In the past 10 years landings started low, at 683 tons and peaked in 2004 to 
3,708.  Overall, weir landings decline sharply from 3,708 tons in 2001 to 387 tons in 2009. 
 
Table 92  Monthly Nova Scotia weir landings (t) for 1978 to 2009 

 
Source: Canadian DFO 
  

YEAR Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Year Total
1978 1 490 3,704 2,990 239 46 111 198 79 7,858
1979 811 3,458 1,418 420 39 136 57 6,339
1980 69 647 1,271 395 2,383
1981 50 437 983 276 37 41 1,824
1982 16 267 468 195 172 12 1,130
1983 2 286 141 188 208 53 18 896
1984 113 1,032 736 602 220 2,702
1985 378 1,799 1,378 489 11 4,055
1986 385 403 71 704 390 5 1,957
1987 1,503 2,526 1,215 1,166 367 6,776
1988 1,217 2,976 1,696 1,204 386 7,480
1989 340 1,018 870 843 226 3,296
1990 208 973 1,482 879 538 52 4,132
1991 3 23 149 719 342 262 1,498
1992 35 659 405 754 371 2,224
1993 226 908 608 867 53 2,662
1994 111 736 499 519 180 2,045
1995 236 1,255 1,059 470 29 3,049
1996 430 1,267 1,232 358 188 3,476
1997 70 1,874 1,739 271 65 4,019
1998 1,304 1,677 390 359 317 4,048
1999 1,958 1,513 547 488 31 4,537
2000 16 151 326 191 683
2001 105 1,439 1,565 391 207 3,708
2002 23 95 240 558 228 1,143
2003 98 126 68 344 284 921
2004 667 873 1,370 219 3,130
2005 11 84 731 472 828 118 2,245
2006 195 138 414 1,447 182 115 2,491
2007 26 11 290 579 224 1,130
2008 1,136 381 836 171 2,524
2009 110 233 44 0 387

NS Average Catch (t) 5 385 1,090 852 604 200 72 65 79 3,108
NS Minimum Catch (t) 1 16 11 68 44 0 5 11 79 387
NS Maximum Catch (t) 11 1,958 3,704 2,990 1,447 538 136 198 79 7,858
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Table 93 summarizes the number of active weirs and the average catch per weir from 1978-2010.  The 
NB weir fishery that catches fish from the Atlantic herring stock complex; the Nova Scotia (NS) weir 
fishery primarily catches herring from a different stock.  The number of active weirs in NB has declined 
steadily from 208 in 1987 to 38 in 2009.  The number of weirs was reduced by almost half between 2008 
and 2009, and by more than two-thirds since 2001.  Catch per weir in NB has remained relatively 
constant, however, with lower values in 1984 and 1985 as well as 2008 and 2009, but increased in 2010. 
 
Table 93  Annual catch (t), number of active weirs and the catch per weir (t) for New 

Brunswick and Nova Scotia weirs from 1978 to 2010 

 
Source: Canadian DFO 
 
  

Annual Catch (t) No. Active Weirs Catch per weir (t)
Year NB NS Total Catch NB NS Total No. NB NS Average

1978 33,599         7,858         41,458         208 31 239 162 253 173
1979 32,579         6,339         38,918         210 27 237 155 235 164
1980 11,066         2,383         13,449         120 29 149 92 82 90
1981 14,968         1,824         16,793         147 28 175 102 65 96
1982 22,181         1,130         23,311         159 19 178 140 59 131
1983 12,568         896            13,464         143 23 166 88 39 81
1984 8,353           2,702         11,056         116 13 129 72 208 86
1985 26,718         4,055         30,774         156 14 170 171 290 181
1986 27,516         1,957         29,473         105 18 123 262 109 240
1987 26,621         6,776         33,397         123 21 144 216 323 232
1988 38,235         7,480         45,715         191 21 212 200 356 216
1989 43,520         3,296         46,817         171 20 191 255 165 245
1990 39,808         4,132         43,940         154 22 176 258 188 250
1991 23,717         1,498         25,216         143 20 163 166 75 155
1992 31,981         2,224         34,206         151 12 163 212 185 210
1993 31,328         2,662         33,990         145 10 155 216 266 219
1994 20,618         2,045         22,662         129 11 140 160 186 162
1995 18,228         3,049         21,277         106 10 116 172 305 183
1996 15,781         3,476         19,257         101 12 113 156 290 170
1997 20,396         4,019         24,415         102 15 117 200 268 209
1998 19,529         4,048         23,577         108 15 123 181 270 192
1999 19,063         4,537         23,600         100 14 114 191 324 207
2000 16,376         683            17,058         77 3 80 213 228 213
2001 20,064         3,708         23,772         101 14 115 199 265 207
2002 11,807         1,143         12,950         83 9 92 142 127 141
2003 9,003           921            9,924           78 8 86 115 115 115
2004 20,620         3,130         23,750         84 8 92 245 391 258
2005 12,639         2,245         14,884         76 10 86 166 225 173
2006 11,641         2,491         14,132         89 6 95 131 415 149
2007 30,145         1,130         31,275         97 8 105 311 141 298
2008 6,041           2,524         8,565           76 8 84 79 315 102
2009 3,603           387            3,990           38 7 45 95 55 89
2010 10,671         1,198         11,868         77 8 85 139 150 140

Average 20,939         2,968         23,907         120 15 135 172 211 175
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4.5.3 Communities 

4.5.3.1 Communities Introduction and Background 
This section summarizes available fishery, social, economic, and cultural information about communities 
of interest for Amendment 5 to the Herring FMP – that is, communities most engaged in the herring 
fishery that may be affected by the Amendment 5 management measures.  Information contained in this 
section is useful for assessing the economic, social, and community impacts of the Amendment 5 
management measures and helps to meet the Council’s legal requirements under the Magnuson-Stevens 
Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSFCMA) and the National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) as well as other applicable laws. 
 
NEPA requires Federal agencies to consider the interactions of natural and human environments, and the 
impacts on both systems of any changes due to governmental activities or policies.  This consideration is 
to be done through the use of "a systematic, interdisciplinary approach, which will ensure the integrated 
use of the natural and social sciences ... in planning and decision-making," [NEPA section 102(2)(a)].  
Unquantified environmental amenities and values must be considered and weighed on par with technical 
and economic considerations.  Unquantified amenities and values include such factors as angler 
satisfaction, job satisfaction and an independent life-style for commercial fishermen, and the opportunity 
to see species, such as salmon, in the wild for the non-consumptive user of marine fishery resources.  
Technical considerations include the management of fishing gears and enforceability of regulations. 
 
NEPA specifies that the term “human environment” shall be interpreted comprehensively to include the 
natural and physical environment and the relationship of people with that environment [40 CFR 1508.14].  
When analyses predict that a fishery management action or policy will have a significant effect on the 
human environment, a detailed Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), including results of various 
analyses, must be prepared.  The Herring Amendment 5 development process consequently requires the 
development of an EIS.  While the natural and physical environment and the relationship of people and 
communities with that environment are comprehensively addressed in the Affected Environment section 
of this document, the AHE more specifically refers to the fishery-related businesses and communities that 
are relevant to the Atlantic herring fishery. 
 
The MSFCMA has reflected the NEPA approach in the National Standards for fishery management.  The 
“prohibition on overfishing” standard (NS1), “use of best available scientific information” standard 
(NS2), and the “fair and equitable allocation” standard (NS4) are examples of this.  Where a “system for 
limiting access to the fishery in order to achieve optimum yield” [MSFCMA section 303(b)(6)] is deemed 
necessary, the MSFCMA requires the Secretary of Commerce and the Council to consider in depth the 
economic and social impacts of the system.  In 1990, the MSFCMA was amended further and required 
that an FMP must assess, specify, and describe the likely effects of conservation and management 
measures on participants in the affected fishery, and the effects on participants in other fisheries that may 
be affected directly or indirectly [MSFCMA section 303(a)(9)].  This requirement strengthened the 
relationship between the MSFCMA and NEPA. 
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In the 1996 amendments to the MSFCMA, Congress added provisions directly related to social and 
economic factors for consideration by Councils and NMFS.  National Standard 8 of the MSFCMA states 
that: 

Conservation and management measures shall, consistent with the conservation 
requirements of this Act (including the prevention of overfishing and rebuilding of 
overfished stocks), take into account the importance of fishery resources to fishing 
communities in order to (A) provide for sustained participation of such 
communities, and (B) to the extent practicable, minimize adverse economic impacts 
on such communities. 

 
National Standard 8 requires the consideration of impacts on fishing communities.  Section 316 of 
MSFCMA defines a fishing community as: 

“A community which is substantially dependent on or substantially engaged in the 
harvesting or processing of fishery resources to meet social and economic needs, and 
includes fishing vessel owners, operators, and crew and United States fish processors 
that are based in such community.” 

Current guidance on National Standard 8 defines a community as a town or city, a geographic unit that 
might fit the Census Bureau’s definition of a “place.”  It is important to note that fishing communities are 
not bounded or separated from the commerce and institutional apparatus of the larger cities and towns in 
which they are located.  In fact, most fishing communities rely on a rather complicated network of 
business and social ties that extend well beyond the boundaries of their communities and often into other 
fishing communities in the region.  For the purposes of consistency, however, the communities that are 
described and assessed in this amendment are place-based (cities and towns). 
 
In terms of the terms “substantially dependent” and “substantially engaged,” some have suggested, for 
example, that “substantial dependence” be measured in terms similar to the US Department of 
Agriculture’s criteria for determining whether rural communities are dependent on agriculture or logging.  
The Economic Research Service of the USDA, for example, classifies counties as “farming dependent” 
based on a certain percentage of economic activity (labor and proprietor income).  Some of the sources of 
data to consider in making determinations of fishing dependence are thus supplied in current guidance, 
such as landings information or numbers of participants, and the sociocultural importance of the fishery.  
With respect to determining whether a community is “substantially engaged” in the harvesting or 
processing of a fishery, existing guidance does not provide clear criteria.  While the application of a 
percentage of economic income activity may be one appropriate way to determine “substantial 
dependence,” there may be other valid criteria.  For example, criteria for “substantial dependence” could 
be based on a minimum level of activity (landings, vessels, etc.), the presence of a particular type of 
infrastructure (processing facilities, auctions, State fish piers, etc.), and/or a level of fishing activity 
(revenues, time spent fishing, etc.) (See Amendment 13 to the Northeast Multispecies FMP for additional 
discussion).  The approach used in this document to identify fishing communities that are “substantially 
engaged” in fishing, particularly in the herring fishery, utilizes these additional criteria. 
 
Herring Communities 

In this document, for the purposes of gaining a better perspective on the nature of the Atlantic herring 
fishery and the character of the affected human environment, a broader interpretation of fishing 
community has been applied to include almost all communities with a substantial involvement in or 
dependence on the Atlantic herring fishery.  In terms of National Standard 8, some of the communities 
identified in this section may not fit the strict interpretation of the criteria for substantial dependence on 
fishing.  The fishing communities that meet the legal definition (as promulgated through National 
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Standard 8) are likely to be considered a subset of the broader group of communities of interest that are 
engaged in the herring fishery and identified in this document. 
 
Because herring is widely used as bait for the lobster fishery, especially in Maine, it is not practical to 
identify every community with substantial involvement in the lobster fishery (and consequently some 
level of dependence on the herring fishery) for assessment in this document.  Instead, some of the 
communities of interest were selected, in part, because of their involvement in or dependence on the 
lobster fishery; assessment of the impacts of the Amendment 1 measures on these communities should 
provide enough context to understand the potential impacts on any community with substantial 
involvement in the lobster fishery.  Parallels can be drawn between the communities that are identified in 
this section and other similar communities engaged in the lobster fishery. 
 
National Standard 8 requires the Council to consider the importance of fishery resources to affected 
communities and provide those communities with continuing access to fishery resources, but it does not 
allow the Council to compromise the conservation objectives of the management measures.  “Sustained 
participation” is interpreted as continued access to the fishery within the constraints of the condition of 
the resource. 
 
In summary, a full range of impact assessments – ecological, economic, and social – are necessary not 
only to meet MSFCMA and NEPA requirements, but also to improve the Council’s decision-making 
process. 
 

4.5.3.2 Amendment 5 Communities of Interest 
The purpose of identifying communities of interest is to ensure that more thorough consideration is given 
to the potential impacts on those communities, which are most involved in the herring fishery and/or most 
important to the operation of the herring fishery as a whole.  This helps the Council to better meet the 
requirements of NEPA as well as National Standard 8 to the MSFCMA.  Note that some communities 
have been grouped together to acknowledge geographic proximity as well as similarities in terms of 
participation in and dependence on the herring fishery. 
 
Unlike some other fisheries in the region (multispecies, for example), the herring fishery is a smaller, 
more discrete fishery whose participating vessels and communities are easier to identify.  Communities of 
Interest for Amendment 1 to the Herring FMP were selected because they meet at least one (and more 
than one in most cases) of the following five criteria: 
 
1. Atlantic herring landings averaging at least 10,000,000 pounds (4,536 mt) per year from 1997-

2008, or anticipated landings above this level based on interviews and documented fishery-
related developments. 

When this criterion was selected for Amendment 1, landings of 10,000,000 pounds (4,536 mt) in a year 
indicated a relatively substantial degree of participation in the herring fishery, since 10,000,000 pounds 
equated to 7.5% of the Area 1A and 3 TACs; 45.4% of the Area 1B TAC; and 9% of the Area 2 TAC. 
 
With lower ACLs associated with Amendment 5, 10,000,000 pounds equates to 17% of Area 1A’s ACL; 
100% of the Area 1B’s ACL; 20% of the Area 2’s ACL; and 12% of Area 3’s ACL.  Only five ports or 
port clusters in the region landed over 120,000,000 pounds in the 12 years: Gloucester and New Bedford 
in Massachusetts; Portland and Rockland in Maine; and the southern Rhode Island ports (Narragansett, 
Newport and North Kingston). 
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When The FSEIS for Amendment 1 was written, the criteria anticipated potentially higher landings 
because shoreside facilities for the Atlantic herring fishery were considered “developing” in some areas. 
Shoreside processing plants had opened in Gloucester and New Bedford that had capacity for receiving 
and processing large volumes of herring and other pelagic species.  The development of these two 
facilities and the potential to increase landings in the communities where these facilities were located was 
recognized.  
 
Landings data alone, however, are not adequate to identify all of the communities that are engaged in the 
herring fishery.  Because the fishery is a high-volume fishery, the most active participating vessels are 
relatively large, and many vessels come into port “loaded down” with herring.  When landing large 
volumes of fish, herring vessels generally require larger, deep-water ports to ensure that they can land 
safely without running aground.  Consequently, large volumes of herring landings tend to be concentrated 
in a relatively small number of ports. 
 
A transportation network is essential for distributing herring throughout the region from herring vessels to 
processing facilities, bait facilities, and lobster vessels, all of which are engaged in and dependent on the 
herring fishery to varying degrees.  In some cases, processing facilities and other infrastructure dependent 
on herring are located in communities with few or no landings of herring, but these facilities employ 
many individuals and are important social and economic components of the fishery.  As a result, it is 
necessary to consider criteria other than landings to identify the communities of interest in this 
amendment. 
 
 
2. Infrastructure dependent in part or whole on Atlantic herring. 

Infrastructure for the Atlantic herring fishery includes: 

• Shoreside processing facilities for food production (whole frozen); 
• Shoreside processing facilities for bait production (salting, etc.); 
• At-sea processing facilities (freezer vessels); and 
• Trucking and other essential services for distributing fish. 
 
Infrastructure and the opportunity to capitalize on available markets for herring are important elements of 
the fishery.  For the most part, infrastructure in this fishery, whether shoreside or at-sea, is dedicated 
solely to serving the small pelagic fisheries (herring and mackerel, primarily).  Very few elements of the 
infrastructure are engaged in other fisheries such as multispecies, monkfish, or scallops.  The investments 
that have been made in the infrastructure for the Atlantic herring fishery reflect a long-term commitment 
to this fishery. 
 
As previously noted, the number of ports that are capable of accommodating large herring vessels that 
land large volumes of fish is relatively small.  A transportation network is essential to ensuring that 
herring are distributed as rapidly as possible to processing and other facilities.  Trucking and 
transportation services are therefore a critical element of the infrastructure for this fishery. 
 
The last sardine cannery in the U.S. closed in 2010.  It had relied on herring for 100% of its operation. For 
the most part, the whole frozen processing facilities rely on a combination of herring and mackerel for 
100% of their operations.  No Joint venture (JV) and internal waters processing (IWP) operations at-sea 
have received quota in the Atlantic herring fishery in recent years.  
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3. Dependence on herring as lobster and/or tuna bait. 

Atlantic herring is important bait for the lobster and tuna fisheries, as well as for other primarily 
recreational fisheries (striped bass, for example).  In fact, herring is the bait of choice in the State of 
Maine, particularly for their critical lobster fishery.  Consequently, consideration of a community’s 
dependence on herring for bait purposes is essential, as any changes to the supply of herring bait in some 
areas could produce negative impacts across other fisheries such as the lobster and tuna fisheries.  In other 
words, management measures in this amendment that may affect the supply of bait could result in 
multiplier effects throughout the numerous coastal communities that depend largely on herring bait. 
 
Another consideration related to dependence on herring bait is the importance of herring as a forage fish 
for many species and the overall role of herring in the ecosystem.  Individuals from communities that are 
dependent on herring for bait have expressed concern about the supply of herring for forage purposes and 
the need to maintain an adequate amount of herring in the ocean as prey for other valuable (commercial 
and recreational) species.  Including dependence on herring as bait as a criterion for identifying 
communities of interest in this amendment provides an opportunity to consider the importance of herring 
as forage as well as any social and community impacts related to this issue.  
 
While it is not feasible to identify every community that depends on herring for bait as a community of 
interest in Amendment 5, several communities were identified based on an exceptionally high degree of 
dependence on herring for bait.  Assessment of the impacts of the Amendment 5 measures on these 
selected communities provides context to understand the potential impacts on any community that 
depends on herring for bait.  Parallels can be drawn between the communities that are identified in this 
section and other similar communities engaged in the lobster, tuna, striped bass, and other recreational 
fisheries. 
 
 
4. Geographic isolation in combination with some level of dependence on the Atlantic herring 

fishery. 

Geographic isolation is an important consideration for communities that exhibit dependence on the 
Atlantic herring fishery.  In general, dependence on fishing and opportunities to seek alternatives to 
fishing decrease as the geographic isolation of a community increases.  The isolation of some coastal 
communities (those in Downeast Maine, for example) has clearly contributed to the dependence of these 
communities on the marine environment.  Communities that are more geographically isolated and 
dependent on herring in some way may proportionately be more affected by management measures that 
decrease the supply of herring or opportunities in the fishery.  Since transportation is such an important 
element of the herring fishery, the lack of major thoroughfare in geographically isolated communities 
may exacerbate problems associated with changes in supply and opportunities in the fishery. 
 
 
5. Utilization of Atlantic herring for value-added production. 

Since the closing of the sardine cannery in Prospect Harbor in 2010 and the sale of Engelhard Corporation 
in Eastport that had processed herring scales for pearl essence, there is currently no value-added 
production associated with herring. In the future, processing herring for pickling or other products for 
specialty markets is feasible.  As the FEIS for Amendment One noted, value-added production suggests 
that a facility may have invested in niche or specialty markets for the fishery, which may be more 
sensitive to changes in supply.  Reports on the closing of the cannery in Prospect Harbor suggest that this 
is the case (Seelye, 2010). 
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Based on the five criteria described above, the following communities of interest are identified for the 
purposes of analysis in this amendment: 

1. Portland, Maine 

2. Rockland, Maine 

3. Stonington/Deer Isle, Maine 

4. Vinalhaven, Maine 

5. Lubec/Eastport, Maine 

6. Sebasco Estates, Maine 

7. NH Seacoast – Newington, Portsmouth, Hampton/Seabrook 

8. Gloucester, Massachusetts 

9. New Bedford, Massachusetts 

10. Southern Rhode Island – Point Judith, Newport, North Kingstown 

11. Cape May, New Jersey 
 
Profiles of these communities, including important demographic and social information, are provided in 
“Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can be accessed at 
www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  In some cases, the groups of communities 
identified above have been disaggregated so that information specific to certain communities can be 
provided and so that important details about individual communities are not lost. 
 
 

4.5.3.2.1 Portland, Maine 
A detailed profile of Portland, Maine, including important social and demographic information, is 
provided in “Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can be accessed at 
www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  Portland’s involvement in fisheries is 
summarized below. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional 

Fishing Associations 

One of the most important fishing associations in Portland is the Portland Fish Exchange.  Opened in 
1986, it was the first display fish auction in the United States.  According to the Fish Exchange website, it 
offloads and auctions approximately 90% of Maine’s annual regulated groundfish catch (www.pfex.com). 
Currently the auction receives landings in the mornings and auctions the fish at eleven on Sunday and at 
noon, Monday through Thursday.  In addition, it holds an evening auction in the winter for Northern 
shrimp. 
 
Other fishing associations in Portland include Maine Urchin Harvesters Association and the Associated 
Fisheries of Maine (AFM). 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
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Other Fishing-Related Institutions 

Coastal Enterprises Inc. (CEI) is a private, nonprofit Community Development Corporation and 
Community Development Financial Institution.  The goal of CEI's Fisheries and Working Waterfront 
Programs is to foster the sustainable development of Maine's fisheries and fishing communities by 
making investments, initiating projects, supporting policies and assisting marine-related enterprises with 
goals that encompass the economy, the environment and equity (www.ceimaine.org/fisheries). 
 
Gulf of Maine Research Institute (GMRI) is a non-profit marine science center located in Portland.  Their 
“work strengthens five essential elements that define an enduring relationship with the ocean: healthy 
ecosystem, sustainable industries, vibrant communities, abundant opportunities and inspired children.” 
(www.gmri.com) 
 
Seafarers Friend is a non-denominational Christian organization that assists fishermen and other seafarers 
at three New England ports: Boston, Portsmouth, and Portland (for more information visit 
www.seafarersfriend.org).  They also visit ships in Salem, MA and soon Searsport, ME. The Maine 
Fishermen’s Monument Commission has a website to expand fundraising for a monument honoring 
Maine’s commercial fishing heritage (www.mainefishermensmonument.org). 
 
 
Physical 

The city of Portland has infrastructure that provides full access to and within the city. Portland has its own 
international airport, and it has several transportation options within and to the city.  Amtrak, public 
buses, and interstate and state highway systems provide public access to the city.  Public transit within the 
city includes a bus and a streetcar system. 
 
 
Commercial 

Portland’s landings come primarily from the large mesh groundfish species and from lobster. In 2009, 
37.3 million pounds were landed with a value of $16.6 million, a decrease in value from 2008 when 35.1 
million pounds were landed with a value of $22.6 million. 
 
Several facilities in Portland process lobsters including Cozy Harbor Seafood, Inc. 
(www.cozyharbor.com) and Inland Seafood that buys 7 to 9 million pounds of lobster annually (Mainebiz 
News Staff, 2010). 
 
In 2002, there were a total of 500 moorings, berthings, slips, and tie-ups for commercial and recreational 
fishermen, of which 30% were used by commercial fishermen in Bath.  A 2002 report on Working 
Waterfronts in Maine recorded 271 commercial harvesters.  At the time, Portland had 22 commercial 
private and public waterfront facilities, of which nine are dedicated to commercial fishing use.  Retention 
of commercial fishing access is considered a challenge, with development pressures, increased 
competition from tourism/recreational use, and deterioration of infrastructure reported as threats to the 
commercial fishing access (Costal Enterprises Inc, 2002).  
 
Both the number of vessels home-ported and number of vessels registered with owner’s living in Portland 
slightly decreased between 1997 and 2003.  The dollar value of landings remained relatively stable, while 
the level of fishing by landed port in Portland significantly dropped in 2003 relative to the six years prior. 
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Landings by Species 

Table 94 Portland Dollar Value by Species 1997-2008 

 Annual Average 1997-2008 2002 only 

Largemesh* $14,367,294 15,517,209 
Lobster $13,377,239 17,014,768 
Monkfish $4,465,720 4,990,587 
Other  $235,234 795,540 
Herring $3,069,730 1,968,563 
Scallops $63,209 36,073 
Smallmesh** $38,087 9,685 
Skates $38,919 53,516 
Tilefish $14,407 0 
MSB $120,615 10,653 
Dogfish $20,091 5 
Sfscupbsb   $11,181 66 
Bluefish $172 278 
* Largemesh Groundfish: cod, winter flounder, witch flounder, yellowtail flounder, American plaice, 
sand-dab flounder, haddock, white hake, redfish, and pollock 
** Smallmesh Multi-Species:  red hake, ocean pout, mixed hake, black whiting, silver hake (whiting) 
 
 
Vessels by Year 

Table 95 Portland Vessel Permits/Landings Values 1997-2010  

Year # Vessels 
 Home ported 

# Vessels 
 (Owner’s city) 

Home port value 
(millions of $) 

Landed port  
Value (millions of $) 

1997 122 50 14 43 
1998 105 44 12 35 
1999 123 53 15 42 
2000 118 45 16 45 
2001 109 39 15 34 
2002 110 43 15 40 
2003 117 42 15 27 
2004 109 40 18 35 
2005 107 47 15 35 
2006 101 43 13 28 
2007 105 55 10 25 
2008 94 45 11 24 
2009 100 49 11 18 
2010 95 44 15 19 
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Recreational 

Recreational fishing companies based in Portland (or South Portland) include: Go Fish Charters, Fishing 
With Matt and Josh, Maine Fishing Charter and Morning Flight Charters.  Boat charters and fishing 
excursions are available (www.gofishmaine.com).  First Olde Port Trolley Fleet offers whale watches and 
sunset cruises. 
 
Subsistence 

Information on subsistence fishing in Portland is either unavailable through secondary data collection or 
the practice does not exist. 
 
Atlantic Herring Fishery 

Portland is an important community involved in the Atlantic herring fishery.  It meets several criteria 
identified in Section 4.5.3.2 of this document (communities of interest): #1 (herring landings), #2 
(herring-related infrastructure), and #3 (lobster/tuna bait dependence).  Several lobster bait dealers and a 
pumping station for offloading herring are located in Portland.  Portland’s infrastructure includes major 
highways, shipping terminals, and an airport.  The port also provides many additional fishing-related 
services including ice, fuel, and vessel maintenance/repair services. 
 
Taking a six-year average (2005-2010), Portland ranked third in herring landings in the region 
(29,773,919 pounds) but in 2010, with a decrease in landings in New Bedford, moved to second place. 
 
 

4.5.3.2.2 Rockland, Maine 
A detailed profile of Rockland, Maine, including important social and demographic information, is 
provided in “Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can be accessed at 
www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  This reference also includes information about 
Sprucehead Island and Port Clyde, two fishing communities located adjacent to Rockland.  Rockland’s 
involvement in fisheries is summarized below. 
 

Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional 

The Island Institute, located in Rockland, promotes ecological research to help conservation efforts of 15 
Maine island communities, which includes research on fisheries, especially that of lobster fisheries 
(www.islandinstitute.com).  
 
Led by the Island Institute, the Working Waterfront Coalition formed in 2003 to advocate for state 
legislation that could help preserve the state’s dwindling working-waterfront access.  The Coalition’s 
efforts led to the November 2005 passage of the Working Waterfront Access Pilot Program (WWAPP), a 
$2 million state bond fund that provided grants to fishing families, municipalities, cooperatives and 
businesses to help them purchase working-waterfront property.  The WWC also advocated successfully 
for a statewide designation of working-waterfront property as coming under a “current use” taxation rate 
instead of being assessed for its development value (www.islandinstitute.com) 
 
Until mid-2004, the Conservation Law Foundation (CLF) had an office based in Rockland, but it is now 
located Brunswick. 
 

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
http://www.wwapp.org/
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Fishing Associations 

Apart from the Maine Lobstermen’s Association whose members come from virtually all coastal 
communities, no active fishing associations were identified for Rockland in secondary data sources. 
 
Commercial 
According to the landings data collected on federally managed species, Rockland’s commercial fishery is 
primarily based on the herring and lobster fisheries.  According to Fisheries of the United States-2009, 
landings in Rockland totaled 29.6 million pounds in 2008 and 21.4 million pounds in 2009 (NOAA, 
2010)  For the 6-year period, 2005-2010, the annual average for herring landings in Rockland was 
27,546,362 pounds. 
 
In 2002, there were a total of 675 moorings, berthings, slips, and tie-ups for commercial and recreational 
fishermen, of which commercial fishermen in Rockland used 4%.  The city had 21 commercial private 
and public waterfront facilities, of which two were dedicated to commercial fishing use.  Commercial 
fishing access is not perceived as a problem, but both issues of development pressures and the decline in 
the commercial fishing industry are reported as threats to commercial fishing access (Coastal Enterprises, 
Inc., 2002).  
 
Table 96 Rockland Dollar Value by Species 1997-2008 

  
Annual average  
1997-2008 2002 only 

Herring  3,160,804 1,403,932 
Lobster  4,630,274 2,498,980 
Other  763,830 141,078 
Largemesh  97,393 67,925 
Scallop  606 151,842 
Monkfish  58,991 36,206 
Skates  423 347 
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Table 97 Rockland Vessel Permits/Landings 1997-2010 

ROCKLAND 
Year 

 # Vessels 
home ported 

# Vessels 
(owner's city) 

Home port 
value  

($100,000) 

Landed port 
value 

($100,000) 
1997 42 17 29.6 72.7 
1998 32 16 13.3 64.4 
1999 28 14 14.3 39.1 
2000 29 14 10.6 82.1 
2001 32 15 9.8 64.2 
2002 30 13 9.1 43 
2003 26 15 14.3 44 
2004 32 18 43 84 
2005 30 14 55 74 
2006 22 9 61 128 
2007 19 11 46 96 
2008 19 9 54 48 
2009 19 10 42 106 
2010 17 9 45 106 

 
 
Recreational 

There are a number of recreational fishing companies that are based in Knox County, close to Rockland 
(ME DMR, 2006).  These include Holy Mackerel Charters in Owls Head and Captain Fred T. Griego in 
Camden. 
 
Subsistence 

No information has been obtained at this time on subsistence fishing. 
 
Atlantic Herring Fishery 

Rockland is an important community involved in the Atlantic herring fishery.  It meets several criteria 
identified in Section 4.5.3.2 of this document (communities of interest): #1 (herring landings), #2 
(herring-related infrastructure), and #3 (lobster/tuna bait dependence).  To a lesser extent, it meets criteria 
#4 (geographic isolation).  Several lobster bait dealers, large and small, and a pumping station for 
offloading herring are located in Rockland.  In addition, there are freezer facilities to store lobster bait and 
ice services in Rockland.  The port also provides other fishing-related services.  Ferry service provides 
transportation to Vinalhaven and other nearby island communities. 
 
At an average of 27,546,362 pounds, Rockland ranked fourth in herring landings in the region over the 
six-year period 2005-2010, though 2009 and 2010 landings were noticeably lower. 
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4.5.3.2.3 Stonington, Maine 
A detailed profile of Stonington, Maine, including important social and demographic information, is 
provided in “Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can be accessed at 
www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  Stonington’s involvement in fisheries is 
summarized below.  The neighbor communities of Stonington and Deer Isle may be considered 
representative, sharing characteristics with many other small, somewhat isolated communities in Maine 
dependent on herring for lobster bait. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional 

Fishing Associations 

Committed to building marine stewardship at a local, community level, Penobscot East Resource Center 
was founded in 2003 in Stonington as an outgrowth of The Stonington Fisheries Alliance. In 2005, Ted 
Ames, Penobscot East’s vice-chair, was awarded a MacArthur Fellowship. The Center has numerous 
collaborators and partners in the region (www.penobscoteast.com) including the Northwest Atlantic 
Marine Alliance (NAMA) (www.namanet.org) and Cobscook Bay Resource Center (www.cobscook.org). 
 
Other associations include Stonington Lobster Cooperative, Stonington Fisheries Alliance, Downeast 
Lobstermen’s Association in Deer Isle, Deer Isle-Stonington Shellfish Committee, and Island 
Fishermen’s Wives Association. 
 
Fishery Assistance Centers 

Island Fishermen’s Wives Association has provided support to the families of the commercial fishing 
industry for over 15 years. 
 
Other Fishing-Related Institutions 

The Maine Sea Grant Program, the School of Marine Sciences, and the Lobster Institute, all located in 
Orono, ME, are involved in Stonington fisheries (Maine Fishermen’s Forum, 2009).  The Commercial 
Fisheries News, the premiere monthly fishing industry newspaper for the Atlantic coast, is located in 
Stonington (www.aquanic.org)  The Lobster Zone Council (Zone C) is empowered to set trap limits and 
other management techniques on a zone-by-zone basis, subject to the oversight of the state’s Department 
of Marine Resources (Rhode Island Sea Grant, 2009) 
 
Commercial 

In 2009, recorded annual fisheries landings for Stonington totaled 14.8 million pounds with a landed 
value of $26.5 million (NOAA, 2010). 
 
The Maine purse seine fleet consists of five vessels with principal ports of Addison, Prospect Harbor, 
Rockland, and Stonington.  This sector made 340 trips and landed 20,256 mt of herring in 2003.  The 
majority of the landings were from vessels with a port designation of Rockland or Stonington.  Ninety 
five percent of the landings by this sector came from Area 1A (adjacent to Stonington) in 2003.  Eighty 
two percent of the total revenues for this sector came from Atlantic herring in 2003.  Maine had the 
highest reported landings (46%) in 2003, followed by Massachusetts (38%), New Hampshire (8%), and 
Rhode Island (7%). 
 
 
 

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
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Landings by Species 

Table 98 Stonington Dollar Value by Species 1997-2010 

Catch Annual Average  
1997-2008 2002 

Lobster  24,943,249 19,907,431 
Other  1,051,836 965,252 

Herring  29,522 509,804 
Scallops  163,992 241,417 

Largemesh* 100,720 106,910 
Monkfish  3,947 2,446 

Smallmesh 46 0 
* Largemesh Groundfish: cod, winter flounder, yellowtail flounder, American plaice, sand-dab flounder, 
haddock, white hake, redfish, and pollock 
 
 
Vessels by Year 

Table 99 Stonington Vessels Permits/Landings 1997-2010  

Year # Vessels home 
ported 

# Vessels 
(Owner’s city) 

Home port  
Value ($) 

Landed port  
Value ($) 

1997 44                     36                       653,135                    10,718,821 
1998 44                     33                       506,533                      9,739,864 
1999 46                     33                       270,941                      9,123,045 
2000 49                     35                       234,698                    18,003,137 
2001 52                     33                       509,830                    16,616,914 
2002 59                     40                       429,571                    21,733,899 
2003 65                     44                       413,737                    20,544,254 
2004 71 45 320,936 22,421,527 
2005 79 51 905,326 32,325,429 
2006 76 48 404,453 34,327,204 
2007 70 42 601,570 28,891,240 
2008 68 39 10,311,136 27,521,636 
2009 67 39 10,124,741 26,819,689 
2010 68 38 14,707,059 16,976,794 

 
Recreational 

No recreational charter boats are listed by the Division of Marine Resources as based in Stonington, but 
there are several nearby (in Hancock County) (ME DMR, 2008). 
 
Subsistence 

Information on subsistence fishing in Stonington is either unavailable through secondary data collection 
or the practice does not exist. 
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Atlantic Herring Fishery 

Stonington is involved in the Atlantic herring fishery primarily through its dependence on herring for 
lobster bait.  It meets criteria #3 (lobster/tuna bait dependence) and #4 (geographic isolation) identified in 
Section 4.5.3.2 of this document (communities of interest).  Stonington and Deer Isle may be considered 
representative communities, sharing characteristics with many other small, somewhat isolated 
communities in Maine dependent on herring for lobster bait. 
 
Stonington reported an annual average of herring landings for the six-year period 2005-2010 of 8,575,217 
pounds, though there was a precipitous drop in landings in 2010 to just under 3 million pounds. 
 
 

4.5.3.2.4 Deer Isle, Maine 
A detailed profile of Deer Isle, Maine, including important social and demographic information, is 
provided in “Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can be accessed at 
www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  Deer Isle’s involvement in fisheries is 
summarized below.  Neighbors Stonington and Deer Isle may be considered representative communities, 
sharing characteristics with many other small, somewhat isolated communities in Maine dependent on 
herring for lobster bait. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional 

Fishing Associations 

Fishing associations are Downeast Lobstermen’s Association in Deer Isle, Deer Isle-Stonington Shellfish 
Committee, and Island Fishermen’s Wives Association. 
 
Fishery Assistance Centers 

As noted above, the Island Fishermen’s Wives Association has provided support to the families of the 
commercial fishing industry for over 15 years. 
 
Other Fishing Related Institutions 

The Maine Sea Grant Program, the School of Marine Sciences, and the Lobster Institute all located in 
Orono, ME, are involved in Stonington and Deer Isle fisheries (ME Fishermen’s Forum, 2009)  Lobster 
Zone Council (Zone C) is empowered to set trap limits and other management techniques on a zone-by-
zone basis, subject to the oversight of the state’s Department of Marine Resources (Rhode Island Sea 
Grant, 2009). 
 
Commercial 

The Conary Cove Lobster Company located in Deer Isle is wholesale and retail vendor of seafood. In 
2002 recorded annual landings for Maine totaled 197 million pounds with a landing value of $279.4 
million (NMFS, 2002).  Commercial fisheries landings in 2010 were 251,299,375 pounds with a value of 
$450.6 million (ME DMR, 2008).  Deer Isle annual landing value for 2002 was $376,994 including an 
annual lobster landing value of $361,105. In 2003, the value of landings at dealer-reported port was 
$896,389. 
 
 
 

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
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Landings by Species 

Table 100 Deer Isle Dollar Values by Species 

Catch Annual Average  
1997-2008 2002 

Lobster  2,984,573 316,105 
Scallops  61,374 0 
Other  58,124 60,889 

 
Vessels by Year 

Table 101 Deer Isle Vessel Permits/Landings Value 1997-2010  

Year # Vessels 
 Home ported 

# Vessels  
(Owner’s city) Home port value ($) Landed port value ($) 

1997 10 19                                0 4,253,859 
1998 10 19                                0 6,233,997 
1999 11 23                       80,812 7,699,074 
2000 12 23                            581 2,142,604 
2001 13 29                                0 0 
2002 24 41                                0 0 

2003 17 34                                   0 0 

2004 27 53 0 0 

2005 27 55 0 0 
2006 23 49 0 0 
2007 26 53 0 0 
2008 27 54 0 0 
2009 27 54 0 0 
2010 29 55 0 0 

 
Recreational 

No listings specifically cite Deer Island, but the state’s Division of Marine Resources offers several 
businesses nearby (in Hancock County) (ME DMR, 2008). 
 
Subsistence 

Information on subsistence fishing in Deer Isle is either not available through secondary data collection or 
the practice does not exist. 
 
Atlantic Herring Fishery 
Deer Isle is involved in the Atlantic herring fishery primarily through its dependence on herring for 
lobster bait.  It meets criteria #3 (lobster/tuna bait dependence) and #4 (geographic isolation) identified in 
Section 4.5.3.2 of this document (communities of interest).  Stonington and Deer Isle may be considered 
representative communities, sharing characteristics with many other small, somewhat isolated 
communities in Maine dependent on herring for lobster bait. 
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4.5.3.2.5 Vinalhaven, Maine 
A detailed profile of Vinalhaven, Maine, including important social and demographic information, is 
provided in “Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can be accessed at 
www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  Vinalhaven’s involvement in fisheries is 
summarized and additional information collected by Herring PDT members is provided below. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional 

Fishing Associations 

Vinalhaven Fishermen’s Coop supplies their lobstermen owner-operators with bait and fuel and 
distributes their lobsters to customers throughout the world (www.vinalhavencoop.com) 
 
The bait company, Alfred Osgood, is a member of The Maine Lobstermen’s Association (Maine Lobster 
Association, 2010)  
 
Fishery Assistance Centers 

The Island Fishermen’s Wives Association supports the fishing community in many ways: school 
programs and scholarships, emergency financial assistance to fishing people and their families; ongoing 
commitment to preserve the fishing heritage and educating the public about the industry; survival and 
safety education with help from the US Coast Guard (www.islandinstitute.com) 
 
Commercial 

The majority of landings in Vinalhaven are lobster.  Two hundred lobster boats are clustered in 
Vinalhaven’s Carver’s Harbor and four lobster-buying stations are nearby (www.islandinstitute.com). In 
2006, there were 304 commercial licenses issued to Vinalhaven residents.  
 
Maine’s Department of Marine Resources reported in 2003 that 19,758,705 pounds of lobster were landed 
in Knox County; in 2010 there were 24,559,336 pounds landed, valued at $79,900,141.  Two purse 
seiners landed herring for bait in Vinalhaven in 1999 (Hall-Arbor et al, 2001).  There is also some crab, 
shrimp, and scallop fishing but no finfishing, apart from baitfish (pers. comm.). 
 
The number of vessels home-ported in Vinalhaven increased from 1997 to 2004, and then fell.  Since 
1997 the homeport value has decreased by more than half while the landed port value increased from $13 
million in 1997 to $30 million in 2005, but fell to $20 million in 2010.  
 
There were no processing plants in Vinalhaven in 2004, however the town previously had a processing 
plant that they leased out to a private company known as "Claw Island"; it had 70 employees, and ran 3 8-
hour shifts, which processed crabs or shrimp in winter, and lobster in summer.  In 2000, Claw Island was 
bought out and after encountering too many problems operating the processing plant on the island, it 
moved to South Portland (www.clawislandfoods.com/)  
 
Vinalhaven has several packaging companies that ship lobster to Portland and other inland locations for 
processing and distribution (pers. comm.).  They include: Vinalhaven Lobster Co. which packages lobster 
and ships inland to Portland for processing and Vinalhaven Fishermen’s Co-op which operates as a 
wholesale lobster distributor (www.vinalhavencoop.com).  Vinalhaven has three wholesale companies: 
Linda Bean’s Perfect Maine, Inland Seafood and Alfred Osgood (MLA, 2010) 
 

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
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In 2010, Inland Seafood Co. sold their wharf to Linda Bean’s Perfect Maine.  The wharf is now known as 
Americanus wharf, one of two owned by Bean in Vinalhaven. The real estate transfer included an 
agreement to preserve a certain percentage of lobsters for Inland Seafood Company, which processes 
lobster at their facility in Portland (Mainebiz News Staff, 2010) 
 
Landings by Species 

Table 102 Vinalhaven Value by Species 1997-2008 

Species 
Average Annual 
Value in Dollars 
for 1997-2008 

Value in 
Dollars for 
2002 

Lobster 20,741,325 20,100,439 
Herring 597,309 326,398 

Other Species 403,058 888,465 
Source: Maine Lobstermen’s Association 
 
 
Vessels by Year 

Table 103 Vinalhaven Vessel Permits/Landings Value Between 1997 and 2010 

Year # Vessels 
 Home ported 

#Vessels 
(owner's city) 

Home port  
Value ($) 

Landed port  
Value ($) 

1997 55 58 0 0 
1998 54 56 0   0 
1999 59 60 0 0 
2000 59 58 1,766,609 12,379,840 
2001 58 60 1,036,243 18,571,121 
2002 62 65    644,067 21,322,045 
2003 60 60    763,276 22,055,061 
2004 66 66 1,203,341 28,905,797 
2005 59 60 2,629,449 30,116,633 
2006 61 62 1,731,409 21,647,435 
2007 47 48 2,150,598 23,297,454 
2008 47 48 0 0 
2009 47 48 0 0 
2010 46 46 10,872,100 19,694,161 

 
Recreational 

Only nine recreational boats are registered in Vinalhaven and these are apparently privately owned.  One 
company offers boat rides and seabird cruises. 
 
Subsistence 

Information on subsistence fishing in Vinalhaven is either unavailable through secondary data collection 
or the practice does not exist. 
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Atlantic Herring Fishery 

Vinalhaven is an important community involved in the Atlantic herring fishery primarily because of its 
significant dependence on lobster bait.  It meets several criteria identified in Section 4.5.3.2 of this 
document (communities of interest): #2 (herring-related infrastructure), #3 (lobster/tuna bait dependence), 
and #4 (geographic isolation).  Several lobster bait dealers, including floating stations and a co-op, are 
located in Vinalhaven, as the majority of year-round residents participate in the lobster fishery.  Ferry 
service provides transportation between Vinalhaven and Rockland. 
 
Vinalhaven ranked ninth in herring landings in 2004 (2,674 mt) and tenth cumulatively from 1995-2004 
(24,779 mt). 
 
Additional Community Information 

The following information on Vinalhaven was supplied by a variety of the individuals when three 
members of the Herring PDT visited in July 2004. 
 
Vinalhaven is an island of 15 x 5 miles with a year-round population of 1,200 people that swells to 5,000-
6,000 in the summer.  Knox County is the highest producer/harvester of lobsters in the State of Maine, 
and one-third of the lobsters landed in Knox County are from Vinalhaven.  Approximately 200 lobster 
boats are based on Vinalhaven, with five buying stations on the island of which two are remote stations 
(floating docks).  Lobstermen on the island are said to be doing well financially.  The conversion to 
plastic-coated steel traps, formation of co-ops, upgrading to new more efficient boats, and other 
adaptations have helped. 
 
Bait is a driving force in the lobster industry.  Vinalhaven has an enormous demand for herring and is 
almost wholly dependent on the delivery of bait by O’Hara’s F/V Starlight. Some bait is also delivered by 
the carrier Double Eagle and F/V Western Sea.  About 4,000 tons of bait is used annually by lobstermen 
on Vinalhaven.  Shafmaster has recently opened a buying station on Vinalhaven, working with 16 boats.  
They want to prove that they can service these 16 (constant supply of bait) before taking on additional 
vessels.  When they started, they were bringing bait over on the ferry, now a carrier brings bait to the 
station. 
 
The ferry from Rockland is too small to transport sufficient bait, particularly at the height of the season, 
which coincides, with the height of the tourist season (nor, it was said, would the steamship authority 
appreciate the smell if large quantities were transported).  The mail, UPS, food, and cars have priority on 
the ferry.  There is little storage capacity on the island, so if the F/V Starlight is unable to make a bait 
delivery for a few days, island lobstermen are forced to tie-up.  Since the F/V Starlight does not fish on 
the weekend, most of the buying stations have little bait available on Monday morning.  Bait dealers on 
Vinalhaven pay a higher price for bait than dealers on the mainland. 
 
Lobster boats from Vinalhaven used to stay out fishing until 9 p.m.; now, most boats go out earlier, fish 
harder, and return by 6 p.m. (trap limits and faster boats have also affected their workload).  Access to 
salted bait makes the timing easier.  In the past, lobstermen’s wives would pick up the fresh bait at 4 a.m.; 
now, barrels can be delivered between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m., and lobstermen bait up on their own schedule.  
If bait were to become unavailable or if the lobster population “crashed,” it would be the young 
lobstermen who would be most vulnerable. They have never known hard times or a shortage of lobsters, 
so they may not save money for slow times or otherwise engage in financial planning.  Property values 
have increased substantially since 1999, as have property taxes.  Several interviewees anticipate that when 
the groundfish biomass increases, the lobster population will diminish since groundfish prey on juvenile 
lobsters. 
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The island has one grocery store, one gas station, one bank and a small health clinic.  It also has a new 
grade/high school with classrooms equipped with up to date technology.  The women are an important 
part of the labor force, especially since most of the men are out on the boats.  Approximately 50 to 60 
women work with the lobsters on shore, mainly part-time.  They sell bait, buy lobsters, load trucks, etc.  
Apart from jobs at the school, alternative jobs are limited to construction/carpentry, plumbing, and 
electrical work, outside of the seasonal tourism trade.  There is very little ethnic diversity on the island. 
 
Inland Wholesale Lobster (Vinalhaven, ME) 

Inland provides the lobster boats that sell to the company with bait and fuel.  Approximately 38 boats 
work with Inland each year.  The company has a “chilled” bait room to maintain higher quality bait.  
Inland tries to keep a few extra days’ worth of bait in storage as a cushion, but it is not unusual to run out.  
When bait is scarce, only their regular 38 boats are provided with bait.  It is in the company’s interest to 
make sure the lobstermen who sell lobsters to them, have bait available at all times. 
 
Vinalhaven Fishermen’s Cooperative 

The co-op has 70 members with 40 vessels and 15 employees (6 year-round).  Members make one 
payment of $200 for a co-op share and an annual membership fee of $200.  A volunteer Board of 
Directors (natives of Vinalhaven) handles most policy, though major decisions such as building a new 
wharf require a general meeting.  Members of the co-op are required to make the majority of their income 
from fishing and each member has one vote.  Members are not required to sell to the co-op, but the 
dividends are based on the profit divided by the number of pounds each boat lands.  In general, the 
existence of the co-op benefits even the fishermen who are not members since it “sets the price” for the 
other buyers.  Furthermore, the dividend paid by the co-op to its members often dictates the amount other 
buyers give as bonuses to their regular customers/suppliers.  

The co-op provides: 

• access to the waterfront, parking, and storage space;  
• bait and fuel (they have their own gas station); and 
• better prices for the lobsters. 
 
Co-ops were started because lobstermen felt that the middlemen were taking advantage of them.  Choice 
of dealer has to do with financial incentives, quality of bait, location, history with the dealer (e.g., family 
ties).  Some people do not like the loss of privacy associated with the co-op since members must give 
their records to the board and bookkeeper; however, information is confidential, apart from these 
individuals. 
 
There are twenty-four fishermen’s cooperatives in Maine among whom there is an informal collaboration 
(when in the best interest of the fishermen): 

• Beals-Jonesport Lobster Co-Op 
• Bremen Lobster Pound Coop 
• Corea Lobster Cooperative 
• Cranberry Isles Fishermen's Co-op 
• Dropping Springs Lobster co 
• Fishermen's Heritage Lobster Coop 
• Friendship Lobster Coop 
• Georgetown Fishermen's Coop 
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• Interstate Lobster Coop 
• Isle au Haut Lobstermen's Assoc 
• Lobstermen's Co-op 
• New Harbor Fishermen's Coop 
• North End Lobster Coop 
• Pemaquid Fishermen's Coop 
• Pine Point Fisherman's Coop 
• Port Clyde Fisherman's Coop 
• So. Maine Lobstermen's Association 
• South Bristol Fishermen's Co-op 
• Spruce Head Fishermen's Coop 
• Stonington Lobster Cooperative 
• Swan's Island Fishermen's Co-op 
• Vinalhaven Fishermen's Coop 
• Winter Harbor Lobster Cooperative 

 
 

4.5.3.2.6 Lubec/Eastport, Prospect Harbor (Gouldsboro), and Bath, Maine 
Lubed/Eastport, Prospect Harbor, and Bath, Maine were included in the FEIS written for Amendment 1 to 
the Herring FMP because all fulfilled four criteria for “communities of interest”: #2 (herring-related 
infrastructure), #3 (lobster/tuna bait dependence), #4 (geographic isolation), and #5 (value-added 
production), but since then all three have lost their value-added production. 
 
Until 2006, a pearl essence processing plant that derived its pearl essence from herring scales was located 
in Eastport (Engelhard Corp); however, BASF Catalysts LLC, a German chemical company, bought out 
Engelhard. Though Lubec does meet several criteria identified in in Section 4.5.3.2 of this document 
(communities of interest): #2 (herring-related infrastructure), #3 (lobster/tuna bait dependence), #4 
(geographic isolation), and #5 (value-added production), it can be considered similar to other small, 
representative ports that do rely in part on the herring industry. No herring landings were reported in 
Lubec/Eastport in 2004. 
 
Bath lost the second to last sardine cannery in the United States in 2005 when Stinson/Bumblebee 
consolidated their cannery operations to Prospect Harbor. 
 
Similarly, a pumping station for offloading herring and the last remaining sardine cannery operated in 
Prospect Harbor until 2010.  Without the value-added production, Prospect Harbor also may be 
considered similar to other small ports with a herring dependency associated with the need for lobster bait 
and geographic isolation. 
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4.5.3.2.7 Sebasco Estates, Maine 
Sebasco Estates is a small village within the town of Phippsburg – a subdivision of Sagadahoc County 
(According to the Phippsburg Postmaster, Sebasco Estates is primarily a PO box address, with people 
having Sebasco Estates zip codes living side by side with those having Phippsburg zip codes. Few data 
are available for Sebasco Estates alone, so Phippsburg will be the primary referent, with additional 
Sebasco Estates specific data supplies as available.)  The town of Phippsburg also includes the villages of 
Phippsburg, Parker Head, Popham Beach, West Point, and Sebasco.  A detailed profile of Phippsburg, 
Maine, including important social and demographic information, is provided in “Community Profiles for 
the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can be accessed at 
www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  Phippsburg’s involvement in fisheries is 
summarized below. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Governmental 

Fishery Involvement in Government 

The attention the town’s Comprehensive Plan affords commercial fishermen suggests that Phippsburg’s 
local government appreciates the commercial fishing industry.  The town has a Town Landing Committee 
that includes at least two commercial fishermen.  The Committee is advisory to the Selectmen who 
promulgate rules.  Phippsburg also has a Harbor Commission and Shellfish Committee that all take an 
active part in commercial fishery matters.  In 2006, the Chair Selectman of Phippsburg was Proctor 
Wells, a commercial fishermen and Mike Young, town administrator, designed and currently maintains 
the website for the Maine’s Fishermen’s Forum (pers comm). 
 
Fishery Assistance Centers 

There are currently no fishery assistance centers in Phippsburg.  However, the formation of a fishermen’s 
Co-op is an idea that is being discussed by town leaders and the fishing industry.  Similarly, the formation 
of a Commercial Fisheries Commission by town Selectmen has also been suggested under the 
Comprehensive Plan.  (Town of Phippsburg, 2004) 
 
Other Fishing-Related Institutions 
Phippsburg appears to rely on the Maine Lobstermen’s Association and the Island Institute for support. 
(Town of Phippsburg, 2004) 
 
Commercial 
West Point and Sebasco have the greatest number of commercial, water-dependent users, followed to a 
lesser degree by Small Point Harbor and Popham Harbor.  The town itself controls a limited amount of 
waterfront property with shore access suitable for marine related business.  Sebasco Harbor is the largest 
harbor in Phippsburg.  The north side of the harbor is used extensively by commercial fishermen and has 
11 commercial piers and numerous small private piers.  There is one commercial boat yard with marine 
railway/mobile boatlift and a commercial bait business.  Small Point Harbor has a large number of 
commercial vessels year round.  Mooring space is full during the summer-season.  There is a fish pier and 
15-boat marina at Hermit Island and a fishermen’s cooperative pier at Small Point.  West Point Harbor 
has seven commercial/private fish piers and one service pier for gas/diesel fuel.  The mooring area is 
generally full during the most active recreational boating and commercial fishing season. 
 
(Town of Phippsburg, 2004) 
 
 

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
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Landings by Species 

Table 104  Phippsburg Dollar Values by Species 1997-2008 

Species Annual Average  
1997-2008 2002 

Lobster 3,293,402 1,570,922 
Other Species 614,981 370,501 

Large Mesh 34,989 27,002 
Monkfish 9,995 3,370 

Skates 158 33 
Herring 2,540  

 
 
Vessels by Year 

Table 105  Phippsburg Vessels Permits/Landings Values 1997-2010  

Year # Vessels 
 Home ported 

# Vessels  
(Owner’s city) 

Home port  
Value ($) 

Landed port  
Value ($) 

1997 9 19 221,629 388,083 
1998 9 34 53,827 0 
1999 8 38 10,117 0 
2000 7 38 8,564 0 
2001 6 38 0 439,372 
2002 5 39 0 1,971,828 
2003 5 41 0 716,851 
2004 53 53 199,072 4,487,468 
2005 49 48 306,258 5,289,081 
2006 45 44 0 0 
2007 44 43 0 0 
2008 43 41 975,454 1,614,263 
2009 42 42 0 0 
2010 40 39 0 0 

 
Recreational 

Phippsburg supports a large recreational fishing fleet.  In fact, the town encourages recreational 
shellfishing (Town of Phippsburg, 2004).  There are also some businesses that take tourists on fishing 
excursions (www.flyfishingmaine.com). 
 
 
Subsistence 

Information on subsistence fishing in Phippsburg is either unavailable through secondary data collection 
or the practice does not exist. 
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Atlantic Herring Fishery 

Sebasco Estates/Phippsburg is an important community involved in the Atlantic herring fishery primarily 
due to its dependence on herring for lobster bait.  It is another suitable “representative community,” 
sharing characteristics similar to many other small communities in Maine that are dependent on the 
herring fishery through its involvement in the lobster fishery.  Several lobster bait dealers, large and 
small, located in this area rely on herring catches to supply their customers.  In addition, the bait dealers 
are actively engaged in the trucking of herring from landing sites to purchase sites. 
 
 

4.5.3.2.8 Newington, New Hampshire 
Newington is a small town bounded by Great Bay, Little Bay and the Piscataqua River with a population 
of 753 at the time of the 2010 Census (www.flyfishingmaine.com)  A detailed profile of Newington, New 
Hampshire, including important social and demographic information, is provided in “Community Profiles 
for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can be accessed at 
www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  Newington’s involvement in fisheries is 
summarized below. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional 

Fishing Associations 

In 2003 Little Bay Lobster Company and two Canadian affiliates, Island Marine Products, Inc. and 
Ferguson's Lobster Company, established a cooperative headquartered in Newington, New Hampshire.  
They advertise a commitment to “marine stewardship and environmental practices to ensure a sustainable 
resource and healthy oceans.” (www.littlebaylobster.com) 
 
Fishery Assistance Centers 

Information on assistance centers in Newington is either unavailable through secondary data collection or 
it does not exist. 
 
Other Fishing Related Institutions 

Information on other fishing related institutions in Newington is either unavailable through secondary 
data collection it does not exist. 
 
Commercial 

In 2002, recorded annual landings for New Hampshire totalled 23.2 million pounds with a landed value of 
$16.7 million (NMFS, 2002)  In 2009, the annual landings for the state totalled 13,885 thousand pounds 
(6,298 metric tons) valued at $17.8 million (NMFS, 2002) Newington’s annual landed value for 2002 was 
of $7.1 million including an annual lobster landing value of $6.1 million, and an annual herring landing 
value of $777,640.  In 2002, the value of landings at dealer-reported port was of $7.1 million.  
 
Herring landings in Newington for 2005 were robust though not as high as in 2002, fell in 2006, 
decreased further in 2008 and 2009, and started to rebuild in 2010.  
 
The North of Cape Cod midwater trawl fleet (pair and single) consists of 15 vessels with principal ports 
of Gloucester MA, Newington NH, New Harbor ME, Portland ME, Rockland ME, and Vinalhaven ME.  
This sector made 720 trips and landed 62,145 metric tons of herring in 2003. Maine had the highest 

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
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reported landings (46%) in 2003, followed by Massachusetts (38%), New Hampshire (8%), and Rhode 
Island (7%). 
 
A commercial fishery for American lobster is very active in Great Bay Estuary and beyond.  Little Bay 
Lobster Company of Newington was founded in 1980.  The company specializes in the harvesting of 
Atlantic offshore lobster (out to 200 miles) from the Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank 
(www.littlebaylobster.com). 
 
Other commercial fisheries in the Great Bay estuary include herring, baitfishing for alewives, 
mummichogs (Fundulus sp.) and tomcod using gillnets, seines and minnow traps; trapping for eels, and 
angling and dip netting for smelt (NH DMR). 
 
In the early 1980s, there were four commercial shellfish aquaculture operations in the Great Bay Estuary, 
engaged in the culture of indigenous (Eastern) oysters, the European flat oysters and hard clams 
(Mercenaria mercenaria). As of April 2010, three commercial oyster farms in the estuary and three 
mussel operations in the Atlantic Ocean were licensed by the state.  In 2009, the state issued 1,400 
recreational licenses for harvesting soft shell clams and oysters. An additional 1,300 people age 68 and 
older are allowed to harvest for free. But, a cut in the state budget may shut down all commercial and 
recreational shellfishing because the state would not meet the federal standards to test the water to ensure 
the shellfish are safe to eat (Love, 2011). 
 
A commercial summer flounder hatchery and nursery, GreatBay Aquaculture, founded in 1995, produces 
millions of juveniles for growout in commercial locations and research institutes.  The company’s 
operations are based in a warehouse on the Public Services of New Hampshire (PSNH) power generation 
site in Newington, NH and are entirely indoors, using sophisticated recirculating and biofiltration 
technology to grow fish in land based tanks. It is the first commercial summer flounder operation in the 
U.S.  They have since diversified to cod, sea bass and cobia (www.gbanh.com), . GBA collaborates on 
various university research projects to improve finfish aquaculture, including on effort investigating 
polyculture of Atlantic cod and porphyra (Nori). 
 
Landings by Species 

Table 106 Newington Dollar Value by Species 1997-2008 

Catch Annual Average 
1997-2008 2002 

Lobster 6,575,221 6,105,127 
Herring 431,303 777,640 

Other 126,945 308,915 
Monkfish 7993 281 

Largemesh * 1,820,311 0 
Skates 49 0 

* Largemesh Groundfish: cod, winter flounder, yellowtail flounder, American plaice, sand-dab flounder, 
haddock, white hake, redfish, and pollock. 
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Vessels by Year 

Table 107 Newington Vessel Permits/Landings Value 1997-2010 

Year # Vessels  
Home ported 

# Vessels 
(Owner’s city) 

Home port value 
($) 

Landed port value 
($) 

1997 6 8 29,602 0 
1998 7 8 25,340 0 
1999 7 10 8,132 0 
2000 8 12 23,673 45,17,859 
2001 9 11 39,708 8,671,224 
2002 9 12 3,003 7,191,963 
2003 9 14 0 8,129,839 
2004 3 16 0 0 
2005 2 17 0 0 
2006 2 12 0 0 
2007 1 12 0 0 
2008 10 14 0 0 
2009 11 12 0 0 
2010 11 11 0 0 

 
Recreational 

Large oyster beds within the Great Bay estuary are harvested recreationally (cdmo.baruch.sc.edu).  The 
Great Bay Estuary also supports a diverse community of resident, migrant, and anadromous fishes, many 
of which are pursued by recreational fishermen.  The main species sought are striped bass, bluefish, 
salmon, eels, tomcod, shad, smelt, and flounder. Cast or bait fishing is done from the shore in many 
places including the bridges crossing the estuary, and ice fishing is popular in the tidal rivers.  
Recreational fishing in salt water does not require a license except for smelt in Great Bay Estuary; trout, 
shad and salmon in all state waters; and for any fish species taken through the ice.  Another important 
recreational fishing activity is trap fishing for lobsters.  Further, Finish Line Charters in Newington 
provides open ocean sport fishing (www.seacoastnh.com). 
 
Subsistence 

Information on subsistence fishing in Newington is either available through primary data collection or the 
practice does not exist. 
 
Atlantic Herring Fishery 

Newington is an important community involved in the Atlantic herring fishery.  It meets several criteria 
identified in in Section 4.5.3.2 of this document (communities of interest): #1 (herring landings), #2 
(herring-related infrastructure), and #3 (lobster/tuna bait dependence).  Several lobster bait dealers, large 
and small, and a pumping station for offloading herring are located in Newington.  In addition, there are 
freezer facilities to store lobster bait in Newington.  The port also provides other fishing-related services 
and is nearby major transportation routes. 
 
Newington ranked fifth in herring landings in 2004 (5,660 mt) and 12th cumulatively from 1995-2004 
(16,805 mt,). 
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4.5.3.2.9 Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
A detailed profile of Portsmouth, New Hampshire, including important social and demographic 
information, is provided in “Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can 
be accessed at www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  Portsmouth’s involvement in 
fisheries is summarized below. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional 

Fishery Involvement in Government 

The City of Portsmouth created a Fishermen’s Committee in 2008.  The following year, the Committee 
unveiled its “New Hampshire Seafood Fresh and Local” brand, furthering its goal of promoting and 
advancing the region’s fishing industry and area businesses by educating the public about the benefits of 
purchasing seafood locally and directly. 
 
Fishery Assistance Centers 

For twenty-five years, Portsmouth Fisherman's Cooperative provided fuel, ice and unloading services to 
the local, small-scale fishing community. In 2002, the Cooperative closed, though reopened for a time, 
closing for good in 2008 (UNH, 2002)The Northeast Consortium, created with the support and leadership 
of U.S. Senator Judd Gregg (R-N.H.), committed resources to fund the Portsmouth co-op staff to facilitate 
partnerships between the co-op and researchers in 2005 (UNH, 2002). 
 
Yankee Fishermen’s Cooperative in nearby Seabrook, founded in 1990, has 61 members, some of whom 
were former members of Portsmouth Fishermen’s Co-op. 
 
Other Fishing Related Institutions 

Physical 

Portsmouth has an extensive public transportation infrastructure including rail, ferry, and bus 
transportation. 
 
High Liner Foods (National Sea Products), a Canadian company, has a processing plant in Portsmouth 
that employed about 250 people in 2001 (www.portsmouthnh.com)  It imports and processes frozen fish 
into breaded products for the wholesale and retail markets. 
 
Commercial 
The primary fishing done by Portsmouth fishermen is large mesh groundfish and monkfish.  Large mesh 
groundfish were the most valuable landings in Portsmouth during the 1997-2003 period.  Additionally, 
monkfish, lobster, and sea scallops account for a large portion of the value.  In 2002, sea scallop landings 
appeared to be very high while lobster was rather low. 
 
The number of home-ported vessels has varied between 1997-2003.  In 1997 there were 54 vessels that 
increased to a high of 63 vessels in 2001, only to decrease back to 54 vessels in 2003.  Thus, overall 
change has been minimal in this time period. Landed value by vessels home ported in Portsmouth steadily 
increased from $2.8 million in 1997 to $4.7 million in 2003.  Landed value at the port of Portsmouth 
remained relatively stable between the years of 1997 and 2003. 
 
 
 

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
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Landings by Species 

Table 108  Portsmouth, Average Annual Value of Landings by Species 

Species Annual Average Value 
1997-2008 ($) 2002 ($) 

Large Mesh Groundfish 1,820,311 1,656,320 
Monkfish 1,072,451 1,377,046 

Lobster 1,442,007 225,911 
Sea Scallops 177,733 668,956 

Dogfish 98,032 22,920 
Herring 55,640 2,850 

Small Mesh Multi-Species 12,332 3,295 
Skates 4,092 3,834 

Bluefish 2,731 983 
Butterfish, Mackerel, and Squid 1,911 331 

 
 
Vessels by Year 

Table 109 Portsmouth Vessel Permits/Landings Value 1997-2010 

Year # Of vessels 
Home ported 

# Vessels 
(Owner’s city) 

Home port 
value ($) 

Landed port  
Value ($) 

1997 54 26 2,867,809 4,476,980 
1998 44 20 2,875,939 3,421,488 
1999 45 18 3,338,685 3,900,793 
2000 62 21 5,156,955 5,456,999 
2001 63 22 6,386,029 4,909,069 
2002 59 25 4,340,580 4,146,607 
2003 54 21 4,735,506 4,309,797 
2004 68 25 4,899,357 2,884,931 
2005 64 20 18,201,382 5,554,531 
2006 62 18 14,125,508 4,860,632 
2007 66 22 12,367,300 3,768,336 
2008 47 17 5,072,961 3,529,142 
2009 44 14 3,587,458 3,702,399 
2010 48 14 3,497,953 4,677,645 

 
Recreational 

Portsmouth supports a large recreational fishing industry.  Numerous companies are available for deep-
sea fishing (www.portsmouthnh.com)  Many of these companies also offer whale watching and day 
cruises. 
 
 
Subsistence 

Information of subsistence fishing in Portsmouth is either unavailable through secondary data collection 
or the practice does not exist. 
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Atlantic Herring Fishery 

Portsmouth is somewhat involved in the herring fishery through its dependence on herring for lobster and 
tuna bait.  The port is centrally located with a good transportation infrastructure and provides other 
fishing-related services. 
 
Portsmouth ranked 13th in herring landings in 2004 (800 mt) and 11th cumulatively from 1995-2004 
(18,060 mt). 
 
 

4.5.3.2.10 Hampton, New Hampshire 
A detailed profile of Hampton, New Hampshire, including important social and demographic information, 
is provided in “Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can be accessed at 
www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  Hampton’s involvement in fisheries is 
summarized below. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional 

Fishing Associations 

The Yankee Fishermen’s Cooperative (61 members) in Seabrook is the landing site and central 
wholesaling facility for the small local fleet that includes groundfish fishermen, lobstermen, tuna 
fishermen and shrimpers (www.yankeefish.com). The Co-op provides a number of services for its 
members including bait, ice, cold storage and discounted goods from the Co-op store 
(www.hampton.lib.nh.us).  The Co-op has successfully diversified to improve marketing initially by 
offering a Northern shrimp Community Supported Fishery (CSF) in 2010, then offering CSF shares in 
whole finfish and lobster. 
 
Fishery Assistance Centers 

Information on assistance centers in Hampton is either unavailable through secondary data collection or it 
does not exist. 
 
Other Fishing Related Institutions 

The Recreational Fishing Alliance is a national, grassroots political action organization representing 
individual sport fishermen and the sport fishing industry (www.joinrfa.org). Since 1998, the Coastal 
Conservation Association (CCA) of New Hampshire has worked to “promote, protect and enhance the 
present and future availability of coastal resources for the benefit and enjoyment of the general public.”  It 
is an organization composed of recreational fishermen and other users of marine resources and that 
addresses conservation issues nationally and at the state level (www.ccanh.org). 
 
 
Commercial 

Most of the commercial fishermen in Hampton are members of the Yankee Fisherman’s Cooperative (Co-
op) that is located in Seabrook Harbor (www.hampton.lib.nh.us).  The Co-op provides a number of 
services for its members, including bait, ice, cold storage, marketing, and discounted goods from the Co-
op store.   
 

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
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Hampton Harbor has about a 183 moorings, 52 of which are classified as commercial.  There are also a 
number of part-time fishermen that use the harbor.  Depending on the season, a fisherman might fish for a 
variety of species – groundfish in the spring, shrimp in the winter, and finfish in the summer or fall.  
Lobsters may be taken year round, though stocks are more abundant in the late spring, summer and fall.  
Because of the federal limits on catch for groundfish, some of the fishermen only go lobstering. 
 
In 2002 recorded annual landings for New Hampshire totaled 23.2 million pounds with a landing value of 
$16.7 million (NMFS, 2002).  In 2009, annual landings were lower in volume at 13.9 million pounds  
(6,298 metric tons) but a slightly higher value of $17.8 million.  Hampton annual landing value for 2002 
was of $124,136 including an annual lobster landing value of $121,784 significantly higher than the 
average between 1997-2003.  In 2002, the value of landings at dealer-reported port was $123,761, and the 
landed value of home-ported vessels was $1.4 million. 
 
The commercial industry in Hampton/Seabrook estuary is very active, and the wholesalers and retailers of 
seafood are primarily located in Hampton.  The Yankee Fisherman’s Cooperative Pier in Hampton 
Harbor has a seafood processing facility that handles both shellfish and finfish where landings from 
Seabrook are also processed. Other commercial fisheries in the Hampton/Seabrook estuary include 
herring, baitfishing for alewives, mummichogs (Fundulus sp.) and tomcod using gillnets, seines and 
minnow traps; trapping for eels, and angling and dip netting for smelt (www.prep.unh.edu). 
 
 
Landings by Species 

Table 110 Dollar Value by Federally Managed Groups of Landings in Hampton 

Catch Annual Average  
1997-2008 2002 

Lobster 1266 121,784 
Largemesh * 53614  27 

Scallops 2654 0 
Monkfish 1856  

* Largemesh Groundfish: cod, winter flounder, yellowtail flounder, American plaice, sand-dab flounder, 
haddock, white hake, redfish, and pollock 
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Vessels by Year 

Table 111 Hampton Vessel Permits/Landings Value 1997-2010 

Year # Vessels 
 Home ported 

# Vessels 
 (Owner’s city) 

Home port value 
($) 

Landed port  
Value ($) 

1997 42 26 900,990 0 
1998 37 23 1,096,890 0 
1999 43 25 786,680 0 
2000 43 25 1,284,983 0 
2001 45 29 1,195,246 84,232 
2002 49 31 1,359,713 124,136 
2003 47 33 1,394,132 123,761 

2004 56 37 0 0 

2005 51 34 0 0 
2006 44 29 0 0 
2007 46 31 0 0 
2008 49 32 0 0 
2009 49 28 1,793,068 544,672 

2010 47 29 1,508,335 325,756 

 
Recreational 

There are numerous tourist-related businesses including sport fishing, whale watching, 
windjammers/charter sailing, and harbor tours/day cruises (www.hamptonchamber.com).  Recreational 
shellfishing is allowed in the harbor area under limited conditions on weekends from November to May.  
Most of the shellfish activity occurs on the Hampton/Browns Confluence Flat, Common Island Flat, and 
Middle Ground Flat.  The latter two are in Seabrook Harbor.  There is no commercial shellfishing 
permitted in New Hampshire (www.hampton.lib.nh.us). 
 
Several charter boat companies in Hampton Harbor carry fishing parties to inshore waters for clams and 
to the offshore waters to pursue cod, flounder, mackerel, and other fish.  Another important recreational 
fishing activity is trap fishing for lobsters (www.prep.unh.edu). 
 
Subsistence 

Information on subsistence fishing in Hampton is either unavailable through secondary data collection or 
the practice does not exist. 
 
Atlantic Herring Fishery 

Hampton is somewhat involved in the herring fishery through its dependence on herring for lobster and 
tuna bait.  Only 2 mt of herring were reported to have been landed in Hampton in 2004. 
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4.5.3.2.11 Seabrook, New Hampshire 
A detailed profile of Seabrook, New Hampshire, including important social and demographic 
information, is provided in “Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can 
be accessed at www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  Seabrook’s involvement in 
fisheries is summarized below. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional 

Fishing Associations 

The Yankee Fishermen’s Cooperative (61 members) in Seabrook is the landing site and central 
wholesaling facility for the small local fleet (www.yankeefish.com). The New Hampshire Commercial 
Fishermen’s Association–"Monitors, participates and contributes to concerns and issues regarding the 
commercial fishing industry of New Hampshire.  Disseminates information amongst its members and acts 
in a proactive manner on behalf of the commercial fishing industry.  Conducts an annual beach clean up 
of lobster gear.  Assists in transition of fishing industry due to changing regulatory action."  
(www.state.nh.us). 
 
Fishery Assistance Centers 

Information on fishery assistance centers in Seabrook is either unavailable through secondary data 
collection or it does not exist. 
 
Other Fishing-Related Institutions 

The Recreational Fishing Alliance is a national, grassroots political action organization representing 
individual sport fishermen and the sport fishing industry (www.state.nh.us).  The Coastal Conservation 
Association (CCA) is an organization composed of recreational fishermen and that addresses conservation 
issues nationally and at the state level.  It was formed in 1998 in New Hampshire (www.ccanh.org). 
 
Commercial 

In 2002, recorded annual landings for New Hampshire totaled 23.2 million pounds with a landing value 
of $16.7 million (NMFS, 2002)  By 2008, landings were less than half at 10,951 million pounds; through 
the landing value was $20,789 million.  In 2009,13,885 million pounds were landed, valued at $17,775 
million (NMFS, 2009). 
 
Seabrook annual landing value for 2002 was of $1.9 million including an annual large mesh fish landing 
value of $1.2 million.  The lobster landing value in 2002 represented 37.7% of the 1997-2003 average, 
and the monkfish landing value in 2002 represented 22.3% of the 1997-2003 average.  In 2002, the value 
of landings at dealer-reported port was of $1,9 million, and the landed value of home-ported vessels was 
of $506,697. 
 
The commercial industry in Hampton/Seabrook estuary is very active. However, most the wholesalers 
and retailers of seafood are located in Hampton.  The Yankee Fisherman’s Cooperative Pier in Hampton 
Harbor has a seafood processing facility that handles shellfish and finfish landings from both Seabrook 
and Hampton (www.prep.unh.edu). 
 
Other commercial fisheries in the Hampton/Seabrook estuary include herring, baitfishing for alewives, 
mummichogs (Fundulus sp.) and tomcod using gillnets, seines and minnow traps; trapping for eels, and 
angling and dip netting for smelt. 

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
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Landings by Species 

Table 112 Seabrook Dollar Value by Species 1997-2008 

Catch Average 1997-2008 2002 
Largemesh* 363,227 1,273,459 

Lobster 384,577 258,069 
Monkfish 3,8630 158,605 

Other 425,464 76,034 
Smallmesh** 29,721 74,135 

Scallops 9,666 48,501 
Dogfish 18,753 14,980 
Skates 1,218 2,230 

Bluefish 1,161 1,227 
MSB 1,943 856 

Herring 2,906 16 
* Largemesh Groundfish: cod, winter flounder, yellowtail flounder, American plaice, sand-dab flounder, 
haddock, white hake, redfish, and Pollock 
** Smallmesh Multi-species: red hake, ocean pout, mixed hake, black whiting, silver hake (whiting) 
*** MSB: Butterfish, Mackerel, and Squid 
 
Vessels by Year 

Table 113 Seabrook Vessel Permits/Landings Value 1997-2010 

Year # Vessels  
Home ported 

# Vessels  
(Owner’s city) 

Home port  
Value ($) 

Landed port value 
($) 

1997 38 30 671,422 0 
1998 30 23 747,358 0 
1999 28 25 506,697 0 
2000 31 29 759,818 0 
2001 38 32 806,533 0 
2002 37 31 838,476 1,908,112 
2003 33 29 817,311 2,095,779 
2004 0 0 0 0 
2005 0 0 0 0 
2006 0 0 0 0 
2007 0 0 0 0 
2008 0 0 0 0 
2009 0 0 0 0 
2010 0 0 0 0 
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Recreational 

There are numerous tourist-related activities including sport fishing, whale watching, 
windjammers/charter sailing, and harbor tours/day cruises.  These companies include: Eastman's Deep 
Sea Fishing, and GTAT Sea Charters LLC (www.hamptonchamber.com). 
 
Subsistence 

Information on subsistence fishing in Seabrook is either unavailable through secondary data collection or 
the practice does not exist. 
 
Atlantic Herring Fishery 

Seabrook is somewhat involved in the herring fishery through its dependence on herring for lobster and 
tuna bait.  Seabrook ranked 17th in herring landings in 2004 (96 mt). 
 
 

4.5.3.2.12 Gloucester, Massachusetts 
A detailed profile of Gloucester, Massachusetts, including important social and demographic information, 
is provided in “Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can be accessed at 
www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  Gloucester’s involvement in fisheries is 
summarized below. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional  

Fishing Associations 

The Gloucester Fishermen’s Association, Gloucester Lobstermen’s Association and the Fishermen's 
Wharf Association are located in Gloucester.  The Massachusetts Fishermen’s Partnership, established in 
Gloucester in 1995, is an umbrella organization for fishermen of any sector within the Massachusetts 
fishing industry (www.fishermenspartnership.org). 
 
Fishery Assistance Centers 

The Fishing Partnership Health Plan provided access to health care coverage to thousands of fishermen 
and their family members from 1997 until it began phasing out its insurance program in 2011 
(www.fphp.org).  The Partnership is currently in transition, but anticipates continuing advisory work with 
fishing communities. 
 
Other Fishing-Related Institutions 

The Gloucester Fishermen’s Wives Association (GFWA) was founded in 1969 by the wives of 
Gloucester fishermen.  In 2001, they constructed a memorial statue to the fishermen’s wives of 
Gloucester (www.gfwa.org). In 2010, with the help of the Northwest Atlantic Marine Alliance (NAMA) 
they started Cape Ann Fresh Catch, a community-supported fishery (www.capeannfreshcatch.org). 
 
The Northeast Seafood Coalition, an industry and community organization focused on the development of 
reasonable regulations, reviews of the scientific basis for management, and education of the public, is 
based in Gloucester. 
 

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
http://www.fphp.org/
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A permit bank was established with mitigation funds paid by two companies who have constructed Liquid 
Natural Gas (LNG) terminals off of Gloucester.  Permit Banks allow entities such as groups of fishermen, 
states and even nonprofit organizations to purchase fishing permits on the open market and then lease the 
quota from these permits back to target fishermen, often at below-market prices. 
 
Commercial 

Although there are threats to the future of Gloucester’s fishery (see “History” above and “Future” below), 
the fishing industry remains strong in terms of reported landings. In 2009 Massachusetts landed 356 
million pounds (161,490 metric tons) of seafood valued at almost $400 million (NOAA, 2009).  In the 
same year, Gloucester’s commercial fishing industry had the nation’s 10th highest landings in pounds 
(122.3 million) and the nation’s eleventh highest landings value ($50.4 million) (NOAA, 2009).  
 
In 2002, Gloucester had the highest landings value of lobster in Massachusetts with the state-only 
landings worth $2 million and the combined state and federal landings recorded from federally permitted 
vessels was just over $10 million.  Some of the increase in lobster landings has been attributed to Maine 
vessels that are not allowed to land trawler caught lobsters in their home state.  The total number of 
vessels home-ported increased slightly from 1997 to 2003, but there was a slight reduction for the years 
1998, 1999, and 2000.  The size distribution of the vessels has also changed. 
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Landings by Species 

Table 114 Landings in Pounds for State-Only Permits in Gloucester 

 
Asterisks indicate data sources: Zero: MA DMF has 2 gear-specific catch reports: Gillnet & Fish Weirs.  All state-permitted fish-
weir and gillnet fishermen report landings of all species via annual catch reports.  NOTE:  Data for these species do not include 
landings from other gear types (trawls, hook & line, etc.) and therefore should be considered as a subset of the total landings. 
(Massachusetts Division Marine Fisheries). 
One (*): All state-permitted fishermen catching shellfish in state waters report landings of all shellfish species to us via annual 
catch reports.  NOTE: These data do not include landings from non-state-permitted fishermen (federal permit holders fishing 
outside of state waters), nor do they include landings of ocean quahogs or sea scallops.) 
Two (**): These species are quota-managed and all landings are therefore reported by dealers via a weekly reporting phone 
system (IVR). 
Three (***): All lobstermen landing crab or lobster in MA report their landings to us via annual catch reports. 
 

Catch

Pounds 
landed in 
2003

Cod** 4,727,220
Haddock** 2,576,252
Lobster*** 2,035,442
Monkfish 587,186
Pollock 503,396
Crab*** 178,842
White Hake 171,061
Skate 155,138
Winter Flounder 151,782
Atlantic Mackerel 136,441
Yellowtail Flounder 125,855
Soft Shell Clam* 89,558
Bluefish** 63,446
Red Hake 37,016
Striped Bass** 35,475
Gray Sole (Witch) 25,639
Sea Herring 23,800
Dab (Plaice) 15,754
Cusk 8,672
Wolffish 5,964
Razor Clam* 3,148
Conch* 1,430
Menhaden 700
Whiting 642
Redfish 528
Periwinkles* 400
Bay Scallop* 350
Fluke** 115
Mussels* 100
Halibut 38
Grand Total 11,661,391
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Table 115 Gloucester Vessel Landings Average Annual Value 1997-2008 

   
 

Average Annual 
1997-2008 

$ 
2010 only 

$ 
Largemesh 23,200,868 31,500,110 

Lobster 8,974,730 10,570,800 
Monkfish 4,145,420 3,179,896 

Herring 4,720,598 5,675,276 
Smallmesh 724,254 361,174 

Scallops 741,788 437,464 
Dogfish 440,359 512,914 

Butmacsq 1,398,580 642,491 
Skates 101,016 312,300 

Bluefish 23,321 20,779 
Surfoq 42,109 73,127 

Sfscupbsb 1,534 348 
Tilefish 43,856 0 

Other 35,467 3,001,890 
 
 
Vessels by Year 

Table 116 Gloucester Vessel Permits/Landings Value 1997-2010 

Year 
# Vessels  

Home ported 
# Vessels  

(Owner’s city) 
Home port value  

(Millions of $) 
Landed port value 

 (Millions of $) 
1997 277 216 15 23 
1998 250 196 18 28 
1999 261 199 18 26 
2000 261 202 20 42 
2001 295 230 19 38 
2002 319 247 21 41 
2003 301 225 22 28 
2004 303 227 25 43 
2005 292 222 35 46 
2006 285 216 35 48 
2007 306 239 32 47 
2008 312 240 38 54 
2009 320 245 36 50 
2010 316 223 39 56 

 
Recreational 

The outer harbor has several mooring areas used primarily by recreational boats 
(www.harbormasters.org).  Eastern Point Yacht Club, founded in 1923, maintains a large mooring field 
just inside the Dog Bar breakwater.  The City of Gloucester has 20 transient moorings in Southeast 
Harbor and many private moorings situated around Ten Pound Island.  Freshwater Cove, on the western 
shore of the Outer Harbor, also contains private moorings.  The shoreline of the Outer Harbor is dotted 
with private docks and piers.  (The inner harbor is used primarily by the commercial fleet.)  Both 
commercial and recreational boats use Smith Cove for mooring and dockage.  The Annisquam River is a 
well-traveled waterway connecting Gloucester Harbor with Ipswich Bay.  Cape Ann Marina and 
Gloucester Marina, located at the southern end of the river, provide dockage for several hundred 

http://www.harbormasters.org/
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commercial and recreational boats.  There are numerous moorings just outside the channel limits all along 
the river, and many private docks and piers exist along its shore.  Lobster Cove is located inside the 
Ipswich Bay entrance of the Annisquam River and contains an extensive mooring area, the Annisquam 
Yacht Club, Lobster Cove Market and Marina and many smaller private docks. 
 
Eight companies are listed on a Cape Ann website as running fishing charters out of Gloucester (a 
reduction of two since 2006) (www.cape-ann.com) 
 
Subsistence 

Information on subsistence fishing in Gloucester is either unavailable through secondary data collection 
or the practice does not exist. 
 
Atlantic Herring Fishery 

Gloucester is an important community involved in the Atlantic herring fishery.  It meets several criteria 
identified in in Section 4.5.3.2 of this document (communities of interest): #1 (herring landings), #2 
(herring-related infrastructure), #3 (lobster/tuna bait dependence), and #5 (value-added production).  
Several lobster bait dealers and a pumping station for offloading herring are located in Gloucester.  In 
addition, Cape Seafoods, one of the largest processors of herring for frozen export, is located at the State 
Pier and owns several dedicated pelagic fishing vessels.  Gloucester’s infrastructure includes shipping 
terminals and access to major highways and nearby airports.  The port also provides many additional 
fishing-related services including ice, fuel, and vessel maintenance/repair services. 
 
Gloucester was the top-ranked port for herring landings in 2004 (26,891 mt) and cumulatively from 1995-
2004 (227,579 mt). 
 
During the 300 years of fishermen’s residence in Gloucester before the first beam trawler was built in 
Bath, Maine in 1918, fishermen caught cod and other favored species with baited hooks.  Herring was 
often the bait of choice.  With more than 400 schooners regularly sailing from Gloucester in the early 
1800s, carrying thousands of fishermen who worked with hooks and lines, the clam-flats could not supply 
the insatiable market for bait, so fishermen turned to herring (Garland, 1995). 
 
In the late 1960s and 1970s, the distant water fleets of USSR, German Democratic Republic and nine 
other countries were joined by Gloucester fishing boats in harvesting herring on Georges Bank.  The 
pressure led to the collapse of the stocks and no commercial landings for 15 years.  Eventually, however, 
the stocks began to rebuild. 
 
In 1993, the Conservation Law Foundation indicated that with research, planning and investment, 
Gloucester could successfully return to an emphasis on herring.  By October 1996, Gloucester appeared 
poised to take advantage of the healthy herring stocks.  Eleven companies and/or organizations formed 
the Gloucester Herring Corporation and each put up funds to match for a $400,000 grant from US 
Economic Development Agency (EDA) to explore the potential for herring in Gloucester.  The challenge 
was to increase the harvest of herring; expand and improve shoreside facilities; and open the global 
market to Gloucester herring.  
 
Redevelopment of the Herring Fishery 

A variety of efforts were made to develop the full range of commercial activities: harvesting, processing 
and marketing to both bait and food markets.  One major initiative in 1996 planned to allow a Dutch 
company to build a facility on the State Fish Pier that would work with the F/V Atlantic Star, a 369-foot 
factory trawler.  A grassroots organization, Gloucester Initiatives, with the help of Congress successfully 
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blocked this effort, arguing that a fleet of medium-sized vessels and local processing plants along the 
Atlantic coast should be cautiously developed in order to sustainably harvest, process and market herring 
and mackerel while maintaining a traditional fisheries “way of life.”  
 
Herring as Bait 

In Gloucester, herring for bait plays a very important role in both the commercial and recreational 
industries.  As prey, the herring attract a plethora of whales to Jefferies Ledge and Stellwagen Bank upon 
which the whale watch industry depends.  At least five companies in Gloucester and Rockport run whale 
watches.  In addition, Gloucester lobster fishermen depend on the harvested herring as bait for their traps 
and tuna fishermen use herring as bait for their lines.  
 
Vessel Specialization 

The small and medium sized vessels that dominate Gloucester’s fleet have not moved into the harvesting 
of herring to the extent anticipated.  When groundfish regulations limited the numbers of days-at-sea and 
large closed areas were established, many believed that herring would provide a supplement to incomes 
cut by the groundfish management regime.  However, the low price of herring and the need for 
refrigerated seawater (RSW) to retain quality has led to a specialization by larger vessels (100-foot range) 
dedicated to pelagics (herring and mackerel). Smaller vessels were advised not to try to retrofit their 
vessels with RSW systems because this would have negative impacts on stability. Rolling closures and 
the closure of Area 1A to trawlers during summer months further confirmed the challenges for small 
boats to engage in targeted herring fishing.  There are a few smaller vessels that do include herring as part 
of their mix of targeted species. 
 
Star Fisheries 

Star Fisheries is a family-owned business that opened Gloucester’s display auction.  To avoid any 
appearance of impropriety, the family is no longer personally involved in the buying and selling of 
groundfish.  They did however decide to retain their option for the handling of herring and mackerel since 
the auction is not working with pelagic species. In 2005, they packed mackerel for the first time since the 
opening of the auction in 1999. 
 

4.5.3.2.13 New Bedford, Massachusetts 
A detailed profile of New Bedford, Massachusetts, including important social and demographic 
information, is provided in “Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can 
be accessed at www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  New Bedford’s involvement in 
fisheries is summarized below. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional 

Fishing Associations 

There are several fishing associations that aid the fishing industry in New Bedford, such as the Fisheries 
Survival Fund, established in 1998 to ensure the long-term sustainability of the Atlantic sea scallop 
fishery,(www.fisheriessurvival.org) U.S. North Atlantic Spiny Dogfish Association, the American 
Scallop Association, processors and support businesses related to the sea scallop industry 
(www.american-scallop-association.com), and the Commercial Anglers Association.  The Offshore 
Mariner’s Wives Association includes a handful of participants that organize the annual “Blessing of the 
Fleet.” 

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
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Massachusetts Marine Fisheries Institute is dedicated to promoting sustainable fisheries through 
education and research.  It is a collaborative partnership between the Massachusetts Division of Marine 
Fisheries and the Department of Fisheries Oceanography at the University of Massachusetts Dartmouth 
School for Marine Science and Technology, emphasizing interdisciplinary research and close cooperation 
with active fishermen (www.smast.umassd.edu). 
 
Fishing Assistance Centers 

Shore Support was the primary fishing assistance center in New Bedford from 2000 to 2010, but is no 
longer in existence (Hall-Arbor, 2001). For a number of years, the New Bedford Fishermen and Families 
Assistance Center, established with emergency funding in response to major changes in fishing 
regulations promoted job retraining and provided other help to fishing families. In 1997, the Fishing 
Partnership Health Plan was established that not only helped fishing families to obtain subsidized health 
care, but also had a staff involved in other outreach efforts.  The FPHP announced in May 2011 that the 
costs are unsustainable and the health care plan will cease on June 30, 2011. Staff will remain available to 
help fishing families transition to other health insurance programs, as well as provide services such as 
access to fishing vessel safety training (Gains, 2011).  
 
Other Fishing-Related Organizations 

There are several other fishing related organizations and associations that are vital to the fishing industry 
such as the Fisheries’ Survival Fund (Fairhaven), the New Bedford Fishermen’s Union, and New Bedford 
Mayor Scott Lang’s Seafood Council. 
 
In addition, Saving Seafood is a non-profit corporation funded by the seafood industry that conducts 
media and public outreach on behalf of the seafood industry, as well as communications to keep industry 
members aware of issues and events of concern (www.savingseafood.org). 
 
 
Commercial 

The fishing industry in New Bedford has consistently experienced decadal change.  In the 1980s 
fishermen reaped high landings and bought new boats. Then in the 1990s they experienced a dramatic 
decrease in groundfish catches, a vessel buyback program, and strict federal regulations in attempts to 
rebuild the depleted fish stocks.  A new decade brought more changes for the fishing industry 
(www.fishresearch.org). By 2000 and 2001 New Bedford was the highest value port in the U.S. 
(generating $150.5 million in dockside revenue) (www.fishresearch.org).  Revenues have continued to 
rise, generating $249.2 million in 2009 (NMFS, 2009). New Bedford’s most successful fishery for the last 
decade has been scallops, followed by groundfish. 
 
In 1999, New Bedford had approximately 44 fish wholesale companies, 75 seafood processors and some 
200 shoreside industries (Hall-Arbor, 2001).  Maritime International, also located in New Bedford, has 
one of the largest U.S. Department of Agriculture-approved cold treatment centers on the East Coast.  In 
2005 the terminal received approximately 25 vessels a year.  Each vessel carried about 1,000 tons of fish 
(www.maritimeinternational.org). 
 
  

http://www.savingseafood.org/
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Landings by Species – State Only Permits 

Table 117 Landings in Pounds for State-Only Permits in New Bedford in 2003 
Species Pounds landed 
Cod** 6,311,413 
Haddock** 5,949,880 
Lobster*** 1,168,884 
Scup** 593,394 
Fluke** 480,165 
Crab*** 315,395 
Loligo Squid** 207,769 
Striped Bass** 189,055 
Quahog (littleneck)* 147,249 
Monkfish 137,300 
Conch* 136,276 
Skate 121,522 
Quahog (cherrystone) 113,341 
Black Sea Bass** 113,071 
Pollock 65,500 
Quahog (Chowder)* 64,999 
Bluefish** 44,045 
Quahog (mixed)* 11,513 
Red Hake 10,100 
Cusk 1,880 
Illex Squid** 1,305 
Soft Shell Clam* 985 
Dab (Plaice) 870 
Dogfish** 537 
Winter Flounder 500 
Yellowtail Flounder 383 
Gray Sole (Witch) 200 

Asterisks indicate data sources: Zero: MA DMF has 2 gear-specific catch reports: Gillnet & Fish Weirs.  All state-
permitted fish-weir and gillnet fishermen report landings of all species via annual catch reports.  NOTE:  Data for 
these species do not include landings from other gear types (trawls, hook & line, etc.) and therefore should be 
considered as a subset of the total landings. (Massachusetts Division Marine Fisheries). 
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Landings by Species – Federal Permits 

Table 118 New Bedford Average Annual Value 1997-2008 

Catch 1997-2008 Average 
($) 

2002 
($) 

Scallops 156,996,744 96,577,150 
Largemesh 34,041,406 40,950,557 

Monkfish 10,308,258 6,545,695 
Surfoq 10,571,831 6,772,070 
Other 4,516,185 5,285,072 

Lobster 5,973,191 6,395,289 
Skates 2,829,983 1,420,409 

SFSCUPBSB 1,735,904 1,040,050 
Red crab 1,015,717 1,948,522 

MSB 2,330,872 782,113 
Smallmesh 1,393,381 871,565 

Herring 1,607,356 738 
Dogfish 95,344 9,415 
Bluefish 13,038 13,361 
Tilefish 2,886 0 

 
 
Vessels by Year 

Table 119 New Bedford Vessel Permits/Landings Values 1997-2010 

Year # Vessels  
Home ported 

# Vessels  
(Owner’s city) Home port value ($) Landed port value ($) 

1997 244 162 80,472,279 103,723,261 
1998 213 137 74,686,581 94,880,103 
1999 204 140 89,092,544 129,880,525 
2000 211 148 101,633,975 148,806,074 
2001 226 153 111,508,249 151,382,187 
2002 237 164 120,426,514 168,612,006 
2003 245 181 125,788,011 166,680,126 
2004 255 180 160,643,818 206,431,754 
2005 275 196 205,246,945 136,500,469 
2006 279 201 191,018,177 281,716,674 
2007 278 212 183,142,718 267,261,329 
2008 280 218 185,820,356 239,889,326 

2009 273 220 182,559,938 246,198,425 

2010 262 210 225,763,117 303,964,574 
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Recreational 

Five companies are listed in a New Bedford visitor’s guide as offering the public recreational fishing 
excursions including boat charters, though two of these are actually across the harbor in Fairhaven and 
one is in E. Wareham (www.rixsan.com). 
 
Subsistence 

Information on subsistence fishing in New Bedford is either unavailable through secondary data 
collection or the practice does not exist. 
 
Atlantic Herring Fishery 

New Bedford is an important community involved in the Atlantic herring fishery.  It meets several criteria 
identified in in Section 4.5.3.2 of this document (communities of interest): #1 (herring landings), #2 
(herring-related infrastructure), #3 (lobster/tuna bait dependence), and #5 (value-added production).  
Several lobster bait dealers and a pumping station for offloading herring are located in New Bedford.  In 
addition, NORPEL, considered one of the largest processors of herring for frozen export, is located in 
New Bedford and was leasing several dedicated pelagic fishing vessels.  NORPEL, however, in 2011 is in 
limbo with most staff dismissed and at least one of the leased vessels has returned to the West Coast.  
New Bedford’s infrastructure includes shipping terminals (Maritime International) and access to major 
highways and nearby airports.  The port also provides many additional fishing-related services including 
ice, fuel, and vessel maintenance/repair services. 
 
New Bedford ranked fourth in herring landings in 2004 (7,791 mt) and seventh cumulatively from 1995-
2004 (31,089 mt,).  Herring landings in New Bedford increased significantly with the establishment of the 
NORPEL plant, but the plant is currently (June 2011) closed. 
 
 

4.5.3.2.14 Point Judith, Rhode Island 
A detailed profile of Point Judith, Rhode Island, including important social and demographic information, 
is provided in “Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can be accessed at 
www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  Point Judith’s involvement in fisheries is 
summarized below. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional 

Fishing Associations 

The Commercial Fisheries Center of Rhode Island was founded to preserve commercial fishing as a 
profession, culture, and way of life through promoting the sustainability of the resource (www.cfcri.com).  
 
Members include:  

• RI Party and Charter Boat Association  
• Point Judith Fishermen's Memorial Foundation  
• Point Judith Fishermen's Scholarship Foundation 
• Atlantic Offshore Lobstermen's Association 
• Ocean State Fishermen's Association 

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
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• Rhode Island Commercial Fishermen's Association 
• Rhode Island Lobstermen's Association 
• Rhode Island Shellfisherman's Association 
• RI Monkfishermen's Association  
• Sakonnet Point Fishermen's Association  
• Commercial Fisheries Research Foundation 
• Eastern New England Scallop Association  
 
The American Seafood Institute, a nonprofit established in 1982, provides assistance to the fishing 
industry in exporting product overseas. 
 
Fishing Assistance Centers 

Although based in Providence, the Rhode Island Science and Technology Advisory Council, launched in 
2005, is working to increase RI’s research and development capacity, etc. acts as an informational 
clearinghouse, among other activities, including information on Requests for Proposals for collaborative 
fisheries research (stac.ri.gov). Commercial Fisheries Research Foundation of Rhode Island has been 
administering federal funding for cooperative fisheries research since 2008 under the Southern New 
England Collaborative Research Initiative (SNECRI) program. 
 
Founded in 1964, the Rhode Island Marine Trades Association represents all aspects of the marine 
industry. Member companies and organizations are dedicated to the growth in recreational boating and 
the creation of jobs for our industry in an environmentally friendly, safe and responsible way 
(www.rimta.org). 
 
The Point Club is the largest organized fishing vessel mutual insurance club on the East Coast.  In 2006, it 
started subsidizing the cost of adding selected new safety equipment on fishing vessels.  
 
Commercial 

In 2003, the number of commercial vessels in Pt. Judith was 224 (Department of Environmental 
Management, Current Boat listings by location 12/01/03). Vessels ranged from 45-99 feet, with most 
being ground trawlers.  Of these, 55 were between 45 and 75 feet, and 17 over 75 feet (Hall-Arbor, 2001).  
In 2001, Point Judith was ranked 16th in value of landings by port (fourth on the East Coast) (RI Sea 
Grant, 2009). In 2009, Point Judith landed 39.9 million pounds of fish (ranked 23rd in the nation), valued 
at $32.4 million (ranked 20th in the nation) (NMFS, 2009). 
 
RI Department of Environmental Management holds title over the majority of the land and Narragansett 
has worked with the State to create protection for the port for commercial fishing and other maritime uses.  
RI DEM regards the commercial fishing industry as the priority use for the port (RI Sea Grant, 2009). 
 
The state's marine fisheries are divided into three major sectors: shellfish, lobster, and finfish.  The 
shellfish sector includes oysters, soft shell clams, and most importantly, quahogs.  The lobster sector is 
primarily comprised of the highly valued American lobster with some crabs as well.  The finfish sector 
targets a variety of species including winter, yellowtail and summer flounder, tautaug, striped bass, black 
sea bass, scup, bluefish, butterfish, squid, whiting, skate, and dogfish.  A wide range of gear including 
otter trawl nets, floating fish traps, lobster traps, gill nets, fish pots, rod and reel, and clam rakes are used 
to harvest these species.  The state was issuing about 4,500 commercial fishing licenses at the time of this 
report (Lazar and Lake 2001). 
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Landings by Species 

Table 120 Narragansett (Point Judith) Average Annual Dollar Value of Landings by 
Species 1997-2008 

 Annual Average 1997-2008 2002 only 

Lobster 11,803,812 8,116,261 
MSB 12,046,408 8,804,396 

Sfscupbsb 5,859,644 4,603,074 
Smallmesh 2,998,544 1,760,782 

Monkfish 2,845,219 2,315,556 
Largemesh 2,861,395 2,637,144 

Other  2,839,344 2,162,004 
Skates 771,819 598,998 
Herring 528,394 66,637 

Scallops 1,772,585 79,899 
Tilefish 203,104 0 

Bluefish 126,648 139,695 
Dogfish 52,684 56,891 

Red crab 8,111 135 
 
 
Vessels by Year 

Table 121 Narragansett (Point Judith) Vessel Permits/Landings Value 1997-2010 

Year # Vessels  
Home ported 

# Vessels  
(Owner’s city) 

Home port  
Value ($) 

Landed  
Port value ($) 

1997 21 61 5,629,991 0 
1998 25 55 5,926,038 0 
1999 27 60 7,650,042 0 
2000 32 61 7,902,294 0 
2001 30 62 6,194,920 0 
2002 29 53 7,935,212 0 
2003 30 52 9,314,990 0 
2004 183 50 37,385,954 35,363,351 
2005 191 51 39,502,317 38,208,292 
2006 187 49 41,633,642 46,793,527 
2007 194 46 37,109,056 36,735,513 
2008 183 41 37,206,023 37,026,703 
2009 178 38 32,041,429 32,361,145 
2010 175 38 32,399,902 31,857,371 
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Recreational 

Rhode Island marine waters also support a sizable recreational fishing sector.  While accurate data on this 
component is lacking, it is estimated that in the year 2000, some 300,000 saltwater anglers, most from 
out-of-state, made 1 million fishing trips (ibid.).  This indicates that the recreational component is 
significant both in terms of the associated revenues generated (support industries) and harvesting 
capacity. 
 
Subsistence 

No information has been obtained at this time on subsistence fishing. 
 
Atlantic Herring Fishery 

Point Judith is marginally involved in the Atlantic herring fishery; landings of herring in Point Judith 
were much higher in the early 1990s; this may be due to increased participation in the Atlantic mackerel 
fishery.  Several lobster bait dealers are located in Point Judith, and some herring is trucked to Maine 
from Point Judith for processing. 
 
Point Judith ranked 10th in herring landings in 2004 (2,129 mt) and fourth cumulatively from 1995-2004 
(71,289 mt). 
 
 

4.5.3.2.15 Newport, Rhode Island 
A detailed profile of Newport, Rhode Island, including important social and demographic information, is 
provided in “Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can be accessed at 
www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  Newport’s involvement in fisheries is 
summarized below. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional 

Fishing Associations 

There are several fishing associations that aid the fishing industry in Newport.  The Ocean State 
Fishermen's Association is located in Barrington; the Rhode Island Commercial Fishermen's Association, 
as well as the Rhode Island Lobstermen's Association are in Wakefield.  The State Pier 9 Association and 
Atlantic Offshore Fishermen’s Association are involved in the Newport’s fishing industry (Hall-Arbor, et 
al., 2001). 
 
Other Fishing-Related Institutions 

The Seamen’s Church Institute is an organization that brings soup around to the docks for workers and 
fishermen. 
 
Commercial 

In 2002, recorded annual landings for Rhode Island totaled 103.5 million pounds with a landing value of 
$64.2 million, with catches of Atlantic herring and Atlantic mackerel at 12.7 and 20.9 million pounds 
landed (NMFS, 2002).  Newport’s annual landed value for 2002 was $7.5 million including an annual 
lobster landed value of $2.6 million, which represented about 11.7% of the 2002 state annual landings. 
 

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
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The South of Cape Cod midwater trawl fleet (pair and single) consists of eight vessels with principal ports 
of New Bedford, MA; Newport, RI; North Kingstown, RI; and Point Judith, RI.  This sector made 181 
trips and landed 17,189 mt of herring in 2003.  Maine had the highest reported landings (46%) in 2003, 
followed by Massachusetts (38%), New Hampshire (8%), and Rhode Island (7%). 
 
Infrastructure 

State Pier Number 9 is owned and maintained by the State.  The pier is zoned commercial/industrial and 
is managed by RI DEM to be principally a fishing pier.  Only commercial fishing vessels are allowed to 
tie up at the pier and the two-finger pier on the southern side.  Most of the fishing vessels are lobster boats 
and draggers.  The pier also provides space for gear storage, net mending and offloading (RI Sea Grant, 
2009). 
 
Long Wharf is city owned and designated for commercial fishing boat dockage but the water is shallow 
and no longer practical for most vessels. Fishing boats sill tie up on the Southside of Aquidneck Lobster 
pier.  
 
Landings by Species 

Table 122  Newport Dollar Values of Landings by Species 1997-2008 

 Average Annual 
1997-2008                  2002 only 

Other Species 561,091 85,085 
L Mesh 955,647 428,723 
S Mesh 158,038 134,958 
Dogfish 28,833 724 

Scallops 2,813,895 5,475,872 
Lobster 3,288,484 733,090 
Tilefish 7,929 0 

Monkfish 888,672 293,733 
Herring 82,262 3,044 

Bluefish 11,418 7,198 
Skates 156,108 1,42,389 

MSB 1,342,883 554,339 
Sfscupbsb 7,697 620,404 
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Vessels by Year 

Table 123 Newport Vessel Permits/Landings Value 1997-2010 

Year # Vessels  
Home ported 

# Vessels 
 (Owner’s city) 

Home port  
Value ($) 

Landed port  
Value ($) 

1997 52 13 5,130,647 7,598,103 
1998 52 16 6,123,619 8,196,648 
1999 52 14 6,313,350 8,740,253 
2000 59 14 6,351,986 8,296,017 
2001 52 15 5,813,509 7,485,584 
2002 55 17 6,683,412 7,567,366 
2003 52 16 7,859,242 9,082,560 
2004 53 16 6,031,391 8,402,598 
2005 56 17 6,170,896 14,279,861 
2006 48 19 7,080,630 20,821,160 
2007 46 20 6,583,056 12,366,585 
2008 44 16 5,262,698 6,765,771 
2009 41 17 5,220,885 7,162,190 
2010 40 18 6,045,216 6,786,625 

 
Recreational 

Information on recreational fishing in Newport is either unavailable through secondary data collection or 
the practice does not exist. 
 
Subsistence 

Information on subsistence fishing in Newport is either unavailable through secondary data collection or 
the practice does not exist. 
 
Atlantic Herring Fishery 

Newport is marginally involved in the Atlantic herring fishery.  Newport ranked 15th in herring landings 
in 2004 (313 mt) and 17th cumulatively from 1995-2004 (3,757 mt). 
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4.5.3.2.16 North Kingstown, Rhode Island 
A detailed profile of North Kingstown, Rhode Island, including important social and demographic 
information, is provided in “Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can 
be accessed at www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  North Kingstown’s involvement 
in fisheries is summarized below. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional 

Fishing Associations 

Rhode Island Fishermen’s Alliance’s “mission is to educate the consumer and make a stand against these 
regulations that will ultimately destroy the fishing industry and our access to fresh local caught seafood” 
(www.rifishermensalliance.com).  Rhode Island Commercial Fishermen’s Association formed in 2000 
and located in Wakefield includes fishermen, dealers, suppliers and others.  The goals of the association 
are to reach consensus on issues, improve working relationships with state and local officials, harvest fish 
sustainably, obtain quota for Rhode Island fishermen, and have impute in management regulations.  Other 
associations with membership in North Kingstown include Rhode Island Lobstermen’s Association 
(www.rilobstermen.com), Rhode Island Shellfishermen’s Association, Ocean State Fisherman’s 
Association, Ocean State Aquaculture Association, and Rhode Island Salt Water Anglers Association 
(www.risaa.org). 
 
Fishery Assistance Centers 

Information on fishery assistance centers in North Kingstown is either unavailable through secondary data 
collection or does not exist. 
 
Other Fishing-Related Institutions 

The American Seafood Institute, an offshoot of R.I. Seafood Council, was formed in 1982 for overseas 
promotion and export assistance programs (Hall-Arbor, 2001). 
 
 
Commercial 

In 2002 recorded annual landings for Rhode Island totaled 103.6 million pounds with a landing value of 
$64.2 million (NMFS, 2002).  By 2009, quantities had decreased to 84l5 million pounds with a value of 
$61.6 million (NMFS, 2009). North Kingstown’s annual landing value for 2002 was $7.1 million 
including an annual herring landing value of $1.2 million, and an annual lobster landing value of 744,757. 
In 2002, the value of landings at the dealer-reported port was of $7.1 million. 
 
The South of Cape Cod midwater trawl fleet (pair and single) consists of eight vessels with principal ports 
of New Bedford MA, Newport RI, North Kingstown RI, and Point Judith RI.  This sector made 181 trips 
and landed 17,189 mt of herring in 2003.  Maine had the highest reported landings (46%) in 2003, 
followed by Massachusetts (38%), New Hampshire (8%), and Rhode Island (7%). 
 
  

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
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Landings by Species 

Table 124 North Kingstown Dollar Values of Landings by Species 1997-2008 

Catch Annual Average  
1997-2008 2002 

Other 1,370,816 4,824,312 
Herring 849,529 1,244,586 
Lobster 366,807 744,757 

MSB* 9,616,464 301,531 
Sfscupbsb** 66,046 28,141 

Monkfish 16,725 1,307 
Scallops 26,006 982 
Bluefish 1,054 568 

Smallmesh*** 5,224 542 
Largemesh**** 4,048 540 

Skates 168 0 
* MSB: Butterfish, Mackerel, and Squid 
** Sfscupbsb: Summer Flounder, Scup, and Black Sea Bass 
*** Smallmesh Multispecies: red hake, ocean pout, mixed hake, black whiting, silver hake (whiting) 
**** Largemesh Groundfish: cod, winter flounder, yellowtail flounder, American plaice, sand-dab 
flounder, haddock, white hake, redfish, and pollock 
 
 
Vessels by Year 

Table 125  North Kingston Vessel Permits/Landings Value 1997-2010 

Year # Vessels 
 Home ported 

# Vessels 
 (Owner’s city) 

Home port  
Value ($) 

Landed port  
Value ($) 

1997 3 23 0 12,666,980 
1998 2 20 0 9,322,636 
1999 3 21 0 6,992,943 
2000 3 23 0 8,522,877 
2001 2 21 0 9,754,132 
2002 2 22 0 7,147,266 
2003 2 20 0 8,513,069 
2004 19 24 12,981,061 16,682,612 
2005 18 23 11,420,269 13,716,149 
2006 18 22 10,593,598 12,994,377 
2007 18 23 6,643,201 10,241,467 
2008 17 21 7,361,281 10,751,288 
2009 13 16 8,802,325 11,751,273 
2010 14 18 6,645,654 9,784,945 
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Recreational 

Narragansett Bay attracts a variety of recreational fishermen.  These fishermen fish a variety of species 
including quahogs, bluefish and striped bass.  A report (no longer available on the web) from University 
of Rhode Island’s Graduate School of Oceanography said that Rhode Island recreational anglers spent 
$138,737,000 in 1998.  In 2010, approximately 49,974 individuals bought Recreational Salt Water 
Fishing licenses (Rhode Island or federal). 
 
Subsistence 

Information on subsistence fishing in North Kingstown is either not available through secondary data 
collection or the practice does not exist. 
 
Atlantic Herring Fishery 

North Kingstown is involved in the Atlantic herring fishery primarily through its involvement in the bait 
fishery.  Several lobster bait dealers and freezer facilities are located in North Kingstown, and some 
herring is trucked to Maine from North Kingstown for processing. 
 
North Kingstown ranked 12th in herring landings in 2004 (1,065 mt) and fifth cumulatively from 1995-
2004 (69,094 mt). 
 

4.5.3.2.17 Cape May, New Jersey 
A detailed profile of Cape May, New Jersey, including important social and demographic information, is 
provided in “Community Profiles for the Northeast US Fisheries”, by Clay et al., and can be accessed at 
www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles.  Cape May’s involvement in fisheries is 
summarized below. 
 
Involvement in Northeast Fisheries 

Institutional 

Fishing Associations 

Garden State Seafood Association in Trenton is a statewide organization of commercial fishermen and 
fishing companies, related businesses and individuals working in common cause to promote the interests 
of the commercial fishing industry and seafood consumers in New Jersey (www.fishingnj.org). 
The Recreational Fishing Alliance, a national, grassroots political action organization representing 
recreational fishermen and the recreational fishing industry on marine fisheries issues, has members in 
Cape May. 
 
Fishery Assistance Centers 

In 1984 Cape May County received a $500,000 EDA grant to help the commercial fishing industry. The 
Revolving Fishing Loan Program that allows boat owners to borrow money at a lower interest rate than is 
available from banks is still in existence. 
 
Other Fishing-Related Institutions 

Information has not yet been collected regarding other fishing related institutions in Cape May. 
 
  

http://www.nefsc.noaa.gov/read/socialsci/community_profiles
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Commercial 

At the Southernmost tip of New Jersey – and almost as far South as Washington, DC – the combined port 
of Cape May/Wildwood is the largest in New Jersey and one of the largest on the East Coast.  The center 
of fish processing and freezing in New Jersey, Cape May/Wildwood is the homeport to some of the 
largest vessels fishing on the Atlantic coast and has led the way in developing new fisheries and new 
domestic and international markets for New Jersey seafood.  Major Cape May fisheries focus on squid, 
mackerel, fluke, sea bass, porgies, lobsters and menhaden.  In addition to these, Wildwood boats are also 
in the surf clam/ocean quahog fisheries.  Like many Jersey Shore communities, much of Cape May's and 
Wildwood's economies are dependent on seasonal tourism – which is dependent both on the weather and 
the overall state of the economy.  The year-round character of commercial fishing is a major factor in 
keeping these communities going in the off-season (www.panynj.gov). 
 
In 2002, recorded annual landings for New Jersey totaled 162.2 million pounds with a landing value of 
$112.7 million (NMFS, 2002).  Cape May annual landing value for 2002 was $28.2 million including an 
annual scallop landing value of $19.8 million.  In 2009 Cape May-Wildwood’s annual landing was 63.9 
million pounds, down from 82.9 million pounds in 2008.  However, the value of the landings was 73.7 
million in 2008, 73.4 million in 2009 (NMFS, 2009).  The herring landing value in 2002 represented 6% 
of the 1997-2003 average.  In 2002, the value of landings at dealer-reported port was of $28.3 million, 
and the landed value of home-ported vessels was of $34.5 million.  Between 1997 and 2003 home ported 
vessels number increased from 109 to 129. 
 
Landings by Species 

Table 126  Cape May Dollar Values of Landings by Species 1997-2008 

Catch Annual Average  
1997-2008 2002 

Scallops 36,587,620 19,806,595 
MSB* 8,185,054 3,281,558 

Sfscupbsb** 2,208,790 1,391,629 
Other 2,220,645 1,488,759 

Surfoq*** 490,246 1,796,269 
Lobster 554,044 340,381 

Monkfish 348,774 107,474 
Herring 315,261 55,871 

Smallmesh**** 21,857 2,778 
Bluefish 23,346 23,628 
Skates 11,144 16,272 

Dogfish 5,650 0 
Largemesh***** 9,796 37,711 

Tilefish 963 2,938 
Source: NMFS Landings and Permit databases 
 * MSB: Butterfish, Mackerel, and Squid 
 ** Sfscupbsb: Summer Flounder, Scup, and Black Sea Bass 
 ***  Surfoq: Surf Clam and Ocean Quahog 
 **** Smallmesh Multi-species: red hake, ocean pout, mixed hake, black whiting, silver hake (whiting) 
***** Largemesh Groundfish: cod, winter flounder, yellowtail flounder, American plaice, sand-dab 
flounder, haddock, white hake, redfish, and pollock 
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Vessels by Year 

Table 127 Cape May Vessel Permits/Landings Value 1997-2010 

Year # Vessels home 
ported 

# Vessels 
(owner's city) 

Home port  
Value ($) 

Landed port  
Value ($) 

1997 109 73 27,687,667 23,636,983 
1998 105 68 27,614,763 25,770,007 
1999 106 72 29,153,706 22,353,284 
2000 116 74 30,488,271 23,936,235 
2001 116 71 32,923,798 27,155,864 
2002 118 72 34,529,920 28,312,296 
2003 129 78 42,696,341 36,368,698 
2004 142 84 64,995,256 60,629,161 
2005 170 93 76,020,057 63,152,544 
2006 193 94 71,926,998 34,636,597 
2007 203 95 80,942,293 52,886,077 
2008 188 93 75,458,775 69,388,147 
2009 182 91 77,559,019 67,331,992 
2010 175 99 91,120,004 76,641,507 

 
Recreational 

The Cape May County Charter and Party Boat Association has more than 85 charter and party boats that 
can take anglers ocean and bay fishing all year long (Cape May County, 2011).  Striper fishing charters 
are a major attraction in New Jersey and anglers flock to the Jersey coast year after year from regions 
around the world to experience the fall striper runs New Jersey is famous for (www.fintalk.com). 
 
Subsistence 

Information on subsistence fishing in Cape May is either available through primary data collection or the 
practice does not exist. 
 
Atlantic Herring Fishery 

Cape May is involved in the Atlantic herring  and other pelagic fisheries.  A pumping station for 
offloading herring and a processing plant are located in Cape May.  Lund’s Fisheries, a processor of 
herring and mackerel, is located in Cape May and owns several dedicated pelagic fishing vessels. The 
port also provides many additional fishing-related services including ice, fuel, and vessel 
maintenance/repair services. 
 
Herring landings in New Jersey were 68,301,000 pounds in 2007, went up to 80,610,000 pounds in 2008 
and down to 72,709,000 pounds in 2009 and lower still to 56,306,000 pounds in 2010. 
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5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES 
UNDER CONSIDERATION 

The impacts of the management alternatives under consideration in Amendment 5 are assessed and 
discussed relative to each of the valued ecosystem components (VECs) described in the Affected 
Environment (Section 4.0). 
 

5.1 IMPACTS OF PROPOSED ADJUSTMENTS TO FISHERY MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAM (SECTION ERROR! REFERENCE SOURCE NOT FOUND.) 

The Council is considering a range of management alternatives to enhance the Atlantic herring fishery 
management program in general; measures under consideration in this section include proposed 
regulatory definitions, administrative/general provisions, changes to reporting requirements, trip 
notification requirements, and open access permit provisions.  The potential impacts of these 
measures/options on the VECs identified in this amendment are discussed in the following subsections. 
 

5.1.1 Impacts of Regulatory Definitions and Administrative/General Provisions 
(Sections 3.1.2) 

Options Under Consideration: 

• No Action (Status Quo) 
• Regulatory Definitions for Transfer at Sea and Offload 
• Clarify that vessels working cooperatively in a multi-vessel operation are limited to the vessels’ most 

restrictive possession limit 
• Eliminate the VMS power down provision for limited access herring vessels 

• Establish a new At-Sea Herring Dealer Permit 

The Council may ultimately select a combination of the above options.  In any case where an option is not 
selected, the no action option (status quo) will continue to apply. 
 
Because these measures are largely administrative in nature, their potential impacts on the Amendment 5 
VECs are discussed collectively in this section. 
 
General Impacts and Relationship to Goals and Objectives 

The regulatory definitions and administrative/general provisions proposed in Amendment 5 relate to the 
overall goal of the amendment, which is to improve catch monitoring and ensure compliance with the 
MSA.  They also relate indirectly to the first objective, which is to implement measures to improve the 
long-term monitoring of catch (landings and bycatch) in the herring fishery (to the extent that they clarify 
provisions and are intended to improve compliance/enforcement). 
 
Enforcement Committee Comments May 2009 

The Enforcement Committee met on May 8, 2009 to discuss issues related to the development of this 
amendment and provide preliminary input.  At that time, the Enforcement Committee agreed by 
consensus to support eliminating the VMS power down provision because it would make provisions for 
herring limited access vessels consistent with other limited access vessels and would enhance 
enforcement of the herring regulations. 
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Herring PDT Comments 

• Increasing compliance with reporting will help to improve the accuracy of landings data and 
quota/TAC monitoring, which will lead to more effective management of the herring fishery. 

 
Impacts on Atlantic Herring 

The Atlantic herring fishery is administered in accordance with the Atlantic Herring FMP.  The Herring 
FMP was developed by the Council and implemented by NMFS, in 2000.  The specification-setting 
process is the primary management tool to administer the herring fishery and was modified in 
Amendment 4 for consistency with the ACL/AM provisions in the reauthorized M-S Act.  The current 
specifications (75 FR 48874, August 12, 2010) established 2010-2012 herring harvest levels for each of 
four management areas, and Amendment 4 (76 FR 11373, March 2, 2011) established the provision that 
any overages would be deducted from future harvest levels (Accountability Measures).  All of the options 
considered in this section are administrative and are very unlikely to affect the amount of herring 
available for harvest, fishing effort, or fishing behavior.  Therefore, there would be negligible impacts to 
the target species associated with implementing any of the alternatives, including the no action option. 
 
The Atlantic herring fishery is managed through an overall ACL (reduced from the overfishing limit and 
acceptable biological catch to address scientific uncertainty and management uncertainty) and sub-ACLs 
that are designed to prevent overfishing on individual stock components.  The measures proposed in this 
section are not likely to affect removals of herring from the fishery. 
 
The proposed adjustments to the fishery management program and administrative/general provisions, 
however, may reduce the likelihood for errors in the calculation of catch statistics.  Subsequently, 
management uncertainty may be reduced (uncertainty about catch estimates is a component of 
management uncertainty), and long-term management of the herring resource may improve.  For 
example, clarifying regulatory definitions (Section 3.1.1) will likely reduce any ambiguity related to the 
options under consideration in Section 3.1.3 and any other relevant management measures, which, in turn, 
may reduce the likelihood for misallocating or double counting herring catches.  Ultimately, this could 
lead to better catch data for stock assessments and may also reduce scientific uncertainty over the long-
term. 
 
Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

The non-target species most pertinent to this amendment are described in detail in Section 4.2 of this 
document (Affected Environment).  All of the options considered in this section are administrative and 
are very unlikely to affect the amount of herring available for harvest, fishing effort, or fishing behavior.  
Therefore, there would be negligible impacts to the target species associated with implementing any of 
the alternatives, including the no action option. 
 
Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
 
Impacts on Protected Resources 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
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Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

All of the options considered in this section are administrative and are very unlikely to affect the amount 
of herring available for harvest, fishing effort, or fishing behavior.  Therefore, impacts on fishery-related 
businesses and communities associated with implementing any of the options considered in this section 
are expected to be minimal. 
 
The proposed adjustments to the fishery management program and administrative/general provisions, 
however, may reduce the likelihood for errors in the calculation of catch statistics.  Subsequently, 
management uncertainty may be reduced (uncertainty about catch estimates is a component of 
management uncertainty) and long-term management of the herring fishery may improve.  For example, 
some of the measures discussed in this section could reduce the likelihood for misallocating or double 
counting herring catches.  Ultimately, this could lead to better catch data for stock assessments and may 
also reduce scientific uncertainty over the long-term.  To the extent that scientific and management 
uncertainty can be reduced, additional yield can be made available to the fishery.  The long-term impacts 
of reducing scientific and management uncertainty are positive for fishery-related businesses and 
communities. 
 
 

5.1.2 Impacts of Measures to Address Carrier Vessels and Transfers of Atlantic 
Herring At-Sea (Sections 3.1.3) 

5.1.2.1 Impacts of Measures to Address Carrier Vessels 
Options Under Consideration: 

• Option 1: No Action (Status Quo) 
• Option 2: Require VMS on Carrier Vessels for Declaration Purposes and Eliminate Seven-Day 

Enrollment Period (Section 3.1.3.2.2) 
• Option 3: Dual Option for Carriers – Use VMS for Declaration Purposes and Eliminate Seven-Day 

Enrollment Period or Status Quo (Section 3.1.3.2.3) 
 
General Impacts and Relationship to Goals and Objectives 

The measures under consideration to address carrier vessels do not relate directly to the goals and 
objectives of Amendment 5 and/or the specific goals/objectives of the catch monitoring program. 
 
Herring PDT Comments 

• A herring carrier declaration could improve catch monitoring because it would help identify instances 
when catch was incorrectly attributed to a carrier vessels, rather than to the catcher vessel. 

• The options to address carrier vessels are not likely to have any significant impacts on the VECs 
identified in Amendment 5 because they increase flexibility for carrier vessels (and will therefore 
have a slightly positive impact on those vessels – see below), but they are largely administrative in 
nature. 

 
Impacts on Atlantic Herring 

The Atlantic herring fishery is managed through sub-ACLs that are designed to prevent overfishing while 
addressing scientific and management uncertainty.  The measures proposed in this section are largely 
administrative in nature and are not likely to affect removals from the herring fishery. 
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Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

The measures proposed in this section are largely administrative in nature and are not likely to affect 
removals of non-target species on vessels engaged in the herring fishery. 
 
Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Protected Resources 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

The impacts of the proposed options to address carrier vessels are expected to be positive for vessels 
engaged in this activity, and overall, the impacts are expected to be insignificant across fishery-related 
businesses and communities affected by Amendment 5. 
 
Option 1 (No Action): Under the no action option, there is a minimum enrollment period of seven 
calendar days for vessels that obtain an LOA from NMFS to carry Atlantic herring. While operating 
under a valid LOA, such vessels are exempt from any herring possession limits associated with the 
herring vessel permit categories.  Herring carrier vessels under an LOA may not possess, transfer, or land 
any species except for Atlantic herring (except that they may possess Northeast multispecies transferred 
by vessels issued either a Category A or B permit, consistent with the applicable possession limits for 
such vessels).  There are no additional impacts on fishery-related businesses and communities expected 
from this option. 
 
Options 2/3: While there are no impacts expected under the status quo, Options 2 and 3 may produce 
positive impacts for vessels engaged in carrying activities because they increase flexibility and 
opportunities for these vessels during the time they are enrolled in herring carrying activities. 
 
Option 2 would require a VMS on all carrier vessels, so this option may have more of an economic 
impact, if there are carrier vessels that do not currently utilize a VMS and would be required to 
purchase/maintain one in order to carry herring.  Currently, all Category A, B, and C herring vessels are 
required to be equipped with a VMS because of VMS requirements for limited access vessels.  Category 
A, B, and C vessels would have little pecuniary costs associated with using the VMS to declare into the 
fishery.  The only costs for these vessels would be may be a slightly increased administrative burden, 
which should be small.  However, the VMS provision would reduce administrative burden and regulatory 
costs by eliminating the seven-day enrollment period for these vessels. 
 
There may be small impacts to the Category D vessels that are not currently equipped with a VMS.  
Information about herring carrier vessels can be found in Section 4.5.1.3.3 of this document (Affected 
Environment).  In 2010, there were 15 vessels that obtained a LOA from NMFS to engage in herring 
carrying activities (down from 18 vessels in 2009).  A total of 49 reports were submitted for carrying 
activities by these vessels in 2010.  The number of Category D (open access) vessels engaging in carrying 
activities increased in 2010, and the information presented in the Affected Environment suggests that 
about 20 Category D vessels that have obtained carrying LOAs in the past may not be using VMS units.  
The costs to equip a vessel with a VMS are approximately $1,700-$3,300, with operating costs for the 
unit of approximately $40-$100 per month.  In addition, the vessel would need a constant power source 
such as a generator, or access to dockside energy, that would add to the costs. 
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Carrier vessels would have increased flexibility so that they could declare what activity they would be 
engaging in on a trip-by-trip basis rather than being required to remain in one activity a week at a time.  
One of the most frequently lamented impacts of regulations in any fishery is the restriction on 
participants’ ability to make quick changes in their choice of species to pursue, gear to use, and trip 
schedule.  While this option would not remove all restrictions on such choices, it would allow carrier 
vessels to have more rather than less flexibility at the trip level.  This flexibility could also benefit 
herring-dependent communities since the vessels would presumably base their choices on the needs of 
their community-based dealers and/or buyers. 
 
Option 3 provides flexibility for vessels to either choose to obtain a VMS and eliminate the minimum 
seven-day enrollment period, or stay with the status quo (seven-day minimum) and not utilize VMS.  
Option 3 will have similar impacts on carrier vessels to Option 2; however, these impacts should be 
smaller because vessels may choose between the seven-day enrollment period with current LOA 
restrictions and using VMS to declare as a carrier vessel. 

Category D vessels without a VMS would be allowed to carry herring without installing a VMS if they 
choose.  For smaller vessels with (possibly) more limited funds, the LOA option would allow them to 
continue work as a carrier without increasing their costs.  This is likely to be appreciated in communities 
with fewer alternative employment options and lower incomes. 
 
 

5.1.2.2 Impacts of Measures to Address Transfers of Atlantic Herring At-Sea (Section 
3.1.3.3) 

NMFS has indicated that the current provisions and allowances for transfers of herring at sea are 
problematic and present a challenge when trying to resolve differences between databases and/or ensure 
completeness of Atlantic herring catch/landings data.  The Council is therefore considering options to 
reduce/restrict the transfer of Atlantic herring at-sea. 
 
Options Under Consideration: 

• Option 1: No Action (Status Quo) 
• Option 2: Restrict Transfers At-Sea to Only Vessels with Category A or B Limited Access Herring 

Permits (Section 3.1.3.3.2) 
• Option 3: Prohibit Transfers At-Sea to Non-Permitted Vessels (Section 3.1.3.3.3) 
 
General Impacts and Relationship to Goals and Objectives 

The measures to address transfers of herring at-sea relate to the overall goal of Amendment 5 to 
implement measures to improve the long-term monitoring of catch (landings and bycatch) in the herring 
fishery, as they are intended to improve reporting compliance, reduce double-counting, and further ensure 
accurate accounting of all catch in the herring fishery.  The measures relate specifically to the following 
goal/objective for the Amendment 5 catch monitoring program: 

1. To create a cost effective and administratively feasible program for provision of accurate and timely 
records of catch of all species caught in the herring fishery; 

• Review federal notification and reporting requirements for the herring fishery to clarify, 
streamline, and simplify protocols; 
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Enforcement Committee Comments May 2009 

The Enforcement Committee met on May 8, 2009 to discuss issues related to the development of this 
amendment and provide preliminary input.  At that time, the Enforcement Committee provided the 
following comments regarding the measures to address transfers at-sea: 

• Option 2: Restricting transfers to only limited access directed fishery vessels (herring category 
A/B) is enforceable. 

• Option 3: Prohibiting transfers to non-herring permit vessels is not enforceable.  However, 
concern was expressed about the number of lobster and recreational vessels that may be affected 
by this option. 

 
Herring PDT Comments 

• Option 2 limits at-sea transfers to the limited access directed fishery permit holders only (Categories 
A and B).  There are less than 50 Category A/B vessels (46 in 2010); these are the vessels that do not 
operate under a possession limit for herring, improving at-sea enforceability. 

• Option 3 may improve reporting compliance.  Requiring a federal permit of some sort by all vessels 
engaged in the transfer activity reduces the likelihood that some herring catch, even in small amounts, 
will not be documented.  However, this measure would require that vessels with no Federal permits 
(recreational vessels, for example) obtain a permit for herring and comply with all related reporting 
requirements. 

 
 
Impacts on Atlantic Herring 

The options proposed to address transfers of Atlantic herring at-sea are not likely to have a significant 
impact on the herring resource, primarily because only small amounts of herring are transferred at-sea.  If 
catch accounting is improved through limits on transfers at-sea, reductions in double-counting, and better 
documentation, then there will be indirect benefits to the herring resource, especially over the long-term.  
The long-term benefits of improving catch monitoring are discussed throughout this document.   
 
 
Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

The options proposed to address transfers of Atlantic herring at-sea are not likely to have a measurable 
impact on non-target species and other fisheries. 
 
 
Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
 
Impacts on Protected Resources 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
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Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

Option 1 (No Action):  No additional impacts on fishery-related businesses and communities are 
expected under the no action option. 
 
Option 2:  Fishing vessels must record if fish is “Sold to another vessel for bait or retained for bait.”  
There are no data available for only fish which is sold to another vessel for bait.  Based on the VTR 
information provided in Table 128, very little Atlantic herring is recorded as “sold to another vessel bait 
or retained for bait.”  Between 2005 and 2010, an average of 0.21% of all caught Atlantic herring was 
either transferred for bait or retained as bait. 
 
Table 128  VTR-Reported Herring Catch (Pounds) Sold At-Sea/Retained as Bait 

 No. 
Vessels 

“Bait” either kept or sold at 
sea 

All VTR Reported 
Landings 

Percent 
“Bait” 

2005 15 180,527 214,338,587 0.08% 

2006 16 224,151 226,678,651 0.10% 

2007 29 1,146,795 173,647,134 0.66% 

2008 15 117,572 183,896,188 0.06% 

2009 20 169,183 226,884,852 0.07% 

2010 30 588,387 145,940,841 0.40% 

 2,426,615 1,171,386,253 0.21% 
 
This option limits the pool of vessels that would be authorized to transfer Atlantic herring at-sea.  
Category C or D vessels operating under a Carrier LOA would be exempt from this measure and would, 
therefore, not be impacted by these regulations.  Pair trawl vessels would also not be impacted by this 
provision.  This measure would impact three groups of vessels: Category C and Category D vessels that 
are not operating under a Carrier LOA would be prohibited from receiving herring at-sea.  In addition, 
vessels that currently don’t possess any herring permit would be prohibited from receiving herring at-sea. 
 
Option 2 may reduce opportunities for Category C and D vessels to participate in the herring fishery by 
limiting their ability to transfer herring at sea (unless they are carrying herring or participating in a pair 
trawl operation).  Because of the high cost of fuel, the requirement to return to port in order to land their 
catch could negatively impact herring-related businesses that have only C or D permits.  Typically, 
smaller vessels lack refrigerated seawater (RSW) systems, so the retention of high-quality herring 
depends on their ability to transfer their catch to vessels with RSW or return quickly to port.  
Consequently, this option could increase costs for Category C and D vessels and may limit their 
flexibility.  Further, if the proposed definition for transfer at-sea is adopted in Amendment 5 (see Section 
3.1.1), this could hamper multi-vessel purse seine operations, limiting not only opportunities for C and D 
vessels, but constraining the A and B permitted vessels with whom they might otherwise have worked. 
 
Option 3:  This option is less restrictive than Option 2; Category C and D vessels would be allowed to 
receive herring at-sea for personal use.   Because permit Category D is an open access permit category, 
this option is minimally restrictive.  Any vessel which wishes to receive herring can apply for, and obtain, 
an open access D permit.   
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However, it is more restrictive than the no action option and will create additional reporting/compliance 
burdens for vessels that wish to receive herring at-sea and do not have a Federal herring permit.  Vessels 
currently with no Federal permits (recreational vessels, for example) will be required to obtain a permit 
for herring and comply with all related reporting requirements (including VTR and other applicable 
requirements implemented in this amendment). 
 
Under Option 3, there may be vessels that choose not to obtain a herring permit and be subject to the 
reporting requirements in order to transfer/receive herring at sea.  The once common practice of 
transferring a bucket of bait between herring fishing boats and recreational vessels or others wishing to 
obtain herring for use as bait has become a much less frequent occurrence.  Nevertheless, Option 3 could 
curtail this activity completely.  Because the frequency has diminished, the negative impacts on herring-
related businesses are likely to be small; however, the proposed restriction expresses bureaucratic concern 
over small-scale events that have, in the past, promoted positive interaction between commercial and 
recreational fishermen, thus potentially reducing or eliminating community-building opportunities. 
 

5.1.3 Impacts of Trip Notification Requirements (Section 3.1.4) 
The Council is considering options to modify/extend pre-trip and pre-landing notification requirements to 
all limited access herring vessels in Amendment 5. 
 
Options Under Consideration: 

• Option 1: No Action (Status Quo) 
• Option 2: Modify and Extend the Pre-Trip Notification Requirements – extend pre-trip notification 

system and add a gear declaration to pre-trip VMS notifications (Section 3.1.4.2) 
• Option 3: Extend Pre-Landing Notification Requirement (Section 3.1.4.3) 
 
General Impacts and Relationship to Goals and Objectives 

In addition to the overall goal to implement measures to improve the long-term monitoring of catch 
(landings and bycatch) in the herring fishery, the measures proposed in this section relate to the following 
goals/objectives of the Amendment 5 catch monitoring program: 
1. To create a cost effective and administratively feasible program for provision of accurate and timely 

records of catch of all species caught in the herring fishery; 
2. Develop a program providing catch of herring and bycatch species that will foster support by the 

herring industry and others concerned about accurate accounts of catch and bycatch, i.e., a well-
designed, credible program; 

3. Design a robust program for adaptive management decisions; 
 
The call-in requirement for vessels to request an observer before leaving port was established in response 
to concerns about haddock bycatch and the establishment of the haddock catch cap in the herring fishery 
(Framework 40B to the Multispecies FMP) and currently applies only to vessels subject to the haddock 
catch cap.  Although developed for a very specific purpose, this requirement has been helpful to the 
Observer Program to determine the schedule of observer coverage and know better where and when 
herring trips will occur.  It also helps NMFS to estimate and target specific levels of coverage in the 
fishery during the fishing year.  If the notification program is set up in the most efficient manner, it can 
help to reduce operating costs for the observer program, as fishing trips are more predictable and less time 
is spent determining when/where observed trips should occur.  If the expectation is that all herring vessels 
should be observed during some or all of their fishing operations, then the trip notification requirements 
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could assist the Observer Program in deploying observers in the most efficient way across the entire 
fishery while minimizing the burden on the vessels.  The proposed modifications to the current program 
(options for notification, timing) would both improve efficiency and reduce the burden on the industry. 
 
Herring PDT Comments 

• Option 2: Adding a pre-trip VMS gear declaration for all limited access vessels is helpful to ensure 
compliance and facilitate enforcement of gear-based management measures (midwater trawl access to 
groundfish closed areas, for example). 

In addition, the current language in Option 2 does not require all herring carriers to utilize the PTNS, 
as it applies only to limited access herring vessels.  The Council may want to consider requiring the 
PTNS to be utilized by all herring carriers, including those with Category D permits.  This will 
facilitate the deployment of observers on carrier vessels and ensure that sampling is more inclusive of 
this sector of the fishery. 

• Option 3: Extending the VMS pre-landing requirement to all limited access herring vessels 
encountering herring on a trip would have been a more effective provision if the catch monitoring 
program developed in this amendment included a dockside monitoring/sampling program.  However, 
extending the VMS pre-landing requirement may still facilitate enforcement and could provide 
consistency regarding vessels that would be subject to pre-trip and pre-landing notification 
requirements and may reduce the complexities associated with declarations into/out of the fishery.  
The notification can still facilitate the deployment of dockside samplers through State programs, to 
the extent that States can work with NMFS to coordinate sampling throughout the fishery. 

Similar to the comments regarding Option 2 above, the Council may want to consider incorporating 
all herring carriers into the pre-landing notification requirements.  This may help to ensure that 
portside sampling, even if only conducted by the States, can more efficiently cover the fishery and 
could provide an opportunity for additional biological sampling (portside) of landings by carriers.  
This requirement should be considered in the context of the measures under consideration to increase 
flexibility for carrier vessels and will depend on whether or not all carrier vessels will be required to 
use VMS (see Section 3.1.3.2). 

 
Impacts on Atlantic Herring 

The Atlantic herring fishery is managed through sub-ACLs that are designed to prevent overfishing while 
addressing scientific and management uncertainty.  The measures proposed in this section are not likely to 
affect removals from the fishery.   
 
While there are no direct impacts on the herring resource expected by these options, extending the pre-trip 
and pre-landing notification requirements may improve allocation of observers and help ensure the timely 
sampling of the Atlantic herring fishery.  Thus, data collected via the observer program may be more 
likely to achieve management goals (e.g., CV targets on discard estimates).  Subsequently, management 
uncertainty may be reduced (uncertainty about discard estimates is a component of management 
uncertainty) and long-term management of the herring resource may improve. 
 
Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

While there are no direct impacts on the non-target species and other fisheries expected by these options, 
extending the pre-trip and pre-landing notification requirements may improve allocation of observers and 
help ensure the timely sampling of Atlantic herring.  Thus, data collected via the observer program may 
be more likely to achieve management goals (e.g., CV targets on discard estimates). 
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Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Protected Resources 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

Option 1 (No Action): There are no additional impacts on fishery-related businesses and communities 
expected under the no action option. 
 
Options 2 and 3:  While there are no significant impacts on fishery-related businesses and communities 
expected by these options, extending the pre-trip and pre-landing notification requirements may improve 
allocation of observers and help ensure the timely sampling of the Atlantic herring fishery.  Thus, data 
collected via the observer program may be more likely to achieve management goals (e.g., CV targets on 
discard estimates).  Subsequently, management uncertainty may be reduced (uncertainty about discard 
estimates is a component of management uncertainty) and long-term management of the herring fishery 
may improve.  Ultimately, this could lead to better catch data for stock assessments and may also reduce 
scientific uncertainty over the long-term.  To the extent that management uncertainty can be reduced, 
additional yield can be made available to the fishery.  The long-term impacts of reducing management 
uncertainty are positive for fishery-related businesses and communities. 
 
Option 2: Because vessels would be required to use PTNS prior to any trip where the operator may 
harvest, possess, or land Atlantic herring, the number of notifications will increase.  The pecuniary 
economic impacts on the herring fishery are expected to be minimal and on the order of additional 1-2 
telephone calls per trip.  Any economic impacts to the herring fishery will be through increased 
administrative and regulatory burden. 
 
Option 2 actually simplifies pre-trip notification requirements for most vessels.  This could increase the 
vessels’ flexibility since they will not restrict their notification only to trips where they have planned to 
target herring and since all limited access vessels will be required to use the PTNS.  The potential 
negative impact of this requirement is that observers may be assigned to vessels that do not end up 
catching or possessing herring, thus changing the percentage of observed trips in the directed herring 
fishery and reducing the effectiveness of observer allocations/deployments.  There could be negative 
impacts on fishery-related businesses and communities depending on how observer coverage is funded 
and what the impacts of the funding options are (see Section 3.2.1).  However, the proposed requirements 
for details to be provided through the PTNS (Section 3.1.4.2) should help to reduce negative impacts 
because the additional information should facilitate the deployment of observers on vessels that are 
targeting herring. 
 
Adding a gear designation to the pre-trip VMS declaration is not likely to impact fishery-related 
businesses or communities. 
 
Option 3: The pecuniary economic impacts of Option 3 on the limited access herring fishery are expected 
to be minimal.  Any economic impacts to the herring fishery will be through increased administrative and 
regulatory burden.  This notification requirement removes ambiguity and makes the pre-landing 
notification a routine matter.  It is unlikely to have negative impacts on herring-related businesses or 
communities. 
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5.1.4 Impacts of Reporting Requirements for Federally-Permitted Dealers (Section 
3.1.6) 

Options Under Consideration: 

• Option 1: No Action (Status Quo) 

• Option 2: Require Federally-Permitted Herring Dealers to Accurately Weigh All Fish (Section 3.1.6) 

 Option 2A (Possible): require dealers to annually document how the composition of a mixed 
catch may be estimated 

 Option 2B (Possible): require dealers to document how the composition of a mixed catch 
may be estimated for every landings submission 

 Option 2C (Possible): require dealers to obtain vessel representative confirmation of SAFIS 
transaction record at first point of sale 

 
General Impacts and Relationship to Goals and Objectives 

The proposed reporting requirements for dealers relate to the overall goal of Amendment 5 to develop an 
amendment to the Herring FMP to improve catch monitoring and ensure compliance with the MSA, and 
the first objective of the amendment to implement measures to improve the long-term monitoring of catch 
(landings and bycatch) in the herring fishery.  In addition, the dealer requirements relate to the following 
goals/objectives of the Amendment 5 catch monitoring program: 

1. To create a cost effective and administratively feasible program for provision of accurate and timely 
records of catch of all species caught in the herring fishery; 

• Review federal notification and reporting requirements for the herring fishery to clarify, 
streamline, and simplify protocols; 

2. Develop a program providing catch of herring and bycatch species that will foster support by the 
herring industry and others concerned about accurate accounts of catch and bycatch, i.e., a well-
designed, credible program; 

• Avoid prohibitive and unrealistic demands and requirements for those involved in the 
fishery, i.e., processors and fishermen using single and paired midwater trawls, bottom 
trawls, purse seines, weirs, stop seines, and any other gear capable of directing on 
herring; 

• Improve communication and collaboration with sea herring vessels and processors to 
promote constructive dialogue, trust, better understanding of bycatch issues, and ways to 
reduce discards; 

 
The impacts of the dealer reporting requirements under consideration in Amendment 5 are addressed 
below in a general sense and then subsequently addressed briefly relative to each VEC identified in the 
Amendment 5 Affected Environment (Section 4.0). 
 
Relative to the no action option, the impacts of Option 2 are difficult to determine due to both the vague 
nature of the action and the potentially wide-ranging reactions/adaptations of federally-permitted Atlantic 
herring dealers to comply with the action.  To better consider the potential reactions, updated information 
on federally-permitted Atlantic herring dealers has been provided in Section 4.0 (Affected Environment).  
In 2007, there were 230 federally-permitted Atlantic herring dealers, and by 2010 there were 273 dealers, 
all of which have the potential to be affected by Option 2.  Federally-permitted dealers, however, become 
Atlantic herring dealers by selecting the species on their permit application form, which is an option that 
presents no extra cost.  Of the 273 Atlantic herring dealers in 2010, only 85 purchased herring.  Those that 
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were not registered may or may not choose to register as herring dealers in the next application process, 
depending on the perceived impact that may result from the requirements implemented through this 
option.  It is not clear if all federally permitted dealers would be held to the proposed requirements, or if 
only the registered herring dealers would be impacted.  The analysis of impacts is further complicated by 
federally-permitted dealers that are not currently registered as herring dealers, but who purchased herring 
in the last three years.  The measures proposed in this amendment are intended to clarify reporting 
requirements for dealers and reduce the occurrence of this in the future. 
 
The spatial extent of the impacts resulting from this measure is also difficult to determine.  The location 
of Federally-permitted dealers that purchased herring ranges from North Carolina to Maine, but the 
highest impacted States may be Maine, Massachusetts, and New York, as they are the States with the 
highest number of dealers who purchased herring and have the highest revenue generated by their dealers.  
Dealers registered in Maine and Massachusetts, however,  only purchased 75% and 82% of their herring 
from the States in which they were registered, so other states such as Rhode Island may also be affected. 
 
In addition to the range of dealers to which the proposed requirements may apply, there are also numerous 
ways in which federally-permitted Atlantic herring dealers may comply with the requirements. Therefore, 
for the purposes of this analysis, four examples have been created to evaluate the possible responses of 
the federally-permitted herring dealers to Option 2, which range in the austerity of the reaction (Table 
129). 
 
Example 1 and Example 2 are meant to illustrate the potential impacts of the proposed requirement if 
federally-permitted herring dealers chose to utilize scales to comply with the action.  Example 1 describes 
the impacts of hopper scales, and Example 2 describes the impacts of truck scale utilization in the fishery. 
 
Appendix I in Volume II (Discussion Paper: Potential Applicability of Flow Scales, Hopper Scales, 
Truck Scales and Volumetric Measurement in the Atlantic Herring Fishery) provides a full description of 
hopper scales and truck scales, as well as the potential costs, benefits, and potential downfall of the 
various scales that could be used.  These examples characterize a potentially higher change in the fishery 
as a result of the measure, in comparison to the first example.  The cost of scales can vary dramatically, 
however.  The use of an already existing truck scale can cost as little as $10, but the distance to reach it 
may be great (two ports had scales more than an hour away and another four ports did not have reachable 
scales).  Installation of a truck scale in an easily-accessible port can cost more than $100,000, depending 
on the area in which the scale will be placed.  Not all dealers may use trucks in the transport of fish, 
however, and water weight can add to the total truck weight significantly, depending on where the scale is 
located.  Hopper scales can have multiple or single hoppers, and weigh fish as they flow through the 
scale.  For precise estimates the water needs to be completely separated from the fish before use.  Hopper 
scale costs can range from $20,000 to $50,000 per scale, and newer models are now being produced that 
can be used on vessels at sea.  Dealers would need to decide on a location or locations for both types of 
scales, and in the case of hopper scales, some may decide to require that vessels carry the hopper scales to 
avoid the cost. 
 
Example 3 would entail dealers complying with the action by utilizing volumetric estimation to 
determine the weight of all fish.  Volumetric estimation could be conducted in a number of ways, one of 
which is already applied in the state of Maine and is described in Appendix I in Volume II (Discussion 
Paper: Potential Applicability of Flow Scales, Hopper Scales, Truck Scales and Volumetric Measurement 
in the Atlantic Herring Fishery).  The State of Maine requires that all vessels have their holds measured 
by the State Department of Weights and Measures to volumetrically certify the amount of fish that the 
vessel can contain.  Once that process has been completed, dealers could employ a weight on a string, 
which would be lowered into the hold to determine the level of the fish, and therefore the estimated 
volume, which in turn could be converted into an approximate weight. 
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Another way to volumetrically estimate the weight of all fish would be to fill a bait container that is 
utilized in the process of transporting herring on land with herring and weigh the container.  The 
estimated weight, based on the volume of fish contained therein, could be expanded to serve as the weight 
of any box of fish of a similar size.  Similarly, the makers of the bait container could supply this 
information.  If the state of Maine example is followed, then the cost could range from $350 for a 100 
hogshead vessel to $600 dollars if a Marine Surveyor completed a similar task.  If a manufacturer 
provides the dealer with the average weight of a fish container, or if one dealer weighs a widely-used bait 
container on an existing scale and distributes the estimation of weight, there would be no additional costs 
associated with Example 3.  This example characterizes the lowest overall impact as very little, if any, as 
the change in the behavior of federally-permitted dealers and vessels would be less in comparison to the 
following examples.  The efficacy of this example, however, may be compromised by the varying weight 
of fish through the fishing season, if the same conversion from volume to weight is used. The estimates 
may therefore not be an improvement over Option 1 (status quo). 
 
Example 4 is one that may occur in tandem with the prior three examples, as it illustrates the potential 
change in behavior surrounding herring processor plants.  Processing plants have two mechanisms for 
processing herring: running the herring through a dewatering box and selling it as bait, and bringing the 
herring into the facility for processing.  Appendix I in Volume II provides a full description of a 
processing plant and the process that herring follow.  If the herring are being sold as bait, then they are 
subject to the same process that herring experience in most other ports, and Examples 1 through 3 would 
be applicable ways for processors to comply with the measure.  If herring are brought into the facility for 
processing, however, a few changes may need to be made.  Currently, landed bycatch is sorted out and 
discarded in two phases of the herring processing, and the bycatch is discarded while the herring are 
weighed accurately for packaging purposes. To comply with the requirements proposed in Option 2, 
processors may decide to utilize the same scales used to weigh the herring, or they may choose a method 
similar to those presented in Examples 1 through 3.  The cost of the extra time and effort are therefore 
difficult to quantify, and while utilizing the same scales used to weigh the herring would cut costs, there 
would be added time and effort by employees. 
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Table 129 Summary of Examples Used for Impacts of Dealer Reporting Options 

Example 1: Truck Scales 2: Hopper Scale 3: Volumetric 
Estimation 4: Processors 

Potential 
Requirements 

Ranges from 
finding an already 
existing truck scale 
close to the port to 
having permanent 
space in a port for 
a scale  

May need space 
on individual 
vessels or on land 
for the scale to be 
located; may need 
additional time for 
scale to weigh all 
fish 

May need a 
service to 
volumetrically 
certify vessel or a 
scale to estimate 
average bait 
container weight 

May need more 
space and time for 
sorting 

Potential 
Cost 

$10 to $100,000 or 
more per scale or 
port 

$20,000 to 
$50,000 or more 
per scale, port, or 
vessel 

$0 - $600  
or more per vessel Unknown 

Potential 
Efficacy 

Some scales less 
effective than 
others; water 
weight varies; not 
all fish are 
transported via 
trucks 

Precise so long as 
water is removed 
completely 

May be reduced 
by the variation in 
herring weights 
over the 
season/not 
dissimilar to 
Option 1 (status 
quo) 

Herring accurately 
weighed; bycatch 
could be weighed 
similarly or using a 
similar method to 
Examples 1-3 

 
 
Impacts on Atlantic Herring 

Option 2 has the potential to improve the calculation of catch statistics and quantification of landed 
bycatch if used in concert with a port-side sampling program to determine catch composition.  Since no 
such portside program is currently under consideration, this option will likely not have any effect on the 
herring resource.  If dealers utilize something similar to Example 3, the improvements from would likely 
be close to Option 1 (status quo), as dealers and vessel operators are required to make similar statements 
of weight estimation on VTRs.  Examples 1, 2 and  4 may provide more accurate estimates of Atlantic 
herring landed, as scales may be used rather than estimates.  The more accurate estimates may be able to 
inform management estimations better, and more precise estimates of stock size and status will decrease 
uncertainty, hence helping to minimize the risk of overfishing.  The impact compared to Option 1 is 
slight, however, and may only be a low negative.  Similarly the addition of Sub-Options 2A, 2B and 2C 
may not impact the reporting to any large extent as they provide only a slight improvement in reporting 
over Option 1 may only create a low positive impact on the Atlantic herring resource. 
 
 
Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

Option 2 may have a similar impact on groundfish, mackerel, and river herring to that of Atlantic herring.  
As no Federal portside sampling program is currently proposed, the impacts of this measure will not 
likely affect non-target species and other fisheries; the improvement of the calculation of catch statistics 
and quantification of landed bycatch to determine catch composition would not occur without it. 
 
Example 3 may slightly improve the reporting of overall estimates of herring, but estimates would still be 
created as bulk amounts of fish, and other species may not be separated out more than they would with 
Option 1. Similarly, Examples 1 and 2 would not likely result in separation of species before weighing, 
and so the estimate may not improve in comparison to Option 1 (status quo). Sub-Options 2A and 2B, 
however, would require the method of the separation of species to be reported either annually or on an 
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individual event basis.  The reporting of estimation methods may not improve the method itself, however, 
and may not have a positive impact on groundfish, mackerel, river herring, or other non-target species.  
More accurate and/or precise estimates may not be produced, and therefore uncertainty in stock size or 
status will not decrease nor will it reduce the risk of overfishing. 
 
Under Option 2, Example 4 may improve the impacts for non-target species to a low positive by 
increasing the frequency of weighing during the process at fish plants, if scales are used.  As a result of 
Option 2, non-target species may experience a low positive impact as more precise estimates of stock size 
may be produced with the new information and uncertainty will decrease, hence helping to reduce the risk 
of overfishing. 
 
 
Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
 
Impacts on Protected Resources 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
 
Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

Option 2 has the potential to produce a low negative impact on fishery-related businesses and 
communities relative to the no-action option.  The extent of these impacts will depend on the costs of 
equipment used to measure fish, and as Examples 1 through 4 show, the costs vary.  Dealers who 
determine that their costs of weighing fish will be higher than their benefits will likely stop purchasing 
herring.  These are likely to be the smallest dealers, i.e., dealers who buy only a small amount of herring, 
or those who buy herring infrequently.  If infrequent dealers consolidate or cease purchases of herring, 
this may have low negative impacts on participants in the herring fishery, particularly on vessels without 
an existing relationship with herring dealers.  At this time, it is not possible to distinguish between small 
and large businesses using the SBA standards for fish wholesalers and dealers. 
 
In Examples 1 and 2, multiple scales may be needed in multiple ports if full scale coverage is required, 
which would present a low to high negative impact.  Offloading of herring vessels tends to be 
complicated, and multiple vessels offloading at one time can cause congestion.  Care should be taken to 
avoid creating long backups for vessels which are returning if large economic costs are to be avoided, 
such as the quality of the fish degrading.  Likewise, once procedures for the chosen scales are established, 
some form of observer/monitor/sampler should be trained in these procedures, including verification that 
the vessel is empty. 
 
Maintaining a clear line of sight between the vessel and the scale may be difficult, given the current setup 
of the major ports where Atlantic herring is landed.  Depending on the scale that is chosen, proper 
procedures for installation, maintenance, calibration, and re-certification should likely be established, and 
may also present an economic challenge to both dealers and their communities.  The associated 
communities (vessels and crew) could be impacted by lower prices paid for herring to recoup the costs of 
the scales, or by the lower quality of the fish as a result of the longer process. 
 
Example 4 would similarly have a low negative impact as the cost of the extra time and effort involved in 
weighing all fish may contribute to the financial burdens of the processors, and therefore the communities 
which purchase from them.  Bait dealers may be the businesses least likely to already have scales since 
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their business is often based on volumetric measures rather than weight.  On the other hand, many of the 
herring-related businesses, especially those associated with processing plants, already weigh all the 
product landed at their facilities, so they may regard this requirement as a “leveling of the playing field” 
since their competitors would be required to make the capital investment that they have already made.  
Economic impacts and equity become intertwined in the analysis of social impacts.  To the extent that the 
cost of scales is prohibitive for small-scale operations with potential impacts of ruining their business, the 
lobster industry and communities that may rely on such operations could be affected.  
 
The impact of Example 3 may have a low negative impact if dealers decide to require that the vessels that 
they purchase herring from are volumetrically certified, although the cost would be low relative to the 
other examples discussed in this analysis. Sub-Options 2A, 2B, and 2C would likely also have a low 
negative impact as a result of the extra time and effort involved in filling out more reports, particularly for 
Sub-Option 2C, which would require joint SAFIS transaction confirmation.  These requirements may also 
foster negative attitudes toward management. 
 
Ultimately, the impacts of these options depend on the degree of accuracy required.  The herring fishery 
handles large quantities, so the measuring or weighing options that build in tolerance for some degree of 
estimation would have a lesser impact. 
 
 
Summary of Impacts 

A summary of the potential impact of the proposed requirements for dealers relative to the VECs 
identified in Amendment 5 is presented in Table 130. 
 
Table 130 Summary of Impacts of Dealer Reporting Options 

VEC Example 1: 
Truck Scales 

Example 2: 
Hopper 
Scales 

Example 3: 
Volumetric 
Estimation 

Example 4: 
Processors 

Summary of 
impacts 

Atlantic Herring Low Positive Low Positive Neutral Low Positive Low Positive 
Non-Target 
Species and Other 
Fisheries 

Neutral Neutral Neutral Low Positive Neutral 

EFH TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD 
Protected 
Resources Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral 

Fishery Related 
Businesses and 
Communities 

Low Negative Low Negative Low Negative Low Negative Low Negative 
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5.1.5 Impacts of Changes to Open-Access Permit Provisions for Limited Access 
Mackerel Vessels in Areas 2/3 (Section 3.1.7) 

The Council is considering two options, in addition to the no action option, to increase the herring 
possession limit for limited access mackerel vessels fishing in Areas 2/3 that did not qualify for a limited 
access herring permit. 
 
Options Under Consideration: 

• Option 1: No Action (Status Quo) 
• Option 2: Increase Open Access Possession Limit to 20,000 Pounds in Areas 2/3 for Vessels that 

Also Possess a Federal Limited Access Mackerel Permit (Section 3.1.7.2) 
• Option 3: Increase Open Access Possession Limit to 10,000 Pounds in Areas 2/3 for Vessels that 

Also Possess a Federal Limited Access Mackerel Permit (Section 3.1.7.3) 
 
The limited access program for the Atlantic mackerel fishery is based on a multi-tiered approach to a 
limited access permit structure, with each tier specifying different criteria for limited access qualification.  
Proposed qualification for a “Tier 3” mackerel permit, for example, include poundage thresholds for 
herring and/or possession of a herring limited access permit in order to address the overlap between the 
two fisheries and minimize problems that may result if herring vessels do not receive limited access 
permits for mackerel.  The potentially-impacted vessels are identified are discussed below. 
 
When selecting final measures for Amendment 5, the Council may determine that one of the above 
options should apply only to vessels with specific limited access mackerel permits (Tier 1, Tier 2, and/or 
Tier 3). 
 
General Impacts and Relationship to Goals and Objectives 

The measures under consideration to increase the open access possession limit for limited access 
mackerel vessels in Areas 2/3 do not relate directly to the goals and objectives of Amendment 5 and/or 
the specific goals/objectives of the catch monitoring program. 
 
Herring PDT Comments 

• Available fishery data do not indicate that the current 3 mt possession limit of herring for open access 
permit holders is problematic at this time; it does not appear to be resulting in bycatch/regulatory 
discards for vessels fishing in any of the management areas and reporting their herring landings and 
discards through the logbooks. (see Section 4.0 – Affected Environment). 

• The overlap between the Atlantic herring and mackerel fisheries is universally recognized as an 
important fishery management issue that the Council has always intended to accommodate in the 
most appropriate manner.  If the Category D vessels have not been targeting mackerel or taking trips 
where they may encounter a mix of herring and mackerel (and/or other species) more recently (for a 
variety of reasons), VTR records may not reflect a bycatch problem at this time and may not fully 
characterize the potential for this problem to exist in the future.  The industry has stated that these 
vessels have not been fishing for mackerel as much in recent years because (1) they are smaller 
vessels, and the mackerel fishery shifted into offshore areas; and (2) concerns about encountering 
herring in quantities larger than 3 mt on “mixed” trips and consequently being in violation of the 
herring possession limit have influenced their decisions about taking these trips at all. 
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• The Council created the open access possession limit permit to minimize the potential for directed 
herring fisheries to develop while still providing controlled opportunities for vessels in other fisheries 
to catch small amounts of herring and minimize their bycatch.  Decisions regarding increased 
opportunities in these areas should be made with adequate consideration of overall fleet capacity and 
the long-term effects of over-capacity.  Moreover, if additional opportunities for directed fishing in 
Areas 2/3 result from an increase in the open access possession limit, new vessels could create fishing 
history in these areas.  This is a very important consideration if quota allocation programs are going 
to be developed for the herring fishery.  Increasing the open access possession limit to a level that 
allows for directed fishing and the establishment of any substantial amount of fishing history could 
increase the number of participants to be considered in a sector allocation or individual quota 
allocation program, should the Council choose to develop one in the future. 

 
Impacts on Atlantic Herring 

By increasing the open access possession limit for some vessels fishing in Areas 2/3, the options under 
consideration may increase the amount of herring harvested in these areas.  Consequently, the sub-ACLs 
in these areas, which have not been fully attained in recent years, may be more readily achieved.  In the 
short-term, the abundance of herring in these areas might decline.  In the long-term, however, any 
reductions in herring stock abundance caused by these alternatives should not be excessive since the 
fishery is managed by sub-ACLs that are intended to prevent overfishing.  The potential impact on 
individual stock components is more likely and more difficult to predict, however, as this will depend on 
the timing of the fishery and stock component mixing, which is uncertain. 
 
Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

There are likely to be impacts to non-target species and other fisheries from the measures proposed to 
increase the possession limit for some limited access mackerel vessels.  Clearly, the impact for these 
vessels would be positive, and to the extent that opportunities for mackerel fishing would be increased, 
the mackerel fishery could benefit as well (the fishery is not fully utilized at this time). 
 
However, Options 2 and 3 create a potential for increased fishing activity and perhaps increased directed 
fishing in Areas 2/3, most likely during times when river herring bycatch is of greater concern.  The 
impacts of Options 2 and 3 on non-target species and other fisheries will depend largely on how many 
vessels/which tiers the Council agrees to apply these options to, as well as whether or not additional 
measures are implemented to monitor or manage the catch of non-target species in the times and areas 
where vessels with the new mackerel permit may fish. 
 
 
Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
 
Impacts on Protected Resources 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
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Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

Option 1 (No Action):  There are no additional impacts on fishery-related businesses and communities 
expected under the no action option at this time.  However, if the mackerel fishery grows, the regulatory 
discard of herring as a result of the possession limit may also increase for some vessels, a situation that 
could negatively impact herring-related businesses and communities 
 
Option 2 (20,000 pounds): 

Creation of a new permit category with a 20,000 pound possession limit could decrease the occurrence of 
regulatory discards and increase revenues for vessels that qualify for this permit category.  From 2008-
2010, approximately 98% of mackerel landings were landed by vessels which also held a Category A 
herring permit.  Over the same time, approximately 1.1-1.4% of mackerel landings were landed by 
vessels which held a Category D herring permit.  Therefore, the number of potentially impacted trips is 
likely to be small: the vast majority of mackerel are landed by vessels which already hold a Category A 
permit and are not subject to the 3 mt possession limit. 
 
Table 131 describes the anticipated mackerel limited access vessels and the Atlantic herring permits 
which are held (based on 2010 data).  Currently, there are a total of 244 vessels with Herring Category D 
(open access) permits which are projected to qualify for a Limited Access mackerel permit; however most 
of these vessels would qualify for a Tier 3 Mackerel permit.  While many vessels may qualify, these 
vessels account for only a small amount of herring catch. 
 
In recent years, about 95% of all Atlantic mackerel landed has been landed by vessels that are expected to 
qualify for a Tier 1 mackerel limited access permit.  Based on the analysis of 2010 data, there are 
expected to be about two Tier 1 mackerel vessels with a Category D herring permit and three Tier 1 
mackerel vessels with no herring permit. 
 
Table 131  Herring Permits Held by Anticipated Vessels Qualifying for Mackerel Limited 

Access Permits 

  
Herring Permit Category 

A B C D None 

Mackerel 
Tier 

1 20 0 5 2 3 
2 0 1 5 26 12 
3 3 2 15 216 93 

Note: Data are preliminary; implementation of the mackerel limited access program is pending. 
 
There may be impacts to current Category A permit holders through additional competition in the herring 
market; however, these are likely to be small given the low levels of mackerel landings by vessels which 
might be in the new permit category and the low proposed possession limits for herring. 
 
Option 2 creates a form of reciprocity between limited access herring fishery participants and limited 
access mackerel fishery participants.  Since each are likely to catch the other’s targeted species as 
bycatch/incidental catch, the equity issue may be resolved by permitting similar levels of non-directed 
catch in both fisheries.  The restriction to Areas 2/3, the proposed possession limit, and reporting 
requirements assure that the ACLs will not be breached by allowing mackerel boats increased possession 
limits of herring. 
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Mackerel vessels that may qualify and choose to obtain the new open access permit for herring would 
have the burden of increased notifications and reporting (the requirements would be the same as those for 
Category C herring vessels).  To the extent that the mackerel vessels’ herring landings increase herring 
availability, prices could be depressed.  On the other hand, increased herring landings at the processing 
plants that lack product could benefit both the plants (and their workers) and the communities. 
 
Option 3 (10,000 pounds): 

Creation of a new permit category with a 10,000 pound possession limit could decrease the occurrence of 
regulatory discards and increase revenue for vessels that qualify for this permit category.   Impacts are 
likely to be similar as in Option 2.  The lower possession limit proposed in Option 3, however, may not be 
sufficient to help processing plants that rely on a consistent supply of herring product. 
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5.2 IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVES TO ALLOCATE OBSERVER COVERAGE ON 
LIMITED ACCESS HERRING VESSELS (SECTION 3.2.1) 

Alternatives Under Consideration: 

Alternative 1: No Action 
Alternative 2: Require 100% Observer Coverage on Limited Access Herring Vessels 
Alternative 3: Require SBRM Coverage Levels as Minimum Levels 
Alternative 4: Allocate Observer Coverage Based on Council-Specified Targets/Priorities 
 
Funding Options 

Option 1: No Action 
Option 2: Federal and Industry Funds 
 
Options for Observer Service Providers 

Option 1: No Action 
Option 2: States Authorized as Service Providers 
 
Issues to Resolve 

• Details (goals, objectives, etc.) of Industry-Funded Observer Program, if the Council establishes one 
in this amendment; 

• Provisions for States as Service Providers (see Section 5.2.4.2) 
 
 

5.2.1 Background – Herring PDT Analysis 
The Herring PDT began working on analyses related to the allocation of observer coverage in the Atlantic 
herring fishery in 2009, as the Committee and Council continued to discuss issues and develop the details 
of the alternatives for Amendment 5.  Much of the PDT’s preliminary work/analysis during 2009 and 
2010 informed decision-making and the development of the details of the Amendment 5 alternatives.   
 
As an important step in this analysis, the Herring PDT reviewed in detail all available catch/bycatch 
sampling data for the Atlantic herring fishery.  A preliminary analysis was conducted to examine 
similarities and differences between bycatch data collected by observers versus portside samplers (see 
Appendix IIA in Volume II).  The PDT formed a working group to examine all available data from 
overlapping portside/sea sampling trips in detail to investigate differences between the data sets and 
discuss sampling methodologies.  Understanding the reasons for the differences between portside and at-
sea estimates will improve the overall understanding of the data and increase the usefulness of future data 
collected through both programs.  The working group met informally between PDT meetings during 2010 
and 2011 to wade through the details of the sampling data and develop general approaches to analyses 
prior to full PDT meetings. 
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The PDT continued to discuss data issues and conducted a second review of the sampling data in 
early/mid 2011, to further investigate sampling and bycatch estimation methods from both the at-sea and 
portside sampling programs, to consider the intensity of sampling, to gain a better understanding of how 
variation in the system may be influencing the analyses.  This second phase of the PDT assessment (see 
Appendix IIB in Volume II) will frame the recommendations in Amendment 5 regarding how portside 
sampling data can continue to be utilized to improve catch monitoring and bycatch estimation in the 
herring fishery.  In general, the analysis shows that there is better agreement than previously thought 
between the two programs with respect to river herring bycatch estimation, although problems exist with 
specific portside methods.  It will be important to identify and consider the strengths and weaknesses of 
both programs in order to determine the best way to combine the programs and generate the most precise 
estimate of bycatch, especially since a large component of the “bycatch” in this fishery is landed.  
However, sea sampling remains the best method for estimating bycatch and provides important 
information about catch and the operation of the fishery that cannot be generated from a portside 
sampling program. 
 
During 2011, Council staff worked with NMFS NERO staff and the Herring PDT to review available data 
and develop/analyze potential management alternatives that capture the Council’s intent with respect to 
the range of alternatives that was approved in January 2011.  To streamline the Amendment 5 document 
and promote ease of understanding, several elements of the Amendment 5 measures were “packaged” into 
the range of alternatives that will be incorporated into the Draft EIS.  As such, a few notable changes have 
been made to the management alternatives since the January 2011 version: 

• When the Council approved the range of alternatives for Amendment 5, it eliminated alternatives that 
proposed to establish a Federal portside sampling program for the herring fishery from further 
consideration at this time.  As a result, the Funding Options only apply to catch monitoring at-sea 
and have been incorporated into the alternatives described in this document.  The Herring PDT 
recommends elimination of Option 2A to consider funding catch monitoring from federally-
permitted dealers. 

• The fifth option approved by the Council for consideration in January is intended to improve the 
accuracy of river herring bycatch estimates by overlaying a seasonal stratification of SBRM-allocated 
observer days..  The Herring PDT explored this option and attempted to develop analyses to illustrate 
such an approach.  However, the details of this approach could not be developed at this time because 
of data limitations (see additional discussion below).  While this option no longer appears as a stand-
alone alternative, Council staff and the PDT have incorporated the Council’s intent into the range of 
alternatives under consideration to allocate observer days (for example, some of the alternatives 
propose to include a PDT process to supplement the SBRM process, to consider the allocation of 
additional observer days to address river herring priorities identified by the Council). 

 
Several different management measures/options were approved by the Council in January 2011 to address 
the allocation of observer coverage in the Atlantic herring fishery.  These measures have now been 
developed into Alternatives to Allocate Observer Coverage on Limited Access Herring Vessels (Section 
3.2.1).  Each management alternative under consideration includes measures/options that: 

1. Establish targets/priorities for annually allocating observer coverage sea days on limited access 
herring vessels (Categories A/B/C when on a declared herring trip); 

2. Specify a process through which the distribution of observer days is evaluated and considered 
annually by the Council relative to other priorities and funding needs; 

3. Specify a funding source (and any related provisions) for observer days that may be required beyond 
those that can be funded using Federal resources; and 

4. Establish provisions for utilizing observer service providers and authorizing waivers, if necessary. 
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Once the general range of alternatives was approved in January 2011, the Herring PDT began to develop 
a more focused method of evaluating the approaches under consideration and assessing the potential 
impacts on the Atlantic herring fishery.  The PDT discussed possible levels of coverage to consider in the 
context of the management options the Council had identified.  Several options in the document focus on 
methodologies for determining observer coverage levels from the Standardized Bycatch Reporting 
Methodology (SBRM).  The Council has also developed an option that would require observer coverage 
to be at a level that would allow for catch estimates to be generated for herring and haddock with a 30% 
coefficient of variation (CV) and river herring with a 20% CV (i.e., more precise). 
 

5.2.2 General Impacts of Alternatives Under Consideration – Herring PDT Comments 
The Herring PDT offers the following comments that apply to the alternatives under consideration to 
allocate observer coverage on limited access herring vessels. 
 
• An important consideration for Alternative 1, Alternative 3, and Alternative 4 relates to 

understanding precision targets.  CVs (coefficients of variation) provide a convenient way to compare 
the relative uncertainty of two estimates (lower is better), but they must be interpreted carefully.  
Assuming a normal distribution, doubling the CV produces the approximate 95% confidence interval.  
For example, a CV of 0.30 for a bycatch estimate (or 30%) means that if the data could be re-sampled 
or re-collected, the resulting new estimate would be within ± 60% of the original estimate 95% of the 
time (the other 5% of the time the new estimate would be more than 60% different).  Also, by not 
including certain sources of uncertainty (e.g. within-tow variability from basket sampling, fish 
stratification, other factors), the true uncertainty is even greater than what is suggested by SBRM 
calculations of CV. 

• The Council is clearly interested in generating both precise and accurate estimates of catch and 
bycatch in the Atlantic herring fishery.  The SBRM methodology relies on a ratio estimator, which 
carries an inherent bias that is inversely proportional to the sample size (i.e. more samples yields a 
smaller bias).  Despite this slight bias, the ratio estimator is still desirable because it uses information 
about the total amount of catch to minimize the uncertainty surrounding the bycatch estimate.  
However, for this benefit to occur there has to be a positive relationship between the amount of 
bycatch and the total amount of catch.  If this relationship does not exist, then the ratio estimator may 
not be an appropriate method of estimating bycatch in this fishery. 

• There are costs associated with increasing the precision of bycatch estimates resulting from observer 
data.  A lower target CV means more sea days/observer trips are required to achieve that level of 
precision.  When observed bycatch events are infrequent yet highly variable, the additional sampling 
coverage required may be substantial.  This tradeoff between precise estimates and the cost of 
sampling coverage must be thoroughly explored when designing an appropriate observer program and 
prioritizing available resources.  An important question to consider, especially with respect to river 
herring bycatch, is how much (cost-wise) is it worth to generate a very precise estimate of what is 
expected to be a relatively low number?  Similarly, if there is no reason to suspect that the fleet will 
encounter river herring in a particular strata, then how much funding should be directed at sampling 
that strata sufficient enough to try to achieve a specific CV? 

• The PDT acknowledges the challenges associated with determining coverage levels and allocating 
limited sampling resources to achieve target CVs in all strata, particularly in the herring fishery where 
variability is significant both spatially and temporally.  Moreover, the management measures 
proposed in Amendment 5 could require some sub-areas within the SBRM strata to require observer 
coverage, consequently moving the entire system away from a random stratified design and towards a 
more systematic sampling approach designed to meet certain objectives, which should be more 
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clearly specified in the document.  This will complicate the development of options designed to 
achieve target levels of precision across all strata in the fishery.  Some bycatch problems can be 
moving targets, varying seasonally or annually due to regulations, environmental factors, and species 
abundance.  Over the long-term, the process for optimizing the allocation of observer resources 
requires flexibility and adaptability. 

• The vast majority of bycatch in the Atlantic herring fishery is retained and landed, as opposed to 
discarded at-sea.  While this makes applying SBRM methodology difficult, it presents an opportunity 
to sample the catch portside, as it is offloaded.  Initial investigations into the comparability of at-sea 
and portside sampling found troubling discrepancies between the two programs (Appendix IIA).  
However, a follow-up analysis identified the source of the discrepancy, and found generally good 
agreement between the two programs (Appendix IIB).  This analysis and the PDT’s findings directly 
relate to the fourth goal set by the Council for the Amendment 5 catch monitoring program: to 
determine if at-sea sampling provides bycatch estimates similar to dockside monitoring estimates (see 
Goals and Objectives, Section 2.0). 

This is a significant finding because portside sampling can be a far more efficient use of resources 
(e.g. $350 to sample a typical midwater trawl trip portside (based on a median trip size of 150 mt and 
five hours pump out), compared to $3,600 at-sea (based on a median trip length of three days at 
$1,200 for NEFOP observer coverage per sea day).  If an alternative that requires additional observer 
coverage is adopted, portside sampling could provide a substantially lower cost solution. 

 
 

5.2.3 Impacts of Alternative 1 (No Action/Status Quo) 

5.2.3.1 The Standardized Bycatch Reporting Methodology (SBRM) and its Relationship 
to the Amendment 5 Alternatives 

The Standardized Bycatch Reporting Methodology (SBRM) Omnibus Amendment to the fishery 
management plans of the Northeast region was implemented in February 2008 to address the 
requirements of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act to include 
standardized bycatch reporting methodology in all FMPs of the New England Fishery Management 
Council and Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council.  
 
The SBRM can be viewed as the combination of sampling design, data collection procedures and analyses 
used to estimate bycatch and allocate observer coverage across multiple fisheries.  The SBRM provides a 
structured approach for evaluating the efficacy of the allocation of observer coverage (sea days) to 
multiple fisheries (52 fleets) to monitor a large number of species (15 SBRM species groups) under the 13 
different fishery management plans, the Marine Mammal Protection Act, and the Endangered Species 
Act.   
 
Proposed Rule August 21, 2007 
Final Rule January 28, 2008 
Implementation February 27, 2008 
13 FMPs, 39 managed species, 14 types of fishing gear 
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The purpose of the SBRM amendment is to: 
• Explain methods and processes by which bycatch is currently monitored and assessed 
• Determine whether the current methods/processes need to be modified and/or supplemented 
• Establish standards for precision of bycatch estimates for all Northeast Region fisheries, thereby 

documenting the SBRM 
 
The SBRM Amendment addresses: 
• Bycatch reporting and monitoring mechanisms 
• Analytical techniques and allocation of at-sea observers 
• SBRM performance standard 
• Review and reporting process 
• FWA and provisions for annual specifications 
• Prioritization process 
• Provisions for industry-funded observers and observer set-aside programs 
 
Summary of the (2008) Northeast Region SBRM Amendment 

1. Methods by which data and information on discards are collected and obtained (status quo – 
NEFOP) 
SBRM maintains the current methods by which discard data/information are collected and obtained.  
NEFOP continues to serve the primary mechanism to obtain data on discards in all Northeast Region 
commercial fisheries managed under one of the FMPs.  The SBRM also will incorporate, to the extent 
practicable and appropriate for the NER, all surveys and data collection mechanisms implemented by 
NMFS as a result of the agency-wide redesign of the MRFSS Program. 

2. Methods by which the data from #1 are analyzed and utilized to determine the appropriate 
allocation of at-sea observers 
SBRM amendment expands/refines the status quo methods by which data obtained through #1 are 
analyzed and utilized to determine the appropriate allocation of observers to fully incorporate all 
managed species and relevant gear types in the NER.  All filters identified in the amendment will be 
applied to the results of the analysis to determine the observer coverage levels needed to achieve the 
objectives of the SBRM. 

3. Performance measure by which the effectiveness of the SBRM can be measured, tracked, and 
utilized to effectively allocate the appropriate number of observer sea days 
Performance standard set at a 30% CV – to ensure the effectiveness of the SBRM so that it can be 
measured, tracked, and utilized to allocate the appropriate number of observer days.  Each year, the 
NMFS Regional Administrator and Science Director will (subject to any external operational 
constraints) allocate observer coverage to the applicable NER fisheries sufficient to achieve a level of 
precision (measured as the CV) no greater than 30 percent for each applicable species/species group, 
subject to the filters identified in the amendment. 
Importance Filters:  95% of discards and 98% of total mortality 
If a particular stratum contributes less than 5% to the total discards or less than 2% of the total 
mortality of a particular species, it is not included in the allocation of observer sea days.  An 
illustrative representation of the 95% discard filter is provided in Figure 77. 
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Figure 77  SBRM Importance Filter (95% Discards) 

 
 
4. Process to provide the Council with periodic reports on discards and the effectiveness of the 

SBRM 
SBRM amendment requires an annual report on discards to the Council, prepared by NMFS, and a 
report every three years that evaluates the effectiveness of the NER SBRM.  SBRM amendment lays 
out the minimum requirements for each of these reports. 

 
5. Measure to enable the Councils to make changes to the SBRM through framework adjustments 

and/or annual specification packages rather than full amendments; 
Changes to the SBRM may be effected either through a framework adjustment or specifications 
process.  Changes that can be considered through these processes include:  
• Changes to the CV-based performance standard 
• Means by which the discard data are collected/obtained for the fishery 
• Reporting on discards or the SBRM 
• Stratification (modes) used as the basis for SBRM-related analyses 
• Establishment of a requirement for industry-funded observers 
• Observer set-aside provisions. 
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6. Process to provide the Councils and public with an opportunity to consider, and provide input 
to, the decisions regarding prioritization of observer coverage allocations 
In any year in which external operational constraints would prevent NMFS from fully implementing 
the required observer coverage levels, the RA and Science Director will consult with the Councils to 
determine the most appropriate prioritization for how the available resources should be allocated.  
Includes requirements to provide the Councils with: (1) observer coverage levels required to attain the 
performance standard in each applicable fishery; (2) coverage levels that would be available if the 
resource shortfall was allocated proportionately across all applicable fisheries; (3) coverage levels 
that incorporate the recommended prioritization; and (4) rationale for recommended prioritization.  
Recommended prioritization should be based on meeting the data needs of upcoming stock 
assessments; legal mandates under MMPA, ESA, or other law; meeting the data needs of upcoming 
fisheries management actions, taking into account the status of the resource(s); improving the quality 
of discard data across all fishing modes; and/or other criteria identified by NMFS or the Councils. 

 
7. Implement consistent, cross-cutting observer service provider approval and certification 

procedures and enable the Councils to implement either a requirement for industry-funded 
observers or an observer set-aside program through a framework adjustment rather than FMP 
amendment 
The SBRM amendment implements these procedures and enables the Councils to implement either a 
requirement for industry-funded observers or an observer set-aside program through a framework 
adjustment rather than full amendment.  The intent of the SBRM amendment was to create a more 
efficient process for the Councils to develop industry-funded programs, should the need arise in any 
fishery.  Actual implementation of an industry-funded observer program that would enable fishing 
vessels to select from a list of approved service providers would require the Council to initiate, 
develop, and have approved such a program for each particular fishery. 

 
 
What does the SBRM do? 

• The SBRM provides a general structure for defining fisheries into homogeneous groups and 
allocating observer coverage based on prior information and the expected improvement in overall 
performance of the program. 

• The SBRM is intended to support the application of multiple bycatch estimation methods that can be 
used in specific stock assessments. 

• The general structure helps identify gaps in existing coverage, similarities among groups that allow 
for realistic imputation, and the tradeoffs associated with coverage levels for different species. 

• The SBRM uses the previous year’s information on the precision of estimated discard totals to define 
sampling targets for an upcoming year. 

• The SBRM estimates discards of all species, including river herring, for the 52 fleets in the Northeast 
region. 

• The SBRM allows for continuous improvement in allocation as new information on the results of the 
previous year’s data are obtained.  
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What does the SBRM not do? 

• The SBRM does not estimate incidental catch, retained catch, or landed bycatch. 

• The SBRM is not intended to be the definitive document on the estimation methods nor is it a 
compendium of discard rates and total discards (Wigley et al. (2007). 

• The SBRM does not include river herring as one of the species that drives the allocation of observer 
days (because it is not a federally-managed species). 

 
 
Can the SBRM methodology be utilized to achieve precision targets for river herring bycatch 
estimates? 

• Currently, the answer to this question is “no” because river herring is not listed as one of the bycatch 
species used in the SBRM to allocate observer days.  The SBRM can be used to determine what 
levels of precision are being achieved under the current allocation of observer coverage across the 52 
fleets, but the process does not utilize river herring as a species to determine allocations.  If the 
Council determines that the precision of river herring bycatch estimates is an important factor for 
allocating observer coverage in the fishery, then this is one of the shortcomings of the no action 
alternative.  Furthermore, most of the river herring bycatch in this fishery is retained (not discarded) 
and is therefore not addressed by SBRM methodology. 

• There are a few important caveats to consider when applying the SBRM approach to river herring – 
the assumptions about linearity and normality in the SBRM analysis may not hold for river herring 
because the distribution of the data is not normal (there is a high proportion of zeros), and there is a 
high degree of variability associated with the data.  Seasonality (of the fishery and of river herring 
migrations/encounters) is also very important to consider.  The SBRM approach considers variability 
associated with observed trips, but does not consider variability associated with any strata where 
coverage has been limited or absent.  It also does not consider the variability associated with sub-
sampling and extrapolation, and portside versus at-sea coverage, all of which are important especially 
with respect to river herring.  Other alternatives under consideration appear to more adequately 
address this particular issue. 

 
 
How is “Herring NK” and “Fish NK” treated in the SBRM approach? 

• Herring NK and Fish NK are not used in the numerator when developing a discard ratio 
(discarded/kept).  Any species reported as Herring NK or Fish NK that are discarded are not 
incorporated into the SBRM analysis.  Any Herring NK or Fish NK that are kept on the vessel are 
incorporated into the denominator (total catch).  For more information about sampling and 
documenting Fish NK and Herring NK, see Section 5.3.2.1 of this document. 
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5.2.3.1.1 Timing 
The SBRM Omnibus Amendment requires annual consultations with the Councils and public to 
summarize observed discard rates in the preceding year and more importantly to review and refine plans 
for monitoring commercial fishing fleets in the upcoming year.  This annual cycle is synchronized with 
the availability of previous years’ data (July to June),  time to acquire and audit data (July-September), 
sufficient time to conduct the statistical analyses (October-December),  annual Council meetings 
(January-April), and the normal federal budget and contracting cycle. 
 
Table 132  Summary of Annual SBRM Reporting Cycle (Timing) 
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5.2.3.1.2 Relationship Between SBRM Fleets and Limited Access Herring Vessels 
(Categories A/B/C) 

The SBRM is stratified by: 
• Quarter (based on date landed) 
• Geographic Region (NE/MA based on port of departure) 
• Gear Type (based on negear, single/pair midwater trawl are combined) 
• Mesh Size (>5.5”< for otter trawl and three groups for gillnets) 
• Access Area (AA and OPEN) 
• Trip Category (General Category/limited access Scallop) 

=52 Fleets 
 
The relationship between the SBRM fleets and the limited access herring vessels that would be subject to 
the Amendment 5 provisions is difficult to characterize and address in the analysis.  Table 133 illustrates 
the relationship between the SBRM fleets and the limited access herring vessels.  This analysis is based 
on VTR data and uses three metrics to correlate the SBRM Fleets to the limited access herring vessels – 
number of trips, number of permits, and pounds of fish.  This shows whether or not the SBRM fleets – 
Mid-Atlantic purse seine, New England purse seine, Mid-Atlantic midwater trawl, and New England 
midwater trawl – are active in the herring fishery and/or other fisheries.  The first three rows in the table 
demonstrate that the Mid-Atlantic purse seine fleet does not correlate with the Atlantic herring fleet; only 
one Category A and one Category C vessel is represented by the data for this fleet.  The Mid-Atlantic 
purse seine fleet is likely representative of the Atlantic menhaden fishery. 
 
There is a strong relationship between the herring Category A vessels (most of the limited access directed 
fishery participants) and the New England midwater trawl fleet, the Mid-Atlantic midwater trawl fleet, 
and the New England purse seine fleet.    Therefore, the Herring PDT has determined that the SBRM 
process and the allocation of days to the New England and Mid-Atlantic midwater trawl and New 
England purse seine fleets through the SBRM analysis sufficiently covers the majority of the 
Category A limited access directed herring vessels. 
 
Category C vessels present more of a challenge because they are a more diverse fleet, and many of the 
Category C vessels use bottom trawls.  The Herring PDT example analysis in Alternative 4 (Section 
5.2.6.1) includes bottom trawl vessels with Category A/B/C herring permits, so allocating an appropriate 
number of days to the small mesh bottom trawl herring vessels could be determined using an approach 
similar to SBRM, i.e., applying proportions based on fishing activity by these vessels in the previous year, 
under the assumption that the next year will be similar to the previous year. 
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Table 133  Relationship of SBRM Fleets to Herring Limited Access Vessels 

SBRM 
Year 

SBRM 
Fleet PLAN CAT No. 

Trips 
No. 
Permits Total Lbs. Herring 

Lbs. 
Mackerel 
Lbs. 

Squid/Mack/ 
Butter Lbs. % of trips % of permits % of Lbs. 

2010 MA PS   121 5 18,370,430 0 0 0 57.3% 71.4% 55.5% 
2010 MA PS HRG A 21 1 5,045,000 0 0 0 10.0% 14.3% 15.2% 
2010 MA PS HRG C 69 1 9,680,000 0 0 0 32.7% 14.3% 29.2% 

2010 NE PS   35 6 7,621,685 800,180 0 2,130 11.7% 31.6% 10.0% 
2010 NE PS HRG A 244 12 67,948,643 57,462,242 0 0 81.3% 63.2% 89.4% 
2010 NE PS HRG C 21 1 429,850 0 0 0 7.0% 5.3% 0.6% 

2010 MA MWT   3 1 250,000 0 0 250,000 4.3% 10.0% 1.1% 
2010 MA MWT HRG A 65 8 22,115,218 12,732,000 9,233,218 9,383,218 92.9% 80.0% 98.7% 
2010 MA MWT HRG C 2 1 45,784 0 0 0 2.9% 10.0% 0.2% 

2010 NE MWT   9 1 15,529 0 1 14,701 2.9% 6.3% 0.0% 
2010 NE MWT HRG A 305 15 141,874,785 106,092,660 35,765,850 35,770,150 97.1% 93.8% 100.0% 

2011 MA PS   137 4 15,208,302 0 0 0 64.0% 80.0% 61.8% 
2011 MA PS HRG C 77 1 9,400,000 0 0 0 36.0% 20.0% 38.2% 

2011 NE PS   27 9 4,238,560 113,500 0 40 12.5% 39.1% 9.8% 
2011 NE PS HRG A 146 11 37,696,726 34,476,726 0 0 67.6% 47.8% 87.4% 
2011 NE PS  HRG C 43 3 1,201,078 769,158 1,470 1,470 19.9% 13.0% 2.8% 

2011 MA MWT HRG A 25 7 8,269,700 3,664,000 4,305,700 4,305,700 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
2011 NE MWT   6 2 1,269 170 0 254 1.9% 11.1% 0.0% 
2011 NE MWT HRG A 304 16 155,950,158 143,150,232 12,720,319 12,720,639 98.1% 88.9% 100.0% 
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5.2.3.2 Impacts of Alternative 1 on VECs 
Impacts on Atlantic Herring 

Since Alternative 1 (No Action) represents the status quo, no additional impacts on the Atlantic herring 
resource are expected. 
 
Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

Since Alternative 1 (No Action) represents the status quo, no additional impacts on non-target species and 
other fisheries are expected. 
 
Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Protected Resources 

Since Alternative 1 (No Action) represents the status quo, no additional impacts on protected resources 
are expected. 
 
Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

Since Alternative 1 (No Action) represents the status quo, with no change, no additional impacts on 
herring-related businesses or communities are anticipated.  Interviews with industry participants indicate 
that the current SBRM-based allocation of observer coverage is regarded as fair and adaptable to changes.  
Since this methodology also applies to other fisheries, herring fishery participants do not feel unduly 
targeted. 
 
 

5.2.4 Impacts of Alternative 2 (100% Observer Coverage) 

5.2.4.1 Impacts of Funding Options 
Amendment 5 considers alternatives that would require additional observer coverage on herring limited 
access vessels and options that may require some/all of the additional coverage to be funded by the 
fishing industry.  Alternative 2 proposes 100% observer coverage on limited access herring vessels, 
which would require additional funds.  Alternative 3 and Alternative 4 may also require additional funds 
to achieve the desired levels of coverage. 
 
Funding Options 

Option 1: No Action 

Option 2: Federal and Industry Funds 
 
Development of an industry-funded observer program will require clear and concisely documented goals, 
objectives and standards.   An industry-funded observer program would require NMFS approval of an 
observer service provider based upon the published standards.  The program would then require further 
development of the specific objectives of data collection, and data quality standards to be incorporated 
and merged with current and existing data collection and monitoring programs.  Observer data would be 
delivered to the NEFOP for data editing, auditing, archiving and quality assurance control.  Training of 
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observers and data processing standards would be further developed by the NEFOP, in order to provide 
consistency across data collection.  A NEFOP observer is estimated to cost approximately $1,200 per sea 
day. 
 
In order to place the costs of industry-funded observers into context, Table 134 summarizes average 
revenues per trip, average revenues per day absent, operating costs per trip, and operating costs per day 
absent, classified by gear type for 2008-2010.  Revenues were calculated using the VTR and Dealer data 
while operating costs were based on data collected through the observer program.  Operating costs in this 
fishery are primarily fuel expenses; the price of fuel has fluctuated (along with the price of crude oil) over 
the past three years. 
 
 
Table 134  2008-2010 Average Revenues, Costs Per Day and Average Revenues, Costs Per 

Trip for Category A/B/C Herring Vessels 

 Revenue/Day Revenue/Trip Operating Costs/Day Operating Costs/Trip 
Single Midwater Trawl $12,853 $41,721 $4,271 $12,608 
Pair Trawl $15,683 $43,166 $3,295 $9,372 
Purse Seine $18,557 $25,499 $1,798 $2,746 
Bottom Trawl $5,325 $7,863 $785 $524 
Revenue Data is from VTR and Dealer (n=5,329) 
Operating Costs data is from Observer (n=352) 
 
Relative to the daily operating costs for the fishery, the cost of an observer is fairly high.  For example, a 
NEFOP observer would increase the per-day costs of bottom trawl, single midwater trawl, pair trawl, and 
purse seine by 153%, 28%, 36%, and 67% respectively (Table 135).  However, relative to daily revenues, 
the cost of an observer is lower; an observer would cost 22%, 9%, 9%, and 6% of average daily revenues 
for the bottom, midwater, pair trawl, and purse seine vessels.  These numbers are presented for 
illustration; it is possible that the type of data required in this fishery would result in higher or lower per-
day costs than described in Table 134. 
 
 
Table 135  Cost of a NEFOP Observer as a Percentage of Daily Revenues and Daily 

Operating Costs 

 Revenue Costs 
Single Midwater Trawl 9.3% 28.1% 
Pair Trawl 7.7% 36.4% 
Purse Seine 6.5% 66.7% 
Bottom Trawl 22.5% 152.8% 
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5.2.4.2 Options for States As Service Providers 
The proposed Requirements for Service Providers (see Management Alternatives, Section 3.2.1) 
currently only apply to a Federal sea sampling program, should service providers be utilized to sample the 
fishery beyond the scope of Federal resources.  The Council is considering an option to authorize State 
agencies to be service providers for catch monitoring (sea sampling/observer coverage). 

Option 1: No Action.  Under the no action option, States would not be authorized in Amendment 5 as 
service providers for observer coverage.  If a State Agency intends to provide sea sampling services for 
Atlantic herring vessels, it would apply to NMFS to become an authorized service provider, consistent 
with the provisions specified in 50 CFR 648.11(h) and (i)– Observer service provider approval and 
responsibilities and Observer certification. 

Option 2: States Authorized as Service Providers.  Under this option, Amendment 5 would authorize 
all States in the Northeast Region as service providers for sea sampling on limited access Atlantic herring 
vessels (i.e., States would be “grandfathered” in as service providers).  States would not be required to 
apply to NMFS for an authorization and comply with the provisions specified in 50 CFR 648.11(h) and 
(i). 
 
Currently, the States are not providing observer services (i.e. are not acting as observer service providers 
for the federally funded observer program).  The State of Maine does have an employee that collects data 
at sea in the Atlantic herring fishery, but the other states do not cover the herring fleet, although to a 
limited degree cover other fisheries.  If State Agencies are interested in becoming a certified observer 
service provider, under the no action option, the States would need to acquire NMFS approval and follow 
the same procedures as any other service providers.  The approval process would be very similar to that of 
non-state observer service providers as it asks for general standards and operational details for hiring and 
deploying observers, which need to be clear regardless of who is applying. 
 
Under Option 2, the States would be grandfathered in, and would not be required to apply for approval.  
This option would limit the amount of information that is obtained and pre-defined, and the State 
Agencies’ operational details would be unknown.  NEFOP personnel have expressed support for Option 1 
(no action) to ensure that State Agencies adhere to the same requirements as other service providers, 
should service providers be utilized for sea sampling in the herring fishery.  It remains unclear what 
qualifications, insurance, observer support would be offered under Option 2.  These details are important 
in the development of an observer program and will affect successful data collection. 
 
During the public comment period on the Amendment 5 Draft EIS, Council staff will work with NMFS 
NERO and NEFOP staff to review the current provisions and requirements for service providers (50 CFR 
648.11(h) and (i)– Observer service provider approval and responsibilities and Observer certification), 
based primarily on the observer program for the sea scallop fishery.  Prior to final decision-making, 
Council staff will brief the Council on any substantive changes to be made to the regulations in order to 
accommodate an industry-funded observer program that utilizes service providers in the herring fishery, 
should the Council select to establish one in this amendment. 
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5.2.4.3 Impacts of Alternative 2 on VECs 
Impacts on Atlantic Herring 

All of the alternatives related to allocating observer coverage on limited access herring vessels have the 
potential to improve the precision of estimates of discards or landed bycatch.  In the short-term, the 
increased precision may prevent premature fishery closures or the chance for ACL/sub-ACL overages.  
Consequently, Atlantic herring stock abundance would be more likely to remain above management 
targets.  In the long-term, however, increased observer coverage may only have marginal effects on 
herring abundance. 
 
Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

Requiring 100% observer coverage would represent a census the Atlantic herring fishery, which, in 
theory, should result in a CV of zero on estimates of bycatch.  Because of the variability inherent in 
sampling of this fishery, it may be difficult, if not impossible, to generate bycatch estimates for non-target 
species like river herring with a CV of zero.  There is not agreement across scientific literature about what 
sufficient levels of observer coverage may be, especially in high-volume fisheries where most bycatch is 
retained and landed.  More observer coverage is clearly favored to increase precision and capture rare 
events.  100% observer coverage is usually regarded as ideal to accurately report bycatch and determine 
discard rates, but is financially challenging and may not be feasible for a variety of reasons.  At minimum, 
“adequate” levels of observer coverage should be un-biased (taking into account non-random sampling 
and fishermen’s behavior in the presence of observers). 
 
In general, Alternative 2 would have a positive impact on non-target species and other fisheries simply 
from the significant increase in coverage and sampling that would result under 100% coverage of limited 
access herring vessels.  However, if additional funding is not available, Alternative 2 could shift sampling 
resources away from other fisheries.  Consequently, these under-sampled fleets would have less precise 
estimates of bycatch, which could lead to greater management uncertainty and a poorer understanding of 
their impacts on the resource. 
 
Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Protected Resources 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

Alternative 2, requiring 100% observer coverage, would only create negative impacts on herring-related 
businesses or communities if Federal funds were not used to pay for the additional observer coverage.  If 
Funding Option 1 (no action) were selected, the presumption is that Federal funds would be used.  If 
Option 2 prevailed, requiring industry funds to cover costs when Federal funds were unavailable, negative 
impacts on herring fisheries participants are likely.  Such increased economic costs could trigger 
additional losses of vessels and processing plants, thereby also affecting bait supplies for other fisheries. 
 
In 2010, a NEFOP observer costs approximately $1,200 per day.  If industry members were required to 
pay for observers for every fishing day, these extra costs would become a significant burden for those 
fishing for this modestly-priced product.  While vessels that hold the highest volumes might be able to 
tolerate the expense, vessels with smaller capacity would be facing severe constraints, including the 
potential for losing their ability to fish for herring. 
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Further, with both at-sea and portside observer programs suggesting that the herring fishery is a relatively 
clean fishery, a requirement for 100% observer coverage that must be funded by industry seems unfair to 
participants, if not punitive.  This is particularly noteworthy since the resource is not considered 
overfished, nor is overfishing occurring.  
 
Based on the 2009 fishing year, 100% coverage of Category A/B vessels would cost between $2.36M 
per year (see below).  The herring fishing industry is likely to spend fewer days fishing in the future due 
to reductions in catch limits.  Therefore, the cost of at-sea monitoring of the Category A/B vessels 
reported in this analysis should be regarded as an upper bound of the cost of monitoring.  However, this 
also presumes that an observer could be placed on a Category A/B vessel before it began a herring fishing 
trip, through a Pre-Trip Notification. 
 
To illustrate this and provide some perspective on costs associated with 100% observer coverage, data 
provided by Maine DMR was used to calculate the total number of days fished by each limited access 
herring vessel for 2007-2009.  These were then aggregated by permit category.  Results are presented in 
Table 136.  Based on fishing patterns from 2007-2009, 100% observer coverage on Category A/B vessels 
would cost between $1.88M and $2.36M per year.  The herring fishing industry has spent (in 2010 and 
2011) and is likely to spend fewer days fishing in the future due to reductions in ACLs.  Therefore, the 
cost of at-sea monitoring of the Category A and B vessels reported in this analysis may be interpreted as 
an upper bound of the cost of monitoring. 
 
Category C vessels are only counted in Table 136 if they landed herring on a trip.  The cost of observation 
should be regarded as a lower bound on the cost of monitoring the Category C vessels, when combined 
with Category A and B vessels.  This analysis presumes that an observer would be placed to a Category C 
vessel only on trips that land more than 2,000 pounds of herring.  The summary information presented in 
below (Table 137) suggests that costs could increase significantly if monitoring requirements are 
extended to Category C permit holders on all trips, not just herring trips. 
 
Table 136  Aggregate Days Fished and Implied Costs of At-Sea Monitoring for 2000-2009 

by Herring Permit Category 

 Category A/B Category C 
 Days Cost Days Cost 

2007 1,700 $2,040,000 151 $181,200 

2008 1,564 $1,876,800 22 $26,400 

2009 1,969 $2,362,800 96 $115,200 
 
Approximately 50 additional vessels possess limited access Category C permits (25 mt possession limit), 
but only about 20% (or less) of these vessels were active in the herring fishery from 2007-2009 (landed 
2,000 pounds or more herring).  Table 137 summarizes the total number of trips and days fished by 
Category C permit holders.  The Herring Category-C permit holders were extracted from the Permit 
Databases, then cross-referenced with the Vessel Trip Report data for calendar years 2007, 2008, and 
2009.  Trips lasting a fraction of a day were rounded up to the next integer value.  Both trips and days 
fished were then aggregated at the yearly level. 
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Table 137  Number of Trips and Days Fished By Category C Herring Permit Holders 

 
 
Based on the 2009 fishing year, 100% coverage of the Category C vessels on trips that land herring 
would cost approximately $115,000 per year.  The number of observation days required and cost 
associated with those days should be regarded as a lower bound on the cost of monitoring the Category C 
vessels.  It presumes that an observer could be placed on a Category C vessel before it began a herring 
fishing trip, through a Pre-Trip Notification.  If this is not feasible, the cost of monitoring all trips by 
Category C vessels will be much higher, as suggested in Table 137. 
 
Another important consideration in the SBRM and with all observer allocation programs is that there are 
diminishing returns, i.e., additional investment in observer effort yields increasingly smaller benefits in 
precision.  As observer coverage approaches 100%, the CV goes to zero since this estimate essentially 
becomes a census of bycatch in the fishery (Figure 78).  It is important to keep this relationship between 
observer coverage and precision in mind when evaluating the costs and benefits of requiring very high 
levels of observer coverage.   
 
The Herring PDT notes that previous and ongoing analyses of coverage in the herring fishery suggests 
that a sizable increase in observer coverage does not always yield an expected increase in  precision, due 
to the inter-annual variability in the abundance of Atlantic herring, bycatch species and how the fishery is 
prosecuted.  The pre-trip notification system (PTNS) for the entire limited access herring fleet proposed in 
Amendment 5 should help to improve the predictability of fishing trips and the SBRM because the fleet’s 
activity can be gauged on a more real-time basis. 
 
 

 

Year Trips Days Fished
2007 2,832 5,252
2008 3,646 6,896
2009 3,407 6,605
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Figure 78  Relationship Between Precision Surrounding Estimates of River Herring 
Bycatch and the Number of Observed Trips 
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5.2.5 Impacts of Alternative 3 (Require SBRM Levels At a Minimum) 
Impacts on Atlantic Herring 

All of the alternatives related to allocating observer coverage on limited access herring vessels have the 
potential to improve the precision of estimates of discards or landed bycatch.  In the short-term, the 
increased precision may prevent premature fishery closures or the chance for ACL/sub-ACL overages.  
Consequently herring stock abundance would be more likely to remain above management targets.  In the 
long-term, however, increased observer coverage may only have marginal effects on herring abundance. 
 
Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

Requiring SBRM levels of observer coverage for the Atlantic herring fishery would likely yield improved 
estimates of bycatch due to increased sample sizes.  However, Alternative 3 still relies on the SBRM list 
of federally-managed species, and therefore does not specifically address river herring bycatch.  If 
additional funding is not available, Alternative 3 could shift sampling resources away from other 
fisheries.  Consequently, these under-sampled fleets would have less precise estimates of bycatch, which 
could lead to greater management uncertainty and a poorer understanding of their impacts on the 
resource. 
 
Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Protected Resources 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

Alternative 3 that would prohibit the Council from shifting SBRM Observer Coverage away from herring 
vessels could result in similar problems as Alternative 2, based on a potential lack of Federal funding.  
The impacts could be the same if industry was forced to pay for multiple days of observer coverage. 
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5.2.6 Impacts of Alternative 4 (Council-Specified Targets) 
Alternative 4 includes a mechanism for either the NEFSC (Option 1) or the Herring PDT (Option 2) to 
prepare a supplemental analysis to relate SBRM fleets/coverage levels to the limited access herring 
vessels and evaluate the potential allocation of additional days on these vessels to achieve a 20% CV on 
river herring catch estimates and a 30% CV on  haddock catch estimates and a 30% CV on Atlantic 
herring discards.  The timing of the supplemental analysis would mirror the annual SBRM prioritization 
process, and the supplemental analysis/report would be presented to the Council by the NEFSC in 
conjunction with the annual SBRM Sea Day Analysis and Prioritization.  The intent of this option is to 
provide a supplemental process to evaluate the sampling goals and performance standards identified in 
this amendment without compromising or formally changing the SBRM methodologies or the annual 
optimization process.   
 
The PDT would not be limited to SBRM methodologies under this option.  The Herring PDT could utilize 
different approaches (not only SBRM methods) to evaluate how to effectively increase the precision on 
estimates on river herring, haddock, and Atlantic herring catch on limited access herring vessels.    The 
supplemental Herring PDT Report would evaluate CVs for river herring, haddock, and Atlantic herring 
catch estimates based on the previous year’s data, relate the SBRM Sea Day Analysis and SBRM fleets 
identified in this alternative to the limited access herring vessels, provide information about the number 
and distribution of additional observer days to achieve the standards for the limited access herring fleet, 
and provide an estimate of the potential costs of those days. 
 
SBRM allocations are based on data from July-June, and the Herring PDT analysis is based on a calendar 
year.  This could be modified in the future if the Council adopts this approach.  The analyses that the 
Herring PDT has provided thus far demonstrate that CVs for river herring catch estimates tend to vary 
substantially from year to year anyway, so timing may not be as important as simply identifying the strata 
(gear/area) where additional coverage would improve estimates of river herring removals from this fleet. 
 

5.2.6.1 Example – Supplemental Analysis 
This section provides an example of the kind of supplemental analysis that could be prepared – either by 
the NEFSC in conjunction with the SBRM process, or by the Herring PDT as a supplemental analysis.  
The following analysis utilizes methods that are similar to the SBRM, while accounting for the need to 
estimate river herring and haddock incidental catch (not just discarded bycatch) and target a CV for river 
herring that is more conservative than the current SBRM target for species that are included in the SBRM 
(30%).  The analysis is based on 2010 observer data. 
 

5.2.6.1.1 Background 
An approach like SBRM can be used to accomplish the first step of setting a goal.  As part of the 
development of the omnibus amendment to address standardized bycatch reporting methodology 
(SBRM), the National Working Group on Bycatch (NWGB) concluded that, “for fishery resources, 
excluding protected species, caught as bycatch in a fishery, the recommended precision goal is a 20-30% 
CV for estimates of total discards (aggregated over all species) for the fishery; or if total catch cannot be 
divided into discards and retained catch then the goal is a 20-30% CV for estimates of total catch.” 
(NMFS 2004)  As the NWGB pointed out, “Ideally, standards of precision would be based on the benefits 
and costs of increasing precision” (NMFS 2004).  They also noted that under some circumstances, 
attaining the precision goal alone would not be an efficient use of the public resources.  The tradeoffs 
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associated with increasing precision to meet a specified goal are very important to understand when 
developing an observer program. 
 
To begin to explore this issue in Amendment 5, the Herring PDT provided an example approach to 
determining levels of observer coverage necessary to meet a specific goal.  These data were analyzed with 
formulae similar to those specified by the SBRM amendment to calculate variance and to estimate the 
number of trips necessary to achieve certain levels of precision for river herring over a range of desired 
CVs (a similar exercise will be performed for haddock and Atlantic herring in the Draft EIS).  This 
example helps to better illustrate the trade-offs associated with the choices that would need to be made, 
based on goals and priorities for observer coverage as well as available resources.  This exercise also 
shows how the SBRM approach can be used to develop a statistical approach to sampling the herring 
fishery to meet a specific goal under this option for observer coverage levels. 
 
The preliminary analysis presented in this example highlights a few key points with respect to designing 
an observer program: 

• The results suggest that, based on the SBRM approach, observer coverage should be increased in 
strata (gear type/area – purse seine, midwater trawl, otter trawl/GOM, GB, SNE) with high variability 
to reduce the CVs around catch/bycatch estimates.  These are generally the strata with very limited 
observer coverage but high variability in estimates of river herring bycatch, but these may not be 
strata that one would expect to cover at higher rates. 

• There are a few important caveats to consider when applying the SBRM approach to river herring – 
the assumptions about linearity and normality in the SBRM analysis may not hold for river herring 
because the distribution of the data is not normal (there is a high proportion of zeros), and there is a 
high degree of variability associated with the data.  Seasonality (of the fishery and of river herring 
migrations/encounters) is also very important to consider. 

• The SBRM approach considers variability associated with observed trips, but does not consider 
variability associated with any strata where coverage has been limited or absent.  It also does not 
consider the variability associated with sub-sampling and extrapolation, and portside versus at-sea 
coverage, all of which are important especially with respect to river herring. 

 
During 2011, the Herring PDT updated the analysis using 2010 observer data.  The following analysis 
provides an example of the kind of information the Council would need to consider when developing 
recommendations about the allocation of observer days under Alternative 4.  The costs of the additional 
days required to achieve the precision targets for river herring could be weighed by the Council against 
the potential benefits. 
 
The current method for allocating observer coverage in all federally-managed fisheries (SBRM) uses 
gear, quarter, and homeport to define fleets; and then examines the variability surrounding bycatch rates 
to determine the appropriate observer coverage level necessary to minimize uncertainty in discarded 
bycatch estimates.  While this method has proven very useful for efficiently allocating limited observer 
resources across all fisheries, mangers of the Atlantic herring fisher had specific concerns that were not 
being met by the current observer allocation scheme (e.g. river herring are not included; retained bycatch 
are ignored). 
 
Recently, mangers have refined their goals for monitoring this fishery.  They have indicated a 20% CV 
for river herring removals, a 30% CV for haddock removals, and a 30% CV for Atlantic herring estimated 
discards as a management objective for the directed Atlantic herring fleet. To accomplish this goal, an 
analysis was developed that, while similar to the SBRM, differed in how it stratified catch and sampling, 
as well as how it defined the “directed Atlantic herring fishery.” 
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5.2.6.1.2 Data and Methods 
Data from the Vessel Trip Reporting system (VTR) and at-sea observer data where used to examine levels 
of coverage for calendar year 2010.  Unlike the SBRM used in other New England fisheries, the objective 
here was to examine the directed herring fleet alone.  To do so, the Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) was 
used to identify those vessels which were called into the Atlantic herring fishery (Category A, B, C 
vessels).  Using these identified trips, both the VTR and Observer data were queried from their respective 
data warehouses at NMFS.  This ensured that the directed herring fleet was identified, regardless of what 
was being fished for or landed, as long as the fishermen had identified the trip as a an Atlantic herring trip 
in their VMS reporting protocols. 
 
VTR Data 

Using the identified trips, vessel trip reports were collected and queried.  These data reflect not only 
landings, but actual catch (as landings + discards) as reported by the fishermen on a trip-by trip basis. 
However, for purposes of this analysis, only retained catch (landings) were used in estimation. As such, 
this analysis not only utilized landings of Atlantic herring but used total landings of all species as well. 
 
Observer Data 

Data from the North East Fisheries Observer Program (NEFOP) for those identified Atlantic herring trips 
were gathered from the data warehouse located at NMFS.  For this analysis, only sampled catch events 
were used and as such, fish designated as “kept and transferred to another vessel” were excluded as they 
are generally not sampled by the observer.  Depending upon the species or group of interest, data were 
further filtered to examine catch and discards. In all cases, ratios of removals of a specific species (r 
below) to total kept (k below) were made, and are analogous to the “discard to kept ratio” of the SBRM 
methodology. 
 
Discards of Atlantic herring typically occur as fish “fish not brought on board” (or “Fish NK” in the 
observer records for these trips), as fish are released from the net prior to pumping. As such, they are 
usually un-sampled. Therefore, unless the at-sea observer is able to document those fish as either Atlantic 
herring or “Herring unknown” (known Clupeid but species not known), these unidentified fish were not 
treated as either Atlantic herring or any other species. 
 
Stratification 

To combine VTR and NEFOP data, and to estimate removals by the directed Atlantic herring fleet, data 
were stratified by area and gear type.  Stratification by gear included Bottom Trawls (all types), Midwater 
trawls (combined single and paired trawls), and Purse Seines.  While the gear stratification was consistent 
for each of the species groups of interest, different geographic stratification was used for each group 
(Table 138 and Figure 79). No attempt was made at examination by quarters, or some sub component of 
year, because preliminary analysis showed many time-area cells with little or no coverage. 
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Table 138  Geographic Stratification Used in Analysis 

 
Note: GOM is Gulf of Maine, CC is Cape Cod (Stat area 522), GB is Georges Bank, and SNE is Southern 
New England 
 
Figure 79  Northeast Region Statistical Areas 

 
 

 Rive r he rring
NMFS Stat Area

GOM 511,512, 513, 514, 515
CC 521
SNE 537, 538, 539, etc

Ha d d o ck
NMFS Stat Area

GOM 511,512, 513, 514, 515
GB 521, 522, 525, 526,  561, 562

Atla ntic  he rring
NMFS Stat Area

GOM 511,512, 513, 514, 515
CC/GB 521, 522, 525, 526,  561, 562
SNE 537, 538, 539, etc
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Estimations 

Estimation of number of trips to achieve management goals is a three stage process.  Specifically:  
1. estimation of removals by strata; 
2. estimation of variance associated by strata; and 
3. estimation of trips needed to achieve management goals. 

 
Total removals for each gear-area strata were estimated using a method similar to the SBRM and Lohr 
1999, with a few distinct differences.  Because the directed herring fleet does not “discard” fish prior to 
pumping into the hold, estimates of river herring and haddock were based on both discarded and retained 
fish.  However, estimates of Atlantic herring discards were made using a method more similar to the 
SBRM and involved calculation of the standard “discard to kept ratio” (NEFMC, 2007).  Discards of 
Atlantic herring typically occur as fish “fish not brought on board”, or fish released from the net prior to 
pumping. As such, unless the at-sea observer is able to document fish as either Atlantic herring or 
“Herring unknown” (known Clupeid but species not known), they were excluded from the analysis. 
 
More specially, removals by strata were estimated by: 
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Where Rjh is the bycatch rate of species group j in stratum h, rijh is the removals (pounds) for speciesgroup 
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where; nh is the number of observed trips in stratum h; andNh is the number ofVTR trips in stratum h. 
 
The coefficient of variation of R can then be defined as: 
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The number of trips to achieve a typical management target (for example a 30 percent CV is therefore: 
 

 
 
Note that discards of Atlantic herring were estimated using  the standard SBRM equations, since it was 
possible to rely on a discard to kept ratio (NEFMC, 2007). 
 
 

5.2.6.1.3 Results and Discussion 
After estimation of removals (or discards), variance, and number of trips needed to achieve management 
targets, the issue of high variability by strata was addressed.  Within the SBRM is a mechanism or filter; 
which removes strata from coverage if their contribution to the overall removals (or discards) were less 
the 2% of the total (NEFMC, 2007).  Application of these filter criteria are an important step in the 
SBRM process as it prevents strata with low removals, but high variability, from dominating the coverage 
rates.  After discussions with other PDT members, it was decided to apply similar filters to this analysis.  
As such, pilot coverage was substituted instead.  This pilot coverage was recommended as the greater of 
either 5% of the trips, or 3 trips for each filtered strata.  As previously noted, pilot coverage was also 
recommended for strata which had zero, or few observations despite having landings. 
 
2010 Observer Coverage 

2010 observer coverage rates for river herring, haddock, and Atlantic herring are given in Table 139, 
Table 140, and Table 141, respectively.  It should be noted that number of observed and total number of 
trips will vary as the geographic stratification are different by species group.   
 
Overall, observer coverage in both number of trips and percentage were higher in 2010 than in reports for 
other years (Cieri, et al. 2008. Wigley et al, 2009). Implementation of 100% observer coverage in the 
groundfish zero mortality areas has significantly improved coverage rates even in the adjacent areas.  This 
is due in part to the presence of an at-sea observer on trips where the captain may be going into Closed 
Area I.  However, there are still a number of strata with very low to almost no coverage; including bottom 
trawl gears in Southern New England and the Gulf of Maine. 
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Table 139  Landings Total Trips by Fishery, Number of Observed Trips, and Percentage 
Coverage by At-Sea Observers by Strata for 2010 (River Herring) 

 
 

 Total Trips by fishery
Trips Gear
Area BT PS MWT Total
CC 0 1 37 38
GOM 143 159 108 410
SNE 60 113 173
Total 203 160 258 621

Pounds Landed all species
Gear

Area BT PS MWT Total
CC 0 20,000 12,298,341 12,318,341
GOM 763,766 16,567,910 40,094,010 57,425,686
SNE 6,029,289 42,222,557 48,251,846
Total 6,793,055 16,587,910 94,614,908 117,995,873

MT landed all species
Gear

Area BT PS MWT Total
CC 0 9 5,577 5,587
GOM 346 7,514 18,183 26,043
SNE 2,734 0 19,149 21,883
Total 3,081 7,523 42,909 53,513

Number of Observed trips
Gear

Area BT PS MWT Total
CC 22 22
GOM 5 21 31 57
SNE 3 24 27
Total 8 21 77 106

% Coverage
Gear

Area BT PS MWT
CC 59
GOM 3 13 29
SNE 5 21

Improbable
No coverage
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Table 140  Landings Total Trips by Fishery, Number of Observed Trips, and Percentage 
Coverage by At-Sea Observers by Strata for 2010 (Haddock) 

 
 
 

 Total Trips by fishery Gear
Area BT PS MWT Total
GB 3 3 126 132
GOM 143 159 110 412
Total 203 160 258 621

Pounds Landed all species Gear
Area BT PS MWT Total
GB 34,138 200,000 43,452,304 43,686,442
GOM 763,766 16,567,910 41,249,924 58,581,600
Total 797,904 16,767,910 84,702,228 102,268,042

MT landed all species Gear
Area BT PS MWT Total
GB 15 91 19,706 19,812
GOM 346 7,514 18,707 26,568
Total 362 7,604 38,414 46,380

Number of Observed trips Gear
Area BT PS MWT Total
GB 2 88 90
GOM 5 21 30 56
Total 7 21 118 146

% Coverage Gear
Area BT PS MWT
GB 67 0.00 70
GOM 3 13 27

Improbable
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Table 141  Landings Total Trips by Fishery, Number of Observed Trips, and Percentage 
Coverage by At-Sea Observers by Strata for 2010 (Atlantic Herring) 

 
 

 Total Trips by fishery
Trips Gear
Area BT PS MWT Total
CC/GB 3 3 126 132
GOM 143 159 108 410
SNE 60 113 173
Total 203 160 258 621

Pounds Landed all species
Gear

Area BT PS MWT Total
CC/GB 34,138 200,000 43,452,304 43,686,442
GOM 763,766 16,567,910 40,534,010 57,865,686
SNE 7,586,649 42,811,557 50,398,206
Total 8,384,553 16,767,910 126,797,871 151,950,334

MT landed all species
Gear

Area BT PS MWT Total
CC/GB 15 91 19,706 19,812
GOM 346 7,514 18,383 26,243
SNE 3,441 0 19,416 22,856
Total 3,803 7,604 57,505 68,912

Number of Observed trips
Gear

Area BT PS MWT Total
CC/GB 2 0 88 90
GOM 6 21 31 58
SNE 3 24 27
Total 11 21 143 175

% Coverage
Gear

Area BT PS MWT
CC/GB 67 0 70
GOM 4 13 29
SNE 5 21

Improbable
No coverage
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River Herring Estimations and Trips Needed 

Estimates of river herring removals and CV by strata for the directed fleet are given in Table 142. Overall, 
the variation in the estimates of removals for River herring was low, do in no small part by the high level 
over coverage. The CV for river herring was 36%; compared to 20% for the management objective.  Total 
trips needed to achieve the management objective of a 20% CV, fishery wide, are given in Table 145.  
Trips needed to achieve a 20% CV fishery-wide are approximately 160 more than what was sampled in 
2010.  Surprisingly, the Gulf of Maine/Purse Seine stratum required the most trips (105 trips, or 66% 
coverage). 
 
Table 142  Estimated Removals, Proportion of Total Removals, and CV by Strata for River 

Herring (2010) 

 
 
  

  Estimate (lbs.) Area BT PS MWT Total
CC 96 96
GOM 1,053 4,548 144,333 149,934
SNE 0 15,885 15,885
Total 1,053 4,548 160,315 165,915

Area BT PS MWT Total
CC 0.00 0.00
GOM 0.01 0.03 0.87 0.90
SNE 0.00 0.10 0.10
Total 0.01 0.03 0.97 1.00

CV Area BT PS MWT
CC 0.72
GOM 0.72 0.41
SNE 0.54

Less then 2% of total

Proportion of 
total removal
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Haddock Estimation and Trips Needed 

Estimation of haddock removals for 2010 were approximately 222,524 lbs., with a CV of 28% (Table 12).  
This CV is slightly less than the CV management target of 30%.  As a result, 40 less trips are needed to 
achieve a 30% CV (Table 14).  Almost all of this coverage is for the Georges bank/Cape Cod midwater 
trawl fleet; with the rest as pilot coverage rates.  
 
Table 143  Estimated Removals, Proportion of total removals, and CV by Strata for 

Haddock (2010) 

 
 
  

 Estimate (lbs.) Area BT PS MWT Total
GB 66 218,410 218,476
GOM 356 2,852 840 4,048
Total 422 2,852 219,250 222,524

Area BT PS MWT Total
GB 0.00 0.98 0.98
GOM 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02
Total 0.00 0.01 0.99 1.00

CV Area BT PS MWT
GB 0.90 0.28
GOM 0.59 0.69 0.54

Proportion of 
total removal
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Atlantic Herring Estimation and Trips Needed 

Overall, discards of Atlantic herring appear to be pretty low; approximately 360,000 lbs. or 0.25% of the 
Atlantic herring catch as reported from the 2010 IVRs (Table 13).  In addition, there was a low amount of 
variability; CVs fishery-wide were 20%.  As such, number of trips needed to achieve a management 
target of 30% CV is approximately 65 less than what occurred in 2010 (Table 14). 
 
Table 144  Estimated Removals, Proportion of total removals, and CV by Strata for 

Atlantic Herring (2010) 

 
 
 

 Estimate (lbs.) Area BT PS MWT Total
CC/GB 0 67,591 67,591
GOM 0 46,625 91,189 137,814
SNE 47,150 0 114,638 161,788
Total 47,150 46,625 273,419 367,194

Area BT PS MWT Total
CC/GB 0.18 0.18
GOM 0.00 0.13 0.25 0.38
SNE 0.13 0.00 0.31 0.44
Total 0.13 0.13 0.74 1.00

CV Area BT PS MWT
CC/GB 0.24
GOM 0.33 0.38
SNE 0.82 0.40

Proportion of 
total removal
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Table 145  Number of Trips Needed by Strata and Percent Coverage for River Herring 
Catch, Haddock Catch, and Atlantic Herring Discards 

A) River Herring 

 
 
B) Haddock 

 
 
C) Atlantic Herring 

 
 
 
 

 Trips needed
Area BT PS MWT Total
CC 3 3 3 9

GOM 7 105 68 180
SNE 3 75 78
total 10 108 145 267

% coverage
Area BT PS MWT
CC 300 8
GOM 5 66 63
SNE 5 66

 Trips needed
Area BT PS MWT Total
GB 3 3 86 86
GOM 7 8 6 21
total 10 11 91 107

% coverage
Area BT PS MWT
GB 100 100 68
GOM 5 5 5

 Pilot coverage
improbable

 Trips needed
Area BT PS MWT Total
CC/GB 3 3 6 12

GOM 3 25 42 70
SNE 17 37 54
total 6 28 85 136

% coverage
Area BT PS MWT
CC/GB 100 100 5
GOM 2 16 39
SNE 28 #DIV/0! 32
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Combining Trips Across Areas and Species 

Fortunately, at-sea observer sampling targeting one species group can also be used to document catch and 
bycatch of other species on the same trip.  Therefore, for each stratum, the highest number of trips 
required to achieve the three management goals was used. However in the case of river herring, the 
geographic stratification differences in management are 1B and 3 need to be accounted for (See 
Stratification above).  To accomplish this, a proration in number of trips needed in the Cape Cod (for 
River herring) and the Cape Cod/Georges bank (for haddock) strata was used.  This proration was based 
on the percentage of landings which occur in those areas (Table 146). 
 
Table 146  Combined Trips, Average Length of Trips, and Total Observer Days Needed to 

Meet CV Targets by Strata (Based on 2010) 

 
Note: This only includes at-sea time, and not transport to dock, set-up time, etc. for observers. Also, CC 
and GB are listed singly and combined (see text) as CC/Georges Bank. 
 
 
 

 Trips needed
Area BT PS MWT Total
CC 3 3 15 21
GB 7 71 78

CC/GB 10 3 86 99
GOM 7 105 68 180
SNE 17 0 75 92
total 34 108 228 371

Average days per trip
Area BT PS MWT Total
CC 2 3 2 7
GB 3 3 6

GOM 2 2 2 6
SNE 2 4 6
total 4 2 6 12

Total days
Area BT PS MWT Total
CC 6 9 30 45
GB 21 212 234

CC/GB 27 9 243 279
GOM 11 211 135 357
SNE 34 0 298 332
total 72 220 676 968
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5.2.6.1.4 Conclusions 
In general, the limited access herring fishery experienced higher levels of observer coverage in 2010 than 
in previous years (Cieri et al. 2008 and Wigley et al. 2009), and a lower amount of variability was seen as 
well.  This analysis indicates a lower level of river herring removals, haddock removals, and Atlantic 
herring discards than previous estimates.  In addition, the degree of variability was also less. 
 
It should be noted, however, that the year to year variability is not captured in this method.  Cieri et al. 
2008 and others have documented a high degree of variability within the same strata across years.  
Undoubtedly, fishing patterns, management actions, and availability of the fish to the fishery affect the 
estimates of removals and the variability associated with that estimate.  As such should the levels of 
coverage suggested here be achieved, there is no guarantee that management targets on CV will be met. 
 
It is important to note the lack of coverage in the southern New England bottom trawl fishery for Atlantic 
herring in 2010.  In other analyses, this fleet has had both a high degree of variability and high estimates 
of removals for River herring.  However; because there was no coverage in this area in 2010, the analysis 
suggest only pilot coverage should occur in 2012.  Mangers may want to increase coverage in this area 
ad-hoc, given the results of prior analyses. 
 
Also, this analysis is an example only of the types of analyzes that can be brought to bear on the issue of 
bycatch in the directed herring fishery.  It should be viewed as a supplement, not a replacement, of the 
SBRM.  However, using this sort of analysis can allow managers to tailor at-sea observer coverage to 
meet the species management goals and needs of the directed herring fishery. 
 
 

5.2.6.2 Impacts of Alternative 4 on VECs 
Impacts on Atlantic Herring 

All of the alternatives related to allocating observer coverage on limited access herring vessels have the 
potential to improve the precision of estimates of discards or landed bycatch.  In the short-term, the 
increased precision may prevent premature fishery closures or the chance for ACL/sub-ACL overages.  
Consequently, Atlantic herring stock abundance would be more likely to remain above management 
targets.  In the long-term, however, increased observer coverage may only have marginal effects on 
herring abundance. 
 
Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

Alternative 4 would allocate additional observer coverage to specifically address the bycatch of river 
herring and haddock.  This would lead to a greater understanding and reliability of bycatch estimates of 
these species in this fishery.  Alternative 4 would not impact the SBRM allocation scheme, and would 
therefore not cause other fisheries to be under-sampled. 
 
 
Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
 
Impacts on Protected Resources 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
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Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

Alternative 4 would negatively impact herring-related businesses if this resulted in the industry having to 
pay for additional observer coverage. Like Alternative 2, it also implies that the limited access Atlantic 
herring fishing vessels have a disproportionate and greater impact on river herring and haddock than do 
other fisheries/vessels.  While the extra coverage could provide the benefit of proving that their impact is 
the equivalent to other types of fishing, this proof could come at the financial burden of paying for extra 
observer coverage. 
 
 
 

5.3 IMPACTS OF OTHER MEASURES TO ADDRESS CATCH MONITORING AT-
SEA (SECTIONS 3.2.2, 3.2.3, AND 3.2.4) 

This section addresses the potential impacts of the management measures under consideration in 
Amendment 5 to address catch monitoring at-sea.  The Council is considering measures to 
improve/maximize sampling at-sea by NEFOP and/or NMFS-approved observers, as well as a range of 
options to address net slippage on limited access herring vessels.  The Council is also considering an 
alternative that would provide a mechanism for NMFS to utilize the experimental fishery process to 
determine whether maximized retention (MR) is an appropriate way to improve catch monitoring in the 
Atlantic herring fishery.  The potential impacts of these measures are discussed relative to the valued 
ecosystem components (VECs) identified in this amendment. 
 
 

5.3.1 Impacts of Management Measures to Improve/Maximize Sampling At-Sea 
(Section 3.2.2) 

The Council is considering two options to improve/maximize sampling at-sea by NMFS-approved 
observers: (Option 1) no action/status quo; and (Option 2) requirements for a safe sampling station, 
“reasonable assistance” for observers, notice to observers when pumping may be starting/ending, NMFS-
approved observers to be deployed on all vessels on observed trips involving more than one fishing 
vessel, additional communication between pair trawl vessels, and visual access to the codend/purse seine 
net for NMFS-approved observers.  The impacts of these options relative to the VECs identified in this 
amendment are discussed below. 
 

5.3.1.1 General Impacts 
Relationship to Goals and Objectives 

The measures proposed to improve sea sampling relate directly to the first objective stated in Amendment 
5 – to implement measures to improve the long-term monitoring of catch (landings and bycatch) in the 
herring fishery.  Relative to the status quo (Option 1), the measures proposed in Option 2 should enhance 
the observers’ ability to perform his/her duties in a safe manner at sea and improve communication 
between observers, vessel captains, and other captains engaged in the fishing operation.  The measures 
proposed in Option 2 also support the more specific goals/objectives of the catch monitoring program, 
particularly related to developing a program that will foster support by the herring industry and others 
concerned about accurate accounts of catch in the fishery. 
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Enforcement Committee Comments May 2009 

The Enforcement Committee met on May 8, 2009 to discuss issues related to the development of this 
amendment and provide preliminary input.  At that time, the Enforcement Committee approved by 
consensus the options to improve at-sea monitoring, as follows: 

• Provide observer with safe sampling station – Yes, and enforceable  
• Provide assistance in obtaining basket samples and sorted discards – Yes, and not enforceable 
• Bring codend on board whenever possible and open it for the observer to inspect – No 
• Provide accurate details about why a bag may be partially pumped/slipped – enforceable 
• Provide Observer notice when pumping may be coming to an end – enforceable 

 
Herring PDT Comments 

• NEFOP personnel have recommended some revisions to the language originally approved by the 
Council for the measure that vessels ensure observers have visual access to the codend or purse seine 
net.  The suggested changes are highlighted in Section 3.2.2.2 of this document. 

 

5.3.1.2 Impacts on Atlantic Herring 
In general, the management measures to improve/maximize at-sea sampling will likely have little impact 
on the Atlantic herring resource.  Relative to the no action option, several of the measures proposed in 
Option 2 may provide some additional information on the contents of slipped nets (e.g., 2F – requirement 
to provide visual access to the codend), discards (e.g., 2B – requirement to provide reasonable assistance 
to observers; and 2D – requirements for observers on every vessel in a multi-vessel operation), and landed 
catch (e.g., 2E – requirement for additional communication between pair trawl vessels); however, much 
of the additional information collected as a result of the measures proposed in Option 2 is likely to be 
qualitative in nature.  That is, none of the proposed measures will provide quantitative information or 
estimates of anything that are not already being routinely collected.  Consequently, this information is not 
likely to affect the herring resource. 
 

5.3.1.3 Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 
In general, the management measures to improve/maximize at-sea sampling will likely have little impact 
on non-target species and other fisheries.  Relative to the no action option, several of the measures 
proposed in Option 2 may provide some additional information on the contents of slipped nets (e.g., 2F – 
requirement to provide visual access to the codend), discards (e.g., 2B – requirement to provide 
reasonable assistance to observers; and 2D – requirements for observers on every vessel in a multi-vessel 
operation), and landed catch (e.g., 2E – requirement for additional communication between pair trawl 
vessels); however, much of the additional information collected as a result of the measures proposed in 
Option 2 is likely to be qualitative in nature.  That is, none of the proposed measures will provide 
quantitative information or estimates of anything that are not already being routinely collected.  
Consequently, this information is not likely to affect non-target species and other fisheries. 
 
To the extent that the proposed measures can improve the observers’ access to all of the fish in the net, 
the observers’ ability to identify species composition of operational discards and other discarded fish may 
improve.  This may improve estimates of bycatch/discards of non-targeted species in the herring fishery 
and ultimately lead to a more reliable discard estimate that can be factored into stock assessments and 
utilized for better managing non-target species. 
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5.3.1.4 Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 
This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 

5.3.1.5 Impacts on Protected Resources 
This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 

5.3.1.6 Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 
Option 1: There are no impacts on fishery-related businesses and communities expected from Option 1 
(no action/status quo). 
 
Option 2: In general, the impacts of Option 2 on fishery-related businesses and communities are not 
expected to be significant and should be minimal.  There may be some operational adjustments required 
by vessel operators and crew to comply with the new provisions; however, the proposed measures codify 
many of the practices that are already occurring at-sea when vessels take observers on-board.  Interviews 
with captains and representatives/owners of herring businesses suggest that the proposed steps for 
improving or maximizing sampling at sea are currently a part of every herring vessels’ normal operating 
practices, agreed upon by the fleet.  To the extent that there are any vessels who do not comply, this 
option will make it easier to mandate these steps, thus making certain that observers on every boat have 
equal opportunity to fully sample the catch.  The measures should improve the vessel owner/operator’s 
understanding regarding expectations and the collection of information by observers during a fishing trip, 
and ensure safe working conditions for observers on all fishing vessels. 
 
Relative to the no action option, the provision that is likely to have the most impact on vessels 
participating in the fishery is the proposed requirement that vessels operators ensure that the observer has 
visual access to the codend (or purse seine net/bunt) and any of its contents after pumping has ended, 
before the pump is removed.  This could be achieved in a number of ways depending on the size and 
nature of the fishing vessel, the gear type being utilized, the amount of fish left in the codend, weather, 
and other conditions.  Recent changes to the Closed Area I provisions require vessels to bring all fish on 
board for sampling, including operational discards.  At the time of this writing, only a small number of 
hauls on midwater trawl vessels have been observed in CA I, as the fleet is just moving into the area for 
the season.  So far, at the end of the haul, vessel operators are cinching up the codend and dumping the 
operational discards into a tote for sampling by the observer.  However, this practice has only been 
observed on a small number of hauls thus far, and because there is no purse seine activity in/around 
Closed Area I, it is unknown how this measure may affect purse seine operations what purse seine vessels 
may need to do to comply with this provision. 
 
The direct pecuniary economic impacts of this option on the participants in limited access herring fishery 
are expected to be minimal.  Any economic impacts to the herring fishery will be through increased 
administrative and regulatory burden.  There may be an economic impact on participants in the fishery if 
vessels are required to pay for additional observers that may be required under Option 2D (requirements 
for trips with multiple vessels).  However, it is not possible to predict whether or not the vessels would be 
required to pay for observers as a result of this particular provision; alternatives for allocating observer 
coverage to limited access herring vessels and options for funding additional observer days are evaluated 
in Section 5.2 of this document.  Overall, therefore, the impacts of this option on fishery-related 
businesses and communities are not expected to be significant. 
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5.3.2 Impacts of Measures to Address Net Slippage (Section 3.2.3) 
The Council is considering several options in this amendment, in addition to the no action option, to 
address net slippage on Atlantic herring vessels. 

For the purposes of this amendment, slippage is defined as: 

Unobserved catch, i.e., catch that is discarded prior to being observed, sorted, sampled, and/or 
brought on board the fishing vessel.  Slippage can include the release of fish from a codend or seine 
prior to completion of pumping or the release of an entire catch or bag while the catch is still in the 
water. 
• Fish that cannot be pumped and that remain in the net at the end of pumping operations are 

considered to be operational discards and not slipped catch.  Observer protocols include 
documenting fish that remain in the net in a discard log before they are released, and existing 
regulations require vessel operators to assist the observer in this process.  Management measures 
are under consideration in this amendment to address this issue and improve the observers’ ability 
to inspect nets after pumping to document operational discards. 

• Discards that occur at-sea after catch brought on board and sorted are also not considered slipped 
catch. 

The Northeast Fisheries Observer Program (NEFOP) documents Released Catch/Catch Not Brought on 
Board as either operational discards (fish that cannot be pumped and/or remain in the gear after a 
successful pump – i.e., “left in net after pumping,” “fell out of gear when pumps were switched”), partial 
slippage (some fish were kept – i.e., “vessel capacity filled,” “too many dogfish,” “poor quality haul,” 
“did not like the mackerel:herring ratio,” etc.), full slippage (no fish were kept – i.e., “herring too small,” 
“too many dogfish,” “undesired catch,” “not enough fish worth pumping,” etc.), or gear damage.  
Operational discards are observed and documented to the extent practicable by the observer (as Fish NK 
or Herring NK – see more information below).  Partial and full slippage events are considered to be 
“unobserved,” but observers still collect as much information about the released catch as they can for 
these events. 
 

5.3.2.1 Analysis of Available Slippage Data 
This section provides a summary and technical assessment of available information collected by 
observers at the NEFOP about Released Catch/Catch Not Brought on Board.   
 
Data on slippage events need to be collected in a more consistent manner, and this amendment provides 
an opportunity to implement the necessary elements of a catch monitoring program to do so.  Originally, 
the Northeast Fisheries Observer Program was not designed to sample high-volume fisheries for species 
composition and/or collect detailed information about released catch events and net slippage, but this is a 
need that has arisen in recent years and something that continues to be addressed in the observer sampling 
protocol, added to observer logs, and addressed through provisions requiring detailed information when 
slippage events occur.  The NEFOP has taken significant steps to improve the collection of this 
information since before the Council began the development of Amendment 5.  Analyses of available 
slippage data collected by observers over recent years confirms that (1) information about these events 
and the amount and composition of fish that are slipped has improved; and (2) the number of full/partial 
slippage events occurring on limited access herring vessels has declined. 
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Observer Coverage Levels 

Table 147 summarizes coverage rates from the NEFSC Observer Program for the 2007-2010 calendar 
years (also the herring fishing years) by gear type for all trips that landed greater than 2,000 pounds of 
Atlantic herring.  2008, 2009, and 2010 have seen relatively high levels of coverage across all major gear 
types in the fishery.  Summary coverage rates based on the number of trips observed as a percentage of 
the number of trips taken are 4.1% in 2007, 14.8% in 2008, 20.6% in 2009, and 31.7% in 2010.  During 
the 2010 fishing year (regardless of trip type), the Northeast Fisheries Observer Program covered trips for 
about 46% of all Atlantic herring landings. 
 
Table 147  Observer Program Coverage Rates for Trips Landing Greater than 2,000 

pounds of Herring, 2007-2010 

Year Gear 
Type 

Total 
Trips 

Total 
Days 

Total Herring 
Landed (lbs.) 

Obs 
Trips 

Obs 
Days 

Obs 
Herring 
Kept (lbs.) 

% 
trips 
obs 

% 
days 
obs 

% 
herring 
obs 

2007 OTF 397 569 10,518,575 12 15 411,751 3% 3% 4% 
2007 OTM 138 451 17,491,210 10 40 1,918,285 7% 9% 11% 
2007 PTM 240 849 74,405,385 14 58 6,880,147 6% 7% 9% 
2007 PUR 346 743 70,088,194 10 23 2,122,267 3% 3% 3% 

2008 OTF 100 234 4,588,190 4 4 70,409 4% 2% 2% 
2008 OTM 28 107 8,816,600 16 59 3,163,763 57% 55% 36% 
2008 PTM 269 1044 110,453,766 46 176 27,211,668 17% 17% 25% 
2008 PUR 232 550 59,211,542 27 64 6,941,134 12% 12% 12% 

2009 OTF 180 306 9,647,215 11 15 554,579 6% 5% 6% 
2009 OTM 50 242 13,875,075 16 69 3,747,316 32% 29% 27% 
2009 PTM 356 1321 153,345,903 98 350 49,596,367 28% 26% 32% 
2009 PUR 223 596 49,706,514 42 130 9,943,521 19% 22% 20% 

2010 OTF 185 343 8,452,546 9 22 298,691 5% 6% 4% 
2010 OTM 58 230 19,851,018 32 122 10,190,452 55% 53% 51% 
2010 PTM 290 1129 98,165,321 128 545 47,528,352 44% 48% 48% 
OTF – small mesh bottom trawl; OTM – single midwater trawl; PTM – paired midwater trawl; PUR – 
purse seine 
Herring is Atl Herring or Unk Herring 
Day defined as (date land - date sail) + 1 
Landings data from Vessel Trip Reports 
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A closer look at observer coverage for the primary gear types in the herring fishery show that coverage 
rates have been relatively high for the most recent years.  Table 148 summarizes observer coverage levels 
for 2009 by gear type, based on number of trips and number of sea days corresponding with landings 
from the VTR, Dealer, and IVR databases.  All observed trips for these gear types (SMW = single 
midwater trawl, PMW = paired midwater trawl, and PS = purse seine) are included in Table 148 
regardless of target species or pounds of herring landed.  The totals also include trips covered by two or 
more observers (i.e., pair trawl trips, trips with catcher/carriers).  Overall, coverage across the vessels 
using the primary gear types in the herring fishery was greater than 20% in 2009 and averaged close to 
30% based on herring landings. 
 
Table 148  Summary of NEFOP Observer Coverage Levels by Gear Type, January – 

December 2009 

 # trips # sea days Metric tons of herring 
landed 

 SMW PMW PS Total SMW PMW PS Total Total 
OBS 18 138 53 209 74 473 162 709 28,938 
VTR 78 489 222 789 352 1844 591 2787 106,301 
Dealer         101,025 
IVR         102,617 

% coverage 23% 28% 24% 26% 21% 26% 27% 25% 
27% (VTR) 
29% (Dealer) 
28% (IVR) 

 
A detailed assessment of observer coverage rates based on limited access herring permit category further 
confirms that the NEFOP has been covering the vessels managed by the Herring FMP and subject to the 
Amendment 5 provisions at relatively high levels in recent years.  Table 149 summarizes observer 
coverage by the NEFOP for 2009 and 2010 collectively (combined).  The total percent coverage based on 
the weight of herring landed was 33%; compared to the coverage rates in prior years, coverage for 
midwater trawls and purse seine vessels has never been as high. 
 
Table 149 Observer Program Coverage Rates for 2009-2010, by Gear and Permit Category 

 
 
  

Permit Gear
Total 
Trips

Total 
Days

Trips w/ 
Herring

Total 
Herring 
Landed 
(000's of 
pounds)

Obs 
Trips

Obs Days

Observed 
Herring 

Kept 
(000's of 
pounds)

% Trips 
Obs

% Days 
Obs

% 
Herring 

Obs

A Pair Trawl 882          3,382    683        250,685     329        1,250     96,696     37% 37% 39%
A/B Single Trawl 123          530        108        33,726        54           211         13,918     44% 40% 41%
A Purse Seine 398          1,086    362        66,752        101        290         11,794     25% 27% 18%
A Bottom Trawl 1,020      4,344    118        12,202        119        713         482           12% 16% 4%
B/C Bottom Trawl 5,278      11,262  409        5,710          465        1,068     356           9% 9% 6%
D Bottom Trawl 36,511    83,639  657        454              2,609     9,386     25             7% 11% 6%
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2008/2009 Slippage Information 

*It is important to note that 2008/2009 slippage information is not directly comparable to 2010 slippage 
information due to increased observer coverage, changes to observer protocols, and implementation of 
the observer discard log in 2010.  While the 2008/2009 information is useful to generally characterize 
the nature/extent of slippage in the fishery, it is not a complete record of slippage events observed 
during these years (unlike 2010); 2010 slippage data has been determined by the Herring PDT to be 
more complete and more reliable. 
 
Table 150 provides some information about released catch in the herring fishery based on observed trips 
during 2008 and 2009 where slippage events occurred and details were provided by the vessel 
captain/operator.  In general, released catch includes operational discards (fish sill in gear after pumping 
is completed), partial slippage (some fish pumped), full slippage (no fish pumped), and gear damage.  
Partial/full slippage accounted for about 1.5% of total observed catch in 2008 and 2009 (total observed 
catch – 120,932,721 pounds).  When operational discards were observed during 2008 and 2009, 
comments indicated fish “were left in net after pumping” or “fell out of gear when pumps were switched.”  
Operational discarding events represent the smallest amounts of released catch (see Figure 80).  Partial 
slippage events included comments like “vessel capacity filled,” “too many dogfish,” “poor quality haul,” 
“pump jammed by dogfish,” and “captain did not like the mackerel:herring ratio.”  Full slippage events 
included comments like “herring too small,” “too many dogfish,” “not enough to be worth pumping,” and 
“undesired catch, thought he set on herring” (Figure 81 and Figure 82). 
 
For the 2008/2009 data, NEFOP staff examined the data by hand to investigate and summarize comments 
that were provided about slippage events.  Sampling protocols in 2008/2009 did not include 
comprehensive and detailed documentation of slippage events, so there were events for which no 
comments were provided.  The data in Table 150 and Figure 80 – Figure 83, therefore, do not represent 
all slippage events that were observed, but rather just the events for which additional information was 
provided by the captain.  This is no longer the case, as the NEFOP discard log implemented in 2010, as 
well as observer re-training for high-volume fisheries sampling, has produced clearer protocols for 
observers and allowed for detailed information to be collected about all slippage events that are observed 
in the fishery (see additional 2010 information below). 
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Table 150  Frequency of Released Catch Events 2008/2009 

 
  

year month # hauls covered kept lbs observed # hauls w/ released catch estimated lbs released
2008 Jan 18 822,447 0
2008 Feb 13 2,621,846 0
2008 Mar 17 2,184,187 5 17,000
2008 Apr 7 1,890,207 0
2008 May 21 4,884,872 1 20,000
2008 Jun 27 2,560,004 2 280
2008 Jul 34 3,712,098 5 250,600
2008 Aug 14 2,626,778 0
2008 Sep 5 110,020 1 200
2008 Oct 40 6,617,020 6 18,740
2008 Nov 24 5,181,209 2 130
2008 Dec 18 4,794,028 4 25,400
2009 Jan 38 7,432,979 2 10,201
2009 Feb 28 2,782,767 6 175,950
2009 Mar 16 1,958,569 2 226,000
2009 Apr 17 3,585,031 3 300
2009 May 33 3,711,450 10 107,675
2009 Jun 35 2,339,028 22 28,595
2009 Jul 43 5,773,521 23 181,580
2009 Aug 36 3,040,099 15 81,650
2009 Sep 85 17,204,553 27 402,117
2009 Oct 64 10,046,838 20 214,400
2009 Nov 67 11,730,652 34 938,215
2009 Dec 11 131,920 2 6,025
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Figure 80, Figure 81, and Figure 82 summarize the comments that NEFOP observers received from vessel 
captains regarding released catch events in 2008 and 2009.  During these years, the estimates of the 
amount of released catch were most often provided by the captains.  These figures only summarize events 
for which comments were provided by the captain; providing these details is voluntary, and while 
cooperation between the industry and observers has always been good, additional details were not 
required, and observers did not ask as many questions about the released catch until the implementation 
of the discard log in 2010.  Based on comments received for some of the events that occurred in 2008 and 
2009, operational discards and gear damage accounted for 55% of the released catch events, but 
represented a much smaller fraction of the total estimated weight of released catch (less than 6%).  The 
estimated weight of partial slippage events (events for which captains provided an estimate) in 2008/2009 
averaged 45,175 pounds, and the estimated weight of full slippage events (when comments were 
provided) averaged 27,581 pounds (Figure 80 and Figure 81). 
 
Figure 80 Analysis of Comments Regarding Released Catch 2008/2009 
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Figure 81  Analysis of Comments Regarding Released Catch 2008/2009 (continued) 

 

 
 
 
Figure 82  Information About Full and Partial Slippage Events 2008/2009 
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Slippage information collected by observers in 2008 and 2009 was also examined to identify 
similarities/differences between events occurring on vessels using different gear types (Figure 83).  The 
information provided in 2008 and 2009 suggests that purse seine vessels may experience more released 
catch events as a result of operational discards and/or gear damage than midwater trawl vessels.  Purse 
seine vessels fish almost exclusively in the inshore Gulf of Maine (Area 1A), and the nature of the gear 
and the operation of the fishery may result in more instances of operational discards and/or gear damage.  
This is an important consideration relative to management measures that would require purse seine 
vessels to bring all fish across the deck for sampling, including operational discards (i.e., recently-revised 
Closed Area I sampling provisions). 
 
However, as indicated in Figure 83 and previously discussed, comments were not provided for all 
released catch events, and information about these events is incomplete.  The implementation of the 
discard log in 2010, along with increased cooperation from the industry and a desire by everyone to 
obtain better information about released catch, has improved sampling, reduced the amount of released 
catch that could not be observed, and improved the quality of information collected about these events 
(see 2010 information below). 
 
Figure 83  Analysis of Comments Regarding Released Catch 2008/2009 by Gear Type 
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2010 Slippage Information 

*It is important to note that 2008/2009 slippage information is not directly comparable to 2010 slippage 
information due to increased observer coverage, changes to observer protocols, and implementation of 
the observer discard log in 2010.  While the 2008/2009 information is useful to generally characterize 
the nature/extent of slippage in the fishery, it is not a complete record of slippage events observed 
during these years (unlike 2010); 2010 slippage data has been determined by the Herring PDT to be 
more complete and more reliable. 
 
The NEFOP has updated its observer training program to address new requirements for herring vessel 
access to Closed Area I as well as general training for observing high volume fisheries.  In 2010, the 
NEFOP conducted three high-volume fishery training classes to recertify 70 observers.  The program was 
designed to improve sampling in fisheries that pump fish on board and ensure that only experienced 
observers who have proven high data quality will be assigned to these fisheries.  The program was 
developed to improve fishery-specific training and focuses on defining gear, understanding bycatch 
issues, knowing and identifying species of concern, subsampling methodology, common scenarios, 
safety, and the process of pumping fish on board. 
 
The NEFOP also implemented a discard log in 2010 to obtain more detailed information regarding 
discards in high-volume fisheries.  The new discard log is being completed for every haul, and it includes 
fields to provide information on what kind of discard event may have occurred, whether or not the 
observer could see the contents of the codend when pumping stopped, why catch may have been 
discarded, information about the composition of discarded catch, and any challenges the observer may 
have experienced when observing the haul.  Observers are also documenting released catch (including 
operational discards and slippage events) with photographs whenever possible, and bringing in samples of 
fish from every trip to confirm species identification. 
 
Between increased observer coverage levels, an increase in information being provided by the fishermen 
and crew, and the new observer discard log implemented in 2010, data collected by observers regarding 
released catch events on limited access herring vessels during the 2010 fishing year provides much more 
detail about catch not brought on board herring vessels, and overall, the information collected about 
slippage has improved considerably.  Operational discards have been confirmed by observers to be 
relatively small amounts of fish that may remain in the net following a successful haul/pump; these fish 
are usually caught in the net and/or cannot be pumped on board.  Information collected by observers 
about operational discards has improved, and hauls with operational discards are considered to be 
“observed” hauls; the operational discards are estimated by the observers and represent “small” amounts 
of fish.  Any partial or full released catch (“slippage” as defined in Amendment 5) is considered 
unobserved, but observers still collect as much information as possible about these discards. 
 
In 2010, observer coverage for the midwater trawl fleet was close to 30% fishery-wide and was even 
higher on Georges Bank (85% coverage by weight of fish landed).  Overall, observers provided data for 
929 hauls on limited access herring vessels during the 2010 fishing year.  The new discard log allows 
observers to provide more information about reasons for not bringing fish on board, including who 
estimated the released catch, additional details regarding why the catch was released, and whether the 
discards were observed on the deck or in the water; additional information from the 2010 discard log 
should be available by the end of this year and will be added to the final Amendment 5 EIS document. 
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Table 151 provides data for the 332 observer records (287 unique hauls) in 2010 that included fish not 
brought on board.  About 290 of these hauls were documented with “not enough fish to pump,” i.e., 
operational discards.  Observers document operational discards as Herring NK if they are able to see the 
fish that are not pumped and confirm that the discards are all herring-bodied fish.  Otherwise, the discards 
are documented as Fish NK (see below for more information about the evolution of the Herring NK and 
Fish NK categories).  The total weight of fish not brought on board estimated by observers in 2010 was 
about 460,000 pounds; this includes operational discards, which, although more frequent, generally 
represent very small amounts of fish.  Total herring landings for this fleet in 2010 were about 58 million 
pounds. 
 
A preliminary review of the observer data indicate that in 2010, only 35 records (approximately 30 unique 
hauls) of 929 hauls (3.2%) that were observed on limited access herring vessels were documented to have 
experienced full or partial slippage events.  The total estimated catch not brought on board compared to 
the total observed catch on these vessels in 2010 was about 0.7% (this does not include fish that were 
brought on board and then discarded).  In addition, there were 99 hauls observed in Closed Area I during 
2010, under the new provisions for sampling catch, implemented in November 2009.  There were no 
slippage events observed in these 99 hauls, and consequently no Released Catch Affidavits were 
submitted from the Closed Area I fishery in 2010.  There appears to have been one released catch event 
(estimated 1,500 pounds) on a haul that ended (but did not begin) in Closed Area I.  However, the 
recently-implemented revisions to the Closed Area I rules (January 2011) require that all operational 
discards be brought on board; potential logistical and sampling issues associated with this new 
requirement are unclear because fishing effort has not yet moved into Closed Area I this year.   
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Table 151  Summary of 2010 Observed Events on Limited Access Herring Vessels (by 
Number and Estimated Weight of Fish in Lbs.) with Fish Not Brought on Board 

 
 

species
"reason not 
specified"

"gear 
damage"

"fell out of 
gear"

"no market 
value"

"vessel capacity 
filled"

"not enough 
fish to pump"

butterfish 1 1
haddock 6
herring nk 3 1 105
atl herring 1 1 18
mackerel 1 1 4
redfish 7
spiny dogfish 1
striped bass 1 1
whiting 1 4
fish nk 10 5 3 2 3 138
hake nk 6
lobster 1
Loligo 1 1
Illex 2
eel nk 2
butterfish 5 1
haddock 72
herring nk 410 3,000 20,622
atl herring 100 175 6,425
mackerel 50 175 155
redfish 38
spiny dogfish 25
striped bass 12 10
whiting 10 372
fish nk 169,450 108,000 4,700 44,000 20,050 72,766
hake nk 215
lobster 10
Loligo 3 10
Illex 13
eel nk 8,150
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Figure 84  Observed Events on Limited Access Herring Vessels (by Number of Hauls) with 
Fish Not Brought on Board in 2010 
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Figure 85  Observed Events on Limited Access Herring Vessels (by Estimated Weight of 
Fish in Pounds) with Fish Not Brought on Board in 2010 
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Use of “Herring NK” and “Fish NK” 

It is important to understand the use of the Fish NK and Herring NK categories in the observer data and 
the ongoing effort by the NEFOP to reduce these categories and better document all fish either kept, 
discarded, transferred, or not brought on board in the limited access herring fishery.  In 2009, the NEFOP 
transitioned to the use of Fish NK to represent the component of the catch for which observers could not 
verify identification.  This includes partial and fully released tows and operational discards.  Prior to 
2009, Fish NK, or Herring NK, or Atlantic herring were used to describe this component of the catch, 
depending upon observer determinations based on their own visual inspection and/or captain and crew 
input. 
 
In 2009, the NEFOP also transitioned to the use of Fish NK to represent the composition of the catch 
pumped to the paired vessel when an observer is not present on the boat taking on the fish.  Prior to 2009, 
Atlantic herring, or Herring NK, or Fish  NK were used to represent this component of the catch, based on 
the observers assumption that partial catches being pumped to the vessel they were deployed on, were 
made up of the similar species composition of that being pumped to the alternate vessel.  The 2009 and 
2010 protocols for the use of Fish NK and Herring NK were consistent.  Using the most recent data as an 
example (Table 152), the majority of Fish NK records in 2010 (54%) are associated with fish that were 
pumped to the paired vessel without an observer present to subsample.  These fish were landed, sold, and 
documented through the dealer and VTR data (along with IVR at the time), and the landings may have 
been sampled through a State portside sampling program. 
 
In 2010, Herring NK was documented on 122 hauls, and Fish NK was documented on 200 hauls.  The 
majority of Herring NK (86%) was due to “not enough fish to pump” (operational discards).  Sixty nine 
percent (69%) of Fish NK was associated with operational discards.  In general, the amounts of fish 
classified in these categories per haul are relatively small.  There was one sampling event in 2010 that 
documented 30,000 pounds of Herring NK “kept,” which represents almost half of all Herring NK 
observed in 2010 (Table 152, Figure 86, Figure 87).  In this one event, the observer was able to see the 
fish as they came on board, and during the pumping process, the observer could confirm that the fish were 
all herring-bodied fish but could not obtain basket samples for safety reasons.  About ½ of observed Fish 
NK and Herring NK in 2010 was landed; in these cases, portside sampling would be beneficial to confirm 
the species composition of the landings. 
 
The remaining Fish NK records are mostly associated with fish that were discarded and the reason was 
not specified, fish that were discarded due to gear damage and operational discards.  Operational discards 
that the observer is able to visually inspect and therefore term Herring NK instead of Fish NK, represent 
36% of the herring NK records.  Nine percent (9%) of the Herring NK records are associated with fish 
that mainly fell from the chute, were seen by the observer and therefore identified as herring, then washed 
overboard.  Species identification issues also result in the use of Fish NK or Herring NK.  In these cases, 
an observer has sent in a whole fish sample, which is identified by experienced staff at the NEFOP.  If the 
observer has mis-identified the species the use of Fish NK or Herring NK may be used.  In 2010, there 
was one record changed to Herring NK due to mis-identification of the species. 
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Table 152  Quantification of Fish NK and Herring NK (in Pounds) on Observed Hauls by Limited Access Herring Vessels in 2010 
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group 

"kept" "kept, 
transferred 

to other 
vessel" 

"discarded, 
other" 

"discarded, 
poor 

quality, 
gear 

damage" 

"discarded 
no 

market, 
too small" 

"discarded 
no market, 
reason not 
specified" 

"not 
brought 
onboard 

reason not 
specified" 

"not 
brought 
onboard 

gear 
damage" 

"not 
brought 
onboard 

fell out 
of gear" 

"not 
brought 
onboard 

no 
market 
value" 

"not 
brought 
onboard 

vessel 
capacity 

filled" 

"not 
brought 
onboard 

not 
enough 

fish to 
pump" 

TOTALS 

herring 
nk 

2 0 10 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 105 122 

 1.6% 0 % 8.2% 0% 0.8% 0.8% 0 % 0 % 2.5% 0 % 0 % 86.1%  

fish nk 6 11 14 1 0 5 10 5 3 3 4 138 200 

 3% 5.5% 7% 0.5% 0% 2.5% 5% 2.5% 1.5% 1.5% 2 % 69 %  

             322 
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herring 
nk 

30,004 0 5,620 0 100 150 0 0 410 0 0 20,622 56,906 

 52.73% 0 % 9.9% 0 % 0.2% 0.3% 0 % 0 % 0.7% 0 % 0 % 36.2%  

fish nk 110 692,240 67,065 20 0 90,430 169,450 108,000 4,700 52,000 23,050 72,766 1,279,831 

 0.01% 54.1% 5.2% 0 % 0 % 7.1% 13.2% 8.4% 0.4% 4.1% 1.8% 5.7%  

             1,336,737 
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Figure 86  Use of Fish NK and Herring NK Codes on Observed Limited Access Herring 

Trips (by Number of Hauls) in 2010 
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Figure 87  Use of Fish NK and Herring NK Codes on Observed Limited Access Herring 
Trips (by Estimated Weight) in 2010 
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Available information suggests that the amount of fish estimated to be slipped in full/partial slippage 
events is less than 100,000 pounds.  Information provided by vessel captains in 2008/2009, although 
incomplete, indicates that the estimated weight of partial slippage events (events for which captains 
provided an estimate) in averaged 45,175 pounds, and the estimated weight of full slippage events (when 
comments were provided) averaged 27,581 pounds (Figure 80 and Figure 81).  Information about 
slippage events and details about the released catch improved considerably in 2010 with the establishment 
of the new discard log.  In addition, the observed number of slippage events declined in 2010.  Figure 88 
and Figure 89 characterize discards observed in 2010 and provide some perspective on slippage events by 
gear type and management area.  Because few slippage events were observed in 2010 (with a relatively 
high level of observer coverage across the fishery), disaggregating the data is more difficult due to 
confidentiality restrictions.  However the information in Figure 88 and Figure 89 show that discards at-
sea, in total, represent a very small fraction of catch on herring vessels; catch not brought on board 
represented the highest fractions of total catch for purse seine and pair trawl vessels fishing in Areas 1 and 
2 (purse seine vessels only fish in Area 1). 
 
Figure 88  Summary of 2010 Observed Catch (Pounds) on A/B/C Herring Vessels on 

Declared Herring Trips by Gear Type, Management Area, and Disposition 

 
BOT – Bottom Otter Trawl; PS – Purse Seine; SMW – Single Midwater Trawl; PMW – Paired Midwater 
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Figure 89  Summary of 2010 Observed Discards (as Percent of Total Observed Catch) on 
A/B/C Herring Vessels on Declared Herring Trips by Gear Type, Management 
Area, and Disposition 

 
BOT – Bottom Otter Trawl; PS – Purse Seine; SMW – Single Midwater Trawl; PMW – Paired Midwater 
Trawl 
 
 

5.3.2.2 Impacts of Measures Under Consideration to Address Net Slippage 
The Council is considering the following options to address net slippage on limited access herring vessels 
in Amendment 5 (see Section 3.2.3 for a more detailed description of the measures under consideration): 
Option 1. No Action/Status Quo 
Option 2. Released Catch Affidavit 
Option 3. Closed Area I Sampling Provisions 
Option 4. Catch Deduction and Possible Trip Termination for Slippage Events 
The impacts of these options on each of the VECs identified in Amendment 5 are discussed below. 
 

5.3.2.2.1 General Impacts 
Relationship to Goals and Objectives 

The measures under consideration in Amendment 5 to address net slippage also relate to the first two 
goals of the catch monitoring program (and some of the related objectives, identified below) that will 
ultimately be adopted in this amendment: 

1. To create a cost effective and administratively feasible program for provision of accurate and timely 
records of catch of all species caught in the herring fishery; 
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2. Develop a program providing catch of herring and bycatch species that will foster support by the 
herring industry and others concerned about accurate accounts of catch and bycatch, i.e., a well-
designed, credible program; 

• Avoid prohibitive and unrealistic demands and requirements for those involved in the 
fishery, i.e., processors and fishermen using single and paired midwater trawls, bottom 
trawls, purse seines, weirs, stop seines, and any other gear capable of directing on 
herring; 

• Improve communication and collaboration with sea herring vessels and processors to 
promote constructive dialogue, trust, better understanding of bycatch issues, and ways to 
reduce discards; 

• Eliminate reliance on self-reported catch estimates; 
 
The measures proposed to address slippage directly relate to the first objective of Amendment 5: to 
implement measures to improve the long-term monitoring of catch (landings and bycatch) in the herring 
fishery.  Minimizing slippage events and better documenting slipped catch may improve estimates of 
bycatch in the fishery.  To the extent that the amount and species composition of slipped catch can be 
sampled and/or estimated, catch monitoring will be enhanced.  To the extent that slippage events can be 
reduced/eliminated, bycatch can be further minimized. 
 
Enforcement Committee Comments May 2009 

The Enforcement Committee met on May 8, 2009 to discuss issues related to the development of this 
amendment and provide preliminary input.  At the time, the following comments were made by the 
Enforcement Committee regarding the measures proposed in this section: 

• It was noted that NEFOP observers already include digital photographs, usually one for every tow, 
and the photo documents are time/date stamped (Option 2 – Released Catch Affidavit). 

• In general, a requirement for an affidavit serves as a reminder to fishermen that slipped catch must be 
documented.  The measure would be more effective with a prohibition on slippage (see Option 3). 

The Enforcement Committee reached the following consensus at the May 2009 meeting: 

That if “all fish must be pumped aboard” is going to be included in the amendment, the Herring 
Committee should get some advice from NOAA General Counsel to word this in such a way that 
safety is considered. 

 
Herring PDT Comments 

• In general, a requirement for vessels to report slippage of catch (with reasons and estimates of 
discards) could be useful for improving catch monitoring and estimation of bycatch in the Atlantic 
herring fishery.  Data on slippage events need to be collected in a more consistent manner, and this 
amendment provides an opportunity to implement the necessary provisions to do so. 

• While developing Amendment 5, the Council determined that observer protocols already include 
documenting fish that remain in the net before they are released, and existing regulations require 
vessel operators to assist the observer in this process.  Additional protocols have been implemented 
by the NEFOP to improve the collection of this information (see additional discussion below).  It is 
important to acknowledge that the slippage definition used in this amendment does not include 
operational discards (see Section 3.2.3 for Amendment 5 slippage definition).  Options 2 and 4 
(Released Catch Affidavit and Catch Deduction/Trip Termination), therefore, apply to slippage as 
defined in Amendment 5 and do not apply to operational discards.  However, Option 3 (CA I 
sampling provisions) is intended to be consistent with the recently-amended provisions for sampling 
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and addressing net slippage in Closed Area I (changes implemented in the November 30, 2010 Rule 
for the Closed Area I provisions (CFR §648.80)).  The recent changes to the rule extended the 
prohibition on releasing fish/discarding to operational discards.  While the Council may still 
determine that the CA I provisions are most appropriate for sampling all catch in the fishery, the 
Herring PDT supports the NEFOP’s approach to improve the collection of information about 
operational discards through its current sampling program. 

• For the most part, relative to other measures under consideration, the measures to address slippage 
may be relatively cost-effective ways to improve sea sampling and the accuracy of catch information. 

• Option 2 (Released Catch Affidavit): While the intent may be to provide a cross-check with the 
observer’s log based on the captain’s estimation of slipped catch, most captains are communicating 
with observers already and asking observers what they are recording for discards in the discard log.  
There is also already a place in the observer’s log for the captain to provide additional information or 
his/her perspective on catch and discards in any cases where the captain may disagree with the 
observer’s estimates (fishermen’s comment log); this information becomes part of the NEFOP’s 
formal database, and several have already been submitted.  Moreover, observers already document 
operational discards and other events with photographs and are encouraged to take pictures in any 
instances where released catch can be observed and/or species identification is an issue.  Vessel trip 
reports (VTRs) represent the captain’s estimate of catch under a legal mandate, subject to penalty 
under law if falsified.  Therefore, requiring the Released Catch Affidavit may be redundant. 

• Option 3 (Closed Area I Sampling Provisions): While the original provisions appear to have been 
feasible from a sampling and logistical perspective, the new provisions to require operational discards 
to be brought on board have not been practiced yet because the fleet has just begun fishing in Closed 
Area I this year.  There may be some new challenges associated with bringing operational discards on 
board for some vessels. 

Another important consideration is that Option 3 proposes to adopt these provisions throughout the 
fishery on any trip with an observer on board, but it is unclear how these provisions may affect purse 
seine operations (only trawl vessels fish in Closed Area I).  The operation of the purse seine fishery is 
substantially different than that of the trawl fishery, and consideration must be given to the size of the 
vessels, nature of the fishery, and practical implications of bringing the net on board to ensure that all 
operational discards come across the deck. 

• Option 4 (Catch Deduction and Possible Trip Termination): The Herring PDT does not believe 
that this measure enhances catch monitoring.  If this measure is intended to provide a disincentive for 
slipping catch (versus improving the sampling of slipped catch and the accuracy of catch data), then it 
will be important to account for the 100,000 pound catch deductions in a way that separates this catch 
from fish that are landed/sold, to avoid further discrepancies in the datasets.  A separate code should 
be developed for the IVR/VMS/VTR data to identify the slipped catch, so that it remains separate 
from the other data.  It also will be important to ensure that this catch is not included in the catch-at-
age matrix. 

The PDT expressed some concerns about potential inequities associated with this measure.  For 
example, the consequences of exceeding the 10-event slippage threshold (trip termination, ACL/sub-
ACL overages, and/or accountability measures) could be significant particularly for the directed 
herring fishery participants, yet the consequences could be the result of the actions of non-directed 
vessels (i.e., Category C and/or D vessels).  Furthermore, the measure provides a very weak incentive 
for individual vessels to avoid slippage until there are ten slippage events in an area.  Once ten events 
are reached, the trip termination is an extremely strong incentive to avoid recorded slippage events, 
which may have impacts on vessel safety (fishermen may ultimately bring fish on board in unsafe 
situations to avoid a catch deduction or trip termination). 
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Regarding Option 4 as originally proposed, the Herring PDT noted the inconsistency associated with 
implementing a perceived punitive measure (catch deduction/trip termination) for slippage due to 
safety and gear malfunction, but not for slippage due to other factors (bycatch, market conditions, 
etc.).  Moreover, safety issues for smaller vessels and purse seine vessels in the inshore Gulf of Maine 
may be different than those for larger vessels fishing offshore. 

 

5.3.2.2.2 Impacts on Atlantic Herring 
At this time, available information about the frequency and/or contents of slipped nets is clearly 
improving in recent years and likely to continue to improve.  Information from the NEFOP discard log 
should be available at the end of 2011. 
 
However, anticipating the effects that the measures to address net slippage may have on the Atlantic 
herring resource is challenging.  For the most part, none of the options under consideration will have a 
direct biological impact on the herring resource.  The herring resource is not overfished, and overfishing 
is not occurring.  No matter which option is selected to address net slippage, the fishery would continue to 
be managed under sub-ACLs that are designed to prevent overfishing on the resource and/or any of its 
individual spawning components.  Direct impacts of these options on the herring resource are therefore 
not expected.  
 
However, there are indirect long-term benefits to the resource that would likely result from improvements 
to catch sampling, increased sampling, a reduction in unobserved catch (i.e., fish not brought on board), 
and an increase in the accuracy of bycatch estimates that result from observer sampling.  These benefits 
are difficult to quantify with respect to each of the measures under consideration.  The impacts relate to 
the potential for the measure to achieve those outcomes over the long-term, as long as sampling remains 
at levels sufficient to generate accurate and precise catch estimates that are representative of the fishery.  
As catch information improves, discard estimates can be incorporated into future stock assessments for 
Atlantic herring, thereby potentially reducing some uncertainties associated with the assessment 
data/models, improving biomass and fishing mortality estimates, and enhancing the Council’s ability to 
successfully manage the herring resource at long-term sustainable levels.  These impacts apply to all 
options under consideration that would maximize sampling and minimize slippage. 
 
When evaluating each option separately, the following impacts to the herring resource can be identified: 
 
Option 1 (No Action/Status Quo): Under the status quo, NEFOP efforts to better sample the fishery and 
characterize the nature, extent, and species composition of slipped catch would continue.  The long-term 
benefits of improved catch monitoring on the herring resource are discussed above.  However, under the 
no action option, provisions to enhance sampling and better monitor/document net slippage would not be 
mandated; the information collected by observers would continue to be provided by fishermen on a 
voluntary/cooperative basis.  Therefore, relative to other options that may require documentation of 
slippage and/or implement provisions to enhance sampling, positive impacts on the herring resource 
resulting from the no action option may be less over the long-term. 
 
Option 2 (Released Catch Affidavit): There were no Released Catch Affidavits filed in 2010 under the 
Closed Area I sampling provisions, so it is not clear what additional information, if any, the affidavit may 
provide that isn’t already collected by observers.  There appears to have been one released catch event 
(estimated 1,500 pounds) on a haul that ended (but did not begin) in Closed Area I. 
 
It is difficult to predict any impacts on the herring resource resulting from this measure.  Option 2 may 
provide documentation of some previously-unrecorded Atlantic herring removals (discards) that would 
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then count against the herring sub-ACL.  Consequently, the sub-ACL could be achieved faster, and the 
fishery could close sooner.  Overall, herring abundance could increase, with the extent of the increase 
depending on the frequency of slipped nets and the magnitude of herring catches in those nets.  However, 
the Released Catch Affidavits would still represent an estimate of the released catch.  If Atlantic herring 
slipped catch is over-estimated, the sub-ACLs could be reached faster, producing a lower fishing 
mortality rate.  If Atlantic herring slipped catch is under-estimated, then actual removals of herring (and 
fishing mortality) would be higher.  However, available data indicate that slippage represents a small 
component of total catch.  Even when assuming that Atlantic herring represents 100% of all slipped catch 
(very highly unlikely and not supported by the data), it does not appear that this measure would produce 
an impact on the herring resource that is much different than the status quo.  Nonetheless, the 
quantification of previously unaccounted mortality could improve the data used in assessments, thereby 
decreasing scientific uncertainty, albeit to an unknown degree. 
 
Option 3 (Closed Area I Provisions): Option 3 would likely reduce the occurrence of slippage events 
and allow fish to be sampled that would have previously been unobserved.  Thus, Option 3 may result in 
the documentation of some previously unrecorded Atlantic herring removals, with the effect on the 
herring resource being similar to that for Option 2.  The likelihood of obtaining more accurate 
information about herring removals is higher under Option 3 than under Option 2 or Option 1.  In this 
context, this measure is likely to have a positive impact on the herring resource.  Documenting previously 
unrecorded herring removals would also improve the catch statistics used in stock assessment, thereby 
reducing scientific uncertainty to an unknown degree. 
 
Option 4 (Catch Deduction and Possible Trip Termination): Option 4 would likely result in sub-ACLs 
being attained more quickly with subsequent directed fishery closures occurring sooner.  This action 
would likely result in an increase in herring abundance, but again, the magnitude of this increase is 
difficult to assess. 
 

5.3.2.2.3 Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 
Option 1 (No Action/Status Quo): There are no additional impacts on non-target species and other 
fisheries expected under the status quo option. 
 
Option 2 (Released Catch Affidavit): Option 2 may provide documentation of some previously-
unrecorded removals (discards) of non-target species that may ultimately improve estimates of bycatch in 
the herring fishery.  However, the Released Catch Affidavits would still represent an estimate of the 
released catch.  Observers already document released catch with photographs and detailed information on 
the recently-implemented discard log, so it is unclear whether estimates of non-target species bycatch 
(discards) would be improved by the implementation of a released catch affidavit.  Also, because 
available data indicate that slippage represents a small component of total catch in the limited access 
herring fishery, it is unlikely that this option would have significant impacts on non-target species and 
other fisheries.  If this measure is effective, providing documentation of previously unrecorded bycatch of 
non-target species may improve catch statistics and subsequent assessment and management of those 
species over the long-term. 
 
Option 3 (Closed Area I Provisions): Relative to the other measures under consideration in this section, 
this measure may have the most positive impact on non-target species and other fisheries because it 
provides for more complete sampling of catch that is ultimately discarded at-sea.  This option requires the 
sampling of operational discards in addition to prohibiting slippage except in specific circumstances.  
Providing documentation of previously unrecorded bycatch of non-target species may improve catch 
statistics and subsequent assessment and management of those species over the long-term. 
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Option 4 (Catch Deduction and Possible Trip Termination): This option discourages slippage and 
discarding by applying a herring catch deduction and possibly requiring trip termination when slippage 
events occur.  The catch deduction is not likely to have an impact on non-target species and other 
fisheries.  However, trip termination could reduce the amount of effective fishing effort in an area 
throughout the course of the fishing season, thereby reducing bycatch and mortality of non-target species.  
It is difficult to predict the impacts of this option (and the sub-options) on non-target species and other 
fisheries because the impacts depend on how the fishery adapts/responds to the measure in terms of both 
avoiding slippage events and relocating/redistributing fishing effort if a management area closes earlier 
than expected because of the catch deductions.  While the impacts on non-target species may be positive 
if vessels cannot fish in an area with high encounters of non-target species, the extent of the impacts will 
be determined by how fishing effort shifts and whether or not the fleet moves into an area(s) with a higher 
potential of encountering these species. 
 
It is also important to note that Option 4 may affect mackerel fishery participants, as all limited access 
vessels (A/B/C) would be required to comply with the trip termination provisions.  Mackerel fishery 
participants may face trip termination if they are fishing in an area with a high number of slippage events, 
regardless of whether or not they are targeting herring.  Additionally, if a herring management area closes 
earlier because of the catch deduction, the mackerel fishery will be precluded in this area as well.  While 
the impacts on mackerel could be construed as positive, the mackerel fishery is not fully utilized at this 
time and is managed under catch levels that are intended to prevent overfishing. 
 

5.3.2.2.4 Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 
This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Option 1 (No Action/Status Quo): XXX 
 
Option 2 (Released Catch Affidavit): XXX 
 
Option 3 (Closed Area I Provisions): XXX 
 
Option 4 (Catch Deduction and Possible Trip Termination): XXX 
 
 

5.3.2.2.5 Impacts on Protected Resources 
This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Option 1 (No Action/Status Quo): XXX 
 
Option 2 (Released Catch Affidavit): XXX 
 
Option 3 (Closed Area I Provisions): XXX 
 
Option 4 (Catch Deduction and Possible Trip Termination): XXX 
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5.3.2.2.6 Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 
Option 1 (No Action/Status Quo): Under the no action option, there is not likely to be any direct impact 
on herring fishery-related businesses and communities. 
 
Other Options (2/3/4): The options under consideration to address net slippage may provide 
documentation of some previously-unrecorded Atlantic herring removals (discards) that would then count 
against the herring sub-ACLs.  Consequently, the sub-ACLs could be achieved faster, and the fishery may 
close sooner.  Under Option 2, the Released Catch Affidavits would still represent an estimate of the 
released catch.  If Atlantic herring slipped catch is over-estimated, the sub-ACLs could be reached faster 
and the fishery could close prematurely.  If the directed fishery in a management area closes prematurely, 
there is potential for lost fishing opportunity and revenues.  If Atlantic herring slipped catch is under-
estimated, then actual removals of herring (and fishing mortality) would be higher.   
 
Option 2 (Released Catch Affidavit): The pecuniary economic impacts on the participants in herring 
fishery are expected to be minimal.  Any economic impacts to the herring fishery will be through 
increased administrative and regulatory burden. 
 
Option 3 (Closed Area I Sampling Provisions): Option 3 relies less on estimates of discarded fish, as 
the observers may have more opportunity to fully sample all fish that are caught.  While the original 
provisions appear to have been feasible from a sampling and logistical perspective, the new provisions to 
require operational discards to be brought on board have not been practiced yet because the fleet has not 
yet moved into the area around Closed Area I yet this year.  There may be some new challenges 
associated with bringing operational discards on board for some vessels. 
 
Option 3 proposes to adopt these provisions throughout the fishery on any trip with an observer on board; 
however, the effect of these provisions  on purse seine operations is unclear because only trawl vessels 
fish in Closed Area I.  The operation of the purse seine fishery is substantially different than that of the 
trawl fishery, and consideration must be given to the size of the vessels, nature of the fishery, and 
practical and safety implications of bringing the net on board to ensure that all operational discards come 
across the deck. 
 
The restrictions already placed on midwater and pair trawl operations (e.g., the seasonal Area 1A closure) 
generally disadvantage this part of the fishery.  Whereas requiring the extreme sampling in Closed Area I 
might be considered reasonable to document any interaction with groundfish in an area where 
groundfishing is not permitted, requiring these provisions wherever herring vessels go could be 
considered an inequitable burden.  Further, if only the midwater and pair trawl vessels are required to 
comply, this could have the appearance of unfairness. 
 
Any economic impacts to the herring fishery will be through increased time spent pumping fish aboard 
the vessel to be sampled and inspected by a NMFS-approved observer.  The pecuniary  impacts on the 
participants in herring fishery are expected to be minimal. 
 
Option 4 (Catch Deduction and Possible Trip Termination): 
In general, the option/sub-options proposing a catch deduction/trip termination are designed to create a 
disincentive for limited access herring vessels to slip catch.  When choosing to slip a net or bring all fish 
onboard, vessel operators will compare the costs of bringing those fish aboard to the penalty associated 
with slippage.  The costs of bringing fish aboard which would otherwise be slipped are the extra time 
spent in this activity and, possibly, decreases in vessel safety during poor operating conditions.  To the 
extent that Option 4 (and Option 3, discussed above) compromise safety under some circumstances, both 
the herring fishery and communities would be negatively affected.  The extent of impacts would depend 
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on to what extent safety was  affected (e.g., injury to loss of life for crewmembers and damage to loss of 
vessel for the boat) and the result.  These costs are the same under all of the options/sub-options under 
consideration. 
 
The penalties associated with a slipped net vary slightly under the sub-options.  A deduction of 100,000 
pounds per slippage event in each management area (Options 4A/4B) will reduce the total sub-ACL 
available to fishing vessels and possibly close management areas to directed fishing earlier during the 
year.  The sub-ACLs are typically reached or approached in two of the four management areas (1A and 
1B).  For each slippage event in Areas 1A and 1B, aggregate revenues in the herring fishery would 
decline by $12,000-$15,000 depending on the price of herring.  Under Options 4A and 4B, the slippage 
by an individual vessel will result in a penalty being imposed on the entire fleet.  This may not be 
perceived as fair. 
 
The sub-ACLs are typically not reached in Areas 2 and 3 (see Section 4.5.1 – Affected Environment).  In 
the near future, slippage events in Areas 2 and 3 are will not reduce aggregate revenues.  However, if the 
harvest of herring approaches those sub-ACLs, aggregate revenues would decline by the same $12,000-
$15,000 per slippage event in these areas as well. 
 
Two sub-options (4B and 4C) include trip termination as a direct consequence for a slippage event.  This 
is an additional penalty for net slippage.  These penalties would result in higher costs for fishing vessels 
which do slip a net.  These costs will be highest for vessels which are fishing in the offshore areas, 
essentially requiring vessels to make a round-trip steam from their fishing location to port (see Table 134 
on p. 352 for more information about operating costs). 
 
Beyond the safety compromises that may develop under Option 4, catch deduction and trip termination 
could have negative economic and social consequences for individual businesses and communities out of 
proportion to the original intent for the measure.  Costs associated with herring fishing trips are high, 
particularly with the current cost of fuel.  Trips terminated prematurely could result in an unprofitable or 
even “broker” trip leaving not only the owners with debt, but crewmembers without income.  The 
consequences of income loss could reverberate through the community, diminishing other businesses that 
supply the vessel as well as those who provide goods and services for the families of fishing industry 
participants.  Considering that fishing participants are interested in landing their catch to pay for their 
costs and obtain a profit rather than dumping it at sea, the measures for slippage, particularly when it has 
been driven by safety or gear-related considerations are perceived as punitive and may compound the 
negative (social) impact of incidents that arise naturally from any fishing operation. 
 
In 2010, there were a total of 29 of 582 observed hauls were slippage events; the distribution of these 
events across areas and the resulting decrease in revenues is presented in Table 153.  Two scenarios for 
revenue changes are presented.  In Scenario A, it is assumed that fishing effort and the management area 
sub-ACLs are similar to the 2010 fishing year.  While there would be large sub-ACL deductions in Areas 
2 and 3, these would have no effect on revenues because aggregate catch in each management area has 
been much lower than the sub-ACL.  Scenario B describes the impact on the fishery if aggregate catch in 
each of the management areas is close to the sub-ACLs.  This might occur if effort increases, the sub-
ACLs decrease, or a combination of the two occurs. 
 
It is important to recognize that if the sub-ACL deduction regulations proposed in this option were in 
place, vessels may reduce slippage (as intended), especially in Areas 1A and 1B.  Therefore the foregone 
revenues and catch are likely to be lower than Table 153 suggests.  Table 153 also contains the impacts of 
the trip termination regulations; there were two trips which would have been terminated due to excessive 
slippage in a management area.  It is important to recognize that if the sub-ACL deduction regulations 
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proposed in this option were in place, vessels may reduce slippage.  Therefore, the number of impacted 
trips is likely to be lower than suggested by Table 153. 
 
Table 153  Potential Impacts of Catch Deduction/Trip Termination Options (Based on 2010 

Observer Data) 

AREA 

Catch Deduction Options 
Terminated 

Trips 
Observed 
Slippage 
Events 

Sub ACL 
Deduction 

Revenue Change 
Scenario A ($0.15/lb.) 

Revenue Change 
Scenario B ($0.15/lb.) 

1A 8 800,000 $120,000 $120,000 0 
1B 1 100,000 $15,000 $15,000 0 
2 12 1,200,000 $0 $180,000 2 
3 8 800,000 $0 $120,000 0 

 
Amendment 5 to the Herring Fishery Management Plan contains Alternatives which would increase the 
level observer coverage about the 2010 level.  If this occurs, it is possible that a higher number of 
slippage events would be observed even though the management options in this section provide 
incentives to reduce slippage. 
 
 

5.3.3 Impacts of Maximized Retention Alternative 
The Council is considering an alternative that would allow NMFS to conduct an experimental fishery for 
four years to evaluate the appropriateness and need for a maximized retention program on limited access 
herring vessels. 
 

5.3.3.1 General Impacts 
Relationship to Goals and Objectives 

Without a portside sampling program, the relationship between maximized retention and the 
goals/objectives of Amendment 5 and its catch monitoring program is unclear. 
 
Enforcement Committee Comments – May 2009 

The Enforcement Committee met on May 8, 2009 to discuss issues related to the development of this 
amendment and provide preliminary input.  At the time, the Committee discussed issues related to 
maximized retention but did not develop any consensus statements or provide any recommendations 
specific to the MR alternative currently under consideration in Amendment 5.  Enforcement Committee 
comments related to maximizing sampling and requiring all fish to be brought on board have been 
summarized in previous sections of this document. 
 
Relationship to Goals and Objectives 

Without a portside sampling program, the relationship between maximized retention and the 
goals/objectives of Amendment 5 and its catch monitoring program is unclear. 
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Herring PDT Comments 

• Under the assumption of full compliance (no slippage and/or at-sea discarding), maximized retention 
could provide an opportunity to sample at-sea catch that would have otherwise been discarded.  The 
amount of various species would still be estimated, however, unless the entire catch was 
disaggregated into species and fully sampled.  Complete sampling would have to occur dockside 
under a maximized retention program. 

• In any well-designed experiment, there is a “study group/experimental group” and a “control group;” 
the control group is practically identical to the experimental group, although the experimental group 
is changed according to some key variable of interest, while the control group remains constant 
during the experiment.  This provides for a basis of comparison and statistical evaluation with all 
other variables remaining constant between the two groups.  In this alternative, all limited access 
herring vessels would be part of the experimental group, as MR would be required on all trips with 
observers on board.  Because of changes to observer protocols and improved sampling of high-
volume fisheries in recent years, comparisons to observer data from prior years (as the “control 
group”) may not be appropriate.  This should be addressed if an experimental fishery is to be 
developed in the future.  It is unclear how vessels would be selected for either a control group or an 
experimental group since there are no incentives to participate in the experiment at this time. 

 
Several challenges would need to be addressed by NMFS to the extent possible when designing 
provisions for a maximized retention (MR) experimental fishery: 

• Separating the harvest from the unwanted catch may be difficult for some vessels and could reduce 
vessel capacity. 

• Test tows should be considered.  Fishermen may make a short tow to determine the composition 
and/or quality of fish they are catching before fully loading the bag.  If the fish in the test tow are not 
desirable, the vessel can release the bag and move elsewhere.  This is addressed in the Closed Area I 
provisions by requiring that the fish from the test tow remain in the net until the subsequent pumpout. 

• Sampling of unwanted discarded catch should be a primary component of any MR program. 
• The disposal of unwanted/unmarketable catch should be addressed. 
• Safety concerns should be addressed.  For example, slippage events have been noted due to full vessel 

capacity and gear problems.  Exemptions (similar to Closed Area I) should be considered in a MR 
program. 

• Because MR requires that all fish be landed (not just brought on board the vessel for sampling), 
concerns related to compromising the quality of the catch should be addressed. 

 

5.3.3.2 Impacts on Atlantic Herring 
Maximized retention would likely have little effect on the herring resource because it would not affect the 
mortality rate exerted on the stock, but only force fish to be landed that would have otherwise been 
discarded or slipped.  Maximized retention has the potential to improve the calculation of catch statistics 
and quantification of landed bycatch if it applied in concert with a portside sampling program to 
determine the catch composition.  Since no such portside program is currently under consideration, this 
benefit will likely not be realized under the alternative proposed in Amendment 5.  Some previously 
undocumented herring mortality may be recorded by dealers, however, which may modestly improve 
catch statistics and the assessment and management of the resource. 
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5.3.3.3 Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 
In general, a maximized retention program could increase the scientific knowledge available to fisheries 
managers about bycatch of non-target species.  Maximized retention has the potential to improve the 
calculation of catch statistics and quantification of landed bycatch (non-target species) if it applied in 
concert with a portside sampling program to determine the catch composition of landings.  Since no such 
portside program is currently under consideration, this benefit will likely not be realized under the 
alternative proposed in Amendment 5.  Some previously undocumented mortality of non-target species 
may be recorded by dealers, however, but this is not likely to improve catch statistics and assessments for 
non-target species. 
 
The impacts of a MR program on mackerel fishery participants with limited access herring permits would 
need to be evaluated by NMFS when developing the details of an experimental fishery under this 
alternative. 
 
 

5.3.3.4 Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 
This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
 

5.3.3.5 Impacts on Protected Resources 
This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
 

5.3.3.6 Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 
This alternative would create a maximized retention experimental fishery program in the directed Atlantic 
herring fishery for all trips which carry an observer. 
 
This program could impact the Atlantic herring fishery in two ways.  First, retaining certain species, 
particularly a species like spiny dogfish, could degrade the quality of the catch by damaging in while in 
the fish hold.  Second, retention of non-marketable fish in the hold of a vessel reduces the amount of 
marketable fish which can be landed.  The magnitude of these effects are unknown at this time. 
 
The impacts of maximized retention on herring businesses would depend on the details of how this option 
is implemented (see the questions noted above).  The only potential benefit to herring-related businesses 
would be that they would be able to document their entire catch so that rumors of by-catch or quota-
busting could be disproved.  However, the negative impacts could be serious if, for example, the vessels 
are not able to separate desired from undesirable catch, the whole catch would be tainted.  The industry as 
a whole has improved the quality of the catch by investing in refrigerated seawater systems and increased 
freezer capacity. Diminishing the quality would decrease marketing opportunities (e.g., food exports) and 
invariably lower prices.  Furthermore, diminishing quality could affect other industries dependent on 
herring.  The lobster fisheries, for example, currently uses high quality herring for bait. 
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If unwanted catch is returned to the vessel after sampling for dumping at sea, the fuel costs could have 
serious negative impacts.  Time and money implications could also arise from the implementation. 
 
The communities identified in the Affected Environment rely on herring-related businesses as a 
significant portion in the mix of businesses that provide income for their residents either directly or 
indirectly.  While none of the communities identified are solely dependent on the herring fishery, some, 
such as those in Downeast Maine, rely on the herring fishery for bait for their lobster fisheries.  Others 
rely on the income dispersed through the community from the sale of herring.  To the extent that any of 
these options diminish the ability of the herring-related businesses to survive economically, the 
community would be affected through the loss of jobs, both in the industry and among the servicers of the 
industry. 
 

5.4 IMPACTS OF MANAGEMENT MEASURES TO ADDRESS RIVER HERRING 
BYCATCH (SECTION 3.3) 

This section addresses the potential impacts of the management alternatives under consideration to 
address river herring bycatch. 
 
Alternatives Under Consideration: 

• Alternative 1: No Action (Status Quo – Section 3.3.1) 

• Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance (Section 3.3.2) 

 Establishment of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas (Section 3.3.2.1) 

 Option 1: 100% Observer Coverage in RH Monitoring/Avoidance Areas with sub-options 
for vessels to which the option applies (Section 3.3.2.2.1) 

 Option 2: Closed Area I Sampling Provisions in RH Monitoring/Avoidance Areas with sub-
options for 100% observer coverage or less than 100% coverage, and sub-options for vessels 
to which the option applies (Section 3.3.2.2.2) 

 Option 3: Trigger-Based Monitoring with sub-options for RH catch triggers and related catch 
reporting requirements (either Option 1 or Option 2 would apply if/when trigger is reached – 
Section 3.3.2.2.3) 

 Option 4:Two-Phase Bycatch Avoidance Approach Based on SFC/SMAST/DMF Project 
(Phase I in Amendment 5 establishes areas, works with industry to obtain more information, 
and establishes a mechanism for implementing bycatch avoidance strategies, if appropriate, 
after the project is completed; Phase II requires a follow-up meeting and determination of 
appropriate action after the project is completed – See Section 3.3.2.2.4) 

• Alternative 3: River Herring Protection (Section 3.3.3) 

 Establishment of River Herring Protection Areas (Section 3.3.3.1) 

 Option 1: Closed Areas for A/B/C/D permit holders fishing with mesh smaller than 5.5 
inches with a sub-option for limited access herring vessels to declare out of the fishery for a 
period of time (Section 3.3.3.2.1) 

 Option 2: Trigger-Based Protection Areas with sub-options for RH catch triggers and related 
catch reporting requirements (Protection Areas would be implemented if/when trigger is 
reached – Section 3.3.3.2.2) 

• Mechanism for Adjusting/Updating River Herring Areas/Triggers (Section 3.3.4) 
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Relationship to Goals and Objectives 

The management measures under consideration in Amendment 5 to address river herring bycatch relate to 
the overall goal of Amendment 5: - to develop an amendment to the Herring FMP to improve catch 
monitoring and ensure compliance with the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management 
Act (MSA).  These measures also directly address the first three objectives of Amendment 5: (1) to 
implement measures to improve the long-term monitoring of catch (landings and bycatch) in the herring 
fishery; (2) to implement other management measures as necessary to ensure compliance with the MSA; 
and (3) to implement management measures to address bycatch in the Atlantic herring fishery. 
 
Some of the measures under consideration to address river herring bycatch are likely to improve catch 
monitoring across the herring fishery and particularly in areas where river herring encounters may be 
expected and may therefore address the more specific goals and objectives of the Amendment 5 catch 
monitoring program.  Moreover, the measures under consideration directly address MSA National 
Standard 9 (bycatch) – Conservation and management measures shall, to the extent practicable, (A) 
minimize bycatch and (B) to the extent bycatch cannot be avoided, minimize the mortality of such bycatch.   
 
 

5.4.1 Herring PDT Analysis – Coincidence of River Herring and Shad 
Much work has been done to evaluate and minimize the impact of the Atlantic herring fishery on river 
herring species.  There has been comparatively little discussion about the impact upon shad species.  
Since shad and river herring are closely related and share similar life histories, the question has arisen as 
to whether management measures enacted to protect river herring might also extend substantial protection 
to shad.  
 
For the purposes of the analysis within this sub-section, American shad (Alosa sapidissima) and hickory 
shad (Alosa mediocris) were grouped together as “shad” and alewife (Alosa pseudoharengus) and 
blueback herring (Alosa aestivalis) were grouped together as “river herring.” 
 
To evaluate the coincidence of shad and river herring in bycatch from the Atlantic herring fishery, 
bycatch estimates from NEFOP observed trips that landed over 2000 pounds of Atlantic herring from 
2005 to 2009 were examined.  Of the 1,099 individual hauls that were observed, 287 (26%) encountered 
river herring and 102 (9%) encountered shad (Table 154).  Almost two-thirds of the hauls that caught 
shad also caught river herring, and over 80% of the shad catch came from hauls that also caught river 
herring (Table 155).  The level of coincidence between the two species groups is even greater when the 
spatial distribution of bycatch events is considered.  Only 4% of the ten-minute squares with observed 
tows had shad bycatch and no river herring bycatch (Table 156, Figure 90, Figure 91, Figure 92).  
Furthermore, the shad caught from those areas only account for 1% of the total shad bycatch.  Therefore, 
it appears safe to assume that area-based management actions designed to protect river herring will likely 
also protect shad. 
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Table 154  Numbers of NEFOP Observed Hauls with River Herring (RHERR) and/or Shad 
on Trips that Landed Over 2,000 lbs. of Atlantic Herring, 2005-2009 

 
Bottom 

Trawl 
Midwater 

Trawl 
Purse 
Seine Total 

total observed hauls 169           768  162  1,099  
hauls with RHERR      102    178    7   287  
hauls with SHAD 17  84  1    102  
hauls with both RHERR and SHAD 8  57  1           66  
hauls with SHAD, but no RHERR          9           27         -           36  

Source: MA DMF 
 
 
Table 155  Estimated River Herring (RHERR) and Shad Bycatch from NEFOP Observed 

Trips that Landed over 2,000 lbs. of Atlantic Herring, 2005-2009 

Estimated Bycatch (pounds) 
Bottom 

Trawl 
Midwater 

Trawl 
Purse 
Seine Total 

total RHERR bycatch 44,319  540,771  1,041  586,131  
total SHAD bycatch   1,974  45,587  128  47,689  
total SHAD from hauls with no RHERR  1,165     6,790        -       7,955  

Source: MA DMF 
 
 
Table 156  Numbers of 10-Minute Squares with Observed Hauls that Encountered Shad, 

but Not River Herring (RHERR) 

 
Bottom 

Trawl 
Midwater 

Trawl 
Purse 
Seine Total 

10-min squares with observed hauls 24 175 29 194 
10-min squares with SHAD but no RHERR 1 6 0 7 
Shad  bycatch (lbs.) from 10-min squares with no 
RHERR 300 222 0 522 

Source: MA DMF 
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Figure 90  Map of Overlap of Species Caught (Shad and River Herring) by Bottom Trawl 
Vessel 

 
Source: MA DMF 
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Figure 91  Map of Overlap of Species Caught (shad and river herring) by Midwater Trawl 
Vessels 

 
Source: MA DMF 
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Figure 92  Map of Overlap of Species Caught (shad and river herring) by Bottom Trawl 
Gear 

 
Source: MA DMF 
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5.4.2 Herring PDT Analysis – River Herring Catch Comparison 
To place the most recent (2010) Atlantic herring fishery river herring catch estimate into perspective, a 
catch estimate comparison was completed.  This included summarizing all available published and 
unpublished studies on at-sea river herring catch (Table 157).  Reported river herring catch estimates 
included data from 1989-2010, although estimates for the directed Atlantic herring fishery were not 
available for all years.  Each study had a different purpose, stratification, and estimation method that 
should be considered when comparing across different studies.  Notably, some studies used kept river 
herring catch, discarded river herring catch, or both kept and discarded river herring catch in their 
estimates. 
 
Table 159 compares the most recent estimated river herring catch by the directed Atlantic herring fishery 
(165,915 lbs.) to that estimated for all at-sea fleets (531,314 lbs.) and the directed in-river fishery for 
alewife in Maine (1,342,293 lbs.).  However, reviewing estimates from years prior to 2010, at-sea river 
herring catch estimates are highly variable year-to-year as well as associated CVs (Table 157 and Table 
158).  For example, estimated river herring catch across all at-sea fleets was as a high of 3.6 million lbs. 
in 1997 for estimates from 1989-2010 (Table 158, Hendrickson and Curti 2011).  While estimated river 
herring catch in the directed Atlantic herring fishery was a high of 1.9 mil lbs. in 2007, for estimates from 
2005-2010 (Table 158, Cournane et al. 2010, Cieri 2011). 
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Table 157  Comparison of Research Studies Estimating At-Sea River Herring Catch 

 
 

Reference Catch Type Years Management Fishery Data Sources Gear Types Strata Sampling 
Unit

Approach Ratio

Harrington et 
al. 2005 K, D 2000, 2003

AH listed as a target 
species

NEFMC, ASMFC, 
NMFS herring stock 
assessment and 
fishery reports, 
NEFSC commercial 
landings, NEFOP

mid-water trawl 
(single and 
paired), purse 
seine

gear, year, 
species trips

Extrapolation 
using discards to 
landings ratio 
and the reported 
level of landings

DALE or BBH /LAH;                           

KALE or BBH/LAH

Cieri et al. 
2008

K + D 2005-2007

ASMFC RH and 
Shad FMP A2; 
NEFMC AH 
FMP A5

Directed AH fishery, 
trips with > 2,000 lbs 
of herring kept or 
landed

NEFOP, State 
Portside Sampling 
Programs (MA, ME)

single midwater 
trawl,  paired 
midwater trawl 
, purse seine, 
bottom-trawl

gear,  year, area, 
quarter

trips

Extrapolation 
from observer 
ratio to portside 
landings

(DRH + KRH) /LAH

Wigley et al. 
2009 D

June 2008-
July 2009 SBRM

22 fleets with RH 
discards

NEFOP, VTR, 
NEFSC commercial 
landings database, 
NOAA MRIP

longline, otter 
trawl, shrimp 
trawl, scallop 
trawl, gillnet, 
purse seine, 
scallop dredge, 
midwater trawl 
(single and 
paired), traps

quarter, region, 
gear type, mesh, 
access area, and 
trip category

trips

Estimated 
discard rate of
each fleet 
multiplied by 
the 
corresponding 
fleet landings in 
the VTR 
database, and 
then summing
over fleets

DRH /Kall species

Cournane et 
al. 2010

K + D 2005-2009 NEFMC AH 
FMP A5

Directed AH fishery, 
trips with > 2,000 lbs 
of herring kept or 
landed

NEFOP, VTR

midwater trawl 
(single and 
paired), purse 
seine, bottom-
trawl

gear, year (and 
half year), area, 
quarter

trips

Extrapolation 
from observer 
ratio to 
landings; mean 
discard rate to 
landings

(DRH + KeptRH) /LAH;    
mean RH /trip * LAH

Lessard and 
Bryan 2011 K + D 2000-2008

All fisheries with RH  
and shad catch NEFOP, VTR

purse seine, 
midwater trawl 
(paired and 
single), bottom-
trawl, longline, 
gillnet, scallop 
dredge

region, gear, 
year, species hauls

Strata specific 
NEFOP CPUE 
extrapolated to 
strata specific 
VTR hauls

CPUE * hauls

Hendrickson 
and Curti 
2011

K + D 1989-2010
MAFMC SMB 
FMP A14

All fisheries with RH  
and shad catch

NEFOP, VTR, 
NEFSC commercial 
landings database

Multiple
quarter, region, 
gear type, mesh trips

combined ratio 
method (DRH + KRH) /Kall species

Cieri 2011 K + D 2010
NEFMC AH 
FMP A5

Declared into AH 
fishery

NEFOP, VTR, VMS, 
NEFSC commerical 
landings database

midwater trawl 
(single and 
paired), purse 
seine, bottom-
trawl
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Table 158  At-Sea River Herring Catch Estimated in Research Studies (see Table 157) 

 
 
  

Authors Year Gear(s) Catch Type Species Catch Unit  Catch (lbs) CV Reference 
Table

Harrington et al. 2005 2000 midwater trawl D ALE 0.004 mt                  8.82 - Table 45, pp.88

Harrington et al. 2005 2003 midwater trawl D ALE 0.003 mt                  6.61 - Table 45, pp.88

Harrington et al. 2005 2000 midwater trawl K ALE 529.508 mt   1,167,353.34 - Table 45, pp.88

Harrington et al. 2005 2003 midwater trawl K ALE 361.124 mt      796,133.97 - Table 45, pp.88

Harrington et al. 2005 2000 midwater trawl K BBH 28.822 mt        63,540.98 - Table 45, pp.88

Harrington et al. 2005 2003 midwater trawl K BBH 19.657 mt        43,335.82 - Table 45, pp.88

Harrington et al. 2005 2003 paired midwater trawl D ALE 0.86 mt          1,895.96 - Table 47, pp.89

Harrington et al. 2005 2003 paired midwater trawl K ALE 157.59 mt      347,422.91 - Table 47, pp.89

Cieri et al. 2008 2005
midwater trawl (single and paired), 
purse seine, bottom-trawl K + D RH 285,833 lbs      285,833.00 0.60 Table 2, pp. 10

Cieri et al. 2008 2006
midwater trawl (single and paired), 
purse seine, bottom-trawl K + D RH 171,973 lbs      171,973.00 0.60 Table 2, pp. 10

Cieri et al. 2008 2007
midwater trawl (single and paired), 
purse seine, bottom-trawl K + D RH 1,686,617 lbs   1,686,617.00 0.50 Table 2, pp. 10

Wigley et al. 2009
July 2008-
June 2009

shrimp trawl, otter trawl, midwater 
trawl (single and paired) D RH 106,455 lbs      106,455.00 1.49 Table 4, pp. 11

Cournane et al. 2010 2005
midwater trawl (single and paired), 
purse seine, bottom-trawl K + D RH 358,600 lbs      358,600.00 given by sub-area Table 4, pp. 9

Cournane et al. 2010 2006
midwater trawl (single and paired), 
purse seine, bottom-trawl K + D RH 369,000 lbs      369,000.00 given by sub-area Table 4, pp. 9

Cournane et al. 2010 2007
midwater trawl (single and paired), 
purse seine, bottom-trawl K + D RH 1,908,800 lbs   1,908,800.00 given by sub-area Table 4, pp. 9

Cournane et al. 2010 2008
midwater trawl (single and paired), 
purse seine, bottom-trawl K + D RH 972,400 lbs      972,400.00 given by sub-area Table 4, pp. 9

Cournane et al. 2010 2009
midwater trawl (single and paired), 
purse seine, bottom-trawl K + D RH 766,900 lbs      766,900.00 given by sub-area Table 4, pp. 9
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Table 158 continued.  At-Sea River Herring Catch Estimated in Research Studies (see Table 157) 

 
 
 
  

Authors Year Gear(s) Catch Type Species Catch Unit  Catch (lbs) CV
Reference 
Table

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2000 Multiple gears K + D ALE 2,414,561 lbs   2,414,561.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2001 Multiple gears K + D ALE 1,877,641 lbs   1,877,641.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2002 Multiple gears K + D ALE 940,268 lbs      940,268.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2003 Multiple gears K + D ALE 1,868,052 lbs   1,868,052.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2004 Multiple gears K + D ALE 1,044,672 lbs   1,044,672.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2005 Multiple gears K + D ALE 871,127 lbs      871,127.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2006 Multiple gears K + D ALE 582,714 lbs      582,714.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2007 Multiple gears K + D ALE 3,500,890 lbs   3,500,890.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2008 Multiple gears K + D ALE 533,356 lbs      533,356.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2000 Multiple gears K + D BBH 2,602,342 lbs   2,602,342.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2001 Multiple gears K + D BBH 4,657,281 lbs   4,657,281.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2002 Multiple gears K + D BBH 7,126,364 lbs   7,126,364.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2003 Multiple gears K + D BBH 1,669,084 lbs   1,669,084.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2004 Multiple gears K + D BBH 994,206 lbs      994,206.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2005 Multiple gears K + D BBH 548,213 lbs      548,213.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2006 Multiple gears K + D BBH 527,426 lbs      527,426.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2007 Multiple gears K + D BBH 991,492 lbs      991,492.00 - Table 5, pp. 36

Lessard and Bryan 2011 2008 Multiple gears K + D BBH 2,551,356 lbs   2,551,356.00 - Table 5, pp. 36
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Table 158 continued.  At-Sea River Herring Catch Estimated in Research Studies (see Table 157) 

 
 

Authors Year Gear(s) Catch Type Species Catch Unit  Catch (lbs) CV Reference 
Table

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 1989 Multiple gears K + D RH 108 mt      238,096.80 0.30 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 1990 Multiple gears K + D RH 310 mt      683,426.00 0.46 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 1991 Multiple gears K + D RH 674 mt   1,485,900.40 0.39 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 1992 Multiple gears K + D RH 1268 mt   2,795,432.80 0.39 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 1993 Multiple gears K + D RH 1867 mt   4,115,988.20 1.39 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 1994 Multiple gears K + D RH 134 mt      295,416.40 0.32 Table 3, pp.10 

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 1995 Multiple gears K + D RH 301 mt      663,584.60 0.4 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 1996 Multiple gears K + D RH 1613 mt   3,556,019.80 2.59 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 1997 Multiple gears K + D RH 1633 mt   3,600,111.80 0.71 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 1998 Multiple gears K + D RH 220 mt      485,012.00 0.93 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 1999 Multiple gears K + D RH 320 mt      705,472.00 0.68 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 2000 Multiple gears K + D RH 170 mt      374,782.00 0.47 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 2001 Multiple gears K + D RH 694 mt   1,529,992.40 0.45 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 2002 Multiple gears K + D RH 314 mt      692,244.40 0.29 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 2003 Multiple gears K + D RH 305 mt      672,403.00 0.40 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 2004 Multiple gears K + D RH 193 mt      425,487.80 0.50 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 2005 Multiple gears K + D RH 600 mt   1,322,760.00 0.32 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 2006 Multiple gears K + D RH 456 mt   1,005,297.60 0.59 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 2007 Multiple gears K + D RH 607 mt   1,338,192.20 0.91 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 2008 Multiple gears K + D RH 504 mt   1,111,118.40 0.41 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 2009 Multiple gears K + D RH 364 mt      802,474.40 0.21 Table 3, pp. 10

Hendrickson and Curti 2011 2010 Multiple gears K + D RH 241 mt      531,308.60 0.14 Table 3, pp. 10

Cieri 2011 2010
Midwater trawls (single and paired), 
purse seine K + D RH 165,915 lbs      165,915.00 given by sub-area Table 142, DEIS
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Table 159  River Herring Catch Comparison for 2010 Data 

 
2010 River Herring Catch 

Fishery  Catch (lbs.)  Source 
Maine Directed Alewife Landings  1,342,293 

 
Maine DMR 

All Fleets (estimated) 531,314 * NEFSC 
Directed Herring Fleet (estimated) 165,915 ** Herring PDT 

* High of 3.6 mil lbs. in 1997 (1989-2010) 
   ** High of 1.9 mil lbs. in 2007 (2005-2010) 
    

 

5.4.3 Herring PDT Analysis – Assessment of the River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance 
Areas 

5.4.3.1 Summary of River Herring At-Sea Migratory Patterns 
In general, river herring at-sea seasonal migratory patterns are reflected using the Herring PDT’s hotspot 
analysis of survey data.  Table 160 summarizes the results of the river herring hotspot analysis to identify 
survey-based areas.  River herring travel from southern to northern latitudes from winter through fall, 
presumably due to temperature fluctuations and timing of in-river spawning, then returning to southern 
latitudes to overwinter.  River herring were relatively more likely to be encountered in the winter in 
Southern New England waters and the Northern Mid-Atlantic Bight and in the spring in the Gulf of 
Maine, Southern New England waters, and the Northern Mid-Atlantic Bight.  In addition, the winter 
survey did not operate in the more northern latitudes and the summer survey provided a limited number of 
observation years. Additional information/analyses provided by the Herring PDT can be found in Volume 
II, Appendix III (Herring PDT Analysis: Development of Measures to Address River Herring Bycatch).  
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Table 160  Summary of Seasonal River Herring Hotspot Analysis Using NMFS Bottom 
Trawl Surveys 

For each identified season and region combination, the relative likelihood of encountering river herring 
is summarized by shading in the table (see footnotes). 

 
 
 

5.4.3.2 Assessment of the River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas 
The river herring monitoring/avoidance areas options were compared to other areas identified using 
research surveys.  The survey-based areas provide information on the times and areas were river herring 
are likely to be encountered absent information from the fishery. Additional information/analyses 
provided by the Herring PDT can be found in Volume II, Appendix III (Herring PDT Analysis: 
Development of Measures to Address River Herring Bycatch). 
 
Table 161 – Table 166 and associated Figure 94 – Figure 100 provide a comparison of the bimonthly river 
herring monitoring/avoidance areas to associated survey-based areas.  Each area is referenced as A- BB, 
with a map of all of these areas combined (Figure 93).  The number of NEFOP observations used to 
identify each monitoring/avoidance area (fishery-based areas) are provided in Table 161 – Table 166.  
Further, the number of NMFS bottom-trawl surveys used to identify survey-based areas are found within 
hatched areas in Figure 94 – Figure 100.  Several questions were asked to qualitatively compare fishery-
based and survey-based areas: 

1) Are there any adjacent fishery-based areas? 

2) Are there any adjacent survey-based areas? 

3) Does the fishery-based area overlap a survey-based area? 

Adjacency was defined as areas sharing a side and/or corner.  The results of this analysis for each 
bimonthly period are summarized in Table 161 – Table 166.  One important caveat, noted above, is that 
the winter survey does not cover the Gulf of Maine.  
  

Region Winter Spring Summer Fall
Scotian Shelf * *
Bay of Fundy * *
Gulf of Maine *
Georges Bank
Southern New England
Northern Mid-Atlantic Bight
"*" indicates limited data
Relative likelihood of encountering river herring in hotspots scaled using ranked percent occurrence:

> or = 67% (dark gray), < 67% (light gray), and mixed results (medium gray)

Season
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Assessment 

Alternative 2: Option 1, Option 2, and Option 3 

In general, protection areas would improve understanding of river herring encounters in the Atlantic 
herring fishery through focused monitoring and could lead to possible reductions in river herring 
mortality if the fleet avoided those areas.  As shown in this analysis, survey-based areas may also be 
important river herring areas and could be areas of future encounters by the fleet.  
 
This option would have no reduction on river herring mortality in the monitoring/avoidance areas, if the 
fleet chooses to fish in these areas.  Additionally, specific areas monitored instead of across the full range 
of the species misses important river herring encounters and influences river herring removals estimates. 
 
Alternative 2: Option 4 

With this option, areas with relatively high river herring encounters would be avoided (by time or 
distance) when river herring are encountered at some threshold level.  The details of this option are 
currently under development and await results from the SFC/SMAST/MADMF pilot project.  If the pilot 
is successful at developing at-sea river herring avoidance protocols for the Atlantic herring fleet, there 
could be reductions in river herring mortality in  the bimonthly avoidance areas.  Additionally, there 
would need to be adequate incentives in place for the fleet to avoid the areas.   
 
However, an avoidance strategy linked to specific bimonthly avoidance areas (i.e. not implemented 
throughout the spatial and temporal extent of the Atlantic herring fishery), would miss river herring 
encounters in adjacent areas, as demonstrated by the survey-based areas (additional areas of likely river 
herring encounter).  Such an approach would not reduce river herring mortality outside of avoidance 
areas.  Furthermore, areas outside avoidance areas could have increased rates of river herring encounters 
by the fishery, if areas selected do not reflect year-to-year river herring variability. 
 
Table 161  Comparison of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance for January-February 

(Fishery-Based Areas) with Winter Survey-Based Areas 

 
 

Map reference G J K L O P Q S T U X Y Z
Quarter-degree square 42704 41694 41712 41711 40723 40714 40713 40732 40731 40722 39733 39724 39723

How many observer 
tows were greater than 
40 lbs of river herring?

1 5 31 43 1 5 3 3 8 3 12 4 2

Are there any adjacent 
fishery-based areas? NO NO YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Are there any adjacent 
winter survey-based 
areas?

NO NO YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Does the fishey-based 
area overlap a survey-
based area?

NO NO NO NO YES YES YES NO NO YES YES NO NO

Monitoring/Avoidance Areas
January - February
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Table 162  Comparison of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance for March-April (Fishery-
Based Areas) with Spring Survey-Based Areas 

 
 
 
Table 163  Comparison of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance for May-June (Fishery-

Based Areas) with Spring Survey-Based Areas 

 
 
 

Map reference G J O P Q S V W X Y AA BB
Quarter-degree square 42704 41694 40723 40714 40713 40732 40721 40712 39733 39724 39731 39722

How many observer 
tows were greater than 
40 lbs of river herring?

1 3 1 1 2 4 2 1 2 3 1 1

Are there any adjacent 
fishery-based areas? NO NO YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Are there any adjacent 
spring survey-based 
areas?

YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Does the fishey-based 
area overlap a survey-
based area?

YES NO YES YES YES NO YES YES YES NO NO NO

Monitoring/Avoidance Areas
March - April

 

Map reference D J
Quarter-degree square 43693 41694

How many observer 
tows were greater than 
40 lbs of river herring?

1 2

Are there any adjacent 
fishery-based areas? NO NO

Are there any adjacent 
spring survey-based 
areas?

YES YES

Does the fishey-based 
area overlap a survey-
based area?

NO NO

May - June
Monitoring/Avoidance Areas
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Table 164  Comparison of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance for July-August (Fishery-
Based Areas) with Summer Survey-Based Areas 

 
 
 
Table 165  Comparison of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance for September-October 

(Fishery-Based Areas) with Fall Survey-Based Areas 

 
 

 

Map reference C E F
Quarter-degree square 43694 43684 43692

How many observer 
tows were greater than 
40 lbs of river herring?

2 1 2

Are there any adjacent 
fishery-based areas? YES NO YES

Are there any adjacent 
summer survey-based 
areas?

YES YES YES

Does the fishey-based 
area overlap a survey-
based area?

NO YES NO

July - August
Monitoring/Avoidance Areas

 

Map reference A B G
Quarter-degree square 44672 44671 42704

How many observer 
tows were greater than 
40 lbs of river herring?

1 1 15

Are there any adjacent 
fishery-based areas? YES YES NO

Are there any adjacent 
fall survey-based areas? YES YES YES

Does the fishey-based 
area overlap a survey-
based area?

YES YES YES

September - October
Monitoring/Avoidance Areas
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Table 166  Comparison of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance for November-December 
(Fishery-Based Areas) with Fall And Winter Survey-Based Areas 

 
 

 

Map reference G H I J K L M N R
Quarter-degree square 42704 42703 42701 41694 41712 41711 41702 41701 40703

How many observer 
tows were greater than 
40 lbs of river herring?

29 7 1 23 3 4 2 4 1

Are there any adjacent 
fishery-based areas? YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Are there any adjacent 
fall survey-based areas? YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Are there any adjacent 
winter survey-based 
areas?

NO NO NO NO YES YES YES YES YES

Does the fishey-based 
area overlap a fall 
survey-based area?

YES YES YES NO NO YES NO NO NO

Does the fishey-based 
area overlap a winter 
survey-based area?

NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

Monitoring/Avoidance Areas
November - December
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Figure 93  Map of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas for All Months Combined 
Individual areas (grey blocks) are identified A-BB. 
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Figure 94  Map of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas for January - February 
(Gray Blocks) Overlaid with Survey Hotspot Areas (Hatched Blocks) 

Numbers within blocks indicate the number of survey tows used in the hotspot analysis. 
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Figure 95  Map of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas for March - April (Gray 
Blocks) Overlaid with Survey Hotspot Areas (Hatched Blocks) 

Numbers within blocks indicate the number of survey tows used in the hotspot analysis. 
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Figure 96  Map of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas for May - June (Gray 
Blocks) Overlaid with Survey Hotspot Areas (Hatched Blocks) 

Numbers within blocks indicate the number of survey tows used in the hotspot analysis. 
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Figure 97  Map of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas for July - August (Gray 
Blocks) Overlaid with Survey Hotspot Areas (Hatched Blocks) 

Numbers within blocks indicate the number of survey tows used in the hotspot analysis. 
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Figure 98  Map of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas for September – October 
(Gray Blocks) Overlaid with Survey Hotspot Areas (Hatched Blocks) 

Numbers within blocks indicate the number of survey tows used in the hotspot analysis. 
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Figure 99  Map of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas for November - December 
(Gray Blocks) Overlaid with Survey Hotspot Areas (Hatched Blocks) 

Numbers within blocks indicate the number of survey tows used in the hotspot analysis. 
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Figure 100  Map of River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance Areas for November - December 
(Gray Blocks) Overlaid with Survey Hotspot Areas (Hatched Blocks) 

Numbers within blocks indicate the number of survey tows used in the hotspot analysis. 
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5.4.4 Herring PDT Analysis – Assessment of the River Herring Protection Areas 
The river herring protection areas options were compared to other areas identified using research surveys. 
The survey-based areas provide information on the times and areas were river herring are likely to be 
encountered absent information from the fishery. Additional information/analyses provided by the 
Herring PDT can be found in Volume II, Appendix III (Herring PDT Analysis: Development of Measures 
to Address River Herring Bycatch). 
 
Table 167 – Table 170 and associated Figure 102 – Figure 105 provide a comparison of the bimonthly 
river herring protection areas to associated survey areas.  Each area is referenced as A- BB, with a map of 
all of these areas combined (Figure 101).  The number of NEFOP data points used to identify each 
protection area (fishery-based areas) are provided in Table 167 – Table 170.  Further, the number of 
NMFS bottom-trawl surveys used to identify survey-based areas are found within hatched areas in Figure 
102 – Figure 105.  Several questions were asked to qualitatively compare fishery-based and survey-based 
areas: 

1) Are there any adjacent fishery-based areas? 

2) Are there any adjacent survey-based areas? 

3) Does the fishery-based area overlap a survey-based area? 

Adjacency was defined as areas sharing a side and/or corner.  The results of this analysis for each 
bimonthly period are summarized in Table 167 – Table 170.  One important caveat, noted above, is that 
the winter survey does not cover the Gulf of Maine.  
 
Assessment 

Alternative 3: Option 1 

The potential benefit of the bimonthly protection areas is that they provide river herring mortality 
protection during at-sea migrations by closing specific river herring fishery-based encounter hotspots.  
Such an approach could lead to reductions in at-sea river herring mortality.  However, with fixed 
bimonthly protection areas, there would not be river herring mortality protection outside of protection 
areas.  Therefore, areas outside fixed areas could have increased rates of river herring encounters by the 
fishery, if areas selected do not reflect river herring year-to-year variability. 
 
Alternative 3: Option 2 

The potential benefit of the bimonthly triggered protection areas is that they provide river herring 
mortality protection during at-sea migrations by closing specific river herring encounter hotspots upon 
reaching a river herring catch trigger.  This may lead to possible reductions in river herring mortality.  
However, there would be no river herring mortality protection outside of the areas.  Likewise, triggered 
protection areas might not be put in place quickly enough to be at the pace with river herring migratory 
patterns.  
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Table 167  Comparison of River Herring Protection for January-February (Fishery-Based 
Areas) with Winter Survey-Based Areas 

 
 
 
Table 168  Comparison of River Herring Protection for March-April (Fishery-Based 

Areas) with Spring Survey-Based Areas 

 
 

 

Map reference J K L P S T X Y
Quarter-degree square 41694 41712 41711 40714 40732 40731 39733 39724

How many observer 
tows were greater than 
1233 lbs of river herring?

3 3 12 3 1 4 2 3

Are there any adjacent 
fishery-based areas? NO YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Are there any adjacent 
winter survey-based 
areas?

NO YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Does the fishey-based 
area overlap a survey-
based area?

NO NO NO YES NO NO YES NO

Protection Areas
January - February

 

Map reference S V
Quarter-degree square 40732 40721

How many observer 
tows were greater than 
1233 lbs of river herring?

1 1

Are there any adjacent 
fishery-based areas? NO YES

Are there any adjacent 
spring survey-based 
areas?

YES YES

Does the fishey-based 
area overlap a survey-
based area?

NO YES

Protection Areas
March - April
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Table 169  Comparison of River Herring Protection for September-October (Fishery-Based 
Areas) with Fall Survey-Based Areas 

 
 
Table 170  Comparison of River Herring Protection for November-December (Fishery-

Based Areas) with Fall and Winter Survey-Based Areas 

 

 

Map reference G
Quarter-degree square 42704

How many observer 
tows were greater than 
1233 lbs of river herring?

5

Are there any adjacent 
fishery-based areas? NO

Are there any adjacent 
fall survey-based areas? YES

Does the fishey-based 
area overlap a survey-
based area?

YES

Protection Areas
September - October

 

Map reference G I J K L R
Quarter-degree square 42704 42701 41694 41712 41711 40703

How many observer 
tows were greater than 
1233 lbs of river herring?

10 1 8 1 1 1

Are there any adjacent 
fishery-based areas? YES YES YES YES YES NO

Are there any adjacent 
fall survey-based areas? YES YES YES YES YES YES

Are there any adjacent 
winter survey-based 
areas?

NO NO NO YES YES YES

Does the fishey-based 
area overlap a fall 
survey-based area?

YES YES NO NO YES NO

Does the fishey-based 
area overlap a winter 
survey-based area?

NO NO NO NO NO NO

Protection Areas
November - December
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Figure 101  Map of River Herring Protection Areas for All Months Combined 
Individual areas (grey blocks) are identified G-Y. 
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Figure 102  Map of River Herring Protection Areas for January - February (Gray Blocks) 
Overlaid with Survey Hotspot Areas (Hatched Blocks) 

Numbers within blocks indicate the number of survey tows used in the hotspot analysis. 
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Figure 103  Map of River Herring Protection Areas for March - April (Gray Blocks) 
Overlaid with Survey Hotspot Areas (Hatched Blocks) 

Numbers within blocks indicate the number of survey tows used in the hotspot analysis. 
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Figure 104  Map of River Herring Protection Areas for September – October (Gray 
Blocks) Overlaid with Survey Hotspot Areas (Hatched Blocks) 

Numbers within blocks indicate the number of survey tows used in the hotspot analysis. 
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Figure 105  Map of River Herring Protection Areas for November – December (Gray 
Blocks) Overlaid with Survey Hotspot Areas (Hatched Blocks) 

Numbers within blocks indicate the number of survey tows used in the hotspot analysis. 

 
 
 

5.4.5 Herring PDT Analysis – Impacts of Monitoring Areas, Spatial Closures, and 
Trigger-Based Approaches 

5.4.5.1 Mapping Fishing Effort and Revenues from the 2010 Herring Fishing Year 
Analysis of some of the management alternatives under consideration in Amendment 5 to the Herring 
Fishery Management Plan requires fine scale spatial data.  Permanent and triggered spatial closures of 
small areas (Quarter Degree squares and the groundfish closed areas) are being considered in this 
Amendment.  These areas do not correspond directly to the statistical areas over which catch is reported.  
This section describes the general procedure by which 2010 fishing effort, catch, and revenues are 
mapped using the VMS, VTR, dealer, and observer data.  The used are similar to those used by Palmer 
and Wigley (2007). 
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The revenues derived from the protection and monitoring areas should not be interpreted as changes or 
losses in revenues or profits associated with implementing monitoring or protection areas for river 
herring.  These are provided to give insight into how much of the herring fleet's activity would be 
impacted by the proposed alternatives. 
 
Rationale 

This procedure is used because the management units (quarter degree squares, QDSQ) are small relative 
to the statistical areas.  VTR data is collected at too coarse of a spatial scale to analyze the impacts of 
these spatial management measures because only a single location is reported per statistical area.  While 
these single data points may be very accurate for vessels using purse seine gear, it is likely to be fairly 
inaccurate for vessels using trawl gear.  This does not imply any misreporting by participants using trawl 
gear; however, they cover large amounts of area and a single point does not accurately reflect the location 
of fishing effort. 
 
Observer data is only available for a subsample of fishing effort.  VMS data lacks activities, including 
catch.  The goal of this methods is to locate, more precisely, the fishing effort in the directed herring 
fishery in order to understand the impacts of the management measures under consideration in 
Amendment 5. 
 
 
Methods 

The observer data were used to build “profiles” of fishing activity.  Haul start and end locations were used 
to construct “distance traveled.”  Haul start and end times were used to construct “time elapsed.”  From 
these two pieces of information, a speed profile was constructed for fishing activities for trawl gear.  For 
trawl gear, fishing occurs at speeds below 5 knots (over ground) and typically well below those speeds.  
These are similar, but not identical to the findings of Palmer and Wigley (2007).  It is not possible to 
build speed profiles for the purse seine fishery – the locations of start and end are typically the same.  The 
same five-knot cutoff is used to classify purse seine fishing activity; however, this is likely to lead to an 
over-classification of VMS points as “fishing.”  For reference, histograms of VMS speeds for trawl 
vessels and purse seines are shown in Figure 106 and Figure 107. 
 
The VTR data were used to identify “herring trips” by fishing vessels using the criteria that over 2,000 
lbs. of herring were landed on a trip.  Some of these “herring trips” may be actually be targeted mackerel 
trips on which herring were caught and landed incidentally.  The data were split into three “fleets”: purse 
seine (all permit categories), trawl (Categories A, B, and C) , and Category D trawl vessels.  Herring 
catch, herring revenues, and total revenues (herring plus other species) for each trip were extracted from 
VTR and dealer data. 
 
VMS polls corresponding to those trips were extracted.  Points were classified as “fishing” or “traveling” 
based on the speed criteria (5 knots).  Points in obvious non-fishing locations, such as the Cape Cod 
Canal and Sakonnet River were classified as “traveling” as well.  For VMS polls classified as “fishing,” 
effort (in hours) was defined as the time elapsed since the previous point.  Total effort for a trip was 
constructed as the sum of effort on that trip.  Trip-level catch and revenues of herring and revenues from 
all other species were allocated to each VMS point which as identified as a fishing point based on the 
relative of total effort.  The catch, effort, and revenue data were spatially joined to the QDSQ map and 
then aggregated to create catch, effort, and revenue data for each QDSQ, for each “fleet” at the bi-
monthly level (Table 171 – Table 174). 
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Caveats 

Use of a 2,000 lb. weight limit may misclassify 'non-herring' trips as herring trips, particularly directed 
mackerel trips as herring trips.  This criteria will include “mackerel” trips which landed herring 
incidentally, but will not include “mackerel” trips which landed less than 2,000 lbs. of herring.  This 
screen also eliminates unsuccessful trips – trips in which vessels searched for, but did not catch and retain 
more than 2,000 lbs. of herring.   
 
The classification algorithm is likely to over-classify VMS points as fishing for all gear types, but 
particularly in the purse seine fleet.  In particular, “searching” activities, in which vessels travel at 
moderate speeds while looking for fish, are likely to be classified “fishing.”  There are two reasons for 
choosing to “over-classify” instead of “under-classify” VMS points as fishing activity. 
 
First, vessels should only search in areas which are promising for catching fish.  Therefore, the over-
classification of points as fishing effort will identify not just actual catch locations, but potential and 
likely catch locations as well.  Second, any points “misclassified” as fishing are likely to be near actual 
fishing locations.  Aggregation to the level of the QDSQ and then allocation of catch over these areas 
should minimize the effect of these errors.   
 
The 2010 fishing year had less “offshore fishing effort” than previous years.  It is difficult to tell if this 
effort shifted to nearshore areas or left the fishery.  Management Area sub-ACLs for the 2010 fishing year 
are similar to the sub-ACLs which will be in effect in the near future (2011 and 2012). 
 
Perhaps most importantly, this description of the herring fishery does not include any behavioral changes 
by the fishing fleet in response to changes in incentives.  For some of the options under consideration, a 
behavioral response is possible.  For example, if additional observer coverage is funded by NMFS, 
vessels may call for an observer more frequently in order to preserve the option of fishing in the 
monitoring areas.  However, if additional coverage is funded by industry, vessels may choose to fish 
outside of the monitoring areas. 
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General Results 

In general, the monitoring areas overlap with the location of the winter/spring trawl fishery (November-
April) and portions of the summer inshore purse seine fishery.  The protection areas overlap a portion of 
the winter trawl fishery (Nov-Feb) and will have minimal impacts on the purse seine fishery.  There is 
minimal overlap between the Category D vessels and the monitoring or protection areas (Figure 108 – 
Figure 128). 
 
 
Table 171  Fishing Time (Hrs.) by Bimonthly Period for Purse Seines (PUR) and All Trawl 

Gears (TR) Separated by Permit Category (ABC or D) 

 
 
 
Table 172  Percent Fishing Time by Bimonthly Period for Purse Seines (PUR) and All 

Trawl Gears (TR) Separated by Permit Category (ABC or D) 

 
 
 
Table 173  Herring Catch (Lbs.) by Bimonthly Period for Purse Seines (PUR) and All 

Trawl Gears (TR) Separated by Permit Category (ABC or D) 

 
 
 
Table 174  Percent Herring Catch by Bimonthly Period For Purse Seines (PUR) and All 

Trawl Gears (TR) Separated by Permit Category (ABC or D) 

 

Gear Category Jan - Feb Mar - Apr May - Jun Jul - Aug Sep - Oct Nov - Dec
Grand 
Total

PUR 490 1,213 1,115 129 2,947
TR ABC 3,440 999 712 2,177 2,414 2,364 12,105

D 10 200 88 298
Grand Total 3,440 1,009 1,202 3,590 3,617 2,493 15,351

Fishing Time by Bimonthly Period

Gear Category Jan - Feb Mar - Apr May - Jun Jul - Aug Sep - Oct Nov - Dec
Grand 
Total

PUR 16.6% 41.1% 37.8% 4.4% 100.0%
TR ABC 28.4% 8.3% 5.9% 18.0% 19.9% 19.5% 100.0%

D 0.0% 3.3% 67.1% 29.5% 100.0%
Grand Total 22.4% 6.6% 7.8% 23.4% 23.6% 16.2% 100.0%

Fishing Time by Bimonthly Period (%)

Gear Category Jan - Feb Mar - Apr May - Jun Jul - Aug Sep - Oct Nov - Dec
Grand 
Total

PUR 1,037,950 5,612,589 10,657,575 1,154,427 18,462,541
TR ABC 23,150,171 8,390,350 10,954,085 19,839,144 27,783,172 33,986,926 124,103,849

D 6,500 94,100 48,244 148,844
Grand Total 23,150,171 8,396,850 11,992,035 25,545,833 38,488,992 35,141,353 142,715,233

Herring Catch by Bimonthly Period

Gear Category Jan - Feb Mar - Apr May - Jun Jul - Aug Sep - Oct Nov - Dec
Grand 
Total

PUR 5.6% 30.4% 57.7% 6.3% 100.0%
TR ABC 18.7% 6.8% 8.8% 16.0% 22.4% 27.4% 100.0%

D 4.4% 63.2% 32.4% 100.0%
Grand Total 16.2% 5.9% 8.4% 17.9% 27.0% 24.6% 100.0%

Herring Catch by Bimonthly Period (%)
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Figure 106  Histogram of VMS Speed (Knots) for Trawl Gears 

 
Figure 107  Histogram of VMS Speed (Knots) for Purse Seines 
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Figure 108  Trawl Effort (ABC only) and Monitoring Areas, January – February 
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Figure 109  Trawl Effort (ABC only) and Monitoring Areas, March-April 
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Figure 110  Trawl Effort (ABC only) and Monitoring Areas, May-June 
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Figure 111  Trawl Effort (ABC only) and Monitoring Areas, July- August 
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Figure 112  Trawl Effort (ABC only) and Monitoring Areas, September – October 
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Figure 113  Trawl Effort (ABC only) and Monitoring Areas, November – December 
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Figure 114  Purse Seine Effort and Monitoring Areas, May-June 
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Figure 115  Purse Seine and Monitoring Areas, July – August 
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Figure 116  Purse Seine and Monitoring Areas, September – October 
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Figure 117  Purse Seine and Monitoring Areas, November – December 
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Figure 118  Trawl Effort (Category D Only) and Monitoring Areas, March-April 
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Figure 119  Trawl Effort (Category D Only) and Monitoring Areas, July – August 
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Figure 120 Trawl Effort (Category D Only) and Monitoring Areas, September – October 
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Figure 121  Trawl Effort (ABC only) and Protection Areas, January – February 
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Figure 122  Trawl Effort (ABC only) and Protection Areas, March – April 
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Figure 123  Trawl Effort (ABC Only) and Protection Areas, September – October 
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Figure 124  Trawl Effort (ABC Only) and Protection Areas, November – December 
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Figure 125  Purse Seine Effort and Protection Areas, September – October 
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Figure 126  Purse Seine Effort and Protection Areas, November – December 
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Figure 127  Trawl Effort (Category D Only) and Protection Areas, March – April 
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Figure 128  Trawl Effort (Category D Only) and Protection Areas, September - October 
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5.4.5.2 Impacts of Monitoring Options 
Option 1 

Option 1A requires 100% observer coverage for A/B/C vessels when on a declared herring trip.  Table 
179 – Table 186 summarize the fishing effort, herring revenues, herring landings, and total revenues 
which were located in the monitoring options.  Approximately 6% of the purse seine effort, catch, and 
revenues are derived from the monitoring areas.  While 22-24% of the Category D effort, catch, and 
revenues are derived from the monitoring areas, the magnitude of effort, catch, and revenues attributable 
to Category D vessels is minimal.  A fairly large portion of the Category A/B/C trawl fishery would be 
impacted by the monitoring options; 40-45% of the effort, catch, and revenues for this segment of the 
fishery occurred in the monitoring areas. 
 
Sub-option 1A requires 100% observer coverage for A/B/C vessels in the Monitoring Areas when on a 
declared herring trip.  Table 177 describes the total number of trips and number of observer-days required 
to meet this coverage if this option had been active in 2010.  In 2010, 343 trips (51.7% of total trips) 
entered the monitoring areas.  974 observer-days would have been required under Option 1A if this option 
had been in place during 2010. 
 
In order to place the costs of industry-funded observers into context, Table 175 summarizes average 
revenues per trip, average revenues per day absent, operating costs per trip, and operating costs per day 
absent, classified by gear type for 2008-2010.  Revenues were calculated using the VTR and Dealer data 
while operating costs were based on data collected through the observer program.  Operating costs in this 
fishery are primarily fuel expenses; the price of fuel has fluctuated (along with the price of crude oil) over 
the past three years. 
 
 
Table 175  2008-2010 Average Revenues, Costs Per Day and Average Revenues, Costs Per 

Trip for Category A/B/C Herring Vessels 

 Revenue/Day Revenue/Trip Operating Costs/Day Operating Costs/Trip 
Single Midwater Trawl $12,853 $41,721 $4,271 $12,608 
Pair Trawl $15,683 $43,166 $3,295 $9,372 
Purse Seine $18,557 $25,499 $1,798 $2,746 
Bottom Trawl $5,325 $7,863 $785 $524 
Revenue Data is from VTR and Dealer (n=5,329) 
Operating Costs data is from Observer (n=352) 
 
Relative to the daily operating costs for the fishery, the cost of an observer is fairly high.  For example, a 
NEFOP observer would increase the per-day costs of bottom trawl, single midwater trawl, pair trawl, and 
purse seine by 153%, 28%, 36%, and 67% respectively (Table 176).  However, relative to daily revenues, 
the cost of an observer is lower; an observer would cost 22%, 9%, 9%, and 6% of average daily revenues 
for the bottom, midwater, pair trawl, and purse seine vessels.  These numbers are presented for 
illustration; it is possible that the type of data required in this fishery would result in higher or lower per-
day costs than described in Table 175. 
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Table 176  Cost of a NEFOP Observer as a Percentage of Daily Revenues and Daily 
Operating Costs 

 Revenue Costs 
Single Midwater Trawl 9.3% 28.1% 
Pair Trawl 7.7% 36.4% 
Purse Seine 6.5% 66.7% 
Bottom Trawl 22.5% 152.8% 
 
Option 1B requires 100% observer coverage for A/B/C and Category D (open access) vessels when on a 
declared herring trip.  Table 179 – Table 186 summarize the fishing effort, herring revenues, herring 
landings, and total revenues which were located in the monitoring options.  The impacts of this measure is 
similar to Option 1A.  Table 178 describes the total number of trips and number of observer-days required 
to meet this coverage if this option had been active in 2010.  In 2010, 356 trips (50.3% of total trips) 
entered the proposed monitoring areas.  987 observer-days would have been required under Option 1B if 
this option had been effective during 2010. 
 
It is possible that Category D vessels would relinquish their herring permit if required to pay for an 
observer. 
 
Option 2 

In general, the affected trips and required coverage for 100% observer coverage are the same as in Option 
1 (see Table 177).  Beyond additional coverage, vessels will incur additional regulatory costs related to 
filing out Released catch Affidavits.  Note that the requirement to exit the area is creates a disincentive to 
safety-at-sea.  
 
Option 2A 

The impacts of this option are similar to the previous option and depend largely on who is responsible for 
covering the costs of additional observer coverage. 
 
Option 2B 

The impacts of Option 2B are similar to that of 2A, except vessel have the flexibility to fish in the 
monitoring areas if an observer is unavailable. 
 
Option 2C 

The impacts of option 2C are similar to the impacts of 1A.  However, vessels may choose not to declare 
that they are on a herring trip, and be able to use the monitoring areas without a monitor. 
 
Option 2D 

The impacts of Option 2D are similar to the impacts of 1B.  However, vessels may choose not to declare 
that they are on a herring trip, and be able to fish for other species in the monitoring areas without a 
monitor. 
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Table 177  Total Number of Trips and Number of Observer-Days Required to Meet Sub-
Option 1A, if This Option had been Effective in 2010 

 
 
 
Table 178  Total Number of Trips and Number of Observer-Days Required to Meet Sub-

Option 1B, if This Option had been Effective in 2010 

 
 
 
Table 179  Fishing Time (Hours) Inside and Outside the Monitoring Areas 

 
 
 

 

Gear (ABC permits only)
Trips in 

Monitoring 
Areas

Percentage 
of total 
Trips

Days of 
Coverage 
Required

Trawl 298 64.6% 874
Purse Seine 45 22.3% 100

Total 343 51.7% 974

 

Gear (ABCD permits)
Trips in 

Monitoring 
Areas

Percentage 
of total 
Trips

Days of 
Coverage 
Required

Trawl 311 61.5% 887
Purse Seine 45 22.3% 100

Total 356 50.3% 987
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Table 180  Fishing Time (%) Inside and Outside the Monitoring Areas 

 
 
 
Table 181  Herring Catch (lbs.) Inside and Outside the Monitoring Areas 

 
 
 
Table 182  Herring Catch (%) Inside and Outside the Monitoring Areas 

 
 
 
Table 183  Herring Revenue ($) Inside and Outside the Monitoring Areas 

 
 
 

 

Gear Category
Not 

Monitored Monitored Grand Total
PUR 88.8% 11.2% 100.0%
TR ABC 55.3% 44.7% 100.0%

D 76.3% 23.7% 100.0%
Grand Total 62.2% 37.8% 100.0%

Fishing Time (%)

 

Gear Category
Not 

Monitored Monitored Grand Total
PUR 17,434,005 1,028,536 18,462,541
TR ABC 67,237,466 56,866,383 124,103,849

D 112,799 36,045 148,844
Grand Total 84,784,270 57,930,964 142,715,233

Herring Catch

 

Gear Category
Not 

Monitored Monitored Grand Total
PUR 94.4% 5.6% 100.0%
TR ABC 54.2% 45.8% 100.0%

D 75.8% 24.2% 100.0%
Grand Total 59.4% 40.6% 100.0%

Herring Catch (%)

 

Gear Category
Not 

Monitored Monitored Grand Total
PUR $2,783,152 $174,925 $2,958,078
TR ABC $9,270,814 $6,349,882 $15,620,696

D $18,792 $5,645 $24,437
Grand Total 12,072,759 6,530,452 18,603,211

Herring Revenue
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Table 184  Herring Revenue (%) Inside and Outside the Monitoring Areas 

 
 
 
Table 185  Total Revenue ($) Inside and Outside the Monitoring Areas 

 
 
 
Table 186  Total Revenue (%) Inside and Outside the Monitoring Areas 

 
 
  

 

Gear Category
Not 

Monitored Monitored Grand Total
PUR 94.1% 5.9% 100.0%
TR ABC 59.3% 40.7% 100.0%

D 76.9% 23.1% 100.0%
Grand Total 64.9% 35.1% 100.0%

Herring Revenue (%)

 

Gear Category
Not 

Monitored Monitored Grand Total
PUR $2,783,201 $174,928 $2,958,129
TR ABC $10,100,712 $7,992,356 $18,093,067

D $33,329 $9,683 $43,011
Grand Total 12917241.89 8176965.79 21094207.68

Total Revenue

 

Gear Category
Not 

Monitored Monitored Grand Total
PUR 94.1% 5.9% 100.0%
TR ABC 55.8% 44.2% 100.0%

D 77.5% 22.5% 100.0%
Grand Total 61.2% 38.8% 100.0%

Total Revenue (%)
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5.4.5.3 Impacts of Spatial Closures 
Alternative 3: River Herring Protection 

Section 5.4.5.1 describes the general methods used to map the directed Atlantic herring fishery in relation 
to the proposed River Herring Protection Areas. 
 
Economic Impacts 

Under this option, all vessels having a Category A, B, C, or D permit would be prohibited from fishing 
for, possessing, catching, transferring, or landing herring from the proposed River Herring Protection 
Areas on all fishing trips using small mesh.  The economic impact of this alternative on fishing vessels is 
the change in profits of these vessels, after accounting for any behavioral changes.  Under a spatial 
closure, the directed herring fleet may undertake different averting behavior to minimize the impact of 
those spatial closures. Vessels may fish in other areas, likely with lower profits.  Vessels may fish in other 
fisheries, again, likely earning lower profits, or cease fishing operations, in which case they earn zero 
operating profits. 
 
Maps of fishing effort in the herring fishery are presented in Figure 108 – Figure 128.  The number of 
herring trips which entered and fished inside an area which would be designated a River herring 
Protection areas is in Table [XXX].  The fishing time, herring catch, herring revenues, and total revenues 
which would occur in the River Herring Protection areas are presented in Table 187 – Table 194.  It is 
important to note that the revenue figures presented in Table 191 – Table 194 do not represent the 
economic impacts of the proposed River Herring Protection Areas.  These tables should be interpreted as 
the effort, landings, and revenue which would be at-risk or exposed to change from the protection areas. 
 
There is minimal overlap between the purse seine fishery and the river herring protection areas during 
September-December.  There is also minimal overlap between the Category D permit holders and the 
river herring protection areas.  There is substantial overlap between the trawl fishery and the proposed 
river herring protection areas, particularly in January-February and November-December, with lesser 
overlap in other months.  Over 50% of the Category A/B/C trips fished for some time within the proposed 
protection areas. 
 
The effort, catch and revenue tables confirm that the River Herring Protection Areas would have minimal 
impact on the purse seine fleet and could have substantial impacts on the trawl fleet.  In 2010, the trawl 
fishery spent approximately one-third of its fishing time within the proposed River Herring Protection 
Areas, catching one-third of the annual herring catch, 29% of its total herring revenues, and 33% of total 
revenues within those areas. 
 
The impacts of the River Herring Protection Areas are likely to be largest for the trawl fishery during the 
winter (January-February and November-December).  According to those figures, a large portion of total 
effort during those months occurs inside the proposed River Herring Protection Areas.  Captains have 
built up large amounts of human capital (knowledge and experience) regarding where and how to catch 
fish.  Closing the most productive areas to fishing will lead to higher costs (searching and steaming), 
lower catch-per-unit-effort, as vessels fish in unfamiliar areas and on lower densities of fish, and lower 
profits.  For these months, captains are not likely to be familiar with alternative fishing locations.  If they 
choose to fish for herring in alternative locations, captains will build their knowledge and experience; 
however, this process may take time. 
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This river herring protection option may have impacts on shoreside processors, bait dealers, and other 
consumptive users of herring.  This option may reduce supply of herring, particularly in the winter 
months in the Southern New England areas. 
 
 
Table 187  Fishing Time (Hours) Inside and Outside the River Herring Protection Areas 

 
 
 
Table 188  Fishing Time (%) Inside and Outside the River Herring Protection Areas 

 
 
 
Table 189  Herring Catch (lbs.) Inside and Outside the River Herring Protection Areas 

 
 
 
Table 190  Herring Catch (%) Inside and Outside the River Herring Protection Areas 

 
 
 

 

Gear Category
Not 

Protected Protected Grand Total
PUR 2,940 7 2,947
TR ABC 8,029 4,077 12,105

D 227 71 298
Grand Total 11,197 4,155 15,351

Fishing Time

 

Gear Category
Not 

Protected Protected Grand Total
PUR 99.8% 0.2% 100.0%
TR ABC 66.3% 33.7% 100.0%

D 76.3% 23.7% 100.0%
Grand Total 72.9% 27.1% 100.0%

Fishing Time (%)

Gear Category
Not 

Protected Protected Grand Total
PUR 18,423,800 38,741 18,462,541
TR ABC 82,973,751 41,130,098 124,103,849

D 112,799 36,045 148,844
Grand Total 101,510,350 41,204,884 142,715,233

Herring Catch

Gear Category
Not 

Protected Protected Grand Total
PUR 99.8% 0.2% 100.0%
TR ABC 66.9% 33.1% 100.0%

D 75.8% 24.2% 100.0%
Grand Total 71.1% 28.9% 100.0%

Herring Catch (%)
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Table 191  Herring Revenue ($) Inside and Outside the River Herring Protection Areas 

 
 
 
Table 192  Herring Revenue (%) Inside and Outside the River Herring Protection Areas 

 
 
 
Table 193 Total Revenue ($) Inside and Outside the River Herring Protection Areas 

 
 
 
Table 194  Total Revenue (%) Inside and Outside the River Herring Protection Areas 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Gear Category
Not 

Protected Protected Grand Total
PUR $2,952,318 $5,760 $2,958,078
TR ABC $11,059,051 $4,561,645 $15,620,696

D $18,792 $5,645 $24,437
Grand Total $14,030,161 $4,573,050 $18,603,211

Herring Revenue

 

Gear Category
Not 

Protected Protected Grand Total
PUR 99.8% 0.2% 100.0%
TR ABC 70.8% 29.2% 100.0%

D 76.9% 23.1% 100.0%
Grand Total 75.4% 24.6% 100.0%

Herring Revenue (%)

 

Gear Category
Not 

Protected Protected Grand Total
PUR $2,952,369 $5,760 $2,958,129
TR ABC $12,065,312 $6,027,755 $18,093,067

D $33,329 $9,683 $43,011
Grand Total $15,051,010 $6,043,198 $21,094,208

Total Revenue

 

Gear Category
Not 

Protected Protected Grand Total
PUR 99.8% 0.2% 100.0%
TR ABC 66.7% 33.3% 100.0%

D 77.5% 22.5% 100.0%
Grand Total 71.4% 28.6% 100.0%

Total Revenue (%)
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5.4.5.4 Impacts of Trigger-Based Monitoring Approaches 
Option 3: Trigger-Based Monitoring 

This options establishes triggers, based on catch of river herring in three broad areas (CC, GOM, and SNE 
in Figure 19).  There are three sets of options under consideration to establish river herring catch triggers, 
based on Maximum, Median, and Mean river herring removals estimated by the Herring PDT. 
 
The first stage in assessing the impact of Trigger-Based Monitoring is to estimate when the triggers are 
likely to be reached.  Use of VTR only is problematic, because river herring catch may not be accurately 
recorded in VTR.  Therefore, a simulation based approach which combines VTR and observer bycatch 
rates is used. 
 
Methods 

The 2008-2010 VTR data is the core of the data used for this simulation exercise.  Sail date, herring catch, 
gear type, and statistical area were extracted from these records.  Paired and midwater trawl were 
aggregated.  The 2005-2010 observer data forms the second piece of data used in this simulation exercise.  
Total herring catch, river herring catch, statistical area, and gear were extracted from these records at the 
trip level.  From this data, a river herring bycatch ratio (river herring/total herring) was calculated for each 
trip.  A trip, instead of a haul, was used as a unit of observation for two reasons.  First, VTR records are 
trip level, not haul level.  Second, it is likely that if a large bycatch haul of river herring occurs, a vessel 
will switch locations and it would be inappropriate to assume that a vessel would continue to catch river 
herring. 
 
For each experiment, one-third of the VTR records were randomly selected; this corresponds to 
approximately one “year” of fishing.  Each VTR record was  randomly matched to a river herring bycatch 
rate which occurred in the same monitoring area and used the same fishing gear.  While time of year was 
not used as a matching variable, there is high correlation between fishing areas and time of year.  For each 
VTR record, the (experimental) river herring catch was calculated by multiplying the bycatch rate by the 
VTR herring catch. 
 
A running total of Atlantic herring catch in each management area was created from the selected VTR 
herring catch and a management area was 'closed' if the Atlantic herring catch exceeded the sub-
TACs/ACLs listed in the 2010-2012 herring fishery specifications package.  A running total of river 
herring catch in each of the three monitoring areas was also created from the river herring bycatch.  The 
date at which the trigger was then computed. 
 
These experiments were repeated 1,000 times to create a distribution of trigger dates for each of the sub-
options. 
 
Finally, to illustrate how the triggered options might work with less than 100% observer coverage, the set 
of experiments was repeated using a 50% coverage rate over all of the fishing fleets.  Prior to matching 
VTR to the river herring bycatch rates, a trip is randomly assigned to be observed or not observed.  If a 
trip is not observed, it is assigned an “assumed” bycatch rate based on the year-to-date observed bycatch 
rate.  This assumed bycatch rate is gear and monitoring-area specific.  The remainder of the experiment is 
unchanged. 
 
The results are summarized using the cumulative distribution of the trigger dates.  For a given date, the 
probability that the trigger was reached can be found by reading up to the vertical line in the graph.  There 
is a vertical line on the final day of the fishing year in all graphs.  This does not mean that the triggers are 
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reached on the final day; instead, this is used to provide some perspective about the frequency that a 
trigger is not reached. 
 
Reporting Option 1: 

Reporting Option 1 imposes some administrative and regulatory burden on fishing vessels. 
 
Reporting Option 2: 

Reporting Option 2 also imposes some administrative and regulatory burden on fishing vessels.   
 
Trigger Option 3A (Max): 

See Figure 129 – Figure 134 for illustrative examples of the potential impacts of using the distribution 
max for the river herring catch trigger.  Under Option 3A, with 100% observer coverage, the Cape Cod 
and Gulf of Maine triggers are unlikely to be reached; the triggers in those regions were reached in 5% 
and 4% of experiments (Figure 129 and Figure 130).  When reached, the triggers were reached late in the 
fishing year.  However, the triggers were reached in 46% of the experiments in the Southern New 
England region.  The fishery is prosecuted in the winter; therefore, the triggers are likely to be reached 
either in the beginning of the year or at the end of the year. 
 
Under Option 3A with 50% observer coverage, the same qualitative pattern occurs: low probability of the 
trigger being reached in the Cape Cod or Gulf of Maine regions and a relatively high probability in the 
Southern New England area. 
 
Trigger Option 3B (Median): 

See Figure 135 – Figure 140 for illustrative examples of the potential impacts of using the distribution 
median for the river herring catch trigger.  Under Option 3B, with 100% observer coverage, all triggers 
likely to be reached.  The triggers in CC, GOM, and SNE were reached in 60%, 86%, and 77% of 
experiments respectively.  (Figure 135 – Figure 140).  The triggers in GOM and CC are likely to be 
reached at various times through the fishing year.  The triggers in the Southern New England region again 
are likely to be reached either in the beginning of the year or at the end of the year.   
 
Under Option 3B, with 50% observer coverage, the same qualitative pattern occurs.  The triggers in CC, 
GOM, and SNE were reached in 52%, 78%, and 62% of experiments respectively. 
 
Trigger Option 3C (Mean): 

See Figure 141 – Figure 146 for illustrative examples of the potential impacts of using the distribution 
median for the river herring catch trigger.  Under Option 3C, with 100% observer coverage, all triggers 
likely to be reached.  The triggers in CC, GOM, and SNE were reached in 27%, 67%, and 93% of 
experiments respectively.  (Figure 141 – Figure 146).  The triggers in GOM and CC are likely to be 
reached at various times through the fishing year.  The triggers in the Southern New England region again 
are likely to be reached either in the beginning of the year or at the end of the year.   
 
Under Option 3C, with 50% observer coverage, the same qualitative pattern occurs.  The triggers in CC, 
GOM, and SNE were reached in 25%, 60%, and 80% of experiments respectively. 
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General Impacts: 

The impacts of triggered closures are difficult to predict because it is difficult to know when these triggers 
would be achieved.  The largest potential impacts are likely to be in the Southern New England areas 
because there is a large amount of overlap between the Protection areas and the fishery (see Figure 121 – 
Figure 128).  Under these options, it is likely that all participants would undertake additional effort to 
avoid river herring in general.  Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that this analysis somewhat over-
estimates the probability that any trigger would be reached.  However, it is not clear how effective the 
fishery is at avoiding river herring while continuing to harvest Atlantic herring. 
 
Option 3A is likely to have the smallest negative impacts on the entire fishery.  Option 3B is likely to 
have the largest impact on the fishery which uses the Cape Cod and Gulf of Maine areas and the 2nd 
smallest impact on the participants which use the Southern New England area.  Option 3C is likely to 
have the next smallest impact on the parts of the fishery which operate in the Cape Cod and Gulf of 
Maine areas and the largest impact on part of the fishery which use the Southern New England areas. 
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Figure 129 Probability of Gulf of Maine (Max) Trigger Being Exceeded with 100% 

Observer Coverage 

 
 
Figure 130  Probability of Cape Cod (Max) Trigger Being Exceeded with 100% Observer 

Coverage 
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Figure 131  Probability of Southern New England (Max) Trigger Being Exceeded with 

100% Observer Coverage 

 
 
Figure 132  Probability of Gulf of Maine (Max) Trigger Being Exceeded with 50% 

Observer Coverage 
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Figure 133  Probability of Cape Cod (Max) Trigger Being Exceeded with 50% Observer 

Coverage 

 
 
Figure 134  Probability of Southern New England (Max) Trigger Being Exceeded with 50% 

Observer Coverage 
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Figure 135  Probability of Gulf of Maine (Median) Trigger Being Exceeded with 100% 
Observer Coverage 

 
 
Figure 136  Probability of Cape Cod (Median) Trigger Being Exceeded with 100% 

Observer Coverage 
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Figure 137  Probability of Southern New England (Median) Trigger Being Exceeded with 
100% Observer Coverage 

 
 
Figure 138  Probability of Gulf of Maine (Median) Trigger Being Exceeded with 50% 

Observer Coverage 
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Figure 139  Probability of Cape Cod (Median) Trigger Being Exceeded With 50% 
Observer Coverage 

 
 
Figure 140  Probability of Southern New England (Median) Trigger Being Exceeded With 

50% Observer Coverage 
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Figure 141  Probability of Gulf of Maine (Mean) Trigger Being Exceeded With 100% 
Observer Coverage 

 
 
Figure 142  Probability of Cape Cod (Mean) Trigger Being Exceeded With 100% Observer 

Coverage 
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Figure 143  Probability of Southern New England (Mean) Trigger Being Exceeded With 
100% Observer Coverage 

 
 
Figure 144  Probability of Gulf of Maine (Mean) Trigger Being Exceeded With 50% 

Observer Coverage 
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Figure 145  Probability of Cape Cod (Mean) Trigger Being Exceeded With 50% Observer 
Coverage 

 
 
Figure 146  Probability of Southern New England (Mean) Trigger Being Exceeded With 

50% Observer Coverage 
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5.4.6 Herring PDT Analysis – Trade-offs of Spatial Management Measures 
The following tables summarize the biological, economic, and social trade-offs of the spatial management 
measures under consideration in Amendment 5 to address river herring bycatch (Table 195 – Table 199). 
 
Table 195  Biological – River Herring-Focused Trade-offs of Spatial Management 

Approaches 
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Table 196  Biological – Other Small Pelagics-Focused Trade-offs of Spatial Management 
Approaches 
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Table 197  Economic – Atlantic Herring Fishery Participants Focused Trade-offs of Spatial 
Management Approaches 
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Table 198  Social – Focused Trade-offs of Spatial Management Approaches 
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Table 199  Monitoring – Focused Trade-offs of Spatial Management Approaches 
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5.4.7 Summary – Impacts of Alternatives to Address River Herring Bycatch on VECs 
This section briefly summarizes the impacts of each of the management alternatives under consideration 
to address river herring bycatch on the VECs identified in the Amendment 5 Affected Environment 
(Volume II).  The conclusions about the potential nature and extent of impacts on the VECs are based 
largely on the Herring PDT analyses presented in the above subsections. 
 
 

5.4.7.1 Impacts of Alternative 1 on VECs 
Impacts on Atlantic Herring 

Since Alternative 1 represents the status quo (no action), no additional impacts are expected on the 
Atlantic herring resource. 
 
Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

Since Alternative 1 represents the status quo (no action) for specific measures to address river herring 
bycatch, no additional impacts are expected on non-target species and other fisheries. 
 
Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Protected Resources 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

Since Alternative 1 (No Action Alternative) is the status quo, with no change, no additional impacts on 
herring-related businesses or communities are anticipated. 
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5.4.7.2 Impacts of Alternative 2 on VECs 
Impacts on Atlantic Herring 

Alternative 2 (Monitoring/Avoidance): Option 1, Option 2, Option 3, and Option 4 
Increased monitoring may provide additional information on bycatch/discards of Atlantic herring.  This, 
however, is dependent on Atlantic herring life history and migratory patterns along with their 
susceptibility to fishing gears at different life stages.  In particular, many of the bimonthly 
monitoring/avoidance areas overlap Atlantic herring EFH at various life stages (see Figure 67 – Figure 
70).  The impacts of the monitoring options under consideration in Option 2 on the Atlantic herring 
resource are expected to be the same as the impacts discussed for similar measures that may potentially 
apply in all areas, not just the River Herring Monitoring Areas (Closed Area I provisions, for example).  
The impacts of these measures on Atlantic herring are discussed in Section 5.3 of this document. 
 
Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

Alewife and Blueback Herring (River Herring) 

Alternative 2 (Monitoring/Avoidance): Option 1, Option 2, and Option 3 
In general, establishing monitoring/avoidance areas could improve understanding of river herring 
encounters in the Atlantic herring fishery through focused monitoring and could lead to possible 
reductions in river herring mortality if the fleet avoided those areas.  However, these options would not 
reduce river herring mortality in the monitoring/avoidance areas, if the fleet chooses to fish in these areas.  
Additionally, monitoring specific areas instead of across the full range of the species may miss important 
river herring encounters by the fleet. 
 
Alternative 2: Option 4 
Under Option 4, areas with relatively high river herring encounters would be avoided (by time or 
distance) when river herring are encountered at some threshold level.  The details of this option are 
currently under development and await results from the SFC/SMAST/MADMF pilot project.  If the pilot 
is successful at developing at-sea river herring avoidance protocols for the Atlantic herring fleet, there 
could be reductions in river herring mortality in  the bimonthly avoidance areas.  Additionally, there 
would need to be adequate incentives in place for the fleet to avoid the areas.   
 
However, an avoidance strategy linked to specific bimonthly avoidance areas (i.e. not implemented 
throughout the spatial and temporal extent of the Atlantic herring fishery), would miss river herring 
encounters in adjacent areas.  Such an approach would not reduce river herring mortality outside of 
avoidance areas.  Furthermore, areas outside avoidance areas could have increased rates of river herring 
encounters by the fishery, if areas selected do not reflect year-to-year river herring variability. 
 
American and Hickory Shad (Shads) 

Increased monitoring may provide additional information on bycatch/discards of the shads.  Shad bycatch 
co-occurs at a high rate with river herring bycatch in the Atlantic fishery.  Therefore, the positive and 
negative impacts of the monitoring/avoidance areas will likely be similar to those for river herring (see 
Section 5.4.1 of this document for more information about the overlap between river herring and shad). 
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Other Small Pelagic Species (such as Mackerel, Squid, Butterfish, Whiting, and Menhaden) 
Increased monitoring may provide additional information on bycatch/discards of the other pelagic 
species.  This, however, is dependent on individual species life history and migratory patterns along with 
their susceptibility to fishing gears at different life stages.  
 
Groundfish Species 
Increased monitoring may provide additional information on bycatch/discards of the groundfish species, 
including haddock.  This, however, is dependent on individual species life history and migratory patterns 
along with their susceptibility to fishing gears at different life stages.  
 
Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Protected Resources 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

Alternative 2: River Herring Monitoring/Avoidance 
Both fixed bimonthly monitoring areas and fixed bimonthly avoidance areas could enable Atlantic herring 
fishery participants to avoid river herring mortality if encounters are communicated quickly and 
consistently.  These would also demonstrate the fishery’s responsiveness to concerns about river herring.  
If the fixed monitoring and avoidance areas results in higher stock levels of river herring, participants in 
the directed river herring fishery should see increased availability of river herring catch and the indirect 
users of the river herring resource, including consumers that use species that prey on river herring, may 
also benefit. 
 
Alternative 2, Option 1 requires 100% observer coverage on any trips in the identified River Herring 
Monitoring/Avoidance Areas.  As noted above, 100% coverage only negatively impacts fishing-related 
businesses if they are required to pay for the coverage.  These costs could lead to a loss of fishing 
opportunities for vessels whose owners cannot afford the observer coverage.  While it is tempting to 
assert that the larger vessels associated with processing plants will be able to afford the coverage while 
the smaller vessels cannot, recent events in the herring fishery suggest that the economic positions of both 
are precarious and may not be able to withstand the burden of additional costs. 
 
Trigger-based monitoring and trigger-based closed areas use a technique understood by fisheries 
participants.  Atlantic herring participants would likely limit fishing in the protection area if feasible, but 
if river herring were not encountered, fishing for Atlantic herring could continue.  The negative impact of 
this measure is that the uncertainty associated with trigger mechanisms makes planning difficult.  
Moreover, the complexity proposed with catch reporting to monitor a river herring trigger in addition to a 
haddock catch cap (Framework 46) and herring catch by management area will likely increase the 
reporting burden and prove to be challenging for fishery participants to provide accurate catch 
information in a real-time manner. 
 
The two-phase bycatch avoidance approach based on SFC/SMAST/MADMF project appears promising.  
Herring fishery participants have commented on the learning curve associated with river herring.  Until 
recently, river herring was simply considered another form of bait.  Now, however, most of the vessel 
captains have learned about the necessity of avoiding a catch of river herring and have educated their 
crews.  This collaboration with trusted institutions will allow herring fishery participants to participate in 
observations and facilitate monitoring/sampling that will lead to appropriate adjustments of 
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Monitoring/Avoidance Areas and to the development of avoidance strategies.  Furthermore, social science 
research has documented improved effectiveness of regulations developed with a 
participatory/collaborative approach.  In addition, selection of the initial areas (the New Jersey and Rhode 
Island grids) for the SFC/SMAST/MADMF pilot project were chosen by consulting the Herring PDT’s 
spatial analysis of river herring catch in the Atlantic herring fishery. 
 
 

5.4.7.3 Impacts of Alternative 3 on VECs 
Impacts on Atlantic Herring 

Protection areas might provide mortality protection for co-occurring Atlantic herring.  This, however, is 
dependent on Atlantic herring life history and migratory patterns along with their susceptibility to fishing 
gears at different life stages.  In particular, many of the bimonthly monitoring/avoidance areas overlap 
Atlantic herring EFH at various life stages (see Figure 67 – Figure 70). 
 
Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

Alewife and Blueback Herring (River Herring) 
Alternative 3: Option 1 
Under Alternative 3, additional monitoring in the proposed Protection Areas would not occur, as the areas 
would be closed to herring fishing, so additional information to determine the appropriateness of the areas 
to close would not be collected. 
 
The potential benefit of the bimonthly protection areas are that they provide river herring protection 
during at-sea migrations, likely leading to reductions in mortality by the Atlantic herring fishery.  Fixed 
bimonthly protection areas would not, however, provide river herring mortality protection outside of 
protection areas.  Therefore, areas outside fixed areas could have increased rates of river herring 
encounters by the fishery, if areas selected do not reflect year-to-year river herring variability.   
 
Alternative 3: Option 2 
The potential benefit of the bimonthly triggered protection areas are that they provide river herring 
mortality protection during at-sea migrations by closing specific river herring encounter hotspots upon 
reaching a river herring catch trigger. This may lead to possible reductions in river herring mortality.  
However, there would be no river herring mortality protection outside of the areas.  Likewise, triggered 
protection areas might not be put in place quickly enough to be at the pace with river herring migratory 
patterns.  
 
American and Hickory Shad (Shads) 
Protection areas may result in reductions in American and hickory shad mortality, due to the high rate of 
co-occurrence with river herring bycatch in the Atlantic fishery.  Therefore, the positive and negative 
impacts of the protection areas will likely be similar to those for river herring. 
 
Other Small Pelagic Species (such as Mackerel, Squid, Butterfish, Whiting, and Menhaden) 
Protection areas may provide mortality reductions for other pelagic species.  This, however, is dependent 
on individual species life history and migratory patterns along with their susceptibility to fishing gears at 
different life stages.  
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Groundfish Species 
Protection areas may provide mortality reductions for groundfish species, including haddock.  This, 
however, is dependent on individual species life history and migratory patterns along with their 
susceptibility to fishing gears at different life stages. 
 
Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Protected Resources 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

Fixed Bimonthly Protection Areas might unnecessarily constrain Atlantic herring operations, since 
hotspots are variable.  This could lead to increased social costs triggered by economic losses. 
 
Trigger-based closed areas use a technique understood by fisheries participants.  Atlantic herring 
participants would likely limit fishing in the protection area if feasible, but if river herring were not 
encountered, fishing for Atlantic herring could continue.  The negative impact of this measure is that the 
uncertainty associated with trigger mechanisms makes planning difficult.  Moreover, the complexity 
proposed with catch reporting to monitor a river herring trigger in addition to a haddock catch cap 
(Framework 46) and herring catch by management area will likely increase the reporting burden and 
prove to be challenging for fishery participants to provide accurate catch information in a real-time 
manner. 
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5.5 IMPACTS OF MANAGEMENT MEASURES TO ADDRESS MIDWATERAWL 
ACCESS TO GROUNDFISH CLOSED AREAS 

The Council is considering several alternatives to establish criteria for midwater trawl vessels to access 
the year-round groundfish closed areas: 

Alternatives 1 and 2: two “status quo” alternatives, with Alternative 1 representing the current “status 
quo” and Alternative 2 eliminating the Closed Area I sampling provisions (unrestricted access to closed 
areas); the Framework 46 provisions and haddock catch cap would continue to apply in both alternatives 

Alternative 3: 100% observer coverage on midwater trawl vessels in the groundfish year-round closed 
areas (in addition to Closed Area I sampling provisions and haddock catch cap/Framework 46 provisions) 

Alternative 4:  Closed Area I sampling provisions apply in all groundfish year-round closed areas (sub-
options 4A to require 100% observer coverage and 4B for less than 100% observer coverage) 

Alternative 5:  Closed Areas (no midwater trawl fishing allowed in the year-round groundfish closed 
areas) 

The impacts of these alternatives relative to the VECs identified in this amendment are discussed below. 
 
General Impacts and Relationship to Goals and Objectives 

The alternatives under consideration to establish criteria for midwater trawl vessel access to the 
groundfish closed areas do not relate directly to the goals/objectives of Amendment 5 or the catch 
monitoring program.  However, some of the criteria under consideration include increased monitoring and 
sampling.  Depending on which alternative is ultimately selected, the measures to establish criteria for 
midwater trawl vessel access to groundfish closed areas may support the overall goal of Amendment 5 to 
improve catch monitoring and ensure compliance with the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act (MSA).  The relationship between these alternatives and the specific goals/objectives of 
the catch monitoring program is less clear. 
 
 
Herring PDT Comments 

• Alternative 2 is less restrictive than the status quo and would require a framework adjustment to the 
Multispecies FMP. 

• Establishing criteria and provisions for midwater trawl access to groundfish year-round closed areas 
is largely a policy decision to be made by the Council.  Analysis of data collected by the NEFOP does 
not indicate that groundfish bycatch by midwater trawl vessels has a significant effect on fishing 
mortality/rebuilding for groundfish stocks (see following information/analysis). 

• Haddock comprises the largest component of groundfish bycatch by midwater trawl vessels, and the 
catch of haddock by these vessels is managed by the Council through a catch cap (Framework 46) and 
increased sampling (Closed Area I provisions). 

• The alternatives that propose to establish criteria for midwater trawl vessel access to the year-round 
groundfish year-round closed areas include many of the measures under consideration in Amendment 
5 to improve at-sea sampling and address river herring bycatch (see Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3 of this 
document).  Depending on what management measures are ultimately selected by the Council for 
implementation in Amendment 5, some of the alternatives to establish criteria for groundfish closed 
area access may be redundant and moot. 
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• There has been considerable discussion by the Council of considering an action to eliminate the year-
round groundfish closed areas; no action is currently under development, and the timing for 
considering this action is not clear, but the Council may address this when identifying priority 
management actions for 2012. 

 
Impacts on Atlantic Herring 

The alternatives that propose to establish criteria for midwater trawl vessel access to the year-round 
groundfish year-round closed areas include many of the measures under consideration in Amendment 5 to 
improve at-sea sampling and address river herring bycatch; consequently, the expected impacts on the 
Atlantic herring resource are similar.  More specifically, the groundfish closed area alternatives, which 
consider high observer coverage rates, Closed Area I sampling provisions, and closed areas, will likely 
have little direct impact on the Atlantic herring resource but may increase sampling and improve catch 
statistics; therefore, there may be long-term positive impacts associated with these measures.   
 
Impacts on Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

On November 3, 2009, NMFS announced new regulations for any vessel issued a Category A or B 
herring permit fishing in Northeast Multispecies Closed Area I (CAI).  These requirements included 100 
percent observer coverage on trips in the closed areas and a prohibition on releasing catch before it is 
sampled by an observer, except in certain circumstances. The results of this coverage offer a unique look 
into the overlap between the herring fishery and the northeast multispecies.  
 
As a result of the requirement, there was a high percentage of observer coverage on midwater trawl trips 
to Herring Management Area 3 in 2010. There were 114 observed trips on GB in CY 2010; 105 in FY 
2010.  Through March, 2011, during FY 2010 there were 135 MWT trips on GB according to VTR 
records.  As a result, about 84 percent of reported VTR trips carried an observer during the fishing year.  
Total herring landings from GB in CY 2010 were about 15,430 mt according to IVRs.  Estimated 
landings on observed trips were about 14,700 mt, so about 95 percent of the landed herring came from 
observed trips.  This provides a near census of MWT fishing activity on GB in CY and/or FY 2010.  The 
analyses were performed when data were available through October 2010, so these data reflect an 
additional two months of data that were not used in the previous sections. 
 
The following information is based on the ending tow locations to be consistent with how NMFS 
determines catch areas, and the data below are reported for all tows on trips with an observer unless 
otherwise specified, and not just those tows that are flagged as observed (which means discards were 
estimated).  While this gives a higher count of tows and accounts for more MWT catch, it could be argued 
that by including tows where discards may not have been estimated it makes discards appear lower than 
actually occurred.  Observer practices for pair trawl trips differ slightly from those used with other gear.  
A tow is only coded as observed if all the catch is observed and discards are estimated. In pair trawl 
operations, if the catch is split between the two vessels, the tow is coded as not observed because the 
observer does not see the catch that is take onto the other vessel.  As shown in the table below, differences 
between the two approaches are minor.  These analyses consider not just haddock, but all groundfish to 
reflect that there are regulatory requirements that set a standard for the amount of groundfish caught in 
closed areas as a proportion of the amount of herring and mackerel kept (50 CFR 648.81(a)(2)(iii)).  
Almost all the groundfish catch is haddock, and almost all the kept catch is Atlantic herring. 
 
In 2010, NMFS observer coverage on herring vessels in Area 3 (Georges Bank) was about 85%.  Table 
200 shows that the observed ratio of groundfish to kept species (almost all of which is Atlantic herring) in 
2010 was higher in the closed areas than in the open areas of Georges Bank.  The difference between CAI 
and open areas was relatively small, but the ratio for CAII was noticeably higher, although the number of 
observed tows in CAII was small.  
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Table 200 – Summary of Catch (Pounds) on Observed MWT Trips to GB in CY 2010 

 Groundfish 
Caught 

Alt Herring 
Kept 

Mackerel 
Kept 

Herring 
NK Kept 

Ratio 
Groundfish/ 
(Herring + 
Mackerel) 

 All tows on trips with an observer 
CAI 22,525 4,790,088 27,810 0 0.0047 
CAII 44,248 1,423,605 0 0 0.0311 
Open 87,623 26,165,111 121,174 4 0.0033 
Total 154,396 32,378,804 148,984 4 0.0047 
Combined CAs 66,773 6,213,693 27,810 0 0.0107 
 Tows coded as observed only 
CAI 21,828 4,245,530 2,370 0 0.0051 
CAII 43,772 1,254,462 0 0 0.0349 
Open 86,603 24,201,905 121,169 4 0.0036 
Total 152,203 29,701,897 123,539 4 0.0051 
Combined CAs 65,600 5,499,992 2,370 0 0.0119 

Source: Groundfish Amendment  
For this analysis GB defined as SAs 521/522/525/525/561/562 only 
 
The ratio of haddock (as opposed to all groundfish) to herring was examined in CAI and CAII in two 
ways.  Individual tows were plotted and assigned to the closed area based on where the haul ended.  The 
tows were first summarized by trip and then individual tows were examined. In CAI the ratio of 
groundfish caught to herring and mackerel kept varied.  Generally the ratio is highest on those trips with 
the smallest kept catches.  The same relationship is not as evident for the trips in CAII, but with only five 
trips it is difficult to draw conclusions. 
 
With respect to individual tows (Figure 148), again in CAI it appears that generally the higher ratios of 
groundfish to kept herring and mackerel occur with small kept catches, though this is not always the case.  
There are a limited number of tows in CAII that preclude drawing firm conclusions but it does appear that 
even on an individual tow basis more groundfish is caught in CAII. 
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Figure 147  2010 Midwater Trawl Trips in CAI and CAII  

 

 
Source: NEFOP 
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Figure 148  2010 Midwater Trawl Trips in CAI and CAII 
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The Herring PDT analysis of Observer Alternative 4 (Section 5.2.6.1) indicates that removals of haddock 
by Category A/B/C vessels were approximately 222,524 pounds (about 101 mt) during 2010, with a CV 
of 28% (See Table 143).  Table 201 provides NMFS’ estimates of commercial removals (landings and 
discards) of haddock for the 2010 fishing year.  Removals from other sources (state waters, recreational 
fisheries) are not included in the table but are not significant (with the exception of recreational removals 
of Gulf of Maine haddock).  These numbers provide some context to evaluate the potential impact of 
haddock removals by herring midwater trawl vessels.  The commercial haddock fishery remains  under-
utilized, and removals by herring midwater trawl vessels are relatively small given the available yield. 
 
Table 201  FY 2010 (May 1 – April 30) Commercial Haddock Catch (mt) 

Stock Sub-ACL (mt) Cumulative Catch (mt) Percent Caught 
GB Haddock 40,440 8,340.2 20.6 
GOM Haddock 825 377.7 45.8 

 
 
Impacts on Physical Environment and EFH 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
 
Impacts on Protected Resources 

This section to be completed for formal submission of Amendment 5 Draft EIS. 
 
 
Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

Alternatives 1 and 2: 

Alternatives 1 and 2 are not likely to result in significant impacts on fishery-related businesses and 
communities.  Alternative 1 represents the status quo and is not expected to produce any additional 
impacts. 
 
Alternative 2 would eliminate the Closed Area I sampling provisions and the requirement that vessels 
take an observer on any trip that may enter Closed Area I.  This alternative represents a less restrictive 
alternative than the status quo.  This alternative would likely have positive impacts on fishery-related 
businesses and communities because it increases flexibility and fishing opportunities while decreasing the 
regulatory burden associated with fishing in Closed Area I.  This alternative eliminates the pre-trip 
notification to request an observer to fish in Closed Area I, eliminates the requirement to carry an 
observer in CAI, and eliminates the sampling requirements in CAI (all fish must be pumped aboard the 
vessel for sampling). 
 
Alternative 3 (100% Observer Coverage): 

Relative to the no action alternative, midwater trawl vessels fishing in Closed Area I would not be 
impacted by implementation of Alternative 3; fishing in Closed Area I already requires an observer.  
However, fishing vessels operating in Closed Area II, Cashes Ledge, Nantucket Lightship or the Western 
Gulf of Maine Closed areas may be impacted, depending on the source of funding of observer coverage.  
Under the status quo, vessels fishing in these areas would not be required to carry an observer unless one 
is deployed by NMFS; based on recent coverage rates, it is likely that 30% (or more) of trips in these 
areas would be allocated an observer. 
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Table 202 characterizes the spatial distribution of the midwater trawl directed Atlantic herring fishery 
relative to the five year-round groundfish closed areas in 2010.  The data in Table 202 were pulled from 
2005-2010 based on midwater trawl trips landing 2,000 pounds or more Atlantic herring.  Currently, 
approximately 9-12% of herring fishing (as measured by revenues, catch, and fishing effort) occur in the 
five multispecies year-round closed areas.  Five to seven percent (5-7%) of fishing occurs in the four 
multispecies closed areas in which there are currently no additional regulations on herring fishing. 
 
Table 202  Herring Fishing Effort and Revenues in the Groundfish Closed Areas in 2010 

 Cashes 
Ledge 

Closed 
Area I 

Closed 
Area II NLSCA Western 

GOM 
Subtotal 
CA's 

Open 
Areas Total 

Fishing 
Time 
(hours) 

182 462 140 62 269 1,115 10,991 12,105 

Herring 
Catch 
(000’s lbs) 

2,080.4 4,739 1,738.9 2,178.7 3,518.7 14,255.6 109,848.2 124,103.8 

Herring 
Revenue 
(000’s of $) 

$320.3 $718.3 $282.8 $128.2 $483.2 1,932.9 $13,687.8 $15,620.7 

 Cashes 
Ledge 

Closed 
Area I 

Closed 
Area II NLSCA Western 

GOM 
Subtotal 
CA's 

Open 
Areas 

Grand 
Total 

Fishing 
Time 
(hours) 

1.5% 3.8% 1.2% 0.5% 2.2% 9.2% 90.8% 100% 

Herring 
Catch 1.7% 3.8% 1.4% 1.8% 2.8% 11.5% 88.5% 100% 

Herring 
Revenue 2.1% 4.6% 1.8% 0.8% 3.1% 12.4% 87.6% 100% 

 
During the 2010 fishing year, 102 midwater trawl trips went into the Multispecies Closed Areas; 
however, 64 of these trips did not fish in Closed Area I.  A total of 212 observer days are estimated to be 
required for 100% coverage of the non-Closed Area I trips (see Table 203 – days estimates based on VTR 
records for the identified trips). 
 
Using $1,200 per NEFOP-day as the cost of a day of monitoring, the total costs of this observer coverage 
is estimated at $254,400.  However, based on observer days allocated through the current SBRM process, 
the midwater trawl fleet is likely to receive about 30% coverage.  Therefore, the additional impacts to the 
fishing industry are likely to be approximately $169,000 if industry-funded observers are utilized to cover 
the additional cost in the groundfish closed areas (see 5.2 for more information).  If observer coverage is 
industry-funded, it is possible that herring vessels will avoid fishing in these areas more often (depending 
on markets, fish availability, fuel prices, and other factors) because fishing in the groundfish closed areas 
would be more expensive. 
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Table 203  Number of Trips and Observer Days Projected for 100% Coverage in Year-
Round Groundfish Closed Areas 

Area Number of Trips Number of Observer Days 
Closed Area I 37 148 
Closed Area II 18 59 
Cashes Ledge 14 45 
Nantucket Lightship 8 22 
Western Gulf of Maine 25 89 
Total (not including CAI) 64 212 
 
Alternative 4 (Closed Area I Sampling Provisions): 

The expected impacts of Alternative 4A are similar to the expected impacts of Alternative 3 because this 
option requires 100% observer coverage in all of the groundfish closed areas.  Restrictions on fishing 
practices as a result of the additional requirements are likely to increase costs of fishing slightly.  The 
other potential impact is diminishing flexibility since the vessel operator would be required to provide 
notice if fishing in any of the year-round closed areas was contemplated.  The requirement that a vessel 
must leave a Closed Area acts as a disincentive to slip a nets; however, this requirement may not promote 
safety-at-sea. 
 
Restrictions on fishing practices are likely to increase costs of fishing slightly relative to the status quo.  
Under alternative 4B, no additional observer coverage in the closed areas are mandated.  The requirement 
that a vessel must leave a Closed Area acts as a disincentive to slip a nets; however, requirement does not 
promote safety-at-sea. 
 
Alternative 5 (Closed Areas): 

This alternative closes the year-round groundfish closed areas to midwater trawl vessels participating in 
the herring fishery.  Under this alternative, access to groundfish closed areas by midwater trawl vessels 
(single and paired) that are not declared out of the fishery (DOF) would be prohibited except with an 
experimental fishing permit (EFP). 
 
This alternative would reduce revenues for the midwater trawl fishery.  Under Alternative 5, the number 
of midwater trawl trips would likely also decrease.  While 12% of revenues for the midwater trawl fishery 
were located in the five closed areas (see Table 202), this effort and revenue is not likely to completely 
disappear.  Instead, the midwater fleet is likely to fish in other, less productive areas.  This will increase 
costs for the fleet.  The purse seine fleet is likely to benefit from additional catch due to the exclusion of 
trawl gear from the Western Gulf of Maine Closed Area portion of Area 1A.  
 
The impacts of closing the year-round groundfish closed areas to midwater trawl vessels participating in 
the herring fishery unless they have an experimental fishing permit (EFP) would depend largely on what 
provisions were included in the EFP.  The proposed provisions include full observer coverage and/or 
electronic monitoring, both of which have high associated costs that might make fishing in the closed 
areas prohibitively expensive.  In addition, if pair trawling is prohibited and midwater trawl trips are 
limited, compensation may not be sufficient to pay for the added costs. 
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5.6 CUMULATIVE EFFECTS ANALYSIS 

5.6.1 Introduction 
The term “cumulative effects” is defined in the Council of Environmental Quality’s (CEQ) regulations in 
40 CFR Part 1508.7 as: 

“The impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to 
other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-
Federal) or person undertakes such other actions.” 
 
In 1997, the CEQ published a handbook entitled, Considering Cumulative Effects Under the National 
Environmental Policy Act.  The CEQ identified the following eight principles of cumulative effects 
analysis, which should be considered in the discussion of the cumulative effects of the proposed action: 

1. Cumulative effects are caused by the aggregate of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future 
actions. 

2. Cumulative effects are the total effect, including both direct and indirect effects, on a given resource, 
ecosystem, and human community of all actions taken, no matter who (federal, non-federal, or 
private) has taken the actions. 

3. Cumulative effects need to be analyzed in terms of the specific resource, ecosystem, and human 
community being affected. 

4. It is not practical to analyze the cumulative effects of an action on the universe; the list of 
environmental effects must focus on those that are truly meaningful. 

5. Cumulative effects on a given resource, ecosystem, and human community are rarely aligned with 
political or administrative boundaries. 

6. Cumulative effects may result from the accumulation of similar effects or the synergistic interaction 
of different effects. 

7. Cumulative effects may last for many years beyond the life of the action that caused the effects. 

8. Each affected resource, ecosystem, and human community must be analyzed in terms of its capacity 
to accumulate additional effects, based on its own time and space parameters. 

 
The following assessment will identify and characterize the impact on the environment by the alternatives 
proposed in this document when analyzed in the context of other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable 
future actions.  To enhance clarity and maintain consistency, the following terms are used to summarize 
impacts: 
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Table 204  Terms Used in Tables to Summarize Cumulative Impacts 

Impacts Are Known Impacts Are Uncertain Impacts Are Unknown 

High Negative/Positive Potentially High Negative/Positive Unknown 

Negative/Positive Potentially Negative/Positive  

Low Negative/Positive Potentially Low Negative/Positive  

Neutral Potentially Neutral  

No Impact   

*In some cases, terms like “more” and “most” are used for the purposes of comparing management 
alternatives to each other. 
 

5.6.2 Significance Determinations 
Recognizing that the ultimate objective of this section is to determine if a significant adverse effect is 
likely as a result of the proposed action and/or alternatives, this document will use the significance criteria 
from NOAA Administrative Order 216-6 as a threshold for making such a determination.  These criteria 
are: 

1. May the proposed action be reasonably expected to jeopardize the sustainability of any target species 
that may be affected by the action? 

2. May the proposed action be reasonably expected to jeopardize the sustainability of any non-target 
species? 

3. May the proposed action be reasonably expected to cause substantial damage to the ocean and coastal 
habitats and/or essential fish habitat as defined under the Magnuson-Stevens Act and identified in 
FMPs? 

4. May the proposed action be reasonably expected to have a substantial adverse impact on public health 
or safety? 

5. May the proposed action be reasonably expected to adversely affect endangered or threatened species, 
marine mammals, or critical habitats of these species? 

6. May the proposed action be reasonably expected to result in cumulative adverse effects that could 
have a substantial effect on the target species or non-target species? 

7. May the proposed action be reasonably expected to have a substantial impact on biodiversity and 
ecosystem function within the affected area? 

8. Are significant social or economic impacts interrelated with significant natural or physical 
environmental effects? 

9. What is the degree to which the effects on the quality of the human environment are likely to be 
highly controversial? 

 
Analyses contained in Section 5.0 address these nine criteria either explicitly or implicitly.  The summary 
tables contained in this section distill these analyses.  The use of the word “high” (e.g. “high negative”) 
conveys an impact that meets or exceeds the above criteria.  Note that, as stated in Section 5.6.1, it is 
possible to have an uncertain but potentially significant impact.  The level of uncertainty, as highlighted 
by the text descriptions of the impacts, will be addressed as well; only those impacts deemed to meet the 
above criteria will be considered significant. 
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5.6.3 Valued Ecosystem Components (VECs) 
This document was structured such that the cumulative effects can be readily identified by analyzing the 
impacts on valued ecosystem components (VECs).  The Affected Environment is described in this 
document based on VECs that were identified specifically for Amendment 5.  The VECs for 
consideration in Amendment 5 include: Atlantic Herring; Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries; 
Physical Environment and Essential Fish Habitat (EFH); Protected Resources; and Fishery-Related 
Businesses and Communities. 
 
VECs represent the resources, areas, and human communities that may be affected by a proposed action 
or alternatives and by other actions that have occurred or will occur outside the proposed action.  VECs 
are the focus of an EIS since they are the “place” where the impacts of management actions are exhibited.  
An analysis of impacts is performed on each VEC to assess whether the direct/indirect effects of an 
alternative adds to or subtracts from the effects that are already affecting the VEC from past, present and 
future actions outside the proposed action (i.e., cumulative effects). 
 
Changes to the Herring FMP have potential to directly affect the Atlantic herring resource.  Similarly, 
management actions that would alter the distribution and magnitude of fishing effort for herring could 
directly or indirectly affect non-target species and other fisheries, which, for this amendment, have been 
identified as groundfish, mackerel, and river herring.  The physical environment and EFH VEC focuses 
on habitat types vulnerable to activities related to directed fishing for herring.  The protected resources 
VEC focuses on those protected species with a history of encounters with the herring fishery.  The 
fishery-related businesses and communities VEC could be affected directly or indirectly through a variety 
of complex economic and social relationships associated with either the managed species (herring) or any 
of the other VECs. 
 
The descriptive and analytic components of this document are constructed in a consistent manner.  The 
Affected Environment for Amendment 5 (Section 4.0 of this document) traces the history of each VEC 
since the implementation of Amendment 1 to the Herring FMP (in 2006) and consequently addresses the 
impacts of past actions.  The Affected Environment section is designed to enhance the readers’ 
understanding of the historical, current, and near-future conditions (baselines and trends) in order to fully 
understand the anticipated environmental impacts of the management alternatives and independent 
measures under consideration in this amendment.  The direct/indirect and cumulative impacts of these 
alternatives and measures are then assessed in Section 5.0 of this document using a similar structure to 
that found in the Affected Environment.  This EIS, therefore, is intended to follow each VEC through 
each management alternative.   
 

5.6.4 Spatial and Temporal Boundaries 
The geographic area that encompasses the physical, biological and human environmental impacts to be 
considered in the cumulative effects analysis is described in detail in Section 7.0 of the Amendment 1 
document and updated in Section 4.0 of this document (Affected Environment).  The geographic range 
for impacts to fish species is the range of each fish species in the western Atlantic Ocean.  The physical 
environment, including habitat and EFH, is bounded by the range of the Atlantic herring fishery, from the 
GOM through the mid-Atlantic Bight, and includes adjacent upland areas (from which non-fishing 
impacts may originate).  For Protected Species, the geographic range is the total range of Atlantic herring.  
The geographic range for fishery-related businesses and communities is defined in the Affected 
Environment as well. 
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Overall, while the effects of the historical herring fishery are important and are considered in the analysis, 
the temporal scope of past and present actions for Atlantic herring, non-target species and other fisheries, 
the physical environment and EFH, protected species, fishery-related businesses and communities is 
focused principally on actions that have occurred since 1996, when the MSA was enacted and 
implemented new fisheries management and EFH requirements.  The temporal scope for marine 
mammals begins in the mid-1990s, when NMFS was required to generate stock assessments for marine 
mammals that inhabit waters of the U.S. EEZ that create the baseline against which current stock 
assessments are evaluated.  For turtle species, the temporal scope begins in the 1970s, when populations 
were noticed to be in decline.  The temporal scope for Atlantic herring is focused more on the time since 
the Council’s original Herring FMP was implemented at the beginning of the 2001 fishing year.  This 
FMP serves as the primary management action for the Atlantic herring fishery and has helped to shape the 
current condition of the resource. 
 
Consistent with the cumulative effects analysis in Amendment 1, the temporal scope of future actions for 
all VECs, which includes the proposed amendment , extends five years into the future.  This period was 
chosen because of the dynamic nature of resource management and lack of specific information on 
projects that may occur in the future, which make it difficult to predict impacts beyond this time frame 
with any certainty.  This is also the rebuilding time frame for the Atlantic herring resource, as defined in 
the Herring FMP, should the resource become overfished and subject to a rebuilding program in the 
future. 
 

5.6.5 Past, Present, and Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions 
TAB REF summarizes the combined effects of other past, present and reasonably foreseeable future 
actions that affect the VECs, i.e., actions other than those alternatives under development in this 
document. 
 
Note that most of the actions affecting the VECs related to this amendment and considered in TAB REF 
come from fishery-related activities (e.g., Federal fishery management actions).  As expected, these 
activities have fairly straightforward effects on environmental conditions, and were, are, or will be taken, 
in large part, to improve those conditions.  The reason for this is the statutory basis for Federal fisheries 
management - the reauthorized Magnuson-Stevens Act (MSA).  That legislation was enacted to promote 
long-term positive impacts on the environment in the context of fisheries activities.  More specifically, the 
MSA stipulates that management comply with a set of National Standards that collectively serve to 
optimize the conditions of the human environment.  Under this regulatory regime, the cumulative impacts 
of past, present, and future Federal fishery management actions on the VECs should be expected to result 
in positive long-term outcomes.  Nevertheless, these actions are often associated with offsetting impacts.  
For example, constraining fishing effort frequently results in negative short-term socio-economic impacts 
for fishery participants.  However, these impacts are usually necessary to bring about the long-term 
sustainability of a given resource and as such should, in the long-term, promote positive effects on human 
communities, especially those that are economically dependent upon the managed resource. 
 
Non-fishing activities were also considered when determining the combined effects from past, present and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions.  Activities that have meaningful effects on the VECs include the 
introduction of chemical pollutants, sewage, changes in water temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, 
and suspended sediment into the marine environment.  These activities pose a risk to the all of the 
identified VECs in the long term.  Human induced non-fishing activities that affect the VECs under 
consideration in this document are those that tend to be concentrated in near shore areas.  Examples of 
these activities include, but are not limited to agriculture, port maintenance, beach nourishment, coastal 
development, marine transportation, marine mining, dredging and the disposal of dredged material.  
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Wherever these activities co-occur, they are likely to work additively or synergistically to decrease habitat 
quality and, as such, may indirectly constrain the sustainability of the managed resources, non-target 
species, and protected resources.  Decreased habitat suitability would tend to reduce the tolerance of these 
VECs to the impacts of fishing effort. Mitigation of this outcome through regulations that would reduce 
fishing effort could then negatively impact human communities. 
 
Insert Table – Summary Effects of Past, Present and Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions on the VECs 
identified in Amendment 5 
XXX 
 

5.6.6 Baseline Conditions 
For the purposes of a cumulative effects assessment, the baseline conditions for resources and human 
communities are considered the present condition of the VECs plus the combined effects of the past, 
present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions.  The following table (REF) summarizes the added 
effects of the condition of the VECs (i.e., status/trends from Section 4.0) and the sum effect of the past, 
present and reasonably foreseeable future actions (from TAB REF above).  The resulting CEA baseline 
for each VEC is exhibited in TAB REF. 
 
INSERT TABLE Cumulative Effects Assessment – Baseline Conditions of VECs 
 
 

5.6.7 Summary of Impacts from Amendment 5 Alternatives 
The following tables summarize the impacts of the management measures under consideration in 
Amendment 5 on each of the VECs identified in this amendment and described in the Affected 
Environment.  Some additional discussion regarding the cumulative impacts of the proposed 
alternatives/options on fishery-related businesses and communities is also provided following the tables, 
with more specific focus on social impacts. 
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Potential Impacts of the Proposed Adjustments to the Fishery Management Plan 

(Section 3.1) 

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 
VEC 5: Fishery Related 

Businesses and Communities 

Section 3.1.1, 
Regulatory Definitions:                          
Proposed regulatory 
definitions for offload and 
transfer at sea 

Low Positive Neutral   Low Positive 
Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect the amount of herring 
for harvest or fishing effort, but may 
improve catch reporting by clarifying  

how catch is handled 

 Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect non-target species 
encountered in the herring fishery  

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Measures are administrative and not likely 
to affect the amount of herring for harvest 
or fishing effort, but may improve catch 

reporting by clarifying  how catch is 
handled 

Section 3.1.2, 
Administrative/General 
Provisions:                              
-Expand possession limits 
to vessels working 
cooperatively                             
-Eliminate the VMS power 
down provision                       
- At-sea Dealer Permit 

Low Positive Neutral   Low Positive 

Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect the amount of herring 
for harvest or fishing effort, but may 
improve catch reporting by clarifying  

how catch is handled 

 Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect non-target species 
encountered in the herring fishery  

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Measures are administrative and not likely 
to affect the amount of herring for harvest 
or fishing effort, but may improve catch 

reporting by clarifying  how  
catch is handled 

Section 3.1.3, Carrier 
Vessels:                              
Option 2 - allow carriers to 
declare in/out through VMS 
to eliminate the 7-day 
minimum enrollment                             
Option 3 - dual option 
allows SQ for carriers with 
no VMS 

Low Positive Neutral   Neutral 

Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect the amount of herring 
for harvest or fishing effort, but may 
improve catch accounting and/or the 

tracking of catch 

 Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect non-target species 
encountered in the herring fishery  

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Option 2 would increase flexibility for 
limited access vessel but may negatively 
impact open access vessels that would 
need to purchase ($1,750-$3,300) and 

operate ($40-$100/month) a VMS; Option 
3 increases flexibility for all vessels without 

the additional cost of purchasing/ 
operating a VMS 

Section 3.1.3.3, 
Transfers at Sea:                              
Option 2 - Category A and 
B vessels only                             
Option 3 - prohibit transfers 
to non-permitted vessels 

Low Positive Neutral   Low Negative 

Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect the amount of herring 
for harvest or fishing effort, but may 
improve catch accounting and/or the 

tracking of catch 

 Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect non-target species 
encountered in the herring fishery  

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Option 2 decreases flexibility of Category 
C and D vessels; Option 3 decreases 

flexibility for all herring vessels by 
prohibiting vessels from  selling herring at 

sea as lobster bait; Options 2 and 3 
increase reporting burden but should have 

minimal negative economic impacts as 
less than 0.5% of catch is  

transferred at sea 
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Potential Impacts of the Proposed Adjustments to the Fishery Management Plan 

(Section 3.1) Continued 

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 
VEC 5: Fishery Related 

Business and Communities 

Section 3.1.4: Trip 
Notification 
Requirements                             
Option 2 - modify/extend 
pre-trip notification 
requirements and add VMS 
gear declaration                            
Option 3 - extend pre-
landing notification 
requirement 

Low Positive Neutral   Neutral 

Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect the amount of herring 
for harvest or fishing effort, but may 
improve catch accounting and/or the 

tracking of catch; Option 2 will 
facilitate the deployment of observers 
on herring trips (which may increase 

quality of herring information) and 
help enforce gear specific  regulations 

(purse seine/fixed gear only areas); 
Option 3 will provide information on 
when/where herring offloads occur 

and may help increase the 
information about how  

catch is handled 

Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect non-target species 
encountered in the herring fishery 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS 

 (Fall 2011) 

Options 2 and 3 will increase reporting 
burden, but measures should provide 

consistency regarding which vessels are 
subject to the pre-trip and pre-landing 

notifications  

Section 3.1.6: 
Reporting 
Requirements for 
Federally-Permitted 
Dealers                             
Option 2 - require dealers 
to weigh all fish 

Unknown Unknown   Unknown 

Measures are administrative and not 
likely to affect the amount of herring 
for harvest or fishing effort; weighing 

of fish on scales should improve catch 
accounting and contribute better 
information on fishing mortality to 

stock assessment models; estimating 
the weight the weight of fish by 

volumetrics has the potential to be 
less accurate than weighing  

fish on scales  

May have a similar impact on non-
target species to that of Atlantic 
herring; depends on how dealer 

weighing requirements are 
implemented 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Unclear how this will be 
administered/enforced; likely to be 
burdensome depending on how the 

provisions are implemented 

Section 3.1.7: Changes 
to Open Access 
Provisions for Limited 
Access Mackerel 
Vessels in Areas 2/3                             
Option 2 - 20K pound 
possession limit of LA 
mackerel vessels with OA 
herring permit                            
Option 3 - 10K pound 
possession limit option for 
LA mackerel vessels with 
OA herring permit 

Neutral Low Positive/Negative   Positive 

Increases the potential for targeted 
fishing for herring in SNE and MA 
areas; should not be a concern for 

herring because of quota 
management (controls F) but impact 

on inshore stock depends on timing of 
catch and stock component mixing; 
reduces potential for discards when 

fishing for mackerel and  
encountering herring 

Increases opportunities and reduces 
regulatory discards in the mackerel 

fishery, but also increases the 
potential for targeted fishing for 

herring in areas where river herring 
bycatch may be of concern 

 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Increases notification and reporting 
burdens for the vessels that obtain this 
permit (they are required to comply with 
Category C provisions); possible impacts 

to current Category A permit holders 
through additional competition in the 
market, but impacts likely to be small 

given the low levels of mackerel landings 
by affected vessels and the low 

proposed possession limits for herring 
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Potential Impacts of the Catch Monitoring at Sea Alternatives                                  
(Section 3.2) 

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 
VEC 5: Fishery Related 

Business and Communities 

Section 3.2.1.2,                 
Alternative 2 - 100% 
Observer Coverage:                              
Funding Option 2 - federal 
and industry funds                          
States as Service Providers 
Option 2 - states authorized 

Positive Positive   Potentially High Negative 

May improve the precision of 
estimates of discards and/or landed 

bycatch; may prevent premature 
fishery closures or ACL/sub-ACL 

overages, so Atlantic herring stock 
abundance may remain above 
management targets; long-term 

effects may have low positive effects 

May be difficult, if not impossible, to 
generate bycatch estimates for non-

target species like river herring with a 
CV of zero; may increase precision 
and capture rare events; may be 

financially challenging/ not be 
feasible; generally low positive impact 
from significant increase in coverage 
and sampling; although could shift 

funding from other fisheries 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Impacts depend on funding options 
for observer coverage; would only 

create negative impacts on herring-
related businesses or communities if 
Federal funds were not used to pay 

for the additional observer coverage; 
full cost of 100% coverage of the 

A/B/C herring fishery is likely to be 
approximately $2.5M per year 

Section 3.2.1.3,                 
Alternative 3 - Require 
SBRM Coverage 
Levels as Minimum:                              
Funding Option 2 - federal 
and industry funds                          

Low Positive Potentially Low Positive   Potentially Low Negative 

May improve the precision of 
estimates of discards and/or landed 

bycatch; may prevent premature 
fishery closures or ACL/sub-ACL 

overages, so Atlantic herring stock 
abundance may remain above 
management targets; long-term 

effects may have low positive effects 

May improve estimates of bycatch 
due to increased sample sizes; 
although could shift sampling 

resources away from other fisheries, 
meaning less precise estimates of 
bycatch and greater uncertainty of 

impacts to resource 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS 

 (Fall 2011) 

Would negatively impact herring-
related businesses if the industry has 
to pay for coverage; extra coverage 

could prove that the herring fishery is 
equivalent to other types  

of fishing, however 

Section 3.2.1.4,                 
Alternative 4 - Council 
Specified Targets:                              
Funding Option 2 - federal 
and industry funds                          

Low Positive Positive   Potentially Negative 

May improve the precision of 
estimates of discards and/or landed 

bycatch; may prevent premature 
fishery closures or ACL/sub-ACL 

overages, so Atlantic herring stock 
abundance may remain above 
management targets; long-term 

effects may have low positive effects 

Allocation of additional observer 
coverage of river herring and haddock 

may lead to a great understanding 
and reliability of their bycatch 

estimates; would not impact the 
SBRM allocation scheme, and would 
therefore not cause other fisheries to 

be under-sampled 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS 

 (Fall 2011) 

Would negatively impact herring-
related businesses if the industry has 
to pay for coverage; extra coverage 

could prove that the herring fishery is 
equivalent to other types  

of fishing, however 
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Potential Impacts of the Catch Monitoring at Sea Alternatives                                  
(Section 3.2) Continued 

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 

VEC 5: Fishery Related 
Businesses and 

Communities 

Section 3.2.2.2,           
Additional Measures 
Improve Sampling:                              
Option 2A - requirements 
for a safe sampling station                             
Option 2B - requirements 
for reasonable assistance                    
Option 2C - requirements to 
provide notice                    
Option 2D - requirements 
for trips with multiple 
vessels                    
Option 2E - pair trawl 
communication                   
Option 2F - visual access to 
net/codend 

Potentially Low Positive Potentially Low Positive   Neutral/Potentially Low 
Negative 

May have little impact on the Atlantic 
herring resource; several of the 
measures may provide some 

additional information on the contents 
of slipped nets, discards, and landed 

catch, but likely to be qualitative 

May have little impact on the Atlantic 
herring resource; several of the 
measures may provide some 

additional information on the contents 
of slipped nets, discards, and landed 

catch, but likely to be qualitative 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Minimal direct economic impacts on 
the herring fishery; it is unknown how 
this measure may affect purse seine 

operations; impacts likely from 
increased administrative and 

regulatory burden  

Section 3.2.3.2,                 
Measures to Address 
Net Slippage:                              
Option 2 - require released 
catch affidavit for slippage 
events 

Potentially Neutral Potentially Neutral   Neutral 

May improve accounting of Atlantic 
herring catch but still represents an 

estimate; may therefore be redundant 
and unlikely to affect herring resource 

May improve accounting of non-target 
species/other fisheries catch, but still 

represents an estimate 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Minimal impacts on the directed 
herring fishery 

Section 3.2.3.3,                 
Measures to Address 
Net Slippage:                              
Option 3 - CAI Sampling 
Provisions 

Low Positive Low Positive   Potentially Low Negative 

Likely to improve accounting of 
Atlantic herring catch; may reduce 
occurrence of slippage events and 

improve statistics used in stock 
assessment; indirect long-term 

benefits to the resource that may 
result from improvements to catch 

sampling, a reduction in unobserved 
catch (i.e., fish not brought on board), 

and an increase in the accuracy of 
bycatch estimates 

Likely to improve accounting of non-
target species/other fisheries; may 

improve estimation of principle fishery 
bycatch species (herring, haddock, 

river herring, etc.) 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS 

 (Fall 2011) 

Minimal direct economic impacts on 
the herring fishery; however there 

may be new challenges associated 
with bringing operational discards on 
board for some vessels; increased 

times spent pumping fish to be 
sampled and observed; it is unknown 
how this measure may affect purse 

seine operations 
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Potential Impacts of the Catch Monitoring at Sea Alternatives                                  
(Section 3.2) Continued  

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 

VEC 5: Fishery Related 
Businesses and 

Communities 

Section 3.2.3.4,                 
Measures to Address 
Net Slippage:                              
Option 4 - catch deduction 
(and possible trip 
termination) for slippage 
events                           
Option 4A -catch deduction, 
possible trip termination                            
Option 4B - with CAI 
provisions                     
Option 4C - with CAI 
provisions  (10 events)                       
Option 4D - with CAI 
provisions  (5 events) 

Neutral/Potentially Low 
Positive 

Neutral/Potentially Low 
Positive   Negative 

Effects difficult to predict; sub-options 
that include CAI sampling provisions 

and sub-options that reduce 
occurrence of slippage events more 

likely to have positive impact 

Effects difficult to predict; catch 
deduction  not likely to have an 

impact on non-target species /other 
fisheries; trip termination could reduce 
the amount of effective fishing effort in 
an area throughout the course of the 

fishing season, thereby reducing 
bycatch and mortality of  

non-target species 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Trip termination increases costs to 
participants; sub-ACL deductions 
could reduce catch and revenue, 

although this is likely to have an effect 
only in Areas 1A and 1B unless sub-
ACLs are fully utilized in other areas; 

aggregate revenues expected to 
decline by  $12,000-$15,000 per 

slippage event in areas where ACLs 
are fully utilized; potential safety 

concerns with trip termination and 
measures that are perceived  

as punitive 

Section 3.2.4.2,                 
Alternative 2:                              
Evaluation of maximized 
retention through the 
annual issuance of 
exempted fishing permits 

Unknown Unknown   Unknown 

MR accounting of catch greatly 
improves calculation of catch 

statistics and quantification of herring 
catch if it applied in concert with a 

portside sampling program to 
determine the catch composition of 

landings; benefits not likely to be fully 
realized because State programs 

cannot be relied on over the long-term 

MR accounting of catch greatly 
improves calculation of catch 

statistics and quantification of non-
target species/other fisheries catch if 
it applied in concert with a portside 
sampling program to determine the 

catch composition of landings; 
benefits not likely to be fully realized 
because State programs cannot be 

relied on over the long-term  

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS 

 (Fall 2011) 

Impacts depend on the details of the 
experimental fishery; if conducted,  

NMFS should evaluate the impacts of 
experimental fishery on participants; 
need to identify a control group and 

an experimental group (no incentives 
to participate at this time) 
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Potential Impacts of the Management Measures to Address River Herring Bycatch      
(Section 3.3) 

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 

VEC 5: Fishery Related 
Businesses and 

Communities 

Section 3.3.2.2.1, 
3.3.2.2.2, and 3.3.2.2.3;                 
Alternative 2 - 
Monitoring/Avoidance 
Management Options:                              
Option 1 - 100% Observer 
Coverage                          
Option 2 - CAI sampling 
provisions                               
Option 3 - trigger based 
monitoring 

Low Positive Low Positive   Negative 

Increased monitoring may provide 
additional information on 

bycatch/discards of Atlantic herring; 
impacts likely to be similar to those 
identified for other measures that 

consider similar monitoring/ 
sampling provisions 

May improve understanding of river 
herring encounters in the Atlantic 
herring fishery through focused 

monitoring and could lead to possible 
reductions in river herring mortality if 
the fleet avoids those areas; more 

monitoring may mean more 
bycatch/discards information in 

specific areas where river herring may 
be missed; monitoring specific areas 
instead of across the full range of the 

species may miss important river 
herring encounters by the fleet 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Potential for increased costs 
associated with industry payment for 

observers; could trigger additional 
losses, thereby affecting bait supplies; 
slightly higher regulatory/compliance 

costs; indirect users of the river 
herring resource may benefit if higher 

stock levels of river herring are 
achieved; uncertainty of trigger 
mechanisms makes business 

planning difficult; complexity of trigger 
reporting options likely to be very 

challenging for fishery participants to 
provide accurate catch information in 

a real-time manner 

Section 3.3.2.2.4,                 
Alternative 2 -  
Monitoring/Avoidance 
Management Options:                                
Option 4 - two phase 
bycatch avoidance 
approach based on SFC 
project                          

Neutral Potentially Positive   Potentially Positive 

Project not likely to impact herring 
resource, as vessels are targeting 

herring and fishing under sub-ACLs; 
Atlantic herring may benefit if their 

occupied areas are potentially 
avoided (by time or distance) when 

the river herring threshold  
level is reached 

Areas with co-occurring small pelagic 
species and  groundfish may be 

avoided (by time or distance) when 
river herring are encountered at a 

threshold level; possible reductions in 
river herring/shad mortality; areas 

outside avoidance areas could have 
increased rates of river herring 

encounters by the fishery, if areas 
selected for avoidance do not reflect 
year-to-year variability in river herring 
distribution; maintaining meaningful 

threshold values may be problematic 
as the size of the river herring  

stock changes 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Would enable herring fishermen to 
avoid river herring mortality if 

encounters are communicated quickly 
and consistently; also demonstrates 
fishery’s responsiveness to concerns 
about river herring; positive impacts 

from collaboration with trusted 
institutions that will allow fishermen to 

participate in observations and 
facilitate monitoring/sampling that will 

lead to appropriate adjustments of 
Monitoring/Avoidance Areas and the 
development of avoidance strategies; 
increased economic costs if industry 

must pay for observers 
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Potential Impacts of the Management Measures to Address River Herring Bycatch      
(Section 3.3) 

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 

VEC 5: Fishery Related 
Businesses and 

Communities 

Section 3.3.3.2.1,                 
Alternative 3 - River 
Herring Protection:                              
Option 1 - closed areas                       

Low Positive Potentially Positive   Negative 

May provide mortality protection for 
co-occurring Atlantic herring, 

depending on herring life history, 
migratory patterns, and susceptibility 
to fishing gears at different life stages 

May provide river herring protection 
during at-sea migrations, leading to 

reductions in mortality; fixed 
protection areas would not provide 

river herring mortality protection 
outside of protection areas; open 

areas could therefore have increased 
river herring encounter rates, 

depending on year-to-year variability 
associated with river herring 

distribution; potential negative 
impacts on mackerel and other fishery 
participants if areas are closed to all 

small mesh fishing 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Decreases in revenue in the directed 
fishery and/or increases in costs of 
fishing may occur with the closures;  
trawl fishery participants during the 

winter season may experience 
hardship due to the overlap with 

Protection Areas; may be straight-
forward option to enforce; economic 

and social costs may be incurred 
though the variability of the hotspots 

Section 3.3.3.2.2,                 
Alternative 3 - River 
Herring Protection:                              
Option 2 - trigger based 
closed areas                      

Low Positive Potentially Low Positive   Negative 

May provide mortality protection for 
co-occurring Atlantic herring, 

depending on herring life history, 
migratory patterns, and susceptibility 

to fishing gears at different life stages; 
areas with Atlantic herring would be 
avoided (by time or distance) when 

river herring are encountered at some 
threshold level 

May provide river herring protection 
during at-sea migrations, reducing 

mortality; fixed protection areas would 
not provide river herring  protection 

outside of the areas; open areas 
could therefore have increased river 
herring encounter rates, depending 

on year-to-year variability associated 
with river herring distribution; 
triggered closures may not be 

implemented quickly enough to 
protect river herring during migration; 

potential negative impacts on 
mackerel and other fishery 

participants if areas are closed to all 
small mesh fishing 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Decreases in revenue in the directed 
fishery and/or increases in costs of 
fishing may occur with the closures;  
trawl fishery participants during the 

winter season may experience 
hardship due to the overlap with 
Protection Areas; economic and 

social costs may be incurred though 
the variability of the hotspots, 

complexity of reporting catch under 
triggers, and uncertainty associated 
with reaching the triggers during the 

fishing year 
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Potential Impacts of the Management Measures to Address Midwater Trawl Access to 
Groundfish Closed Areas (Section 3.4) 

Measure Description VEC 1: Atlantic Herring VEC 2: Non-Target Species  
/Other Fisheries 

VECs 3 and 4: Essential 
Fish Habitat and Protected 

Resources 

VEC 5: Fishery Related 
Businesses and 

Communities 

Section 3.4.1, Status 
Quo Alternatives 1, 2:                                      
No Action/                                
Pre-CAI Provisions 

Neutral Neutral   Potentially Positive 

No impact (status quo) No impact (status quo) 
This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

No impact (status quo); Alt 2 
increases flexibility and fishing 

opportunities while decreasing the 
regulatory burden associated with 

fishing in CAI 

Section 3.4.2,                       
Alternative 3:                              
100% observer coverage in 
closed areas 

Neutral Low Positive   Potentially Low Negative 

May increase sampling in some areas 
but not likely to have an impact on the 

herring resource 

May improve accounting and 
precision of estimates of discards 

and/or landed bycatch for non-target 
species, especially groundfish (i.e. 

haddock, cod); almost all groundfish 
catch by herring vessels is haddock, 

which is already managed under  
a catch cap 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Impacts depend on funding options 
for observer coverage; would only 

create negative impacts on herring-
related businesses or communities if 
Federal funds were not used to pay 
for the additional observer coverage 

Section 3.4.3,                       
Alternative 4:                              
Apply CAI provisions                            
Option 4A - 100% observer 
coverage                             
Option 4B - Less than 
100% observer coverage 

Potentially Low Positive Low Positive   Potentially Low Negative 

May improve accounting of Atlantic 
herring catch in groundfish closed 

areas; indirect long-term benefits to 
the resource that may result from 

improvements to catch sampling, a 
reduction in unobserved catch (i.e., 
fish not brought on board), and an 

increase in the accuracy of  
bycatch estimates 

Likely to improve accounting of non-
target species/other fisheries; may 

improve estimation of principle 
bycatch species (herring, haddock, 

river herring, etc.) 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Minimal direct economic impacts on 
the herring fishery; however there 

may be new challenges associated 
with bringing operational discards on 

board for some vessels; unknown 
how measure may affect purse seine 
operations; diminishing flexibility may 
result since the vessel operator would 
be required to provide notice if fishing 

in any of the closed areas 

Section 3.4.4,                       
Alternative 5:                              
Closed Areas - prohibit 
midwater trawl fishing in 
year-round closed areas 

Low Positive Positive   Negative 

May be beneficial for herring in 
Georges Bank closures (CAI and 

CAII) and in the more inshore 
closures in the Nantucket Lightship 
Closure, GOM Closure, and Cashes 
Ledge Closures; may offer protection 

for biodiversity rich areas 

May offer protection against 
groundfish mortality extended beyond 

existing gear exclusions; may be 
beneficial for haddock in GB closures 
(CAI and CAII) and a diverse suite of 
species (such as river herring, shad, 
and mackerel) in the more inshore 
closures in the Nantucket Lightship 
Closure, GOM Closure, and Cashes 
Ledge Closures; may offer protection 

for biodiversity rich areas 

This section to be completed for 
formal submission of the DEIS  

(Fall 2011) 

Would likely reduce revenues for the 
midwater trawl fishery; number of 

midwater trawl trips would likely also 
decrease; midwater fleet is likely to 
fish in other, less productive areas 

while purse seine fleet benefits from 
their exclusion 
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Cumulative Impacts on Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities (Social/Community Impacts) 

For midwater and pair trawl vessels, reduced sub-ACLs (quotas) for Atlantic herring, combined with the 
summertime ban on midwater trawling in Area 1A and the haddock catch cap on Georges Bank led to 
2010 being one of the worst herring fishing years since 1986.  ASMFC regulations that limited landing 
days further exacerbated the losses.  Purse seine vessels appear to also have had a poor fishing year in 
2010, but the impacts came largely from fish behavior since herring was “tight to the bottom” which 
makes them more inaccessible to the purse seiners. 
 
Another effect of the lowering the sub-ACLs was that the Connor Brothers, the owner of the only 
remaining sardine cannery (Prospect Harbor, ME), could argue that they should be permitted to close due 
to lack of herring, despite an agreement with the State of Maine to keep the plant open and buying herring 
for a specified number of years after its purchase from Stinson Seafoods. 
 
Higher fuel costs also increased the impact of regulatory changes in herring management.  Herring 
processing plants with their associated midwater and pair trawl vessels depend on mackerel to bolster 
their income, but in some years mackerel moves farther offshore and/or is harder to locate.  With fewer 
vessels “searching” because of the high fuel costs and the regulations, mackerel did not provide the 
necessary supplement in 2010.  Two of the major herring processing plants in New Bedford and 
Gloucester have been struggling to stay viable.  One of the plants has lost its vessels and the other has at 
least one of its dedicated vessels up for sale. 
 
Some believe that the combination of regulations has been purposely designed to disadvantage larger 
vessels.  These multimillion-dollar vessels cannot survive when limited to one or two landing days per 
week.  Consequently, even the larger purse seines that are allowed to fish in Area 1 A in the summer, 
have been forced to move offshore.  Fishing in Area 3, however, takes a 12 to 16 hour steam with the 
concomitant high cost of fuel.  In contrast, the smaller purse seines fish only three or four hours from their 
dock. 
 
Furthermore, the cap on haddock bycatch that was set based on a calculation of uncertainty that 
envisioned limited observer coverage and was not adjusted when the uncertainty was lessened and 
observer coverage increased, resulted in vessels claiming to avoid fishing on Georges Bank (Area 3) for 
fear of encountering haddock and prematurely closing the entire herring fishery.  Neither the catch cap for 
haddock nor the Area 3 sub-ACL for herring was taken in 2010.  The Council addressed this issue during 
2011 through Framework 46 to the Multispecies FMP. 
 
The lobster bait market for herring generally extends from May to November, though August and 
September are usually the busiest months.  The summer restriction on Area 1A to fixed gear and purse 
seines is said to have led to a doubling of the price of herring for bait, a major impact on the lobster 
fishery.  Herring boats that are not associated with a particular plant need a winter market, since lobster 
fishing is rarely active in the winter.  If the processing plants in New Bedford and Gloucester close, only 
Lund’s in Cape May, New Jersey and the Canadian canneries would likely remain as buyers of winter 
herring. 
 
With lower landings and higher fuel costs, fewer herring-dependent companies have been able to retain 
full-time representatives to speak on their behalf at NEFMC meetings or other regulatory venues.  In 
contrast, environmental organizations have continued to provide funding to representatives who are 
opposed to midwater and pair trawling for herring. 
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Effects on specific processors and/or dealers depend in part on what alternative fisheries or product are 
available to the company.  Mackerel and/or squid, for example, may be processed in the same plants as 
herring.  Lund’s in New Jersey, for example, benefits from their ability to handle diverse species. 
 
Similarly, herring closures triggered by bycatch, for example, affect different businesses differently.  
Some vessels have permits to catch a variety of species, thus are not solely dependent on herring and can 
switch to another species when herring is closed, if the species are in the same region.  However, this is a 
less viable option for vessels with permits and quota for species in distant regions (e.g., Bering Sea 
pollock). 
 
Interviews with participants in the fishery suggest that regulations have affected herring markets; led to 
decreased revenues from the fishery; decreased participants’ sense of well-being; and reduced some 
participants’ children’s options.  Lower revenues (after costs) may also affect safety since companies may 
postpone vessel maintenance. 
 
River Herring 

The bulk of Atlantic herring is landed by those with Category A permits, primarily midwater and pair 
trawl vessels, however, river herring may be encountered by the purse seiners or bottom trawl vessels 
with Category C or D permits (incidental) as well.  Captains make the decisions about where to fish 
consequently they are responsible for mitigating the effect of herring fishing on river herring.  There has 
been a learning curve for the captains.  As few as five years ago, all herring was regarded as “bait,” 
suitable as part of a legitimate catch, but there is now awareness of the necessity to avoid catching river 
herring.   
 
Employment 

The lower sub-ACLs for herring have lowered fishing vessels’ crews income. 
 
ASMFC’s restrictions on landing days is primarily a result of the lower sub-ACL associated with the 
federal fishery.  The landing days restrictions are an effort to assure that bait for the lobster fishery is 
available through the whole lobster fishing season.  Thus the impacts of the landing days restrictions 
should be considered as part of the cumulative impacts associated with federal herring management. 
 
Landing days restriction affects the bait market and associated employment.  When there were daily 
herring landings, companies had full-time employees who handled the unloading and packing in totes of 
the fresh bait and trucked it, delivering to cooperatives and other distributors.  Now, the majority of the 
bait is barreled and salted.  Fewer employees handle the lower quantities. 
 
Cold Storage 

Restrictions on landing days has led to an increase in cold storage facilities in lobster fishing dependent 
communities, increasing costs for bait dealers including cooperatives.  In addition, some lobstermen have 
invested in insulated totes so they could buy their bait in bulk.  Frozen bait is not the preferred option.  
Lobstermen had to learn to plan ahead to thaw the bait and cope with the packaging.  The increased cold 
storage capacity could have benefits for some of the communities if extra space is made available to other 
institutions that could use it such as schools and restaurants. 
 
Area 1A Closure 

There is some evidence of the activation of latent permits in Area 1A in the summer.  Since the exclusion 
of midwater and pair trawl vessels, a number of vessels that had not been very active in the directed 
fishery, tried purse seining.  Category C permit holders that had used bottom trawls switched to purse 
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seines for 2009 and 2010.  In 2008, bottom trawls landed 97.1% of all Category C landings, but this was 
only .08% of total herring landings.  In 2010 over half (57.4%) of Category C landings were made by 
purse seines and this comprised .65% of the total herring landings (Table 70). 
 
Reduced Sub-ACLs 

The smaller sub-ACLs, particularly in Area 1A/1B where they are typically fully utilized, has the 
potential for reducing midwater and pair trawl catches.  Such a reduction may be felt in the ports of 
Gloucester, New Bedford, Rockland, ME and Cape May, NJ. 
 

5.6.8 Cumulative Effects Summary 
The regulatory atmosphere within which Federal fishery management operates requires that management 
actions be taken in a manner that will optimize the conditions of resources, habitat, and human 
communities. Consistent with NEPA, the MSA requires that management actions be taken only after 
consideration of impacts to the biological, physical, economic, and social dimensions of the human 
environment.  Given this regulatory environment, and because fishery management actions must strive to 
create and maintain sustainable resources, impacts on all VECs (except short-term impacts to human 
communities) from past, present and reasonably foreseeable future actions, when combined with baseline 
conditions, have generally been positive and are expected to continue in that manner for the foreseeable 
future.  This is not to say that some aspects of the various VECs are not experiencing negative impacts, 
but rather that when taken as a whole and compared to the level of unsustainable effort that existed prior 
to and just after the fishery came under management control, the overall long-term trend is positive.  
 
TAB REF below is provided as a summary of likely cumulative effects found in the management 
alternatives contained in Framework 46.  Impacts are listed as no impact/neutral, positive, negative, or 
mixed. Impacts listed as no impact/neutral include those alternatives that have no impact or have a neutral 
impact (neither positive nor negative). Impacts listed as mixed contain both positive and negative impacts.  
The resultant cumulative effect is the CEA baseline that, as described above in TAB REF, represents the 
sum of the past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future (identified hereafter as "other") actions and 
conditions of each VEC.  When an alternative has a positive effect on a VEC, for example, reduced 
fishing mortality on a managed species, it has a positive cumulative effect on the stock size of the species 
when combined with the "other" actions that were also designed to increase stock size.  In contrast, when 
an alternative has a negative effect on a VEC, such as increased mortality, the cumulative effect on the 
VEC would be negative and tend to reduce the positive effects of the "other" actions.  The resultant 
positive and negative cumulative effects are described below for each VEC and are exhibited in TAB 
REF.  
 
Atlantic Herring Resource 

XXX 
 
Non-Target Species and Other Fisheries 

XXX 
 
Physical Environment and EFH 

XXX 
 
Protected Resources 

XXX 
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Fishery-Related Businesses and Communities 

XXX 
 
 
INSERT TABLE Cumulative Effects Expected on Amendment 5 VECs 
 
 

6.0 CONSISTENCY WITH THE MAGNUSON-STEVENS FISHERY 
CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT ACT (MSFCMA) 

6.1 NATIONAL STANDARDS 
Section 301 of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act requires that fishery 
management plans (FMPs) contain conservation and management measures that are consistent with the 
ten National Standards: 
 
In General. – Any fishery management plan prepared, and any regulation promulgated to implement any 
such plan, pursuant to this title shall be consistent with the…national standards for fishery conservation 
and management. 
 
[TO BE COMPLETED FOR FINAL AMENDMENT 5 DOCUMENT] 
 
(1) Conservation and management measures shall prevent overfishing while achieving, on a continuing 

basis, the optimum yield from each fishery for the United States fishing industry. 

 
(2) Conservation and management measures shall be based upon the best scientific information 

available. 

 
(3) To the extent practicable, an individual stock of fish shall be managed as a unit throughout its range, 

and interrelated stocks of fish shall be managed as a unit or in close coordination. 

 
(4) Conservation and management measures shall not discriminate between residents of different States. 

If it becomes necessary to allocate or assign fishing privileges among various United States 
fishermen, such allocation shall be (A) fair and equitable to all such fishermen; (B) reasonably 
calculated to promote conservation; and (C) carried out in such manner that no particular 
individual, corporation, or other entity acquires an excessive share of such privileges. 

 
(5) Conservation and management measures shall, where practicable, consider efficiency in the 

utilization of fishery resources; except that no such measure shall have economic allocation as its 
sole purpose. 

 
(6) Conservation and management measures shall take into account and allow for variations among, and 

contingencies in, fisheries, fishery resources, and catches. 

 
(7) Conservation and management measures shall, where practicable, minimize costs and avoid 

unnecessary duplication. 
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(8) Conservation and management measures shall, consistent with the conservation requirements of this 

Act (including the prevention of overfishing and rebuilding of overfished stocks), take into account 
the importance of fishery resources to fishing communities in order to (A) provide for the sustained 
participation of such communities, and (B) to the extent practicable, minimize adverse economic 
impacts on such communities. 

 
(9) Conservation and management measures shall, to the extent practicable, (A) minimize bycatch and 

(B) to the extent bycatch cannot be avoided, minimize the mortality of such bycatch. 

 
(10) Conservation and management measures shall, to the extent practicable, promote the safety of 

human life at sea. 

 

6.2 OTHER REQUIRED PROVISIONS OF MSFCMA 
Section 303 of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act contains 14 additional 
required provisions for FMPs, which are discussed below.  Any FMP prepared by any Council, or by the 
Secretary, with respect to any fishery, shall: 
 
[TO BE COMPLETED FOR FINAL AMENDMENT 5 DOCUMENT] 
 
(1) contain the conservation and management measures, applicable to foreign fishing and fishing by 

vessels of the United States, which are-- (A) necessary and appropriate for the conservation and 
management of the fishery to prevent overfishing and rebuild overfished stocks, and to protect, 
restore, and promote the long-term health and stability of the fishery; (B) described in this 
subsection or subsection (b), or both; and (C) consistent with the National Standards, the other 
provisions of this Act, regulations implementing recommendations by international organizations 
in which the United States participates (including but not limited to closed areas, quotas, and size 
limits), and any other applicable law; 

 
(2) contain a description of the fishery, including, but not limited to, the number of vessels involved, 

the type and quantity of fishing gear used, the species of fish involved and their location, the cost 
likely to be incurred in management, actual and potential revenues from the fishery, any 
recreational interest in the fishery, and the nature and extent of foreign fishing and Indian treaty 
fishing rights, if any; 

 
(3) assess and specify the present and probable future condition of, and the maximum sustainable 

yield and optimum yield from, the fishery, and include a summary of the information utilized in 
making such specification; 

 
(4) assess and specify-- (A) the capacity and the extent to which fishing vessels of the United States, 

on an annual basis, will harvest the optimum yield specified under paragraph (3); (B) the portion 
of such optimum yield which, on an annual basis, will not be harvested by fishing vessels of the 
United States and can be made available for foreign fishing; and (C) the capacity and extent to 
which United States fish processors, on an annual basis, will process that portion of such 
optimum yield that will be harvested by fishing vessels of the United States; 
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(5) specify the pertinent data which shall be submitted to the Secretary with respect to commercial, 
recreational, and charter fishing in the fishery, including, but not limited to, information 
regarding the type and quantity of fishing gear used, catch by species in numbers of fish or 
weight thereof, areas in which fishing was engaged in, time of fishing, number of hauls, and the 
estimated processing capacity of, and the actual processing capacity utilized by, United States 
fish processors; 

 
(6) consider and provide for temporary adjustments, after consultation with the Coast Guard and 

persons utilizing the fishery, regarding access to the fishery for vessels otherwise prevented from 
harvesting because of weather or other ocean conditions affecting the safe conduct of the fishery; 
except that the adjustment shall not adversely affect conservation efforts in other fisheries or 
discriminate among participants in the affected fishery; 

 
(7) describe and identify essential fish habitat for the fishery based on the guidelines established by 

the Secretary under section 305(b)(1)(A), minimize to the extent practicable adverse effects on 
such habitat caused by fishing, and identify other actions to encourage the conservation and 
enhancement of such habitat; 

 
(8) in the case of a fishery management plan that, after January 1, 1991, is submitted to the Secretary 

for review under section 304(a) (including any plan for which an amendment is submitted to the 
Secretary for such review) or is prepared by the Secretary, assess and specify the nature and 
extent of scientific data which is needed for effective implementation of the plan; 

 
(9) include a fishery impact statement for the plan or amendment (in the case of a plan or 

amendment thereto submitted to or prepared by the Secretary after October 1, 1990) which shall 
assess, specify, and describe the likely effects, if any, of the conservation and management 
measures on-- (A) participants in the fisheries and fishing communities affected by the plan or 
amendment; and (B) participants in the fisheries conducted in adjacent areas under the authority 
of another Council, after consultation with such Council and representatives of those 
participants; and (C) the safety of human life at sea, including whether and to what extent such 
measures may affect the safety of participants in the fishery; 

 
(10) specify objective and measurable criteria for identifying when the fishery to which the plan 

applies is overfished (with an analysis of how the criteria were determined and the relationship of 
the criteria to the reproductive potential of stocks of fish in that fishery) and, in the case of a 
fishery which the Council or the Secretary has determined is approaching an overfished 
condition or is overfished, contain conservation and management measures to prevent 
overfishing or end overfishing and rebuild the fishery; 

 
(11) establish a standardized reporting methodology to assess the amount and type of bycatch 

occurring in the fishery, and include conservation and management measures that, to the extent 
practicable and in the following priority-- (A) minimize bycatch; and (B) minimize the mortality 
of bycatch which cannot be avoided; 

 
(12) assess the type and amount of fish caught and released alive during recreational fishing under 

catch and release fishery management programs and the mortality of such fish, and include 
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conservation and management measures that, to the extent practicable, minimize mortality and 
ensure the extended survival of such fish; 

 
(13) include a description of the commercial, recreational, and charter fishing sectors which 

participate in the fishery and, to the extent practicable, quantify trends in landings of the 
managed fishery resource by the commercial, recreational, and charter fishing sectors; 

 
(14) to the extent that rebuilding plans or other conservation and management measures which reduce 

the overall harvest in a fishery are necessary, allocate any harvest restrictions or recovery 
benefits fairly and equitably among the commercial, recreational, and charter fishing sectors in 
the fishery; 

 
(15) establish a mechanism for specifying annual catch limits in the plan (including a multiyear plan), 

implementing regulations, or annual specifications, at a level such that overfishing does not 
occur in the fishery, including measures to ensure accountability. 

 
 

7.0 RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER APPLICABLE LAW 

7.1 NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (NEPA) 
• Introduction and DEIS Table of Contents (references to other sections of document)? 
• Summary of scoping process 
• Areas of Controversy and Issues to be Resolved (usually a placeholder for final document) 
• Determination of Significance (usually a placeholder for final document) 
• DEIS Circulation List 
 

7.1.1 Introduction/DEIS Table of Contents 
XXX 
 

7.1.2 Summary of Amendment 5 Scoping Process 
A summary of the Amendment 5 scoping process is presented in Section 1.3 of this document. 
 

7.1.3 Areas of Controversy and Issues to be Resolved 
[TO BE COMPLETED FOR FINAL AMENDMENT 5 DOCUMENT] 
 

7.1.4 Determination of Significance 
[TO BE COMPLETED FOR FINAL AMENDMENT 5 DOCUMENT] 
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7.1.5 DEIS Circulation List 
XXX 
 

7.2 MARINE MAMMAL PROTECTION ACT (MMPA) 
XXX 
 

7.3 ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT (ESA) 
XXX 
 

7.4 PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT (PRA) 
[TO BE COMPLETED FOR FINAL AMENDMENT 5 DOCUMENT] 
 

7.5 INFORMATION QUALITY ACT (IQA) 
[TO BE COMPLETED FOR FINAL AMENDMENT 5 DOCUMENT] 
 

7.6 IMPACTS ON FEDERALISM/E.O. 13132 
[TO BE COMPLETED FOR FINAL AMENDMENT 5 DOCUMENT] 
 

7.7 ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES ACT (APA) 
[TO BE COMPLETED FOR FINAL AMENDMENT 5 DOCUMENT] 
 

7.8 COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ACT (CZMA) 
[TO BE COMPLETED FOR FINAL AMENDMENT 5 DOCUMENT] 
 
 

7.9 REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ACT (RFA)/E.O. 12866 (REGULATORY 
PLANNING AND REVIEW) 

A summary of economic impacts and a preliminary regulatory economic evaluation is presented in 
Section 5.0 of this document.  Additional requirements to comply with the Regulatory Flexibility Act will 
be completed for the Final Amendment 5 document. 
 
[TO BE COMPLETED FOR FINAL AMENDMENT 5 DOCUMENT] 
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7.10 E.O. 13158 (MARINE PROTECTED AREAS) 
The Executive Order on Marine Protected Areas requires each federal agency whose actions affect the 
natural or cultural resources that are protected by an MPA to identify such actions, and, to the extent 
permitted by law and to the extent practicable, avoid harm to the natural and cultural resources that are 
protected by an MPA.  The E.O. defines a Marine Protected Area as “any area of the marine environment 
that has been reserved by Federal, State, territorial, tribal, or local laws or regulations to provide lasting 
protection for part or all of the natural and cultural resources therein.” 
 
[TO BE COMPLETED FOR FINAL AMENDMENT 5 DOCUMENT] 
 

7.11 E.O. 13563 (XXX) 
[TO BE COMPLETED FOR FINAL AMENDMENT 5 DOCUMENT] 
 
 

8.0 LIST OF PUBLIC MEETINGS 
Table 205 provides a list of all Council-related public meetings during which discussion focused on the 
development of management measures for consideration in Amendment 5. 
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Table 205  List of Public Meetings Related to the Development of Amendment 5 

DATE MEETING LOCATION 
November 6-7, 2007 Council Meeting Newport, RI 
March 26, 2008 Herring Oversight Committee Portland, ME 
April 9, 2008 Herring PDT Mansfield, MA 
April 15-17, 2008 Council Meeting Providence, RI 
April 30, 2008 Herring Advisory Panel Peabody, MA 
April 30, 2008 Amendment 4 Scoping Hearing Peabody, MA 
May 22, 2008 Amendment  4 Scoping Hearing Portland, ME 
May 22, 2008 Herring Oversight Committee Portland, ME 
June 2, 2008 Amendment  4 Scoping Hearing Portland, MA 
June 10, 2008 Amendment  4 Scoping Hearing Atlantic City, NJ 
July 30, 2008 Joint Herring Oversight & Advisory Panel Portland, ME 
August 14, 2008 Herring PDT Danvers, MA 
Sept. 30. – Oct. 1, 2008 Herring Oversight Committee Portland, ME 
October 7-9, 2008 Council Meeting Mystic, CT 
November 12, 2008 Herring PDT Mansfield, MA 
December 16, 2008 Herring Oversight Committee Danvers, MA 
February 9-11, 2009 Council Meeting Portsmouth, NH 
January 14, 2009 Herring PDT Mansfield, MA 
January 28, 2009 Herring Oversight Committee Warwick, RI 
March 24, 2009 Herring Oversight Committee Portland, ME 
April 7-9, 2009 Council Meeting Mystic, CT 
May 8, 2009 Enforcement Committee Danvers, MA 
May 14, 2009 Herring Advisory Panel  Portsmouth, NH 
May 26, 2009 Herring PDT Mansfield, MA 
June 4-5, 2009 Herring Oversight Committee Portland, ME 
June 22-25, 2009 Council Meeting Portland, ME 
November 17-19, 2009 Council Meeting Newport, RI  
January 6 7 11, 2010 Public Hearing Gloucester, MA 
January 7, 2010 Public Hearing Fairhaven, MA  
January 11, 2010 Public Hearing Portland, ME  
March 30-31, 2010 Herring Oversight Committee Portland, ME 
April 8, 2010 Herring PDT Mansfield, MA 
May 17, 2010 Herring Oversight Committee Portsmouth, NH 
June 15, 2010 Herring PDT Mansfield, MA 
July 15, 2010 Herring PDT Mansfield, MA 
July 27-28, 2010 Herring Oversight Committee Portland, ME 
August 19, 2010 Herring PDT Mansfield, MA 
August 25, 2010 Herring Advisory Panel  Portland, ME 
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September 1-2, 2010 Herring Oversight Committee Portsmouth, NH 
October 4, 2010 Herring PDT Conference Call N/A 
November 30, 2010 Herring Oversight Committee Portsmouth, NH 
December 2, 2010 Herring PDT  Mansfield, MA 
December 20, 2010 Herring Oversight Committee Portsmouth, NH 
January 25-27, 2011 Council Meeting Portsmouth, NH 
February 24, 2011 Herring PDT Newburyport, MA 
April 26-28, 2011 Council Meeting Mystic, CT 
May 11, 2011 Herring PDT Mansfield, MA 
June 21-23, 3011 Council Meeting Portland, ME 
June 29, 2011 Herring PDT Gloucester, MA 
August 10, 2011 Herring PDT Mansfield, MA 
August 31, 2011 Herring PDT Conference Call N/A 
September 7, 2011 Herring PDT Conference Call N/A 
Sept. 22, 2011  Herring Advisory Panel Danvers, MA 
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This document was prepared by the New England Fishery Management Council and the National Marine 
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Atlantic Fishery Management Council.  Members of the New England Fishery Management Council’s 
Herring Plan Development Team include: 

• Lori Steele, NEFMC Staff, Herring PDT Chair 
• Talia Bigelow, NEFMC Staff 
• Michelle Bachman, NEFMC Staff 
• Matt Cieri, ME DMR Biologist, ASMFC Herring TC Chair 
• Jon Deroba, NEFSC Population Dynamics 
• Min Yang Lee, NEFSC Social Sciences 
• Steve Correia, MA DMF Biologist 
• Micah Dean, MA DMF Biologist 
• Madeleine Hall-Arber, MIT Sea Grant 
• Jamie Cournane, UNH 
• Carrie Nordeen, NMFS NERO 
• Lindsey Feldman and Aja Szumylo, NMFS NERO 
• Robert Vincent, NMFS NERO 
• Chris Vonderweidt, and Bob Beal, ASMFC Staff 
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The following agencies were consulted during the development of Amendment 5, either through direct 
communication/correspondence and/or participation on the Herring Committee or Herring PDT: 
• NOAA Fisheries, National Marine Fisheries Service, Northeast Regional Office, Gloucester MA 
• Northeast Fisheries Science Center, Woods Hole MA 
• Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission and Atlantic Herring Section 
• Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council 
 
 

10.0 GLOSSARY 
ABC: Acceptable Biological Catch.  The maximum catch that is recommended for harvest, consistent 
with meeting the biological objectives of the management plan.  ABC can equal but never exceed the 
OFL.  ABC should be based on FMSY or its proxy for the stock if overfishing is not occurring and/or the 
stock is not in a rebuilding program, and should be based on the rebuilding fishing mortality (Freb) rate for 
the stock if it is in a rebuilding program.  The specification of ABC will consider scientific uncertainty 
and will be recommended to the Council by its Scientific and Statistical Committee. 
 
ABC Control Rule.  The specified approach to setting the ABC for a stock or stock complex as a 
function of scientific uncertainty in the estimate of OFL and any other scientific uncertainty.  The ABC 
control rule will consider uncertainty in factors such as stock assessment issues, retrospective patterns, 
predator-prey issues, and projection results. 
 
ACL: Annual Catch Limit.  The catch level selected such that the risk of exceeding the ABC is 
consistent with the management program.  ACL can be equal to but can never exceed the ABC.  ACL 
should be set lower than the ABC as necessary due to uncertainty over the effectiveness of management 
measures.  The ACL serves as the level of catch that determines whether accountability measures (AMs) 
become effective. 
 
Adult stage – one of several marked phases or periods in the development and growth of many animals. 
In vertebrates, the life history stage where the animal is capable of reproducing, as opposed to the juvenile 
stage. 
 
Adverse effect – any impact that reduces quality and/or quantity of EFH.  May include direct or indirect 
physical, chemical, or biological alterations of the waters or substrate and loss of, or injury to, benthic 
organisms, prey species and their habitat, and other ecosystem components, if such modifications reduce 
the quality and or quantity of EFH.  Adverse effects to EFH may result from actions occurring within 
EFH or outside of EFH and may include sites-specific of habitat wide impacts, including individual, 
cumulative, or synergistic consequences of actions. 
 
Aggregation – a group of animals or plants occurring together in a particular location or region. 
 
AM: Accountability Measure(s).  Management measures established to ensure that (1) the ACL is not 
exceeded during the fishing year; and (2) any ACL overages, if they occur, are mitigated and corrected. 
 
Anadromous species – fish that spawn in fresh or estuarine waters and migrate to ocean waters 
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Amendment – a formal change to a fishery management plan (FMP).  The Council prepares amendments 
and submits them to the Secretary of Commerce for review and approval.  The Council may also change 
FMPs through a "framework adjustment procedure" (see below).  The Commission prepares amendments 
and submits them to the Commission’s Atlantic Herring Section for approval.  Implementing regulations 
are adopted by the states. 
 
Atlantic herring – Clupea h. harengus.  The species that will be managed by the management plans 
developed by the Council and the Commission and described in this document.  Sometimes referred to as 
sea herring. 
 
Benthic community – Benthic means the bottom habitat of the ocean, and can mean anything as shallow 
as a salt marsh or the intertidal zone, to areas of the bottom that are several miles deep in the ocean.  
Benthic community refers to those organisms that live in and on the bottom. 
 
BMSY – stock biomass that would produce MSY when fished at a fishing mortality rate equal to FMSY.  For 
most stocks, BMSY is about ½ of the carrying capacity.  The overfishing definition control rules call for 
action when biomass is below ¼ or ½ BMSY, depending on the species. 
 
Bthreshold – 1) A limit reference point for biomass that defines an unacceptably low biomass i.e., puts a 
stock at high risk (recruitment failure, collapse, reduced long term yields, etc). 2) A biomass threshold 
that the SFA requires for defining when a stock is overfished.  A stock is overfished if its biomass is 
below Bthreshold. 
 
Btarget –desirable biomass to maintain fishery stocks.  This is usually synonymous with BMSY or its 
proxy. 
 
Bycatch – fish that are harvested in a fishery, but which are not sold or kept for personal use. This 
includes economic discards and regulatory discards.  The fish that are being targeted may be bycatch if 
they are not retained. 
 
Capacity – the level of output a fishing fleet is able to produce given specified conditions and constraints.  
Maximum fishing capacity results when all fishing capital is applied over the maximum amount of 
available (or permitted) fishing time, assuming that all variable inputs are utilized efficiently. 
 
Catch: Catch is defined in the NS1 Guidelines as the total quantity of fish, measured in weight or 
numbers of fish, taken in commercial, recreational, subsistence, tribal, and other fisheries.  Catch includes 
fish that are retained for any purpose, as well as mortality of fish that are discarded.  The ACLs 
established for the herring fishery should relate to total catch in the fishery, including landings and 
discards.   
 
Continental shelf waters – waters overlying the continental shelf, which extends seaward from the 
shoreline and deepens gradually to the point where the sea floor begins a slightly steeper descent to the 
deep ocean floor; the depth of the shelf edge varies, but is approximately 200 meters in many regions. 
 
Crustaceans – invertebrates characterized by a hard outer shell and jointed appendages and bodies.  They 
usually live in water and breathe through gills.  Higher forms of this class include lobsters, shrimp and 
crawfish; lower forms include barnacles. 
 
Days absent – an estimate by port agents of trip length.  This data was collected as part of the NMFS 
weighout system prior to May 1, 1994. 
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Demersal species – most often refers to fish that live on or near the ocean bottom.  They are often called 
benthic fish, groundfish, or bottom fish. 
 
Ecosystem-based management – a management approach that takes major ecosystem components and 
services—both structural and functional—into account, often with a multispecies or habitat perspective. 
 
Egg stage – one of several marked phases or periods in the development and growth of many animals. 
The life history stage of an animal that occurs after reproduction and refers to the developing embryo, its 
food store, and sometimes jelly or albumen, all surrounded by an outer shell or membrane.  Occurs before 
the larval or juvenile stage. 
 
Elasmobranch – any of numerous fishes of the class Chondrichthyes characterized by a cartilaginous 
skeleton and placoid scales: sharks; rays; skates. 
 
Embayment – a bay or an indentation in a coastline resembling a bay. 
 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) – an analysis of the expected impacts of a fishery management 
plan (or some other Proposed Action) on the environment and on people, initially prepared as a “Draft” 
(DEIS) for public comment.  After an initial EIS is prepared for a plan, subsequent analyses are called 
“Supplemental” (i.e., DSEIS, FSEIS). 
 
Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) – those waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning, breeding, 
feeding, or growth to maturity.  The EFH designation for most managed species in this region is based on 
a legal text definition and geographical area that are described in the Habitat Omnibus Amendment 
(1998). 
 
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) – for the purposes of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act, the area from the seaward boundary of each of the coastal states to 200 nautical miles 
from the baseline. 
 
Exploitation rate – the percentage of catchable fish killed by fishing every year.  If a fish stock has 
1,000,000 fish large enough to be caught by fishing gear and 550,000 are killed by fishing during the 
year, the annual exploitation rate is 55%. 
 
Fathom – a measure of length, containing six feet; the space to which a man can extend his arms; used 
chiefly in measuring cables, cordage, and the depth of navigable water by soundings. 
 
Fishing effort – the amount of time and fishing power used to harvest fish. Fishing power includes gear 
size, boat size and horsepower. 
 
Fishing mortality (F) – (see Mortality) 
 
FMP (Fishery Management Plan) – also referred to as a “plan,” this is a document that describes a 
fishery and establishes measures to manage it.  The New England Fishery Management Council prepares 
FMPs and submits them to the Secretary of Commerce for approval and implementation.  The Atlantic 
States Marine Fisheries Commission prepares FMPs and implementing regulations are adopted by the 
States. 
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Framework Adjustments – adjustments within a range of measures previously specified in a fishery 
management plan (FMP).  A change can usually be made more quickly and easily by a framework 
adjustment than through an amendment.  For plans developed by the New England Council, the procedure 
requires at least two Council meetings including at least one public hearing and an evaluation of 
environmental impacts not already analyzed as part of the FMP. 
 
Gonadosomatic Index (GSI) – a measure of the stage of spawning condition. 
 
GRT –gross registered tons.  Measure of vessel size based on volume. 
 
Internal Waters Processing (IWP) – an operation by a foreign vessel processing fish caught by U. S. 
vessels. The foreign vessel is located in the internal waters of a state. "IWP" is usually a reference to the 
fish allocated for these operations. 
 
Joint Venture (JV) – any operation by a foreign vessel assisting fishing by U.S. fishing vessels, 
including catching, scouting, processing and/or support.  (A joint venture generally entails a foreign 
vessel processing fish received from U.S. fishing vessels and conducting associated support activities.)  
“JVP” is usually a reference to the fish allocated for joint venture operations. 
 
Juvenile stage – one of several marked phases or periods in the development and growth of many 
animals.  The life history stage of an animal that comes between the egg or larval stage and the adult 
stage; juveniles are considered immature in the sense that they are not yet capable of reproducing, yet 
they differ from the larval stage because they look like smaller versions of the adults. 
 
Landings – the portion of the catch that is harvested for personal use or sold. 
 
Larvae (or Larval) stage – one of several marked phases or periods in the development and growth of 
many animals.  The first stage of development after hatching from the egg for many fish and 
invertebrates.  This life stage looks fundamentally different than the juvenile and adult stages, and is 
incapable of reproduction; it must undergo metamorphosis into the juvenile or adult shape or form. 
 
Limited entry (or access) – a management system that limits the number of participants in a fishery.  
Usually, qualification for this system is based on historic participation and the participants remain 
constant over time (with the exception of attrition). 
 
Meter – a measure of length, equal to 39.37 English inches, the standard of linear measure in the metric 
system of weights and measures.  It was intended to be, and is very nearly, the ten millionth part of the 
distance from the equator to the north pole, as ascertained by actual measurement of an arc of a meridian. 
 
Metric ton – a unit of weight equal to a thousand kilograms (1 kg = 2.2 lbs.). A metric ton is equivalent 
to 2,205 lbs. A thousand metric tons is equivalent to 2.2 million lbs. 
 
Mortality 
Fishing mortality (F) – (see also exploitation rate) a measurement of the rate of removal of fish from a 
population by fishing. Fishing mortality (F) is that rate at which fish are harvested at any given point in 
time. ("Exploitation rate" is an annual rate of removal, "F" is an instantaneous rate.) 
 
 Ftarget – the fishing mortality that management measures are designed to achieve. 
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Natural mortality (M) – a measurement of the rate of fish deaths from all other causes other than fishing 
such as predation, disease, starvation and pollution. The rate of natural mortality may vary from species to 
species. 
 
Total mortality – the rate of mortality from all sources (fishing, natural, pollution).  Total mortality can 
be expressed as an instantaneous rate (called Z and equal to F + M) or Annual rate (called A and 
calculated as the ratio of total deaths in a year divided by number alive at the beginning of the year). 
 
Minimum biomass level – the minimum stock size (or biomass) below which there is a significantly 
lower chance that the stock will produce enough new fish to sustain itself over the long term.  If a stock is 
at this level, fishing mortality must be reduced to as near zero as possible until the stock rebuilds. 
 
Observer – any person required or authorized to be carried on a vessel for conservation and management 
purposes by regulations or permits under this action. 
 
OFL: Overfishing Level.  The catch that results from applying the maximum fishing mortality threshold 
to a current or projected estimate of stock size.  When the stock is not overfished and overfishing is not 
occurring, this is usually FMSY or its proxy.  Catches that exceed this amount would be expected to result 
in overfishing.  The annual OFL can fluctuate above and below MSY depending on the current size of the 
stock.  This specification will replace the current specification of allowable biological catch in the herring 
fishery. 
 
Open access – describes a fishery or permit for which there is no qualification criteria to participate. 
Open-access permits may be issued with restrictions on fishing (for example, the type of gear that may be 
used or the amount of fish that may be caught). 
 
Optimum Yield (OY) – the amount of fish which –  
(a) will provide the greatest overall benefit to the Nation, particularly with respect to food production and 
recreational opportunities, and taking into account the protection of marine ecosystems; 
(b) is prescribed as such on the basis of the maximum sustainable yield from the fishery, as reduced by 
any relevant economic, social, or ecological factor; and 
(c) in the case of an overfished fishery, provides for rebuilding to a level consistent with producing the 
maximum sustainable yield in such fishery. 
 
Overfished – a conditioned defined when stock biomass is below minimum biomass threshold and the 
probability of successful spawning production is low. 
 
Overfishing – a level or rate of fishing mortality that jeopardizes the long-term capacity of a stock or 
stock complex to produce MSY on a continuing basis. 
 
Pelagic gear – mobile or static fishing gear that is not fixed, and is used within the water column, not on 
the ocean bottom.  Some examples are midwater trawls and pelagic longlines. 
 
Plan Development Team (PDT) – a group of technical experts responsible for developing and analyzing 
management measures under the direction of the Council or the ASMFC.  The ASMFC uses the term 
Technical Committee during the development of a plan and Plan Review Team after a plan is adopted. 
 
Prey availability – the availability or accessibility of prey (food, forage) to a predator.  Important for 
growth and survival. 
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Primary production – the synthesis of organic materials from inorganic substances by photosynthesis. 
 
Proposed rule – a federal regulation is usually published in the Federal Register as a proposed rule with 
a time period for public comment.  After the comment period closes, the proposed regulation may be 
changed or withdrawn before it is published as a final rule, along with its date of implementation and 
response to comments. 
 
Rebuilding schedule – a plan to increase the biomass of a fishery stock, based on a target fishing 
mortality applied over a period of time. 
 
Recovery time – the period of time required for something (e.g. a habitat) to achieve its former state after 
being disturbed. 
 
Recruitment – the amount of fish added to the fishery each year due to growth and/or migration into the 
fishing area.  For example, the number of fish that grow to become vulnerable to fishing gear in one year 
would be recruitment to the fishery. 
 
Recruitment overfishing – fishing at an exploitation rate that reduces the population biomass to a point 
where recruitment is substantially reduced. 
 
Regional Administrator – Regional Administrator, NOAA/NMFS Northeast Region, Gloucester, MA. 
 
Regulated groundfish species – cod, haddock, pollock, yellowtail flounder, winter flounder, witch 
flounder, American plaice, windowpane flounder, white hake and redfish.  These species are usually 
targeted with large-mesh net gear. 
 
Relative exploitation – an index of exploitation derived by dividing landings by trawl survey biomass.  
This measure does not provide an absolute magnitude of exploitation but allows for general statements 
about trends in exploitation. 
 
Secretarial review process – a process which normally takes 140 days from the time the Council submits 
a plan or amendment to the Secretary of Commerce until its implementation.  The Secretary of Commerce 
reviews and possibly approves the plan or amendment which must meet the National Standards 
established by the Magnuson Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act as well as other federal 
requirements (the National Environmental Policy Act, the Marine Mammal Protection Act, the 
Endangered Species Act and other applicable law.) 
 
Spawning component – reference to a group of herring that spawn in a general location. There is 
evidence herring return to the same areas to spawn. These fish may, in fact, comprise different "stocks" 
but the evidence is ambiguous; they are identified as components to allow the development of measures 
for their protection. A healthy herring resource depends on maintaining spawning in as many areas as 
possible. 
 
Spawning stock biomass (SSB) – the total weight of fish in a stock that sexually mature, i.e., are old 
enough to reproduce. 
 
Species assemblage – several species occurring together in a particular location or region 
 
Species composition – a term relating the relative abundance of one species to another using a common 
measurement; the proportion (percentage) of various species in relation to the total on a given area. 
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Species diversity – the number of different species in an area and their relative abundance. 
 
Species richness – see Species diversity. A measurement or expression of the number of species present 
in an area; the more species present, the higher the degree of species richness. 
 
Status Determination – a determination of stock status relative to Bthreshold (defines overfished) and 
Fthreshold (defines overfishing).  A determination of either overfished or overfishing triggers a SFA 
requirement for rebuilding plan (overfished), ending overfishing (overfishing) or both. 
 
Stock – a grouping of fish usually based on genetic relationship, geographic distribution and movement 
patterns.  A region may have more than one stock of a species. 
 
Stock assessment – a process for determining the number (abundance/biomass) and status (life-history 
characteristics, including age distribution, natural mortality rate, age at maturity, fecundity as a function 
of age) of individuals in a stock. 
 
Technical Committee – a group of biologists assembled by the Commission to assess the (herring) 
resource. 
 
Tolerance – a reference to a management measure used in the original Commission herring management 
plan.  This measure allows fishing in a spawning closure as long as only a certain percentage of the fish 
caught contain spawn (roe or milt). 
 
VMS – an electronic vessel monitoring system, which may also be used for communications. Previously 
referred to as a vessel tracking system, or VTS. 
 
Year class – also called cohort.  Fish that were spawned in the same year. By convention, the “birth date” 
is set to January 1st and a fish must experience a summer before turning 1.  For example, winter flounder 
that were spawned in February-April 1997 are all part of the 1997 cohort (or year-class).  They would be 
considered age 0 in 1997, age 1 in 1998, etc. 
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Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission 
 

Atlantic Herring Technical Committee 
 

Conference Call Summary 
 

December 14, 2011 
 

Present: M. Cieri (ME DMR, TC Chair), James Becker (ME DMR), Kurt Gottschall (CT DMF), 

(Renee Zobel (NH DFG), Mike Armstrong (MA DMF), Steve Correia (MA DMF), and C. 

Vonderweidt (ASMFC Staff). 

 

The Atlantic Herring Technical Committee (TC) held a conference call to review the definition 

of “spawn” herring and spawning closure regulations.  The Atlantic Herring Section (Section) 

initiated the review following concern that the current definition of “spawn” herring may not 

cover current size ranges of spawning fish.  The call began with a review of the Section’s task 

and current spawning regulations.  Following discussion, members of the TC agreed that a 

management response may be necessary, but further analysis and review is necessary before a 

recommendation can be made.  The TC Chair and Staff agreed to prepare a white paper review 

of the spawning closures based on questions raised by TC members during the call.  The TC will 

hold a conference call in late-January 2012 and report back to the Section prior to their meeting 

on February 7, 2012.   

 

The following questions were raised during the call and will be addressed fully (including the 

discussion from this call) in the white paper. 

 Is there a significant biomass of spawn condition herring smaller than 24 cm (fall outside 

of the current size bin 24-28 cm)? 

 Do <24 cm mature females spawn earlier than larger spawners? 

 Do the default spawning dates overlap with peak spawning times? 

 Are regulations necessary (or practical) to address vast differences between sampled 

herring taken in the northern and southern range of spawning areas on the same dates? 

 Do the current spawning closure regulations effectively protect local populations from 

extinction/extirpation?  Could the regulations be improved upon? 

 Should the goals of the spawning closures be clarified or expanded? 

 Is it appropriate to sample a non-directed trip to determine a spawning start or end date?   

 Can “directed trip” be defined and is it possible to obtain sufficient samples from directed 

trips? 

 How many samples are necessary? 

 Do the spawning regulations provide sufficient guidance to standardize regulations 

between states? 
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